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CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT 
AND ADOPTION REFORM ACT AMENDMENTS 
OF 1983 

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 6, 1983 

u.s. SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES, 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON FAMILY AND HUMAN SERVICES, 
Washington, D.C. 

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2 p.m., in room 
430,. DirksE!n Senate Office Building, Senator Jeremiah Denton 
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Present: Senators Denton, Nickles, Weicker, and Grassley. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DEN'fON 
Senator DENTON. This hearing will please come to order. 
Good afternoon, and welcome. I'll ask you to indulge some 

hoarseness on my part today. 
I want to welcome my colleague and respected friend, the distin

guished Senator from Oklahoma, Senator Nickles. We also expect 
the Senator from Iowa, Senator Grassley. I understand Senator 
Weicker, my distinguished colleague from Connecticut will be in
troducing one of our principal witnesses later on. 

This afternoon the Subcommittee on Family and Human Serv
ices begins its third hearing of the 98th Congress and its first hear
ing in a series of three on the reauthorization of the Child Abuse 
Prevention and Treatment and Adoption Reform Act, the Federal 
program that assists States in combating child abuse and neglect, 
and that helps facilitate adoption of children with special needs. 

We couldn't have a more authoritative witness than the Surgeon 
General, and I want to welcome him; Ms. Dotson, who is with him; 
and the others who will soon be called up, as well as all of the in
terested members of the public and the media who have come 
today. 

The hearing this afternoon will focus on a particular type of ne
glect-the withholding of nourishment and medical treatment from 
infants born with mental or physical impairments. 

This issue burst into public view last April with the so-called 
"Infant Do~" incident in Bloomington, Ind. The public was shocked 
when an infant born with Down's syndrome and an incomplete 
esophagus was starved to death after his parents decided against 
an operation that could have saved his life. 

(1) 
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Although the State intervened, a judge upheld the right of the 
physicians to withhold treatment upon the parents' request. The 
judge also refused to stay his ruling to allow time for appeals. 

An appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court was in progress when 
"Infant Doe" succumbed. The parents, the doctors and the ruling 
judge were all aware that several couples had expressed an interest 
in adopting "Infant Doe" and permitting the life-saving surgery. 

This incident presented rather starkly some of the troubling 
questions about our Nation's attitude about the value of protecting 
and nurturing one of the most defenseless forms of human life
handicapped infants. 

In the Bloomington case, the infant was clearly not dying, but, 
rather, needed an operation that our Surgeon General, and witness 
today, Dr. C. Everett Koop, and many other doctors, say is nearly 
always successful. 

Furthermore, the decision to treat the infant was not made on 
the basis of the feasibility of medical treatment but, rather, on var
ious predictions about the quality of life the infant would attain. 

Finally, jn a modern, 20-century American hospital, an infant 
was denied nutrition and fluids, until he starved to death. 

The entire incid/:mt suggested that the pediatricians attending 
the infant were acting more in accord with the expressed interests 
of the parents rather than with those of the silent infant that they 
were purportedly serving. 

Incidents such as that-and there have been several document
ed-raise the question of whether the failure to protect our most 
defenseless citizens does not undermine one of the most fundamen
tal premises of our Constitution; namely, the equal protection 
under the law of all human life. Such incidents also raise the ques
tion of whether or not State and Federal child abuse statutes are 
adequately addressing a particularly egregious form of child 
abuse-starvation. 

For that reason I have included as part of the reauthorization 
bill for the Federal child abuse program, language that specifically 
addresses the treatment of handicapped infants issue. 

Most of you in this room must be aware of the administration's 
recent regulation requiring the posting of signs in health care facil
ities stati.ng it is a violation of Federal law discriminatorlly to deny 
handicapped infants nutrition and medical treatment solely be
cause of their handicaps. 

That regulation has been challenged in court. Arguments on the 
case will be heard April 8, 2 days from now. 

Many groups representing handicapped individuals have ap
plauded the regulation and on March 29, six of these groups an
nounced that they were asking to sign on as codefendants in the 
suit. 

The groups that, in contrast, have brought suit against the ad
ministration have raised serious objections to statutory and regu.la
tory intervention. They have claimed that isolated examples like 
"Infant Doe" do not warrant Federal intervention, and that there 
is no evidence that "the care of handicapped infants represents a 
critical national problem." 

The contention that the practice of denying treatment is relative
ly rare is refuted by a recent documentary aired by WNEV-TV in 
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Boston. The reporters involved in compiling the documentary-in
cluding a Pulitzer Prize winner-accumulated evidence on about 
100 cases where treatment was withheld or withdrawn. 

We will see an excerpt from that documentary today, and 1 com
mend the reporters and the station for courageously exposing this 
issue. 

Furthermore, a paper published by two Yale pediatricians in 
1973 stated that fully 14 percent of the deaths in their nursery 
were a rasult of withholding treatment. 

I hope that the witnesses today will give further estimates about 
the withholding of care to handicapped infants, or the incidents of 
withholding of care. 

My personal belief is that this problem is of paramount impor
tance. Allowing the less than perfect among us to die raises the ter
rifying possibility that more and more groups will he labeled as 
somehow defective and allow to perish. As Dr. Koop and others 
have often written or orally pointed out, Nazi Germany's final solu
tion was the last phase of a purification program which began in 
the 1930's with the killing of handicapped infants. These statistics 
and their implications demand a response. 

The language on the treating of handicapped infants that is in
cluded in the reauthorization bill I intend to introduce today, with 
Senator Hatch, is identical to that included in the House hill. It 
will require States to have in place procedures that insure that in
fants at risk with life-threatening congenital impairments will be 
provided with nourishment, medically indicated treatment, and ap
propriate social services. 

The language is not intended to apply to those infants who, to 
quote Dr. Paul Ramsey, are "born dying," or those infants who 
have diseases for which there is no known therapy. 

However, in the vast majority of cases the indicated treatment is 
clear, and most handicapped infants can be treated. The language 
of the bill merely requires equality of treatment, and that all in
fants will be fed. 

1 am sure that Dr. Koop will further clarify the intent of the ad
ministration's regulation for us today. 

There is rampant criticism that this policy might permit contin
ued life for some extremely mentally or physically handicapped 
children. But there appears to have been rapidly increasing error 
in the opposite direction-error that has resulted in needless kill
ings or needless allowings to die; error that places too high a value 
on imperfect estimates of the quality of life a child might enjoy; 
error which ignores unanticipated favorable changes from "natural 
causes" as well as ignores improvements achievable by the not 
widely known but notable recent breakthroughs in both pediatric 
surgery and therapies applied after the infant has left the nursery. 

We wil1. hear some fascinating testimony about some of these 
breakthroughs today from our panels of witnesses. 

We will also address one final aspect of the withholding treat
ment question that is often tragically ignored in discussions about 
whether to treat handicapped infants. Ther;J are many people in 
this country who are willing-even anxious-to adopt severely 
handicapped infants and to permit life-saving surgery. 
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The "Infant Doe" case has already been cited and, in fact, there 
is currently a waiting list of parents who want to adopt children 
afflicted with Down's syndrome. 

The reauthorization bill contains provisions that make the adop
tion of infants with congenital impairments a priority of the Fed
eral adoption opportunities program. 

We will meet this afternoon a family from Connecticut that has 
adopted 11 severely handicapped children. They will share with us 
some of their experiences in raising these children, and explain 
what advice they give to prospective adoptive parents. 

Before we show our film excerpt, I would invite Senator Nickles 
for any opening remarks he cares to make. 

Senator NICKLES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I would like to commend you for holding this hearing, especially 

for including in the hearings on the reauthorization of the Child 
Abuse Act today's hearing on the very sensitive and critical issue 
of the tl'eatme1it and care of handicapped infants. 

I appreciate your leadership in this field, and also your interest. 
I'm not that familiar with the legislation which you are introduc
ing, but I commend you for your personal attention that you've 
given to this very critical, sensitive, and difficult issue that many 
of us have wrestled with. I've had a personal interest in this area 
for some time and have been working on iti and I hope that we can 
make progress in seeing some positive improvement made through
out-not just in Federal policy-but throughout the hospitals and 
pediatric wards in this country. 

It wasn't until the Nation became familiar with the plight of 
"Baby Doe" about a year ago in Bloomington, Ind., that the gen
eral public really became aware that a problem existed. I believe 
that most people frnd that it is unconscionable that physicians and 
parents would consider it un option to allow a newborn baby to die 
by starvation or by lack of common medical treatment. 

Today surveys of doctors and medical journals, both of which are 
cited by Dr. Koop's, indicate that there are physicians advocating 
non treatment of handicapped infants. The majority of physicians 
would support parents' wishes not to feed children with Down's 
syndrome. 

Unfortunately, we don't know how often it happens today but 
with the attention this issue has received in recent weeks, there 
are indications that nontreatment and starvation of handicapped 
infants occurs more often than we might care to believe. 

The television documentary produced by the CBS affiliate in 
Boston which aired last mouth took a detailed look at the prOblenl 
Their findings reveal that eveu the most routine care to hand
capped infants is not usual. During the confirmation hep-ring f 
Secretary Heckler, I asked for anrllater received histories on cas s 
of alleged instances of infanticide. 

I still have some questions concerning the enforcement of sectio 
504 in these cases. I will address those later in this hearing. I 

Up until recently th: .. was an issue that was primarily debated i~ 
the medical circles. Perhaps one of the greatest values of today s 
hearing might be to raise the consciousness of society at large, and 
not just a few select organizations or communities. 
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The issue of appropriate medical treatment for handicapped in
fants is very .::omplex, both medically and ethically. However, we, 
as a society, should not allow this complexity to serve as a barrier 
to seeking solutions which are now confined to only a few. 

It is precisely because of the complex and interdisciplinary 
nature of the choices being made that we need broad participation 
ill determining public policy. No single group should take sole re
sponsibility for creating and establishing standards for a multifac
eted issue with national implications. 

This issue, as I mentioned before, Mr. Chairman, is sensitive; it's 
a civil rights issue; a moral issue; a national issue; and also a per
sonal issue that affects many people. It cuts across every political 
affiliation and it begs, I think, a responsible action. 

I again wish to commend you for holding this hearing and also 
for Dr. Koop's participation, as well as Ms. Dotson, and our other 
panelists. You have assembled quite a cadre of experts to give their 
thoughts and opinions on the entire issue of infanticide and I con
gratulate you for that. I hope that we'll be able to move expedi
tiously toward making some improvements in this area. 

Senator DENTON. Thank you, Senator Nickles. And, again, my 
admiration for your longstanding interest and activity in this field. 
It's a pleasure to sit with you today on what should be a porten
tious occasion for progress in the field. 

At this point, before showing the film clip and beginning the 
hearing therewit.h, I would like to ask unanimous consent that a 
statement by Senator Dodd, ranking minority member of the sub
committee, be inserted in the record. 

[No response.] 
Without objection, it is so ordered. 
[The prepared statement of Senator Dodd follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DODD 

Mr. Chairman, I am certain that we have a great deal to learn from the distinguished 
witnesses you have called before us this afternoon. I would like to direct special 
attention, however, to the last group of witnesses who will testify today: namely, 
the Rossow family. 

My connection with Rachel and Carl Rossow goes back to 1975 when I first visited 
the 3-bedroom ranch house they shared with their eight children. Since that time, 
they've moved to a larger house to accommodate the new additions to their family: 
six more children. 

The Rossow family literally makes the expression "disabled does not mean 
unable" come alive. The accomplishments at home and at school of all 14 children 
deserve our highest praise. The efforts of Rachel and Carl Rossow in promoting 
their children's accomplishments merit our undivided attention. 

Through the Rossows' experience in raising their children we can learn more 
about the kinds of supports, financial, educational. and otherwise, which must be 
provided to other parents of handicapped youngsters. Today, the Rossows will 
present the subcommittee with a brochure carrying a message of support for new 
parents of handicapped children. This brochure should be just the first step in pro
viding families like the Rossows with the specific assistance they need to insure that 
their children lead full and productive lives. 

Senator DENTON. We will begin this hearing by watching a short 
portion of the WNEV television documentary to which both Sena-
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tor Nickles and I referred, entitled "Death in the Nursery," which 
aired last month on four consecutive nights in Boston. 

This is an excerpt of that program, a series of excerpts. 
[Film excerpt projected.] 
Senator DENTON. Our first pand of witnesses consists of Dr. C. 

Everett Koop, U.S. Surgeon General, and a practicing pediatrician 
for some 35 years. 

Joining him is Ms. Betty Lou Dotson, Director of the Office of 
Civil Rights, Department of Health and Human Services. 

I would like to welcome both of you and to acknowledge that Dr. 
Koop is not only, by virtue of his position the ranking doctor in the 
United States, but he is also by his ex.perience and his pediatric 
practice an extremely authoritative witness on this subject. 

So, if you care to, please proceed. 

STATEMENT OF C. EVERETT KOOP, M.D., SURGEON GENERAL OF 
THE UNITED STATES, AND MS. BETTY LOU DOTSON, DIRECTOR, 
OFFICE OF CIVIL RIGHTS, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Dr. Koop. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I have a prepared statement for the record, which I will summa

rize in the time allotted to me. 
I am C. Everett Koop. I am a medical doctor. 1 am Surgeon Gen

eral of the U .8. Public Health Service. 
But, for the subject of today's hearing, I will call upon my 35 

years' experience as a pediatric surgeon. 
When I began my career, sir, there were only half ,a dozen people 

in the United States who specialized in surgery fot infants and 
children. When I came to Washington I had been p:racticing my 
specialty longer than anyone in North America. 

As you know, regulations protecting the handicappe'd newborn 
were issued by the Department of HHS last month. Th~'se regula
tions are now the subject of litigation; and while I can discuss the 
issues of health care for handicapped infants and the Department's 
policies concerning it, I must decline to offer an opinion regarding 
matters presently in litigation. 

Accompanying me today is Ms. Betty Lou Dotson, Director ,of the 
Department's Office for Civil Rights, and we look forward to dis
cussing some of the many issues regarding care of the newborn 
child with handicaps or operable defects. 

I'm sure that you agree, sir, that our government is concern,ed 
with the provision of health care and not about withholding it. 'rhe 
withholding of care and treatment from an infant born a year ago 
this month-as you have already indicated, known as "Baby 
Doe" -was the chief factor in focusing national attention on this 
matter. 

As a result of the "Baby Doe" case, the President instructed the 
Attorney General and the Secretary of HHS to exercise their 
powers to enforce Federal laws that prohibit discrimination against 
the handicapped. 

I will not repeat what you have already said about "Baby Doe," 
sir, but will say that the ba.sic principle of this case is that the 
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child was allowed to die because someone else made th'il judgment 
that the child's life was not worth living. 

Mr. Chairman, I can assure you that there is no way to predict 
the I.Q. or the potential of the Down's syndrome child at the time 
of birth. I believe that the presence of Down's syndrome is never 
an indication to withhold the correction of an accompanying defect, 
like esophageal atresia. 

You should know that the surgery in question is nearly always 
successful. My colleagues and I have performed some 475 such pro
cedures with almost lOO-percent survival and good-swallowing func
tion in full-term babies; and 88 percent is our record in prema-
tures. . 

The moral issue here is that no one may judge the quality of life 
of another, and we must not tolerate the attempts of those who 
take it upon themselves to do so. 

Whether a handicapped person's life is worth living or not is not 
a medical question. The Government's position ought to be seen in 
the context of its support for the provision of-not the withholding 
of-treatment for disabled infants. 

'I'hus, an enlightened Government becomes the natural ally of 
enlightened medicine. 

While I have said and believe that medical science constantly 
provides new ways to save life and to improve it, medicine may 
never have the answers to all the problems that occur at birth. Let 
me stress here that some problems simply are not correctable. 
Some handicapped infants, unfortunately, face imminent death. 
For such infants it is very important to note that we do not seek to 
fruitlessly prolong the process of dy,ng; rather, we seek to guaran
tee that infants who would live, gIven ordinary care, will not be 
denied the opportunity for life by those who would decide that 
their lives are not worth living. 

I presume that the unfortunate exceptions I have noted here are 
not the subject of this subcommittee's interest. The vast majority of 
disabled youngsters are within the realm of treatment. 

Even so, the bottom line in all these cases is that you must nour
ish the patient. When an infant in hospital is denied food and care, 
or whether an infant at home is denied food and care, the result is 
the same; it is child abuse. 

The willful withholding of therapy, including nut~ition, which 
leads to the death of a child is infanticide. This practice naturally 
is unlikely to be widely discussed outside a small, tight, circle of 
those involved in a particular case. 

Nevertheless, we believe that "Baby Doe" was not just a singular 
instance, but rather, representative of a disturbing pattern about 
which we are becoming increasingly aware. 

Obviously, the number of such patients is difficult to estimate. It 
is not rare, and it is certainly not an isolated instance. 

In 1976, when I was presented with the Ladd Gold Medal for ex
cellence in surgery by the American Academy of Pediatl'ics, I took 
that occasion to draw the attention of the academy to the growing 
practice of infanticide, and pointed out its moral and its ethical im
plications. 

I was aware then of what I said because at that time I had been 
practicing pediatnc surgery for 30 years, and traveled enough as a 
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speaker to know most of the pediatric surgeons in this country on a 
familiar basis, and to be aware of what some were doing. 

b my role as editor-in-chief of the Journal of Pediatric Surgery 
for 15 years, I had my finger on the pulse of pediatric surgery and 
its practices. Let me offer some additional evidence which has been 
accumulated: 

You've already referred to the Duff and Campbell report in the 
New England Journal of Medicine in 1973 from Yale University, 
where the authors acknowledged that over a 2-year period, 14 per
cent of the deaths in the newborns of their unit had been decided 
upon and engineered in some ·way. 

In 1977 the journal Pediatrics published a survey of the surgical 
section of the academy by Shaw and Randolph. A questionnaire 
had been sent to all pediatric surgeons in the academy and selected 
pediatricians. A great number of those answering the questionnaire 
felt that what might be a poor quality of life, in their estimation, 
was sufficient reason not to treat the child for a defect which may 
have been incompatihl.,l with life but nevertheless was amenable to 
surgical correction. 

Several months ago the CBS television program "Sixty Minutes" 
called attention to several families who had made different deci
sions on the preservation of the lives of their newborn children. 
And, more recently, there was the Boston documentary which we 
have just seen a portion of. 

A just-released report of the President's Commission on Biomedi
cal Ethics refers to several surveys among pediatricians. A survey 
of California pediatricians showed that most would honor parents' 
wishes not to treat Down's syndrome newborns who had life-threat
ening intestinal obstructions, and al10ther survey showed that 
many pediatricians would do the same with Down's syndrome in 
children born with congenital heart disease. Finally, a survey of 
Massachusetts pediatricians showed that 51 percent would not rec
ommend surgery to correct intestinal blockages in newborns with 
Down's syndrome. 

In the past several years, sir, I have personally received about 20 
calls from nurses who objected to carrying out orders from doctors 
to deny food to handicapped newborns. Some of these nurses have 
been faced with disciplinary actions or the threat of such actions 
because they opposed the decision to withhold nourishment. 

Handicaps and unhappiness do not always go hand-in-hand. 
Some of the unhappiest children I have known were perfectly 
normal, physically. Many handicapped youngsters have cheerfully 
accepted difficulties that I would find hard to bear. 

In other words, the quality of life is not measured by material 
and physical terms alone. 

I don't believe food should ever be withheld from a disabled 
infant. If the motivation is to hasten death, deliberate starvation is 
inhuman. 

If treatment is withheld, as it is sometimes indicated, there are 
several principles: First, the physician must be fully aware of and 
knowledgeable about the infant's disease process or disabling condi
tion. 

Second, the physician has to know as much as possible about his 
patient. 
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Third, the physician has to draw important conclusions about 
how that process or condition affects his patient. 

And, finally, physicians must be extremely cautious in making 
any guesses or offering any speculations as to what quality of life 
the patient may ultimately enjoy. 

We usually have no way of predicting accurately how smart or 
active or productive a person may be at some future time. 

The job of the physician is to do all that he can to enhance the 
patient's enjoyment of whatever he or she ultimately determines is 
quality. 

I don't minimize, sir, the difficulty of sheepherding a family 
through tough times, of providing access to all available support 
mechanisms, and of espousing the cause of patient and family until 
they are figuratively on their feet. I spent my career doing that, 
and not without some satisfaction. 

I think it significant that no patient or parent has ever told me 
later that he or she wished that we had not tried so hard to save 
the life of their child. I think that is partiCUlarly important when 
one considers that when I came to Washington, I probably had op
erated upon more newborns than anyone in this country. 

If the decisions we face in this area today seem complex> let me 
point out that the future holds out even more complexity, and for 
one important reason: it holds out more hope. 

What is extraordinary in medicine today will be commonplace to
morrow. And this is no more true in any medical field than in 
neonatology. 

Advances in medicine enable us to restore and repair limbs and 
organs whose malfunctions and malformations previously meant 
death, deformity, or permanent disability. 

As ?. society, we should help both families and the health care 
professionals who care for the less-than-perfect newborn to contin
ue their remarkable work. 

The most compelling opportunity is for our Government and our 
Nation's leaders to reaffirm our national commitment to providing 
compassionate, high-quality medical care for all of our Nation's 
children. 

I thank you, Mr. Chairman. And following Ms. Dotson's remarks 
at this time, she and I would be most happy to consider whatever 
questions you may have. 

[The prepared statement of Dr. Koop follows:] 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF C. EVERETT Koop, M.D., SURGEON GENERAL, PUBLIC 
HEALTH SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 

'Mr. Chairman, I am C. Everett Koep. I' am a IOOdical doctor and the Surgeon 

General of the United States Public Health Service. For the subject that is 

before the Canmi ttee this rrornirg, I will draw "i',n my personal experiences of 

35 years as a pediatric surgeon. When I began that career there were only a 

half-dozen pecple in the U.S. who specialized in surgical procedures for 

infants and young children. Pediatric surgery has since become an nnportant 

life-savirg specialty in toodicine arrl I am very prrud to have been part of 

that history arrl develcpment. When I cane to Washirgton in 1981, I had been 

practicirg the specialty of pediatric surgery larger than anyone in North 

AIreriCc.. 

Before I continue, Mr. Chairman, may I introduce to the Canmittee my 

collecgue, lois. Betty Loo Dotson, who is Director of the Office for Civil 

Rights of the Deparbnent of Health and Htman Services. The two of us lock 

forward to discussirg with you and this Committee some of the many concerns 

surrOJndirg the issue of care for the nEMborn child with handicaps or cper1lble 

defects. 

I am sure you will agree that OJr goverrrnent -- regardless of the branch or 

which political party may be daninant at the tnne -_. is primarily concerned 

with the provisior. of health and rredical care, not ahOJt withh::Jldirg it. 

Indeed, that point of ViEM was enphasized last Sprirg in an April 30 

IOOmorandum in ·..mich the President instructed both the Attorney General and the 

Secretary of Health and Human Services to exercise their authoriHes to 
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enforce Federal laws that prohibit discrimination against the handicapped. 

President Reagan took special note of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 

1973, which (and I quote fran the President's memorandum) "forbids recipients 

of Federal funds fran withholding fran handicapped citizens, simply because 

they are handicapped, a~ benefit or service that would ordinarily be provided 

to persons without handicaps." The President noted that the law specifically 

applies to "hospitals and other providers of health services receiving Federal 

assistance. " 

As a follow-up to the President's instruction, then-Secretary Richard S. 

Schweiker asked Ms. Dotson to issue a notice to health care providers which 

are reimbursed under Medicaid and ~Iedicare. The Secretary said, "In p-,oviding 

this notice, we are reaffilll\ing the strong canmitment of the American pecple 

and their laws to the protection of human life." 

Last IlOnth, as you kno«, the Deparbnent pranulgated re;Julations which require 

that reminders of the applicability of Federal law to the protection of 

handicapped newborns be conspicuously posted in hospitals. The re;Julations 

also offer a rreans for a~ person with reason to believe that the law is 

being violated to bring the facts to the attention of prcper authorities. 

As you kno~, these re;Julations are no« the subject of litigation. While I can 

discuss the issue of health care for handicapped infants and the Deparbnent's 

22-024 O-SH-2 
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policy concerning it, I must decline to offer any personal cpinions regarding 

the matters presently in litigation. 

The recent regulations were not just the result of the Infant Doe case, but 

also of OJr groHing awareness that this case was not an isolated incident., 

rut part of a larger pattern. 

Infant Doe was born with Down Syndrane, a fODn of IOOntal retardation that is 

genetically transnitted. We know that Infant Doe also suffered an esophogeal 

atresia, a malfonnation of the esophogus which prevents the taking of 

nOJrislInent rut which may be corrected by surgety. Surgety was not 

perfonned to correct the atresia; Infant Doe was not fed, either orally or b<j 

the intravenQJs rrethxl and seven days after birth, the child died. 

The basic principle in this case is that the child was allowed to die because 

saneone else made the judgrrent that the child's life was not I>Urth living. 

Mr. Chainnan, I can assure you that there is no way to assess or to estimate 

the I.Q. or the potential of a Down Syndrane child at the time of that child's 

birth. Whatever t.l1e degree of retardation may be, this handicap is never a 

justification for withholding treabnent. The moral issue here is that no one 

may judge the quality of life of another, and we mus.t not tolerate the 

attanpts of th:lse who would take it upon thanselves to do so. The President's 

Canmission on Bioethics in Medicine is in substantial ogreanent with these 

points. 
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In all cases of esophage-al atresia, corrective surgery is indicated and is 

nearly alway.;; successful. I do not ooan to minimize the diffiOJlty for the 

surgeon, the anxiety for the ~rents, or the discomfort of the patient. These 

are all familiar to 00, as I was amorg the first to perform such an operation 

37 years ago and since then my colleagues and I have done some 475 procedures 

Each case was special. But after recovery, these babies were all able to take 

noorishnent by mouth. In my OHn experience, I did not lose a f,.Ill-teon baby 

in the last eight years wilen I was a surgeon and my survival rate for 

pranature babies was 88%. 

Hr. Chaionan, just as an aside, let 00 say that one of the benefits of beirg a 

66-year-old pediatric surgeon is that new and then I ooet a person, full of 

life an::! health, whan I had first rret as a nEWborn lyirg on my operatirg 

table, strugglirg with an esophageal atresia or another condition, which was 

successfully corrected. 

Such procedures are no lorger unusual. Often it seans as though every day 

rredicine adds another nEW life-savirg procedure to an already :impressive list 

of victories. More and more therapeutic options are openirg up, givirg 

physicians greater opportunities, in the words of the Hippocratic oeth, "to 

help the sick accordin;J to my ability and judgrrent, but never with a ViEW to 

injury and ~n:orgdoirg." 

''/hether a hardicapped person I s life is worth livirg is not a professional 

rredical question. A decision not to treat, for instance, a Down's Syndrane 

infant because of a child's potential .rental retardation is not a rredical 
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judgment. The President's memorandum, our Department's notice to providers 

and oor neM regulations ooght to be seen in this context, as indicatirg t.l-te 

government's support for the provision of --not the withholdirg of 

--treabnent for disabled infants. In this respect, an enlightene:l governnent 

becanes the natural. ally of enlightene:l rredical practice. 

In my experience, this type of event has two important aspects. First, th"re 

is the nature of the rredical problem presented l:¥ the infant itself. Second, 

there is t.he role of the fanily of the infant, the pecple who are responsible 

for the infant appearirg in the first place. 

I indicated that rredical and scientific advances constantly provide new ways 

to eave lives and improve the quality of life for the newborn. But rredicine 

may never have all the solutions to all the problems that oealr at birth. 

Sane rredical problems are not correctible, and ~ handicapped infants, 

unfortunately, face :imminent death; for such infants, we do not intend to 

fruitlessly prolorg the process of dyirg. Rather, we seek to 9'larantee that 

infants who would live, given ordinary care, will not be denied the usual 

opportunity for life l:¥ someone who judges that their lives are not worth 

livirg. I would presurre that these un:Eortunate exceptions are not the center 

of this Subcanmittee's interast. 

In HOst instances, however, the ccurse of treatment is quite clear. The vast 

majority of disabled infants are wi thin the realm of treatment. Moreover, Mr. 

Chainnan, I believe there is one "botton line" in all these cases and it is 

that you noorish the patient -- that is, at least give it ordinary care. 
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Iroeed, in the case of Infant Doe, the fact that nrurishment was completely 

withheld throughout his seven-day life probably did more than any other single 

act to shock the medical profession aro the general public. Mr. Chairman, we 

should n~t let anyone's anphasis on the rrost difficult cases distract oor 

attention from the basic principle that we must not discriminate against 

haroicapped infants. 

This point was made last May 18 by Assistant Secretru:y Dr. Robert Rubin in the 

coorse of his appearance on the evening television program, "The MacNeil

Lehrer Report." Speaking for the Administration, Dr. Rubin said: 

"We're not talking about prolonging a life that inevitably is going to 

die. What we're talking about here is discriminating against children 

who, if it weren't for the fact that they were haroicapped, ~lQUld be 

given apprc:priate medical treatJnent." 

There are those who contero that child abuse only means battering or other 

forms of physical attack. I wish to $tress that it also entails lack of 

protection aOO lack of basic sustenance. For example, whether an infant in a 

hospital is denied care aro treatment, or whether an infant at hone is denied 

care aro treatment, t.'le result is the sane. 

It is very difficult to acquire statistics on the denial of ordina~ care to 

haroicapped infants because doctors tero not to report that the cause of death 

was starvation or other denial of ordinary care. There is evidence showing 

that withholding of care does occur, and that it is a significant problan. 

Even one co.se i.s one too nany. 

The willful withholding of therapy, including nutrition, which leads to the 

death of a child is infanticide. Pec:ple who practice this IlEans of case 
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management of disabled youngsters are unlikely to discuss it outside a very 

tight circle of those involved in a particular case. This accounts for the 

difficulty in securirq finn data, but enrugh evidence has emerged to indicate 

that infanticide is not rare in this cruntry. 

In 1976, when I was presented the Ladd Gold Medal for excellence in surgery 

by the American Academy of Pediatrics, I took that occasion to drCi':~ the 

attention of the Academy to the growing practice of infanticide and pointed 

out its noral and ethical implications. I was aware then of what I said 

because I had been practicing pediatric surgery at that time for 30 years and 

traveled enough as a sp&aker to knew most of the pediatric surgeons in this 

country on a ;;amiliar basis and to be aware of what they were doing. In my 

role as editor-in-chief of the Journal of Pediatric Surgery for 15 years, I 

had my finger on the pulse of pediatric surgery and its practices. Let me 

offer some additional evidence which has accumulated: 

o In 1973, Duff and Campbell of Yale Universit.y published in the ~ 

Enqland Journal of Medicine a report concerning dilemmas facing 

pediatricians in the newborn nursery. They acknowledged that ovel:" a 

twcr-year period, 14 percent of the deaths in the newborn nurset:y were 

deaths that had been decided upon and ergineered in sane way. 

o In 1977, the journal Pediatrics published a survey of the surgical 

section of the Academy by Shaw and Randolph. A questionnaire had been 

sent to all pediatric surgeons and to selected pediatricians in the 

Academy of Pediatrics which asked about their behavior in the presence of 

certain treatable conditions, such as duodenal atresias, in newborns with 

DcMl's Syndrane. A great number of: those answering the questionnaire 

felt that what might be a peor quality of life, in their estimation, was 
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sufficient reason not to treat the child for a defect which may have been 

incanpatib1e with life but nevertheless was amenable to surgical 

treatment. 

o Several mnths a;)O the CBS television pro;jram "Sixty Minutes" called 

attention to several families who had made different decisions on the 

preservation of the lives of their newborn ~~i1dren. More recently, a 

television atation in Boston had four consecutive nights of docurrentaxy 

film on \:he use of infanticide as a treatment c:ption in this co.lotJ:y. 

o A just-released report of the President's Canmission on Bianedica1 Ethics 

refers to several surveys amorg pediatricians. A survey of California 

pediatricians showed that most would honor parents' wishes not to treat 

Down's Syndrome newborns who had life-threatenirg intestinal obst~uctions, 

am another survey showed that many pediatricians would do the sane with 

Down Syndrane newborns who had corgenital heart disease. A survey of 

Massachusetts pediatricians showed that 51% would not recammend surgery to 

correct intestinal blockages in newborns with Down Syndrome. 

o In my CMn experience, let me say that I have received over 20 contacts in 

recent IlOnl".hs fran nurses who objected to carryirg rut orders fran doctors 

to deny food to handicapped newborns. These nurses have been faced with 

disciplinary actions, or the threat of such actions, for their stands. 

Mr. Chaitman, I want to focus now on another question and draw fran my 

personal experience as a physician. Once a han:l.icapped child is beirg cared 

for within the reaJm of medicine, what OJght we reasonably to e~ct fran 

p'~Jsicians? Let me suggest several principles that same physicians have found 

useful when they confront the kinds o[ situations we are discussirg: 
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First, handicaps and unhappiness do not necessarily go hand in hand. Some of 

the unhappiest children I have known have been perfectly noonal physically. 

and many handicapped youngsters have cheerfully accepted difficulties I think 

I would find hard to bear. 

Secorxl, the physi.cian IlUJst knew a great deal aba.it the infant's disease 

process or disabling condition. As scierce and medicine continue to evolve, 

this is an ever-grewing responsibility and requires that physicians must have 

great knewledge aba.it arxl experience with the lesion in question. 

Third, the physician has to knew as IlUJch as possible aba.it the patient. 

Foorth, based on the first two, the physician has to draw sane very important 

conclusions aba.it i.ow that process or condition affects the particular' 

patient. 

Fifth, physicians shculd be extranely cautioos in making any guesses as to the 

"quality ::If life" the patient or his fanily will ultimately enjoy. We 

frequent:.y have absolutely n£ way of predicting how happy or·smart or active a 

person ~ be at sane point in his or her life. The task for the physician is 

to do whatever possible so that the patient can enjoy to the fullest whatever 

he or she ultimately detormi.nes is "quality." 

Mr. Chairman, I said that there are two aspects of these cases that bear close 

study. The first aspect I have JUSt discussed and its focus is directly upon 

the infant and the infant's medical corxlition. The other aspect concerns the 

type of support the infant's family is gilr."n by the physician, the hospital 

and the CCIiu-:tLlnity. 
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I wculd like to s<.ggest certain principles which, if follCMed, will enable 

those who care for handicapped child to work better with the family to 

achieve the greatest possible benefits for the child. Having follCMed these 

principles, I can also tell you that I have nover had a patient or a parent 

tell me that they wished I had not saved their life Ot' that of their child. 

First, the physician must sit dCMn with the fanily and thorcughly go thraJgh 

the nature of the infant's condition, what the medical experience with such a 

cordition has been so far, what kirds of things can be done :i.mm..."<Uately, and 

what the options may be later on. 

Secord, the physician 1lUJst be familiar with and understa:lC1 the natural 

responses of parents to the disabled newborn: ~heir feelings of sadness, 

guilt, anger, even of shane. The parents will be concerned abaJt the 

judgments of their neighbors ard friends. Therefore, the physician represents 

not only medical care -- but the cutside world as \*-lll. 

Thi.t'd, the physician 1lUJst demonstrate that the parents are needed as pcrtners 

in the processes of medical care and that, for a disabled infant just as for a 

"normal" child, there is just no substitute for lovirg, caring parents. 

Gradually, as the network of support grCMS, the parents will becone rrore 

centrally involved and nore conpetent to care for their child and for 

themselves, too. 

Fourth, a physician should tty to get the child into the hands of the family 

just as soon as possible. Staring thraJgh a pane of thick plastic at a Ii ttle 

baby in a covered isolette over in the corner is just not my idea of hOIl to 

bring parents and any new child together. In my CMn experience, I suggest 
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that the parents visit the child as soon as possible. Even though the baby 

may be barxiaged, intubated, monitOl:e:1, and fe1 with a hyperalimentation line, 

the parents can an::l 600uld tooch th~1 child -- if possible, hold it and ooddle 

it. 

Fifth, physicians and oospitals must tili<e a positive, active role in gettirg 

the parents and the child linked up with available social and rredical supp:>rt 

groops in the COl1II1!.U1ity. ContirlJity of care and total care is important for 

all patients - it is critical for infants IIdth a disability. ,\00 above all 

the responsibls physician must have the detenllination and canmitn.ent to assure 

the fanily that he or she 'will be an advocate for their child and for the 

parents. 

Finally, we all mllst work to elilninate the stigma ''Jf beirg handicapped in ?.II:' 

society. Canmunities must be willirg to offer sUppt.lrt: and aid to those; ccpil'l;} 

with a handicapped f.amily member. Positive uttitudes toward those physically 

less fortunate than rrost of us nee:l to be enco.l!:aged. Enlightene:1 canmunity 

acceptw,ce of the handicapped will be invaluable ~o them in tenns of 

education, services, anployrrent, recreation, am so on. 

Certainly, parents face:l wi th the Pl:'ospect of carirg fo:- a disabled child will 

worry aboot the impact on their financial resources. Increasirg awareness of 

this issue can resw.t in better response fran the rrany volun ~aIY social 

service agencies and p)~ivate foundations which exist to help f.milies in 

need. 

I 
I 
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In conclusion, Mr. Chainnan, peIInit ne to return to science and nedicine for 

a nanent. If the decisions in this area that we face today seem car.plex, then 

the future holds even IlDre canplexity, and for one important reas::m -- it also 

holds IlDre~. What is extraordinary in nedicine today will be ordinary 

tanorrC1.>/, just as what Vias extraordinary in nedicine yesterday is ordinary 

today. And this is perha;;>s true in no field rrore than it is in neonatology. 

During the past decade wei have made progress in .1eonatology, in intensive care 

for ne.Jborns and in pediatric surgery that enables us to treat su::cessfully 

many conditions not treatable only a fe.J years ago. It enables us 

to·provide the precision care required by very premature and very sick babies. 

Advances in pediatric surgeI:}' allew us to restore and repair oJ:gans and limbs 

whose malfunctions and malfonnations previously caused deatn, defonnity or 

pennanent disability. 

As a socieq', we srould help both the fanil ies and the health care 

professionals who care for the less-than-perfect ne.Jborn to contirue their 

remarkable '·lOrk. The !lOst cOTlpelling cpportunity is for our governnent and our 

nation's leaders -- in all fields and at all levels -- to reaffinn our 

national commitment to providing cOTlpassionate, high quality medical care for 

all our nation's children. 

Thank you, Mr. Chainman. Ms. Dotson new has a short statement describing the 

activities of the Office of Civil Rights and then she and I will be happy to 

answer questions. 
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Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Koop. 
Ms. Dotson? 
Ms. DOTSON. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to 

appear before you and the subcommittee on a matter of such vital 
concern, namely, the discriminatory failure to properly care for 
newborn infants who are handicapped and who are entitled to the 
protection of the Federal civil rights laws. 

I have presented a more detailed statement for the record, and in 
the time allotted for me, I will attempt to summarize that state
ment, placing particular emphasis on our regulation which was 
issued March 7. 

Our office is responsible for enforcing various civil rights statutes 
which prohibit discrimination on the basis of race, color, national 
origin, handicap, and age in health care and human services pro
grams. 

One of the laws, we enforce, section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act 
of 1973, prohibits discrimination on the basis of mental or physical 
handicap in federally assisted programs. 

Under section 504, no qualified handicapped individual "may be 
excluded rrom, denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimina
tion" in any federally assisted activity or program solely because of 
his or her handicap. 

The medicaid and medicare programs provide Federal financial 
assistance to most hospitals in the United States. 

The regulation which the Department first issued in 1977 to im
plement section 504 makes it very clear that Down's syndrome and 
other serious birth defects are handicaps within the meaning of the 
statute. 

Following the death last year of a handicapped newborn known 
as "Baby Doe," in Bloomington, Ind., the President directed the De
partment to notify health care providers that section 504 did in 
fact apply to handicapped infants. The President was concerned 
about reports that potentially life-saving treatment was being with
held from handicapped infants which would have been given as a 
matter of course to those without handicaps. 

In furtherance of the President's directive, on May 18, 1982, I 
issued a notice to health care providers. In that notice, hospitals 
were reminded that section 504 prohibits withholding from a 
handieapped infant nutritional sustenance or medical or surgical 
treatment required to correct a life-threatening condition if: 

First, the withholding is based on the fact that the infant is 
handicapped; and, 

Second, the handicap does not render the treatment or nutrition
al sustenance medically contraindicated. 

Subsequent to the issuance of the notice in May 1982, our office 
developed and put into operation a specific program for expeditious 
investigation of complaints of discrimination which related to this 
notice. 

Generally, the complaints that we received after the issuance of 
this notice alleged that handicapped infants were not being treated 
for potentially life-threatening conditions, or that handicapped in
fants were being denied life-sustaining nourishment. In other cases, 
it was reported that a handicapped infant had been placed in a life
threatening situation, and we were aske~ to investigate. 

r 
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In each complaint case involving a baby in a life-threatening sit
uation, OCR initiated a prompt and thorough investigation. Our 
basic approach has been to dispatch an investigator or investigative 
team to the facility immediately in emergency cases to assess the 
facts and make a compliance determination. 

Simultaneously with the dispatch of one of our investigators to 
the site, we have alerted our medical consultants to be available on 
an as-needed basis. 

We interview all of the affected parties, including the complain
ant, attending physicians, and hospital staff. 

We [,Iso at.tempt to coordinate the investigation with State and 
local authorities, such as child abuse agencies. These agencies are 
contacted to exchange information and, in several instances, we 
have been able to arrange it so that State officials accompanied us 
during our investigation. 

We examine pertinent medical records which relate to the case. 
In addition, we've made arrangements to insure that Public 

Health Service physicians and independent neonatal specialists 
could be called upon immediately to provide medical advice and 
analysis during the course of an investigation. 

In 1982, subsequent to the issuance of the notice, we have initiat
ed several on-site compliance reviews at four major teaching hospi
tals: Yale, New Haven; Stanford University; University of South 
Alabama Hospital and Clinic; and University of New Mexico Hospi
tal. 

The purpose of these reviews is to determine whether hospital 
practices and procedures for handling newborn infants conform to 
the requirements of section 504. 

Our basic objective in investigating complaints and in conducting 
compliance reviews is to prevent the discriminatory failure to treat 
and feed handicapped infants; and to save their lives. 

We expect that our actions will have a wider deterrant effect 
beyond the individual cases which come to our attention. To 
achieve that objective, we will continue our investigative activity 
combined with more intensive efforts to inform all affected parties 
of their rights and obligations as established under the law. 

Our experience indicated to us that we needed a better means of 
making sure that people had a means to instantly communicate to 
us to report or supply to us information about possible violations of 
section 504. 

Subsequently, on March 7, 1983, our interim final regulation was 
issued. The purpose of this regulation is to insure that medical 
practitioners, State and local authorities, parents, and the general 
public are made aware of the section 504 nondiscrimination re
quirements. The regulation was effective on March 22. 

Now, thhs regulation requires that hospitals post notices in a con
spicuous place in each delivery ward, maternity ward, pediatric 
ward, and nursery. 

The notice informs the public that the discriminatory failure to 
feed and care for handicapped infants violates Federal law. Persons 
having any knowledge of any violation are encouraged to contact 
the Department immediately by utilizing a special hotline number, 
or to contact the local child protective agency. 
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In addition, to expedite investigations and necessary enforcement 
action where immediate action is necessary to protect the life or 
health of a handicapped infant, the regulation permits us to refer 
cases to the Justice Department for prompt court action vl'i.thout 
having to wait the previously required 10 days. 

Also, it enables the Department to obtain immediate access to 
medical and other relevant records at a hospital inasmuch as it re
quires that the hospital records be available on a 24-hour basis. 

We have taken the following measures to implement our regula
tion of March 7: 

A memorandum was sent to 6,738 hospitals across the country on 
March 16, informing them of the hotline number and enclosing a 
copy of the regulation and a replica of the required notice. 

On March 17 we mailed to each of the 6,738 hospitals 10 posters, 
5 in English, 5 in Spanish. 

Also, a list of the addresses and telephone numbers of State child 
protection agencies was forwarded to all hospitals so that the ap
propriate telephone number of the State agency could be added to 
the posters. Many State agencies also maintain a 24-hour toll-free 
hotline service. 

Our hotline is activated. It's staffed between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. by 
professional employees at our headquarters in Washington. During 
the night all incoming calls will be received by an answering serv
ice. When the answering service receives a call, the information 
will be relayed immediately to a designated employee of the Office 
of Civil Rights. 

The hotline number is 800-368-1019. In Washington, it is 863-
0100. 

These procedures are designed to insure that the Department re
ceives timely information about violations. The telephone com
plaint procedures will facilitate the reporting of these kinds of vio
lations to us. 

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I wish to reiterate our commitment 
to protection of the rights of handicapped infants by enforcing the 
laws and reguiations in an effective expeditious manner. This has 
been our record throughout. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Dotson and responses to ques

tions asked by Senator Nickles follow:] 
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PREPARElJ STATEMENT OF BETTY Lou DOTSON, DIRECTOR, O~'FICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS, 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 

I appreciate the opportunity to appear beforp. the Subcommittee on 

a matter of vital concern: the discriminatory failure to properly care 

for newborn infants who are handicapped and are entitled to the protection 

of the Federal civil rights laws. 

The Subcommittee asked me, as Director of the Office for Civil Rights, 

to discuss the Department's recent regulation on tbis subject, and to 

explain the procedures we are. following to ensure compliance with the 

requirements of the regulation. 

The Office for Civil ~ights gives priority attention to protecting 

the rights of handicapped infants. In the main, cases may arise that, by 

their very nature, are emergency cases that require immediate action. 

And it seems to me that in any situation where life-and-death issues are 

or may be at stake, we must endeavor to bring to bear all the resc:urces tor. 

and sensitivity that we can to help prevent and resolve. compliance 

problems. 

To put the regulation in proper perspective, I think it would be 

helpful at first to review the background and sequence of events - the 

compliance standards that apply, the investigative activities a~ other 

steps that have been taken and are underway to enforce the law. 

Section 504 

. The Office for Civil Rights (OCR) is responsible for enforcing 

various civil rights staoltes which prohibit discrimination on the basis 

of race, color, national origin, handicap, and age in health care and 

hunan services programs. This i9 a far-reaching and important mandate -

and we are determined to carry it out effectively. 
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One of the laws OCR enforces, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, 

prohibits discr»nination on the basis of mental or physical handicap in 

federally assisted programs. Under Section 504, no qualified handicapped 

individual ''may be excluded frcrn, denied the benefits of, or be subjected 

to discrimination" in any federally assisted activity or program solely 

because of his or her handicap. The Medicaid and Medicare programs 

provide Federal financial assistance to most hospitals in the 

United States. The regulation which tbe Department issued in 1977 to 

implement Section 504 makes it clear that D:>wn' s syndrane and other 

serious birth defects are hiIDdicaps within the meaning of the statute. 

Following the death of a handicapped nelob::>rn, known as "Baby !):)e," 

in Bloanington, Indiana, the Pn::sident directed the Department to notify 

health care providers that Section 504 applies to handicapped infants. 

The President was concerned about reports that potentially life-~aving 

treatment was being withheld from handicapped infants that would have 

been provided as a matter of course to those without handicaps. He 

stated at that time: 

"Our nation's carmitment to equal 
protection of ~,e law will have little 
meaning if we deny such protection to 
those who have not been blessed wi th 
"the same physical or mental gifts that 
~ too often take for granted." 

To carr)f out the President's directive, I issued a notice to all 

health care providers on May 18, 19B2. In that notice, hospitals ~re 

reminded that Section 504 prohibits withholding frcrn a handicapped infant 
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nutritional sustenance or medical or surgical treatment required to 

correct a life-threatening condition if: 

(1) the withholding is based on the fact that the 

infant is handicapped; and 

(2) the handicap does not render the treatment or 

nutritional sustenanoe medically contraindicated. 

For example, under this standard it w:>uld be unlawful for a hospital 

to decline to treat an operable life-threatening condition in an infant, 

or refrain fron fee-.:iing the infant, simply because the infant is believed 

to be mentally retarded. 

The notice aI,SO reiterated the fact that noncanpliance with Section 

504 requirements could lead to the termination of Federal funds. 

Investigative Activity 

In May, 1982, OCR developed and put into operation a specific 

enforcement program to investigate complaints of discrbnination and to 

review the practices of a number of health care providers on-site. 

In general, the complaints that OCR received after the notice was 

issued alleged that handicapped infants were not being treated for 

potentially life-threatening conditions; or that handicapped infants were 

being denied life-sustaining nourishment. In other cases, it was reported 

that a handicapped infant PAd been placed in a life-threatening situation 

and OCR was asked to investigate. 

22-024 0-83-3 
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In each complaint case involving a baby in a life-threatening 

situation, OCR initiated a prumpt and thorough investigation. OUr basic 

approach was to: 

o Dispatch an investigator or investigative team to the facility 

bnrnediately in emergency cases to assess the facts and make a compliance 

det:lrmination. 

o Interview all affected paL-ties, including the complainant, attending 

physicians, and hospital staff. 

o COOrdinate the investigation with State and local authorities, such 

as child protection agencies. Agencies were contacted to exchange 

information and, in several instances, agency personnel worked closely 

with OCR during the investigation: 

Q I;j~ne all pertinent medical records and legal docunents related to 

\:hec:ase. 

In addition, OCR made arrangements to ensure that Public Health Service 

physicians and independent nee-natal specialists could be called on 

iTIlnediately to provide medical advice and analysis during the course of 

an investigation. 

If I may illustrate how the procedure worked - on December 7, 1982 

OCR received a callplaint alleging that: a baby in an Oklahc.ma hospital wag 

not receiving life-sustaining nourishment and was being deliberately 

dehydrated. 
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On December 7 - the sarre day the complaint was received -- an OCR 

investigator arrived at the huapital and began the on-site investigation. 

Hospital staff were interviewed and a Public Health Ser~ice physician 

reviewed the pertinent medical records. The investigation disclosed 

that: 

o The infant was born on November la, 1982 with initial diagnosis 

of primaturity hydrocephalus. 

o The infant's condition was later diagnosed as hydranencephaly 

(complete or almost complete absence of cerebral hemispheres) and 

transposition of the great vessels (reversal of main vessels into 

heart). Life expectancy of infants with congenital anomalies such 

at this is vep/ short. 

o Appropriate tests and procedures were conducted. Appropriate 

'supportive services and nursing care were provided. 

o The hospital followed its policy as it applies to critically 

ill infants. The infant was transferred to a perinatal unit and 

tmmediately placed on the critical list. Nursing serlices and 

medication were limnediately initiated. 

o Records show that fran the start the infant was incapable of 

feeding due to the lack of sucking reflexes. Feeding was conducted 

by nurses at the perinatal unit by gavage feedings, that is, insertion 

of a tube down the esophagus. The amount of formula given was in 

accordance with guidelines prescribed by t.lJ.e American Academy of 

Pediatrics. 
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o Medical records also show that the infant grew and gained 

weight. As the infant grew, there was a corresponding increase in 

the formula. All medications, ancilliary services, and care were 

fully documented. 

Fortunately, in this case OCR did not find evidence of a 

discriminatory withholding of. care or nourishirent. The case does, howeve,~, 

demonstrate our commitment to take prompt and effective action as soon as 

complaints or reports of possible discrimination are received. 

As I indicated earlier, OCR's canpliance program goes beyond reacting 

to canplaints and reports of alleged violations. Starting in 1982, OCR 

initiated on-site canplian~e reviews of four major teaching hospitals: 

Yale-New Haven Hospital, Stanford University Hospital, University of 

South Alabama Hospital and clinic, and Uni.versity of New Mexico Hospital/ 

Bernalillo County Medical Center. The purpose of these reviews is to 

determine whether hospital practices and procedures for handling newborn 

infants with congenital anomalies conform to Section 504 requirements. 

To make a determination, OCR investigative teams review the medical 

records of newborns born with one or more congenital anomalies and 

interview hospital personnel. OCR has available medical specialists 

serving as consultants who are assisting in the analysis of medical 

records. 
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our central objective in investigating complaints and in conducting 

compliance reviewS is to prevent the discrnninatory failure to treat and . 

feed handicapped infants and to save their lives. W:l expect that our 

actions will have a wider deterrent effect beyond the individual cases 

that ccme to OCR's attention. To achieve that -objective, the Department 

will continue its investigative activity, combined with more intensive 

efforts to infoon all affected parties of their rights and obligations 

established under the law. 

March 7, 1983 Internn Final Rule 

Infoonation available to us suggested a lack of knowledge on the part 

of individuals concerning how to report possible violations of Section 504 

to the Department. Consequently, the Depart:Irent is:JlfM I! liB!JuJ,1;\~;I:Oj'\ on 

March 7, 1983 to ensure that medical practitioners, state and local 

authorities, parents, and the general public were made aware of the 

Section 504 nondiscrunination requirements and complaint procedures. The 

regulation became effective on March 22. 

Although a suit was filed on March 18 (American Academy of Pediatrics, 

et al v. Heckler), the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia 

denied plaintiffs' motion for a tempor~J restraining order. The 

court has scheduled a hearing on plaintiffs' motion for a preluninary 

injunction on April 8. 

The Deparb~nt's regulation requires that hospitals post notices in 

a conspicuous place in each delivery ward, maternity ward, pediatric ward, 

and nur&ery. These notices inform the public that the discrnninatory 

failure to feed and care for handicapped infants violates Federal law. 
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Persons having knowledge of any violation are encouragad to contact "the 

Department Unnediately by ~ging a special hotline number or to contact 

the local child protective agency. 

In addition, to expedite investigations and necessary enforcel~nt 

action in cases where immediate action is necessa~ to protect the life 

or health of a handicapped infant:, the regulation: (1) permits the 

Department to refer cases to the Justice Departrrent for prompt court 

action without having to wait 10 days to notify the r~s.pital or other 

provider, as was previously required~ and (2) enables the Department to 

obtain immediate access to medical and other relevant records at a 

hospital to investigate an alleged violation. 

The Department is developing a cooperative working relationship with 

State child protection agencies. OCR Regi.onal Directors are meeting wi.th 

State agency personnel to discuss investigative procedures. In several 

of the Infant Doe cases that OCR has investigated so far, the State 

agency also received a report of suspected chi~d neglect and took steps 

to investigate the report. The Department will contact child protection 

agencies whenever a complaint is received that ir~icates a possible 

failure by parents to consent to necessary medical care. 

OC.l has taken the following measures to implement the regulation: 

o A memorandum was sent to 6,738 hospitals across the country on 

March 16, informing them of the hotline number and enclosing a copy of 

the regulation and a replica of the required notice. 
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o On March 17, OC'R mailed to each of the 6,738 hospitals ten 

17 ,./2 x 14 inch posters - five'written in English, five written in 

Spanish. 

o A list of the addresses and telephone numbers of state child 

protection agencies also was forwarded to all hospitals so that the 

appropriate telephone nu~r of the State agency could be added to the 

posters. Many State agencies also maintain a 24-hour, toll-free hotline 

service. 

o OCR has activated the 24-hour hotline, which is staffed between 

8 a.m. and 8 p.m. by professional employees at OCR headquarters in 

washington. During the night, all incoming calls will be received by an 

answering se,rvice. When the answering service receives a call, the 

information wil:. be relayed imnecliately to a designated OCR employee. 

The hotline n~~r is 800-368-1019 (863-0100 in washington, D.C.). 

When a call is re<;:eived, OCR staff canpletes a "hotline report," 

recording as mu~h information as it is possible to obtain from the caller, 

including the name of the infant, the name and location of the facility, 

the diagnosis and treatment being provided, the baby's condition, and 

other pertinent information. The report is then telephoned to one of 

OCR's 10 regional offices, which contacts the facility and makes 

arrangements to initiate an investigation. 

These procedures are designed to ensure that the Department receives 

tUnely information about violations. The telephone complaint procedure 

will enable those havi.ng knowledge of violations to promptly notify the 

Department. 
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In conclusiOll, Mr. Chairman, ! want to reiterate' our camltrnent to 

protect the ~ights of handicapped infants by enforcing the laws .md 

regulations in an effective, expeditious manner. '!his has been ou!:' 

objective throughout and ! believe the record demonstrates that we 

have approached the task with the urgency, sensitivity, and thoroughness 

that is required. 

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS SUBSEQUENTLY SUBMITTED TO Ms. DOTSON 

Senator NICKLES. I thought enforcement of 504 had not been very strong in the 
past. Has there been any investigations (of infant doe cases) under prior Administra
tions under that section of the law? 

ANSWER. The Department's Office for Civil Rights received a complaint in 1979 
concerning a bab;:: born with Down's Syndrome and an intestinal obstruction at Ka
piolani Children s Hospital, Hawaii. The pal'ents refused consent to surgery to 
remove the obstruction. The child was sent home, where it died. OCR found that the 
hospital administration denied any knowledge of the situation. However, upon being 
notified of the complaint, the hospital agreed to take voluntary corrective action to 
address the issue and resolve the complaint. The hospital issued a memorandum to 
all staff reminding them that, in the futUre, they should immediately report to the 
hospital administration any cases where parents refused to consent to needed medi-

, cal procedures. An immediate referral would then be made to Children's Protective 
Services. In addition, staff were reminded that, pursuant to Section 504, no child 
would be discriminated against on the basis of handicap. The hospital made no ad
mission of g:uilt or responsibility in the specific case. The case was closed based on 
corrective a, ,ion. 

Senator NICKLES. Could you give us the number, and whether there actually has 
been any enforcement of this section (504) involved previous to this administration 
and the numbers again for the last couple of years? 

ANSWER. According to our records there were no Section 504 cases relating to 
"Infant Doe" referred to the Department of Justice prior to thh, administration. 
Since May 1980, the Department of Health and Human Services has made six Sec
tion 504 referrals to the Justice Department, and only one involved an "Infant Doe" 
situation. (Crawford Memorial Hospitt1l, IL, denial of access; rather than specifically 
requesting enforcement action, in this case \Ve asked DOJ to "review the circum
stances of the case and determine what action might be appropriate and legally sup
portable, including the possibility of seeking immediate injunctive relief ... ") 

Senator DENTON. Thank you, Ms. Dotson. 
I note the arrival of our friend and colleague from Iowa, Senator 

Grassley. Do you care to make an opening statement? 
Senator GRASSLEY. I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for hold

ing this hearing and being concerned about the civil rights of all 
people. I recognize that this is a very difficult issue to deal with 
from the standpoint of people's honest feelings on both sides. that 
result in different views. 

My feeling is that we have to be concerned about withholding 
nourishment and medical treatment from handicapped infants, be
cause if we start weighing the life of one individual with a smaner 
figure than we do other individuals, it isn't long before all of us are 
affected. 

So from that standpoint I appreciate your bringing to our atten
tion this issue, and look forward to helping you resolve it so that 
there's an understanding that life at any stage of development is 
treated equally. 

Senator DENTON. Thank you, Senator Grassley. 
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We will begin asking questions. 
Dr. Koop, how do you account for this problem of allowing to die 

by not supplying nutrition or by not providing operative care 
which is available-how do you account for that being so wide
spread in the case of infants? 

Dr. Koop. I think the probable answer to that, Mr. Chairman, is 
that infants are small and they are weak; they cannot speak for 
themselves. 

I would submit to you if it were possible for these youngsters 
who are being discriminated against to be large and active, they 
would have just as important a lobby in this city as many other 
handicapped groups do. 

Senator DENTON. Thank you, sir. 
With the regulatory and statutory proposals now being advanced, 

do you foresee that pediatricians will have difficulty in assessing 
what the medically indicated treatment is for some ha.ndicapped in
fants, or, indeed, whether to be closer to the nitty-gritty, when 
there is indication that medical treatment should be applied? 

There are various ways of phrasing that, but that seems to be 
the nut of the issue. 

I believe that you said on a television program, however, that 
regulatory and statutory proposals being advanced would not have 
made a bit of difference in the way you treated even one patient 
during your 35-year career as a pediatrician. 

If that's correct, would you discuss that issue of gray area versus 
black and white, and so forth? 

Dr. Koop. Well, I think any two physicians can look at this 
whole spectrum very honestly in two different ways. There will be 
those who see issues as black and white, others will see a narrow 
black stripe and a white stripe and a very broad gray area. 

I think the very presence of these regulations will help physi
cians to sharpen their spectrum and to see things more clearly as 
black and white rather than as gray. 

In reference to the comment you referred to that I made on tele
vision, that is correct, sir; if I were out there in the medical estab
lishment where I spent so much time, I confess that these regula
tions would probably annoy me. They would make life perhaps a 
little bit more difficult for me. 

But they would not in any way hamper my ability to deal with 
patients the way I always have. 

Senator DENTON. Again, Dr. Koop, there have been a number of 
stories broadcast and printed by the media alleging that the admin
}stration's proposals would require physicians to take steps which 
would merely prolong the lives of infants who are irreversibly 
dying. 

'I'here was one like tl .. at in one of the local newspapers. 
VY ould you please explain what effect the regulation would have 

on these situations when the child, the infant, is irreversibly dying 
in the conscientious .nind of the physician? 

Dr. Koop. Well, as you already have referred to Professor Ram
sey's eomments, some children are born dying; and others face 
death ~\ little bit further down the road. It is absolutely not this 
Department's intention to formulate any regulations which would 
interfere with a physician's understanding of the difference be-
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tween giving a patient a life to which he was entitled, as opposed 
to prolonging his act of dying. 

We are particularly concerned, as I said in my statement, about 
having ordinary commonplace care such as clothing, sustenance of 
both food and nutrition, and so forth, given to children, no matter 
what. 

Senator DENTON. Perhaps you saw, Dr. Koop, the Washington 
Post article this past Sunday dealing with one particular case of an 
allegedly dying infant being kept alive in Jackson Memorial Hospi
tal in Miami. Physicians and others in that hospital claim that the 
infant is being kept alive-I understand the infant died in the last 
few hours-waS! being kept alive at the expense of other infants 
who could more successfully be treated, were they provided access 
to the same medical care and equipment; it was alleged that suffi
cient equipment simply is not available. 

Could you comment on the medical ethics of that particular situ
ation? 

Dr. Koop. Well, I read that article, sir, and it is true that the 
child died, I think, early in the hours of Monday morning. 

It was a difficult article to assess because there were many quo
tations from various people working in the institution and, very 
often, as you well know, it's difficult to read such a report and 
know what the person actually meant in the context in which it 
was said. 

But the way that article reads, it sounds as though that hospital 
had absolutely finite ability to care for children, and that if they 
had one more patient added to the system it somehow or other 
became disruptive and they couldn't care for that patient. 

I can honestly say that many times in my experience let's say we 
had 10 children on respirators and had 10 respirators. And the 
11th child arrived and we needed a respirator. That didn't mean 
we chose the life of one as opposed to the other. We went out and 
borrowed a respirator from a neighboring hospital and expanded 
our facility to take care of one more child. 

In a day or two that would go the other way. 
So that I think it's at-nost a cop-out, sir, to say that in order to 

take care of one handicapped child in a large institution you're 
jeopardizing the lives of others. 

Senator DENTON. Well, to pursue that just a little further, I, 
myself, though not expert in the field could conceive of a situation, 
say, in an advanced echelon emergency hospital under wartime 
conditions in which the doctor would be confronted with the ulti
mate question: which one of these soldiers do I attend first? Know
ing that the sequence he chooses will result in the death of some 
and the saving of others; and the decision he makes, the manner of 
it would be complex. 

Granting that, if you will, such circumstances can arise-are you 
of the mind that this business of denying nutrition or normally 
available operative procedures to a child because of handicaps, is 
simply not the proper way of analogizing it? 

Although that situation can arise theoretically, it is not the gov
erning limitation on this particular subject we are addressing here 
today, is that correct? 

Dr. Koop. Oh, I think we're discussing oranges and apples. 
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In a military situation there's no doubt about the fact that triage 
is a well-defined science of deciding what you can do on the spot 
with the blood available, with the equipment available, with the 
personnel available. 

But in the situation we are talking about, sir, withholding treat
ment or nutrition from handicapped children, there is never that 
kind of urgency or ever that type of circumstance. 

Senator DENTON. I only have one more question, and then I'll 
turn it over to my colleagues. 

As you know, Dr. Koop, I introduced a bill to reauthorize the 
Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment and Adoption Reform Act. 

As part of that bill I included language identical to that found in 
the House bill that addresses the withholding of treatment ques
tion. Would you as the Surgeon General, speaking for the adminis
tration, support that language? 

Dr. Koop. Speaking for the administration, we do support the 
intent of the language in reference to handicapped youngsters that 
appeared in the House bill, sir. 

Senator DENTON. Thank you, sir. 
Senator Nickles? 
Senator NICKLES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Is the questioning for both members of the panel? 
Senator DENTON. Yes. I'm going to stand pat on Ms. Dotson's 

statement, myself, as I understand you might have a few questions 
on that which I think :preempt what I would have asked. 

Senator NICKLES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
A couple of questions-one, I again appreciate your testimony 

and also Borne of the statements that you've made over the last 
year which I think are very commendable. 

You've been in the field of pediatric surgery, I think you said, 
what, for 35 years? And you've mentioned your experience with 
problems has been greater than that of any other pediatric surgeon 
in North America. I think that's certainly noteworthy. 

Are you convinced that there are instances where treatment 
would be routinely provided to nonhandicapped infants but has 
been discriminately denied to handicapped infants? 

Dr. Koop. I have no question about that at all. 
Senator NICKLES. Have you any idea about how often t4is occurs? 
Dr. Koop. It is very difficult to get numbers because people don't 

like to talk about what they are doing. And I think the best infor
mation we've ever had about how widespread geographically this 
is, is what turned up in the film that we saw at the beginning of 
this hearing. 

And my own feeling is it exists in out of the way hospitals, in 
rural areas; it exists in the most prestigious teaching hospitals, and 
you've seen testimony from outstanding pediatril! surgeons and 
even apologists who admit that this is the manner in which they 
tr(lat such patients. 

Senator NICKLES. How is the choice, say, to treat or to not treat a 
Down's syndrome child for a routine medical condition regarded in 
the medical profession. 

Dr. Koop. Well, 10 years ago it would have been scandalous. But 
in tine past 10 years there has been a gradual drift, as indicated in 
the 'various surveys that I mention in my testimony and as you saw 
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on television. I would say in the select circle of people who make 
these decisions, probably more than half feel that a Dovm's syn
drome child has the quality of life not worth living and, therefore, 
would not do anything to protect it by doing, say, surgery on an 
accompanying anomaly. 

Senator NICKLES. So this tnmd has increased sUbstantially over 
the last 10 or 15 years? 

Dr. Koop. Well, in my lifetime it's increased from nothing to 
what it is today, and I would say that in the last decade, most par
ticularly. 

Senator NICKLES. Why do you think this trend to withhold treat
ment from only handicapped infants exist:= today? Why is it so 
much more commonplace? 

Dr. Koop. I think it all started with the beginning discussion of 
"what is quality of life?" And as I tried to make clear in my testi
mony, sir, I don't think you and I can assess the quality of another 
person's life. 

And what we're talking about here is not a quality of life issue, 
we're talking about an ethical, moral, medical, legal, and a civil 
rights issue. 

And I think these children deserve the protection of the law. 
Senator NICKLES. Historically, I guess, the only real monitoring 

of physician recommendations and activities in this area have been 
internal, primarily among pediatric professionals, peer pressure. 
How effective do you think this has been in protecting handicapped 
infants from being discriminated against? 

Dr. Koop. Well, theoretically, you would believe that if a hospital 
had an ethics committee, and a decision were made, that that 
would be an ethical decision. I'm not always in agreement with 
that. 

The excerpt of the film that you saw on television moments ago, 
Johns Hopkins Hospital, indicates, in parts that you did not see, 
that they had a battery of professed experts they could get-as I 
recall, a professor of pediatrics, professor of pediatric surgery, psy
chiatry, chief nurse, social worker, and chaplain-and the decision 
was made that that child had a quality of life not worth living, and 
the child was given nothing by mouth until it starved a few days 
later. 

Senator NICKLES. Well, if the peer pressure, the ethics review or 
whatever is not adequate, what would be your recommendation for 
protecting these infants from being starved or not treated? 

Dr. Koop. Well, I think it was the consideration of the President 
and his concern, of the Department of Justice and Department of 
Health and Human Services, that the present system was not ade
quate. Therefore, the regulations which were instituted-imperfect 
though they may be--were at least a stopgap measure. 

Senator NICKLES. You think the regulations the Department 
issues will be adequate to address these problems? 

Dr. Koop. I would predict that what would happen, sir, is what I 
said a moment ago, that a lot of people who have been t.hinking 
gray will now begin to think black and white. 

And I would think th(: best thing that could come from these reg
ulations is not the fact that Ms. Dotson has to investigate and that 
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somebody has to prosecute, but rather, that there would be a deter
rent effect just because of the existence of those regulations. 

And because hearings like this have brought this to the minds of 
the public, and people now can bring their own moral and ethical 
feelings to bear upon this important issue. 

Senator NICKLES. Many organizations, including American Acad
emy of Pediatricians, and the President's Commission on Bioethics, 
are suggesting that the answer to assuring adequate protection in 
complex cases is to establish an ethics panel in local hospitals to 
review the controversial, difficult cases. 

What do you think of these suggestions? 
Dr. Koop. I have an opinion about it, sir, but I just wonder 

whether, in view of the litigation that is now taking place about 
this regulation, that it would be better not to answer that one and 
jeopardize our case. 

Senator NICKLES. OK. 
I have wondered whether or not-I shouldn't dwell on that-I 

have an opinion on that, too; but I won't ask you to concur with my 
opinion. 

Some people fear that there would be an unspoken pressure to 
support the doctor among hospital personnel so that an ethics 
panel and outside participants might not feel confident to question 
the physician's judgment; so that a decision not to feed an infant 
would go unchallenged. 

From your experience in hospital structure or ethics panels, do 
you think these concerns are valid? 

Dr. Koop. I think it depends a :ittle bit on the hospital. You can 
find some hospitals where almost everyone has the same opinion 
about the manner in which the quality of life should be the decid
ing factor. 

In others you find that even as in the case of the Bloomington 
baby, somebody on the staff stands up and says, "I'll be an advo
cate for that child." And that then leads to a discussion with at 
least two different points of view. 

Senator NICKLES. It might vary from institution to institution? 
Dr. Koop. Without question. 
Senator NICKLES. Some believe the best way to protect infants 

whose lives are in jeopardy is to create a third-party right of 
action; and this will enable any person who has sufficient reason to 
believe that an infant is being denied treatment the standing to 
enter a court on their behalf. 

Do you have any opinion on that thought? 
Dr. Koop. Well, I think that that is the current practice, that if 

there is a difference of opinion and the hospital committee or the 
hospital administration or just peer pressure says, we haven't come 
to a consensus, then it frequently turns to the court and asks that 
the court accept custody of the child, and the decision is made out
side of the emotional aspects of the parents's decision. 

Senator NICKLES. Thank you. 
Ms. Dotson, a couple of questions: 
What is your general enforcement investigative procedure? 
You might turn the microphone to you. 
Ms. DOTSON. OK. 
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When we receive a complaint we determine the jurisdiction, we 
assign it to an investigator who makes-goes out and makes a find
ing. 

With respect to the "Baby Doe" cases, we've identified medical 
consultants who are to be on call to us whenever these cases arise, 
since we have no cont.rol over the time that we might have to go 
out on a case. 

In the "Baby Doe" cases where we have an allegation of an 
infant being at risk, several things happen. We simultaneously de
termine the jurisdiction, that is, our jurisdiction to get involved; we 
notify the State agencies; we contact the administrator of the hos
pital; we dispatch one of our people immediately to the premises 
for t.he purpose of looking at the records, oftentimes accompanied 
by the medical consultants. 

Senat.or NICKLES, It was announced that since the installation of 
the hotline in your office, you've received a lot of phone calls. 

Can you tell us how many you've received? 
Ms. DOTSON. As of this morning it was, I believe 420 phone calls. 
Now, there were great variations as to what these calls were 

about. Some of them were just checking our number, and hung 
up-that kind of thing. 

Senator NICKLES. I'm not too interested in the number of crank 
calls you had or any wrong numbers; but how many calls have you 
had that said: We feel like there's a problem and some action 
should probably be taken before too long, because an infant's life 
may be in danger? 

Ms. DOTSON. We've had seven such calls. 
Senator NICKLES. Seven such calls since the installation of the 

hotline number? 
Ms. DOTSON. Yes. 
Senator NICKLES. That's been in existence for how long? 
Ms. DOTSON. Well, we began getting calls on March 17 as we al

ready had the number in, but the regulation was effective March 
22. 

So we've received calls since March 17. 
Senator NICKLES. And you've had seven? 
Ms. DOTSON. In which there was an allegation that there was an 

at risk infant. 
Senator NICKLES. An "at risk infant?" 
Have you narrowly defined that? Have there been a lot of other 

allegations that, hey, here's a child that-I don't know how you 
would determine "at risk," but a child that's being denied treat
ment because they're handicapped in one way or another? Is that 
greater than seven? 

Ms. DOTSON. No. 
When I say "at risk," basically I am talking about an allegation 

that there has been in fact a violation of 504, that the baby is in 
fact alive at the time we receive the call, that nutrition is being 
withheld, or that they're not getting adequate customary medical 
treatment. 

Senator NICKLES. How many-have you investigated those seven? 
Ms. DOTSON. We have. 
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Senator NICKLES. Previously when I asked Secretary Heckler, she 
mentioned that you had some cases under investigation. Do you re
member how many? Previously to that? 

Ms. DOTSON. Prior to that-at that time I think there were about 
five or six. 

Senator NICKJ~ES. She told me seven, and I think we found out 
nine. 

Ms. DOTSON. Well, that's-whatever we submitted, that's accu
rate. But that does not-that is not reflected in the numbers that I 
have given you. 

Senator NICKLES. So you've had-
Ms. DOTSON. Ye8. 
Senator NICKLES. Have you saved lives in that event? What's 

happening in some of those cases? You've submitted to my office 
details of those nine cases, I think; and I'm not familiar with the 
additional cases you just mentioned? 

Have lives been saved? 
Ms. DOTSON. We have not made a finding of a violation. I'm not 

able to BI3Y thflt lives have been saved. 
Senotor NWKL./o;S. We did look into a couple of the cases. Are you 

familiar with the case in Illinois? 
Ms. DOTSON. Yes. 
Senator NICKLES. I didn't know if I should mention that or not. 

I'm not trying to put a black eye on anybody or any hospital or any 
group of doctors or anyone else; but in the investigation that we 
reviewed, and also in the brief summary report that was supplied 
by HHS, there was a lot of discrepancy between the information 
from what my staff was able to find, and the findings of the HHS 
report. 

Before I get into that specific case, maybe I'll ask you a couple of 
other questions: 

Have any of these cases we are now discussing actually been 
turned over to Justice forJollow up on it? 

Ms. DOTSON. No, they have not. 
Senator NICKLES. In ca!3es, should they have been? 
I look at the law and I'm not familiar with Senator Denton's leg

islation, or the legislatiun that's been introduced in the House; but 
as I read section 504, the law looks pretty adequate if it's enforced. 

But I don't know that 504's been enforced. Or I don't think we 
would have seen instances like those that were alluded to on the 
TV screen and others that are surfacing around. When we start 
hearing these things, it seems to me that 504 hasn't been enforced 
in the last several years. 

Ms. DOTSON. Well, 504 provides that a recipient of Federal finan
cial assistance, which would be the hospital, cannot discriminate on 
the basis of handicap. Now, with the cases which have been investi
gated to date we have not determined that the hospital in fact did 
discriminatorily refuse indicated medical treatment or sustenance. 

I might add that our process is such that under 504, if in fact we 
did make a finding that a hospital or health care provider has dis
criminated against an infant, then after we issue a letter of fmd
ings, we still are required undel' our regulations, under our laws, to 
seek to bring that institution into compliance. 
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But to date in the cases, the factual situations, the investigations 
which we have followed through, we have not seen the kind of evi
dence which would sustain us in making a finding that the health 
care provider was in violation. 

Senator NICKLES. Are you satisfied wi.th the quality of the inves
tigations that have been made? 

Ms. DOTSON. Yes, I am. 
Senator NICKLES. Here again I can't claim any expertise. We've 

glanced at a couple of these cases and seemingly found some dis
crepancies. Instead of reviewing or going over the case, can I 
assure that you are familiar with the one in Illinois? 

Ms. DOTSON. Yes, sir. 
Senator NICKLES. Looking at the report that was i~sued it ap

pears if there hadn't been some intervention-well, let me usk a 
question: Did your office bring in the Justice Department in this 
case? 

Ms. DOTSON. Yes; as I recall in the case, on May 18, the date the 
notice was issued, simultaneously I believe the case was referred to 
Justice. 

Senator NICKLES. Excuse me, would you mind repeating the last 
part of it? 

Ms. DOTSON. The day that the notice was issued, the day that our 
investigator came onsite, I believe there was a referral to Justice 
from the Department and--

Senator NICKLES. This was May 18? 
Ms. DOTSON. Yes. 
Senator NICKLES. Well, my information was showing that the 

baby was born-and here again, we show some difference on that: 
Your report shows the baby was born April 30; I have some infor
mation it was April 25. This particular infant was born with spina 
bifida, I believe. 

Perhaps Dr. Koop could elaborate a little bit. But it was our un
derstanding that it was important that children with spina bifida 
receive medical attention immediately, certainly sooner than it was 
administered; and-correct me if I'm wrong-that the hospital, the 
original hospital, was encouraging surgery but the parents were 
originally saying no. 

Ms. DOTSON. My understanding of the case is as follows: I will 
look again in my report. 

The baby was born, in fact, according to every record that I have 
seen, was born on April 30. Our status report was in error in that 
we-I believe the status report indicated that the baby was born in 
another hospital. The baby was not born at that hospital, but was 
transported within hours of his birth. The baby was transmitted, 
transferred, r<lther, from there to a third hospital on May 1. 

Now the middle hospital, which would have been the health care 
provider, did in fact as best we can determine from our examina
tion of the records, recommend a medical correction of that condi
tion. They recommended surgery. And the baby in fact was dis
charged or transferred from that hospital against medical advice to 
the third hospital. 

Now, when we get to the third hospital, when we examined the 
facts, we find that the third hospital with great dispatch did in fact 
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notify the appropriate State agency, so the State agency was also 
involved in this case. 

Now, it's my understanding that the baby subsequently did re
ceive surgery, I think about 3 or 4 weeks after he was transferred 
from the third hospital to a hospital in Chicago. 

It's my understanding, also, that the consultant on the case indi
cated that the care which the child had received at the third hospi
tal was entirely appropriate for the condition. 

I believe that the consultant indicated that had he been, as I 
would say, in charge, and had he had the opportunity he would 
have preferred to operate at the time the baby was born. 

Senator NICKLES. I wasn't wanting to mention the hospitals' 
name. Here, again, I am not looking to put any black eyes on any 
individuals or anything else; but the summary of this case is the 
child whose parents had initially said we do not want treatment or 
the necessary operation for spina bifida, did relent, I guess, or 
changed their mind, or the Justice Department's intervention did. 
The operation was at a later date and the child has now been 
adopted, and is healthy. 

Is that correct? 
Ms. DOTSON. Yes; it is my understanding that the parents, after 

they consulted with the consultant who was called in on the case, 
and given the pros and cons of what was involved, elected to give 
up custody of the baby to State agencies. Then almost simulta
n~ously that baby was transferred to the hospital where he eventu
ally received surgery. 

I believe that the baby was adopted some time in July. 
Senator NICKLES. Just a final comment: Looking at the statutory 

language that now exists, it seems to me like section 504 is ade
quate but possibly could be improved upon by the legislation Sena
tor Dento~l is proposing. 

Originally, when I first began looking at this and found out that 
it was happening on a fairly frequent basis, thought we might need 
to legislate this away. But in looking at the legislation which al
read;'" exists, it seems to me that it's adequate on the books, as long 
as it s enforced. 

And so let me again say I think it's very, very important, I think 
you have a large responsibilit.y to enforce the law. I compliment 
the administration for trying to alert institutions that this is on 
the books and that they do plan on enforcing it. 

And I would hope that your office would certainly cooperate with 
the administration in enforcing it. If we're going to reverse current 
trends, as I called it, I think it's going to take some enforcement 
efforts on behalf of your office and also on Department of Justice's, 
to reverse the trend and to see that it doesn't happen in the future. 

Ms. DOTSON. Well, my office is entirely committed to enforce
ment of this policy and certainly T, as part. of this administration, 
am personally committed to it. 

Senator NICKLES. Thank you very much. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senaror DENTON. Senator Nickles, before I ask Senator Grassley 

for his question, I would inform you that a copy of my bill is in 
front of you; and your staff has had an advance copy; and I'll be 
very interested in the comments you have to make. 

22-024 0-83-4 
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It is a step to buttress the situation, to eliminate such questions 
as the national incidence of child abuse and neglect, we have a re
quirement that there be a study and that they investigate, the Na
tional Institute of Child Abuse and Neglect, including a determina
tion as to the extent to which incidence of child abuse and neglect 
are increasing in number and severity; and a determination of 
those instances of child abuse and neglect which involve the denia.l 
of nutrition, medically indicated treatment, and so forth, which is 
one of the questions that you had asked of Dr. Koop. 

So that question would be answered by this law as a require
ment. It also requires that a hospital and so on have in place 
throughout the State within 2 years after the effective date of the 
Child Abuse Act, procedures to be followed by child protective serv
ice agencies, health care facilities, health and allied medical profes
sionals, and other agencies, et cetera, to insure that nutrition and 
medically indicated treatment, and general care, and appropriate 
social services are provided for infants at risk with life-threatening 
congenital impairments. 

In other words, the focus is in more narrowly on the area which 
seems to be giving the most problem in terms of growth of what 
could be considered unfortunate practices as mentioned by Dr. 
Koop, none when he started and quite a lot of them now; and this 
is the majority of kinds of cases being addressed in this bill. 

It is my duty, since I have this under my jurisdiction, to reauth
orize the act. I've tried to tighten it up a little, and would welcome 
either your criticism or your coming aboard to cosponsor. 

Senator Grassley. 
Senator GRASSLEY. Ms. Dotson, following up where Senator 

Nickles left off, are there any written guidelines or standard proce
dures that are issued as followup regulations? 

In other words, once a legitimate phone call has been made, for 
an investigation, is there a written policy on how to proceed? 

Ms. DOTSON. There are internal administrative guidelines that 
were issued to cover the expedited process that must be used to 
deal with the "Baby Doe" situations. 

It is an expedited process of what we ordinarily do to investigate 
any complaints of discrimination. 

Senator GRASSLEY. Then we do have a procedure so that in each 
case there could be a precedent set, one investigation to another? 

Ms. DOTSON. Yes. 
Senator GRASSLEY. In regard to the hotline, and you've had some 

seven supposedly legitimate calls that would require followup; have 
you had any indication that the hotline is used-or I should say 
abused-by irate employees, getting even with somebody else, or 
even with the doctor, or that sort of thing? 

Ms. DOTSON. We've had a couple of calls which we are still trying 
to establish the authenticity of. But 2 out of 400, I would be reluc
tant to say it was being utilized for that purpose. 

I beli8ve that some of the health care providers and some of the 
involved State agencies have taken advantage of the 800 number to 
call us and ask us other information about posters and the regula
tions. 

Senator GRASSLEY. I assume that the purpose of H hotline is that 
nobody has to give their identity, the person calling in; right? 
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Ms. DOTSON. Yes; we try, however, to get their identity; but we 
are bound to protect their confidentiality. 

Senator GRASSLEY. In seven cases that have called for investiga
tion, in each one of those seven cases do you have the names of the 
persons calling-I realize you cannot release them-but do you 
have the names of the seven people, of the seven different people 
who called in to tell you about seven instances they thought should 
be investigated? 

Ms. DOTSON. I honestly don't recollect whether-because I've 
taken some calls myself. I believe there were probably about, at 
least three were not, or proved to be false. 

Senator GRASSI.EY. All right. 
Dr. Koop, I was going to ask you if there is any court challenge 

to this. You indicated in a further colloquy here that there is al
ready a court challenge? 

Dr. Koop. Yes, sir. 
Senator GRASSLEY. Was that immediately instituted? 
Dr. Koop. It was rather immediately instituted, and the hearing 

is 2 days hence. 
Senator GRASSLEY. 'l'hat's district court, Federal district court? 
Dr. Koop. Yes, sir. 
Senator GRASSLEY. Have there been, Dr. Koop, any public state

ments by any institution-I should say by the administrators of 
any institutions, or by any medical personnel who have simply out
right said that they weren't going to abide by these regulations? 

Dr. Koop. I--
Senator GRASSLEY. I suppose one might assume since there is a 

case in court that such defiance had to take place; but have there 
been any overt attempts to discredit it, even in a passive manner 
ignore it? 

Dr. Koop. There have been many statements about how this is 
an intrusion into the practice of medicine, which I've already cov
ered; not to my knowledge has anybody said: I don't care what the 
law sa;vs, I'm not going to abide by it. And that includes not just 
what I ve read in the paper, but I've been on the road an awful lot, 
and I encounter the hostility of the people to reWIlations. But I 
haven't had anybody say: "We're not going to do it. ' 

Senator GRASSLEY. From your standpoint as a spokesman for the 
administration do you anticipate there will be a very, very high 
degree of cooperation with the regulation? Is that your anticipa
tion'? 

Dr. Koop. My prophecy, sir, would be that we would have black 
and white instead of gray, and that just the presence of this regula
tion will do an awful lot to sharpen up the things we are concerned 
about. 

I can tell you that at one institution I visited recently, I was told 
sub rosa that just because regulations are in place, a lot of atti
tudes had sharpened; people knew where they stood, they were not 
uncertain any more. 

Senator GRASSLEY. I assume that we have a small percentage of 
hospitals in the United States that don't receive any Federal funds, 
and, hence, are not covered by the regulations. Do you have any 
indication from those, that even though they are not covered by 
regulations, bound by it, that they might adhere to it anyway? 
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Dr. Koop. I have no such hard information, but I would suspect 
that peer pressure would come to bear on that. 

Senator GRASSLEY. Would this be less than 5 percent of the hospi
tals which receive no Federal funds and hence are not covered by 
the regulations? 

Ms. DOTSON. I just really don't know. The distribution of posters 
and the regulations was to health care providers who were receiv
ing some type of Federal financial assistance as of December 1982. 

And I just don't have any idea of the other numbers. 
Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Chairman, I have no more questions. 
I assume the record will be left open so we may submit questions 

later in writing to Dr. Koop? 
Senator DENTON. The record will be held open, Senator Grassley, 

as customarily, for that purpose; and before thanking you and 
before you depart, I would place you both on notice that you may 
receive further written questions; and ask that you try to return 
them to us answered within 10 days. 

I, myself, would base those questions, if any, upon testimony that 
we will receive from the other witnesses which raise those ques
tions in my mind. 

I want to thank you very much, Dr. Koop. 
Senator NICKLES. Mr. Chairman. 
Senator DENTON. You have a question? Go ahead. 
Senator NICKLES. I thought enforcement of 504 had not been very 

strong in the past; has there been any investigations into alleged 
withholding of treatment for handicapped infants under prior ad
ministrations under that section of the law? 

Ms. DOTSON. I don't know. 
Senator NICKLES. Would you find that out for us? 
Ms. DOTSON. You want to know whether--
Senator NICKLES. Whether there have been any investigations by 

your office or by the Justice Department into infanticide cases 
under section 504 previous to this administration? 

Ms. DOTSON. Investigations? I'm sorry. I am sure there have been 
investigations. 

Senator NICKLES. Could you give us the number and whether 
there actually has been any enforcement of this section involved; 
and ""hat that enforcement in numbers has been previous to this 
administration? , 

Thank you very much. 
Senator DENTON. Again, Dr. Koop and Ms. Dotson, thank you 

very much for your informative testimony and your responses 
which will be of great value to the file on this matter. 

We will ask the next panel to step forward. 
Senator DENTON. There will be two physicians and two experts 

on medical ethics on our second panel. The physicians are Dr. 
George Little, a neonatologist representing the American Academy 
of Pediatrics; and Dr. David McLone, chief of pediatric neurosur
gery at Chicago's Children's Memorial Hospital, and an expert on 
spina bifida. 

The two ethicists are Father John J. Paris, S.J., and Dr. Paul 
Ramsey. Father Paris is an associate professor of social ethics at 
Holy Cross College in Worcester, Mass., and was a consultant to 
the President's Commission on Biomedical Ethics. Dr. Paul Ramsey 
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is Harrington Spear Paine professor of religion, emeritus, Prince
ton University, and the author of several books on medical ethics. 

I might add that with the exception of Dr. Little, the panel is 
representing their own views and not those of any university or or
ganization. 

I would ask the panel to try to restrict your oral testimony in 
terms of formal statement to 10 minutes each; your entire written 
statements will be entered in the record. 

The previous two witnesses did observe the time limitation. 
I want to welcome all four of you gentlemen. Thank you very 

much. 

STATEMEN'rs OF GEORGE A. LITTLE, M.D., AMERICAN ACADEMY 
OF PEDIATRICS; DR. DAVID MeLONE, PEDIATRIC NEUROSUR· 
GEON, CHILDREN'S MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, CHICAGO, ILL.; 
FATHER JOHN J. PARIS, S.J., ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF 
SOCIAL ETHICS, HOLY CROSS COLLEGE; AND DR. PAUL 
RAMSEY, PROFESSOR OF RELIGION, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY, 
A PANEL 
Dr. LITTLE. Thank you. 
What I would like to do is to paraphrase the written remarks 

which are in the body of material passed out. My understanding is 
that that-it's permissible? I'm a little bit unfamiliar with those 
procedures here today. But I welcome the opportunity to be here. 

I represent the Academy of Pediatrics. I am chairman of the de
partment of internal and child health at Dartmouth Medical 
School, which has obstetrics, pediatrics, genetic services, and so 
forth in it. I'm ~J practicing pediatrician and neonatologist. 

Let me go through the statement just by the points that are enu
merated in the written statement in your material and make a few 
comments on those, and move on to some other statements. 

No.1, the rule in the Federal Register violates physician's and 
hospitals' ability to exercise professional medical judgment in the 
best interests of their patients. 

The process outlined in the new Federal rule is poorly defined 
and, more importantly, without precedent. In no other area of 
medical practice has this type of intrusive procedure been em
ployed or proposed. 

It really creates an adversarial process between physicians, 
health-care providers, and their patients. 

Point 2, the rule is excessively vague and simplistic. 
HHS insists in its rulings that infants receive customary medical 

care, this phrase does not have a clear meaning, not only to those 
of us who are physicians, neonatologists, nurses, and other health
care providers, but it's apparent that it really doesn't have a clear 
meaning within the Department, itself, which has failed to define 
it or to establish guidelines. 

The simplistic ruling does not recognize the complexity and deli
cacy of serious illness in newborns. The ruling implies that deci
sions regarding dealing in customary medical care should be han
dled independently of the actual handicap; and as a physician I 
just want to point out you've got to deal with and treat the whole 
human being. 
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The rule is equally vague about the definition of a handicap: 
Is an infant weighing less than 750 grams, or 1% pounds, a 

handicapped infant? Some people would argue yes; and other 
people would argue no. There really has got to be additional 
thought given to this concept of just what is the newborn handi
capped, without hurried application of rules. 

The rule attempts to make a specific point about nutrition, but, 
unfortunately, the term does not have a simple meaning to the 
health care professional. To those familiar with care of the new
born, there are many ways to provide nutrition: through oral feed
ings, tube feedings into the stomach or intestine, or tube feedings 
into the vascular space. 

It is possible, for example, to keep a child with no intestine alive 
and growing over the short term. Eventually, however, most devel
op chronic and very, very severe complications. The medical profes
sion and society is grappling with this issue of total parenteral 
feeding, that is, feeding through intervenous channels or the vascu
lar fed. The answers are simply not yet available. 

Point 3, the rule is disruptive to hospital-patient relationships. 
Putting up these signs, conspicuous signs, throughout the hospi

tal concerning failure to feed handicapped infants or provide cus
tomary medical care implies distrust of the hospital in the deci
sions of all health care professionals. 

This mechanism imposes Government intervention and will trig
ger confusion in the minds of parents already in a highly stressful 
situation. 

Point 4, the rule violates basic confidentiality guarantees. 
Confidentiality is an essential component or relationship among 

health care teams, parents and other interested parties involved in 
the caring of infants. 

Let me simply add in here something I wasn't going to say-but 
I think the testimony that you heard a few minutes ago is good evi
dence of what many of our concerns are: 

If I heard correctly, a hospital name and a patient name was 
mentioned. 

And I spend a tremendous amount of time in my teaching of 
medical students and nursing students, nurses, and so forth, to try 
to guarantee confidentiality. And yet, today, in a body of very expe
rienced people and so forth, we heard this problem with confiden
tiality come right to the fore. 

Point 5, inappropriateness of the role of child protection agencies 
in this issue. Contrary to the suggestion of the rule, child abuse 
and neglect is not a parallel issue to concerns about handicapped 
children. 

Child abuse and neglect situations involve health care providers 
who willingly recognize their obligation under existing law to 
report situations. They support institutional processes through 
which the health care establishment detects abuse and neglect, and 
attempts to deal with it. 

Point 6, the rule making process and mechanisms of the rule 
really have serious problems both in the way in which the rule was 
promulgated and the mechanics. 

The process was hurried, didn't allow for the 60 days of public 
comment through May 6, et cetera. 



The Academy of Pediatrh.~s obje'Cts strongly to the hotline man
dated by the rule. Visitors to the intensive care unit who may not 
in any way be involved in the ,o::are of a particular child may report 
situations. 

One example of a misinterpretation which might occur involved 
the sign on a basinette reading "NPO"·--meaning "nothing by 
mouth." 

And I'll diverge again here because I saw the clip from that film. 
"NPO" is an important designation with some children. There may 
be medical or surgical contraindications to do something by mouth. 

Now, if a situation arises and the hotline is employed it's possi
ble to try to diffuse an initial situation; but how do you take care ot' 
the inconvenience, stress, and bad public relations which emanates 
upon investigation which may have originated from an unreliable 
or unreputable source? 

The rule is untimely, it's cumbersome; it's untried. 
Point 7. Health and Human Services has not identified or inves

tigated the problem to be addressed. 
It's not produced any direct evidence of epidemic, inappropriate 

treatment of severely ill newborns. Indeed, retrospective compli
ance reviews have apparently found all facilities to be in compli
ance with section 504. 

Now, this isn't to minimize the fact that one inappropriate death 
is wrong; but the fact is, that there has not been an objective data 
base for the application of a hurried rule, 

And I think we've heard today that there seems to be a lack of 
production of an objective data base. 

I think that other authorities besides myself would at least like 
to get in the situation of combing the literature and discussing 
with Dr. Koop openly his concerns about trend of data. 

Data is available: Reviews of vital statistics and so forth can be 
made which have causes of death on them, and so forth and so on. 
And I thin1: we need to at least question whether Dr. Koop's per
fectly legitimate and authoritative observation is in fact correct. 

Now, having made these points, let me move on to the concern 
that is most central and profound of the issues being addressed: 

That really is the issue of how do we provide newborn care to all 
sick newborns, or all newborns including the severely ill? 

There has been a report from the President's Commission on 
Bioethics, after lengthy study and investigation; they came up with 
some principles and problems and enumerated those. 

Two problems do occur; One, parents occasionally receive outdat
ed and/or incomplete information, and this limits their capacity to 
~ct as a surrogate decisionmaker; and, 

Two, in what appears to be a limited number of cases, inappro
priate decisions are being made without triggering a careful re
evaluation. 

Now, the Commission has made some specific recommendations 
for review boards, multidisciplinary review boards-clergy, physi
cians, parents, laymen, et cetera-and there's a process, one they 
rlBcommended: 

VeTify the best information is being used; confirm the propriety 
of the decision and the range of discretion that the parents em-
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ployed is appropriate; resolve disputes among those involved in the 
decision; and refer appropriate cases to public agencies. 

There are review mechanisms which already exist in hospitals. 
Now, the Commission has reported that difficult decisions usual

ly involve two categories of infants, the very low birth rate prema
ture, and those babies similar to the "Baby Doe" situation. 

The Commission has found that hospitals, most hospitals, follow 
the following approaches: 

Treatment is rarely withheld when there is a medical consensus 
it would benefit the child. 

'l'wo, predictably few endeavors are considered not to be legally 
or ethically justified-and that's important. 

And there are a small number of infants who don't fall into a 
category. And it's this last group that really demands attention. 

But the problem with the HHS rule is that all it does is it shifts 
responsibility to the Federal Government. 

Now, we're here today to discuss the issue of reauthorization of 
child abuse programs. The Academy of Pediatrics is extremely sup
portive of that, and will submit testimony for that record. 

However, lumping that issue of treatment of severely ill new
borns, in our estimation, and my own personal estimation, is really 
a problem. It's a separate issue. 

In addition, the Academy is concerned about the potential drain 
on existing child abuse and neglect programs and resources if they 
are diverted to another area. 

Since the rule has gone into effect we've begun to receive anec
dotal information; we don't have in a short time frame-but there 
are cases that apparently have occurred where the care of a baby 
or the welfare of a family has been disrupted. These occurred on 
the West Coast. They occurred in New England-concerns and 
problems about morale and infants and so forth. 

Let me just finish up-I see the red light is on, but if I could just 
make a quick summary here? 

I'm going to diverge from what's in the prepared comments and 
try to put a though in here: 

There is a problem. The medical profession has known about it 
for some time. In fact it's written about. And it's been written 
about in the Academy of Pediatrics official Journal of Pediatrics. 

It's great that this problem is finally coming out into broader 
consensus and is receiving broader attention. Members of the medi
cal profession have been trying to do that for some time. 

The difficulty is it's very hard to get a handle on this problem; it 
has different meanings to different people. 

The Academy of Pediatrics is extremely supportive of handi
capped individuals' rights, including the adoption of handicapped 
individuals. There's a committee on adoption and so forth. 

The problem is that first of all we get involved in the issue, 
you're not supposed to do harm. That's what health care provision 
is all about. 

I personally feel, and the Ac:!.~:emy of Pediatrics feels, that this 
rushed-up process of rulemaking can and will be and has been 
harmful to babies; it can and will be harmful to families; it's going 
to be harmful to health care professionals; and it's going to be 
harmful to community-responsive institutions such as hospitals, 
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most of whom have public boards of trust and boards of trustees 
who vouch for hospitals in most communities. 

Now, there is a parallel issue. Ten or so years ago whenever it 
was the issue came up about biomedical research. That involved 
medical processes. That involved ethical problems. That involved 
surrogate decisionmaking. That involved civil rights. 

At that time a responsible, aggressive, academic, private, profes
sional and Government initiative came underway and local institu
tional review boards are now present in all academic-medical cen
ters and so forth in this country to permeate the medical establish
ment. 

To the best of'my knowledge as an academic chairman I would 
like to state that I think that issue was handled, and handled well. 

The Academy of Pediatrics is disappointed and I'm personally 
disappointed that: higher expectations of a past good track record 
between Government agencies, Health and Human Services, to get 
together and discuss issues and come up with game plans were not 
followed in this spl9cific instance. 

We need to stop being defensive, emotional, nonconstructive 
about tl-,is, and get together along the lines of a cooperative effort, 
and deal with a very real problem in American medicine. 

[The prepared statement of Dr. Little follows:] 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGE A. LrITLE, M.D., F.A.A.P., ON REAUTHORIZATION OF 
THE CHILD ABUSE PREVEN'fION AND TREATMENT AND ADOPTION REFORM Acrr, 
TREATING SEVERELY ILL NEWFORMS 

The American Academy of Pediatrics, an organization of more than 25,000 pedia
tricians dedicated to improving the health and welfare of our nation's infants, 
children and adolescents, welcomes the opportunity to appear here today to 
discuss with you this most sensitive and complex issue. Severely ill newborns 
deserve every possible protection, and to that·end physiCians continue close 
consultations with families inVOlved as well as with hospital and community 
representatives. Always the presumption is in favor of life -- and that pre
sumption is tempered only by health care providers' personal and professional 
dedication, within legal and ethical guidelines, to reduce pain and suffering. 

The Academy strongly supports and defends Section 50~ of the Rehabilitation Act. 
It similarly supports the stated intent of the so-called "Baby Doe" rule recent
ly promulgated by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS): that no 
infant is to be discriminated against on the basis of a handicap. But, to be 
sure, the issue before us now is not discrimination against handicapped infants 
-- it is rather the definition of appropriate care for severely ill newborns, an 
issue with profoundly far-reaching medical, ethical, social and legal implica
tions. 

The interim final rule proposed by HHS, although well-meaning, is a simplistic, 
arbitrary and imprudent me chan. ism which, for the following reasons, will impact 
dangerously on the care of severely ill newborns. 

I The rule violates physicians' and hospitals' abilities to exercise pro
fessional modical jud~ent in the best interests of their patients. 

The procedures required by the rule are contrary to most medical and ethical 
opinions on how to ilddresE. problems involving handicapped newborn children in 
the United States. All he.alth care providers are increasingly aware of the fact 
that childbirth is an important physical and emotional process, but more par
ticularly that the presence of a problem in pregnancy -- whether a stillbirth, a 
newborn death, or a deformed or otherwise sick infant -- is an extremely stress
ful event. The standard procedure in our country is to respect parental and 
child confidences and to work with parents in arriving at difficult decisions 
regarding care alternatives. This process may take days or weeks and usually 
involves other parties, such as members of the nursing profession or clergy, 
social workers, trusted friends and others, working in a collaborative rela
tionship. Sensitive consideration is required; the process can be disrupted 
easily by inappropriate prejudioial interventions, with directly resulting harm 
to the infant, and indirectly so to parents and family. 

The prooess as outlined in the new federal rule is poorly defined and without 
preoedent. In no other areas of medical practice has this type of intrusive 
procedure been employed or proposed. There is nothing voluntary about it. This 
rule would create an adversarial process between physicians or health care pro
viders and parents, while federal authorities make medical decisions on the 
treatment of handicapped infants. A physiCian literally may be forced to pro
vide medical care or change a course of treatment for an infant out of fear of 
an enforcement action by the federal government. 

The complexity of and continuing controversy surrounding issues such as parent
eral nutrition or the use of life-support mechanisms mean physicians today still 
must make judgment.s on the best available facts and bases of knowledge. As a 
consequence, individual physicians inevitably may differ on what is the best 
course of action for an individual child. This is true in the practice of any 
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age group in medicine, but it is especially true in the evolving subspeciality 
of neonatology. 

II The rule is excessively vague and simplistic. 

HHS insists under its new rule that infants receive "customary medical care," a 
phrase whose meaning is considered murky not only by physicians, but by the 
department itself, which has failed to define it further or establish guide
lines. In fact, each case involving a severely ill newborn is unique, and must 
be assessed on its merits. This is not to suggest that the specific procedures 
or approaches used to determine such care are different from those employed to 
determine care for a "normal" infant, but that other' considerations which 
necessarily emerge regarding care alternatives are more complicated and deli
cate. 

HHS, lamentably, fails to recognize that reality. Its rule implies that deci
sions regarding the feeding of and customary medical care for infants with han
dicaps should be made independently of the actual handicap. This separation of 
problems creates the potential for inappropriate medical care. For many 
infants, the nature of their handicap is part of their medical condition, and 
must be considered in formulating an optimal treatment program. For example, an 
infant with severe congenit~l heart disease, resulting in congestive heart 
failure and might also have a bowel obstruction. The best medical plan might 
necessitate postponement of surgical intervention for the bowel obstruction and 
limitation of fluid administration because of the cardiac handicap. To do 
otherwise could result in death. An individual without complete medical infor
mation and understanding of this information could be misled into considering 
this treatment plan as an example of discrimination based on the handicap of 
severe congenital heart disease. 

The rule chooses to allow government investigators (rather than the medical 
team, parents and potentially the courts) to decide "customary medical care." 
If the interpretation is limited to support of the comfort and well-being of the 
infants, we would not quarrel with the ruling. But if the government interpre
tation includes the use of all medical, surgical and life-support mechanisms 
that are technically possible, regardless of the likelihood of ultimate success, 
then we disagree. It is doubtful, to say the least, that even the best
intentioned federal bureaucracy could serve these stricken infants better than 
the local, experienced professionals who deliver intensive care to newborns. 

The rule is equally vague regarding the definition of a handicap. Is an infant 
we~ghing less than 750 grams (1~ pounds) a handicapped infant? Some would argue 
yes; some no. Is an infant with an intracranial hemorrhage, bowel perforation 
and respiratory failure (all acute conditions occurring after birth) a han
dicapped infant? 

If a handicap is construed to include extreme conditions such as a massive 
cerebral hemorrhage, or an anencephaly, it will strip discretion from doctors 
and families with respect to continuing or discontinuing life-support systems. 
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Potential exists in the rule for indefinite prolongation of futile life suppcrt 
with attendant pain and suffering of the patient and the family, misuse of 
scarce and vital medical resources and enormous expense to the ~ommunity. 
Indeed, after an exhaustive three-year study, the President's Commission on 
Bioethics submits it is legally and ethically justifiable not to provide clearly 
futile therapies to an infant. ---

The rule attempts to make a specific point about nutrition, but unfortunately 
t.hat term does not have a simple meaning to health professionals. For those 
familiar with the care of the newborn there are many ways to provide nutrition. 
It can be done through oral feedings, through tube feedings into the intestine, 
or through feedings into the vascular space. In fact~ today it is possible to 
have a child with little or no intestine survive and grow for a period of weeks 
or montlls using parenteral feedil1gs. However, many such infants eventually 
develop severe chronic complications. The medical professionals and society is 
grappling with this issue of total parenteral nutrition but the answers are not 
available. 

Medical care in a neonatal intensive care unit is continually evolving. As new 
medical findings are reported, technology is developed and experience is gained, 
standards of care are modified rapidly and often. There are also legitimately 
differing views of the appropriate treatment for the same conditions. For 
example, an infant with frequent and prolonged apneic episodes would be attached 
to a mechanical respirator by some neonatologists. Other equally competent 
neonatologists, concerned with the long-term problems associated with respirator 
therapy, and having SUfficient personnel, would recommend that someone stay with 
the infant continuously, and stimulate the baby by touch or movement every time 
helshe ceases to breathe. Depending on the orientation and knowledge o~ a phy
sician, either approach ~ould be considered as non-optimal and discriminatory 
toward an infant who is h~ndicapped. 

How would non-medical HHS investigators, sent to a hospital on the basis of an 
anonymous telephone tip, understand what treatments are appropriate and what 
treatments are not? How, for example, could they be expected to know about the 
controversy as to whether closure of a spinal defect in an infant with asso
ciated hydrocephalus should be appropriately delayed until the problem of the 
hydrocephalus has been corrected? Placing non-medical investigators into a busy 
neonatal intensive care unit to study such cases presumes that they have been 
trained in and received guidance in highly technical areas of medicine, Burgery 
and bioethics, and we a,'e not aware that any such guidelines now exist. Hedical 
investigators might legitimately differ but necessarily be right. Also who will 
assume that medical investigators will be non biased? Who will recruit them? 

A non-professional concept of appropriate care might be that maximal treatment 
is optimal care. This regulation itself could give that impression, and thus do 
a disservice to some handicapped infants. 

III The l'ule is disruptive to hospital-patient relationships. 
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The very presence of conspicuous signs throughout a hospital concerning failure 
to feed handicapped infants or provide customary medical care will necessarily 
give rise to the inference that physicians practicing there engage in the 
described activities. 

The mandatory posting of notice regarding the HHS regulation and putting up a 
"Baby Doe Hotline" number imply a distrust of physicians an,j of the decisions 
of all health professionals. It imposes governmental intervention in an area 
where the unique expertise of the health professional combined with the con
sidered sentiment of the family and local advisors 1s the only appropriate input 
in these highly sensitive, painful and difficult decisions. 

Posters placed in the nursery, the emergency rooms, and other areas of hospitals 
will trigger confusion in the minds of parents who are already in a highly 
stressful situation. Parents of the critically ill newborn often will go . 
through the classical stages of depression, denial, hostility and anger. A 
poster suggesting to them that the hospital is not doing everything possible to 
treat their baby can only foster further feelings of guilt and hostility toward 
the staff. Such an unfair suggestion that the hospital care given is not in the 
best interest of these children is totally unacceptable, untenable and unjust
ified. 

IV The rule violates basic confidentiality guarantees. 

This rule will place undue and disruptive pressure upon the relationship among 
members of the health care team, parents, and other interested parties involved 
with a specific case concerning a handicapped infant. That relationship must 
remain fiduciary and have guarantees of confidentiality. A reporting and 
investigation process entailing the intervention of ill-defined, poorly
structured procedures could be deleterious to all parties, including the infant •. 

The issue of confidentiality of medical records is completely unaddressed in the 
rule. Hospital.records and the discussions between the health care profes
sional, i.e., the pediatdcian, and the parents about the well-being of a child 
are considered to be privileged and highly confidential. Such trusts might be 
violated by responding to telephone inquiries from federal investigators. A 
great deal of effort currently is devoted by individual providers, hospitals and 
academic institutions to guaranteeing confidentiality of hospital records. 
There is no provision in the new federal rule to guarantee this confidentiality, 
and we are concerned that inevitable disclosure, formal or informal, might 
occur, with great harm in the phYSician/patient relationship. 

J_._Inappropriateness of Child Protection Agencies. 

Contrary to the suggestion in the rule, child abuse and neglect is not a 
parallel issue. In these instances health care providers are child advocates 
and are obligated under existing law to report any situation involving such 
abuse or neglect. These important institutional processes, which we support, 
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deal with a different clinical situation from that with newbo."ns. The health 
care establishment detects abuse or neglect in children generally beyond the 
infancy stage, and attemp'ts to deal with it. The existing local and state 
mechanisms, which are used in child abuse or neglect situations, have little or 
no similarity with hospital procedures on newborns. These agencies often have 
an excessive caseload, are underfunded, and have varying shaff capabilities. 

The local and state mechanisms which already exl.st for reporting of child abuse 
and neglect include requirements that health care providers report instances of 
abuse and neglect, and that these reports may be anonymous. However, because of 
current fiscal reductions, child protection agencies, which provide essential 
and life-saving se~vices for abused and neglected children, are increasingly 
understaffed and underfunded. Not only would this rule, by encouraging reports 
from a wide variety of informers, decrease the agencies' effectiveness in pro
viding the services for which they were designed, but it fails to recognize that 
their personnel have no procedures fo[' , experience with or training in problems 
involving newborns with handicaps. Their experience has been with parental 
neglect, not to date medical neglect. 

VI Rulemakins process and mechanics of the rule. 

The Academy has serious problems with both the manner in which the rule was pro
mulgated and the mechanics of the rule. 

Entirely apart from the substance of the regulatory step, we take strong excep
tion to the process by which HBS has pursued its implementation. Only 15 days 
were allowed between the March 7 announcement of the new guideline and its March 
22 date of effect -- yet the prescribed period for public comment on the matter 
runs 60 days, through May 6. Such an accelerated time frame effectively pre
oludes colleotion and con,nideration of necessary additional data as well as 
further study of the complex issues involved. 

While reoognizing and concurring with the need to assure all infants adequate 
nutritional support and appropriate medical care, the mechanism proposed in this 
rule also has major logistical difficulties. With more than 6000 obstetrical 
and nursery units and approximately 3000 counties with their own child abuse and 
neglect protection agencies, the ability of a single central office to assure 
appropriate investigation and intervention is questionable. The danger of 
inappropriate investigation and/or intervention is the possibility of harming or 
causing the death of the infant. The requirement that such investigation and 
intervention must take place immediately in medical situations that are highly 
complex increases the potential for a negative impact. 

The Academy also strongly objects to the "Hot Line" mandated by the rule which 
will trigger calls from efficatious intermediaries and spiteful persons. 
Visitors to the intensive care unit who may not be in any way involved in the 
care of a particular child may report situations where that person has absolu
tely no knowledge. Just one example zf a misifiterpre~ation might be when a sign 
is posted on a baesinette reading ~PO, meaning Nothi~g By Mouth, which may be 
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interpreted by a well-intentioned visitor to indicate a child is not being fed. 
NPO is a necessary medical precaution in preparation for many procedures, 
including surgery, or beca~se of any number of feeding problems in a child. 
However, a child may be receiving parenteral nourishment. 

Having a baby is an important but anxiety laden time for many families. Those 
families with siok or handicapped babies are under enormous ~train. Reactions 
to this stress, all with any other life stress, vary. Some parents blarJe them
selves, other are guilty, others are angry or vindictive. These families pre
sent the most difficult of situations for hospital staff because of their 
psychological problems. The consequences of patient care if a staff were 
diverted by a "hoeline" investigation emanating from an angry or alienated 
spouse can be considered as nothing but deleterious and harmful. Intensive care 
nurseries are already "pressure cooker" environments. 

The remedy proposed in the rule is not only untimely, it is cumbersome and 
untried, and there is no way of knowing if it will make the present situation 
better or worse. It well may lead to over treatment of many infants with every 
technology available to hospital intensivists, against the best interests of the 
infants, simply prolonging the process of dying. To propose such a radical 
change in the way health care is delivered in this country, without adequate 
data, without awaiting public discussion or review, and in the face of alter
natives proposed by thoughtful official bodies, is surely imprudent. 

VII HHS has not investigated and identified the problem to be addressed. 

The Department of Health and Human Services has not produced any direct evidence 
of inappropriate treatment of severely ill newborns. Indeed several retrospec
tive compliance reviews conducted by the department since May 1982 have 
apP<lrently found all of the facilities to be in compliance with Section 504. 
Further, it is our understanding that although seven cases were reported during 
that period, none was found to be a violation. This is not to minimize the 
importance of even one inappropriate death, but to emphasize that the department 
has issued a completely untried procedure to remedy a situation which it canllot 
define. There is no evidence to justify the assumption that hospitals routinely 
are treating babies inappropriately. 

The illogic of HHS's procedure is amplified by the fact that after a three-year 
study of hospital procedures, including interviews with physicians and ethi
cists, the President's Commis3ion on Bioethics does not recommend the new 
federal approach. Instead, it identifies key problem areas and suggests solu
tions. We strongly question the pr'omulgation of such a revolutionary rule with 
total disregard for the evidence and recommendations of a commission which has 
deleberated this issue for several years. 

What concerns us is that the more central and profound issue of relevance here 
is not being adequately addressed, namely, how to insure that appropriate care 
is offered to all newborns -- including the severely ill. For this I turn to 
the report of the President's Commission on Bioethics, which after lengthy study 
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and investigation, concluded that even though decision making usually adheres to 
the precepts outlined by the commission, two problems do occur: 1) parents 
receive outdated or incomplete information from their physicians, and this 
limits their capacity to act as surrogate decision makers; and 2) in what 
appears to be a limited number of cases, inappropriate decisions are made 
without triggering a careful reevaluation. 

To this end the Commission recommends that hospitals establish local review pro
cesses which would: 

1) "Verify that the best information available is being used. 

2) Confirm the propriety of a decision that providers and parents have reached, 
or confirm that the range of discretion accorded to the parents is appropriate. 

3) Resolve disputes among those involved in a deCision, by improving com
munication and understanding among them. 

4) Refer cases to public agencies (child protection services, probate courts) 
when appropl'iate.·* 

"Such policies should provide for internal review whenever parents and the 
attending physician deCide that life-sustaining therapy should be foregone. 
Other cases, such as when the physician and parents disagree, might well also be 
reviewed. The policy should allow for different types of review and be flexible 
enough to deal appropriately with the range of cases that could arise."11 

The Commission further states that "such a review mechanism has the potential 
both to guarantee a discussion of the issues with a concerned and disinterested 
representative of tt. public and to insulate these agonizing tragic decisions 
from the glare of pub.tcity and the distortions of public posturing that com
monly attend court proceedings."* 

It is important to recognize that such review mechanisms do already exist in 
many hospitals, but we need to establish guidelines for their use, to determine 
their advantages and disadvantages, and to promote and establish universally 
such effective mechanisms. 

To fully understand the Commission's recommendations, we must also understand 
the population we are dealing with. The Commission reports that difficult 
issues regarding newborns usually involve two categories of infants: "the low
birth weight infants and those infants with life-threatening congenital abnor
malities. Within the second category two types of conditions have been 
especially prominent in discussions of the ethl.c.\ of neonatal care: neural tube 
defects and permanent handicaps combined with surgically correctable life
threatening lesions.". 

The Commission outlined the following structure to facilitate appropriate ~eci
sion for care of these infants, an approach which the Commission found most 
hospitals do follow: 
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1) Treatment is rarely withheld where there is medical consensus that it would 
provide a net benefit to the child. The Commission concluded "that a very 
restrictive standard is appropriate: such permanent handioaps justify a deci
sion not to provide life sustaining treatment only when they are so severe that 
continued existence would not be a net benefit to the infant ... 1 This a standard 
is strictly defined and is irrespective of perceived negative effects that an 
impaired child's life might have on other persons, including parents, siblings 
and society. These children should be treated no less vigorously than their 
peers. 

2) It is legally and ethically justifiable not to try predictably futile 
endeavors. "Such therapies do not help the child, are sometimes painful for the 
infant (and probably distressing to the parents), and offer no reasonable proba
bility of saving life for a substantial period. Obligations to comfort and 
respect a dying person remain, and infants whose lives are destined to be brief 
are owed whatever enhancement and relief from suffering that can be provided, 
including medication for pain and sedation, as appropriate.'" 

3) "Although most infants fall into the prevlous two categories, difficult 
questions are raised by the small number for whom it is difficult to know 
whether treatment offers prospects of benefit.. "Much of the difficulty in these 
cases arises from factual uncertainty. For the many infants born prematurely, 
and sometimes those with serious congenital defects, the only certainty is that 
without intensive care, they are unlikely to survive; very li~tle is known about 
how each infant will fare with treatment.'" 

It is this troublesome group to which we must address our attention, notably 
perhaps toward the Commission's recommendation for local ethics' committees, 
which can best insure that accurate information is imparted and appropriate 
decisions are rendered. The HHS rule will not only fail regarding this third 
group, but it promises to compound the current situation by inappropriately 
assuming a deciSion regarding the previCius tl~O categories. Our point is a 
simple one: that the HHS rule does not assist or support medical and health 
care professionals, parents, nurses and others who must make difficult deci
~tons. The rule merely shifts the responsibility for such decisions from the 
above group to the federal government, and in doing so mandates procedures which 
may be harmful to the care and treatment of infants. 

The Academy strongly supports the recommendation of the President's Commission 
on Bioethics and is preparing a research study to determine how medical and 
legal systems are currently dealing with this issue. It will assess the advan
tages and disadvanta~es of systems, recognizing varying resources and popula
tions, and suggest guidelines that can be used by appropriate bodies. 

It also should not be forgotten that we are here today to consider the issue of 
reauthorizing child abuse programs. The Academy is extremely supportive of 
child abuse programs and will submit testimony for the record on our specific 
recommendations. In light of the focus of today's hearings, however, we would 
emphasiZe that we do not favor including provisions regarding the medical treat
ment of severely ill newborns into child abuse legislation. The President's 
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Commission has studied this issue for several years, identified key problem 
areas and suggested an approach to addl'ess those problems, i.e., hospital ethics 
and review committees. The Academy would support any efforts to implement this 
recommendation. Further, the Academy is seriously concerned about the minimal 
resources and problems which current ohild ~buse programs already face; we are 
concerned about the potential drain on these programs. 

As you know, the HHS rule has already gone into effect -- and while we sit here 
deliberating logically its ramifioations, hospitals are grappling with life-and
death decisions. We are already beginning to receive distressing n.ase reports 
information on the effects of this rul~. 

Everyone appreciates the government's good intentions, but we must in closing 
convey our sense of outrage that federal offioials would choose to operate in 
such an irresponsi~le and dangerous fashion, oblivious to the impaot this rule 
will have on human life. It is easy to raise the banner that such intervention 
will save babie~' lives, hut we, and the medical and health community at large, 
are here to tell you that it will not. Crucial issues surrounding the contro
versy of severely ill newborns persist still -- and this HHS interim rule does 
nothing but worsen prospects for progress. 

* Deciding to Forego Life-Sustaining Treatment -- A Report on the Ethical, 
Medical, and Legal I3sues in Treatment Decisions, March 1983. President's 
Commission for the StUdy of Ethical Problems tn Medicine and Biomedical and 
Behavioral Research. 
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Senator DEN'fON. Thank you, Dr. Little. 
Dr. McLone? 
Dr. McLoNE. Yes, you have my prepared text, and I thought 

what I would do is to talk about specifically spina bifida. Spina 
bidifa and Down's syndrome seem to be two of the most common 
cases in which there lies difficulty with decisionmaking. 

I am a pediatric neurosurgeon at a large metropolitan children's 
hospital, and because I operate only on children and as a neurosur
geon I see a large number of children born with congenital anoma
lies of the central nervous system; and, in fact, have treated some 
2,000 children with handicaps involving the central nervous 
system. 

In the review of spina bifida if you look at the literature and go 
back prior to the 1950's and you talk about the problem of spina 
bifida, there really wasn't a problem prior to that; because the vast 
majority-some 85 to 90 percent of these children-died from their 
H!ness, because we had as a profession little to offer these children. 

In the 1950s and through the 1960's the availability of the shunt 
system were developed. We now treat the child's hydrocephalus or 
the child's water-on-the-brain and essentially cure it or render it 
nonprogressive. 

And so larger and larger numbers of children began to survive. 
Led by a group of physicians in England it then became the 

common treatment that all children born with spina bifida should 
be aggressively treated, their back closed in the first 24 hours, and 
their hydrocephalus, should it develop, treated with the shunt 
system. 

In reviewing the outcome of that vigorous program in England, 
the results were in their opinion so appalling that they then began 
to advocate a criteria: 

They said that this criteria was valid, predictive of outcome, and 
that certainly you could examine a newborn child and say some
thing about that child's quality of life. 

I think the evidence overwhelmingly now indicates that all of 
those criteria, taken individually or collectively, are inappropriate 
and really of little value. 

Certainly the outcome of aggressive treatment is quite contrary 
to to the results of aggressive treatment in this country. 

In the late 1970s the CT Scanner became available and we've-in 
almost all institutions-and we now had another thing in our ar
mamentaria to monitor the child's hydrocephalus and to treat it. 

And then recently the introduction of clean intermittent cath
eterization has given these children the ability to have control over 
their bladder and bowel systems and that these children now can 
remain dry and can be in a regular classroom system. 

Unfortunately the vast majority of literature that exists for us 
through pedjatrics comes from the British literature. And a lot of 
decisions are made to deny treatment to these children, in my opin
ion inappropriately, based on British literature which is outdated 
and contrary to the experience in this country. 

The mortality rate at our institution where we treat all children 
born with spina bifida-we attempt to treat them all within the 
first 24 hours of life and close their baek; if hydrocephalus develops 
and is progressive, they then receive a shunt-the mortality rates 
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in the 1950's was 85 to 90 percent in our institution and in the last 
8 years is now only 15 percent. 

So only 15 percent of these children are dying in the first years 
of life. 

That's fine, the fact that we've reduced the mortality. But what 
about this question of "quality of life?" What do you tell a family 
who is confronted with this horrendous event of having anticipated 
a normal newborn, suddenly have a child who has probably the 
most severe congenital malformation consistent with productive 
survival or survival at all? 

Remember that what I'm going to tell you are statistics, and 
these statistics no more than the criteria advocated by the British 
can be used to judge how anyone single child is going to do. There 
is no valid way to determine what the outcome would be of the 
treatment of the newborn child, in my opinion. 

And that's having personally operated on 200 children in the last 
few years. 

The child born with spina bifida-and spina bifida is a disease 
without known cause; we have a. variety of possibilities, but there 
is no single cause. In the laboratory we can produce it with a vari~ 
ety of mechanisms both in fetal mice and chickens and other ani
mals. 

But the child is born not dying; the child is born alive a:'1d 
healthy in the vast majority of cases. In a few cases there are obvi
ous progressive hydrocephalus evident at birth which requires that 
that be dealt with immediately. 

The reason that these children die, and in the British system, 
they, as you heard, elect to let three out of four of these children 
die-and the way that you can guarantee that they die is deny 
them food and water; I think that rarely if ever occurs in this 
country. 

It may, it has been documented in a few cases in the literature; 
but, in my opinion, denying food and water to these children is 
rare. 

But what is not uncommon is denying the children immediate 
progressive treatment. If the child's back is not closed quickly 
within the first 24 hours, infection will ensue. If the infection is 
severe and ascends into the rest of the central nervous system, the 
mortality rate of the untreated group, even if they are fed and wa
tered, is 60 percent. 

The 40 percent who survive, a high percentage of those individ
uals will have sustained additional damage, more paralysis in their 
lower extremities; and, I think most significantly, if they have a 
central nervous system infection, the most common cause of 
mental retardation in spina bifida is not the spina bifida itself or 
the syndrome, but is inflicted on them by infections of the central 
nervous system, either through lack of treatment or through the 
complication of the shunt infection. 

The data is now well established at our institution, at an institu
tion in Cleveland, and at Yale University, that mental retardation 
by and large is inflicted on these children either through infection 
that occurs as newborn or through a complication of the shunt 
system in treating the hydrocephalus. 
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If you took 100 consecutive newborns who were over the age of 4, 
now-and from our institution and no child was denied treatment, 
and this is a consecutive series-52 percent of those children ambu
late in the community. 'l'hat is, they don't use a wheelchair; they 
are abl.e to get up, walk; they have significant bracing, some of 
these children; but they are considered community ambulators, 
that they will walk in the community. 

Now, 85 percent of these children are continent in bladder or 
bowel. It used to be the single most difficult thing to deal with in 
these children-getting them mainstreamed into regular schools
is the fact that they were wet or they had a diversionary device on 
their abdominal wall. We have not diverted the urinary system to 
the abdominal wall in about 7 years; in fact, we have undiverted 60 
children now; and they are now on intermittent catheterization 
and continent. . 

Seventy-three percent of our children have an IQ within the 
normal range. That's quite contrary to anything else that I think is 
in the literature, and it is a tremendous tribute I think to my col
leagues. 

And the results that I'm telling you here are not specific to our 
institution, but is common in all of the institutions that I know of 
in the United States where a pediatric neurosurgeon is involved in 
the aggressive treatment of newborns with this disease. 

In fact, 37 percent of the children I consider essentially normal. 
They have normal intelligence, they are continent of bladder and 
bowel--that can be through intermittent catheterization, but they 
are continent of bladder and bowel; and they are community ambu
lators. 

Again, just to make sure that we understand, that this outcome 
of treatment does not apply to all children; but you cannot identify 
the child who is going to have a poor outcome, at birth. 

Fifteen percent of the children have died, and these children 
have sorted themselves out in spite of all that was done for them; 
it soon became impossible to sustain their life; and these children 
have died. 

There's probably an additional10 percent of the children of the 
100 newborns who are going to require some kind of custodial care. 

But if you look at the group, and their "quality of survival"
that word plagues us and it is difficult to define-but if you look at 
this group of individuals, taken as a whole, the number of survi
vors and the quality of the survivors exceeds what the British expe
rience and tells us what will happen with treatment of not only 
that group they call the very best, or the one out of four children 
that they select for treatment. 

Senator DENTON. Excuse me, Dr. McLone, I may be wrong, and I 
wish to be corrected if I am-the statistics you have just given re
garding the proportion of children who are ambulatory and have 
normal IQ's and can control their bowels-I don't find that in your 
prepared statement. 

Dr. McLoNE. No. This is outside of my prepared statement. 
Senator DENTON. Well, may I ask that you include that as part of 

your written testimony to us? Because I find it interesting and rele
vant. 
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Dr. McLoNE. Yes, this-the statistics that I'm quoting is an indi
cation, and in fact will be part of the next volume of Clinical 
Neurosurgery which will be coming out; in fact, the galleys have 
gone back. 

But I will send you a copy of that article. 
Senator DENTON. You can give us something that is roughly iden

tical to what you have been saying? 
Dr. McLoNE. Yes. Those are the same, and they are from that 

article. 
One final point I would like to make, this was brought to my at

tention by a colleague who had supplied in work through the devel
opment of the spina bifida program in Australia-and their experi
ence is similar to that which occurred in Great Britain-and he's a 
retired physician, and has had great experience with this group of 
children. 

He pointed out that, I take some responsibility for every child's 
back which I close. And I think my nightmare is that I have pre
served a life or assisted a child in survival only to have normal in
telUgence and to be ambulatory in the community, but then to be 
denied by the community and by the lack of programs the ability 
to become independent and competitive. 

My nightmare is a group of children which number almost 1,000 
I care for now, with normal intelligence, sitting in nursing homes 
because they have not been habilitated or given the opportunity to 
participate in our society, pay taxes, and compete for jobs. 

Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Dr. McLone and additional informa

tion supplied follows:] 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAVID G. McLoNE, M.D., PH. D., AsSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF 
SURGERY (NEUROSURGERY), NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY MEDICAL SCHOOL, AND 
CHAIRMAN, DIVISION OF PEDIATRIC NEUROSURGERY, CHILDREN'S MEMORIAL HOSPI
TAL 

My purpose in this presenta~ion.is to address some of the 

problems, paradoxes, and ambiguities surrounding the ca~'e of the 

child born with a serious handicap. 

There is documentation that handicapped children have been 

denied life saving medical care and occasionally even basic 

nutrition: food and water. The extent of this problem is unknown. 

In the small, local sample provided by review of the last 200 

patients with spina bifida referred for treatment, 10 child·ren 

were found to have been denied prompt surgical therapy prior to 

transfer to our hospital. None of these had been denied tf_,od or 

water. If this sample be representative, then the incidence of 

delayed care may be on the order of some 5% of newborns with 

spina bifida. 

Federal regulations now require that all handicapped· 

children receive food, water, and customary medical care. Very 

few disagree with this in principle. controversy arises from the 

interpretation of "customary medical care" ill specific clinical 

contexts. 

Most physicians would agree that newborns with 

life-threatening but completely remediable diseases should be 

treated as aggressively as necessary to ensure their survival and 

future health. Most physicians would also agree that newborns 

with irremediable, lethal malformations should be given nutrition 

and simple care. They should be made as comfortable as possible, 

and allowed to die in peace. 

Opinion diverges sharply on proper care for the newborn with 

life-threatening disease when all possible· treatment will ensure 

- 1 -
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survival with serious handicap. In this context, the parents, the 

physician, and the public weigh the patient's long-term survival. 

quality of life and possible eventual self-support. In this 

weighing, well-intentioned individuals of like morality may yet 

derive different conclusions. 

I personally have had experience with well over 2000 

handicapped children, principally those with spina bif~da, 

hydrocephalus, prematurity, birth injury, and other birth 

anomalies. Th~ overwhelming majority of these children have 

received prompt, often life-saving care. A small but significant 

number received less than that prior to transfer to our hospital; 

a form of euthanasia based upon withhoiding of available therapy 

and supportive care. 

Some parents and physicians hope to find a medical and moral 

middle ground by inaction--"allowing nature to take its course". 

In the case of newborns with spina bifida, for example, th~y 

might provide food and water but deny prompt surgical repair of 

the open nervous system in the hope that the inevitable 

infection, meningoencephalitis, will prove rapidly fatal. This 

dereliction of responsibility fails for two reasons, among others. 

First, one half of the children will survive the infection and 

will still require additional, often more extensive, surgical 

care. Second, the more severe hydrocephalus and brain destruct~on 

caused by the infection markedly reduce the functional capacity 

of the 50% of patients who do survive. A policy of so-called 

"benign neglect" then is both offensive and ineffective. 

- 2 -
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Other parents and physicians<. seek to provide or deny. therapy 

"rationally" by applying a set of medical "selection criteria" 

for identifying the newborns with spina bifida who are likely to 

have good clinical and functional outcor.e. Historically. these 

criteria were elaborated in Britain where many of the spina 

bifida patients are denie.d sustenance. are sedated. and are 

allowed to die. The British experience is 'entirely contrary to 

the recent experience in this country. However. because the 

majority of the medical literature dealing with management of 

spina bifida is from Great Britain and because many of the U.S. 

physicians who see only I or 2 such patients depend upon the 

literature for guidance. the "selection criteria" advocated by 

British physicians continue to be used. inappropriately. by some 

physicians in this country. In fact, medical advances have been 

so rapid that the functional outcome in unselected U.S. patients 

is now better than that predicted for the few "best" patients 

selected by the British criteria. 

In my experience, decisions to passively euthanize severely 

handicapped children are almost never made because of callousness 

or amorality. Rather. those parents and physicians appear to have 

felt deep compassion for the child. deep concern for the 

suffering it would face. and overwhelming despair at its future 

prospects. The single most common reason for the denial of care 

was lack of recent information on available treal~ent and the 

outcome of that treatment. When confronted with recent 

developments in medical care and document.ed advances in patient 

outcome by physicians with substantial experience in the care of 

3 
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tnese children, most of tnese paren~s and physicians. were able to 

resolve their doubts and decide in favor of treating the child. 

In most cases tnen, continuing education of the public and 

professionals provided the solution to the dilemma. 

Since information availability and public/professional 

education are sa important in salvaging the handicapped child, a 

number of steps have been taken. Progress is being. made to keep 

the medical literature current by documenting the recent advances 

in care of these patients. state and national parent support 

groups like The Spina Bifida Association of America are forming 

to provide parents and physicians first confronting this problem 

with informational, emotional, and financial support at the time 

the critical cnoices mu~,t be made. Government and media awareness 

programs have all contributed to a reduction in the number of 

neonates with spina bifida who are denied treatment. The 

developing pediatric tertiary care centers and available expert 

opinion should further decrease the level of ignorance. 

Obviously, we as a group with a vested interest in the welfare of 

the children feel much more can be done. 

I have become increasingly concer.ned about the paradox 

presented by our· government. On the one hand, we are told by the 

executive branch through HHS and the Justice Department that no 

handicapped child can be denied food, water, or customary medical 

care. Mechansims are put in place to monitor, through signs and 

hot lines, how the medical profession deals with this problem. At 

the same time, the fundo needed to deal with the cause of these 

handicaps and to habilitate these handicapped individuals 

- 4 -
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dwindle ... The physician must now,.struggle not only with the 

intangible "quality of life" but also with the rather frightening 

concept that "cost-benefit analyses" and "cost effectiveness" 

enter into life and death decisions. Shrinking social programs 

will undoubtedly adversely affect the "Quality of Life" of 

handicapped individuals. 

Evidence now exists that a significant portion of children 

born with spina bifida are the result of poor preconceptual or 

prenatal nutrition of the mother. The decline of social programs 

aimed at improved prenatal care is likely to result in the birth 

of additional handicapped children at the precise time that loss 

of support to treatment and habilitation programs erodes the 

quality of life these families can anticipate for their 

handicapped child. 

Finally, some handicapped infants may be denied care despite 

expert opinion and in obvious violation of federal regulations. 

As a physician and advocate for handicapped children, I feel we 

must, on these occasions, step between the child and the child's 

parents. The interjection of the courts into the 

patient-physician relationship is distasteful, but we are morally 

and ethically obliged to care for our patient--the child. 

- 5 -
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As new operative procedures, medications, and ancillary care 

develop, the natural hi6to~y of a di~ease can be progressively 

altered. The imp,,"ct of th" cerebT.'o'~!?inal fiuid shunting on 

hydrocephalus and the ell<:n more r~cent utilization of computed 

tomography (CTI to diagnoGe and a"dess treatment of hydrocephal'ls 

are good examples of thi.r,> type of progress. Periodically the 

effect of progress on t!1~ outcor(,~ of treatl!lcnt of children born 

with a myelomeni:qocele nCleds to be determined. 

We would argue that it is ~oral and ethically correct to 

treat all children bor:. ":i.th a myelo~eningocele and that no valld 

criteria ~1!:ists for the celection of infants for nontreatment. 

certainly as the "quality of surv:i.val" improves through medical 
., , 

progreas. the poor outco, ~ wnich the sele:::tion cri teria ~ ;mroort: 

to accura·t.ely prc:Hct b:1<"'?mes 1",1';5 distasteful. An added 

scientific benefit of trc",ting ,,11 children is that it affords 

the oppo'ctllnity to meaGure the .!'::fectivencs-s of treatment witholl,t 

the bias of selection. 

The initial cceisi0n to oper2.te upon a 11ewborn child with a 

myelomeningocele re!';t:s on the pre:niae that: .ell the physician 

informing'the parent.s if.: familiar ui th the disease, (2) the 

inf()rrr.atlon availnhle conccrnin:l outcome is current, and (3 I. the 

outcome is predict.able ba!3ed on Lhe clinical condition of the 

newborn. The firet. is of:t'~11 Inr:klng, the third is not true, an!l 

the second is tlw zubject. of this p'·~l'e,::. 
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CLINIC,:.r, "l1-'TERIAL 

Beginni.n::r in 1975 and extending through 1978, 100 

consecutive, unselected newborn children \~ith a myelomeningocele. 

were transferred to Children's Hemori~l Hospital of Chicago. 

Ex!:.ensive datil ~lere collected in a prospective study to evaluate 

outcome of treatment by a multiple disciplinary team. All 

chilrlren had their myelomeningocele repaired f01101-;ing evaluation 

by the team. orthopedic and urological tre;tment was begun during 

the initial hospitalization. Nursing, occupational and physical 

therapy, dietary, psychology, and social work were involved as 

part of the team from the outset. After discharge the children 

were followed closely by tile same team in the outpatient clinic. 

Education of the child, of the parents and assistance to the . 

family in habilitation of the child in oreler to attain the most 

inuC!t,-.;nuC:l1t: t:"'l1p~Lltlve adult life possible is the: ult;ima::.:: Cjod,l 

of the team. 

RESULTS 

The period of follow-up is from 3.5 years to 7 years. Two of 

the children have be'en lost to follol-I-up, 14 have moved, but a 

recent evaluation is kno~m to us, and the remaining living 

children are followed in our clinic. 

Eighty-nine percent of the children had their back closed in 

the first 24 hours of life. The other 11 children ~Iere 

transferred later than 40 hours of life and were assumed to be 

infected. Following antibiotics and cleansing of the bqck the . 
repair was undertaken .Iht,~. culture~ of the .back ,,:,ere.: ~eg'!ti,v.e .• 

2 
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preoperative m,)cor functi.on is sUlrJll:!x'izecl in Figure 1. 

F.'ollowing surgery, at 10 days of life a repeat motor examination 

shOlqed a significant improvGlnent in motor function. Motor 

im::>rovemenc ~las considered significant if the functional 

improvem'E:nt added function across the next joint. Functional 

improvem~nt persisted beyond the 1 year follow-up examination. 

Deterioration in function is consider.cd an indication for 

diagnostic study. Hydromyelia, tethered cord and inclusion 

dermoids have explained deterioration in children followed in our 

cliIiic, but not part of this series and deterioration has been 

reveresed by appropriate treatment" 

Hydrocephalus reqt:liring a Flhunt devnloped in 80% of. the 

child,':en. The ventricular volume was abnormally large in an 

additional 15% but no shunt was inserted if the ventricles I'lore 

time. 

Almost !lalf, 48\i, of the children with a shunt have not 

required a shunt revision. One revision ~las required in 16%, 2 in 

16%, 3 in 8', 4 in 81, and 5, 7, 9 each in 1%. A shunt infection 

occurred i,1 lO .. 3~ of the procedures. The majority of gram 

neg~tive infections occurred in the first month of life and were 

,significantly higher in children with uelayed back repai.t:. 

Yearly de l7<;,loptn,cntal asr.cssrnents including' intelligence arc 

obtained or. most of the children. Development is normal in 73% of 

the surviving children., 

One half, 54%, of the children ar.f'! community ambuliltors ant!" 
"',,'.;:. .. ~.~ .~ ....... ,. .. :~ .. ' ~'. ~" .. ' .. , '-. ....... :' .. ;. ..... '" . ......... ': . " 

'only B~ arc confined to a wheelchair at the prescnt time. 

3 
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Twenty-four percent: at'e exercist! ambl..ljdt:9rs and 1·1'l use a 

wheelchair in the corol;nunity but not in their hOlr.e. 

Urinary continence has been achic1tod in' 87'1; of ·the children 

\'lh0 are over 4 1/2 Y.'lars of age. Ive do not feel incontinence 

prior to 4 1/2 years predicts continence at school age. Urinary 

diversions to the abdominal I"all were performed in 5 of the 

earlier cases and 3 of these subsequently I~ere undivert,ed. Clean 

'intermittent catheterization in combination with pharmacothe.t'ap), 

has led to the high continency .rate and made urinary dive::sion 

rarely necessary. 

The surgical mortality is 2%. On·;: child died iIM1",diately . 

. after· surgery of respiratory distress and another diea of sepsis 
-_ •. - ! 

following breakdown of the back repair. 

The overall mortality is l4~ at 3.5 to 7 years of follow-up. 

Twelve chil6.t~n died >!ubsequenc to di&charge, " UL ~he>!", rltoill.illo 

were as;;oci"ted wi'~h hindbrain problem::; of the CHari II 

malformation. Three children died because 0; respiratory probletfis 

caused bl' compro'l1i;;e of the thoracic ca'li ty by he':li vertebra and 

fused ribs limiting·the development of the hemitho1:ax. Attempts 

at surgical cor~ection on children not part of this series has 

not been'sllcc02Ssful and it was therefore elected not to operate 

on these children. 

Apne~, strider, Gnd reflu:.:: \lith uopirClticn - one of these VJ. 

in some combinntion - was significant in 32% of the children. 

Chiari II symptoms are ,more severe in our series in those 

;. children ,\~ith ·low··lumbosac;:ra1.·los·ions and"function'±n their 'legs; • . .. . 

Posterior (ossa decomp.ression WilS performed Oil 4 of these 

.. " .-: ... ! ..... :" .. .j:;: .... .. 
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children. Subsequent: ;':'J (:'ecomprv:wio:l, :: died, 1 s\: i.ll requi.=es a 

tracheostomy and 1 haa become a:3Yi.lpto,~·:!: lC. Of the rernaini.ng 28, 

9 have died, 1 continues to !require a t.t:c:..cheostolOY and the 

problem has resolved in the ot:.hG1: 18 c!·i.ldren. Thus 11 of 32 have 

died for an overall mortality of. 34%. It should be pointe·l out 

that 2 of these are the children consirl,:rerl opera!:i ve deat.hs and 

3 are the children with compromine of t\,Gir hEllnitl1',:>rax. 

Of the 86 survivors who are over 4 1/2 years, 47% arH 

intellect~ally normnl, continent: of urine and comr.1unity 

ambulators. An additional 28% over 4 1/2 years ar,~ intellectually 

normal' and continent but do not ambulate l.n the c01:LmlOi ty. Total. 

percentage of children ~Iho coul<'! be inuc[.Icndent anu compc!:.i t i. Vel 

is approaching 70-80%. 

DISCUSSIon 

patients. The exten t of prior selp.ction b~' the physicians Ilho 

refer to ChilJl:'en's Hemorial Iiospitai is unknown. All children 

"Iere aggl:essively trea.ted initially. In abbut 10'1; of the cases it 

ultimately became clear that continuation of aggressive therapy 

i.·as inappropriate. The; ope::ative mortality should be near ::aro in 

this group of children. Renal failure as a primar.y cause of death 

has almost been eliminated. Symptomatic Chiari' II problems 

continues to l)~ the major cause of deeth in these children. 

Close scr'ltiny of thes"! children reveals that almost all of. 

the children have some~ymptoms of hindbrain problems. Mothers 

relate ~hat. they "spit ;uP",)llCi!=l;l .. , ch~.ke l'l<1sily,' col.eJ:'at'e.,'changes 
•• •• t • ....... ......... .. ",' '. • •.• 

tn Lood texture poorly, and have occasional respiratory pauces. 

22-024 0-83-6 
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In aiJout 1/3 of the children th" sy;nptOlllC ~7ill pr.e;,,:·nt a 

signIficant: p:.:oblem. About 5? (5/100) \~ill progress toward 

persistent apnea and I~C have p-:>r.t:ormed posterior fOM.'a 

decompression in that gro·up. In 1/3 of this symptomatic group, 

about 10% of the total 100, death will be directly or indirectly 

attributed to these problems. In almost 2/3 of the childr.:in the 

condition resolves with time. Re:.;;olution I'louid ap;?C(lr to Le the 

natural history of the hindbrain problem •. The value of posterior 

fossa decompnJssion is still debatable. In all '4 of our children 

Who'~lere decompressed (decompression 'carried into the posterio~ 

fossa), an imlllcdiate improvement W/l.9 noted. TI'1osuh:3equently dit'!d 

and 1 continues to have significant problems. To advoc'ate 

posterior fos<3a decompression on all symptomatic children, a 

success rate gl.""ater than 2/3 mUGt be delll0n:::l:rateu. 

would have esc<lped selccti.on critr-ria commonly usecl bec.:lUse o£' 

their laC'k of h~'dr:acephalus at. birt.h, lO~l lev.,l of the lesion, 

and f\lnct iO'1(1 1 lo,,'er ex:l:remi ties. 

We may bt' plar.'ing too great an emphasis on intellectuul 

development. It l10uld seem that if OUl: pI:im""ry goal is the most 

compntitive i~dependent adult possible in a technologically 

advanced society, normul intelligence is a requizice. Obvio.)usly 

those indivldunls 11ith less than norll'.n.l intelligence haw'! gr.""t. 

human value an,l eV0rything must be done to make their lives 

comfortable ,HId meaning ful. Many of the children \-:1 th less \;h':~!l . 
.. gorm~l lOc'.s, .alth!l1,l.gb .rr"qu1dng !fOli1e ·.caJ:c i shoul d ··-;d:.:!! . 

significant contributionn to our 50clety. 

6 

r 
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In a previous publication He demolll;trated t;.,.t. retarll,t~:ion 

is acquir~u in most of these children as a result of shunt 

complications. 4 Unfortunately, our shunt infection rate in this 

~eries was still too high. Children closed late were at greatest 

risk for gram negative ventriculitis. Every effort should be made 

to keep the shunt infeGtion rate at a minimum. 

Management of ,he hydrocephalus in reviewing the data was 

much less of a problem than the author thought. We tend to 

remembar the child wi til 9 revisions and forget that 20% \-/cre not 

shunted, soe of the shunted children have not required a r~vision 

and on:j.y lOll; have required between 4 to 9 revisions. 

Motor deterioration in a child ":ith a myelomaningocel" 

dictates further diagnostic studies. Tethered cocd, hydromyelia, 

and dermoid tumors have explained motor deterioration in children 

followed bv ()u.r team but not included in this series. Reco\'erv 

followed appropriate surgical intervention. Postoperativ8 

improvement after myelomeningocele repair noted at 10 days of 

life, has persisted t!lruugh the period of this study. Improvement 

follo~;ed by deterioration to the previous level, as a natural 

history of the disease described in the literature '~as not borne 

out b~ this study.:\' 

The fil1Z1l ambulatory status of many of these children will 

be determined during their t6enage years. The projected rate of 

communi ty ambuletlon may be to high but ~Ji th improve? orthosis 

and habilitation techniques this level may be reached. 

The m01:I;ality rate, now at 14%, should stabilize within ,C\, '.,'.'" 
')'.~~~ .~ .. '::t'~.'~i:"'·"':' ~,,:!, ••• ~ • *, ".' ... t·',\ •• "'.: ..• ~.,.;.;" •. ""; ·,·,·"t'·· .. r ~;., ,': •••••. ,.~ .... '.' • 

few pcrcentagl~ points of 14%. ~lost of the cliildrc'n 'with sever~ 

7 
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problcms have <lled. The children most at risk are those '<lith 

hydrocephalus.· All of the children who hnve died in this study 

had hydrocephalus. A shunt malfunction or a complication of a 

revision may cause the death of children in the future. 

The survival and functional status of this group of children 

is superior to most studies in the literature incluJing those 

evaluating only patients selected fo'r treatment. 2 , 5,6 Aggressive 

management by a kno~11edgeable team and close follow-up ensures 

both survival and improved.function. 

conCLUSION 

Although ~le are far from a cur-e, the future becomes 

progrcssively optimistic for these children. Only time'will 
I 

confirm what is in store for these. 86 sun,iving children. The 

mortality rate is low in this series and the quality of surviv~l 

acceszable h01.lcing, and job ~i?l?ortunities r<:)main au .::;ocietc:l 

probl~ms to be solved. 

8 
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Senator DENTON. Thank you, Dr. McLone. 
Father Paris? 
Father PARIS. Yes, sir. You have iny statement-there's one cor

rection: Page 9 of the text, at least as it was distributed, is from Dr. 
Ramsey's article, and not from mine. My page 9 is missing. [Laugh
ter]. 

I think that the first anniversary of the death of "Infant Doe" is 
an appropriate occasion for reflection on some of the moral impli
cations of that act. It certainly has stirred a raging national debate 
on infanticide, "letting nature take its course;" some even seeing it 
as an occasion for mercy killing. 

Perhaps the most well known exponent of that view is Dr. Ray
mond Duff of Yale-New Haven Hospital, a physician with whom 
I've been in communication on issues over the past 2 years; and 
with whom I disagree completely, totally, and unreservedly on the 
nontreatment of Down's syndrome children. I've told him so. 

I think his position is unconscionable; I think it's utterly unac
ceptable; I thh:k it ought to be denounced by the profession of 
medicine; I think it's somewhat appalling that the established prac
tice of medicine has let him get away with it-the sort of articles 
he printed in Pediatrics-in an unresponded way in the past few 
years. 

For instance, in 1976 in Pediatrics, he wrote: "achieving death 
and in fact killing may be a sorrowful and painful obligation." 

Similarly, I think there's no ability on the part of any serious 
person with ethics to accept the sort of stateml"nts we saw of Dr. 
Alex Haller, that film the Kennedy Institute did several years ago, 
in which he argues that "since it is morally licit to terminate the 
life of a Down's syndrome fetus, so likewise we ought to be able to 
terminate the life of a newborn Down's syndrome child." 

Such action is murder; it ought to be treated as such. 
Such action I also believe is directly contrary to the whole 

J"udaeo-Christian tradition and our understanding of life. 
Life is in fact not something that we ourselves design, but it is a 

gift of God. It's a gift and it's a task and it's also a journey. 
But death is likewise part of that journey. Death, at least in the 

Christian tradition, is not the final victor, not the final state; it is a 
stage along life's way. 

In fact the past week we celebrated Holy Week, the story of life, 
suffering, the passion, the death, and then the resurrection of 
Jesus. 

And it's against that story that at least the Christian determines 
how we ought to act with regard to life. 

Unfortunately I think that in this particular age, if God is not 
dead, he is at least irrelevant to the practice of medicine. It's an 
age of unbelief in which we substitute other values. There are two 
really rampant in the land, one of which is Dr. Duffs self-centered 
hedonism in which personal pleasure and personal predeliction be
comes the only value. Suffering at all costs is to be avoided. 

But there's a second kind of response which is a substitute equal
ly as dangerous and fully, I believe, as threatening to the Christian 
tradition, one I call vitalism. One which elevates life from the 
sacred into the absolute, makes life into an ultimate; and it de
mands and requires all known measures to pr0long it be used, re-
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gardless of the quality, regardless of the cost, regardless of the con
sequences, regardless of the suffering. 

Its position, I believe, is as idolatrous as the first; the new golden 
calf before which many bow down to worship. 

It is a value which I think would transform us from persons 
having worth and dignity as God's gift to being cogs in a machine, 
being something plugged in, the world turned into a hell. 

Death in that scheme of things is always an unmitigated evil, 
always a disaster, always a failure. This is the view you saw in 
"Whose Life Is It Anyway?"-what Dr. Emerson decries the newly 
deceased person as a failure of medicine, incompatible with its 
practice. 

If you take these kinds of modern idolatries and apply them over 
to the practice of medicine, what do we have? The vitalists would 
insist that we must always do everything possible to preserve life; 
the pessimists would end it whenBver the burden or difficulty is te
dious. 

If you see life in the Christi.an tradition as something sacred but 
not absolute, you'll understand that there are limits on what we 
can do and there are limits on what we ought to do. 

We do not end life then because it presents emotional or finan
cial strains on the family, or because of the philosophical disposi
tion of the physician, or because it's considered a private matter; 
because we understand that even loving parents can and have 
made mistakes. 

We also see that the decision to act is not simply a technical one. 
We also realize as the editors of Lancet spoke in 1980, that the 

simple-minded solution of simply doing everything is to cause po
tential ruin and pain on the family and on the patient is not neces
sarily the only way to proceed. 

I think to proceed with the vitalist stance and proceed with the 
argument we must always do everything possible is a tragic mis
take, and one which violates good ethics. 

So I believe the Health and Human Services regulation is a mis
guided misapplication of good ethical principles. It's too broad, it's 
too blunt for the kind of delicate, nuanced complex decisions to be 
made in neonatal units. I think it violates the principle of subsi
diarity that says that we ought to use the local as opposed to a 
higher level decisionmaking if at all possible. 

I think that the phrasing is altogether too vague and too open
ended, subject to misunderstanding, to misinterpretation, to mis
taken application. 

Even such things as customary and ordinary care, such things as 
food, are subject to widespread misinterpretation. The celebrated 
case in Los Angeles at Kaiser Permenente Hospital in which I tes
tified for 2 days, had to do with the question of the withholding of 
treatment from a comatose patient, a patient that reports subse
quently indicated, never stood a chance to attain anything but a 
chronic vegetable condition. 

The nurse protested, you cannot withdraw the treatment, be
cause "food is an ordinary means; everyone has a right to ordinary 
means." 

The judge in that case, ruled that the physi..!ian's action was the 
appropriate medical response for a hopeless condition. 
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I think that Dr. Gordon Avery, who is the chief of Neonatology 
at Children's Hospital here in Washington, put it best in an op-ed 
column he wrote in the Washington Post about a week ago, in 
whiih he said, the particular regulation we have now would simply 
reduce physicians into being technicians. 

What then can we have as guidelines, as norm? 
Certainly the Roman Catholic Church has been an institution 

very concerned with the sanctity of life. In 1980 it issued a declara
tion on euthanasia in which it attempted to recapitulate again its 
400-year-old tradition on this topic. 

And it said that what we have to do is to assess the proportion
ate benefit and burdens that accrue to the patient from the treat
ment being proposed. It says that life-sustaining interventions are 
not always morally obligatory, not morally obligatory for handi
capped children, nor morally obligatory to any other patient. 

And we don't distinguish children from others. We look at all as 
God's gift, we look at them all as humans with dignity and worth 
to be protected. 

But there may be a time in which interventions which are avail
able and can be used may produce a disproportionate burden on 
that individual and merely prolong the suffering and the dying. 

The assessment of these are necessarily going to be value judg
ments, not mathematical, computer-based decisions. 

What we need are guidelines. 
Father Richard McCormick, a colleague of mine at Georgetown, I 

think provided the finest statement of this in an article he wrote in 
'The Journal of the American Medical Association in 1974, "To 
Save or Let Die" -in which he said that we have to make quality 
of life decisions. They are inevitably going to occur. T.':.tere's no es
caping that, because any determination not to treat must be made 
on a decision that the quality of suffering and prolonged agony is 
not in the patient's best interest. 

And we have just authored an article which will come out in the 
next week or so in which we tried to extend those guidelines. 

The President's Commission report, which I think is a magnifi
cent statement, and I think it's the model that tWs committee 
ought to use in its own formu.lation of policy, tells us that we have 
to have very strict standards; and the defect that we would have to 
find would be such that it would be so severe that a competent in
dividual would decline treatment under such circumstances. 

Certainly, the Commission says, and I agree, Down's syndrome is 
not of that magnitude. It is not and never has justified non treat
ment. 

One of the things we must realize is that concrete rules, concrete 
regulations, do not make decisions. They do not replace profession
al judgments; they do not replace prudence. They cannot illumi
nate doubt, uncertainty, anxiety and ambiguity. 

The President's Commission tell us, and I think they are correct, 
that judges and bureaucrats are not the best way to go, precisely 
because they are too remote from the clinical situation. What they 
propose is, and I support the idea, that we should have in-house 
treatment issue committees or ethics committees to make the as
sessment. 
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In that way we guarantee that there will be guidelines, there 
will be familiarity with the medical setting, there will be communi
ty standards, there will be an insulation from the glare of public
ity, from the autonomous phone call in the night. 

There will be protection from fostering of political forces that 
might serve their own purposes. It's a way I think of distinguishing 
infanticide from acceptable medical options; and I think it's the ap-
proach to go. . 

[The prepared statement of Father Paris follows:] 
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Reflections on the care of Handicapped 
Children: A Catholic Perspective 

Johu J. Paris, S.J. 

The first anniversary of the death of Infant Doe, (April 16, 1982), a 

Down Syndrame baby with a trachaec-esoph~geal fistula, who was left unfed 

and untreated in a Bloomington, Indiana hospital for eight days until it 

expired lIof natural causes, II presents the occasion to reflect on the moral 

implications of that case. Two Monroe County €ourts and the Indiana Supreme 

Court heard arguments on the is!lue and each determined not to intervene against 

the parents I determination to let the child die. Some called the parents actions 

l'l..Jdanticide;" othet's labeled it u an acceptable moral option~1I 

The full facts in the case will never be known because the courts have 

scaled the records to pr-:>tect the family. Whatever the facts, and they \vere 

twice debated by some six physicians before the lower courts, Chief Justice 

Richard Givan of the Indiuna Supreme court maintained the parent5 were loving, 

carir.g people who Uwanted only to do what was best for the child .. " 

Infant Doe' 5 death stirred il raging national debate over the policies 

of dcctors and hospitals on the treatMent of severely handicapped newborns, 

a debate which revealed a wide diversity of vie\vs and expectations. Some saw 

the actions as homicida, others as "letting nature take its course," still others 

as ,:10 occasion for "mercy killing. II Today I would like to reflect with you on 

some of those responses. P~rh~ps the most well~known--and in ~y view Uncons~on-

able and utterly unace:eptable--position is that of Dr. Raymond Duff of the Yale-

New Haven HospitaL In his famous New England Journal of Nedicine article in 

1973 on h~ral and Ethical Dilemmas in the Special Care Nursery'! Duff argues, 

as does the family attorney in Infant Doe, t.hat these are "private decisionsu 

which should be left up to the families and their professional advisors~ Ir. an 
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article which I wrote in Law, Medicine ~nd Health Care in June, 1982 I criticized 

Duff's position as "narmless." There are no guidelines, nO principles, in 

OUff' 5 proposal for the physician IS recommendation or the parents I decision. 

They are simply ad hoc decisions and, 'as such, they can be made quite' poorly 

as easily as quite well. 

As the famous Johns Hopkins case makes abundantly clear, parents or physic;ians 

may determine not to treat on such slender grounds as II A Down Syndrome child with 

duodenal atresia would be '" financial and emotional burden on the rest of the 

family. II 

In subsequent articles Duff has gone even further. In Pediatrics for April 1976 

he writes, "There are occasions when death may be a more pr1.~dent choice and 

achieving death (in fact, killing) a sorrowful and painful obligation~ 11 He then 

pro:;eeds to argue that James Rachel is correct that there is "No moral difference 

between active and passive euthanasia." As recently as Harch 1981 in another 

article in Pediatrics Duff argues, "The role of the family must be acknowledged 

and supported even though the resulting decisions occasionally risk violating 

one or another of numerous, perhaps conflicting, moral, religious, or legal 

doctrines. II 

Duff is joined in his views by such physicians as Dr. Alex Haller of Johns 

Hopkins who argues that since it is morally licit to terminate the life of a 

Down Syndrome fetus it ought likewise to be morally licit to terminate the ,life 

of a newborn Down Syndrome child. This is simply murder. It should be treated 

as such. 

The issue i~ how are we as a society best to respond to such threats to the 

sacredness of I1fe? First, we must place life and our obligations and duties to 

preserve it in perspective. What in the Judaeo-Christian tradition would equip us 

for r help us to resolve, some of the terribly difficult ethical dilel1unas that 

\ 
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confront parents, physicians and society at the birth of a severely handicoJ['(l(·d 

newborn? Before examining the specific question, let us examine some of tho 

general theological themes of the Christian tradition that provide und~rsb.lndi3'J 

and wisdom of what it means to be human. The trad+tion begins with the beliPof 

that God is the creator of life and its preserver, that life is a gift, and 

that life has value because God is its end and goal. As Gustav Mahler put it 

so eloquently in his Second S}1nphony: "We have come from God, and to Him WtJ 

must return. 1I Life is not only a gift and oJ task, it is also a jOlJrnuy. :M: dt. 

on a journei" from God and back to God, and death is a part of. that journey. [:,r. I:' 

is not a victor but a stage along life's way: not a finill state. The ultim,lLt: 

goal of life is the restoriltion of tha fullness of the kingdom. Thus, it is 

nrc-rn.d. llrr~, not: lire! it~elE, wiuch l~ ultimuto. For tho Christa>1r1 •. md tht):". 

who believe in the life, death clnd n~surrection of Jesus, death has been QVerl;('lr\t'_ 

It is IV;)t the fin",l vic:tor, a.nd ..JIl thusc whr. believe dnn .:lcccpt. thdL III,., ,~ .. II:'· 

l~k:ewise have overcome its defeat. They, in the words of Johnls Gosp(~l, ''''''111 

Cd lScti up un the 1..1nt day." 

For the believer, this story provides the meaning, the purpose and the vcllue 

of personhood. It. also tells us the mean~nq, the purpose <lnd the value of IJ.l("-; 

journey. 'When decision making is sepLtrilted from this Jtory, it loses its perspec:t~v'·. 

l\. serious problem fac.:iny our prcst:!l1t ... lge is thilt it is an ilge of uniJc1iuL. 

With the demise of religious valu~s. we h.Jve one of t.",·o very diverse substitute 

values. One, u .sulf-ctmtcn.'tl hodult!!im whh·jJ l.Dll::i U~ Llhlt our OWI1 pt!rsonul IJlcd~iUL" 

is the only value in life: that 5ufferinq is an evil to be avoided at all costs. 
from 

';£'W0' the ele:vation of lite 1\ something: sacred to an absolute. Life then becomes 

the ultimate value and all procedures to maintain it become a moral requirement. 

This se~ond response is as idolul OUs as the first. It makes of life not a gift 

but 8n end and a goal in itself, a new golden calf before which we may worship. 

rrhis is the view, one which I call a vitalist position, which is 'as threatening 
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to the sanctity of life as the positions of Drs. Duff and Haller. It waulu 

transform us, ultimately, into beinq nothing other than cogEi in some muc.:huw. 

And it would make of death what Dr. Emerson calls it in that film, "Whoso Llf·-~ 

IS It AnYWilY" -the enemy, a failure, a di~.:lsterf an unmitigated evil. 

Oeath, in tpe Christian context, is not an absolute, unmitigated, totdl, 

awful evil. It is a part of the human condition, a part of the process of Wi" 

it n,eans to be human, a part of the journey which is the totality of life;. 

the believer, life is good, but it is not the ultim<1te goou; ~s such the ,lur',' " 

preserve It is a limited one~ 

... ' 
At tht:3 point we might u.sk, How do we apply these insl.qht~ from r)ur n::l ~'":~' 

tr,dtion to the ~..1.r(l of severely h~mdicllppAcJ newborns? 

the do..lnqcl;' uf th~. vit".llisc rositiou tho:lt life is the Ult1tn.1.tC v.:lIUl~ ,lnJ I.ndl \.:.' 

must use all prncndurcs to prescrvr~ it reqardless of co::ot, rcqar,nQS~; '"".If r·U, 

quences, regal,J.ess of su ::::!rl.nq to the newborn. Second f we \oIoul-:1 .Jr.::.icrst:.r.'; 

thdt 1i fo as :Jl. ft from (;od 

some or produces pain or suffer~nq or trial. Third, the issue uf thn C.:lre of sic;~: 

children ought not be fr.J.mcd 1n terms of crnotionD.l or fin.::lncinl burden to the r .• [~:. 

nor the ptri1osophical preuispositlnn of the·physl..Cl.iln ~t shoul~ :OCU5 an the 

That interest mayor ffi.:ty not demand treatment. As my colleague, Fr. Richard 

or those so submerged in ~uff~rinq in the struggle to surviv~ that the best 

These, though, are. not II pr l.vD.te rnatters ll to be left to the family and the 

in Infant Doe, loving parents can and do make mistakes. To think otherwise is to 

confusl.! the: cJondness of the decision maker \onth the rightness oC the cJ~cl.sl.on. 
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And that is to destroy both ethics ill principle and sound public policy. 

A further caution to be observed from these cases is the danger of lCclvinq 

the formation of social policies exclusively in the hands of practitioners. 

As one who teaches medical ethics in two medical schools, I can attest that thl..: 

medical profession is little trained in and not particularly adept at setting 

social values. You nCl!d only refer to famous studies of Drs. Shaw • .mel Tourc': 

as evidence of physicians' attitudes that this society would j lncl llnNccpotAhl", 

and rightly so - in the care of Down SYndrome infants. 

Where. thcn,.,lons thlS leclve us? 

thilt the 5implcst, though not necessarily the right course for tloct"rs--,;\nr] tht, 

Clue wi th thC" (jt"f'!utcst (1otontiu1 for pain clnd burden to the p<ltic.·nt ,mel t-,i" .• :.(:!!t 

would be to do everythinq possible to SiJ\'C lives. (November 14, 191=111. Sl:ch""! 

poll.cy, I belir!v~, '/ioulJ be .1 tr.J.oi;: r.ti:::;t.:lkl:, one wh1.ch would ·~·iol .. ltc 'j:'):). \. ":. 

pl'actice und produce poor public policy. Consequently, I beli~ve th.lt ~hE: y!.tn;; 

directive of Health and HUman Ser:vices' is .. 1 misguided and mlst.J.kcn pol!.c'l. It lb 

, 
far too broad 'und blunt an instrumcnt for the delicate, nuanceci and com:)l~x UeCl,;}(' 

milking wh1.,ch must occur 1.n the neonatal nursery. The !1rinciple of subti:,J.Llrity 

would argue that thcse decisions ouqht to be made at the local level wi~h Quidellnf'. 

and norms established by the society. Secondly, the directive, as written, is 

far too vague and C")pen to misunclcrstl.lnd iner, misinterpre ta tion and mistaken appl ic.:.:1t J' ,11. 

1\s the recent drclm.J.tic C.lS~ in Los Any€"les, Californiil in which two physicians 

wPcre char('.Jed by tht:! Oi3tri('t: ],~tt.orney for murder for withholdinq life-prolonqinq trCc1t"1'\'-'l 

frCtn a comat.osE!' panelT"t:l: indicates, such terms as II cus tomary medical care" are 

overly bro .. ld .Jnd too unsp(!ciiic to he useful in r(1C)ulCltory directives. Dr. Gordon 

Avery, the Director of Neonatolgy at Children's Hospital Center in Washington, D.C. 

put it uest in his op-ed cditorioll .in the W.lshincrton Post: (Murch 23, 19ft], p. }\-~.~'3) 
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liThe potential exists in this rule for indefinite prolongation of futile life 

supports with attendant pain and suffering, misuse of scarce and vital mcdicul 

resources and enormous expense to the cotrununity." As he concludes, I1IE this 

term includes all medical, surqical and life support maneuvers that are technl..:.l ~ r 

possibl~ xegardless of prognosis and likelihood of success, then those of us wh& 

give intensive core to newborns have been rendered blind technioiuns, robbL·,l 

of our facilities of judgment." 

If the HHS requlation is an ina.dequate standard, whilt would bn the LH'OI'(:r' 

positive criteria to be applied? In 1980 the Vatican issued its uOeclar.Jtion IJl'l 

Eutho..lnasia tl in wh1-ch it discussed the mean~ to be used to preser'/e life: "I t ' .... l1 ~ 

be possible to make a correct judgment as to the means by studyinq the type of 

trcutmenc to bu u!'ied. its dcqree or complexity or risk, its cost .lnr! tlll~ i,I)V;liJ:I:' 

of using i.t, clnd comparing these elements with the result that can he eXj;ccteti, 

tr'lkiny int:o uCl:ount the st.:ttl:! of the sick person and. his or her phYfilC':':"'! or ~":I .•. 

resources." 

Here the Vatican has identified two element.s that. ought to anchor our J~tlgr;\I.~flt 

in life-sustaininq decisions! burden and benefit. This meanS that life-sustuinin': 

inter.ventipns are not morally obligatory--for handicapped infants or for olnyone c 1 ~~, 

if they are either gravely burdensome o~ useless. These are, of course, value 

judgments not mathematical assessments. The evaluation of buxden-benefit is not 

always easy. Ind{!ed, it can he very borderline and controversial.. 

An earlier guideline Fr. i1cCormlc!< Cl;;d ! developed for dealing with handicapped 

newborns focused on the potentiill for humiln relationships associated with the inf,ont t.t 

conditi.on. (""l''J Save or Let Die: The oilenuna of Modern Medicine," Journal of 

the l\n\cT'ican f.1 ..... tiCLll. l\~:.of':i~tionf July R, 1974.) tf thilt potent!"l Wl15 !;jmply non-

existent or be utterly submerged and undeveloped in the mere struggle to survive, 

that young life had achieved l.ts potential and no lonqer made life-sustaining clair's 
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That standard was admittedly general. It could clearly be rnisued and 

stretched beyond recognition. But, we are convinced that it is fundamentally 

sound and that if further specified and concretized, Ciln be helpful to families, 

physicians and society in making decisions in future Infant Doe situations. 

We suggest the capacity for humnn rclationships--as a summary of the burrlcn-

benefit evaluation--can be further specified as follows:. 

1. Life-saving interventions ought not to be omitted for institution<ll 

or managerial reasons. Included in this specification is the ability of this 

particular f~mily t? cope with a badly disabled bilby. This is likely to be' d 

controvcrsial guideline because there are many who belie.ve that thc child is th~l 

ulLtmcJ.tc 'Ii<.:ri.;n • .... htm paronts unsuited to thu chilllenqe of it dis<.lcl'h1ntuqtHi l!.rhy 

undertake the task. Still, it remains an unacceptable erosion of our resp~ct 

for life to m.JJ.:.:e the qift of life once giv('n depend on th~ personalitL0:-i .. lI'vl 

emocional or financiill capacities of the pilren-r.s alone. No one oU9ht to be 

allowt!d to die simply bec03.use these pilrcnt!l ilr~ not up to th<! task. At thl:;i 

point society has some responsibilities. To face these agonizing situations oy 
oJ.llowing the child to die will merely blunt s9cietyls sensitivities to iLs unfui-

filled social responsibilities. 

2. Life-saving interventions may not be omitted simply because the baby is 

retoJ.rded. There may be further complic~tions associated with retard~tion that 

justify withholding lire-sustaining treatment. But retarda~ion alone, as ~ 

Chief Justive Givan (If the Indiana SuprC'me Court made clear, is not an i,'l.dication 

for non-treatment.. To claim otherwise is a slur on the condition of the retarded, 

one that would mandate fundamentally unequal treatment of equills. 

3. Life-sustaining interventions may be omitted or withdrawn when there 

is excessive hardship on the patient,. especially when this combines with poor 

22-024 0-83-7 
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prognosis (e.g., repeated cardiac surgery, low prognosis transplants, incrcilsin:lty 

iatrogenic oxygcnization for low birthweight babies). 

4. Life-sust~inin9 interventions may be omitted or withdr~wn nt ~ point 

when it becomes clear that expected life can be had only for a relatively 

b:,ief time and only with the continued use of artificial llfe-sustaining 

systems (e.g., Baby Stinson). 

These norms, we believe, provide some guidance for the types ot ca5~5 undl'r 

discussion. Here the term !l sorne guidance" must be emphasized. ~ Concrete rules 

such as these do not m.lke decisions. They do not replace~'prudcnce (lnd r!lilOin.l~' 

conflicts and doubts. They are simply attempts to provide outlines of the area3 

in which lJrudcnca should opcr:lte. They do not rcplu-cc parcnt.:t.l-phys1.t:l.ln rO!-1iHjn~ 

bl.lity, but attempt to enlighten it. If aven good and loving parents c,Jn milke 

general) by which we can ;udge the decision to be right or wrong. For ethlC..li r···r-

!'iOns ouqht to be reason-qivlng persons. 

But doubts and agonizing problems will r&:\ta~.... Hence a certaJ.n range of 

chOLces must be allowed to parents, a cert.).in margin of error, a ccrt.Jin Sp.1C(~. 

I 
Guidelines can be developed which aid us to judge when parents have exceeded the 

limits of hUll1cln discretion. They C.lnnot cover every instclnce where hUcllnn dis-

cretion must intervene to decide. The margin of error tolerable should reflect 

not unly the- utter Un.11it.y o( till! t.!CL·l.~JDII (WhlCh tends to nilrrQW It), but il150 

the unavoidable uncert~inty and doubt (which tends to broaden it). 

Responsibility for the Oecision 

It is cl.ear that t;h~ judqtnC'nt$ of burden and hnnefit are villuc jurlqrnnnt.r.. 

moral choices. They are judgments in which, all things considered, the continuance 

of life, is either called for or not worthwhile to the patient. Such iudqments ilrc., 
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as is clear from remarks made above, the onerous prerogative of those primurily 

responsible for the welfare of the fumily--the parents. When parents cxcrcis~ 

this prerogative in a way that is questionably no longer in tha best interests J 

of the inCant--especially by illlo·",ing the inEant to remain untreated--sociecy holH 

the duty to intervene. That intervention enn take many forms: legislation, crir:a. 

prosecution, child neglect hearing, etc. The purpose of such proceedings i~ to 

guarantee that the primary decision-maker acts in a responsible way, one th.:J.t sh· 

be able to sustoJ.in public: scrutiny_ We believe that public accolJntclbility .,nli 

review, a review that guarantees that the valu~s of the society are respecteu 

and uuhered to, can be invoked short of judicial interv~tion. 

One approach to achieving that goal is found in the "oecisions to Forcqo 

Trr.-utml~nt·' Report: of the prf.!sl,;e:- tiS Commission for the Study of Ethical Pr.lhlt.·m!; 

in Nadicine. There we read: "The jUdicial responsibility to protect. inco~petr1'lt 

p.:tticnts is not nec(!ssdrily best fulfilled by Judqcs tuking upon thcmsel· .. , ...... ; ';1" 

role of principal decision maker. II Remotenes,: from the clinical situation ,.lnu 

.In .. lbility to keep puce wi t.h the on-lJoinC] fluctu.:lt'ions in th~ pilt Lent.'::; ,.:onilit.i·)f1. 

particularly in a neonatal intensive care setting, are strong arg'Jments in supp~rt 

of that the~us. The Report favors h.:Jving t~e parents' decision in difficult 
I 

cases reviewed by an in-place f broadl~{ based mul tl.-disciplinary hosp~ tal ethics 

committee which would be familiar both with the medical setting and with community 

standurdB. Th~t consultative body. which would hav1 an on-going charge of 

0fit.J.bli~hinC") st,lnrlurdu of tre.:ltmcnt. rllld im.iuill'l tJ·.Jidc.lirws for thtt institution, 

would provide C'l framet.Jork for impilrtial but sensitive review of hard choices. 

It would gunr~~tee that the interests of the patient wera being considered without 

the formality and intensely adversari~l character of a court proceedinq. 

11: .:ofter all tlus, irreconcilable disagreement still persists, the Report 

recommends r~ferral to the court for the appOintment of a leqal guardian who 
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would be empowered to evaluate the options and make a decision "in the best 

interest of the infarlt." The decision, of course, would be subject as a 

last resort to jUdicial scrutiny. 

We agree that this approach, one which guarantees a discussion of the 

issues with a concerned and disinterested "representative of the public" whilo; 

at the same time insulating the agonizing and tragic decision from the ql~re 

of publicity and the distortions of political posturing, is cl !iens ibln .Hld 

desirable way to proceed. .It is also a way of insuring that as i1 socict'l ',Ie 

distinguish between acceptable medical options and inf<lnticide. 

Senator DENTON. Thank you, Father Paris. 
Dr. Ramsey? 
Dr. RAMSEY. Our Nation is in a deep moral CrISIS, a crISIS of 

which road to take, the road of faithfulness to a fundamental prin
ciple of Western morality-the equality of life-or the road of dis
cretionary judgments concerning the quality of a life, permitting 
private persons to weigh that life's inherent capability or its wor
thiness to be treated equally, protected equally. 

Whether we, Mr. Chairman, are explicitly religious or genuinely 
humanistic, a fundamental agreement in our society has been the 
equality of life, and our common verdicts have been against any
one's privately accomplished discrimination against any other 
human being based on that life's alleged or actual worth to others, 
or its seeming or actual inherent comparative disability. 

Equal protection of life can be violated by negligence, as we all 
know, on the part of persons morally bonded to care. Not everyone 
is an innocent bystander. 

Physicians and nurses are bonded to care. And medical ethics, 
like "any other professional ethic, is only a special case of our 
common morality; and can claim no exemption from its overriding 
norms. 

Equality of life means, in a medical context, equal medical care 
and treatment. Equal treatment does not mean relentless treat
ment, abandoning a patient to modern medical technologies when 
they can no longer help, but whose only effect is to prolong a pa
tient's dying that is inexorably on course. 

Instead, by equal treatment we mean the same care relevant to 
the same treatable medical condition for anyone who suffers it. 

Similar treatment of similar cases is, indeed, simply a restate
ment of the principle of equality. 

A bowel obstruction or a heart lesion in an infant calls for the 
appropriate operation to save its life. If a normal infant would be 
so treated, likewise should be the care extended to an infant who is 
a person who has Down's syndrome or Mongoloidism. 

I do not sayan infant who is a Down's or is a Mongoloid. 
Of course, infants born defective, physically or mentally, and 

those born without those defects are not observably similal'; they 
are not actually equal; and in important respects, indeed, they are 
not equal. 
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But in medically relevant respects they are equal, and as rights
bearers they are equal. 

To give any weight to an untreatable abnormality and withhold 
life-saving operations on a bowel obstruction, or to withhold heart 
surgery because of that, is not a medical judgment. 

Physicians and families who wish privately, claiming immunity 
from our common morality, to make such determinations and to 
execute them negligently, are making comparative judgments of in
herent capability or of social worthiness for which they have no 
competence. 

Indeed, no one has such competence, morally. 
As I understand it, cystic fibrosis is tn:atable; spina bifid a we've 

just heard is treatable. Persons suffering these defects should be 
treated. To help them requires a series of procedures over a long 
time. 

If we hesitate to do this by measuring the quality of life that all 
along or in the end can be delivered to them, to test that for dis
crimination and unequal treatment-ask yourself: What would we 
do to rehabilitate a person, a normal child, who because of some 
body-crushing accident requires a comparable series of incursive 
operations and lengthy physical therapy, one who may, like many 
spina bifida patients, still wind up in a wheelchair? 

All the way from no treatment equally to hazardous trials, physi
cian judgment has free rein. But it should not wander from the 
line between those extremes by factoring in unh-eatable disabilities 
as reasons for choosing to help one and not another patient. 

If in some way Down's syndrome someday can be relieved, then 
and then only will that important difference between some people 
and others become a relevant clinical, medical matter, favoring, 
however, the alleviation of that condition also and not only remov
ing the associated life-threatening physical conditions now within 
our power. 

The Bloomington baby case demonstrates once again that to 
insure a small human being's equal title to life, more is needed 
than standards to be laid down by the medical profession and more 
than national guidelines issued by the President's Commission. 

Some source of law is usually needed to brace ourselves to be our 
best amidst life's great dilemmas and the pressures and heat of 
daily circumstances. 

When I first heard, Mr. Chairman, that the main response to 
this case might be President Reagan's directive to the Secretary of 
the Department of Health and Human Services to refuse Federal 
funds to medical centers that in futUre permit such negligence to 
take place within their walls, I was dismayed. 

Is money the only resource we have, I asked myself, to guarantee 
the equal protection of life? 

However, I have since learned better. And we all have heard 
here today about the various administrative regulations, the public 
laws that are on the books, regulative of Health and Human Serv
ices which are only implemented by the interim rules the Secre
tary has promulgated. 

With the Office (Jlf Civil Rights within HHS, given provision for 
prompt notice in such a case, no new regulatory powers, no new 
law, no new legislation-no more than clarifying revision-seem to 
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me to be necessary to make it very clear that neglect is something 
that can take place within a medical setting. 

The Department proposes only prompt oversight and full use of 
State and local enforcement agencies. My comments then need be 
only two: 

If this is not our national medical consensus, if it is not the medi
cal moral behavior to be expected of professionals and parents and 
of our medical insti.tutions, this should be a decision consciously 
and expressly made--not one brought about by incremental deci
sions made by private parties more or less in secret until we come 
to a time when we are told that the laggard equal protections of 
the law have to be changed or be simply ignored in the light of ac
cepted practice. 

That would be to say that what becomes accepted defines the ac
ceptable; that the way to tell what is desirable is to ask what is 
desired. 

I know no one competent in moral reasoning who would fail to 
say that that is anything other than an absurdity. 

What I mean here, Mr. Chairman, is that it would be more 
honest and forthright to adopt a deliberated national medical 
policy of delayed birth certificates, with standards by which we 
decide who is to be admitted to the human race than for incre
mental decisions made by private parties in medical settings to 
become accepted practice in our society. 

And second, if medical centers are going to take the low road of 
private discretionary quality of life decisions concerning defective 
infants, there is to me no argument that can sustain taking 1 cent 
in taxes of citizens at the Federal, State and local level in support 
of such a policy. 

If we are to privatize such life-and-death decisions they should be 
truly and fully private in funding no less than in exercise; let those 
who say such decisions are right, medically and morally, stand up 
and say so and put their money where their mouths are. 

I personally regret very much the apparent necessity to monitor 
physician-family decisions in this way. Still this will hedge and 
bother an ethical physician in no way. To ask physicians to step 
back from the foreign territory of quality of life decisions is no 
limit upon medical discretion in the treating of treatable ills of hu
mankind. 

It seems, therefore, to me that the complaint of the American 
Academy of Pediatrics is baseless. 

Of course, if you keep what an infant may need vague enough to 
be stretched to count an untreatable defect against saving its life, 
then there might be confusion and disagreement over proper treat
ment. But not if the regulations do not require prolonging an in
fant's act of dying, but only the protection of that infant'Ei act of 
living, though it may live still with untreatable abnormalities 
through appropriate nourishment and care. 

It is my hope that this apparently intrusive notice and reporting 
procedures will be an instrument never to be used because it need 
not be. Until that ideal day dawns there is no more reason for 
abandoning persons to private discriminatory decisions because 
they are small, because of their physical or mental condition, when 
they are voiceless and come into the human world in a hospital, 
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than there is to deprive persons at large in our' society who have 
voices and may be discriminated against because of race or gender 
or age, of the equal protection of the law that to date also requires 
appropriate sorts of monitoring and reporting. 

So I suggest to this committee that we ought not to enshrine in 
medical practice or in law a new right, namely, the right to judge 
in one's own case what is or is not medical neglect of infants. 

And if that is allowed, Mr. Chairman, I would like to conclude by 
suggesting that when you get your breath I want you to consider 
getting the Federal Government off of us life-tenured professors in 
the universities because we make as many subtle, diverse, compli
cated decisions that only experts who know how to weigh carefully 
the scholarship of one candidate against another could ever possi
bly make. The public should know that; and you also should know 
that we would never, never, never-we have committees on top of 
committees-bring in an incorrect or biased decision. Yet it is 
widely believed that we experts may count gender and race in our 
deliberations. So we are not to be trusted in every respect. There 
are bureaucrats in the Labor Department ready to be telephoned; 
there's access to the courts, by which the privacy of these complex 
decisions which are on all fours with medical decisions, may be in
sured against discriminatory practice. 

[The prepared statement of Dr. Ramsey follows]. 
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. by 

Paul Ramsey** 
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Ou:t' nation is in a deep moral crisis, a crisis of which road 

to take, the high road of faithfulness to a fundamental principle of 

Western morality -- the equality of life -- or the low road of dis

cretionary judgments concerning the quality of a life, permitting 

private persons to assess that life's inherent capability or its 

worthiness to be treated equally, protected equally, as any other 

life would be treated and protected. 

In our moral heritage, equality of life stems from the tradi

tions of the religions of Western culture, whose teaching is that 

each of us has his title to life from Gad. from not only nature but 

nature's God, and certainly not from any 'State's or societal or 

private judgment that that life mayor may not be eni.itled to 

equal care and protection. In my view, the equality of life can be 

sustained as a fundamental principle by acceptable notions of the 

equal dignity, equal claims. of any life in a valid, truly humanistic 

morality. So whether we are explicitly religious or not, a fundamental 

**Harrlngton Spear Paine Professor of Religion, Emeritus, 
Princeton University. Author of The Patient as Person (Yale, 197Q) 
a.."'ld Etl ... des at the Edges of Life (Yale, 1978). 
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agreement of O1.,r society has been the equality of life, and our 

common verdicts have been against anyone's privately accomplished 

discrimination against any other human being based on that life's 

alleged or actual worth to others or its seeming or actual inherent 

comparative disability. '. 

Equal protection of life can be violated by negligence, as 

we all know, on the part of persons morally bonded to care. Not 

everyone is an innocent bystander. 

There is no such thing as an ethics of the medical and help

ing professions simply because they have experBse that ordinary 

citizens do not possess. Any professional ethics is only a special 

case of our common morality, and can claim no exemption from its 

overriding norms. I state this connection as follows: !f p"rivate 

persons, including physicians, are to make discretionary guality of 

life judgments, that will be our common morality as a nation. If, 

on the othe"r hand, ours is to remain a civic righteousness based 

"" 

on the equality of life, no such capability or s?cial worthiness judg

ments can be allowed. So we stand before a fy.ndamental choice: 

between life equa:l and death by discriminatory judgments for our 

whole society and for all futures. 

The first battlefield between the "moral" forces is described, 

in law, as homicide by some kind Or degree of negligence. The 

struggle is first joined over the youngest claimants to equal protec

tion among us. (Why this should be so I comment on later.) 

Equality of life means, in a medical context, equal medical 
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care and treatment. . By equal treatment we do not mean rele~ 

treatment. abandoning a patient to modern medical technologies 

when they can no longer help, but whose only effect is to prolong 

a patient's dying that is inexorably on course. Instead, by equal 

treatment we mean the same care relevant to the same treatable " 

medical condition for anyone who suffers it. '''Similar treatment 'of 

similar cases ll is,indeed. simply a restatement of the principle of 

equality. To favor and acknowledge equal claims to life requires 

practical wisdom in distinguishing between morally relevant and 

morally important similarities and irrelevant or unimportant ones. 

We do this when We say, "Never tell a lie except to save someone's 

life from the Gestapo ,It and Know it is silly to say, liN ever tell a 

lie, except on Tuesday to an Irishman with a w<':ct on his nose." 

The former details make an important and morally relevant dif

ference 1:..'1 what is right to do; the latter do ',ot; but both point 

to similar situations that are possibly repeatable. Yet· we rightly 

say that anyone similarly situated should do the same in speech 

to save life, if we say that ~ should. Still we know well enough 

not to say that the latter exc.uses lying in our case or anyone's. 

Now, some illustrations in a medical context, A bowel 

obstructi.on or a heart lesion in an infant calls for the appropriate 

operation to save its life. If a "normal" infant would be so treated, 

likewise sp,.ould be the care extended to an infant who is a person 

that has Downs syndrome (or Mongoloidism) -- I do not sayan 

infant who is a Downs or is a Mongoloid. Of cou,rse. infants born 
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defective, physically or men tally, and those born without those 

defects are not c:'servably similar ._- not actually equal -- and 

this in important respects, but ~ in medically relevant respects. 

To give any weight to an untreatable abnormality and withhold a 

life-saving operation on bowel obstruction. or to withhold heart, 

surgery because of that, is not a medical judgment. Physicians 

and families who wish privately, claiming immunity from our common 

mOl'ality, to make such discriminations and to execute them 

negligently. are making comparative judgments of inherent capa-

bility or of social worthiness for which they have no competence • 

. If but only if Downs syndrome someday becomes treatable 

in some way will that important difference among infants become 

a medically relevant consideration. Or for that matter. being born 

with low grade 1.Q. Would it not be unconscionable if ever anyone 

seriously said that an indicated treatment should be withheld from 

this particular patient because if saved he would still have only 

the same old moronic existence? Or if someone said of a patient -so incompetent as to be unable to consent",to dissent that if he 

were intelligent and lucid for a moment, and took into account 

his incompetence. he would decline to live under those unacceptable 

conditions; and so impute to that patient a refusal of treatment. 

and act according).y? 1. Q. is not a relevant consideration in a 

hospital setting; but I suppose it may be i.n preventive cOrI)munity 

medicine. broadly understood. and in public policy that may have 

effect upon poverty. the proper nourishment of pregnant women 

'. 
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to prevent premature births, child cnre, or the training of 

defectives. 

"Ai:'!: underst~Z;d it, systic fib;;'~sis is treatable. 'Spina 

bifid a is treatable. Persons born suffering these defects should 

be 'treated. To help' them requires a series of procedures over 'a 

.long time. If we hesitate to do this by measuring the q~ality of 

life that all along and in the end can be delivered to them, to 

test that for discrimination and--unequal treatment ask yourself, 

What we would do to rehabilitate a perfectly normal child who be-
~ 

cause of some body-crushing accident requires a comparable series 

of in cursive operations and lengthy physical therapy -- one who 

may, like many spina bifida babies, still wind up in a wheel chair? 

But some spina bifida babies are born dying. -To start 

treatment would have no other effect but to prolong their dying. 

They should be let die. Tay Sachs ba1;>ies are, after six or so 

'" months, on an irreversabl~ course of dying. which may take several 

',"::years'. ---To betube them and deliver high caloric .nourishment does 
i~;r:._,. ~ -

nothing to cure or care, and cannot -- for' they lare irreversibly 
,,~~ .. 

dying (which is quite different from having a "terminal" illness). 

'I do not see how any of the above can be said to limit a 

~~!l.):,sJganls medical discretion. What is excluded is only non-

"-medical judgments of comparative worthiness. That is a corruption 

by overextension of the ambit of proper discretion to treat the 

medically treatable, similarly and equally. 

Nor is physician discretion excluded -- or required to be 
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infallible -- in deciding not to start or to intervene to stop 

relentless machines that have no other effect than to prolong the 

dying of the dying. Again the same treatment is the test, in 

similar cases. A baby too premature to be saved calls for no 

attempts to do so to be instituted, although born a month later 

that baby would have been a normal and highly intelligen_ child. 

The same condition of prematurity in the case of a baby having a 

serious genetic abnormality likewise warrants no vain attempts to 

be instituted. Here the same -- equality of care means no 

treatment to be extended to either dying infant. No morality re-

quires anyone to do the useless, and what at tWe same time can 

only prolong the dying process. But our common morality does 

require the same for both the normal and the abnormal who are 

equally in need of equal treatment of all their treatable (1. e. 

medical) problems. 

Two celebrated cases in my experience demonstrate the rapid 

decline from equality-oi-life practice to quality-oi-life practice 

during only about ten year's passing time in thi:s country. While 

the outcome 'was the same in each case -- a baby was let starve 

to death in a medical setting -- there are significant differences 

that tell us a great deal about what was the day that was in 
of . 

medical morality, and in the legal enforcement a small human being's 
... 

equal title to life. 

"The day that was" was when the 'anquestioned ethics of the 

medical profession and the practice of all our great medical centers 

was clearly that of equal protection. If parents of a child needing 

medical care refused the necessary consent, hospital administrators 

took the case before a judge, obtilined temporary custody of that 

", 
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child, and gave the life-saving medical care. This wa~ proper 

acknowledgment of the tact that wIlen an infant is born there 

devolves upon every person surrounding it (parents -- unless 

they relinquished custody -- nurses, physicians, administrators) 

an absolute obligation to care for and protect that life, regardless 

of what might be their variable sentiments or wishes. 

Ten years or so ago a ~ilm was made simulating a decision 

made at the Johns Hopkins University Medical Center that was 

shown at a conference here in Washington, sponsored by the 

Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr., Foundation. The case was that of an 

infant with Downs syndrome, who had a bowel obstruction requiring 

a simple enough operation to remove, an operation that certainly 

would have been given to any normal infant. Without the mother's 

consent, the operation was not performed. The doctors did not 

even provide the child with IV nourishment (requiring no consent) 

to give the mother time after the trauma of such a birth to consider 

later whether to consent to the operation. Instead, the infant was 

allowed to starve to death over 15 days. 

I said to a doctor-friend of mine at Johns Hopkins, not in

vplved in the case and whom I admire very much, that if the hos

pital was not going to seek temporary cus~ody from the courts 

those parents should have been faced with the necessity of taking 

the child home to die. That, he said. would have been IIcruel ll to 

them. But who was cruel to the infant, I asked: to the nurses 

who were forced to watch the baby slowly starve to death. the 
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father calling every day or so to inquh-e· as to its condition. 

My point was :;imp.1y this. The hospital and. its personnel 

should not have been accomplices in medical negligence. If they 

were not going tc; place the case in the public forum by an appeal 
'. 

for temporary custody, the parents should have had to take that 

infant out into the public forum where t~eir child abuse or negli

gent homicide might have been noticed and prosecuted -- instead 

of hidden behind hospital walls', that death bl'ought on by t~eir 

entangled co-conspirators (who were professionals) and not by 
. ',:-.: .. 

them. 

Now only a brief time l,ater we have the case of the Blooming

ton Baby. "Baby Doe" he or she was called, thus protecting from 

direct public scrutiny the parents and ,the physicians of the' 

Indiana University Medical Center. This case got into the public 

forUm, but ~ know not whose agency in calling the matter to the 

attention of a prosecuting attorney. An injunction was sought in 

time to save the baby. Several families asked to be given custody 

of the child. The judge denied the injunction, and then also re-

fused to stlLY his ruling to allow time for appeaJ.s to be made 

through the courts above. While the attorney was on his way to 

Washington to try to get a Justice of our Supreme Court to stay 

the death-dealing negligence until the case could be heard and 

concluded, Baby Doe died. 

Since starvation (like pregnancy) won't wait, is it not 

standard and expected legal practice. in a life or death matter 
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such as this. for a judge to stay his ruling ,until that ruling can 

be appealed and reviewed.? Concerning the parents' preference 

to' retail:i:thclf. natUral 'custody, and exercise it to death, the 

question to be asl<ed is: Does a woman's right to control her 
" 

reproductive life extend to the right ~o see that no child bearing 

her genes (or those parents' genes) shall remain alive. Is a de-

fective infant only a "product of conception II ? 

The Bloomington B .. by case demonstra~es that more is needed 

than the ~residentls Commission's Report -,.- how~~er influential 

that may be. Some source "f law is usually needed to brace us 

to be our best amid life's !~reat dilemmas and the pressures and 

heat of daily circumstance. As Martin Luther King used to say, 

the law can't make you love your fellowman, but it can make you 

treat them justly. The law can't teach you to be what he believed 

was a truly virtuous person, but it can teach you to act as if 

you at:e, in many respects important to others. The law can, at 

least, he~p to insure that the moral history of this nation is not 
I 

outrun and overrun by its medical and scientific history. 

When I first heard that the main response to this case 

might be President's Reagan's directive to the Secretary of the 

Department of Health atld Human Services to refuse Federal funds 

to medical centers that in future permit such negligence to take 

place within their. walls, I w~ dismayed. Is money the only re

course we have, I asked. myself, to guarantee the equal protection 

of life?' Should not the chief legal officer of our nation -- the 

'. 
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Attorney General of the United States -- or the Department of 

Justice have been the first"v'oice heard? "Or the Chief Justice 

bf the Supr~e Court? Or -,,::vsfu~~'in olii' F'edera1 sy~te~l th~ 

Sta:tes have police power"-- should not some Associ"a.ti~n of 

states' Attorneys Gene"ral have ~poke~, b 'br~ce aU"officers be-

low them to the enforcement of equal protection? 

These were my questions, and they still are the fu,"ldamental 

ones, since at stake is whether. equal protection enshrined in 

our laws shall be eroded by discriminatory quality-oi-life deci-'. 
sions by private parti~s'! -:- tlus time with the complicity of courts 

and lawyers who acknowledge not the law th~);-'~e sworn to uphold. 

However, I have since learned better the administrative 

regulations in place in Health and Human' Services that are only 

implemented by the interim rules the Secretary has promulgated; 

and also more about the Congress' responsibility to promptly and 

appropriately revise the "Child Abuse and' Treatment and Reform 

Act. II 

'. There is an Office of Civil Rights within the Department of 

HHS, and in cases of other sorts of discrimination prompt notice 
I 

and complaint procedures have well s'erved the cause of equality. 

I need not quote Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 
'. .." . 

which expressly protected handicapped individuals. from discrimina-

tory neglect with Feder'al Funds. No new regulatory 'powers need 

be brought into play, nor are any proposed in the interim rules. 

MorE:>}ver, the Department proposes only prompt oversight, with 

22-024 0-83-8 
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full use of State and local enforcement agencies. 1 

My commen.ts, then, need be only two. (1) If this is 

not our national moral consensus, if it is not the medical-moral 

behavior to be expected of professionals and parents, and our 

medical institutions, this should be a decision consciously and . 

expressly made, not one brought to pass by incremental ,decisions, 

made by private parties, .more or less in secret, until we come to 

a time when we are told that 'the laggard equal protections of the 

law have to be changed, or be simply ignored, in the light of 

accepted practice. That w'ould be to say that what is accepted 

defines the acceptable; that the way to tell what is desirable is 

to ask what is desired. I know no one competent in moral reasoning 

who would fail to say that that is an absurdity. 

If we mean to allow comparative quality-of-life judgments in 

a medical context, instead of proceedin'g that way as if we do 

not know what we are doing, or only lettin g happen, it would be 

'~at leaSt more honest and forthright to adopt th~ policy of fldelayed 

birth certificates fl so as to have time to choose lthose of our progeny 

that are to be admitted to the human race. That would be at least 

some sort of equality, and similar treatment of similar cases. No 

:'j.pfant would have a right to complain that he or she was discriminated 

against arbitrarily. 

(2) If medical centers are going to take the low road to 

priv:>.t~ :;liscretionary quality-of-life-decisions concerning defective 

1Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Handicap, Federal 
R~gister, Vol. 42, No. 45. Monday, March 7, 1983. 
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infants, there is no argument that could sustain taking one cent 

of the taxes of citize11s, at the Federal or State or local level. 

in support of such" policy. If we are to privatize such life and 

death decision. they should be truly and fully private. in funding 

no less than in exercise. Let those who say such decisions are 

right. medically and morally. stand up and say so; and put their 

money where their mouths are. 

I personally regret very much the apparent necessity to 

monitor physic~an-family deci"ions in this way. Still this will 

~ 
hedge and bother an ethical physician in no way. And it is the 

profession and hospital administrators who have so rapidly abandoned 

the practice of seeking court awarded custody of an infant in order 

to give it medically indicated care and treatment. In this they 

have stepped on foreign territory. To ask them to step back is 

no limitation upon" medical discretion in treating the treatable ills 

of humankind. 

-The complaint of the American Academy pf Pediatrics is 

clearly baseless. Of course. if you keep what Ian infant may 

need vague enough to be stretched to count an untreatable defect 

against saving its life, then there might be confusion and disagree-

ment over proper treatment. But not if the regulations do not 

"require prolonging the act of dying [in normals or in defectives], 

but rather protecting the act of living [despite untreatable abnor

malities I through appropriate nourishment and care. "I In the 

ISurgeon General C. Everett Koop, as reported in The New 
~ Times. March 23. 1963, p. A15. with my own bracketted inserts. 
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cases of deliberate starvation, I have not heard that while with-

drawing caloric feeding the physicians arranged a drip that can 

prevent dehydration while slowly wasting away from lack of nourish-

ment. So ,first, these babies were· caused to die, and then they 

" were not comforted and cared for in the process of dying. 

Moreover, perhaps ethical physicians will be braced 

and the consciences of others awakened -- by the President's 

Commission's guidelines. Perhaps systemic or institutional reform 

will be brought about. In that case, the apparently intrusive 

notice, reporting and monitoring procedures -- and anybody's 

telephonic connection with the Office of Civil Rights of Health and 

Human Services -- will be an instrument nevel' to be used, because 

it need not be. Until that ideal day dawns, however, there is 

no reason that I can see for abandoning persons to private dis-

criminatory decisions because they are small, because of their 

-. physidl.l or mental condition, when they are voiceless and come into 

~;"fhe human wo~ld in a hospital, than there is to deprive persons 
~'-, . 

'at large in our society, who have voices, and may be discriminated 

against because of race or gender or age, of the equal protection 
.......... ,. 

"'~{the law that, to date, also requires appropriate sorts of 
~.'~~~.....: ," 

.,,, ... monitoring and reporting. 
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Senator DENTON. Thank you, Dr. Ramsey. 
Before we begin the questioning of this panel I would like to an

nounce to the four in this panel that following in one more panel 
we do have a family from Connecticut who have adopted 11 severe
ly handicapped children; and I announce that for what it's worth 
in case you care to stay around and meet them. 

Dr. Little, I would be the last to pretend expertise in this field. 
I'm not a doctor. My brother is. He has informed me many times 
about the evils of governmental intervention in medical decision 
and so on. And I am also aware of the complexity of this issue. I 
don't think I have all the answers. 

I do believe that we'd like as human beings to sort of choose up 
sides and argue about things and turn them into more diverse a 
nature than they really are. 

I believe that this particular sign that we're talking about in this 
particular regulation is really aimed at a relatively narrow and rel
atively newly discovered area in which we can become more specif
ic and more informed and that the sign and regulation are nothing 
more than focal points around which that might become possible. 

That's my own particular view of this matter. I don't mean to 
present myself as a "social medicine type" as I am not. 

But I would address your remarks. I think you have propounded 
very well what you must propound given your position and most 
assuredly your convictions. 

But you say the rule violates physicians' and hospitals' abilities 
to exercise their professional medical judgment in the best interest 
of their patients. 

What bothers me about that is the knowledge imparted by the 
TV script and by other anecdotes to the effect that parents once 
advised by physicians against their own wishes have expressed 
gratitude that they didn't follow those instructions; and that in 
particular the doctors in one of the anecdotes in the film were ad
vising what seemed to be in the best interests of what they per
ceived the parents' well being to be, rather than that of their pa
tient, the child. 

And I find that contradictory in your opening statement. Would 
you care to comment on that, sir? 

Dr. LITTLE. Well, I think you-the way in which you've intro
duced the question, asked the question, made it very clear that 
we're really not talking about black and white. We're talking about 
large spreads of gray. 

Senator DENTON. If you would yield on that? 
I believe that there are large fields of gray in many areas of 

medicine. I think what we !i.Ci'-:;- come upon is an area in which we 
may be able to delineate more clearly that which is right and 
wrong in a specific area, or areas, of medicine. I think that's what 
the Surgeon General believes, and what I am persuaded to believe. 

Dr. LITTLE. Well, Senator, if I interpret your question properly
let me say I agree with you about the issue that something needs 
to be done with this particular group of patients. 

And I will maintain that the medical establishment has not been 
keeping rhis issue under a bushel basket. It's been out in the open. 
The Kenni.'\dy Foundation put a film out on it, et cetera. 
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The problem really is, and I speak as a practicing neonatologist 
and a very concerned individual, that the sign, the process, that 
has been invoked here really can and does have deleterious effects. 

We don't try to do anything up until now about our hospitals 
and health professionals except to support them in a fiduciary way, 
in a trustful way. And to have a family that comes in to have a 
baby, which, even having a normal baby is a bit of an anxious-you 
know, it gets the juices up; it's an anxiety-producing time-but to 
have an abnormal baby is an extremely disruptive time. 

And these signs, the way they're phrased, really imply, you 
know, look over your shoulder-somebody might not be doing the 
right thing. I don't believe the Academy of Pediatrics or I, person
ally, or the consensus of people in all the health professions would 
deny that there's an issue that needs attention. 

But to give it attention and try to solve it in this hurried and 
contrived way is inappropriate. 

I hope that answers your question, I'm not sure. 
Senator DENTON. Well, I certainly acknowledge your good will 

and the honesty with which you addressed it. 
I think Dr. Koop acknowledged that this is not a perfect regula

tion. 
But I still believe, and I wish to be persuaded otherwise, that the 

regulation here might be better made than not made. It's needed 
not because doctors as a group are bad. I rather think they are 
among the more altruistic and better intended professionals of the 
world. 

But doctors can fall into the sort of lassitude Dr. Ramsey was 
talking about; and I am referring to the overall se·detal trends in 
the United States as being less attentive toward the pursuit of lib
erty and pursuit of happinesr.-of other individuals. The pursuit of 
happiness and liberty is something that one must keep in mind as 
being not reserved for one's own instant self-gratification or even 5 
years of enjoyment, but for everyone. 

And that child's quality of life-how would you judge it on a 
scale of 10? 

I must say that the most joyous moments of my life I have spent 
without being able to move a muscle, and in considerable pain for 
long periods of time. I couldn't have achieved that quality of life. I 
have been on a zero on a scale of 1-to-10 quality of life in terms of 
my happiness when I was bathing myself in luxury. 

So I can feel for an individual who's handicapped. I found myself 
unable to communicate with normal, none physically-handicapped 
people, when I came home from prison. Only the handicapped 
could understllnd what it was I was 18 inches off the ground about. 

And, therefore, I have problems, too, with this quality of life 
idea. Quality relative to what? 

To them life is infinitely important, and to them it is infinitely 
endowed by their Creator. And I believe they are entitled to it. And 
I think we should be less hasty-should the word "hasty" be 
used-in rendering yes or no to that person's right to life. 

And that comes in with Father Paris' bit about life and death 
are part of a journey-I go along with that. But I get pretty reti
cent about who's going to decide when it is I take this latter part of 
this journey. 
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So I believe that we're all speaking here from good will. I believe 
that some of us are speaking from more expertise than others rela
tive to the relatively narrow spectrum of medicine which is truly 
involved here. That's my honest-to-goodness belief about this dis
cussion. 

I'll turn it over to you now and then come back; OK? 
Senator NICKLES. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
I appreciate the comments, the very thoughtful comments, by 

our panelists, and also the expertise which you have in this area. 
Dr. McLone, a couple of questions: 
You mentioned there's still a significant number of children that 

are born with spina bifida that are not treated? Is that correct? 
Dr. McLoNE. Well, I don't really have a good incidence number. 
I can give you what I think is going on. 
If you look at the popUlation that I treated in the last 200 chil

dren, there are about, out of 100 children, there are about 15 chil
dren who come to our facility late. They have been in some other 
hospital, in my opinion, being denied proper early treatment. 

They ultimately get transferred to us. The reasons for those are 
varied: 

Somewhere between 5 and 15 percent of children were denied 
early prompt treatment both because of lack of available informa
tion to the physician and to the parent. The physician was using 
criteria which, I think, has been shown to be completely unreliable. 
They were instructing a family using that criteria, and they togeth
er made in my opinion a decision not to treat a child based on lack 
of information. 

And that number of children I think is somewhere between 5 
and 15 percent. But that may be the tip of the iceberg. 

My reason for coming here is to point out that there is in fact a 
problem, that there are children being denied not food and water, 
in my experience-because I don't see those cases I know are re
ported-but in my experience they're being denied prompt appro
priate treatment. 

Senator NICKLES. You mentioned in most cases infants are not 
denied food and water? 

Dr. McLoNE. I can't think of a case in the group that I'm famil
iar with, the spina bifida children, in which the child was denied 
nutrition, food and water. 

Senator NICKLES. There's possibly a significant number that are 
denied any operation? 

Dr. McLoNE. Right. And as Dr. Koop mentioned I get phone calls 
from nurses who have over the years trained with me at Children's 
Hospital and from physicians, and there are children at hospitals 
in the Midwest where spina bifida children are not treated, and 
die; because of a lack of treatment. 

Infection ensues and they, in my opinion, are born living and ac
quire a fatal illness due to inactivity. 

Senator NICKLES. You were brought into the case which I men
tioned earlier, I believe; isn't that correct? 

Dr. McLoNE. Yes. 
As the managing physician, and as the physician who cared for 

that child, I think it would be inappropriate for me to comment. 
And I think Dr. Little's point is well taken. 
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Let me just again point out that the problem in almost all of the 
case-not speaking specificall~r to this case-but in all of the cases 
that I have been involved in, in which the child is ultimately given 
what I consider proper care, has been tha fact that the physician 
was operating under information that was not valid at the time, 
and for a variety of reasons had not sought consultation from 
somebody who was conversant with the disease he was dealing 
with. 

I think if we can find a mechanism to make an appropriate con
sultation available to families and physicians who are confronted 
with the disease in which they may have seen only one or two of 
these children in their entire practice, if they can get expert con
sultation and expert diagnosis of what is appropriate treatment 
and so forth, themn all of the 20 cases or so that I can come up 
with in our clinic, those cases were all turned around simply by 
making families aware of what's available and what's the likely 
outcome to be. 

Senator NICKLES. Can that information be dispensed through Dr. 
Little's pUblication or other publications? 

Dr. McLoNE. I think the American Academy has spoken to that 
in their committee, and I think that's perfectly appropriate; and 
that is probably the best way, is to get education through the com
mittee to the pediatricians, if not to make them totally conversant 
with these few diseases that they may only rarely see, at least 
make them aware of lines of communication to get to expert con
sultation, so that approllriate decision can be made for the new
born. 

Senator NICKLES. Dr. Little, here's a question in a similar vein. 
I'm trying again to get some kind of feel for the problem. You men
tioned that there is a problem and there has to be some change. 

You didn't particularly agree with the administration's proposal. 
I don't know that it's perfect, either. 

I think you called for an ethics committee or something along 
that line. 

In your opinion, is this a significant problem? Is it an increasing 
problem? Is the legislation, section 504 sufficient if it was enforced, 
or if it was better known in the medical community? 

Dr. LITTLE. There are several questions, I'll try to get to them as 
quickly as I can. 

The law, 504, as far as I know personally has academy support, 
fully. 

The issue of changing technology, changing medical knowledge, 
and getting that out into society as a whole, is a generic problem. 
It's not different than changing knowledge about the body of law. 
It's a generic problem. 

That means that the medical infrastructure, assisted by the Gov
ernment and so forth, is going to do its doggonedest to get a system 
of postgraduate education and so forth out there. 

I agree with Dr. MeLone that that's a basic problem in spina 
bifida, for example. 

That's the qeneric problem of which we're seeking a solution-to 
try to get systems and things underway and strengthen existing 
ways to deal with the problem, which are onscene and do work. 
And I'll be perfectly happy to support with additional testimony, 
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for example, information about regional perenteral care systems 
which have been supported by the Fedeml Government and insti
tuted by the Federal Government and which have kind of consulta
tive channels that Dr. McLone talks about; the Academy of Pediat
rics and Obstretrics and Gynocologists is soon to come out with a 
manual in an attempt to deal with this generic problem of diffu
sion of information and changes in approaches out into the medical 
estabhshment and society as a whole. 

Senator NICKLES. You mentioned also that there was relevant 
data available through your academy or through some other medi
cal professional. 

Could you supply that to the committee? 
Dr. LITTLE. What I tried to mention I believe, and correct me if 

I'm wrong on this, is that the statement was made by Dr. Koop 
that this is a known and increasing problem. 

And I think there is an equal amount of authoritative opinion 
and so forth that the problem is known and decreasing. 

Senator NICKLES. Could you supply that? 
Dr. LITTLE. And we will try to get some of that information to 

you. 
I would also state that part of the solution to any problem ',s an 

adequate, obective data base; and I suggest that we wouldn't be 
here talking this way today if there was an adequate, objective 
data base. 

Senator NICKLES. If you had knowledge of a physician treating a 
child born with spina bifida and the physician recommended to the 
parents, or maybe the parents recommended that no treatment 
would be made, would you concur with that? Should the Govern
ment get involved in any way? 

I was going through a lot of your comments, statements, which I 
would generally concur with that we must not have greater Feder
al Government involvement; but conversely, should there be Gov
ernment involvement in those cases where we have a physician, as 
the one who testified on the film clip, that it was his opinion that 
discrimination should actually take place if the child was going to 
be severely retarded, et cetera? 

Dr. LITTLE. Yes, it is the function of Government in my opinion, 
and I think the academy's opinion, to have enlightened and helpful 
involvement by Government. 

I tried to use the example of the institutional review board in 
biomedical research to try to point out how the Government, work
ing in conjunction with professional groups in the medical profes
sion and so forth, has really been helpful in solving problems 
which have real difficulties. 

OU!' position at this time to what came out on March 7 is not the 
principle of law, or the fact that kids need help or handicapped 
children, and so forth. It is the fact that this process has not re
ceived adequate testing in light of day, and in our opinion, it really 
is going to be harmful in many situations. 

Senator NICKLES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator DENTON. Thank you, Senator Nickles. 
Dr. Little, you have raised the issu.e of Federal intervention and 

you mentioned haste here; and it's certainly a valid position to 
take. 
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Your own task force on pediatric education report, the AAP's 
Task force on Pediatric Education Report, states that: "The care 
provided to children with chronic handicapping conditions contin
ues to be grossly inadequate"-and I'll just underline the word 
IIgrossly"-"although pediatricians are uniquely qualified to pro
vide this care, too many resident programs underemphasize this 
aspect of pediatrics.'1 

And then in a survey 40 percent of the pediatricians responding 
to it say that their residency experience was "insufficient in pre
paring them to care for patients with various manifestations of 
chronic cerebral disfunction." Another survey reports that practic
ing pediatricians were significantly more pessimistic about the ulti
mate abilities of mentally retarded adults than psychologists and 
educators who worked closely with retarded after they leave the 
nursery. 

I believe that proves what you were saying, that this is being 
aired in the medical profession, and to its credit; because it is open 
and honest. 

I believe on the other hand it does indicate that there may have 
been a stage reached at which there should be some sort of mani
festation which might be useful-governmental manifestation
which might be useful in accelerating the knowledge which physi
cians say they lack, in disseminating it and in resulting in chang
ing attitudes on the part of doctors who might be unaware of 
recent breakthroughs. 

So I again acknowledge that socialized medicine is not good, Gov
ernment intervention is not good; but when it reaches this stage as 
described in your own manuals and discussion, I don't think it's too 
hasty to put in something as mild as has been proposed. 

But I would ask your comment on that? 
Dr. LITTLE. Well, I think that's a very good example and I wel

come the comment. 
That document which you ref.er to was not put out only by the 

Academy of Pediatrics, the Task Force on Pediatric Education was 
put out by multigroups, pediatric department chairman and a 
number of psychiatrists and so forth. It identified deficiencies in 
pediatric training. 

Changes have come about in pediatric training because of that. 
And I can vouch for that in my own department where we have a 
primary pediatric care residency grant. 

Those changes came about because, Senator, the Government got 
involved; the Office of Health Manpower got involved, and has 
helped bring about those changes. 

And so the issue of additional training and handicapped in ortho
pedics, developmental problems, and so forth, has been addressed 
in an objective and logical fashion. 

Now, the underlying problem-and Dr. McLone has talked about 
this-is just what are the resources that are being allocated to 
handicapped kids and pediatricians so they can further understand 
what's going on? 

We really need to look very carefully at the issue of human serv
ices for children who often turn out to be disenfranchised. 

But your example I think supports my contention that an objec
tive, aggressive, coordinated effort by the Feds and by the private 
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sector and the professional groups and so forth, works; and it's oc
curring in the eighties. 

Senator DENTON. Well, I'm all for the coordination. And I just 
hope that the regulation isn't considered an omen of over-interven
tion to be developed in the future; because I personally still support 
it. 

Father Paris, I have before me your statement by Rev. Edward 
M. Bryce on behalf of the Committee for Pro-Life Activities of the 
National Conference of Catholic Bishops. This document pertains 
to the interim final rule, nondiscrimination on the basis of handi
cap, published in the Federal Register March 7, 1983. 

Speaking for the National Conference of Catholic Bishops, Father 
Bryce says in reference to this issue we are discussing, the sign in 
the hospitals and so forth, "The new interim final rule adds noth
ing substantive to these principles. It simply provides for reporting 
of violations and facilitates corrective actions so that lifesaving 
treatment can be provided in emergencies. The notice is to be 
posted in federally funded hospitals therefore refer only to cases in 
which a handicapped infant is being discriminatorily denied food or 
customary"-underlined-"medical care"-that's the end of the 
quotes. 

"Several remarks can be made," and I am continuing to quote 
his article-"several remarks can be made at the outset concerning 
this legal development. One, the regulation is perfectly consistent 
with Roman Catholic declarations on the dignity and rights of the 
handicapped infant. For example, the Pastoral Statement on 
Handicapped People issued by the Bishops of the U.S. in 1978 con
demned the denial of 'ordinary and useful medical procedures' on 
the basis of a child's handicap." 

It goes on and develops that, and point two, "there is no contra
diction between these regulations and Catholic moral teaching on 
the withdrawal of medical treatment. This teaching emphasizes 
that the deliberate omission of necessary sustenance in order to 
cause death can be equivalent to marder," and he goes on about 
that. 

And his third point here is, "the regulation also is consistent 
with American legal traditions regarding the State's duty to pro
tect children from neglect of parents and physicians." 

From your statement I gather that that's not entirely in conso
nance with your views. The Vatican also stated that "the deliber
ate failure to provide assistance or any act which leads to the sup
pression of the newborn disabled person represents a breach not 
only of medical ethics but also the fundamental and inalienable 
right to life." 

That was from the statement on International Year of Disabled 
Persons, 1981. 

It appears that there is an inconsistency between some of the po
sitions you took and those of the Vatican, in particular regarding 
the regulation. 

Father PARIS. Well, I think there was no inconsistency, Senator. 
There's nothing inconsistent with Catholic teaching in saying 

that clearly we should provide customary care. That's clear. 
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I surely, certainly, agree and believe that the Government ought 
to insist that ordinary and customary care be provided and that no 
one be denied it discriminatorily because they are handicapped. 

The question that arose here is: Is a Federal regulation of the 
type that was issued by Department of Health and Human Serv
ices, the best way to achieve the goal which Dr. Little and this 
committee and I all agree is a good goal: The protection and assur
ance that no one is discriminated against because of a handicap. 

I think it is overly blunt and yesterday I had occasion to attend a 
meeting of the-all of the pediatric neonatologists of Metropolitan 
Washington, a meeting at Children's Hospital, and it was clear 
that already there have been very adverse impacts upon the prac
tice of medicine because of this regulation. 

Children's Hospital, itself, has received children whom outlying 
hospitals have clearly convinced are dying, and there's nothing 
they can do; and they send them in to Children's Hospital, lest 
they be accused of not giving all the possible care that could be de
livered. 

And so Children's Hospital in Washington now is being burdened 
by children for whom there's really no care that they can provide 
different from the community hospitals, but which the community 
hospitals have now in light of this regulation are afraid to treat. 

Senator DENTON. Well, I think we're being very reasonable now 
about the way we're discussing this thing, not that we ever had di:
verted from that. 

But Father Bryce does go on to say in the National Catholic 
Bishop's statement, after having approved the regulation, that: 

Although the Catholic health care system has willingly implemented this new 
regulation, some medical organizations have voiced objection. They claim the regu
lation interferes with sound medical judgment and imposes new legal burdens on 
physicians and hospitals. This charge seems premature at the very least. The regu
lation makes the proper distinctions in this area and there's no evidence that it will 
be enforced arbitrarily or unreasonably. 

That's at least what this paper maintains. So I think we're talk
ing about degrees of reasonableness of intervention; and I hope 
that we can at least achieve an agreement that nothing dire is in
tended and it's a matter of whether 01' not there is too much or too 
little governmental intervention. 

I must say that as a Senator I tend to agree with Dr. Ramsey 
and Dr. McLone; but I have no less respect for what Dr. Little and 
Father Paris have had to offer. That's the only reason I'm not 
asking Dr. MeLone and Dr. Ramsey any questions. 

Senator Nickles? 
Senator NICKLES. Father Paris, to follow up-I listened attentive

ly to your statements and find myself agreeing with most of the 
things that you had to sar. 

I might reiterate and I m assuming that you were here when Dr. 
Koop made his statement? 

Father PARIS. Yes. 
Senator NICKLES. I heard probably three times, I think, during 

the course of his statement that this rule was not to be interpreted 
to not prolong dying. 

And I heard that strong throughout your statement, and you've 
repeated it again. I think it's worth mentioning. I don't think that 
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by this regulation-I've read the regulation-I don't read that into 
it. 

Maybe that's an overreaction by some hospitals or what, I don't 
know; and maybe some clarifications might be made by HHS to 
make sure that that is communicated. 

Father PARIS. The regulator may say, "we do not intend this," 
but surely the recipient of that becomes quite nervous at the 
thought that all of their Federal funds are going to be taken away. 

I had occasion last night to attend a dinner with some six physi
cians, I believe, one of whom is medical director of a very large 
hospital, who reports that within their institution they have treat
ed a child born with anencephaly totally beyond any possibility in 
anyone's judgment of being viable; and yet the infant was treated 
because of the fear of this regulation. 

And I said, "Doctor, that's unconscionable for you to do that." 
He said, "but you don't understand what it is to have some bu

reaucrat ready to take away your funds." 
Now, I think it's--
Senator NICKLES. Is he aware that 504 has been on the law books 

almost 10 years? 
Father PARIS. Yes, but now there's a phone call; and the thought 

that somebody's going to call up-
Senator NICKLES. The law hasn't changed. 
Father PARIS. That's correct. 
Senator NICKLES. I would appreciate hearing your ideas if you 

think that the signs will have an adverse impact, I don't know
but if there arfd some inequities, some injustices to handicapped 
children that are losing their lives this notification and the signs 
and the toll-free number may not be the right step. 

If you have some other ideas to help correct this problem, Dr. 
Little-you indicated an interest in communication; I think you'll 
find persons receptive. 

But it's obvious when you see this type of comments being made, 
it certainly is increasing public awareness. 

Dr. McLone, do you have a feeling that this type of discrimina
tion is increasing or decreasing? 

Dr. McLoNE. I think I agree with Dr. Little. I think it has been 
there for a very long time. In spina bifida particularly, as I said, 
before 1950 it wasn't a problem because we had nothing to offer. 

And I think that it's important that we understand, and I think 
Father Paris said that-we're talking about children who are born, 
who are going to survive handicap, and they have a handicap and 
we can make them survive by dojng something about children 
dying; and that there isn't anything that can be done. 

How do I feel about the regulation? I think it's probably some
thing I ought to speak to: 

I am concerned about Government intervention into the doctor
patient relationship. I find it distasteful when the courts step be
tween me and my little patient. But it is a major problem. 

However, I think maybe-if Government is being accused of 
being too premature in implementing this rule, maybe those who 
were advocating that it is premature, I think may be also acting 
prematurely. 
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I think we ought to look at this thing and see what the effect of 
it is. There's no doubt that there are children denied prompt treat
ment in this country. If this regulation and the posting this regula
tion which we should all know about anyway is the law, if posting 
this regulation causes more harm and no good, then I think we 
ought to step back from it. 

However, if it causes some difficulties or interferes with some of 
our practices, yet benefits a few, even, newborn children, gets them 
appropriate treatment or they get the water and food that they 
need; and that those cases don't recur, then I think maybe it's a 
good rule. 

I'm not-it's outside of my area of expertise. I don't know what 
the effects of signs are on people. And I'm not a sociologist and 
can't give testimony in that area. 

There is a problem, there are children being denied care; if this 
gets some of those children appropriate care, then-fine. 

But if it doesn't, if this does not do that, and it causes harm, 
then I think we ought to step back. 

Senator NICKLES. Thanks very much. 
Senator DENTON. Dr. Ramsey, before we-well, actually, I want 

to hear a last word from you regarding the President's Commis
sion, and any comments you have to make; because you haven't 
been asked any questions. 

And then, if I may, if the third panel would defer until we allow 
the family to come in, because they've been waiting out there for 
quite some time? 

Dr. Ramsey? 
Dr. RAMSEY. Two or three small points before I make a comment 

that I would very much like to make about the President's Com
mission, that have arisen in our discussion. 

Senator DENTON. Would you put the mike a little closer? 
Dr. RAMSEY. Yes. 
I think, Mr. Chairman, you will find that the death certificate 

for "Baby Doe" does not show it died of starvation; and not because 
there was any coverup. If you were withheld nourishment you, too, 
would die of something else; anyone would. 

Second, I've never heard, in this matter of slowly starving pa
tients, of physicians who having chosen that form of child neglect 
have then chosen a form of drip that will not deliver calories but 
will prevent dehydration. 'rhat can be done, I understand. If it is 
not done, that means they first decide to neglect patients to death, 
and then decide not to comfort and care for them as against the 
unknowable possible pain of dehydration. 

My third point is addressed to some of my fellow panelist. Per
haps customary is a vague term. So let me note as a matter of 
record that the two houses of the Indiana legislature have in con
ference now just about removed any discrepancy between the two 
bills, and that State will soon pass a law that states that the treat
ment shall be given in the case of a defect that would be given to a 
normal. 

Now that was the substance of my testimony. And it is not at all 
unclear. 

It is indeed a golden rule of argument, which braces the mind, 
like being shot at sunrise. If the medical profession is not willing in 
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its practice in the State of Indiana after that law is on the books
which requires in the case of a defective child needing some sur
gery that the test be, would I give that to a normal child in like 
need?-then I don't think the question is vagueness or lack of exac
titude in knowing what would be right to do, or what the law re
quires by way of equal treatment without weighing in the noncor
rectible abnormalities. 

Do I have time for a brief comment or not on the President's 
Commission? 

Senator DEN'fON. Yes, sir, very brief because we do have the 
Rossow family waiting. 

Dr. RAMSEY. Well, I hope I can make it because it-I think one 
has to be very, very good at reading committee reports. It sounds 
like it's very strict, about young patients, a strict standard is to be 
imposed. They not to be denied anything clearly beneficial to the 
patient. 

I saw on the TV the other night on the nightly news the picture 
of the smallest baby yet born to survive, a little over a pound; its 
heart was shown, the size of your thumbprint. 

It had already had a heart operation. The nagging question-it's 
not even clearly beneficial to that baby-is would it have been as 
clearly beneficial had the physician also known that that little 
baby about the size of a quarter-pound of butter, was also afflicted 
with an uncorrectible genetic anomaly? 

The statement of the President's Commission nevertheless per
mits the withholding of treatment for defective newborns on the 
basis of defect if continued the existence would or would not be 
beneficial to the patient. 

Now, a flag went down for me on the field at that expression. 
The Commission's phrase crept into medical ethical literature 

first as the wrong of continued existence. To withhold treatment if 
continued existence would not be of net benefit to the child is a eu
phemism for that so-called wrong. 

And I would suggest that the Congress, which may have an over
representation of lawyers, consider that twisting of tort law if the 
wrong is continued existence, rephrased as a judgment that contin
ued existence would not be of benefit, is to be a privately practiced 
guideline. 

It is twisting utterly the notion of harm, of tort, of wrong that is 
behind the phrase, first the phrase the wrong of continued exist
ence and then the phrase opening the possibility of nonmedical 
judgment that continued existence is not of net benefit to a patient 
because of medically untreatable handicap. 

I thank you very much. 
Senator DENTOl{. Thank you, Dr. Ramsey, Father Paris, Dr. 

McLone and Dr. Little. Your testimony was superb. We thank you. 
The next group is about to come in. We will move forward to 

them. 
Next is the Rossow family from Ellington, Conn. The Rossows 

have adopted 11 handicapped children. They will share with us 
today some of their experiences in nurturing these 11 youngsters. 

Please move the chairs so the wheelchairs can get in. 
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The Rossows happen to be personal friends of the ranking minor
ity member of this subcommittee, Senator Dodd, who is unfortu
nately unable to be with us today. 

Welcome, Mr. Rossow, Mrs. Rossow and all the little Rossows. 
The senior Senator from their home State of Connecticut, Sena

tor Weicker, will he in presently to say a few words of introduction. 
I want to remind the guests that we have a further panel who 

have kindly delayed so that the Rossows won't have to wait out in 
the hall; Senator Weicker, who is well known for his interest in the 
handicapped, is their Senator, and he will introduce them. 

STATEMENT OF CARL AND RACHEL ROSSOW, ACCOMPANIED BY 
THEIR THREE NATURAL CHILDREN AND 11 ADOPTED MEDI
CALLY FRAGILE CHILDREN; AS INTRODUCED BY HON. 
LOWELL S. WEICKER, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF 
CONNECTICUT 

Senator DENTON. Welcome. 
Senator WEICKER. Mr. Chairman. 
Senator DENTON. Senator Weicker. 
Senator WEICKER. Senator Nickles, it's with great pride that I in

troduce to you Rachel and Carl Rossow and their family, from Ell
ington, Conn. 

I They are some of the best Connecticut has to offer. 
, A few weeks ago when they were featured on a program pro
t duced by WNEV -TV channel 7 in Boston, President Reagan was 

among the viewers. And so inspired was he by their story that he 
put a call through to them that very day. 

I know that you'll find their example equally inspiring. 
To call Rachel and Carl a remarkable pair of parents would be to 

understate the case. In addition to raising three children of their 
own, who are now in their teens, they have since 1971 adopted 12 
severely-handicapped children. One of them, Christopher, a 4-year 
old with cerebral palsy, died last year. 

Today the adopted Rossows range in age from 2 to 15 years old. 
Their disabilities are equally wide ranging, but all of them severe. 

The Rossows also take into their home severely handicapped chil
dren on an emergency placement basis while these children await 
adoption. 

The reason the Rossows do this is very simple: they believe that 
multiple handicapped children can best achieve their whole poten
tial in a setting that combines family love and support and profes
sional care. 

And that's why in 1973 Carl quit his job to devote himself full
time to children. 

He and Rachel formed Alpha-Omega, a nonprofit organization 
which acts as an advocate for handIcapped children. Five years 
later Alpha-Omega received a grant from the State of Connecticut 
to build a house especially design.ed for these children. 

Today the home's annual budget of $105,000 depends on dona
tions, and the State Department of Children and Youth Services 
which reimburses them for each child. 
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Rachel has been a valuable and eloquent witness before the Sub
committee on the Handicapped in time past. I am sure she and 
indeed all the Rossows have much to tell and teach us all today. 

It's a great honor to have you with us in the U.s. Senate, and 
indeed, you are a living example to all. 

And I hope that you will be able to so state the case, that there 
will be a gr0at deal of additional funding for what you do and 
others like you do for the children that you have with you and the 
children who are not here today. 

Thank you very much. 
Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Senator Weicker. 
Mr. Rossow. Thank you, Senator Weicker, Senator Denton, Sena

tor Nickles; and thank you, Senator Dodd, who could not be here 
today, but who has been a very dear friend and a very good sup
porter of us, too. 

I was going to tak~ rollcall because we have a number of our 
children from all over the United States represented-Missouri, 
where I'm from, and Rachel's from California-Kentucky and Flor
ida, and a Texan, some Connecticut kids, and a child even from 
New York. 

We are very happy to be here, I assure you, it's a privilege. 
If I would be very honest, I would say I am nervous, because it's 

very weighty. We are not sophisticated in our testimony, but it 
comes from our heart; as we introduce our children later on in our 
testimony, I think you will understand why. 

We have 14 children. Sometimes the numbers get mixed up a 
little bit, natural children, adopted children and permanently 
placed foster children. All the children are with us; our commit
ment is on a permanent basis. 

Likewise, as Senator Weicker mentioned, our little Christopher 
who came with us at a very early age and died last year. Our phi
Josophy basically has been that only in a family environment to
gether with trust and stability and love and so forth, can a child 
reach his fullest potential. 

The things which we are going to address today basically center 
around support services, to parents such as ourselves, but mainly, 
natural parents who give birth to a disabled child-what do they 
need. 

Rachel will address briefly the "Baby Doe" situation and some 
suggestions that she hopes you will take into mind. 

And then we're going to talk about the value of every person; 
and we're going to talk a little bit about our family because they're 
here and we're just very proud of them. And they can oftentimes 
speak much better just by their presence than we can, especially 
little Benjamin, who's here with us today [indicating]. 

I think we'll begin then just by delineating a few things that we 
see a need for in support services and how they have related over 
the past years to our experience. 

Rachel, how about you addressing just the basic issues about the 
families being out there and so forth? 

Mrs. Rossow. Sometimes people will make comments to us that 
we're special. And it bothers us because we're really not; and I 
want to make just a few references there-there's an agency in 
Washington, D.C., that's receiving 200 letters per month from fami-
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lies requesting children with disabilities or otherwise known as 
IIhard to place children." 

Within Connecticut there have been many families that have 
been placed-I'm mostly familiar with the New England area-last 
year in Massachusetts there were two children with known termi
nal illnesses that were placed in adoptive families; one of the chil
dren has since passed away. A little girl from Illinois, 6, with a 
mUltiplicity of anomalies was placed in an adopted family in Flor
ida and she has since left this Earth. 

I just mention these few little situations so that there are fami
lies that are all over that are realizing the value, the joy, and the 
excitement of sharing their family with a youngster who needs a 
home, and just happens to have some form or another of disabil
ities. 

I would also like to say that within Connecticut, again that's 
where I am the most familiar with, over the last 10 years the 
entire adoption picture has changed. Right now there are not any 
babies that are free for adoption that are not already placed in per
manent families. 

That's very, very exciting, because one of the situations we hear 
in reference to the "Baby Doe" is that, all right, if the babies were 
saved the families might be straddled with a situation that they 
would not care to have the rest of their life; and I truly ache for 
that family-and we'll get into that later. 

But I just want to make this point so firm and so clear: that 
there are families out there. 

There also is a role that the Federal Government can play in 
this: 

Families have contacted us from various States that have had 
difficulties, particularly if they move. In one State there may be a 
subsidized adoption law; in another State there might not be. 

They might be disagreeing in policies within adoption agencies in 
different States. 

So there certainly are areas that the Federal Governm~mt can 
give 100-percent subsidy for families. In other words, when a child 
goes from foster care system to the adoptive system, some States 
maintain the same financial support of that family; some States 
don't. 

So again, I see a definite role the Federal Government could play 
in this area. 

An exciting thing in Connecticut in the last 10 years in thif' ~rea 
is that the adoption of children with special needs has mirrored the 
adoption of children without special needs, which I think is very 
exciting. The children that they are having more difficulty placing 
right now are older children and sibling groups. No matter how in
volved the anomalies, even to the point of known terminal illness, 
the families are there. 

And I think what that bespeaks is not only that children need a 
family, but the families need the children. And it's very much a 
two-way street. 

Mr. Rossow. Another important aspect which really has been 
prominent over the last number of years, too, as our children have 
entered the public school system and all has been 94-142. 
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And I mention it here today because it has really been a neces
sary piece of legislation that has allowed us to participate and to 
educate our youngsters. 

There are numerous examples of this particular thing and I 
serve on the local board of education in Ellington, too, and some
times I'm familiar with both sides of the fence. 

But for example, well, Rachel, why don't you just tell them? 
Mrs. Rossow. Until September of 1980 when the 94-142 actually 

came into effect, our children were not able to go to the bathroom 
during the school day. There really was not a law on our side if we 
pushed it, which meant that various children had to have collect
ing devices underneath their wheelchairs. 

The moment September of 1980 came and that law was on the 
Federal books, everyone was marvelous, all of a sudden. Within our 
school system, it was under $500 to make the school completely ac
cessible; and then they could use the facilities. 

This is our young one [indicating child]. 
Mr. Rossow. Another aspect, very briefly, too, is that aspect of 

504, the accessibility requirements. I think many of us who walk 
cannot really understand until we sit in a chair, what it means to 
try and get some place. 

I know lou've heard this before. But I can give examples of 
hotels. We ve been in one that was supposed to be accessible, but 
when a child can't even get into a shower, you know, and bathe 
himself or herself-it's very much of a necessary thing. 

Around Washington, it's really a neat thing because we can get 
around. A lot of cities aren't like that, however. And a lot of 
churc;hes haven't even been until these past number of years when 
the accessible process has begun. 

But we see that aspect of barrier redesign and accessibility espe
cially to public places as being a very important thing. 

And I would just like to make one other comment about that, 
too. 

As Rachel and I have approached a lot of these things we have 
sensed the practical aspects of what that means. And a lot of times 
a very commonsensical approach can do the job, but you have to 
address that particular need. Just as an example when we moved 
into our new house, the mirrors were placed by the builders at a 6-
foot level, where the architect-he was sincere, but he just didn't 
sit in a chair and realize the child who would be trying to get to 
the mirror could not look at himself or herself. So the mirror was 
up here [indicating]. 

Obviously, when we told him, he changed the mirrors and 
brought the mirrors down where the child could see in them. 

Anyway, these are some examples which we consider very impor
tant. 

Another one which really relates to the disabled community, es
pecially children-and I would speak for the natural born parent 
and family; and that's the help required when a child is born. 

And Rachel is going to address that issue more later. But for ex
ample, catastrophic medical care or health type of coverage. For 
the parent who just carries some type of insurance from where the 
parent works or whatnot, this is one of the areas that can really be 
a disaster. 
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They have enough things to go throu.gh. We above all people in 
my own opinion, should be able to help that family and that child. 

That is one contributing factor where that child can stay within 
the family and not be turned away. 

Would you like to speak to that, Rachel? 
Mrs. Rossow. I would like to share with you some thoughts, and 

I've been speaking on the staff level, I believe to both of your staffs, 
and also Senator Dodd's staff, about a suggestion on the "Baby 
Doe" situation. 

I've been concerned that some of the reaction that I'm hearing 
right now is very negative to new parents that have just given 
birth to a child with a disability. I see a tremendous need for a 
positive outreach to those parents immediately when that child is 
born. 

What I would like to do is explain some of the goals, and ask th~ 
continuing help of your staff and Senator Dodd's staff to work on 
the implementation of the specifics of it. 

Some of the goals are the following: 
First, if the parents could be moved in this immediate crisis situ

ation, at least 2 weeks, perhaps a month, down the road. In our 
country all of our laws are based on not allowing people to make 
tough decisions during a crisis time. If you want a divorce, you 
must wait by law; if you want to adopt a child, a minimum of 6 
months. In making every major lifelong decision, you must wait
except in the case of these parents who are being asked within the 
first 24, 48 hours to make life and death decisions for their child. 

So one tremendous goal is to help bring those parents at least 2 
to 4 weeks out of the immediate crisis situation. 

During that time if it would be possible to extend what's already 
in our country and known to be good, to extend a little bit fur
ther-NIH continues their data bank, and if hospitals the moment 
a child, with a severe disability/medically fragile condition would 
be born, if the hospital could be required to contact Nlli. 

NIH could just give them all the experts that would be known in 
dealing with -the disability of their child in their area-who could 
the parents turn to? What kind of parent-to-parent support groups 
are right within that locale, their names, addresses, phone num
bers? 

And from a national adoption pool that there are two families in 
the Midwest, say, interested in adopting a child, or have expressed 
an interest in adopting a child with such and such a disability. If 
that information could just be presented to the family, I would 
think that would help them very, very much. 

A second aspect of this is, if it would be possible-every child 
who is born in a hospital, some one makes a decision immediately 
as to whether or not that child is medically fragile. Either they go 
into special care nursery, or into a regular nursery. 

In Connecticut we use the APCAR score. Some places use differ
ent types of immediate evaluations, sometimes the nurse, some
times a doctor. 

If somehow that could be added with a yes-or-no question: Is this 
a medically fragile child, is this a child where these decisions of 
withholding food might be considered? And if a yes-answer to that 
could set the child up into a due process-that could either be 504, 
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it could be 94-142. I understand even 10 States now go down to 
zero-birth exclusions-in Madison, it's been very exciting to the 
University of Wisconsin how, if the parents desire, they can sign 
their child literally in the delivery room into their local school 
system. 

They can start learning about care, learning about the support 
services there, early intervention programs that are available for 
the child. 

The biggest thing we're trying to do is help those parents realize 
they're not alone; because I think one of the things that some of 
the negative aspects and some of the antagonistic aspects that have 
come out of the "Baby Doe" situation, one of the negative spinoffs 
of this is that the parents and the doctor have become more isolat
ed and people that are out there and trying to help, there is resist
ance to getting them in. 

n seems as though there's more of an adversarial atmosphere 
and this concerns me. 

A third aspect, and this is a critical one I could turn it over to 
the lawyers, that if there could be a hinged kind of a legal mecha
nism whereby if the moment the parents would decide to withhold 
food-and by that I would refine tube-feeding, intravenous feeding, 
cut-downs--these are not involved procedures; one of the young
sters that had a gastrostomy feeding, and when I asked the doctor 
how long he would be in the hospital for the tube to be implanted, 
he said if he were an adult he'd do it as an outpatient in his office. 

So we're not talking about severely involved medical procedures. 
To insure that while the parents in the decisionmaking process 

have 2 weeks or a month, that that child could receive nourish
ment and have the chance for life; then if, as I say, the hinged kind 
of a decision that if the parents were to decide to terminate food on 
that youngster, automatically, they would be terminating their 
own parental rights. 

I am stressing this because then, there would be the protection 
that the rest of us in society would have for that youngster, that 
we could go in, possibly to the parents-they could be encov.raged, 
they could be given information; but knowing that if that decision's 
made to withhold nourishment, then automatically the parental 
rights would be terminated. 

One of the aspects of that I would like to point out is that then 
immediately the positive adoption process could occur. 

And again, through HHS, through NIH, through their working 
together as part of a national data system-I know they have the 
technical capability for doing this now, and I know the families are 
there. I don't think that would be too hard to pull this together. 

And again we are talking, the best estimate I've heard is perhaps 
one child per State per year is going to be in this kind of a very 
critical situation where it might be a recommendation to withhold 
food. So we're not talking about thousands of youngsters. 

If that were the case then first off, the negative, involuntary ter
mination of parental rights that might be imposed would not have 
to be gone through. Immediately, once the parents would go along 
with or would make the decision and terminate food, all we're 
doing really is pushing up what's going to happen in another 5 or 7 
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days-their own parental rights would terminate when the child 
dies. . 

If the termination of parental rights were pushed up, the local 
State could come in with. the adoptive process-the adopted parents 
could be on board within 24 hours; again, making the decisions for 
that child. 

1: would like to continue working with this idea and trying to find 
out how, as I say, the mechanics, the implementation could come 
about. 

And I would just perhaps like to say one more comment regard
ing the whole "Baby Doe" issue: 

I do not believe that at any other point in history has one small 
baby lived for such a short period of time and had the impact on 
the American consciousness that that one child did. 

When people ask: "What is the value, or what is the influence of 
a child's life?" The influence that that child has had, as I say, on 
the American conscience-only lived for 5 days, has been totally re
markable. 

Mr. Rossow. Just in summing up these resources, I want to em
phasize again the first step from Rachel's and my viewpoint, too, is 
one the life is here then that life must be supported; and life must 
be supported from the very beginning, from the natural parent, 
and the schooling, and work, and so on. 

That's a very important aspect. And without that support and 
where we'nt coming from, we could not have given to our young
sters, they could not have given to us. And there's been a lot of 
people involved in this support, too, that have encouraged us in a 
very real way. 

So I just want to end that aspect of it Raying that it's a very im
portant part of this. We are alone a lot, but you all have to be out 
there helping us. 

Rachel, go on. 
Mrs. Rossow. Yes. 
I'm afraid I'm nervous. 
I prepared this [indicating booklet] for what I was just talking 

ahout and I forgot it. (Laughter]. 
May I-this is an open letter to parents of children with disabil

ities. It was written to provide answers to the questions that we are 
asked most often. 

Parents at that point in time are given tremendous medical data, 
and they must hear the words, like paralysis, hydrocephalic; they 
must hear these words-potential severe retardation; they have to 
hear those words 

But they also must hear that the majority of children with 
severe disabilities now with education and training are joining reg
ular competitive society, that some children as our Charlie, Mary, 
and Ellen, can learn and can do productive, meaningful tasks and 
enjoy work and smile-she likes her new haircut and is proud of 
the pin that the President gave her. 

In other words-they are children with the same hopes, and 
dreams, and fears as every other child. 

And perhaps a last bit--
Mr. Rossow. This leads in-I think we'll talk a little bit about 

our children. We are proud of them but they do relate a story. 
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Our three normal born, Robert, Susan, and Rachel-Marie, and 
our family has grown over the past 11 years-well, longer than 
that, Rachel-Marie was born in 1966; but over the last 11 years. 

And then Eddy joined our family. And Eddy's on the far right. 
I'm going to embarrass you a bit, Eddy, today, but it's OK. Eddy 

was severely handicapped; very aptly Eddy could be put into a box 
of not being able to do things. But Eddy has done a whole bunch of 
neat things. He's presently a sophmore at Ellington High School, 
with his brothers and sisters; he conquered 0-3 this year on skis. 
You see on his hands he doesn't have fingers a.nd he's missing one 
leg, and so forth and so on. 

Those are the things Eddy doesn't have but the things he does 
have is he is just a wonderful person. 

Eddy was the one who kind of brought this whole thing to our 
attention, and Rachel and I didn't really have an idea of handi
capped children; we had just wanted a child and that was Eddy 
who came into our life at one time. 

And our three natural-born supported this whole effort and they 
have continually done so too, to become one family. 

Basically I guess in a way we-our children are of three different 
types: those that will be able to go out into society, and we can pre
pare them' with education and so forth, and they will be able to 
contribute totally. 

Simone, even Simone, please raise your hand? [Child waving.] 
There is Simone. 
Simone's in junior high, she's a cheerleader. 
Mrs. Rossow. If I could? 
She comes out on the basketball court first. In her uniform with 

black and white saddle oxfords, size 4, toddler-just the same, ex
actly as the rest of the team; the uniform is the same-except I 
made it and it wasn't made quite as well as the others-she comes 
out first with her little pompoms, and the other girls jog behind 
her. 

And you can hear her voice and her school spirit and enthusiasm 
going to the bleachers. And, frankly, it's very disarming for the op
posing teams. [Laughter.] 

But, you know, she's a regular eighth grade student. 
\"\1'e'1'e really going to get raspberries, because we're going to em

batrass all our children today, they'll give us a fit tomorrow for 
having done this. 

lBut we're so proud of each one. 
And we're proud of our community. It's the regular public school 

that's accepted them-I mean, when they don't do their homework 
they get a zero or reprimanded; and they do very well and receive 
a star just like allY other student; and they are given the same 
chances and opportunities. And it's just evolved, it's just grown. 

Mr. Rossow. And Simone's a normal teenager, 13 years old-I 
get the whole business. But Simone, and Dina, for example, who is 
the young lady over here; and David, who's in high school now; and 
Eddy, are children that will go out to society. And we're doing 
many, many things with each one. They're getting their education 
under their belt. The President told her she's got to do better on 
her homework, and I hear she's going to take that advice. [Laugh
ter.] 
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But it's these sort of very normal things. The fact that they're in 
a wheelchair is just-you have to do things a little different; but 
you have to address the same problems as every other child. 

There are other children who will need some more support and 
services that are homebound educationwise and maybe do not have 
as much intellectual capability; but, they, too, have charm, they 
have charisma, and they can be positive contributors to society. 

Our third little class are people such as Benjamin and so forth; I 
won't mention, that are very difficult situations; they are not eco
nomically productive; they'll never go out and earn a dollar; but 
they have great, great value; and they have great human value. 
It's not things that, you know, you can tell society, hey, this child 
is worth so much or he's going to be a senator, or something else
but they give to each one of us in what we believe is just a very 
special way. 

And their life sometimes is very precarious. Benjamin, he, him
self, is-he just has a brain stem; he does not have a brain at all; 
he's been on borrowed time for the last 3 years. 

But this little boy-and you've got to believe it-has already 
done more today than you and I and everybody else put together. 

That's kind of what we are about. We are about the hope of the 
human spirit, the hope in our children. He's sleeping right now, 
but-just the beautifulness of the human person and many times I 
have learned this lesson and Rachel has told me, we probably have 
reached a plateau on one, and said, oh, that's it. And she really has 
led me to this, and all of a sudden there's been another break
through. 

Mrs. Rossow. I would like to just make two final comments, that, 
our little Patrick over there-Patrick-who just adores his papa 
and adores Mr. Staubach; he's the family's big football fan; and 
we'd like to mention the decision on Patrick befor'=! we met him 
was to withdraw treatment. And he had quite a large meningocele 
that was draining-and the point that I'm making with this is that 
it is impossible at the time of birth to determine the capabilities of 
anybody. 

The second point I would like to make is-we have heard it said 
that some children are just not lovable, are just not; that their life 
could not be worse-that death would be better. 

And I would just like to answer that by looking at little Benja
min who as Carl said, he truly-there are many things: He doesn't 
have any memory, he doesn't have any balance; that's what he 
doesn't have. 

But he's a beautiful little fellow with gorgeous blue eyes; he's 
kind of worn out from all of the excitement of everything we've 
been doing today. 

He does have the ability to chuckle and to laugh, and when he 
does, he makes people feel good. 

And I'd just share one of many experiences that has happened 
within our community: 

A young girl down the street from us lost a very dear friend in a 
traffic accident. She was a senior in high school at the time. 

And she stopped by and she asked if she could hold Benjamin. 
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And she held him for several hours, just rocking in a rocking 
chair. And as she went to leave she came over and she just said, 
"Thank you, I feel better." 

What Benjamin did for her at that moment I really don't think a 
psychiatrist or perhaps even priest or minister could have done at 
that time. He allowed her to touch the core of her own humanness, 
and helped her set her own priorities straight: She was alive and 
she was breathing and what was she going to do from then on with 
her life? 

And he has the ability to do that, a sort of charisma that helps to 
stop and take all of the cultural baggage, biases, prejudices, every
thing, and just put them aside-because he can't have any of those. 

What he has is a beauty and a charisma, and he shares it with 
us by allowing us to feel very grateful that we are alive, too. 

And we thank you very, very much for your sensitivity and lis
tening and for allowing us to come. This is a tremendous honor. 

Mr. Rossow. I just want to close by thanking my children for 
being with us today. It's been a long haul, and I really appreciate 
each one of them and what they have done that would help us 
today, too. Thanks, kids. [Applause.] 

Senator DENTON. Thank you. 
Mr. Rossow. Do you have any questions, or do you wish to just 

proceed on? 
Senator DENTON. No politician would pollute the light that came 

into this room-but the world needs you, now, perhaps more than 
ever! 

There's a song we sing at church, "Let There Be Peace on Earth, 
and Let It Begin With Me"-you exemplify that. We wouldn't have 
any wars, we wouldn't have any neglected children; we wouldn't 
have any crime; we would feel very little transition from here to 
Heaven. Example is not just the best teacher, it's the only teacher. 

And you've shown us that! Thank you. 
Mr. Rossow. Thank you, sir. 
Senator NICKLES. Mr. Rossow, I had the pleasure of visiting with 

Rachel, and I appreciated that. And I say-you've got quite a fan 
club, including, I think, the President of the United States, and a 
lot of other people. And you are certainly to be congratulated. And 
also I'd say your kids are to be congratulated. 

You exemplify a lot of things that many of us would hope that 
we would see in ourselves, and many of us don't; and for that I 
think you can be proud, and certainly the kids can be proud, and 
the team can be proud-and we're certainly proud of you, too. God 
bless you! 

Senator DEN'fON . You may be sure we will stay in touch with 
you. We have tried to incorporate such things as you have commu
nicated to us prior to this day; we will stay in close touch with you 
regarding all the other things you said today and whatever you 
think of in the future. 

Thank you very much. 
Our final panel consists of two experts who treat mentally and 

physically handicapped infants after they leave the nursery. 
Dr. John McGee is a psychologist at the University of Nebraska 

Medical Center and treats children with mental handicaps. Wel
come to you, Dr. McGee. 
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Karen Green-McGowan, a registered nurse, treats children with 
severe cerebral palsy and other physical disabilities; she's been a 
consultant to 22 States and the Canadian Government. 

Welcome to you, Mrs. Green-McGowan. And would you begin, 
Dr. McGee? 

STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN McGEE, PSYCHOLOGIST, UNIVERSITY 
OF NEBRASKA; AND MRS. KAREN GREEN-McGOWAN, R.N., GLEN
WOOD,IOWA 

Dr. MCGEE. First, I would like to thank you very much, Senator 
Denton and Senator Nickles, for being here, as well as having your 
committee focus on this very vital issue. 

In the 10 minutes that I will spend here, I want to emphasize 
basically just one point: That all life has meaning; that all people 
have developmental potential; that all children-the children 
you've seen, those who are in back wards of institutions, those who 
are forgotten, those who don't have the love that the Rossows 
showed to us-that all those people have the capability of learning 
and integration in the mainstream of family and community life, 
given our posture toward these children or adults with special 
needs, and adequate support across their lifespan. 

To begin, I would first like to show a little TV excerpt of a 
middle-aged woman whom I will call Maria. She is 38-years old. 
She is not cute like the children we just saw. She nevertheless has 
the same developmental potential as all other persons. 

She spent more than 30 years in the backward of a really dreary 
State institution. They told us that she was incapable of learning; 
that her life was meaningless; that she really didn't deserve to live. 

The behaviors that you will see Maria showing us can be termed 
repugnant, repulsive; they move here away from us; she hurts her
self; she bites; she kicks; she scratches; she screams. 

I put before you, though, the postulate that even Maria is a de
velopmental being and that if it weren't for our Government's in
tervention that many Marias would die at birth or soon after birth, 
or God only knows in the future, even in their middle age. 

If the videotape is ready? 
[Film excerpt shown.] 
She had done this for over 30 years in the backward of the State 

institution. 
Many professionals, I would suppose, said that she belonged apart 

from the community. 
Her body was a scab from head-to-toe from selfmutilation. She 

would bang her head. 
This is the first day I ever met Maria. 
In spite of what we see, we hold that Maria is a developmental 

being. 
I'm not a priest nor a preacher, like some of today's witnesses, 

and I don't know how long the road of life should be for her, but I 
think our posture has to be that it should be as long as possible; it 
should be in the mainstream of family and community life; and 
that if she is to change like the little children you just saw, it de
pends more on our posture, on the love that we show to her, more 
than anything else. 
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The developmental assumption is built on our posture toward the 
Marias of our Nation. More fundamental than technology, the law, 
or money or posters or hotlines, is our acceptance of the Marias as 
full, developmental, beings, as full people; in spite of what we see 
or hear or smell. 

Our posture toward her primarily determines whether she will 
live, whether she will have a decent life, and it also determines our 
interdependence with her, where it brings us to the point where we 
recognize her as our sister. 

I teach at the University of Nebraska Medical Center, the Col
lege of Medicine. We're proud to work with the little Marias and 
the big Marias and integrate them into our community. 

I'd like to show you Maria three weeks later-3 weeks later-not 
because of technology or good teaching or rules or laws or any
thing-but primarily because of a posture which is combined with 
the supports she np-eds. 

Three weeks later by people just being close to Maria and work
ing with her, she is bonded. She has developed a relationship of 
interdependence with others. She has moved, as you'll see on the 
videotape, from a state of disconnectedness to meaningful human 
engagement. 

I don't think some of the previous testifiers here could really de
termine by seeing her that she could do this, that she could bond 
with others. 

Over 30 years of developmental despair was transformed into de-
velopmental hopefulness. 

Can we see her. It's about 440. 
[Film excerpt shown.] 
This is the same person, 3 weeks later! 
I don't know if she'll ever become a self-sustaining citizen; but 

she's moving toward it. 
I don't know that she'll be able to live on her own; but she can 

live in a group home or an adoptive or foster family in a regular 
neighborhood. 

She may not be able to learn academics; she may not be able to 
learn to read and write; but she can learn to care for herself, dress 
herself, feed herself. She may not be able to learn to speak, but as 
you just saw, she can kiss and show love and bond with us as her 
equals. 

I feel that it's almost ridiculous that we have to testify to this 
point. But redundant as it may seem, it's necessary apparently to 
affirm and reaffirm that the little children you saw, that Maria, 
and all the other Marias of our country are capable of human de
velopment. 

And those who grow slowly or almost not at all are still full 
human beings. The little excerpt of Maria showed us this. 

Yet, the Marias of our Nation apparently need to be protected 
from those who hold that life is meaningless and that starvation 
and death is indicated. 

This despair-laden posture led to two sad trends in our country. 
The first has been the sending into back wards the Maria's of our 
Nation, in institutions with the subsequent developmental despair 
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embodied in what you initially saw in the video tape-a very spiri
tual death, moving away from people. 

The more recent trend is the medical-legal approach which deter
mines who is meaningful and who isn't as embodied in the IIInfant 
Doe" case. 

Institutionalization has been the posture of the past century and 
a half when society has been confronted with IIInfant Doe's," a pos
ture most recently enunciated in some court cases in Alabama
nine leading mental retardation professionals sadly stated that the 
Marias of our nations are decerebrates, brainless people, not capa
ble of living among us. 

In another recent case in Pennsylvania, 21 State attorneys gener
al said that people like Maria are a threat to society. They couldn't 
learn. They said the Marias should be separated from family-com
munity life. 

Physical death, the death of the "Infant Doe" can only be a 
breath away from this recommended developmental wasteland of 
some of our leading professionals. 

Modern research shows that all children and adults are full de
velopmental beings. Ironically, children with Down's syndrome are 
among the easiest to teach, and among the easiest to integrate into 
family and community life. 

Given early intervention they progress at remarkable develop
mental rates. In recent studies their self-care skills have been 
shown to be between 85 and 100 percent of normal peers-almost 
the same as their normal peers. 

I work in other countries and in one community in particular in 
Portugal, a town called Agkeda, where every single severely handi
capped child is in regular classrooms. You can't recognize the chil
dren. They are the same as the normal children in terms of their 
socialization skills. 

Those IIInfant Doe's" who survive and are placed into the back 
wards of our institutions are full developmental beings, even 
though, as in the case of Maria, at first glance we might think not. 

I recently saw another young woman in a State institution near 
Washington. She was described as "dangerous" as an lIanimal". 
They kept her for years laying on a mat in an ICFMR funded sun
porch, where nobody would go near her. She spent most of her time 
in restraints. 

I think as a nation we can do better. 
These two interlinked trends, actual death or spiritual death, are 

based on a posture that the Maria's lives, that the IIInfant Doe's" 
lives are meaningless, hopeless, nondevelopmental. 

The alternative to this death seeking is to integrate as you saw 
with the Rossow children; place the children into the mainstream 
of family and community life. 

In my community of Omaha we have over 1,000 severely pro
foundly retarded multiply handicapped children and adults inte
grated into our neighborhoods, into our schools, into our work
training centers and classes; 221 of these people in Omaha can't 
toilet themselves; yet, they live in neighborhoods; 150 are very 
medically fragile, yet they live with foster families, adoptive fami
lies or in small group homes. They are like Maria, screaming ini
tially, biting, kicking, scratching; yet, they live in our community. 
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These same people, if they had been the "Infant Doe's," would be 
dead. 

The Maria you just saw would be dead. 
I'll finish in about 2 minutes. 
Senator DENTON. If you can. 
Dr. MCGEE. The irony is that community care costs less, what 

you saw costs less. I think in Connecticut that same care for these 
11 children would be $40,000 a year, with no benefit in any institu
tion you could name. 

In our Omaha program where we have over 1,000 people, the cost 
is on average about 40 percent less than institutional care. 

We just took a young man like Maria out of the State institution 
who had been hogtied most of his life; and for that hogtying it was 
costing us $72,000 a year-to warehouse him. 

He lives in a group home now and goes to a workshop at the cost 
of about $27,000 a year. 

But that's almost beside the point. It's the posturtl that founts, 
the value of the Marias in the mainstream of community life. 

The Marias warehoused make a mockery of' our Nation. The 
"Infant Doe's" make a mockery. Our Nation I think, and I think 
you've said, Senator, is built on justice and brotherly love; our 
nation is justice, it is brotherly love. It is much better served 
through the promotion of life and community integration rather 
than death and starvation. 

I urge your protection of newborn babies, and of the older 
Marias. 

I urge your promotion of the value of all "Infant Doe's" and of 
all the Marias; and I urge your presence, not just at birth, but 
across their life spans. They need the presence of our Government; 
they need our support. 

And I ask that the Marias and the children you just saw and the 
voiceless "Infant Does" not be subjected to early death, but of on
going life. 

Thank you. 
Senator DENTON. Thank you, Dr. McGee. 
Mrs. Green-McGowan? 
Mrs. GREEN-McGowAN. Thank you, Senator, for the opportunity 

to speak to you today. 
I would like to spend a few moments addressing some of the tech

nological explosion that we've had in the last few years, and also in 
part some of the reasons I believe that physicians are currently 
making some of their not-to-live decisions concerning some of the 
severely handicapped children such as may have been represented 
by the Rossows. 

I need to turn my slide projector on and ask the lights be low
ered. 

[Slide.) 
This is an ordinary infant, and one of the difficult things about 

making decisions about newborn infants in my 20 years in the 
nursing field now, 18 years of working with very severely handi
capped individuals-and more and more that is adults who have 
spent the majority of their lives in institutions, because I consider 
severely handicapped infants too easy to manage, frankly. 
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The occurrence of the syndrome called Down's is about 1 in 600 
to 700 live births, and, frankly, gentlemen, I have a very difficult 
time understanding how anyone would question the right of a child 
like this to live, when, by and large, all these youngsters are 
making it in regular preschools, are showing increasingly that they 
can make it in competition with regular children, through kinder
garten and the first and second grades; and many parents out 
there without children would simply go crazy to have a chance to 
adopt one of these children. 

Primarily what these youngsters need is the same thing that 
other children need, and occasionally we have youngsters born 
with esophogeal atresia and other children with congenital heart 
defects; and yet I continue to see children who have treatment 
withdrawn simply on the basis of the fact that they have different 
facial features, and their hands have an extra crease, and they 
may have some other minor problems of short stature, but, sure 
enough, these children are fully capable of when given the appro
priate environment of being productive, self-supporting individuals, 
and in larger and larger numbers in our society. 

[Slide.] 
This is a very dark picture and-it represents one of the rea

sons-it's hard to tell with the lights on, but this is a' youngster 
with hydrocephalus whom I found in a pediatric care facility deep 
in the heart of the South. And this facility was funded by Federal 
funds. 

This child was a failure of the withdrawal of treatment and de
cided to live anyway. And so he was sent into a facility where the 
manager of the facility told me that whenever she had the chance 
she and the physician who consulted there tried to help these chil
dren try whenever they could get the opportunity. 

The problem that many physicians face I think is in believing 
that this is the only type of existence for these youngsters, and it is 
true that it represents too often an option that is chosen when 
many, many morA adaptive models are available. 

There are precious few places in the United States where com
munities are given the financial support that's necessary to provide 
more adaptive types of care, because Federal funding at this point 
in time continues to support congregate care models or State insti
tutional setups with these precious few dollars and little left to be 
given to community care. 

So that children like this are sent still in large numbers to con
gregate care facilities when family management would be far 
better for them. 

[Slide.] 
This is a child not unlike many of the children that you saw here 

today with the Rossows, who was allowed to lay on his back for in
creasingly long periods of time without any stimulation whatso
ever; and as could be well expected, this child was surely in a few 
years not only more physically handicapped than when he began; 
but now developmentally deprived as well. 

So the thing I want you to take a look at is: who really has the 
problem? 

Very often the child has the problem because at birth they may 
look different, and a physician who has unfortunately maybe not to 
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his or her wishes been placed at the right hand of God, and expect
ed to behave that way, and doesn't know what to do-and because 
they are expected to come up with an answer, they tell the family 
that nothing can happen. 

So children like this are simply either sent home and the fann!y 
is asked to take care of them until they have to put them away; 
and sure enough, the child becomes what we call an iatrogenic re
tardation. 

Dr. R. B. Kearsley at Tufts University in Boston has described 
the syndrome that he calls the iatrogenic or physician-made retar
dation, a syndrome of learned incompetence because the failure of 
adaptation of these individuals grows worse in the light of low ex
pectation. 

The family becomes depressed and has no support, even though 
there is more and more types of adaptive support for families 
today. 

The community has precious little experience with children like 
this and if you've never had the opportunity to learn to work with 
or have the opportunity to interact with a severely handicapped 
person, I hope you will not let too much more of your life escape 
you without taking that chance; because it's simply one of the best 
things that has happened in my life. 

In 18 years-I don't do it because I am a do-gooder, I do it be
cause it does so much for me. 

So that the consumers' problem in many cases is the severely 
handicapped individual doesn't have enough behavior-they do 
have physical obstacles to development; but the problem is that 
when we deny opportunities, and we send these children on a devi
ancy career; and the physician says, "1 cannot as a responsible pro
fessional participate in a decision that will allow a child to lead a 
life like that." 

If I were in a position of having to send children, I suppose, off to 
congregate care facilities where their only life entails a 3-by-5 feet 
square mattress on a bed along a concrete wall, I'm not sure I 
wouldn't make that same decision. 

My criticism of the medical community is they take little oppor
tunity to make themselves aware of the technological explosion 
that we have gotten into in the last 10 years or so with regard to 
the treatment of these type individuals. 

This is a little boy who was born with severe retardation. 
[Slide.] 
He had seizures almost continuously. He was snuck away to a 

State institution in Nebraska. Dr. McGee and I sort of are from the 
same State. And we snatched him back when he was about a 
month old. 

We kept him long enough to get his seizures under control and 
then released him directly into a family situation, because we fully 
believe that the only place for children is in a family construct. 

It's not only cheaper, it's better and everybody benefits. 
And if the natural family is not up to the challenge there are 

many, many families out there waiting in line. 
[Slide.] 
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'rhis is another child was born in the State of Utah, to very 
young parents who were told that this child would be dead at the 
age of 18 months. 

'1'he family was sent home with the infant. When we got him, 
sure enough, at the age of 18 months he had ulcers all over his 
head; he had no surgery; he had no shunt in place because the 
medical practitioners were so convinced that he was not going to 
live. 

We have a child who was speaking at the age of 18 months, feed
ing himself his own bottle, moving all of his limbs; and it's too late 
to fix the head-which could have easily taken place jf the decision 
had been made early on. This would have been a perfectly normal 
child. 

Even yet, however, this child today, some 5 or 6 years later, lives 
in the community, lives in a family home, and goes to a public 
school. He is very handicapped yet, but my specialty I guess is 
coming in after years and years of neglect and providing young
sters with a kind of adaptive service they need; because it's my 
firm belief that it is never too late. 

[Slide.] 
This is a lady named Ruth Synkiewitz, and she sent me these 

slides. Ruth, for the first 28 years of her life, was living in an insti
tution in the State of Massachusetts, flat on her back, so that the 
majority of disabilities that you see are a result not of the initial 
insult at birth, but of 28 years of neglect. 

So I want to speak briefly about the family's problem, and I'll 
come back to Ruth in just a moment. 

Families, as Mrs. Rossow said, need special support in the early 
times. They need models of adaptive resolution. They need someone 
who's walked the same road to come in and tell them what to do. 

The physician often comes in wanting to rescue the family, 
saying, if I were in your place, gee, I wouldn't want a child like 
that. 

And it's easier to say to the family, well, if I were in your shoes I 
would probably not choose to do therapy or choose to withhold 
food, and-what is the family to do under those circumstances? 

So it's a personal value crisis followed by a reality crisis because 
there are precious few professional who are medical professionals 
in particular who have any information and who impart that in a 
way that reflects what's really going on today. 

I would like to see the services available to individuals expanded 
from beyond our current congregate care system into more cost
beneficial community and service delivery systems. 

You see, the family model is not only better, it costs about a 
third as much. And so we're spending billions of dollars in the 
United States to support institutional facilities when families are 
waiting in line to adopt children they can't have, because they're 
being sent to institutions in this country. 

Physicians in Omaha about 10 years ago, there was a survey, and 
at that point at least only one-third of the physicians in the city of 
Omaha were willing to provide services at all to any person with a 
physical handicap at any point in their life! 

The interesting thing that's happened after 10 years of having 
1,000 or 1,600 people in their midst in the community is I think if 
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you did another survey I think you'd find physicians in Omaha 
who've changed their minds; because there's so much there. 

The service problem still however is when you place a diagnosis 
on a child you have a tendency to blame the system. You have a 
tendency to make the child the killer of the family, the ruiner of 
the siblings, the person who does everyone harm. And so pretty 
soon the child, of course, does not wish to disappoint you; and the 
youngster indeed fails to try and we place that child out; and that 
child indeed fails to thrive; so the dogma goes on. 

And people are making decisions now on the basis of inadequate 
treatment. 

This is the child I showed you earlier. 
[Slide.] 
And he lives in a foster family in Omaha. He still is very handi

capped. This is a preventable, totally preventable handicap. This 
child should not look like this. 

However, in spite of the severe disability which was created for 
him because of lack of appropriate intervention, he now lives in a 
home and he attends public schools in the city of Omaha. 

[Slide.] 
This is the second little boy I showed you, he also lives in a 

family who have been trained by enlightened medical professionals, 
such as physio and occupational therapists, to provide that very 
special type of thing that some of these children do need, but in a 
home context 24 hours a day--a loving family context. 

And many of the things that people need on the basis of technol
ogy is not all that difficult to provide. It simply means teaching 
parents how to prevent deformities, teaching them how to provide 
handling to children in a way that doesn't make the problem 
worse; and just carrying on with the ordinary business of living. 

I would like to sort of, because we're running out of time-
[Slide.] 
This is a young lady who lives in south Georgia. I do work all 

over the United States and Canada, and our Canadian friends 
share many of our idealogical dilemmas I think around the treat
ment of individuals. 

This is a 14-year-old young lady with severe physical disabilities, 
and this is her te~iCher in pUblicly funded public school program. 
She is doing a series of physiotherapy maneuvers which have been 
incorporated into the regular school day, and she's a regular teach
er's aid. 

I'm simply training, teaching her how to incorporate those spe
cial handling procedures as part of the regular school program 
without interferring with any of the regular activities. 

These youngsters don't need any special type of therapy. We 
don't cure this by immersing them in hydrotherapy tanks. We take 
a look at the ordinary routine of day and how we can help manage 
persons that don't disrupt the ordinary routine, and don't make 
people look any more different. 

[Slide.] 
This is my friend Ruth, who spent 28 years on her back. She now 

lives in Springfield, Mass" in an apartment with her husband. She 
has an IQ of 150. She's just written a book called "I've Got Feel
ings," describing her 28 years on her back; and she is an incredible 

22-024 0-83-10 
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individual who would have a lot to tell you, I suspect, about what it 
is that really physicially handicapped people feel. She was labeled 
until she was 28 years old as profoundly retarded. 

That basically is the text of my presentation. I'd welcome any 
questions you may have. 

Senator DENTON. Thank you very much. 
I would like both of you to react to a Washington Post article on 

April 3 on the treatment question; they quote the hospital staffers 
as saying in the context of this subject you've been dealing with, 
"And what kind of life will they have if we do save them? They'll 
probably be retarded." 

How would you respond to that? 
Mrs. GREEN-McGOWAN. That's for me really a pervasive question 

that I get asked a lot, and I am forced to say that many of the 
people I've worked with over the last 20 years have been labeled 
severely or profoundly retarded, are among the most human-rein
forcing, incredibly productive persons I know. And I'm given to say, 
so what if a person is retarded? 

That person can still have enormous value. 
Dr. MCGEE. I agree and I think that's why there's so much back

lash to your protecting these newborn infants, many do hold or 
have the posture that the lives of these children is a meaningless 
existence. 

And it's a posture. It's not technology. It's not law. 
It's a way of perceiving others. And there's really not much you 

can say except to show that the Marias can live in the community. 
Senator DENTON. Are either one of you familiar with the case 

which I think perhaps more than any other draws all this together. 
I happened to see it when I was down on a business trip in Palm 
Beach 4 or 5 years ago. It originated in the United States but I 
think it's about an English person who was abandoned by his par
ents and was thrown into a garbage can, in a plastic bag. 

He was a boy, he had very little of one stump of an arm, and 
practically-and some fingers sticking from the other arm. He 
never got bigger than that [indicating] in his entire life. He was 
placed in an institution where he used to bite himself and others 
and scream and spit at everybody. 

And they gave him I imagine the kind of care they proportional
ly give considering the load they have there. 

And then a man and a woman who had been individually losers 
their entire lives up until then, the guy was a drunk and she was a 
man-to-man type woman. They were married and kind of put their 
lives together. And they decided to adopt this child, I think at 
about age 13, who at that point was just as antagonistic toward 
them as he was to the others. 

But after they loved that child for some years, they got that child 
into high school. He became a great musician, composer, writer, 
and student at Oxford. 

Now, I saw that on television and read about it perhaps a year 
ago again and I can't for the life of me track it down. Are you fa
miliar with that case? 

Mrs. GREEN-McGOWAN. I haven't heard of that case. 
Dr. MCGEE. I saw a newspaper account of it. 
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What it points up to me, Senator, is, first, not all the children 
we're talking about are capable of doing that. 

Senator DENTON. No. 
Dr. MCGEE. They're not all cute as all the children we saw here. 
Senator DENTON. An extreme case of your Maria? 
Dr. MCGEE. Yes. 
And the potential is there. 
I think the most important thing is-and the law can't do it-but 

it's our posture; and then the only thing that law can do are those 
like the Rossows who are willing to do it, is to give them the kinds 
of support they need, so that more and more people can support 
these children. 

Senator DENTON. I agree with you, Doctor, wl)en you say it's sad 
we have to be testifying about having hearings Ilbout this subject. 
What bugs me about it is that it says right there-all created free 
and equal-and it doesn't mean equal in that we all have two 
arms, two legs, two eyes-it means equal in human nature, en
dowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights--and the 
first one they mention is the right to life. 

And we are treating that as if it's been repealed. And that's the 
basic tenet of this Government, as I understand it. 

Excuse me. 
Mrs. GREEN-McGOWAN. Senator, I attended a conference in 

Pennsylvania about 7 years ago with many of the physicians who 
have been-Dr. Duff, for one, and several others-and I had the op
portunity to have a chat with the English folks who make those 
kinds of decisions. 

And I talked with Dr. Duff. And I asked him, I said, "Under 
what conditions would you change your mind and not advise fami
lies to allow children to die?" 

And he said to me, "If I didn't have to send those children off to 
institutions." He said, "If I could have the kind of a service system 
that you describe in your-in my presentation-I would have no 
problem allowing children to have adaptive help, or to allow fami
lies the same." 

And I think very often the decision that is seemingly given to 
the family is in fact not the family's at all. It's made by the physi
cian. 

But I have sympathy for them because I feel in many cases they 
do it because they think they are saving children from a greater 
life of abuse. 

Senator DENTON. I've only been here a little over 2 years. But 
one thing I think I have noticed and that is that the Federal Gov
ernment, even in the present administration, sees an entire bu
reaucratic structure going from a Secretary of something or other 
down to the person being helped. 

Or they see an entirely private enterprise, such as that directed 
in the President's Task Force on the Private Sector. 

I recognize that there are United Ways and that sort of thing 
which help private enterprises, volunteer enterprises. But I don't 
think we have conceived of that approach, which I am having diffi
culty labeling in my own mind, philosophically, but I guess it 
would be help people, with Government money, who are already 
helping other people; and do it in a way that is synergistic. 
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In other words, under this approach the benefit of a dollar of 
Federal expenditure will do a great deal more than if we pay that 
entire bureaucracy to perform the same service. Dr. Thomas 
Sowell, that great black economist out at Stanfo"d says, that if we 
took one-third of the money that we try and a)...}ropriate for the 
poor, if we took one-third of that and gave it directly to the poor, 
there would be no poor. 

That's what's wrong with that system. That's the real trickle 
down. 

The system I envision is one where we help organizations that 
have a large voluntary component. It seems to me that when those 
people are already doing what they want to do, what they can do, 
and showing they can do it well, that's the place I think we could 
help. 

Now, I don't know how to even label what I'm talking about. 
Most of you are in the same kind of operation and I've seen so 
many of you who are. 

We had a black priest in here from Chicago who had a theory 
about adoption-one church, one child. I use him as an b~ample all 
the time. The first time he preached the sermon to his congrega
tion, he got 17 children adopted. 

If each black church would adopt one child we'd have no black 
children running around the street. And just to disseminate that 
word and his example with Government money would help get it 
done. 

And I don't know how to articulate that. 
Mrs. GREEN-McGOWAN. Many handicapped children are now 

having to leave their families because there's no support available 
through the governmental means or any means they can get their 
hands on to give families what they truly need. 

Sometimes what a family needs is somebody 4 hours a week. 
Senator DENTON. Yes, the family is the unit we ought to try to 

get it done in; there's no question of that. 
Mrs. GREEN-McGOWAN. And many States yank the child out and 

put them in a $60,000 a year option. 
Senl'ltor DENTON. Right. All of them buying the most expensive 

beds on the market and all that; a lot of money goes there. 
Mrs. McGowan has a 6:45 plane; did you know that? 
Mrs. GREEN-McGOWAN. Yes, I think I already missed it. [Laugh

ter]. 
Senator DENTON. Well, good luck. And thank you very much. 
We hope you'll answer any questions we submit to you after

wards. 
Dr. MCGEE. Certainly. 
[Additional questions, responses, and statement submitted for the 

record follow:] 
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Questions for Dr. John McGee submitted for the written record 
by Senator Jeremiah Denton. 

1.) Dr. McGee, is it true that it is impossible to p~edict 
the severity of the mental impairments at birth? 
What early intervention techniques have been developed 
that improve substantially the mentally handicapped infant's 
I.Q.: Why are these techniques not immediately provided 
to some in£",nts recognized as mentally il!1paired? 
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Comnittee on Labor and Hum3n P.esources 
Washington, D,C, 20510 

!Jear Senator Denton: 

Nebraska Psychiatric Institute 
602 Souih 451h Sireel 

Omaha, NE 68106 
(402) 559-5000 

Merrill T. Eaton, M.D .. Director 

August 18, 1983 

In response to your inquiry about the predicatability of the severity of IlE1tal 
imapirments at birth, what early intervention techniques might help children 
wi .. ;, these needs, and why are these techniques not imoodiately available, I 
have written the enclosed paper which reviews the circumstances surrounding the 
lives of nine children with very severe disabilities, The paper deals with 
each of your questionS in depth, 

In SUIIIJm:Y, I ""uld give the following replies to your questions: 
1. The possibility of the predictability of the severity of IlE1tal 

irnDairP'ents at birth" , 

~'hi.le it is pOssible to assess physical IAld sensorial impairments at 
birth, it is virtually impossible to state the intelligence of a 
any child at birth, We can predict, based on past B."\:peirences, that 
particular children will likely function in the retarded range of 
cognitive perfor.nance. For example, it ""uld be fair to aay that a 
child with D:Thn' s SyndrOIm .uuld l:ikely function in the troderate to 
mild range of IlE1tal retardation, But even this does not really say 
anything about the person's ability to fulCtion in the cOlTlll.Jl1ity, to 
develop relationships, to contribute to COI1ll1.lUity life. 

2. Useful early interventiml techniques that improve I.Q •.. 

There is a range of conmm techniques which improve the infant' s 
ability to function in the mainstream of family and coummity life. 
These techniques likely improve cognitive functioning, but trore 
importantly, prevent secondary disabilities and increase the child's 
ability to participate nure fulle in the mainstream of family and 
COlIIlUIlity life: physical therapy, adaptive equipoont such as position
ing chairs, soeech therapy, alternate cOllIllU!1ication systems such as 
language boards. Perhaps the trost important intervention is to teach 
the parents how to integrate the child into family life and to teach 
the parents basic techniques such as those listed above. 

An added dimension to this particular question is the issue of 
extending P .L. 94-142 to cover these types of cost-beenficial 
services. Many states have done this already. 
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3. Availabilty of early intervention ... 

We could say that early intervention often comes too later The 
pr:im:try reason is t'lat P.r.. 9[,-142 dces not cover these services 
unless State law permits the extension of the federal law to 
the 0-5 age group. In Nebraska, for example, our State law 
extends P .L. 91,-142 to the date that the child is identified as 
handicapped. Thus, a child with J:own '5 Syodrome ""uld be 
i.nm:diately referred to the local scbcol district for infant 
developrrent services. In States ",-here such a law does not exist 
early intervention is dcne on a catch as catch can basis. 

I hope these surmary replies give the guidance which you sought. As you 
read my in depth paper, you will clearly see the answers to your questions. 

Senator Denton, I wish to tha1k you for your courageous advocacy on behalf 
on infants with special needs. If I can be of further assistance, please 
call on Ire at any tinE. 

()7t" flc!:-
-/,Joln J.&{~Ph.D. 
, Associate Professor of Hedical Psychnlogy 
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Senator Jeremiah Denton submitted the following question to 
Dr. David McLone to be included in the written record. 

1.) Dr. McLone, an article in the Chicago Tribune on 
October 17, 1982 quoted a parent as saying, "They 
(the doctors) told us our daughter had a hole in her back, 
that she would never walk, and that maybe it would be 
better for her and us if something happened to her.n After 
surgery at your hospital, she was not paralyzed, she was able 
to walk and she was not retarded. Is this lack of information 
regarding the newest surgical techniques widespread? 
Besides trying to improve communication through medical 
journals, what can be done to spread the word about these 
recent advances? 
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Senator Christopher Dodd submitted the following questions to 
Dr. David McLone to be included in the written record. 

1.) You specifically mention the importance of proper prenatal 
nutrition in preventing spina bifida. What do you anticipate 
the effects of budget cuts in the WIC program will be? 

2.) h~at other budget cuts in social programs will adversely 
affect the quality of life of handicapped children? 

3.) What role should the feneral government be playing in 
structuring programs to prevent birth defects? 

4.) What role should the federal government be playing 
in providing financial, educational, and other forms of 
assistance to families with handicapped children? 
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Regin.Lenz 
Coordinator 1 Pediatric Nlmrosurgery 
312 880-4373 

May 2, 1983 

In response to your letter of April 15, and your question concerning information 
dissemination. Medical journals and medical meeting are, in my opinoin, only moderately 
effective in rapid to current information dissemination. The time from preparation of a 
manuscript to presentation or publication is often long. Journals tend to be read by a 
select group, e.g., Journal of Neurosurgery is read by neurosurgeons, and not read by 
physicians in other specialties and certainly not by the lay public. The American 
Academy of Pediatrics has recognized the problem and is developing programs to speed 
up this process. One of the most effective means of reaching large numbers of people 
of diverse backgrounds is the lay press. Although not well accepted by many medical 
groups we have found it very effective. Recently there has b"en a rapid narrowir.g of 
the information gap because of public interest in spina bifida. 

Concerning Senator Dodd's questions -

In the State of Illinois 0-3 programs have been eliminated, which. will obviously 
slow the habilitation of these children. Special areas like occupational therapy and 
speech therapy have been drastically cut, again critical to early care of these children. 
The incidence of spina bifida has been decreasing since the late 1940's. Evidence now 
is available that SUbstantial numbers of congenital anomalies, spina bifida, and low 
birth weight babies are caused by poor maternal nutrition. If the number of poorly 
nourished women becoming pregnant increases, a significant increase in spina blfida 
should result. This would be compounded by the lack of programs to care for these 
children. By not habilitating these individuals we allow them to become a financial 
burden on society in addition to their loss of dignity as independent competitive people 
(tax payers). 

'be children's memorial hospital 
2300 children's plaza 
chicago, illinois 60614 

Iii 
A Member of the McGaw Medical Center 
of Nonhwtslem University 
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Senator Jeremiah Denton -2- May 2, 1983 

The prevention of birth defects can be accomplished in 2 ways: 1l prevent the 
birth of children with birth anomalies, i.e., terminate the pregnancy; 2) detE:rmine the 
cause and prevention of anomalies or develop techniques and methods to cOrrect the 
anomaly. The Jatter requires research and a commitment by society. 

The generation of children to take our place is obviously vital to America. The 
quality of these generations depend on our commitment to them and will be reflected 
in the quality of our country. Therefore, the birth of a child is very special to the 
family but also it is an event that we all share. If we accept the future contributions 
of children destined to be competitive we must also share the risk and therefore the 
cost of habilitating and caring for the child less able to compete. Maybe it is time for 
an insurance which demonstrates that we all accept and share the risk. The 
catastrophe does not occur to an isolated American family but to all of us. It would 
seem even more obvious that an investment in the handicapped, which removes them 
from welfare roles and makes tax payers of them, is in our best interests. 

I have included some articles that may be of interest. With best regards, I 
'emaln, 

DGM:rl 

Enclosures 

SneIY~OUrS' . 

~, " /71't9. 
, , 

David G. Mi-Looe, M.D., Ph.D. 
Chairman,"C' 
Pediatric Neurosurgery 
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Senator Christopher Dodd submitted the following questions to 
the RossoW Family to be included in the written record. 

1.) You referred to several federal programs you feel are 
essential to assist families with handicapped children, 
including a.) P. L. 94-142, b.) Section 504 of the 
Rehabilitation Act, and c.) catastrophic health insurance. 
What other programs must be strengthened to ensure that 
handicapped youngsters lead full and productive lives? 

2.) What new programs might further assist families like 
yours? 
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NATIONAL CATASTROPHIC HEALTH INSURANCE 

We would like to discuss SOme thoughts about health in6\l.rd.nCe, viz., 
complete medical coverage for the disabled child. In our state, for example, 
complete medical coverage is provided for foster children thru Title 19 
and Connecticut has extended this concept to cover the medical costs 
of an adopted handicapped child via the state's subsidized adoption law. 
But it is still a fact that the family who gives birth to a disabled child 
is often left with inadequate or no covp.rage at all for the medreal costs 
for their child. In fact we believe that is a major factor which makes 
it more attractive for a family to give their child up. 

If we are to encourage families to consider keeping their child, . promoting 
life and encouraging the dis abled child to live within the family and 
cOmmunity, then we must provide a means for them to obtain the medical 
services they need to sustain their child's life. 

At the moment vadous states have SOme programs, many none at all. 
This problem must be addressed at the federal level to bring about 
a standard of consistency. If we are to be truthful we all IIT.ow that 
medical costs are simply astronomical. This is not a fault of the 
child or the family who must care for the child; nevertheless the child 
and family must in reality deal with these costs --- and they need help. 

We would suggest that from the moment of birth (or even frOm the mOToent 
that a permanent disability occurs, such as an accident) that SOme sort of 
program be available to cover the medical costs. Standard major 
medical packages can provide limited protection, but for the most part 
addtional coverage must be avaiable for on-going care. 

NA TIONAL SUBSIDIZED ADOPTION 

This program which we would like to see modeled after the Connecticut 
subsidized law has been our lifeline. It should be instituted on a national 
scale to permit the process of adoption of hard-to-place childr-an, 
handicapped children, etc. to be standardized. Basically the law 
provides for full medical coverage on an as-needed basis, especially 
for severely disabl-ad youngsters. In addition, there are provisions 
for a subsidy to meet the extra costs associated with caring for a 
handicapped child. We cannot emphasize enough what this means for 
prospective adoptive parents. Case in point - Our son Eddy was 
refused commercial medical coverage On my major medical. We 
simply could not have met his needs had it not been for the medi:¢al 
coverage provided by the subidized adoption law in our state. VERY 
IMPORTANT PROGRAM!!!!! 
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COMMENTS REGARDING P. L. 9~-1~2 

During our testimony we referred to P.L. 94-142, the Education 
for All Handicapped Children Act. There are several aspects of 
these regulations which we deem very important based on our e~
tensive experience over the past years. In general, without 
such a provision, the resources would not have been available 
which allowed many of our children to progress successfully 
through the public school system. Because of the varying and 
diverse needs of our children, we have e~plored many avenues 
of the educational system. For example, several of the young
sters have requir'ed a full or part time aide to help with +'heir 
physical or educational needs or both. Some have been main
streamed; others have not. But i~ every case the needs of the 
child are ,being met. 

We are happy to see that the proposed regulation changes of 
94-142 have been withdrawn. Some of .those changes would have 
had disastrous effects on parents and the parent-child-teacher 
relationship. For example, it had been proposed that all the 
procedures local agencies follow when notifying parents of 
meetings and involving them in discussions and curricula de
velopment would have been deleted from the regulations. It 
is our opinion that without direct parent involvement in 
developing individualized education programs, the overall needs 
of the child could not possibly have been addressed. With due 
respect to education professionals (I am currently the secretary 
of our local Board of Education), the parent is probably the 
most important resource to help develop a good educational 
program. Without exception, it has been our experience that 
administrators, teachers, special education personnel and 
parents ~ work together very closely if the program is to 
succeed. 

It might be helpful at this point to briefly delineate a case 
history of one of our youngsters. Our son Eddy, institutionalized 
for 4t years before joining our family, was the first of our 
youngsters to require special education services. Eddy is a 
multiple handicapped child, having been born with serious birth 
defects such as aglossia adactylia (absence of tongue and 
e~tremities - fingers, leg, etc.), moebius syndrome (facial 
paralysis and the absence of two cranial nerves), severe lung 
problems, and eye and ear irregularities. But despite the 
physical problems which obviously would be a challenge, it 
was evident that Eddy had much potential. Eddy began regular 
kindergarten in the early seventies and participated to the 
greatest extent possible with the help of a full time aide. 
Eddy experienced some successes and some failures. It became 
evident that indeed Eddy could and did learn, but the process 
ir. helping him to learn was difficult requiring a full time 
aide, large print books, and an auditory trainer. Progress 
came slowly, but it came. Today Eddy is a spphomore at 
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Ellington High School. He is transported to school on a van 
with other disabled children. He h~s various special education 
classes in English and Biology, but participates with all the 
students in other classroom subjects such as mathematics and 
retail merchandizing. This year he requires one hour per day 
of special education aide time. For his last two years of high 
school he will be totally independent as a necessary step in 
preparing him to become an economically productive and con
tributing member of society, as well as a really wonderful 
person. Eddy would not be where he is today had it not been 
for the provisions provided by P. L. 94-142. 

There is another important aspect of our experience which should 
be mentioned. We sensed several years ago that the community 
in which we live might be more accepting of our children if 
they knew that they would not have to fund the extra special 
education costs. We approached our state representative in 
1975 and together introduced and 'passed a law which would 
provide full (100%) state reimbursement for special education 
costs for handicapped children in certain situations. The 
act removed a "roadblock" and was instrumental to the success 
of our educational objectives. 

This particular act related to foster care children only. It 
is evident now that the same type of legislation must be 
applied nationally to allow the disabled, adopted or natural 
born child to be more readily accepted in the community. A 
case in point - just recently a couple came to us asking what 
they should do about the situation in their town. They were, 
hurt and in total despair. Apparently, the community (at least 
some members of it) was lashing out at them when they heard 
that,the couple was about to bring a newly adopted Downs Syn
drome child into their town. The town did not want to assume 
the responsibility for the extra costs involved in special 
education. \\fe would like to see this type of problem addressed 
from the viewpoint of 100% reimbursement to the community for 
educational costs of a disabled child. As one can readily see 
from this approach the extra costs are then distributed evenly 
throughout the tax base of the country. 
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COMMENTS REGARDING SECTION 504 OF THE REHABILITATION ACT 

Our family was in Washington in May. 1977. at which time Section 504 
was signed into law. We were elated that such a regulation could give the 
disabled community access. to and participation in the most important 
aspects of life in our cOllntry. .Whenthe Department of Justice began 
its redraft of the l'egulation it was obvious that the disabled community 
might los e many of the important as pects of the regulation which would 
in effect undermine the basic civil rights o£disabled pe"sons.' We, 
as parents of children with multiple handicaps. were dev!!.stated by such 
news. We, like many others wrote to our representative and senator 
asking them to help us keep 504 unchanged. We were glad to he.ar 
that very recently Vice President George Bush corresponded with 
Senator Lowell Weicker and advised hbm that the Department of Justice 
and the Presidential Tas k Force on Regulatory Relief have concluded 
their review and decided not to issue a revised set of coordination 
guidelines. Obviously this news COmes as a great relief to all in 
the dis abled community since Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act 
is a cornerstone and foundation of equall'ights £01' the disabled. 
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SUMMARY 

In summary, a few thoughts about ~here do we go from here. We 
hope that our testimony has made a difference, that there is 
an awareness now that possibly wasn't there before, that acceptance 
may become the norm, that there may be commitment both on the 
part of individuals and the government, that ther~ may be an 
appreciation for life and t~e inherent value of being human 
despite our frailties and limitations. We would like to think 
that federal help and programs would not be necessary, but the 
fact is that they are not only necess~'y, but vital. As we 
have previously mentioned such laws and regulations as P.L. 94-142 
and section 504 are very important to us and the children who 
are in our care. We hope the government will be open to other 
suggestions such as national health insurance for children with 
disabilities. 

It has been an honor for us to be able to come before you to 
express our thoughts and feelings and to make suggestions. 
Thank you for taking the time to listen. Your carin~ and sen
sitivity have given us great hope. 

22-024 0-83-11 
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April 15, 1983 

Dr. George Little 
American Academy of Pediatrics 
1300 Nothr 17th Street 
Suite 350 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

Dear Dr. Little: 

Thank you for taking the time to testify before the 
Subcornrni ttea on Family and Human Services on April 6. 

I believe the hearing contributed substantially to the 
debate currently surrounding the issue of treating handicapped 
infants. Your testimony was valuable, and I appreciate your 
answers to questions asked by members of the Subcommittee. 

Because of time constraints, I was unable to ask all 
the questions I had prepared. I would appreciate it if you 
could respond ~Iithin two weeks. 

l. Dr. Little, the AAP apparently takes umbrage at 
inferences that denial of treatment to handicapped 
infants occurs often in American hospitals. ~le saw 
in the videotape prominent neonatologists acknowledging 
that it takes place. A 1977 survey reported that two
thirds of those pediatricians surveyed would accede 
to parental requests to withhold treatment for an 
intestinal blockage in a Down's Syndrome baby. 
Testimony before a Congressional committee in 1974 
suggested that three-fourths of American physicians 
admit to regUlar practice of "passive euthanasia," 
presumably oth adult and pediatric. Dr. Koop 
cited other surveys about the axtent of the problem. 
Finally, a Birmingham News article in 1980 quotes 
a Birmingham Children's Hospital staff surgeon as 
acknowledging that treatment is denied to infants 
with DOwn's Syndrome. In fact, the doctor is quoted 
as saying that in one instance a doctor in Los Angeles 
sent a Down's baby to Children's Hospital because of 

/ that hospital's policy and because his hospital in 
I Los Angeles would. not allow him to leave the baby 

untreated. What is the AAP's response to these 
facts? 
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2. Dr. Little, instead of regulatory and statutory 
intervention, the AAP has come out in favor of hospitals 
forming internal review panels to review cases where a 
decision has been made to withhold treatment. However, 
hospitals have personnel hierarchies as do all businesses, 
with those at the top exercising consi~~rably more 
influence than those at the bot.tom. ":'" the top of the 
hospital hierarchies, of course, are the physicians. 
Given t.he st.atistics we have heard about the 
predilect.ions of some physicians, I am skept.ical t.hat. 
t.hese review panels would change current. pract.ice enough. 
What. is your response? I agree that. panels might. be 
helpful, but. are they enough? Would you say there is no 
need for legal st.andards on this issue? 

3. Dr. Litt.le, hasn't. the federal government become 
involved in this area because of a lack of "sel£
pOlicing" on t.he part of the medical communit.y? 

I will be happy to send you a copy of the hearing 
record when it. is printed. This process usually t.akes 
several weeks. 

Again, t.hank you for your t.ime and assist.ance. 

JAD:dh 

' ...... ., 

Sincerely, 

JEREfUAH IJENTON 
Unit.ed States Senator 

... -:..,: ... : .• ~-. t:" 
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May 6, 1983 

Honorable Jeremiah A. Denton 
United states Senate 
516 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Senator Denton: 

Your personal interest in the issue of treating handicapped 
illfants is much appreCiated. Testifying in front of the collllllit- . 
tee was my first such experience, and I must say I found your 
questions to be well structured.. Moreover, our discussion at the 
hearing seemed marked by a reasonabl\l degree of interpersonal 
communication. Thus I regret being a bit tardy in responding to 
your Jetter of April 15, which had to be forwarded to me at my 
office in New Hampshire. I will do my best to answer your 
questions completely. 

Your first question relates to facts said to be based on numerous 
sources, including a video tape of neonatologists, a 1977 survey, 
testimony before a congressional committee in 1974, Dr. Koop's 
comments and a 1980 Birmingham News article. To go right to the 
issue, let me clearly state that the American Academy of 
Pediatrics and I personally have said in many forums that there 
is in fact need for additional study of current attitudes am! 
practices regarding care of th..! seriously ill newborn, and espe
Cially those infants with constitutional abnormalities who have 
associated problems which might be life-threatening. The problem 
is that the objective data base is very poor. Much of the 
reference material you cite is anecdotal, including the video 
tape and the newspaper artIcles. The surveys are outdated being 
more than 5 years old. The President's Commission for the Study 
of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral 
Research has pointed out and we agree that the link between atti
tudinal surveys and actual practice is unclear. Indeed the 
Pr'esident's Commission found that decision-making usually follows 
the precepts outlined by the Commission. Nor has the Department 
of Health and Human Services produced any direct evidence of 
inappropriate treatment of severely ill newborns -- a fact noted 
by Judge Gesell in his recent decision involving litigation on 
the interim final rule. Several retrospective compliance reviews 
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conducted by thE! Department since Nay 1982 have apparently found all of the 
facilities to be in compliance with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act. We 
are not saying this matter does not need further study; it does. The present 
data base is inadequate and study needs to be thorough and sophisticated. 

Thus, as a final comment to your first question, let me say that a cooporative 
multi-disciplinary study actually to delineate attitudes and practices of the 
mid-1980s is a venture which should be undertaken. 

Your second question has several parts; I will attempt to address them straight
forwardly. With respect to hospital hierarchies and whether physicians are at 
the top of those hierarchies, I simply have to state that in the administrative 
and legal sense they are not. Most hospitals function with public boar'ds of 
trust, and there is a difference of opinion as to whether physicians even should 
be on those boards of trust. Physician privileges emanate from the trustees. 
One of the healthy changes tha t is occurring in the American health care deli
very system is the increasing awareness of responsibility by trustees and by 
professional hospital administrators of matters of professional conduct. I 
realize that physicians are frequently perceived as independent self-anointed 
rulers of the roost. That type of behavior is very unusual, and always has been 
difficult to establish and maintain in the hospital environment, and has been 
and will be more and more difficult to mainloain for many reasons not the least 
of which are those mentioned above and the increasing medical-legal activity. 
Furthermore, as I believe I stated in my testimony, complex n~wborn problems are 
not in this day and age usually handled on a simple one-to-olle fashion by a 
single physician and a parent or parents. Nurses, social wr rkers, members of 
the clergy and many others are involved with a team concept ot: management. Thus 
many parties are involved and the relationship is not one on one. 

You state that the panels would be helpful and ask whether they are enough. I 
feel that in the vast majority of cases the review panels would find little with 
which to quibble, and that if they were properly constituted utilizing pro
fessionals and non-professionals, including members of the community. they would 
rarely if ever have to resort to alternatives such as the judicial system. Some 
form of double check regarding panel decisions would be appropriate but a great 
deal of thought needs to be given to this subject. In response to your question 
about legal standards, I suspect that you and I agree that there is practically 
always a need for legal standards on most issues, including this one. 
Unfortunately, legal standards are not able to anticipate each and every complex 
human bioethical problem. Furthermore, certain legal standards may in fact be 
wrong. Some governments legally condone racial prejudice. 

Your third questio,", relates to whether federal government involvement is due to 
a lack of "self pOlicing" on the 'part of the medical community? I would state 
that the medical community has been self-policing. As a matter of fact the sur
veys which you quote appeared in previously referenced medical journals, 
including one published by the American Academy of Pediatrics. This indicates 
to me that the profession has been, is and will be acting responsibly in its 
attempts openly to direct attention to and address difficult issues. 

In the past. problem solving in difficult areas usually has emanated from 
cooporative private- and public-sector efforts. We have drawn to your attention 
the institutional review process f'or biomedical research. Cooporative effor·ts 
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between the AAP, other professional organizations and the federal government 
have been and will be very productive. There is no reason why such mutual 
problem solving cannot be employed now for the care of seriously ill newborns in 
spite of the difficulties which have arisen because of the interim final ruling 
of March 7 a."ld the subsequent court proceedings. 

I look forward to meeting with you again somehme in the future. 

Sincerely yours, 

George A. Little, M.D. 
Chairman, Department of Maternal and Chil·ct Health 
Darmouth Medical School 
Hanover, New Hampshire 
Chairman, Committee on Fetus and Newborn 
American Academy of Pediatrics 

GAL:km 
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April 15, 1983 

John J. Paris, S. J. 
Department of Religious Studies 
Holy Cross College 
Worchester, Massachusetts 01610 

Dear Father Paris: 

Thank you for taking the time to testify before the 
Subcommittee on Family and Human Services on April 6. 

I believe the hearing con'tributed substantially to the 
debate currently surrounding tho issue of treating handicapped 
infants. Your testimony was valuable, and I appreciate your 
answers to questions asked by members of the Subcommittee. 

Because of time constraints, I was unable to ask all the 
questions I had prepared. I would appreciate it if you could 
respond within two weeks. 

1. You s'ay on page 5 of your l\Itatement that "the principle 
of subsidiarity would argue that these deoisions 
ought to be made at the local level with guidelines 
and norms established by the society." Isn't tha't 
exactly the situation we have right now? Yet we 
still have multiple examples aoross the country 
of Down's Syndrome babies being allowed to starve 
based on a "norm" established at the local level. 

2. You imply several times (page 9.) in your statement 
that it is "the values of society" or "community 
standards" that should be the determining factor 
in a decision to treat or not to treat. Just how 
should we define those values? Are there not some 
absolutes that we/should apply here? After all, 
in Nazi Germany the physioians involved in the 
extermination of handicapped individuals could 
have asserted that they were abiding by "the 
values of their society." 
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I will be happy to send you a copy of the hearing 
record when it ia printed. This process usually takes 
several weaks. 

Again, thank you tor your time and assistance. 

JADldh 

Sincerely, 

JEREMIAH DE1~TON 
United States Senator 

Enclosure 

P. S. Thank you for sending my staff information on your 
expenses. Could you also fill out the enolosed white 
form and sign the blue one so that we might begin 
proceSSing your reimbursement request? I apologize 
for the delay in getting these fo~ to you. 
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COLLEGE OF THE HOLV CROSS 
WORCESTER. MASSACHUSETTS 01610 

Committee on Labor and Human Resources 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator Denton: 

May 2, 1983 

In response to yo~etter of April 15, 1983 on my testimony before the 
Subcommittee on Family and Human Services on April 6, 1983, I would make the 
following observations. 

(.1) I arguea that the decision should be made at th~ local level with 
guidelines and norms established by the society. That is not exactly the situ
ation which we have had up until now. And there is no doubt that there have 
been some instances of Down Syndrome children allowed to die by non-feeding or 
starvation. The guideline I proposed would not be a local but a national norm. 
Such a standard has been established in the President's Commission Report on 
"Deciding to Forego Life-Sustaining Treatment." On pages 218 and 219 of that 
Report we read: tl'A very restrictive standard is appropriate; such permanent 
handicaps justify a decision not to provide life-sustaining treatment only when 
they are so severe that continued existence would not be a net benefit to the 
infant .. II The COmmission goes on to say, "Though, inevitably, sCIr~what subjective 
and impcecise national application, the concept of 'benefit' excludes honoring 
idiosyncratic views that might be allowed if a person were deciding about his 
or her own treatment. Rather, net benefit is absent only if the burdens imposed 
on the patient by the disability or its treatment would lead a competent decision 
maker to choose to forego the treatment.. As in all surrogate decision making, 
the surrogate is obliged to try to evaluate benefits and burdens from the 
infant's own pe:rspective." The Commission then goes on to state very' explicitly: 
"The Commission believes that the handicaps of Down SYftdroroe, for example, are not 
in themselves of this magnitude and do not justify failing to provide medically 
proven treatment, such as surgical correction of a blocked intestinal tract. II 

The Commission goes even further when it states, "This is a very strict 
standard in that it excludes consideration of the negative effects of an impai:red 
child's life on other persons, including parents, siblings and society .. l1 ~.nd 

the Commission concludes, "We treat handicapped children no less vigorously than 
their healthy peers or than older children with si)1'.ilar handicaps would be treated." 

Here, I believe, for. the first time we have clearly articulated and forcefully 
stated norms on the appropriate treatment of handicapped children. Now that they 
have been promulgated, I believe that the enforcement mechanisms already in place 
in the local co~unity are the more appropriate way of dealing with this issue. 
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Your second question follows from the first.. These IIvalues of society" 
or "community standards" must, in fact, be defined from within our society .. 
When corning to the determination of thOSA values, we will reflect upon our 
religious, philosophical, and historical tradition. From this reflection
which in' our society will involve some absolutes on the: sanctity of life--
We can and we have devised norms and guidelines for appropriate moral behavior .. 

There is always the tendency to believe that we can co~letely eliminate 
abuses or evil or sin from our society if only we had rigid laws and absolute 
norms. History to date gives us very little confidence in the SUCCess of such 
an undertaking.. It is also helpful to recall that the Nazi experience was 
brought to us by directives from the "federal government. II 

I am certain you have Seen the editorial response to Judge Gesell's ruling 
in the Boston Glohe, the New York Times and the Wall Street Journal. My own 
views are most aptly swmned up by the. Wall Street ,Jour:na~~ "Conservatives 
ought to be the first to recognize that some problems, in particular moral ones, 
really can best be solved not by trying to reduce them to rigid ~~les, but by 
private decisions of private individuals in the nation's communities and families .. 
Conservatives oUght also to understand that the fear that somewhe:re in this 
broad land sorneoml may some time make a mistake is not a reason to have platoons 
of bureaucrats and l,awyers second-guessing some of the most sensitive and most 
private decisions imagint'~le .. " 

The nation is indeed indebted to those who have called attention to the 
abuses and serious abuses which have occurred ill treatment decisions for handi
capped infants. It was the clarion call of such groups which brought about the 
national study of the President I s Commission.. It also produced the IDlS regulation. 
That regulation, though, as I testified I has already produced serious adverse 
consequences for the practice of good medicine. The enclosed clipping on the 
Oregon case is proof positive of the detrimental effect of attempting to regulate 
neonatal care by federal directives. 

I believe it is now the task of those genuinely committed to the conservative 
traditions of our society to realize that, given the option of federal intrusion 
into the nursery or very strict guidelines drawn up and enforced by local 
communities, the latter option is the preferred route to take. 

If I ca. be of any further assistance to you or your committee in this 
difficult and trying area of law, medicine and ethics, I shall be happy to 
assist. 

(Rev.) 

Sincerely, 
- .I ~ 

\. ' J} ') yi. ).1 _So 
Jqhn J. IParis, S.j.' 
Ckairman 
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TIIF. WASHINGTON !'OST 

lBrain-pamaged ~~by Dies L~mid 
'Court }!'ight Over Treatm~~~ 

By Philip J. Hilts 
WJ.Jh)I\I\D:IIVO;lSlI.ftWrLt.er 

I 

A JO-d.l.ly-old Oregon infDnt with se ... ·cre 
hrain dama.e die<! Thumlay In the mid.t 
oC B court fight over her parents' right to 
reCuse wallow the baby w be Ced intraye. 
nously. 

intravenous or Corce.Ceeding. The inCant's 
brain was only partly intact. She was ap

. parently unable to Bee or hear. 
Rita Radich of the Oregon Right w LIC. 

group aaid yesterday that though .he knew 
the baby could not live, 'We wanted w 
show that the child should not be starved 
w death. We heard there was • doctor's 
reCQmmendation to the parent.~ not to feed 
tne child ix."<llUS<l the child would die .oon. 
cr. We Celt it was no more appropriate to 
starve the child thun to inject it with 90me. 
thing that would kilt her outright, which 
everyone agrees L~ not proper." 

William Bernstein, president of the Coos 
County Medical, Society and on. oC the 
doctors called to' consult on the CAS';!, said, 
"'I'h. decision ahollt what to do with this 
kind oC case is very personal and very clif. 
ficult • , . and the doctors and Camilies reo 
sent til!! outside innuenetl from the govern· 
ment or others." 

The case was the first public test of t!",'\ 
issues involved in the Cederal governmr,nt's 
"Baby Ow" rule, which went into cUtlet 
two months ago. The ntle was intended to 
pro"",' handicapperl inCants Crom being 
litarved or negligently treated because of 
their deformity, 

The rule has since hecn struck down by 
a Ce<!eral court, but the Department oC 
Health and Human Services is appealing 
the decision. 

All sides in the case, including the Or. 
.. ~on Right w Lire group which Wok the 
parent.'!. tJ) court, ngreed that the infant 

Radich said, "We were BUCCe!i.CiCul in our 
major objective here" in that the court or. 
dered the inCant fed intrayenQusly and kept 
on life·sustaining equipment until the case 
could be decided on the merits. . 

Kar~n Green,. a st.nt.e. nssistant attorney 
general for the Children's Services Depart. 

"ment; said the reaction to the intervention 
oC Oregon Right to Life was "outrng'e .•. 
that 11 CBmily which had the trauma oC hav. 
ing a deformed child in tho first place 
,hould then be dragged inw court and have 
it suggested that they ore not being proper 

·'parents •... The people I havo spoken to 
are unhappy," she said. 

:~~ltd \\~i; J!~:~, h~:~~ar~~h:~it~ 
Cl5e said !'ihe hJd no sucking or swallowing 
reflex ond could not cat without special 

"This child could not live very long any . 
w.y; Radich .aid, hut she hoped to estab. 
lish the principle about feeding, "because 
this same reoommendntion is given even in 
cases where much less handicapped chil. 
dren arc involved .. " 

The infant was horn about dawn on 
April 11 in Coquille Hospital in Coo. 
County, are. The girl's skull had not grown 
together p:operly. and a mcmbrnne sac 
containing nuids and some primitive brain 
parts hung from the back of her head. 

Her mas.·tive brain damage curtailed a 
number of the inCanl's bodily functions. 
Sho died Thuruday aRarnoon when her 
breathing stopped because her damaged 
brain could nofiiiSintain it. 

But a \Wlek oof(\re RhA died, Redic!! re. 
ceived a telephooe tip that an infant at 
Coquille W1!S not being Ced because of her 
deCormity. Radich acid .he called the Chil. 
dren', Service Divi.ion oC the atate health 
department and the Health end Human 
Services Departm.nt Washingwn hoUine 
eatoblished w deal with cases of alleged 
discrimination against handicapped inCants. 

According to • hospitsl'pokesman, there 
• was never an attempt to starve the baby. 

Bernatein, who Wll! consulted on the case 
hut did not examine the intant. said there 
were attempts w feed the infant by mouth 
but the ,he could not eal 

Jum...Bichard Barron or the drcait 
coUrt in Coqu!II'!..h~id tho c,;,je;'aqilliiii~ 

;-Orilliii" testimony of Ute attending doctor, 
I Pet.~ W.?2~,.<!:!!,"-,i~~.lh~t .th.'.~~ 

enough evidence to estsblish eny negligence 
in·1ha case. Jlu!.JJA.ordered int!"venous 
(1'G<I.i!'ll. w be attempted while the caso _ 
a pealed-:--· . . . ... 
~tote'Courtor Appeals Judge William 

RicMroson then also ordered the C..run:: 
continued while tha case was argued. 

Meanwhile. the infant was taken from 
the 3()'bcd Coquille hoepital w the Doom· 
bccher hoopitsl oC tho Oregon Health Sci· 
enetl University in Portland, 229 miles 
aWDY· . 

David LiIIig, North Bend public deCend. 
er end ettorney Cor the parents, said the 
right to liC. group had no right w represent 
the inrent in coor~ and that the infent's 
perents were upset by this. 

He said the decision to withhold intra· 
venous feeding and other treatments was 
taken after getting '!the-be.t medical odvlco .. 
in the state," 

'ThO'I'eaeral government new investiga. 
tors to Oregon to question witnesses, and 
will carry on the investigation even though 
the inCant has died. 

r .• 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH &. HUMAN SERVICES 

The Honorable Jeremiah Denton, Chairman 
Subcommittee on Family and Human Services, 

Committee on Labor and Human Resources 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Office of the Secretary 

Washington, O.C. 20201 

I am pleased to transmit for the record the responses of the 
Surgeon General to questions by Senator Dodd about reSources 
available to handicapped infants and their families through 
the government and the private sector. As you ~,own, these 
questions were sUbmitted in conjunction with the Surgeon 
General's appearance on April 6 before your Subcommittee to 
discuss Federal Policy on the treatment of handicapped infants 
in America. 

A copy of these responses will also be sent to senator Dodd. 

Sincerely yours, 

It:t~du, Ii, 
Thomas R. Donn~~ Jr. 
Assistant Secretary 

for Legislation 
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senator Dodd 

Q. What role do you see tit" Federal governnent playing in both (1) providing 
assistance and (2) enccuraging private aid? 

A. The Federal governnent, together with state and local govemnents, has an 
important resfX)nsibili ty to handicaPl"'d l"'rsons in society. Thrcugh several 
assistance programs, it offers services which in some cases may not be readily 
available thrcugh private channels and ~nich in others augments the efforts 
being made by the private sector. 

Thrcugh the Departnent of Health and Human Services, help is given to the 
handicapped under the Social Services Block Grant, the Develq;mental 
Disabilities program, the University-Affiliated Facilities research and 
rehabilitation network, for certain handicaPl"'d persons under Medicare, and 
for the nedically needy under Medicaid. Our Maternal and Child Health Block 
Grant enables states to target aid to families at risk. Food and nutrition 
assistance is provided thrcugh the Departnent oE Agriculture's Women, Infants 
and Children (wrC) ccmnodities program, and the Departnent of Education 
administer.s programs which benefit the handicapl"'d thrcugh education and 
training for self-sufficiency. 

As you rna., a few weeks ago the President anncunced the formation of a 
Cabinet-level task force charged with examining the gamut of problems faced by 
the handicapped in this ccuntry, and the services available to than. This 
bcdy is headed by Secretary Heckler. Among its duties will be to report on 
the programs serving the handicapl"'d which are funded by the Federal 
government and sl"'cifically, to deal with the special problems of parents and 
families of handicapped infants. 

In addition, Secretary Heckler has reau toorized the Federal intradepartnental 
board which was anpowered to waive rules for Medicaid patients so that they 
could be cared for at 00rre without loss of Medicaid eligibility. This board 
had been established in the wake of the situation faced by Katie Beckett of 
Cedar Rapids, Ia.a, who cculd be cared for nore apprcpriately and less 
expensively at harre, but who would have lost Medicaid eligibility as a 
result. The Secretary has asked each state Governor to appoint a 
representative to work with the Departnent in develcping alternatives to 
institutionalization under Medicaid. This effort has been and will contime 
to be of great importance to the severely handicapped, giving than cptions on 
a case-by-case basis to institutionalization when apprcpriate witrout 
jecpardizing Medicaid coverage if they need it. 
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The governnent as a provider of services or a conduit for the transfer of 
money will not solve the problems of families with handicapped infants. It 
can act as a catalyst for greater ccmmitment by the private sector, i~cluding 
voluntary service agencies, foundations, and private industry. Its role can 
include acting to increase public awareness of the physically less fortunate, 
arrl to spearhead a "team effort" by governnent and the private sector. 

One important step in that direction, which goes to the heart of both parts of 
your question, can be found in the 1962 Surgeon General's WOrkshop on Children 
With Handicaps and Their Families. This unique undertaking brought together 
experts fran governnent, the nedical canmunity, education, and the handicapped 
population to consider what is already being done as well as what needs to be 
done. I am providing you with a ccpy of the Workshop report so that you may 
review its proceedings and conclusions. 

The Administration's policy regarding handicapped infants underscores an 
important point. One hallmark of a canpassionate, civilized society is the 
degree to which it defends the interests of its weakest nembers. In this 
respect, we have heightened society's awareness of the vulnerability of 
handicapped infants and the need to safeguard their rights as citizens. At 
the same time, it has stimulated discussion and action in governnent and the 
private sector toward the goal of assuring that handicapped citizens will not 
be discriminated against on the basis of handicap and that their special needs 
will be addressed. 
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Senator Dodd 

Q. What assistance is new available for fanilies of handicapped infants 
from the private sector? 

A. There are, and have been for SOIre time, a variety of voluntary service 
agencies and private foundations which serve the handicapped with 
rehabilitation, educational opporlunities, and assistance for medical care and 
treatment. These include such faniliar organizations as the Easter Seal 
Society, the March of Dimes, Spina Bifida Association of A~rica, the Down's 
Syndrane COn;)ress, the National Association for Retarded Citizens, the 
United Cerebral Palsy Association of Jlln!tica, and others. 

It nrust be pointed cut that while these agancies and foundations fulfill an 
important role and are indispensible to the handicapped population, their 
services are not always unifonnly available in all parts of the ccuntry. The 
American people have consistently demonstrated their compassion, generosity 
and support thrcugh their voluntary financial backin;) of grcups dedicated to 
helpin;) the handicapped. As my testirrony points cut, with wider atlareness of 
the problems facin;) the handicapped and their families, I believe the private 
sector's response can be enhanced in help in;) to deal with those problems. 

The private sector continues to will'! on its 10n;)-standin;) record of genercus 
support for the handicapped. For eXllITlple, the Allstate Insurance Compar({, 
thrcugh its "Helpin;) Hard" project, serves as a clearin;)hcuse to the 
handicapped for CCJ11!runity agency services. Its volunteers worl; with deaf 
children and at residential care facilities for the mentally handicapped. 
American Telepoone & Telegraph (AT&T) traintair., the "Telephone pioneers" 
program, which provides canmunications equiprent, trainin;) and services to the 
deaf, the blind, those with ambulatory disabilities, and other handicapped 
persons. It publishes "Helpin;) the Handicapped," a resource guide to 
ccmmunications assistance available to the handicapped. 

Other projects include: 

o The Corporate An;)els network, based in Greerwich, CT, which utilizes 
private corporate aircraft to transport the sericusly ill at no cilarge 
to receive needed medical care. 

o Civic organizations such as the Benevolent and Protective order of 
Elks, which alone, between January and October 1982, hoo contriwted 
$22 million to various projects benefittin;) the handicapped plus a 
comparable amount in donated time and labor. 

o The Woodward & Lothrop Ccmpar({ of Washin;)ton, D.C., which is a leooer 
in employrrent of the handicapped and spearheads efforts in the 
National capital Region to enccurage other wsinesses to hire the 
handicapped. 

o The Miller Brewing COllpar({, which helps sponsor recreational oppor
tunities for the handicapped. It supports the southeastern Lite 
Professional Invitational Tennis Tournament, whose proceeds are used to 
emplqy and rehabilitate the handicapped. 
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2. 

Of crurse, there is a wide array of other projects and prograns underwritten 
by private industty, often in partnership with state and local goverrnents and 
voluntaty service <gencies. These examples rrerely serve to indicate that a 
significant arount of help is available thrrugh the private sector. 

In Decenber 1982, the Departrrent sponsored the Surgeon General '5 Wot:ksh::>p on 
Children l~ith Handicaps and Their Families. The results of that wot:kstxlp 
include reviews of the kinds of private-sector initiatives now in place to 
help the handicapped, highlights serre of the diffiOllties which need to be 
overcane in rendering better service to the handicapped, and offers specific 
recamanda tions for improvenents, we look forward to a cocperative 
partnership between the private sector and government in addressing the issues 
covered therein. 



Dr. Paul Ramsey 
Department of Religion 
Princeton University 
613 Seventy-Nine Hall 
Princeton, New Jersey 06544 

Dear Dr. Rall\Bey: 
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April 15, 1963 

Thank you for taking the time to testify before the 
Subco~itte. on Family and Human Services on April 6. 

I believe the hearing contributed substantially to the 
debate ourrently surrounding the issue of treating harldicapped 
infanta. Your testimony was valuable, ~d I appreciate your 
answers to questions asked by members of the Subcommittee. 

I will be happy to send you a copy of the hearing 
record when it is printed. This process usually takes 
several weeks. 

Again, thank you for your time and aosistance. 

JAD;dh 

22-024 0-83-12 

Sincerely, . 

JEREMIAH DENTON 
United States Senator 
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AMERICAN LIFE LOBBY INC. 
NATlO"''''lHEA('''. ,' .... fl.-, ""AllIN{jAOORE~<; 1'\1 11,'ll'l, ,Tlllr"fI[) ~A'J5~.4 

l'.1 E I· L'Tr." BOX 162·F SlAI~,\IID "",.:",t 
j'::.,.6~q4':- METROrl('~ol:' '11'. 

Honorable Margaret Heckler 
Secretary 
Department of HpAlth & Human Services 
200 Independence Ave., S. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20201 

Dear Mrs. Heckler: 

April 5, 1983 

Due to an exceedingly sloppy and inaccurate intitial investigation 
we hereby request that you re-open the DllHS investigation of the denial 
of surgery to a handicapped newborn, then at Crawford Hemorial Hospital, 
Robinson, Illinois, that was Sufln.~ing from Spina Bifida that resulted 
from our telegram complaint to U. s. DllHS and th" U.S. Department of Jus
ti~e on May 14, 1983. 

Although this handicapped newborn waS ultimately moved·from Craw
ford Memorial Hospital and received the nece5sary surgery and it alive 
and well living with adopti"" parents, it is clear from the status report 
on this case that I received in a letter, dated March 7, 1983, from 
Nathan Dick, Deputy Director, Office of Program Operations, Office for 
Civil Rights, that your Department is missing many essential facts and 
has others such as the date and place of this baby's birth wrong. 

I enclose two sworn documents entitled "Answer to Report of the Of
fice of Civil Rights, U. S. Department of Health and Human Services, In
vestigation of Infanticide at Crawford Memorial Hospital, Robinson, Il
linois" and "Date by Date Account of Effort to Save The Robinson Baby" 
executed by Laura Jean Cunning. 

Based on these two documents we believe that there is a sufficient 
amount of information concerning this case to re-open the investigation 
to determine if the actions of Crawford Hemorial Hospital should loose 
it's eligibility for federal funds under Sectiun 504 of the Rehabilita
tion Act of 1973. 

I specifically call to your attention the statemnnt that the Adminis
trator of Crawford Hemorial Hospital replied to the statement someone had 
to help the baby "Well. its net going to be me." and that information on 
Spina Bifida surgery was sent to the hospital administrator. Combined 
with the fact that when tran"ferred from Crawford Hemodal Hospital, the 
baby's wound had developed an infection from lack of surgical closure (pre
viously scheduled and cancelled against medical advice). 

-1-

.... for GOd. for Life. for the Family. for the Nation" 
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page two 

After reading these two sworn documents it is impossible to sustain 
the routine finding of your Office for Civil Rights that "There is insuf
ficient evidence for OCR to conclude that there was a violation of Sec
tion 504.". The facts as outlined in these two sworn documents indicllte 
that the DHHS investigation was exceedingly sloppy. A re-opening of this 
case and a thorough and vigorous investigation into all the facts is 
merited. --

Sincerely, 

~{k Gary • Curran -
Legi ative Consultant 

." 



STATE OF OKLAHOMA 

COUNTY OF OKLAHOMA 
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ss: 

ACKNOWLEGEHENT 

BE IT KNOWN BY THESE PRESENTS, that on the 29th day 

of March, 1983, before me a Notary Public of this State, person

ally appeared, Laura Jean canning, to me known to be the identi

cal person described in and who executed the within and ft>regoing, 

"Answer to Report of the Office of civil Rights, U.S. Department 

of Health and Human Services, Investigation of Infanticide at CRAW

FORD MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, Robinson, Illinois" and acknowledged to 

me that she executed the same as her free and voluntary act and 

deed for the uses and purposes therein set forth. 

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my official 

signature and affixed my notarial seal the day and 'ff',h il.rst~ve 

;.n::itten. 

My Commission 
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An Answer to Report of the Office of Civil Rights, U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services' Investigation of Infanticide at 

CRAWFORD HEMORIAL HOSPITAL, ROBINSON, ILL.. (See copy 
of Report Attached) 

A LINE-BY-LINE REPLY BY LAURA CANNING. WHO FILED THE ORIGINAL 
COMPLAINT 

Under "Allegation" 

The allegation states that the complaint was received May 14. This may have 
been the date the written complaint was received, but the actual complaint 
was transmitted by me, Laura Canning, to Susan Shalhoub of the Office of Civil 
Rights (OCR) in Washington, between May 7 and May 10. Susan said she would 
have Tom Janzer of the Regional Office covering Robinson, Ill. call me. (That 
region is covered by the Chicago Office). Tom said he needed a written report 
before he could act. I noticed that when I reported the incident in Tulsa, 
Oklahoma, the Regional Director in Dallas sent out an investigator immediately 
and did not require a written report. There was time wasted in the Robinson 
incident that could have been saved had OCR responded as it did in Dallas. 

1. The Office for Civil Rights (OCR) reports that the original allegation 
was that Crawford Memorial Hospital "failed to perform necessary surgery." 
That was not the charge. Crawford Memorial Hospital could not possibly 
have performed the surgery. They are ill-equipp~d to do so. They have no 
facility for this type of sensitive surg~ry. Crawford Memorial is a 107-
bed hospital which, at the most has "two pediatric patients at a time" 
in residence, according to a report I had from a minister in Robinson, 
Illinois who frequents the hospital. So, the actual allegation was that 
Crawford was ill-equipped to help the child so it should see that the 
baby was moved. 

Under "Investigative Findings" 

1. Baby's birthday was April 25, 1982. The baby was not born at St. John's 
Hospital, but at small town Lawrenceville, Ill. hospit~in Lawrence 
County, neighbor to Crawford County (where the baby ended up after his 
trip to St. John's Hospital in Springfield, Illinois), which has an 
excellent perinatal department. Lawrenceville is about a 10 or 20 minute 
car ride from Robinson, Ill. The hospital, I believe, is on a par with 
Crawford Memorial in Robinson. as far as number of beds and medical capabil
ities. Apparently, the Lawrenceville hospital saw its duty clearly, 
since they had the baby transferred to an excellent hospital. St. John's 
in Springfield, immediately after birth when his condition was recognized. 
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Under "Investigative Findings", Continued 

3. The OCR states that there was "no evidence to support that the recOO1l1enda
tion for surgery, during the infant's hospitalization at Crawford Memorial 
Hospital required emergency procedures". The fact: then why was the baby 
transferred from St. John's where he was scheduled for surgery to a 
hospital ill-equipped to do so. Also, I sent the administrator an 
article on Dr. Dav:d McLone, of ' Children's Memorial Hospital, head of the 
National Center for Spina Bifi~a. The article states clearly that he 
operates on "every child with myelomeningocele (spina bifida)" right 
away. Crawford had an obligation to find out about dangers in not imm~d
iately closing the baby's back. I, as a lay verson learned that time is . 
important. The spinal fluid could leak, the onger treatment is post
poned, causing meningitis, infection of the brain, hydrocephalus, in
fection of the back (making closing more difficult) and possibly menta'l 
retardation. It would seem a simple duty of a hospital to make it their 
business to do some invnstigating about this illness. Surely, I gave 
administrator, Carlton King, enough information to make him act when I 
phoned him. 

Dr. McLone told me that if non-treated surgically :'60% of these kids die; 
the other 40% live anyway and are a real mess as a result." 

4. It was not the "parents", as the OCR report states, but the baby's father 
who made the decision to move the baby from St. John's against medical 
advice. As I later learned, the mother was quite emotional and did not 
want the baby moved. Divisions in the family were occurring. 

6. The OCR states that the parents were "counselled regarding the pros and cons 
of surgery to enable them to make an infonned decision," and that there was 
some indication that the risk of surgery was greater during the earlier 
hospitalization at St. John's". 

My response: Even if the baby needed to wait a few days before surgery to 
gain strength, why was he moved, and why, when it was clear that he had 
gained strength, did it take more than 3 weeks for IDCFS to act in getting 
him the necessary surgery. A? MeLone states in the enclosed Chicago 
Tribune article (May 2, 1982) 

"Spina bifida is a disease of the spinal cord which causes paralysis, 
urinary and bowel problems, and often hydrocephalus, an accumulation 
of fluid in the cerebral ventricles that causes enlargement of the 
skull and compression of the brain. If there is mental retardation, 
it is a result of infection of the brain" (if the fluid leaks because 
back not closed). "But if the hydrocepnalus is treated farlY, you 
would predict normal intelligence or the intelligence 0 the family 
that the baby was born into". 

c' 
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Under "Investigative Findings", Continued 

7. The OCR report states that "medi',l records and medical authorities agree 
that the baby's condition improveJ ~~(ing the stay at Crawford Memorial 
Hospital" but that the recommendativII for "non-emergent" surgery remained 
in effect. 

My answer: Then why was the baby's back infected when Dr. Mclane received 
him at Children's Memorial Hospital in Chicago. It took 10 days to con
stantly wash the back when the baby arrived at Children's before surgery 
cou'ld be done. Also, the baby did later develop hydrocephalus, and 
Dr. Melone had to put a shunt in to drain the spinal fluid through his 
stomach. Although the cause for the hydrocephalus would be hard to p,'ove, 
one question does come to my mind and that is, whether the delay in 
surgery caused the complication of hydrocephalus. 

8. The OCR states that the treatment was within the bounds of "reasonable 
medical judgment" and does not reflect the withholding of life-sustaining 
treatment based on handicap. 

My answer: When I called Crawford Memorial Hospital on May 6, and spoke 
with Administrator, Carlton King, I told him that someone had to help t'I'! 
baby; he replied, "Well, it's not going to be me." 

After federal intervention, Dr. David McLone was called into the case. He 
f12w to Robinson. Ill. and saw the baby, and spoke with the parents. He 
phoned me and said, "laura, this is not for the press, but they (the 
parents) wanted him dead. They did not want to raise a handicapped baby." 

My reply: If 60% of these children die as a result of non-treatment, then 
how is this not a clear violation of the handicapped child's right to 
504'5 guarantee of life-sustaining treat~ent. You can feed and diaper and 
hold a bahy, but if he needs surgery, and you deny it you are killing him. 
Ostensibly, everything looked like it was in order -- nursing care and a 
clean baby, gaining weight - but the hospital and IDCFS did not take custody 
nor enter a petition for Ileglect with the state's attorney's office for 
surgery. Tne baby was not given proper care, "med'ically necessary care", 
until the parents relinquished custody. The parents were politically 
powerful and I later learned had contracts with the State of Illinois for 
asphalting the state highways. Not in the way of rumor-mongering, but in 
hopes of givillg a rational explanation for state delay, I offer this fact, 
besides the fact that there was a real lack of knowledge about spina 
bifida on the state and hospital's part, a culpable ignorance I might add. 
since information is so readily available and since DCFS had dealt with 
other spina bifida cases and should have had information they needed. One 
advocacy group receiving state funds, IDDAA (Illinois Developmental Dis
ability Advocacy Authority) I later learned battled for a spina bifida 
child's care. The family was ordered to get him the care he needed, were so 
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Under "Investigative Findings", Continued 

!!,.., Continued 

angry about it that they wrote to every state legislator. IDDAA was dis
solved and lost all its funds. 

The Handicapped Advocacy Commission for the state, now Guardianship and 
Advocacy Commission, which receives federal and state funds, had been 
fighting for the Robinson baby. Tha~ntTT the Governor's office 
ordered them out of it. This could have been plain old executive fiat 
that proved to be politically advantageous since he wanted to protect 
IDCFS from any neglect that might be uncovered. 

I have since learned from the State of Illinois Office of the Budget that 
the Guardianship Advocacy Commission will be dissolved as of July 1983. 

9. Under 9, of the OCR investigation, I also question the "promptness" of 
the State's action. My information rhows that IDCFS was alerted by 
St. John's Hospital. It was not until May 7, according to my information 
at my prompting that an investigator from ICDFS went to Crawford Memorial 
Hospital. 

"Reasonable medical judgment" is not the point... Rather, the facts are 
what are important: The infant needed sUi-gery, was shipped to a place 
ill-equipped to do it, the hospital co-operated with the parents, as if 
the child was their property, contrary to provisions under 504, and con
trary to medical evidence. Neither the hospital nor the state entered a 
petition for neglect with the State's Attorney's Office despite the fact 
that time was important in his treatment. 

10. "Crawford County State's Attorney discussed the situation with the ICDFS 
investigator" and,says the OCR report.dete~mined not to take further 
action against the parents or hospital "until the situation changed". 

My response: I learned that a private party could enter a petition for 
neglect. I drove to Crawford to do that. Crawford County State's 
Attorney, Jon Anderson was not at the office. Judge Hanby Jones contacted 
him about my filing a petition by proxy. He said no, since his informa
tion was from IeDFS and they found "no cause of neglect." 

I found out that lawrence County State's Attorney (William Strange) also 
had jurisdiction to take in a petition since the baby was born in 
lawrenceville. Despite my acquainting him with Dr. Melone's work and 
with what Dr. C. Everett Koop, Surgeon General, had found in treating 
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Under "Investigative Findings". Continued 

10. Continued 

these spina bifida children, he refused. He stated: "Well. Dr. Bob 
says the fluid is already leaking." . This is a very telling statement. 

"Dr. Bob" is Dr. Robert Salesman. who was the baby's doctor while he 
was at Crawford Hemorial. If Salesman thought that. it was all the 
clearer that the baby should have been moved immediately. Crawford 
Memorial Hospital. recipient of federal funds. did not do that. 
William Strange used words like "vegetable" regarding the baby and it 
was clear that he was in touch with Dr. Salesman. 

They did not want the family to have to keep that "vegetable" and t~at 
was evident. 

When the State of Illinois publicly exonerated itself in a press release. 
both Dr. Salesman and William Strange wanted me to retract all state
ments. Dr. Sal~sman-wanted a public apology. 

William Strange wanted me to "put in writing" that "you are formally 
dropping your petition for neglect." 

Strange. is right. especially since he would not take the petition in 
-- there was no petition to drop. and stranger still since the baby still 
was not in the safe hands of Dr. David HcLone. 

I refused to comply. 
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DEFARTMENT Of HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES 

Hr. Gary L. Curran 
Legislative Consultant 
American Life Lobby Inc. 
6 B Librsry Court, S.E. 
Washington, D.G. 20003 

Dear Hr. Curran: 

Oth<:.e o~ 1ht! Seae\af~ 

Washington. 0 C. 2020\ 

MAA 7 1983 

On March 2, 1983, we notified you that our regional offices had been 
informed of your request for a copy of all complaints of possible 
infanticide received by our oifice. 

Enclosed is a status report on all investi~ations of alleged violations 
of Section 504 of the Ilehahilitation Act oi 1973, relating to health 
care for handicapped iniants, conducted by tl.e Office for Civil Rights. 

Please be assured of our :->trong commitment to vi).~t}rous enforccC"ent of 
;;ection 504 as H relat~s to health care' for hdndlcapped infants. 

Thank you for c:ontactini u~ cuncerninr, this I'T\ilttpr. 

Enclosure 

Si.t\\"'C rety. 

:;.'thnn D. Dick 
Deputy Director 
Of fict.! of Program Operations 
()f ficc for Civil Rights 

.; 
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CRAhTORD MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 

Rob1nson, Illinois 

Allel!at10n 

On May 14, 1982, the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) received a complaint from 
an advocacy group official who, responding to an anonymous call, 8l1e~ed 
that: 

1. Crawford Memorial Hospltul (at the parents' reouest) failed 
to perform necessary sur~ery on an infant horn with 
myelomenin~ocele (spina blflda); 

2. The parents did not want the child to live; Bnd 

3. The hospital was pereittin~ death to occur. 

Investigative Respon~e 

On May 15, 1982 (throu/,h !'lay 2(1, 1982), an ocr. investi"ator conducted an 
onsite 1nvesti~at10n. The investigator interviewed ali pertinent hospital 
officials and personnel at the Illinois Department of Chilrlren and FaT'\lly 
Services (IDCFS) who had conductpd an in"esti!!Btlon Into this case. 

Investil!ative Findinrs 

The invest1gation revealed that: 

1. Baby Doe'was born on April 30, 1982, at St. John's 
Hospi tal In Springf I eld, lllinoi s. The baby was 
transferred to Crawford Memorial Hospital on 
May I, 1982. 

2. Baby Doe was initially dla)!nosed as havinl' nils 
myelomeningocele (spina bif1da). 

3. There is no evidence which would support that the 
recommendation for surgery, during the infant's 
hospitalization at Crawford Memorial Hospital, 
required emergency procedures. 

~. The parents, independently, made the decision to remove 
the baby froc St. John's Hospital against medical advice, 
and had the baby transferred to Crawford Memorial 
Hospital. St. John's Hospital recOOlmended and was 
prepared to perform surgery on the baby. 
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Crawfora Memorial Hospital 

S. St. John'. Hospital discharged the baby ar.alnst medical 
advice. IDCfS' May II, 1982, -Unusual Incident Report
Teflect .. atacements that t"o St. John's physi cians 
concurred that it "a. the p.rents' choice to decline 
surgery and that they did not feel the parents "ere 
medically neglectin~ the child. 

6. Medical recorda and allied documents clearly stare that 
the parents were counselled regarding the pros and 
cons of surgery to enable them to make an informed 
decision. There "as some indication that the risk of 
lurgery "as greater during the earlier hospitalitation 
at St. John's Hospital. • 

7. Medical records and medical ftuthorities agree that thp 
baby's condition i~ptoved durin~ the stay at Cra\lford 
Memorial Hospital though the recommendation for sur~ery 
(nonemer~ent) remained in effect. 

8. The treatment provided ".5 ... 1. thin the hounds of reasonable 
medical .1udjZment and does not reflect a di5crlnlnatory 
withholdin~ of life sU$taininjZ treatment on the hasis of 
handicap. 

9. 'lDCfS conduct.,~d a pro'"'pt I~nvestl~atlon of tid, infant's 
lituat!on and determined there "ere no ~Tounds for 
filln~ a petition of nejZlect and abuse uith the Crawford 
County Stilte's Aaorney. On this basis, IDers did not 
take r.ustody of the baby until the parents voluntarily 
relinquished their parental ri~hts to IDCFS. 

10. 'l'he Cra"ford Count)' State'li Attorney discussed the 
'ituation with the Joers investigator and determined 
that he had no basis for taking any further action 
against the parents or the Crawford Hemorial Hospital 
unless the situation changed. 

Conclusion 

Based on the investigative fir~ini!s, there is insufficient evidence fOT OCR 
to conclude that there was a violation of Section 504. 
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STATE OF OKLAHOMA 

COUNTY OF OKLAHOMA 
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ss: 

ACKNOWLEGEMENT 

BE IT KNOWN BY THESE PRESENTS, that on the 29th day 

of March, 1983, before me a Notary Public of this state, person

ally appeared, Laura Jean canning, to me known to be the identi

cal person described in and who executed the within and foregoing, 

"Date by Date Account of Effort to Save the Robinson Baby", and 

acknowledged to me that she executed the same as her free and 

voluntary act and deed for the uses and purposes therein set forth. 

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my official 

signature and affixed my notarial seal the day and year first above 

written. 

My Commission Expires: ______ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-----
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DATE BY DATE ACCOUNT OF THE EFFORT TO SAVE THE "ROBINSON BABY" 

April 25 - Baby born in lawrenceville; Illinois. 

~ - While in Springfield, I learn about baby from pro-lifer, Pat Rudolph . 
from Decatur. I ask her to find out what she can. 

Pat Rudol ph tell 5 me story: 

Anonymous call from nurse at St. John's Hospital in Springfield, Ill. 
reports there is a baby with milomydomeningocele (spina bifida) who was 
scheduled for surgery to have his back closed. Father calls off surgery, 
has baby moved to Crawford t~emorial Hospital in Crawford County (101 beds, 
no pediatric facility or provision for this type of surgery). Nurse 
describes family as "po:itically powerful." 

~ - I call Or. Greg White of River Forest, Illinois. He says baby needs 
ilTlllediate medical treatment - tells me about dangers if surgery not given -
infection of the brain, paralysis, hydrocephalus - baby is already 10 days 
old - he says meningitis is "almost inevitable." 

~ - I call Crawford Memorial Hospital Administrator, Carlton King. He says 
he cannot "affirm or deny" whether baby is there. He keeps saying he cannot 
"violate the confidentiality" of the parents. I say, "lIell, someone has 
to defend this baby." His reply: "Well, it's not going to be me." I later 
sent him an article on Dr. David tklone (May 2, 1982) Chgo. Tribune), a 
surgeon working to save spina bifida children. Article discusses miracles 
done with spina bifida children. 

I call DCFS in Olney (area for Crawford County). A Mrs. King says when I 
report the baby, "lie know all about it." When pressed further she tel1s 
me to call a child abuse hiitTine in Carbondale, Illinois. 

I call. They act 1 ike they know nothing about the case. 

I call Dennis Horan. He says contact Tom Marzen at Americans United for 
life legal Defense fund and ask him to check into the Rehabilitation Act 
of 1973, Section 504. He says to call spina bifida association, Mr. Kent 
Smith, Chicago. 

Tom Marzen says they tried to save Bloomington baby with 504. but court 
system moves so slowly baby was dead! Tom and I agree to make it public -
to hold more haro: from being done until we can help baby. He says 
contact downstate papers and press. 

I call Terra Haute Star, Decatur Daily Review. Springfield State Journal 
Register-;ch. 2"1'erra Haut-e-- --- ------
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~'.l.. Continued 

I call Hyde's office. Helms' office, Mr. Schweiker's office, Alan Dixon's 
office. 

Ann Belanger and 1 call state politicians in the Robinson. Illinois area. 

I alert spina bifida, Mr. Kent Smith. 

Hilna Hawkins at 800 nomber child abuse hotline number and I talk. 
I report possible abuse/neglect of Robinson baby. She said she would 
fill 0';, -eport and send out investigator same day. Says she hadn't 
heard <1, It it before. 

Ann Bel ... ,er contacts Crawford State Attorney's office (Jon Anderson) 
Marcia :' ters is the secretary. 

A I'e~llr'ter from Terra Haute Star, Randy Schaeffer calls. Te~ Is me a pro- : 
life group {Ill. Fed. for Right to life} told him baby will Ole taken care 
\if. just in a "weakened condition". They're getting him re?~y for sUI'gery -
I don't bel i eve him. 

Trip to Robinson, 111. Crawford Memorial Hospital 
walk through the halls - can't find where baby would i 
not in the f.1aternity Unit. 

! ~p.e 2 Special Care Units - Baby possibly in one of thc<", 

Prr : . 'o'S are acting scared, Per phone conversation with ,'<; I"I~ ',' ',j 
\~Ol'f" \ the hospital, "How would you like to be a "vegetaL. I" t 
lifer', L :,'et will take in a petition for neglect to the State's I' ·'s 
office. lawyers had advised me it had to be local people. EveryonL IS 

saying it would be "extraordinary means" to treat this baby - 1 still 
don't know with certitude the baby's condition. 

~ - Hothers' Day - I see an article in CHGO TRIBUNE on Dr. David Melone 
(Children's Memorial Hospital in ChTc'"iigo).a'iiilmiracles he has done with 
spina bifida children. 1 learn they are operated on ~ or two after 
birth'. Time is ticking by. --.--

.!:l2.LlQ - I ca 11 Dr. f1cLone, He says. "I need to see the chi 1 d, and I wi 11 if 
they call me. I cannot call them" lie says he operates on every child with 
myelomeningocele. Usually the child needs surgery and does well if he 
receives surgery. He said he would have to "move fast" when 1 tell him 
how old the baby is because "the back is probo'lly already infected" and 
"we'd have to clean up the back before we cou"1 do the surgery." 

I begin getting Dr. MeLone's name out to everyone concerned with baby. I 
cannot get in touch with baby's parents. I still don't know their names. 
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~ - Susan Shalhoub from Mr. Schweiker's office calls back. She tells me 
that per my phone call to her she is having Tom Janzer of the Regional 
Office of Health and Human Services in Chicago call me for a report of my 
compiaint on a violation of the baby's civil rights. Mr. Janzer says he 
will send me a complaint form which he does. I charge the hospital in 
Robinson, Ill., (Crawford Memorial Hospital} with neglect. 

~ - Someone calls with family's name! I learn it doesn't have to be a 
local person. In order to enter my own petition for neglect, I decide to 
go to Robinson tomorrow. 

Jeff Plesko (via call from SPINA BIFIDA is in the fight now}. He is with 
a state agency called, the Guardian.nip Advocacy Commission. He is an 
attorney and he is fighting like this is his own baby's life. His agency 
is supposed to enforce and protect handicapped laws for the State of 
Illinois. Jeff tells me he has never defended a baby yet, only adults 
thus far. 

May 13 and M~y 14 - I go to Robinson, Illinois with Greg Morrow. Fil'st of all I 
want to try to tllk with family of baby. If they will listen there is no 
need for my petition, They can take their baby to Dr. David Mclone and 
have his back fixed. I have parent3' names, and grandparents' name and 
address. 

Post Script for May 11: Nurse who saw baby when he was born in Lawrenceville said, 
"Golly, have you seen that baby. They ought to let him die." 

Grandmother opens the door slightly - is not hostile. Greg and I begin to 
tell her about the baby's need for surgery, about Dr. Melone, about 
Chicago's being the national center for the treatment of spina bifida. I 
asked her if she would take an article about a program at Loyola Hospital 
in Chicago, which was begun to help spina bifida parents. She said no, but 
that she would take the phone number. I tore that off the bottom of the 
article. A younger woman then came to the door and said, "We don't have to 
talk to you; we've said everything we want to say." And that was the end 
of the communication. 

There was no other recourse: A petition for neglect had to be filed. Jon 
Anderson of Crawford County seemed to be the likely state's attorney since 
the baby was residing in a hospital in hiS'County. He couldn't be 
reached, so 1 called the Judge - Hanby Jones, to ask if he would nopoint a 
proxy state's attorney in Anderson's absence to take in the petit,on. But 
then he reached Anderson who said he would not take it since he got his 
information from DCFS. We also tl'ied Lawrence County, Bill Strange. He 
would not take in a petition either. He slipped at one point and said, "Well, 
Dr. Bob said the fluid ",as already leaking." We had told him about the 
article from Dr. McLon~, what doctors had said, played part of a tape on 
Infanticide by Dr. Koop. Nothing would convince him. We left for Chicago 
not knowing what the next move would be. I called Jeff P1esko. He started 
to talk like the rest of them. "Well you know, we have to think of optimal 
life" . 
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in the door, I had message to call the Deputy Assistant 
the federal government's Justice Department. American 
about our baby and contacted the Jus~ice Department 

The gentleman frorn Justice said that they were preparing a federal lawsuit 
against Crawford Memorial and against DCFS. Needless to say I was thrilled. 
They expected to go to federal court in Illinois on Monday. 

~ - Tim Cooke, attorney frorn Justice, calls. I learn case can't be brou~ht 
in yet - all Illinois federal judges are at a meeting. 

I tell him I'm going to continue with my own strategy (petition). If the 
feds move, great. If they don't, we will not have lost any time. 

Tom Marzen says ~ Illinois attorney can take in a petition for neglect. 
I called five attorneys in Robinson. They all said "no". One said, 
"You're not going to find a lawyer in this to~m who will take in a petition 
for you." I began calling Chicago attorneys. They said they didn't have 
the time to do it because it would probably involve several trips to 
Robinson. 

P.S. - Throughout the whole battle, the downstate media was calling almost 
constantly. I do believe that confining the use of the media to the 
immediate area was effective. If national media had gotten in too soon I 
believe it would have worked against the baby. They might offer sympathy, 
thus giving the parents support. Whereas. the confinement to area and local 
media enabled the question to be a "family" one. The controversy would 
keep him safe. It did. 

~..-.1.Q. - I got a call from the Justice Department. "Dr. David Mclone is the 
baby's doctor. There's just a little bit of paralysis below the ankles. 
The fluid hasn't leaked. Dr. Mclone called the baby 'one tough baby.oo, 
Mclone was going to be flown in on a state plane, but at the last minute 
the parents didn't like the way that looked, so they had the doctor flown 
in then/selves. 

~ - I am told, though I never saw it - DCFS sends out a press release quot-
ing Mclone saying that the hospital did all it COUld. Reporters begin to 
call, asking why I made such a nobe about the issue "since the baby' 5 all 
right. " 

William Strange, state's attorney for lawrence County, calls and tells me 
he wants me to "put in writing" that I am dropping my petition for neglect. 
Here's a man who wouldn't even consider it - Now, he wants it in writing 
that I'm dropping it to exonerate himself. My answer is no. 

22-024 0-83-13 
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May 21 - Conti nued 

Dr. Charles Salesman, doctor from Robinson, Ill. calis. "I want an 
apology from you to me, to the hospital, to the staff, etc., etc." 

"Why should I apologize. You knew that baby needed surgery. You were un
equipped to do it, but you endangered him anyway at the request of the 
parents." 

~ - Dr. Melone calls me. "This isn't for the press, laura, but you don't 
apologize to anyone. The parents wanted the baby dead. They were receiv-' 
ing advice from medical people in the family. They didn't want to raise 
a handicapped infant. 60% of these kids die from lack of treatment. The 
other 40% live anyway and are a mess because they weren't treated." 

May 27 - Complete surprise. Natural parents release baby to Ill. DCFS for 
adoption. 

* * * * * * * 
Surgery must wait. Back is infected and h,as to be cleaned before surgery 
can be done. 

* * * * * * * 
I call Jeff P1esko, (Guardianship Advocacy Commission). He tells me (now 
I knoH '~hy he was reticent when I called him from Robinson, Illinois) that 
the Gove nor's Office called him and told him to back off the fight. I 
earller learned from Betty Anthony of IDDAA, another advocacy group for the 
state, that when she once went to bat for a spina bifida baby, the parents 
became so angry that they wrote to ever'y state legislator about lODAA. 
Funds were almost completely cut off for that group. 

Article CHICAGO TRIBUIIE - Baby ha. been adopted! 

I talk to Dr. Melone. Surgery was successful, back almost healed. Baby has 
normal intelligence. He should be walking in two years. Has no brain 
damage. Did get hydrocephalus. Has to have a s~,unt put in his head, but 
his head is rormal size. 
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Tom Janzer, fiHS, Civil Rights Division Regional Office, called me before baby's 
surgery to ask if 1 would drop the complaint, "Now that everythinglSbeing 
taken care of." He said he had a lot to do in Nadison, \iisconsin, and reports 
took a long time to wor'k up. 1 said that I wante~ the report. As we currently 
stand, I am waiting for a copy of the report as it will go to Mr. Schl'leiker's 
Office. 

3/23/83, P.S. - The only report I have is a letter from Nathan Dick of HHS's 
Civil Rights Division (dated September 29, 1982) and a "St?tus Report" 
on all investigations of complaints on violations of Section 504 directed 
to Gary Curran of American Life Lobby (llarch 7, 1983) from Nathan D. Dick, 
Deputy Director, Office of Program Operations, Office fer Civil Rights. 
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I am the President of the Brigham and Women's Hospital, which is 

a nO-bed hospital in the City of Boston. It is affiliated with Harvard 

Medical School, and participates in the regional perinatal r<!nter known 

as the Joint Program in Neonatology with Children's Hospital Medical 

Center and the Beth Israel Hospital. Brigham and Women's operates a 

40-bed three-level neonatal intensive care unit, the largest in the 

Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 

I am writing to urge that the reauthorization language for the 

Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment and Adoption Reform Act of 1978 

not include language that would establish a reporting procedure for 

any interested person to report to appropriate authorities any known or 

suspected instance of the denial of nutrition, medically indicated 

treatment, general care, or appropriate social services to infants at 

risk with life-threatening congenital impairments. Such language is 

similar in intent to the recently promulgated interim final rule issued 

by the Office for Civil Rights of the Department of Health and Human Services. 

The interim final rule, and the proposed changes in the Child Abuse 

Act, give the impression that the current system is resulting in the 

wrongful death of many children. This is simply not the case. As 

Michael F. Epstein, M.D., Associate Chairman of our hospital's Department 

of Newborn Medicine and Director of our Neonatal Intensive Care Unit, wrote 

me in a letter of March 7 which I have transmitted to Sacretary Heckler, 

"(c) are is provided to newborns in neonatal. intensive care units such 

as the one at Brigham and Women's Hospital by a team of health professionals 

who work long and hard to preserve life. Surely the phenomenal gains made 
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in reducing neonatal mortality in the last decade support the concept 

that life is held primary in such settings. Decisions to withdraw or 

withhold support from critically ill infants are rarely necessary and , .•. :. 

when made, these decisions nearly always affect the timing of an 

inevitable death, not its occurence." 

This practice is entirely consistent with the recommendations 

in the recent report of the President's Commission for the Study of 

Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research, 

which we support. Further, Dr. C. Everett Koop, Surgeon General, in a 

recent appearance before the Senate Subcommittee on Family and Ruman 

Services, testified that "(s)ome medical problems are not correctible, and 

some handicapped infants, unfortunatply, face imminent death; for such 

infants, we do not intend to fruitlessly prolong the process of dying." 

In contrast to the decision a year ago in Bloomington, Indiana, I 

am confident there is general agreement that a hospital should not deny 

nutrition or simple corrective surgery to otherwise healthy infants with 

DOwn's syndrome. As the president's Commission states, both ethics and 

the law require that such a child receive such care because he or she 

would clearly benefit from it. 

The interim final rule, and the pre "osed changes in the Child Abuse 

Act, also err in assuming that federal or state intervention will improve 

the decisions made on whether to give or withhold treatment to seriously 

ill newborns. The President's Commission, the courts, and medical experts 

are in agreement that such a decision should be made by a child's parents, 

as advised by their physician and other health care professionals, unless 
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they are clearly acting against the child's best interests. In fact, the 

kind of collaborative decision-making that takes place, in the neonatal 

intensive care units of the country's teaching hospitals serves to protect 

infants from arbitrary decisions--by parents or professionals. As 

Dr. Epstein said in his letter, "(t)he need to explain, defend, and seek 

wide-based support for a plan of action, whether to vigorously utilize 

or to compassionately withdraw heroic means of life support, is the 

best guarantee of proper and ethical conduct." In those rare cases 

when parents refuse to authorize life-saving treatment for their infants, 

and hospital staff think it is warranted, the hospital has the duty to 

seek an order in Juvenile Court to insure that treatment is given, and 

does not hesitate to do so. 

Investigators from DHHS, the Justice Department or state child protective 

agencies who are not trained in medicine or ethics cannot be expected 

to come to decisi~ns on the treatment of a newborn that are wiser than those 

of the child's parents in conjunction with NICU staff who devote their 

professional lives to such matters. It is counterproductive to imply, 

as the interim final rule does, that they can. As A.G.M. Campbell wrote 

recently "(a)dmittedly, as with many medical decisions, lmCh depends on 

trust in the knowledge, judgment, and integrity of the doctors and parents 

in putting the infant's interests above their own. With rare exceptions this 

trust appears to be justified." ("WIiich infants should not receive intensive 

care?" Archives of Disease in Childhood, 1982, 57,569-571.) 
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The interim final rule and thE' proposed changes in the Child Abuse 

Act are regrettable in the damage they do to DHHS' relationship with 

hospitals. Hospital staff, including physicians and nurses, cannot 

help but resent the atmosphere of suspicion engendered by the encouragement 

of anonymous tips to the hotline, midnight visits, instant Justice 

Department suits, and threats of the cut-off of all DHHS funds, 

particularly when federal intervention appears of no benefit. 

Finally, the impact of the interim final rule and the proposed 

changes in the Lbild Abuse Act on the new parents of critically ill 

babies cannot be a constructive one. At this time of great stress, they 

need support and compassion and aCCesS to the best medical advice, not 

bla tant sugges tions on well-displayed signs that their babies may not 

be receiving proper medical and nutritional care. 

In summsry, I believe that the system that is in place works as well 

as is humanly possible. Many decisions affecting the treatment of sick 

newborns are not easy and never will be, and are made more difficult by 

the enormous strides made in recent years by the new science of 

neonstology. But the decision makers are now the appropriate ones: 

parents and the health care team, and when warranted, the state courts. 

To tamper with the system will not produce better medical care, or more 

living infants. 
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Senator DENTON. This hearing stands adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 6:20 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]. 
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CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT 
AND ADOPTION REFORM ACT AMENDMENTS 
OF 1983 

MONDAY, APRIL 11, 1983 

U.S. SENATE, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON FAMILY AND HUMAN SERVICES, 

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES, 
Washington, D.G. 

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:35 p.m., in room 
SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Jeremiah Denton 
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Present: Senators Denton and Grassley. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DENTON 
Senator DENTON. Good afternoon, this hearing will come to 

order. 
Unfortunately, we find many times in our careers here in the 

Senate that we are to be in thr/~e places at one time. I just left a 
hotel, a very large meeting, and I should have been able to get out 
of there at 1:30. There was no way to get through the crowd. I 
deeply apologize to all of you who have been detained. 

I am also still bouting with the flu, so if my voice runs out, I 
have a capable fill in, Senator Grassley, who will be taking over as 
chairman. 

This is the second in a series of hearings on the reauthorization 
of the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment and Adoption 
Reform Act, which is the Federal program assisting States in com
bating child abuse and neglect, and it facilitates the adoption of 
hard-to-place youngsters. We will focus on the child abuse portions 
of the bill this afternoon with the adoption portion on Thursday. 

As you may know, last Thursday, Senator Hatch and I intro
duced S. 1003, the reauthorization bill for the Federal child abuse 
program. Our first hearing on the bill concerned itself with the 
issue of insuring that infants born with treatable defects would be 
provided with nutrition, medically indicated treatment, and appro
priate general care. 

The hearing today will focus on several other different probl~'!ms 
addressed by the Federal child abuse program. 

There is no doubt that child abuse is a national tragedy and that 
the effects of child abuse linger long after the bruises heal. The sta
tistics are sobering. The vast majority of felons now behind bars in 
American jails are said to have been abused as children. Children 
who have beeYJ. abused are more likely to grow up into child 
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abusers themselves. There are even indications that girls who come 
from child abusing families are more likely to give birth as teen
agers. Equally distressing are the statistics indicating that only 
about half of those perpetrators to child abuse respond to remedies. 
The other half continue to abuse their children. This strongly sug
gests that emphasis should be placed on preventing that first abu
sive act and on breaking the child abuse cycle. 

Today we will hear a number of witnesses discuss child abuse, its 
forms, possible causes, remedies, and solutions. Naturally, they will 
treat child abuse as a separate and distinct issue, and to some 
degree, I suppose it is. But after serving as subcommittee chairman 
for over 2 years and addressing a myriad of issues involving family 
and human services, I would say that I find our policies to date are 
overly addressing symptoms while not at all addressing the cause 
of all or most of these symptoms. That basic cause is a fundamen
tal crisis in the values traditional to our society, particularly the 
values of love and of respect for the dignity of other human beings, 
and of the institution of marriage. 

Tragically, the brunt of this crisis is being borne disproportion
ately by those most innocent and vulnerable members of our soci
ety, our children. 

The hearing this subcommittee is holding today is but one part of 
a larger series of hearings on the problems created by the disinte
gration of the family unit. I am afraid that resolving this problem 
of child abuse or the overall problem will require far more than 
the reauthorization of the Federal Child Abuse Prevention Act. But 
I am pleased that the administration has in fiscal year 1983 made 
prevention activities a top priority of the discretionary portion of 
the program. I know, too, that some States, including my own State 
of Alabama, have used money from their State grants for preven
tion activities. 

Some individuals have voiced concern that the program with its 
emphasis on reporting suspected incidences of child abuse has on 
occasion necessarily intruded into situations that were properly 
family matters. The broad definition of mental abuse seems to be a 
particular concern, and we will ask several of our witnesses to ad
dress themselves to that issue. 

We will also hear today from a number of witnesses who are in
volved in the identification, prevention, and treatment of sexual 
abuse. I know that the National Center for Child Abuse and Ne
glect has made sexual abuse another focus of the program's discre
tionary component. 

Finally, we will hear today from witnesses who will describe 
what activities are being undertaken in the private sector to 
combat child abuse. Some of these efforts focus on providing par
enting information to new parents and apparently have met with 
some success. 

Other programs, like those undertaken by Parents Anonymous, 
concentrate on giving parents an outlet when their frustrations 
and tensions are mounting. Other efforts emphasize information 
dissemination to those in the community who are directly involved 
in this fielci. 

We will hear about what more can be done to spur private sector 
involvement in a problem that affects entire communities. I look 
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forward to hearing from the distinguished panels who have gra
ciously accepted our invitation to testify this afternoon. 

Before I welcome our first witnesses, I want to note that Senator 
Hatch and Senator Dodd have statements they would like to enter 
into the record. I have the two statements, and without objection, 
they shall be entered in the record. 

[The prepared statements of Senator Hatch and Dodd follow:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR HATCH 

We in Congress continue our efforts in striving toward making the United States 
a better country for all to live. Yet we must not ignore the shattering effects of the 
devastating social problem of child abuse. The causes are multiple; the results di
verse. Yet, yearly over one million children are estimated to be abuse victims. 
Therefore, Federal efforts must continue to assist States in conquering child abuse 
to assure the welfare and well-being of all children. 

I am pleased to join Chairman Denton today in the family and human services 
subcommittee hearings focusing on child abuse. Furthermore, I am pleased to join 
Senator Denton in sponsoring legislation to continue Federal efforts aimed at assist
ing States to preserve children's welfare. 

I look forward to hearing and reviewing all the testimony received today. The wit
nesses assembled here provide us with expert evidence on the problems as well as 
possible solutions. In addition, I would like to thank Dr. Marty Palmer for traveling 
across the country to discuss child abuse prevention and treatment programs in 
Utah. It is rewarding to have Dr. P.31mer with us today speaking not only from his 
work as director of the ambulatory care program at Primary Children's Hospital, 
but also from his work in developing community support resources. These programs 
work throughout Utah combining family and community efforts in prevention and 
treatment. This intertwining of volunteers and professionals demonstrates and effec
tive method to curb child and sexual abuse. Through his work on these child protec
tion teams, Dr. Palmer brings added insight. 

Children are our most important national and natural resource. We must do all 
that we can to protect them. They have a right to live in healthy, happy homes sur
rounded with love and security. Since the future of our country is in the hands of 
our children, their welfare should be our first priority. Following this hearing, I 
urge &xpeditious consideration of this legislation. 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DODD 

Mr. Chairman, I am certain that all the witnesses testifying before us today will 
agree that child abUSe i;; one of our greatest national tragedies. Battered children 
often have emotional and physical scars which may take years to heal, if at all. 
And, children who are mistreated today may grow to mistreat their own sons and 
daughters tomorrow. 

Social service agencies from my State of Connecticut across to California have re
ported an alarming upsurge ;.n cases of child abuse and neglect. Even more frighten
ing is the news that in many States, the death rate from such acts of violence over 
the past year has soared by more than 40 percent. 

The connection between the skyrocketing rate of child abuse and the current eco
nomic pressures being placed on families is clear. A 2 year study conducted in Wis
consin showed that in counties with the highest unemployment rate, instances of 
child abuse jumped by close tv 70 percent. In those counties with the lowest rates of 
unemployment, on the other hand, reports of child abuse rose only 12 percent. In 
the same manner, a recent study in North Carolina revealed that children whose 
parents are unemployed are three times more likely to be abused than those whose 
parents have jobs. 

At the same time that the rate of child abuse is climbing, Federal and State funds 
both for treatment and prevention programs are being cut back. Due to such budget 
cuts, many States have been forced to re-define abuse and neglect, handling only 
the severest cases. Some States are said to be considering helping only those abused 
children who are under age 12, simply because there is no longer the staff to investi
gate all reports of abuse. 

In light of this dramatic increase in child abuse tied to our nation's economic 
troubles, the 1981 budget cuts in the child abuse prevention and treatment act were 
shortsighted indeed. S. 572, a bill I recently introduced to provide emergency assist-
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ance for children, would restore funding for child abuse prevention and treatment of 
sexually abused children. The sexual abuse treatment program was not reauthor
ized under the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981 and must be reinstated now if 
we are to help the ever-rising number of children who are victims of such exploita
tion. 

These Federal dollars can in no way solve the problem alone. Rather, such funds 
serve as seed money to be more than matched 1p.ter by private contributions. In my 
State of Connecticut, for example, over a 1 year period $260,000 worth of profession
al services were-volunteered by child protection teams. 

As some will testify today, the data we have on reported instances of child abuse 
may only be the tip of the iceberg. It is estimated that for every abused child that 
comes into contact with appropriate agencies, there are ten abused children who 
escape notice. 

Mr. Chairman, it is clear that child abuse has reached crisis proportions in this 
country. I urge my colleagues to join with me in helping national, State and local 
agencies meet this emergency by authorizing increased funding for the Child Abuse 
Treatment and Prevention and Adoption Reform Act. 

Senator DENTON. Our first witness this afternoon is Mr. Clarence 
HoC!ges, the Commissioner of the Administration for Children, 
Youth and Families, which administers the Federal child abuse 
program. 

Mr. Hodges will present the Administration's views on the 
reauthorization. 

Welcome, Mr. Hodges, and again my apologies for my tardiness. 
It was entirely unavoidable. 

STATEMENT OF CLARENCE E. HODGES, COMMISSIONER, ADMIN
ISTRATION FOR CHILDREN, YOUTH AND FAMILIES, DEPART· 
MENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED BY 
JAMES A. HARRELL, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL CENTER ON CHILD 
ABUSE AND NEGLECT, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN 
SERVICES 
Mr. HODGES. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is a privi

lege to be hear today, and I wish to express deep appreciation for 
having been invited to participate in these very important hear
ings. 

I personally am most impressed with the strong stand that you 
have taken, Senator, not only within your great State of Alabama, 
but nationally as you have addressed this issue of child abuse and 
neglect. We are certain that with the kind of leadership you are 
providing and others who understand the magnitude of this prob
lem that we are going to begin to see some positive improvements 
in this area. 

Today I would like to just discuss briefly the situation of child 
abuse and neglect, the Administration of Children, Youth and 
Families, the National Center for Child Abuse and Neglect, some of 
the things that we are doing to help to resolve and have an impact 
on this problem. 

We estimate that over 1,100,000 children are victims of abuse 
and neglect each year. Unfortunately, despite the large number of 
cases currently reported, we cannot assume that most abused and 
neglected children are now being identified and helped because our 
data indicate that a large number of maltreated children recog
nized by educational, medical, and mental health professionals are 
not now known to the local child protective services. 
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No area raises more troubling issues than child abuse and ne
glect. Nothing challenges us more for the future strength of our 
Nation's families than prevention of these problems. 

The issues raised cut across social, geographic, ethnic, and eco
nomic boundaries. I am pleased to be here today to provide the sub
committee with an update on the activities of the National Center 
for Child Abuse and Neglect, and to tell you that the administra
tion endorses continuation of a Federal role in this area. 

Congress enacted the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment 
Act, Public Law 93-247, in 1974. The legislation was subsequently 
amended in 1978 and 1981. It currently extends through September 
30,1983. 

The law mandates four major functions to the National Center 
on Child Abuse and Neglect: generating knowledge and improving 
programs; collecting, analyzing, and disseminating information; as
sisting States and communities in implementing child abuse pro
grams; and fourth, coordinating Federal efforts. 

Today I will sort of highlight my testimony with a request that 
the total be inserted in the record. 

My testimony today will describe briefly the accompt:shments of 
the Department of Health and Human Services in implementing 
its responsibilities under this legislation. In partner,hip with the 
States, we aim to continue to provide national leadership in devel
oping effective methods of addressing the human service needs of 
these most vulnerable citizens and supporting the development of 
State and local capacity to deliver appropriately targeted services. 

In the area of research and demonstration, 65 projects across the 
country current receive funding from the National Center on Child 
Abuse and Neglect. These projects encompass a broad breadth of 
activities. The major areas involve prevention of child abuse and 
neglect; clinical treatment; public child protective services; and 
legal juvenile court services; prevention and treatment of sexual 
abuse; prevention and treatment of adolescent maltreatment, in
cluding sexual exploitation; protection of children in special institu
tions; special issues, including developmental disabilities, mental 
health, public health, and military families and their problems. 

Our information function, and the second major area, the Na
tional Center has supported activities related both to research and 
information dissemination. Our most significant efforts in this area 
relate to incidence and reporting data. 

Ten regional resource centers are disseminating information on a 
variety of family-related topics, including child maltreatment, and 
are fostering local support networks. States efforts to prevent child 
abuse represent another significant aspect of the authorizing legis
lation. The State grants portion of the ad provides eligible States 
with funds to develop, strengthen, and carry out prevention and 
treatment programs. 

The major vehicle for accomplishing the fourth function of co
ordination responsibilities of the National Center on Child Abus~ 
and Neglect is the Advisory Board on Child Abuse and Neglect. 
Twenty agencies participate on the advisory board. ' 

I want to mention that a strength of that group lies with the 
public representatives who are required by a 1978 amendment to 
the act. These individuals in particular ask difficult questions and 

• I 
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challenge and prod not just the Department staff, but other Feder
al agencies as well to different perspectives on problems relating to 
child abuse and neglect. 

For our planned activities, as part of the human development 
services, fiscal year 1983 coordinated discretionary funds program, 
the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect will build on the 
results of past experience to launch key initiatives in several areas. 

Finally, we plan to strengthen our emphasis on private sector co
ordination of nongovernmental groups, such as business, service 
clubs, and volunteer groups to prevent child abuse and neglect. 

Mr. Chairman, we support reauthorization of the Child Abuse 
Prevention and Treatment Act and the Adoption Reform Act, and 
we have submitted to Congress a proposal for reauthorization of 
these programs. 

Again, I state it is a pleasure on my part to be here, and I wel
come the opportunity to answer questions that you may have. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Hodges follows:] 
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Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this 

distinguished subcommittee to discuss the reauthorization of the Child 

Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act and Adoption Reform Act. 

We estimate that over 1,100,000 children are victims of abuse and 

neglect each year. Unfor.tunately, despite the large number of cases 

currently reported, we cannot ass\une that most abused and neglected 

children are now being identified and helped, because our data indicate 

that a large number of maltreated children recognized by educational, 

medical and mental health professionals are not ~nown to the local child 

pr.otective services. 

No area raises more troubling issues than child abuse and neglect. 

Nothing challenges us more for the future strength of our r.3tion's 

families than prevention of these problems. The issues raised cut across 

social, geographic, ethnic and economic boundaries. I am pleased to be 

here today to provide the subcommittee with an update on the activities of 

the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect and to tell you that the 

Administration endorses continuation of a federal role in this area. 

Congress enacted the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act (P.L. 

93-247) in 1974. The legislation was subsequently amended in 1978 and 

1981. It currently extends through september 30, 1983. 

The law mandates four major functions to the National center on Child 

Abuse and Neglect: 

o Generating knowledge and improving programs: 

o Collecting, analyzing and disseminating information: 

o Assisting States and communities in implementing child abuse 

programs: and 

o Coordinating federal efforts. 
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My testimony today will describe briefly the accomplishments of the 

Department of Health and lilman Services in ilnplementing its 

responsibilities under this legislation. 

At the outset, I want to emphasize that these tasks are interrelated 

and involve multi-disciplinary, multi-service delivery systems. The 

Mministration believes that in this fact l~ es the greatest strength and, 

simultaneously, the greatest challenge for the program. 

In partnership with the states we aim to continue to provide national 

lendership in developing effective methods of addressing the human service 

needs of these most vulnerable citizens and supporting the development of 

State and local capacity to deliver appropriately targeted services. We 

are attempting to improve integration with other social services of 

activities addressing child maltreatment and this concern is reflected in 

our coordinated discretionary funds program. Let me begin by discussing 

the National Center's program development and improvement function. 

RESEARCH AND DE}lONSTRATION 

Sixty-five projects across the country currently receive funding from 

the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect. ~ese projects encompass 

a breadth of activities. The major areas involve: 

o prevention of child abuse and neglect 

o clinical treatment 

o public child protective services 

o legal juvenile court services 
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o prevention and treatment of sexual abuse 

o prevention and treatment of adolescent maltreatment (including 

sexual exploitation) 

o protection of children in special institutions 

o special issues (including developmental disabilities, mental 

health, public health and the military) 

I would like to spend just a minute highlighting a few areas which I 

believe are of special interest to the subcommittee. These include: 

o Primary prevention of child maltreatment. Among an array of 

ongoing projects are several which are actively working to improve 

hospital practices and community education to support young 

parents facing particular difficulties with their parental 

responsibilities. 

o Prevention of child sexual abuse. Six projects have developed 

materials (curricula and a film) to be used with school stUdents 

from preschool through high school, to make children aware of 

sexual abuse, to provide them with help in preventing the problem 

and to let them know how to go about seeking assistance if abuse 

is happening to them, a sibling, or a friend. 

o Projects which stress the multidisciplinary nature of the response 

to child maltreatment. Providers of mental health and health 

services have received grants to coordinate their work with public 

child protective service agencies in order to better identify 

developmental disabilities and to improve treatment for victims of 

abuse and neglect. 

o ~1b adolescent maltreaboent victim and the juvenile justice 

system. The adolescent has been found to be at considerable risk 
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of child maltreatment, though service systems are not readily 

available. Often these children enter the juvenile justice system 

and as a result increase costs to society. Efforts at developing 

diversion strategies have been undertaken in various cities. 

o Parental and victim self help. Parents Anonymous now has over 

1300 chapters across the country and in some overseas cities with 

large American military populations. Parents and victims are 

afforded the opportunity to help each other prevent child abuse 

and neglect and improve family life for all members. Parents 

United, a self help organization for families that have sexual 

abuse problems, has also received funding and chapters are now 

being established across the country without federal funds. 

INFORMATION FUNCTION 

In the second major area, the National Center has supported activities 

related both to research and information dissemination. 

Our most significant efforts in this area relate to incidence and 

reporting data. Through the National Genter, the Department gives ~unds 

to the American Humane Association to conduct an ongoing national study on 

child neglect and abuse reporting. This project collects and analyzes 

statistical information about suspected child abuse and neglect that all 

50 States receive from child protective service agencies. 

A major achievement was the completion of the first National Incidence 

Study whil:h provides us with baseline reporting data. 

One of. the basic strengths of the National Center's activities lies in 

its capability to disseminate information through clearinghouse activities 
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and annual program and research analyses. 

Ten regional resource centers are disseminating information on a 

variety of family related topics, jncluding child maltreatment and are 

fostering local support networks. Another dissemination activity which I 

know is of major interest to the CDngress is the Military Family Resource 

Center, a joint venture with the Department of Defense and the Department 

of Transportation ((bast GUard). DHHS is receiving approximately $500,000 

in 1983 from these agencies to provide information and technical 

assistance to enhance military support systems on behalf of VUlnerable 

military families worldwide. 

Equally importru)t is the effective fashion in which the program has 

helped to identify and define pressing issues in the field. In 1982-83, 

this is being accomplished through a series of symposia on specific issues 

as well as through the Sixth National CDnference on Child Abuse and 

Neglect, which will be held September 25-28 in Baltimore, Maryland. 

Hosted by the Junior League of Baltimore and the State of Maryland, 

sixteen organizations are co-sponsoring the conference, which represents a 

major national outreach effort for the field. 

IMPLEMENTATION FUNCTION 

States' efforts to prevent child abuse represent another significant 

aspect of the authorizing legislatio~. The State grants portion of the 

Act provides eligible States with funds to develop, strengthen and carry 

out prevention and treatment programs. Awards amounting to $6.7 million 

will be made in FY 1983. The number of States eligible for this funding 
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has jumped from four in 1975 to forti'-eight in 1982. The States currently 

ineligible for a child abuse and neglect State grant either fail to 

include in their State statutes a definition of child abuse and neglect 

subst~ntively consistent with the definition of child abuse and neglect in 

the Act or fail to meet the Act's requirement to provide a guardian ad 

litem for the child in every case involving an abused or neglected child 

which results in a judicial proceeding. 

A major purpose of the State grant program is to support start-up 

activities which, if proven successful, will be continued by the State 

with other funds. Approximately 30 percent of projects conducted with 

State grant funds have been continued after the start-up phase using State 

appropriated fUnds. Most of the others involved one-time-only activities 

such as development of protocols, procedural manuals and central register. 

systems for compiling information or reports. Most eXGiting to us is the 

exchange of information among the States about successful projects and 

effective approaches. Through the leadership of the National Genter, an 

informal yet very effective peer support system of State child protective 

services agencies has developed over these past years. We believe that 

when social services are needed, they are best defined and administered 

through the public and private institutions at the level closest to the 

problem--State and local governments and private communi~y agencies. 

One other item of note under this function is that, as mandated by the 

Act, the National Genter on Child Abuse and Neglect, in cooperation with 

the National Advisory Board, has developed and published standards for 

child abuse and neglect prevention and treatment programs and projects. 

The publication, entitled Child Protection: GUidelines for Policy and 
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Program, provides a useful summary of standards for the field. Another 

document which will be available this year as a result of state requests 

is Child Protection: A Guide for State Legislation. 

COORDINATION FUNCTION 

The major vehicle for accomplishing the fourth fUnction of 

coordination responsibilities of the l~tional Center on Child Abuse and 

Neglect is the Advisory Board on Child Abuse and Neglect. Twenty agencies 

participate on the Advisory Board. I want to mention that a strength of 

that group lies with the public representatives who are required by a 1978 

amendment to the Act. These individuals in particular ask difficult 

questions and challenge and prod not just the Department's staff, but 

other federal agencies as well, to different perspectives on problems 

relating to child abuse and neglect. 

PLANNED ACTIVITIES 

As part of the HOS FY 1983 Coordinated Discretionary Funds program, 

the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect will build on the results 

of past experience to launch key initiatives in several areas. These 

projects, most of which will have increased private sector and voluntary 

support, include: 

o Demonstration of parent support in the work place to prevent child 

abuse and neglect. 

o Measuring the effectiveness of prevention strategies. 

o Demonstration of the use of therapeutic family day care homes to 

prevent foster care placements. 

o Demonstration of mechanisms for training middle and senior State 

Child Protective Services management. 
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o Validation of exist~ng theories on factors contributing to the 

sexual victimization of children. 

o Demonstration of effective procedures for management of State 

intake and investigations of child abuse and neglect. 

o Demonstration of alternatives to litigating child abuse and 

neglect cases. 

o Demonstration of the use of committees of inquiry in case of child 

fatalities. 

Let me assure you that, while child abuse and neglect research is 

planned and funded through the OHDS coordinated research process, the 

importance of child abuse and neglect efforts is in no way diminished. In 

fact, we found in the FY 1982 coordinated process that research for one 

program was enhanced as a result of linkages with other human service 

programs. 

Under the reauthorized Act, we propose to support efforts to enhance 

the educational system's involvement in early intervention in cases of 

child maltreatment; analyzing and packaging the wealth of material 

generat~d by recently completed grants; continuing the emphasis of the 

information collection and dissemination clearinghouse on child abuse and 

neglect; and following up on experience gained in dealing with the 

maltreatrr~nt of children in residential treatment facilities. 

In the implementation area we see a need to continue strengthening of 

interstate sharing, focusing on the use of State grants to get maximum 

effects. In the private sector and voluntary efforts, we will support 

Parent" Anonymous' priority of organizing children and adolescent service 
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groups to address their prevention and treatment needs. Finally, WH plan 

to strengthen our emphasis on private sector coordination of 

nongovernmental groups, such as businessesr service clubs and v()luntl~r 

groups to prevent child abuse and neglect. 

Coordination issues pose new challenges to the Department with 

respect to the increased public attention and concern generated by the 

Infant Doe cas~ and the medical and judicial systems' response to the 

issue. We support the intent of the suggested legislative language to 

focus special attention on protecting potential Infant Does and ensuring 

that professionals are aware of the potential for placing them in adoptive 

homes. We are committed to increase the efforts of the Department of 

Health and truman Services to work with the States to ensure that child 

protective service agencies and medical facilities and professionals carry 

out their legal and moral responsibilities to protect endangered 

handicapped infants. 

1983. 

REAUTHORIZATION 

Mr. Chairman, we support reauthorization of the the Child Abuse 

Prevention and Treatment Act and the Adoption Reform Act, and we have 

submitted to Congress a proposal for reauthorization of these programs. 

While ~le believe that financial support to the States for purposes of this 

Act should be continued at its current level of $6,720,000, we are asking 

for an appropriation in FY 1984 which consolidates and reduces the 

research, demonstration and information funding for social services 
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discretionary activities. This reflects the Departmental policy of 

targeting limited Federal resources to direct service activities. In 

keeping with these efforts to restrain Federal $Pending, we will refine 

and target discretionary activities to achiev~:maximum effects and link 

with State agencies to ensure dissemination and implementation of these 

activities on a nationwide basis. We strongly affirm that this 

legislative authority embodies a fair, viable and reSP.Qnsible approach to 

a vexing national problem and we support its continuation. 

On a related topic, Mr. Chainnan, as stated in Dr. Keop's testimony 

before this subcommittee on April 6, the Administration supports the aims 

of the Infant Doe provisions of your reauthorization bill. Secretary 

Heckler, in testimony before the Senate Labor and Human Resources 

Committee addressed a most urgent situation. She said: 

"Last year, millions of Americans were stunned, shocked and angered 

when the death of a handicapped newborn infant in Bloomington, 

Indiana, brought to public attention the tragedY of that and other 

cases where nutrition or medical care is deliberately denied to 

handicapped infants. 

The President responded swiftly to the tragic tidings from 

Bloomington. He directed the Health and Human Services Department to 

make clear to every health care facility in the United States of 

America that Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 protects 

all handicapped persons, including infants. The HHS Office for Civil 

Rights did as the President directed on May 18, 1~82, in a written 

notice which was sent to hospitals nationwide." 
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In addition, Mr. Chairman, the Department of Health and Human 

services has taken a further step to implement the President's 

direction on handicapped infants by publishing in the Federal Register 

on March 7, 1983, interim final regulations requiring that each and 

every recipient of Federal funds who provides covered health care 

services post and keep posted in a conspicuous place a notice stating 

that -discriminatory failure to feed and care for handicapped infants 

in this facility is prohibited by Federal law.-

'Ihe notice will put the public and medical profession on notice 

that anyone who has knowledge that a handicapped infant is being 

discriminatorily denied nutrition or medical care can and should 

immediately contact a toll-free, 24-hour Health and Human Services 

hotline, or, in the alternative, the State child protective agency to 

report the alleged violation. 

The Department's action is prompted by the accumulation of 

additional evidence that handicapped children's lives are in jeopardy 

-- that some have indeed been lost by decisions to withhold food or 

services., 

Mr. Chairman, we trust that these actions by the Department will be 

effective. 'Ihe Administration supports your effort to address this 

important problem. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be happy to answer any questions. 
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Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Hodges. And, as re
quested, the full written statement which you submitted will be in
cluded as part of the record. I thank you for summarizing orally. 

I will ask you several questions, sir. As I mentioned in my open
ing remarks, concerns have been raised about including mental 
abuse within the definition of child abuse. Does the administration 
have a view on this matter, and what can be done to clarify and 
narrow the definition to give Sates more guidance on the defini
tion? 

Mr. HODGES. Presently, Mr. Chairman, we do address the issue 
of, what we term, emotional maltreatment. And there is-where 
there is observable harm, where there is a lasting effect, and where 
there is the possibility of a handicapping condition. That very defi
nitely is an issue we address, and we look at it within the family 
setting. We work with the States on this issue, and we are helping 
each State to recognize their responsibilities as they relate to what 
we term emotional maltreatment or mental maltreatment to make 
sure the children who suffer this kind of treatment, this kind of 
maltreatment, are protected also. 

Senator DENTON. I just want to clarify what we are talking about 
here. This is mental abuse without any physical abuse, for example 
oral intimidation or insult? 

Mr. HODGES. That is correct. 
Senator DENTON. That is an entirely separate area from any 

physical abuse whatever? 
Mr. HODGES. That is correct, Mr. Chairman. There are times 

when a person is physically abused and there is mental abuse that 
goes with it. 

Senator DENTON. Yes. 
Mr. HODGES. And there are also times when there is emotional 

abuse without physical abuse, but verbal abuse, psychological 
abuse, the kind of activity that one can suffer without being 
bruised or physically touched. 

Senator DENTON. Could you describe some of the National Cen
ter's activity in the sexual abuse area? 

Mr. HODGES. We are looking at that presently with a number of 
agencies and organizations around the country, particularly with 
our discretionary funding projects, some that were granted last 
year, fiscal year 1982. We have been looking at the prospects in 
fiscal year 1983 of awarding additional grants to get a better 
handle on that problem, to get a better understanding, as well as to 
determine ways that we might be able to improve our reporting. 

It is difficult to get information on this issue because persons will 
not voluntarily and willingly share with us this kind of maltreat
ment of children. We do see an increased incidence in some areas, 
and we are getting, utilizing, and providing for States and counties 
methods of determining when this kind of abuse should be suspect
ed. 

We are working very closely with medical institutions, with our 
social workers and our county welfare agencies, and we are making 
sure that they are getting proper kinds of training; we have dis
seminated manuals to help persons to understand how to detect 
this kind of maltreatment, how to assur~ proper investigation, and 
proper action on the part of counties and State governments. 
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Senator DENTON. From your position, do you have any perception 
as to even generally classifiable causes of individuals becoming 
prone to sexually abuse a child? 

Mr. HODGES. I consider very often the ugliness of abuse of chil
dren, and I have had opportunities to visit some of our major hospi
tals where children are treated and seen some of those who are vic
tims. 

And I have sought to discuss with persons who have responsibil
ities in this area to determine what kind of person would perpe
trate this kind of crime on a child. We do find a different kind of 
person who would sexually abuse from the person who would nor
mally physically abuse. 

'l'he sexually abusing person often has severe problems with how 
he perceives and sees himself; an inability often to relate on a 
proper relationship basis with other adults; the inability to estab
lish meaningful relationships, many times, with persons of the op
posite sex. 

These persons have great problems with personal identity and 
with finding any satisfaction with themselves. We are concerned. 
They do require treatment, extended treatment, and it is imp~rtant 
that where there are such cases suspected, that there is proper in
vestigation to make sure that such a person is treated so that there 
will not be a continuation of such suffering by innocent children. 

Senator DENTON. Will sexual abuse continue to be one of the pri
mary focuses of the National Center for Child Abuse and Neglect's 
discretionary program in the coming years? 

Mr. HODGES. That is correct, Mr. Chairman. We recognize that as 
a continuing problem. And we wish to continue to direct resources 
toward that problem. 

Senator DENTON. I am aware that the administration is devoting 
a significant portion of the limited available Federal funds in the 
area of prevention. What are some of the activities now taking 
place in this area, and will you continue to emphasize prevention? 

Mr. HODGES. Prevention is an area that we must continue to em
phasize. Not only must we treat and seek to help those persons 
who are victims, but we must seek to prevent others being added to 
those large numbers. The funds that we grant to the States, for the 
most part, are used to expand upon their preventive capabilities 
and their service programs, as well. 

The programs where we use discretionary funds include a 
number of volunteer agencies and nonprofit agencies. They work 
with those persons who might very well be suspected, of child 
abuse. 

We look at children with birth defects, where there are families 
with tremendous pressures and a great need for respite. There is a 
great need to support those families and to work with those par
ents who have themselves been in the foster care system or have 
been victims of abuse as children. We look to those agencies to help 
them before there is a crying out need for relief. We can provide 
preventive services, support services, so that there families can be 
strong, and can know how to express themselves verbally as op
posed to with physical abuse in relating to children. 
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Senator DENTON. Do you have any statistics on the incidence of 
child abuse perpetrated against children of unmarried or divorced 
women by boyfriends or live-in mates? 

Mr. HODGES. We do not have exact figures on this kind of prob
lem, but there have been reports indicating serious problems with 
step parents; with boyfriends, and there are those problems par
ticularly where you have young people who are not prepared to be 
parents, teenage parents. 

Those persons often-not only have one child, but usually they 
will have :;, second child very close to the first while they are still 
teenagers. With 1 million teenage pregnancies a year and the siz
able number of persons who are under 15 years of age that give 
birth each year, we can reasonably expect large numbers of chil
dren to be problem parents. 

These children often expect that which is impossible of their 
babies. They expect babies to walk at 4 or 5 months. They expect 
them to talk and to do other things. They expect them to be potty 
trained. When they do not see their expectations fulfIlled with 
their children, they turn against them very often with abuse. 

There is a great need to help these persons develop family 
strengths so that grandparents or others can offer support to those 
children who are children of children. Further, there is a serious 
problem of boyfriends possibly becoming abusive, along with moth
ers when these parents themselves are very young and do not have 
resources to provide for themselves and their children to the extent 
they would desire. 

Senator DENTON. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Hodges. Your 
testimony was informative and will be very useful to this subcom
mittee. Your responses were most articulate, and we greatly appre
ciate your taking the time to come down this afternoon. 

Mr. HODGES. The pleasure was mine. Thank you, Senator. 
Senator DENTON. I do have three questions from Senator Hatch. I 

can submit them to you in writing or I can ask them on his behalf 
right now. 

Mr. HODGES. At your pleasure, Senator. I would be pleased to 
answer them now or--

Senator DENTON. All right. Just to save the writing, I will ask 
you the questions. 

First, in your estimation, are State child protection agencies ade
quately prepared to respond to complaints of denial of treatment? 

Mr. HODGES. I think they are adequately prepared, and they are 
preparing themselves more. We are providing some technical as
sistance, and it is an area in which States have given increased 
recent attendon to this issue. States have looked at it prior to the 
recent publicity. Many States have taken very strong action al
ready in some cases. 

We are confident that we will be able to provide some technical 
assistance. We have done that to help States respond adequately to 
the problem where there is denial of services to a child. 

Senator DENTON. Are their staff's adequate, both in numbers and 
in professional skill, considering medical and nursing skills, to deal 
with cases in the highly technical atmosphere of the neonatal in~ 
tensive care unit? 
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Mr. HODGES. For the most part, there are staff persons involved 
that have that kind of expertise, and States have availability to re
sources within the cffices of the Administration for Children, 
Youth and Families, the National Center for Child Abuse and Ne
glect, and our 10 regional resource centers. We provide extensive 
technical assistance to the States, and we also have relationships 
with a number of hospitals and universities that have expertise 
that is not always available in every State or to every agency. But 
it is available in general, and we are happy to make such expertise 
available to the States. 

Senator DENTON. With the increase in incidence of child abuse 
and neglect and the added burden that this new category of abuse, 
denial of nutrition, would add to the already h0avy caseload, is the 
proposed budget in the reauthorization of the act adequate to pro
vide for the increase in staff needs? 

Mr. HODGES. I would think so, Senator. There is always a situa
tion where more money could be used by any governmental agency. 
But at thE: same time, as we look at our limited resources, we are 
confident that this is an area that is serious enough that there 
should not be a budget cut with our grants to our States. 

But with what the States are doing, what has already been done, 
and what is being built upon because of services that were provided 
by our agency in fiscal year 1982; they will not need recurring ex
penses to the same extent due to our extensive manuals and train
ing that has already been provided. We are confident that the 
funds that are available in 1984 will be able to build upon what is 
there and to expand, as the act suggests, so that there will be suffi
cient resources for the needs of each State. 

Senator DENTON. And Senator Hatch's last question is: the legis
lation that Senator Denton and I have introduced expands the Ad
visory Board on Child Abuse and Neglect to include issues on adop
tion opportunities. 

Do you know if the administration or you representing the ad
ministration supports this coalition of efforts? 

Mr. HODGES. We are very much concerned, and we do see some 
linkage of concern with adoption needs. We have not thoroughly 
thought out and determined a specific position. On Thursday of 
this week, I believe, Assistant Secretary Hardy will be testifying 
before this committee, and perhaps by that time we will have a 
more specific response. 

Senator DENTON. All right. Thank you very much, Mr. Hodges. 
There will be some written questions submitted to you at least on 
the part of Senator Dodd. And we will hold the record open for 10 
days for other Senators of the subcommittee to submit questions to 
which we solicit your early answers in writing. 

Mr. HODGES. We will respond as rapidly as possible. Thank you 
very much, Mr. Chairman. 

Senator DENTON. Thank you, sir. 
Our second panel of witnesses consists of Mr. Wayne Holder, di

rector of the Children's Division, American Humane Association; 
and I will ask these persons to please come forward; Mr. Wayne 
Holder, welcome to you sir; Dr. Eli Newberger, a pediatrician from 
Children's Hospital in Boston. 
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Welcome to you, Doctor. Mr. Gregory Loken, senior staff attor
ney at Covenant House in New York City; welcome to you. 

Mr. Holder, would you care to begin with your opening state
ment. 

STATEMENT OF WAYNE M. HOLDER, DIRECTOR, CHILDREN'S DI
VISION, AMERICAN HUMANE SOCIETY; ELI NEWBERGER, PEDI
ATRICIAN, CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL, BOSTON, MASS.; AND GREG
ORY LOKEN, SENIOR COUNSEL, COVENANT HOUSE, NEW YORK, 
N.Y. 

Mr. HOLDER. Yes, Mr. Chairman. 
I am pleased to be here and thank you for this opportunity. 

Within my written statement, which I would like to have entered 
in officially, I took three perspectives. 

I would like to speak to those perspectives briefly. Before I do, I 
would like to mention something about the American Humane As
sociation. We are the oldest national organization devoted to ad
dressing the problem of child maltreatment. We are a private, non
profit organization based in Denver. 

We provide a wide range of services to States and local agencies, 
including consultation, education, research, and evaluation. 
Through our professional staff and 40 faculty located around the 
country we maintain a keen awareness of the state of the art on 
child protection and fluctuations in the problem of child abuse. 

The three perspectives that I took in my statement look at the 
problems of child abuse and protection before the national center 
was set up, during that time, and now. You certainly in your open
ing remarks adequately stated the nature of the problem, the size 
of it, and probably in every statement people mention the size of it, 
as has just been stated in the previous remarks. 

So I will move to the during. During the last 8 years or so, the 
national center has been the major primary force behind activity 
in this area and has been very effective in raising, elevating the 
awareness of child abuse among professionals within the communi
ty. 

I would like to characterize that activity as having a primary 
impact in knowledge gaining. We are much better prepared to do 
the job now. We are much more aware because the national center 
was established and did its work. 

But we have moved from that time and transitioned into a new 
time. The national center does need to be reauthorized, but the em
phasis needs to be changed. We have moved away from a period of 
discovery into a period of application, the need for application. 

It would be good if we could gather together and talk about how 
well we are doing in combating the problem, but the truth of the 
matter is we are not. The problem is increasing much faster than 
we are able to deal with it. We have been effective in identifying 
the size of the problem and have a better understanding of the 
characteristics and nature of the problem. 

But we are not applying the information and knowledge we have 
about what to do about the problem. And I am speaking specifical
ly with regard to treatment and rehabilitation in the area of child 
protection. It is time to begin to move in that area, for in so doing 

22-024 0-83-15 
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we not only address those families and children that are in need, 
but we begin to address the question of prevention as well by treat
ing those children that are in need now. 

As I identified within my paper, the change in the economic 
status within our country, the change in the nature of what is 
going on in States, the reduction in staff, the problems with regard 
to increasing caseloads, and so forth, have left our systems of care 
in the situation where they are less able to adequately meet the 
needs of the families that they see. 

Furthermore, the system is being challenged by litigation and 
cries of outrage by community, press, and otherwise with regard to 
the quality of care being given. I do not think necessarily this is an 
indictment against the people who are doing it, who are all good 
intentioned and well committed people. 

The problem is that there is such a lack of resource and a lack of 
reqtrirement within our society, within our community to do some
thing about the problem that we have a second rate, inadequate 
system delivering care. Training is not enough. Qualifications for 
workers are not high enough, and the resources with which they 
work are not adequate enough. 

I am of course I'e commending reauthorization, but in doing that I 
am asking for an emphasis shift, and I am suggesting that NCAN 
be given a standard setting function with due regard to State 
autonomy. I realize that these are not the days when it is popular 
to talk about the Federal Government doing any regulatory kind of 
activity, but I believe we are at a point where we have moved past 
getting knowledge to the point that we need to set standards and 
require that those standards be met. We need to consider uniform
ity in practice throughout the country and an elevation of the qual
ity of practice. 

I think NCAN's purposes should be related to quality of practice 
and application of the knowledge that has been gained through its 
efforts in the last several years. Part of that can be done by empha
sizing dissemination of information and sendi.ng out that knowl
edge in assertive ways and in association with the standards set
ting that NCAN has accomplished. 

I believe State grants should be continued, and perhaps consider
ation being given to elaborating that effort. There should continue 
to be a study of the problem of child maltreatment in terms of 
nature, size, and change, so that we are always monitoring and 
staying in touch with fluctuations. 

Specialized studies, some of which you alluded to in your ques
tions about sexual abuse, and so forth, should be continued, and 
some efforts should be given to activities for preventing child abuse 
in a primary prevention sense. 

Further, I would like to suggest that if funding is not at least set 
at the $30 million level, then what we are doing is making a clear 
comment with regard to how we feel about our children and how 
we feel about the families that are taking care of those children. 

With regard to the question of mental injury, I would recom
mend that that be placed and defined within the child abuse stat
ute. I think it is critical because of the fact that it is such a diffi
cult thing to deal with. Clearly, mental injury always coexists with 
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other forms of maltreatment, but it also stands alone as a problem 
that needs to be dealt with. 

It is the most difficult form of abuse to substantiate, and unless 
it is articulated in statutes, whereby it can be revised over time, 
related to practice, it will continue to be the most difficult to work 
with. 

States are likely to follow to deal with this in their statutes, 
those States that do not have it. 

This concludes the comments I would like to make. And I would 
be pleased to respond to questions. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Holder follows:] 
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~~. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before 

this distinguished subcommittee to discuss the reauthorization of the 

Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment mid Adoption Reform Act. 

As an introduction, I am curre.,tly the Director of the Children's 

Division of The American Humane Association. I have been involved in state 

and national efforts to combat child abuse for the last fifteen years. I 

have authored books on the subject, designed national training programs, 

taught and consulted internationally and designed and evaluated programs 

at the state and local level. My experience includes work within the field 

of child protection in all capacities: as a direct service practitioner, 

administrator and pla,mer and now as a consultant and executive. Pro

fessionally I am a social worker. 

The American Humane Association in the oldest national organization 

devoted to addressing the problem of child maltreatment. We are a private 

non-profit organization based in Denver. We provide a wide range of 

services to state and local agencies including consultation, education, 

researcl1 and evaluation. Through our professional ,,'taff and forty faculty 

located around the country we maintain a keen awareness of the state of 

the art on child protection and flu(.tuations in the problem of child abuse. 

We are a membership organization led by a national board of directors. 

I consider the question of the reauthorization of the Child Abuse 

Prevention and Treatment Act from the perspective of what preceded the Act, 

what has the Act done and what is the status of child abuse and child 

protection efforts today. By doing this, recommendations clearly come into 

focus. So I will briefly share with the subcornmitte my perception of the 

past fifteen year history. 



~he 1967 amendments to the Social Security Act included provisions 

for restructuring child welfare services nationally and for separating 

social services from economic services. There was a specific requirement 

that child welfare services must be accessible and available in all juris

dictions of each state. States responded by reassigning staff and redesign

ing programs. The result was a dilution of child welfare practice expertise. 

In 1967 American Humane conducted and published a nationwide survey of the 

state of child protection practice. The survey identified the following: 

• No state and no community had developed a child protective 

service program adequate in size to meet the service needs of all reported 

cases of child neglect, ubuse and exploitation. 

• Much of what was reported as child protective services was in 

reality non-specific child welfare services, or non-specific family services 

in the context of a financial assistance setting. While the spirit and 

intent to serve neglected and abused children was present in many of the 

reported programs, when evaluated in terms of identifiable and specific 

chilJ protective services. it was often no more than a token program. 

• Almost two-thirds of the 47 states which reported a protective 

service program were found to lack total geographic coverage withi~ the state. 

• Responsibility in t~~ department of welfare at the state or local 

level for services to abused children under the state reporting law varied 

considerably. 

• Date submitted by state departments of welfare quite consistently 

described child welfare staff as not fully trained. 

• Fifty percent of the states reported a need for change in the 

state law to more clearly define protective services and emotional neglect. 
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• Two-thirds of the states eKpressed a need for more adequate 

ncing to support a better child protective service program. 

• Ninety-two percent of the states listed a need for more staff 

for better qualified staff to improve their child protective service 

,ram. 

• Somewhat more than one-third of the states cited a need for 

cooperation from cOII!tI;'.I!Iity resources, especially from courts and 

)ols. 

For a variety of reasons almost all states statutes governing 

ld abuse and neglect ~ers were less than adequate. 

In summary, our country entered the 1970's wit.h linu.ted knowledge 

ut the problem of child abuse and neglect, compounded by an unfocused 

vice s~'stem, poor programs and unqualified personnel. The resulting 

ponse to this social problem could be descirbed as fragmented and 

Ixofessional. 

Part of the motivation behind the Child Abuse Prevention and 

,atment Act was to improve the condition of child protective services. 

1975 the field was bolstered by the federal legislation and the National 

,ter on Child Abuse and Neglect (NCCAN). The issues ware clear. Child 

ltreatment was a problem that the country needed to addze~s through 

velopment of knowledge, public awareness and programs. There is no 

estion that NCCAN has had a profound impact on the enhancement of efforts 

sociated with child protective services. Much has occurred since 1975 

d as a result of NCCAN's influence: 

• Throughout the last eight years NCCAN has funded a vast number 
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of research and demonstration projects in all parts of the country. From 

that activity there has been a tremendous broadening of the knowledge base 

about child maltreatment. More is known about the nature of the problem, 

the people who are caught in the grip of the problem and the most appropriate 

and effective methods for addressing the problem. 

Public and professional awareness has increased considerably 

in terms of recognizing the seriousness of the problem and the responsibility 

to identify cases. 

• A major emphasis has been given to identifying and reporting 

abusive or neglectful situations. states redesignnd intake systems, re

defined eligibility criteria and have experienced huge increases in referrals. 

• All states revised and improved their child abuse statutes; 

generally speaking, there is noW a soundness and consistency in laws among 

states. 

• All states have improved their data collection capability so 

that better information exists about cases report~d, characteristics of 

families and the response of the social service system. This has also 

resulted in national data about the problem of child maltreatment. 

Training efforts have increased along with higher quality of 

training, more systematic approaches to educating staff and vastly improved 

education resources in the form of literature, films, etc. 

• Much l1as accomplished in the area of multidisciplinary involve

ment. Prior to the NCCAN's efforts, the public social service worker 

worked primarily alone. Now a wider range of professionals participate 

in child protective services. Multidisciplinary teams participated in 
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over one-third of the counties in 1978. Many states have establiEhed 

multidisciplinary advisory committees. 

. On t:,e basis of other NCCAN work practice standards have been 

developed which define the parameters of acceptable child protection 

practice. 

• The general activity in the states has been great as influenced 

by the NCcru, state grants. states have used the grants creatively to 

strengthen the child protection programs. In summary, states have used 

the grants in these ways: 

To establish or refine information collection systems; 

To establish and operate hotline telephone sys~ems; 

To establish or strengthen the child protection program by setting 

up positions or work units and through program design and development; 

To establish volunteers and parent aide programs; 

To establish comprehensive emergency services; 

To provide access and obtain specialized training, conSUltation 

and technical assistance; 

To establish or increase treatment services such as counseling, 

evaluation or homemaker services; 

To conduct public ay,lareness campaigns. 

In almost all circumstances states sought other funding to continue 

initiatives; in over 50~ of the states activities begun with the NCCAN 

~tate qrants have continued ,,-lith state or private money_ 

In summary, NCCAN has been the single most important infJ.uence 

in the child protection field since 1975. It has been successful in three 

-5·' 
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ways: (1) elevating the awareness of child abuse as a significant problem; 

(2) prcviding the impetus for program improvements; and (3) increasing the 

knowledge base about child abuse. 

Where are we now? Wnat are the conditions of the child maltreat

ment problem now? Are we effectively managing the problem now? Actually, 

the facts are cad. The problem of child abuse is growing. The latest 

national data (1981) shows 850,980 cases reported. Furthermore, other data 

indicate that for every child known to CPS, there are two others known by 

professionals. This represents only What is known~ not incidence. Some 

estimate that for every known case there are ten children abused who are 

not known to agencies. These facts suggest that from two to three million 

children are at risk. No other childhood problem is as great. This is a 

mOst serious social problem. 

American Humane has just completed a survey questioning the current 

status of child protection effort. The results are alarming. During the 

past year: 

Referrals for CPS services have increased 

The severity of client problems have increased 

The percent of clients in crisis precipitated by economic 

problems has increased 

• !1ost services and multidisciplinary consultation are at the 

same level or less 

at intake 

Out-of-home placement is probably On the increase 

Legal intervention is increasing 

one-third of the agencies are narrowing eligibility standards 

. Funding for CPS has decreased 
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Through our contact with the field we are finding that many states 

are decreasing staff and reducing administrative support services such 

as conSUltation and train:ng. 

Halpractice litigation against agencies and workers is flourish

ing. Grave concern is being raised over child fatalities, particularly 

where agencies have been involved with families. From New York to California 

media is inquiring into the quality of practice in child protective services. 

American Humane has conducted a number of field evaluations and 

find that the quality of work is generally suspect in most places. Most 

effort goes into investigating reports; little is done with regard to 

treatment.. Recidivism is 50% in most places. Practice·,is unsystematic, 

impulsive and superficial. Decisions are usually based on inadequate 

information, lack of input and not necessarily related to client circum

stances. We are currently conducting a study in which counties show wide 

variation in decision making; however, we cannot determine diffp.rences in 

the counties to explain the variation. It appears that decision making 

is random or idiosyncratic. A previous study on foster care placements 

indicated that decision making was random. In most states supervision of 

workers is insufficient and inadequate. 

In summary, the current state of the art in child protective 

services is marginal to poor. This is not an indictment of those who deliver 

the services, most of whom are well intentioned and cowmitted people. The 

problem with service qualit~' is not ignorance. Sufficient knowledge exists 

to do quality practice. It is easy to understand that poor quality issue 

in view of the increase in child abuse, rising caseloads, reduction in 
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effort and the apparent lack of pr~ority that we as a society place on 

protecting children who are at risk. 

The situation is bad but better than in the early 1970;s. This 

is true because of the work of the NCCAN and particularly because we are 

better equipped with knowledge to combat the problem. The field has moved 

forward due to MCCAN, but cannot respond adequately because of such things 

as overload, worker incompetence, inadequate supervision, inad'equate leader-

nip, lack of resources and inadequate community support. 

NCCAN is needed now as much as ever but for different reasons. 

Nationally we must become concerned with quality of practice. Therein 

lies NCCAN's role. ~,ere is and always has been a clear need for a federal 

role in regulating the quality of practice in child protective services. 

In the same sense that an apendectomy is performed in the same way in 

l.uami as in Seattle, so should child protective services be performed 

uniformly and in accordance with accepted standards. This is critical 

because child protective services involves such sensitive areas: civil 

rights, family maintenance, government intervention. 

I am, therefore, recommending reauthorization of the Child Abuse 

prevention and Treatment and Adoption Reform Act and the National Center 

on Child Abuse and Neglect. Furthermore, I recommend that: 

• NCCAN be given a standard setting function with due regard to 

state autonomy. This function could be strengthened through federal 

funding requirements and stipulation. This role should be designed and 

implemented through positive, helpful means. 

NCCAN's purposes be related to quality of practice and appli

cation of knowledge. 

-a-
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• NC~~ emphasize dissemination of information and knowledge 

gained in assertive ways and in association with its standard setting 

fllllction. 

state grants be continued. 

NCCAN continue to study child maltreatment in terms of the 

nature, size, change in the problem and that efforts in specialized study 

continue. 

• Some effort be given to activities for preventin. child 

maltreatment. 

• Pllllding bf'l itlcr<;ased to no le"s than the PY 1981 level of 

$30 million as a reflection of thu need for this cOlllltry. to show its 

concern for its children. 

Finally, I recommend th3.t "mental injury" be included in the 

definition section of the child abuse statute for these reasons: 

• Bental injury or emotional abuse co-exists with other forms 

of abuse, but is also manifested as a discreet form of abuse. 

• Mental injury is the most difficult of abuses to substantiate, 

in part because it has not been defined. 

· In order to evolve to more effective intervention in mental 

injury cases, it must first be officially recognized in statute. 

• By including mental injury in the federal statute, there is 

greater likelihood that states who have not done so will follow. 

Thank you Mr. Chairman for this opportunity. 

-9-
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Senator DENTON. All right, Mr. Holder. We will withhold the 
questions until all three have offered their opening statements. 

Dr. Newberger. 
Mr. NEWBERGER. Thank you, Senator. I have chosen as the title 

for my remarks to your subcommittee, "The Helping Hand Strikes 
Again." This is with a view to focusing on the serious and unin
tended consequences of our national child abuse program. The 
effort focuses, it seems to me, entirely too much on case reporting, 
case reporting which sometimes leads to inappropriate, heavyhand
ed and sometimes harmful intrusions into family life. 

It is well to note that it is now 20 years since the publication of 
the seminal medical article by Prof. C. Henry Kempe and his col
leagues in Denver, entitled "The Battered Child Syndrome." 

When this paper came out in 1962 it stimulated an outpouring of 
editorial concern in virtually all professional and lay media, and it 
was directly associated with the drafting by the lead agency for 
children in the Federal Government, the Children's Bureau, of a 
model Child Abuse Reporting Statute. 

By the end of the 1960's, every state had a law mandating the 
reporting of child abuse to authorities who, at least in theory, had 
some ability to provide some rescue for these children. 

In retrospect I think it is of interest that it was the heyday of the 
civil rights movement that made possible the fertile ground in 
which this seed was planted. The national child protection move
ment that flourished in the 1960's could only have done so at a 
time when there was a different view of what Government could 
and should do ";\lith respect to protecting children and to supporting 
families. 

But the halcyon years of generous and humane expansion of 
social programs during Lyndon Johnson's day appear now to have 
passed. Now We need seriously to rethink the strategy implicit in 
this legislation. 

In the early 1970's a substantial literature on child abuse devel
oped, and it became clear to those working in the field that people 
who abused their offspring were not cruel, sadistic murderers. 
They were people who were burdened by psychological problems 
and by family stresses. They were people whom the case reports 
suggested were poorer than other people in the population. 

A humane philosophy of intervention developed. It was believed 
that with the infusion of professional resources, and with love, and 
good will, that the problems like child neglect and child abuse, 
child sexual abuse, deprivation of medical, educational, and moral 
supports for children's growth increasingly would be acknowledged 
and would be addressed. 

This subcommittee, Senator, was formed in 1971, partly in re
sponse to the recommendations of the 1970 White House Confer
ence on Children. In 1974 Public Law 93-247 was passed, there was 
debate much as now about whether resources should be allocated 
preferentially to treatment or to services, as Mr. Holder has just 
stated, or whether resources ought more to be committed to re
search, to coordination, to prevention. 

There was debate as to whether or not physical abuse as opposed, 
say, to psychological or mental injury, should be the focus of atten-
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tion. And there were countervailing arguments in the literature 
and among distinguished committees. 

The Federal personnel in the Children's Bureau took the view 
which I have characterized as the view of the service idealists, that 
the thing to do was to define child abuse as broadly as possible in 
order the children's cases might come to light, and that hopefully 
some humane and appropriate response would follow. 

The countervailing view, expressed mainly by the civil libertar
ian branch of the American law community, was concerned about 
the possibility of dangerous intrusions into family life. 

In retrospect, it appears that the service idealists won the argu
ment. At this time no one could have foreseen the prevalence of 
child abuse as it has now been established by a variety of surveys, 
and no one could have predicted that case reports would rise from 
the 7,000 to 8,000 range in 1968 to over 700,000 case reports in the 
last year. In the household survey reports, the estimates far exceed 
the case reports. 

With respect to sexual abuse, it appears that 1 in 10 boys and 1 
in 5 girls will have had one or another sexually victimizing experi
ence by the time they reach the end of adolescence. 

With respect to physical abuse, it is clear from the surveys that 
there are between 1 million and 4 million serious incidents each 
year, and that 3 in 100 American children will at one or another 
time face their parents with a knife or a gun. 

Senator DENTON. Excuse me. Could you repeat that last sentence, 
please? 

Mr. NEWBERGER. At one 01' another time, 3 in 100 American chil
dren will face their parents with a knife or a gun. 

This is from the survey by Murray Straus, Richard Gelles, and 
Suzanne Steinmetz, published in the book, "Behind Closed Doors," 
2 years ago. 

Now, in every State we face a vexing and cruel dilemma. In 
many cases the only way that social services such as homemaker 
services, daycare services, or social work counseling services can be 
gotten to families is by the making of a child abuse or neglect case 
report. What used to be child welfare services in this country have 
increasingly become child protection services. 

And the question now needs to be raised: Are they indeed pro
tecting children? Well, without question in my view in many cases 
they are. But in many cases, they are not. 

Sometimes the only resOUrces which are available are hurtful. In 
many localities, children are placed in foster home care at the first 
rather than as the last resort. There, they can languish unattended 
for many years. Often the physical and psychological handicaps 
which may have led to problems with their parents in the first 
place go unattended. 

More frequently, the reports themselves are incompetently ad
dressed, and the situation, with respect to the provision of child 
protection services in this country at this time in my view is noth
ing less than scandalous. This has resulted in several class action 
suits around the country and in several court orders to ameliorate 
these services. 

There is a rich irony in this. The promise implicit in the child 
abuse reporting laws has become an empty promise for many chil-
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dren. This is all the more regrettable in light of present knowledge 
about what we can do effectively to treat and to prevent child 
abuse. 

Unfortunately, however, the issues go beyond the acts of report
ing. I would like to report briefly on a study that my colieague, 
Robert Hampton, a sociologist at my hospital and at Connecticut 
College, are completing, which suggests that it is class and race, 
not severity of injury, that may drive hospital reporting of child 
abuse. 

We have done an analysis of the national incidence study, which 
the National Child Abuse Center in response to this legislation sub
mitted to the Congress. We looked at patterns of reporting from 
hospitals around the country and attempted to dissect from the es
timated 77,000-odd cases that were seen between 1979 and 1980 
which factors identified who would be identified and reported for 
what. 

Hospitals, as you would expect, identify many more cases of 
physical abuse than other agencies. This is a study that was unique 
in its ability to measure which cases were selected for reporting, 
the first such systematic undertaking of its kind. . 

The ethnic and social class distributions of the report suggest a 
significant underreporting of white and more affluent families. Se
rious injuries were often unreported. Fewer than half the cases 
which should have been reported were not reported. The findings 
suggested that class and race, not severity, defines who does and 
who does not get reported by hospital personnel. 

And it suggests that the reporting process contributes to a wide
spread myth in this country that the families who abuse their chil
dren are poor people, members of ethnic minorities, and members 
of socially margin populations. The problem we face, it seems to 
me, is that when we identify problems as poor people1s problems, 
we often mandate poor services for them. 

To make matters worse, we have unfortunately a trend across 
the country increasingly to criminalize child neglect and child 
abuse, to make reports to police and to district attorneys where the 
social work agencies are failing. 

At issue, I will say in closing, is not whether to narrow the child 
abuse reporting laws. I think this must be done. The question is 
whether or not we are going to provide help or punishment to 
these families. 

I very much favor a redirection of our resources in the direction 
of prevention and with respect to those uncharted areas of knowl
edge that will enable us to use what we have in a more parsimon
ious and efficient way. 

Thank you very much. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Newberger follows:] 
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Twenty years after the publication of the influential medical report, 

"The Battered Child syndrome,·lit is well to reflect on the significance and 

the effectiveness of the modern child protection movement. This paper stim-

ulated an outpouring ot editorial concern in professional and lay media. The 

U.S. Children's Bureau promulgated a model child abuse reportinq law. By the 

late 1960's, all stated had laws mandating the identification and reporting 

of abused children. Although the problem had been documented for as long as 

we have had records of mankind, and notwithstanding a century-old activism 

against cruelty to children in the United States, it is notable that it took 

a medical article, and a recasting of child abuse as a medical syndrome, to 

stimulate a broad national concern.
2 

In retrospect, it is notable that this concern coincided with the 

civil rights movement of the 1960's, a time of concern for the rights of dis-

advantaged people, inclUding children, a time when it was widely believed 

that state and national governments had not only the ability, but the respon-

sibility, to provide, protect, and shelter where families could not. 

By the early 1970's, a substantial clinical literature and experience 

had accrued. It came to be generally understood in professional circles that 

people who abused children only rarely were cruel, sadistic murderers. They 

were troubled, burdened by psychological and family problems; and they could, 

and should be helped, through treatment, more adequately to protect and to 

nurture their offSpring.
3 

Case report statistics suggested that far the maj

ority of the victims lived in poor families. 4 

A humane philosophy of intervention evolved in the first decade after 

the publication of "The Battered Child Syndrome" article. Physical child 

abuse, and its intervention, waS increasingly perceived to be associated with 

other human problems which could respond to an infusion of professional 
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attention and personal good will and affection: child neglect, child 

sexual abuse, and deprivation of medical, educational, and moral supports 

for a child's growth. 

In February, 1971, a U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Children and Youth 

~as created. With no authority over existing programs, it became a forum 

for advancing proposals made at the 1970 White House Conference on Children. 

The need for a coherent federal role in the identification, prevention. 

and treatment of abused and neglected children stimulated the drafting of 

legislation. The discussions, and politics, which culminated in the sign-

ing of public La\( 93-247 in 1974 have been described clearly by Ellen Hoffman, 

woo served as Staff Director of this Subcommittee. Among the points of 

conflict at the time were the extent to which resources should be committed 

to research or services, and the appropriate role of the federal government. 

In Ellen Hoffman's words: 

"Another priority question revolved around whether 

the limU"d resourc.s under the Act should be directed pr i

marily at the children who are abused, children who are neg

lected, or both. The original Senate bill did not even define 

"abuse" and "neglect. II It was felt to be unnecessary because 

the law was to be a program of services, research and the like, 

not a punitive or regulatory measure. Moreover, an attempt 

at a federal definition might work unnecessary hardship on 

states and localities, which alre,,<1>,' had widely varying defini

tions in their own laws. The House, however, did insert a 

definition that included not only phy~ cal but also mental in

jury. 

"The authors of the bill had no illusions that it would 

serVlce all of the familles implicated by reports of abuse or 
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neglect so widely defined. This was a political judgement 

cased on the recognition that funds available for the new 

program would not be adequate to provide services even to 

those children and families already defined as needing them. 

"Thus, although there is not statutory statement, 

the legislative history (testimony. committee reports. and 

floor statements) reflects the clear intent of Congress that 

priority be given to helping children who are the victims 

of physieal abuse. ,,5 (pp. 168-69) 

This may have been the intention. but many physicians and social 

workers in this fleld of practice, and officials in the Children's Bureau, 

appear to have construed the mandate for the National Center on Child Abuse 

and Neglect differently. When the time came to stipulate a definition of 

child abuse in state statutes as a condition for eligibility for the states' 

shares of federal funds. officials in the Departme~t of Health, Education, 

and Welfare defined child abuse broadly, and they elaborated a long list of 

professionals to be mandated to report. This action was taken notwithstanding 

a growing concern among a different professional community that unless the 

flow of case reports into the child welfare service system were controlled, 

the system could be overwhelmed. This view was expressed, in fact, in the 

report of an expert commission to study child abuse reporting. 6 The debate 

between the service idealists, who would open wider the portals of entry in 

the serVlce system, and the civil libertarians, who were concerned with the 

prospect of more incompetent and darnagir.g intrusions into family life, appears 

to nave been resolved in favor of the idealists. 7 

At this time, no one could have foreseen that the prevalence ot child 

abuse, however narrowly defined, was far greater than was believed at the time 
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of the publication of the "Battered Child Syndrome" paper or the signing 

of Public Law 93-247. Where 7000 to 8000 reports were received nationally 

in 1967 and 1968, over 700,000 were received in 1978. 8 Estimates of severe 

inflicted injuries to children deriving not from case reports, but from 

household surveys, range from one to four million incidents per year. 911D 

Nor was it possible to predict that the hUmane and generous expansion 

of social programs during the administration of Lyndon Johnson would contract 

in the years since the national child abuse program was passed. I have no 

doubt that had professionals like me known then what we know now, we would 

never have urged on Congress, federal officials, and state legislators broad-

;,ned concepts of child abuse as the basis for reporting legislation. 

For we now see in every state a vexing and cruel dilemma. In manj' 

if not most jurisdictions, the only way to get social services such as day 

care, homemakers, and counseling to children and parents is to m,lke a child 

abuse or neglect case report. Child welfare services have to a great degree 

become "protective services." Are they protecting children? Without question, 

in many cases they are. A higher level of awareness of child abuse and neglect 

among professionals, parents, and children, has led to the timely identifi-

catlon, and certainly the rescue, of many families in jeopardy. 

But ln order to help a family, a physician like me must, in effect, 

condemn the parents with a diagnosis that means, implicitl~ that they are bad 

parents. Sometimes, the only resources available are hurtful. In many lccal-

ities, children reported as victims of neglect or abuse are placed in foster 

home care as the first, rather than the last resort. There, ironically and 

tragically, they may languish for years, often shuttled around from foster 

home to foster home, and their health and emotional needs are often cruelly 

neglected by the very system designated to serve them. 

~--I 

I 
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Or, perhaps more frequently, the reports are unattended, or are 

given the most superficial screening and review. Then, children may suffer 

more grievous harms until their injuries may come to light in the criminal 

courts, where their parents may be prosecuted, or in the ever more frequent 

news exposes of failures in child protection programs. 

This scandalous situation has resulted in several class-action law 

suits, in which those initiated in Massachusetts by the Massachusetts Committee 

for Children and Youth and by Greater Boston Legal Services have recently 

led to court orders assuring a child's right: to a timely investigation when 

she or he is the subject of a ~hild abuse or neglect case report and speci-

fying the maximum caseloads which protective service social workers can carry. 

Ironically, the promise implicit in the child abuse reporting la.'s 

has become an empty promise for many children. This is all the more regret

able in light of present knowledge about what we can do effectively to treat 

child abuse. 11 

The issues we face in this area of practice go beyond the acts and the 

consequences of reporting, however, They have to do also with some fUf!darnental 

realities of the provision of medical care and social services which are un-

comfortable to mention aloud in the halls of the Senate. 

My colleague Robert Hampton and I are completing a study of hospital 

recognition and reporting of child abuse which documents, to the extent that 

we can determine for the first time, the pervasive significance of class and 

~ in defining who gets identified and reported for what. 12 The findings 

are disturbing. 

The study is a secondary analysis of the Nation~l Study of the Incidence 

and Severity of Child Abuse and Neglect of the National Center on Child Abuse 

and Neglect, the data for which were collected between May 1. 1979 and 
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April 30, 1980. A careful effort was made to collect data on a sufficient 

number of subjects to permit an extrapolation to the national experience. 

Eight hundred and five cases of child abuse and neglect came to the attention 

of the hospitals in the study during the year of examination. A projected 

estimate of 77,380 cases of abuse and neglect suspected by hospital pro

fessionals was derived from this number by weighting and multiplying these 

reports, employing standard sampling methods. Strict criteria for inclusion 

in the national incidence measurement had been artiCUlated, and 35,088 cases 

fell within the scope of these definitions. Compared to other agencies in 

the sample, hospitals identified children who were younger, who had younger 

parents, and who contained relatively higher prcportions of families in urban 

areas (65.8% vs. 42.1%) and who were black (25% vs. 16%). There were no 

major differences between the hospital and other agencies with respect to 

income, mode of medical payment (public or private), proportion of single 

parent families, sex of the child, and other demographic factors. 

Nationally, approximately 652,000 children met the operational 

definitions of abuse and neglect during the study year, of whom 212,400 would 

have been known to the local child protective service agencies. 

Hospitals identified many more cases of physical abuse than did other 

agencies. (The proportion of cases in this category alone exceeded the pro

portion of physical, sexual, and emotional abuse cases recognized by all the 

other agencies; over half the hospital cases were in one or another category 

of abuse.) 

The study was unique in its ability to measure which cases were 

selected for reporting. Never before had a systematic effort been made to 

identify cases before reports were made and to ascertain the differences 

between the cases which were reported and those which were not. 
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The ethnic and social class distributions for all children reported 

to child protection agencies as alleged victims of abuse or neglect "ere 

similar to the sample distribution, but there was significant underreporting 

of white and more affluent families. 

Surprisingly, notwithstanding the fact that hospitals identify more 

serious cases of child abuse and neglect than othet agencies, serious injuries 

"ere often unreported. 

Although hospitals reported cases of abuse and neglect within the 

scope of the study definitions more frequently than did other agencies, they 

failed to report almost half of the cases which should have been reported. 

A more penetrating analysis studied in detail the differences between 

reported and unreported cases. The following factors appeared most powerfully 

to affect Case reporting: income, the tole of the mother in maltreatment, 

emotional abuse, race, the employment of the mother, sexual abuse, emotional 

neglect, the number of vitims, and the education of the mother. Disproportionate 

numbers of unreported cases were victims of emotional abuse, in families of 

higher income, whose mothers were alleged to be responsible for the injuries, 

and who were white. 

These findings suggest that class and race, but not severity, define 

who does ~nd who does not get reported by hospital personnel to child pro

tection agencies~ 

They suggest that the reporting process contributes to the widespread 

mythology that these problems are confined to people who are poor or who are 

members of et.hnic minorities. This myth, that families who abuse their 

children are different from the rest of us, has led this country to identify 

child abuse and neglect as "poor people's problems," for which we have created 

traditionally programs of poot quality, programs, which like the current 
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national child protection program, may mete out punishment in the guise 

of help. 

As if this were not enough, we now find across the country a move

ment to remedy the problems in the overburdened child protection agencies 

by making it required for professionals to report cases to police departments 

and to district attorneys. The failures in our ability to provide help to 

troubled individuals and families are, it would appear, being addressed by 

criminalizing family problems and, unfortunately, demeaning those professional 

groups, especially social workers, who are best able to provide help to aoused 

and neglected children and their parents. 

The data from our study suggest that were reports to be mandated 

to more intrusive, and punitive agencies, even fewer white and more affluent 

families would be reported. Child abuse and neglect will appear even more 

to be the poor people's problems than we may want them to appear to be. 

Ta make matters worse, the Department of Health and Human Services 

has now promulgated a regulation which requires that incidents where severely 

handicapped infants are denied medical services to assure their survival must 

be reported on a toll-free number to a national clearing house or to local 

child protection agencies. Signs are to be posted in all nurseries to announce 

this policy. Hospitals which do not comply risk losing federal reimbursements 

for services, training, and re~earch. 

Thi5 policy imposes an inappropriate burden on agencies which are in

adequately equipped to do what they are supposed to do, and which are manifestly 

unprepared to investigate medical practices, parental suffering and grief, 

and hospital professional procedures. It represents a further extension of 

the notion that through the provision of child protective services, we police, 

and control, family life. 
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The child protection movement in this country is now at an important 

crossroads. We must decide whether our objective is, truly, as the laws state, 

to protect children and to strengthen families by offering help to them. 

By its very nature, child abuse and neglect case reporting leads to 

intrusions into the family. This is necessary to assure the protection of 

thousands of children each year. 

My concern is that reporting as a way of getting services to families 

may no longer be an effective national policy to treat child abuse. Rather, 

we should consider the needs of all the children who might be vulnerable to 

malt:eatment. Through a nat.onal program focused on prevention, addressed 

to every family, we should be able effectively to put to use our existing 

knowledge. l3 

The essential question with regard to child abuse reporting is not 

whether to narrow the definitions; it is whether reporting is to be the 

method we chose to treat the problem. Reporting has not been a wholesale 

failure; but it has not been an unqualified success. Reporting of child 

abuse must now be supplanted by a marshaling of resources toward prevention, 

along with an effort to train, among others, physicians and medical workers, 

more appropriately and wisely to make use of preventive and therapeutic 

resources. 
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P HOFfiSSIONAL '<ND public C(lIl.:~rn with th~ illcn:a~illgly \'i,iblc pnlblclll or child 
abuse has rocused primarily on idclltil'ication and reponing of the \'ktill1~. 

Where in 1967 there were rewer than 7.000 case reports. then: were more tlHln 
700,(l()() in 1978.(11) Virtually every prores.,ional in contact with children L~ obliged 
by law to rcpon slispected cases. In the abscnce of sufficicnt pcrsonnel and in an in
adequately developed and managed national child welrare program, much harm is 
done to children and families in the ~uise or helping them.'"" This h:!s led to recom
mendations from groups such as the Carnegie Council on Children and the Juvenile 
Justice Standards Project of the American Bar Association to recommend greatly 
limiting the reach and authority of child welfare and protective services and ramily 
and juvenile courts. cu, 

The president of the City Council of New York City announced on October 9, 
1979 lhat her office would investig,lle Ihe city'~ ~ystem (lr pnwidillg roster home care. 
Shecitcd a death rate among the city's ro~terchildren that is nearly twice the national 
average and noted that IS roster dlildren in the city's program had died sin,e the 
beginning of the year, with at least livt: or the deaths attributed to maltreatment by 
foster parents. 101 Other inquiries sugge~t a bleak picture of scrvices' for victims llf 
abuse and neglect even though they are reported as law requires to ehild welrare 
agencies."'" A recent court initiative by the Massachusetts Committee for Children 
and Youth attempts to redress the disparity between the promise of help implicit in 
the reporting laws and the failure of the protective service effort by asserting a legal 
(as well as moral) right ror cllildren to be protecled by the state rroni abuse and 
neglect in their homes""1 It is well to note that this concern and activism is necessary 
despite public pronounccments of support for .:hildren. 19HO was the Intcrnational 
Year of the Child and the 20th anniversary ye:1r or the United Nations Dedar:1tion of 
the Rights of the Child th:1l codilied a child'~ right to protection from h:1rm: "The 
child shall be protected from all rllrms of negle~t, cruelty, and cxplllitatill!1.""n, 

What :1CCOUnLS for the failure adequately to provide services that protect children 
. rrom harm, despite c1e:1r public statements or concern and well-developcd 
medl:111isms ror reporting children who are at risk? This discrepancy may be explain
ed in part :1s'a consequence of limitations in the ways in which we think ahout the 
causcs of child abuse, which give rise to myths about its prevention and treatment, 
renected in turn by policies that do not work. 

THE iMPOIrfANCE OF THEORY CONSTRUCTION 

In the child abuse literature, insuflicient attention has been given to the nature or 
the rrocesses whereby etiologic formulations arc made and testcd. and tllll~ tll the 
validity of the theories used to explain. and to generate strategies to pre\'l:nt and 10 

treat child abuse. TIl': rrailty of the theory base may be more responsible for the 
failure or programs to treat chilu ahuse than the lack of intcrvention reS(lurce,."11 
To target adequately efforts at prl!venthm will require lirst a reckoning with the 
etiology or child abuse. This, in turn. cannot be underslood without a rllrmal coming 
to terms with the assumptions and limitations implicit in various theoretical ap
proaches. 
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The prnccss of theory construction in regard to child ab(l~e began in 1\Jf12. when 
Henry Kempe :lI1d hi~ c('lllea!!ue~ nt the Uni\'er~ity of Colorado Medicnl Center 
surveyed the landscnpc nnu c:llled to public attention ~oll1ething thnt phy~idnns 
hadn't noted before. that children were being injured nonnccidentally. He called this 
"The I3nttered Child Snydrome. "I ", The process began with the discriminntion of a 
phenomenon and giving it n mUlle. 

Even though child abuse was known to exist for centurics. it was not identilied ns a 
discrete entity npart from a swirl of childhood misfortunes assodnted with tumult in 
family and society. The next task in the development of the Iield was the generation 
of hypotheses about why Ihis phenomenon occurred. At this early point in the 
developmcnt of theory simple cause and effeci relationships were identilied. In other 
words. the implicit assumption in the scmch for etiology was thnt a single powerful 
factor cOttlu be found tlmt wlluld univcr~ally cxplain why children arc nbuscd. i\~ 

sevcrnl fnctors were identilied. one by one. l!ach gave risc tn unit;lry theory. i.e .• a 
singlt: rnClClr rormulation of the orig.ins of child abuse. and each theory carrkll with 
it implicmions for action . 

. For example. child abuse has been e.xpl'lined as the direct product of pnrenlal 
psyclwpathology."J' With a unitary psychodyn;ullic theory. parental psycholog.ical 
charncteristics are considered the primary determinants of child abuse. and must be 
understood in order for a treatment to take plnce. This theoretical orientation in 
fact. guides most modern child welfare work. As with all theories. its action conse
quences derive from how the problem is understood. And to.a great extent.lh~· limits 
of current protectiv'! service work derive from a relentless focus on individuals and a 
collective belief in th,' curatiw value of love and talk. 

As the lield has developed, there has been an increasing appreciation for the varie
ty and complexity of etiology, which has produced an approach to theory that can be 
described as interactive. In other words. etiology is understood not as the product of 
a single powerful factor, but as the consequence of inte,.\ctions among severn I fac
tors. For example, child abuse might be explained as (he consequence of effects of 
stress on vulnerable personality types. The action consequcnccs would include atten
tion both to situations or conditions that produce stress, as well as counseling around 
issues of personal adaptation. 

, Much or the thinking in the Iield. however. still rests on unitary hypotheses. and 
these have given rise to myths of cause, prevention ~.nd cure that have hampered ef
forts to effect meaningful change. 

In Table I are outlined major theories that have been applied to I!xplain the 
etiology or child abuse; myths of cause. pre\·ention. and cure that have arisen from 
too narrow a focus on one or another or the.~e explanatory formulations. and prac
tice implications contained within these apprl1aches. 

Each of these unitary theories has provided a focus and generated rcsean:h that 
has expanded our understanding llf the origins of child abuse. but they nrc each 
limited to one explanatory lens focused on O1\e part or a cOlllple.x picture. As a Iicld 
develops in its search for an adequate theory base, the Iimilatinns of the unitary 
theories become clear to some thinkers. For example. with regard to psydlllannlytic 
theories, the few controlled studics suggest thm only a fcw of (he nhusing parents 
show severe neurotic or psychotic characteristics and that child abuse Illay be 
associated with several parental pcrsonnlity types.'''' 
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TABLE 1. UNITARY THEORII!S OF ETIOLOGY IN ClUtD ADUSE: TIlEOR", ~I\'TII. PRACTIC"E 

Theory 

P.'i.vc"oana~vlic: Child abu~e is il product or 
par:ntal psychopathology."1

1 

Leamm?: Child abuse IIIi a behavior 1:::1rncd 
from the e~pcricncc of having been acu~cd 3'i 
:1 child. Parents model abUSive parenting (or 
their chlldren,luI 

Alloc:hment: Child abu!ic is II consequence of 
early sepamtions between mother :lOd child 
thilt interfere with Ihc process of forming il 
protective bond o( ciosenC''';s and love. lltl 

Siress: Child nbosc: is :1 prodUct of pO't'crlY 
and other faclors that .5tr1!'iJ families. including 
sexual and economic inequillit)',cm 

{..ab,·;illg: A child abuser is a person Ie whom 
'h .... I,bcl h.s been successrully applied. By 
Ic'ibcnn~ ~ome (U511:1l1y socially margin<:ll) 
parl!llls OlS cJr:viant (i.e., abusive)~others do 
not h::lVC I" O't;knowledge [heir owl'\. 
abu1iiveness toward children, <1nd t~dr own 
PC\'''I~",I ::md pr:::lrcssional interests Olrc: ~rved 
~ .i't cre::alcs a need (or the: "helping" 

refe.uICM1. 

Myth 

Paren("i who abu~e children are 
"ill" nnd require prufes.'iiomll 
iUlenclition r~1r pre'Ocntion 
;\nd cure. 

Children who irc ahu~cd ~row 
Uf110 <tbus: Illck own cllIlt.lr~l1. 

Parcnls who <tbu~c their chllt.lrcn 
3re 1101 "aIl3chcd" to or Jo not 
lovc their children. There i5 <t 
crilkal period during which 
• 1II3dunent musl occur. 

Slam or 3 ~t1cil1J re\'oluliml, 
prcvcnlillg child abu~c is 
impo~"iiblc. 

P3ying allention 10 pcrson5 
itlcnlllicrf as abu~ive L"i it cover-up 
or the wider violence in 
our society. 

ProC'lirr 

P~>"chotheropy and/or Cl.lul1\~lin~ 

Parcnt cdm::1l1l1n. O1nd rc:ct!th':;lIr~'n 
tn IC:1r1l nOl1itbu!l.II'g 1r:clulI'ltlc'l. 

Prc\'el1lin~ mlel1liol110 1111! rnl\'i~i(111 
or I!onillci bcmcc" 0101 her :tnd 
newhorn. i.e •• cncuuflIging rO\1ntmg
in and handlin~ "r f1rcm:lIurc.~ • 

At.h U~;IC\' In n:U\l~C' I'r elillliui1IC' 
~(1l1r~c~ (~f \1 rl!"" in imlh idu:11 
rllll1i1ic~. Pulilit:al al.:lirrn uin:clcd 
toward mcial change. Community 
"cr\'ice"i 10 support pcrson\ in lime!'i 
or \Ire'~. 
SOI:i:11 oClion directed luwnrd :1 
d'OIIH!C in v<:lhle~ .. buHI \ iolcn.:e lind 
im:qrjJlily in our !'iOciCIY. 
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Even I'm those individual~ in wh\1J1l individual p:llhology is round, tlw unitary 
psychoanalytic theory docs not necessarily explain the presence of a history pf child 
abuse. A particular psychi<ltric diagnosis docs Ilot predict <Ibusc. The theory does not 
in itself enable a differentiation between parents with a given diagnosis who do and 
who do not abuse a child. 

The stress theory is also unsufl1dently comprehensive. Obviously. not all poor or 
stressed families abuse their children. A history of poverty i~ disproporlionmcly 
reprcs~ntated becausc'of the large number of lower class families who receive: ~cr
vices from institutions that report the large majority of cases, and from which rcsean.:h 
samples arc drawn. And although poorer familie~ are more likely 10 he givcn the 
child abuse label, it would be a grave disservice to dismiss their very real rrobh:ms as 
socially delillcd, or to interpret those wno seek to help them as acting only to main
tain lheirown sodal dOl1linance. 

Whil..: socioecol1omk factors might sometimcs place added stresses on bask per
sonality \\'e,lkness, these stresses tire, of thel11sell'es, neither sufficient 11l1r necessnry 
causes of abuse. This model neglects il/lemaJ sources of family streng.th and stre~, 
that render individual families more or less sensitive to external circumstances and 
events. It does not address qualities of the interaction between and among family 
members and their importance to a family's capacity to nurlure its young, nor does it 
adcquately accoUnt for parental dysfunction ill seemingl~· privileged homefi'1WI 

We arc now at a point in the development of t he field where we arc movin~ll.nlt nry 
to interactive tbeories of child abuse. We can recognize thnt a theory {\f 
psychopathology is inadequate without the integration of the factors in the in
dividual and in his or her history and t!nvironJnent that render him or hcr vulnerable 
to psychopathology and to its Ihlrriculnr e.~pression of child abuse. An envimnl11clltal 
theory is inadequate without the integratioll of those personal and sodnl qualities, 
experiences, and characteristics that render the individual vulnerable as a parent to 
the eroding effects of poverty and stress. 

An integrative approach seeks to define how olle aspect of e.'<periellce mediates the 
effects of another, in order better to understand what renders some families 
vulnerable and other families st rong. 

With the development of a field I'rom a set of unitary theories to II .sct of in
tegrntive hypotheses. inve5t;;;:!lions shift in focus from trying to lind Ille (,{IIISI! to 
enabling th~ identilicatiOIl of inu'vidual differences in etiology. We will need basic 
research into the identification of the many variables that are implicated in child 
abuse, but the focus is on elaboration rather than closure. 

1l is in what has come to be called ecologic theory that maj~r ,tride~ have been 
made in understanding and dealing with the interrelationships nmong attrihutes of 
child, parent. ramily, and sodal setting. Child "busc is seen in this theoretical ~'(1n
text as r .;::mpwm of di~turballce~ in a complex ccosy<;tem with lI1any interacting 
variables. We and our colleagues on the Family Development Study h;IVC reported 
elsewhere on findings of a large epidemiologic study at the Children's H(1~pit"l in 
Bmto,l, "0' and Garbarino and Stnrr have reportcd on large data ,cts in New York 
and Michigan. 12 '·'" These studies lend to what David Gil cnllcd a more holi.~tie no
tion of child abuse and its prevention. with a conccptualiz..1tion of cause and effect 
thaI operates at dilTerentlevels (individual, family, society) and with different modes 
of etiology for different children and families, (Zl, A decade ago, Julius Ridttnond 
coined the notion of a family's ecology of henlth. This seems now to be an especially 
relevant concept for the understanding and study of child ab\lse.'''' 
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CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION 

Because child abuse is a cmnplcx problem with multiple callse~. pre\'clllilln 
strategies must be comprehensive and operate at the: different levels of individual. 
comlllunity, and society. Each of the theoretical approaches discussed above con
tains important implications for prevention. The following measures arc among the 
politically plausible p~cvention initialives that .~how promise of an effective impact. 

From Psychoanalytic Theory 
1b 

I. Acknowledge the importance of mental hcalth"the functioning and well-being 
of children and families by formalizing a conception of health that inclUdes emo
tional as well as biological health. This can'be achieved through the training of physi-

Qn" """"l"S, d d . I II I' I" I' . . cJan~~o recognize an atten to emotlona as wc as p lYSIO oglca I~Slles III pracllce. 
and by providing third pany reimbursement for performing "as the palient', ad~isor. 
counselor, and health advocate."(HI 

Fro/ll Learning Theory 

2. Give parents access to information and understanding of child devc!opment, in
cluding nonviolent methods of socializing their children. "61 

From A tlachmenf Theory 

3. Elevate the parent-child relationship to an appropriate position of n:specLand 
importance in clinical practice. Ihrough facilitating the formntion of bonds of at
tachment at birth. by preventing prelrtalurity through pren:llal care. hum:lIii7ing the 
delivery e.~perience, bringing falher" inlo the delivery rotlnl and emphasizing Iheir 
supportive role toward mal hers and Iheir participalion in child care. and by en
couragement of paternity a.~ wcll as maternity leaves from cmployment."" 

From Stress Theory 

4. Provide quick telephone access to parents at times of distress with their children 
through hot lines. (1'1 

5. Make available to all children health and mental health well child enre. diagnosis, 
and t,eatrileilt. Children who arc sick or handicapped may be more vulnerable to 
abuse. (1'1 

6. Make available emergency homemaker andlor child care scrvices to families in 
crisis. (lOI 

7. Reduce social isolation by making universally available such avenues of access 
to other people as telcphllnc~ and public transportation."" 

8. Suppor! existing community institutions such as churches and \\,lll1lCn's 
organizations that offer support and a scnse of community and of personal \'aluc to 
their mcmbership. (llI 

9. Empowcr women. Acknowledge the extent to which sexual dominancc and 
subservience ramifies bOlli in the abuse of women and children and in jlrofessional 
settings where male-dominated. symptom-oriented professions (medicine. surgcry. 
law) hold sway over professions composed mainly of women (social work, nursing. 
child care). (lJ) 

22-024 0-83-17 

I , 
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From Lahelin~ Theory 

10. Rcmove the ~tig.ma frum g.etling. hc.:lp Wilh family problems by dClm:hing. prCl
tcctive ~ervicc programs from public wc\fare agende~. Ab.1ntlon the heavily valuc
laden nomenclature of "the b:uten:J child syndromc," "child abme," nnd "child 
neglcct" in favor of a broader nnd more humane conception of childhCll1t\ o;ndal ill
ness. Incre:::se the sensitivity, timeliness, and competency ofmedkal and socia: work 
practice. I'" 

II. Expand public awareness of the great prevalance of child abuse and domestic 
violence, and disassemble the conventional wisdoms attaching child abuse to deviant 
and minority individuals and groups, placing emphasis on the reality that the poten
tial for violence is in all of us, and priority on individual and social aClion 10 il1-
terevenc when violence occurs.IHI 

CONCLUSION 

Systematic attc'1lilln to the pr':\,L'I1tinn of child abuse will force a needed com
munication among clinicians, social scientists, ai,d architects or social policy. The 
National Center on Child Abuse ano Neglect in Washington can guiue thi~ effort 
through the implementation of its comprehensive plan for the preventiml and trcat
ment of child abuse which was mandnted by Congress in the clJntinualion of Public 
Law 93-247 in 1977. ll') 

The development of a theory base tlmt enable~ a competent analysi~ of thc·man., 
kinds of family problems that culminntc in the physical symptoms of child .ibuse and 
neglect will guide an intelligent prevention program. NOl only is better knowledge 
needed, in terms of understanding the nature and distribution of different families' 
problems, but a much more adequate understanding of the factors that enable 
parents to cope and the social-dcr:lOgraphic and familial ramifications or parent and 
child competency and strength. These, in turn, will permit the development of a 
more appropriate and ralional practice and a useful intellectual foundation for 
p~evention. 
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Child Abuse: The Current Theory Base and Future Research Needs 
ELI H. NEWBERGER, M.D., CAROLYN MOORE NEWBERGER, ED.D., AND ROBERT L. HAMPTON, PH.D. 

Conta~ed in each causal e~ianation for child abuse is a theory of etiology, The nature 
and qUallty of our knowledge 18 approached in this paper from a review of studies of the 
impact of abuse on children, for which a critique of methodology is given. The relation 
b~tween theory construction, study, and clinical action is addressed. Recommendations 
WIth respect to the focus and content of future research are made. 

Journal oflhe Ameri('an Academy o{Child Psychiatry, 22, 3:262-268. ~9a3. 

Definition and Prevalence 

Child abuse has been noted to heve many cnuses: as 
a childhood symptom of mental :'Jness in parents, as 
the culmination of a lifelong experience of violence 
toward the caregiver, of environmental and social 
stresses on the family, and of society's acceptance and 
promotion of physical violence. Contained in each 
causal explanation is a theory of etiology. And within 
each theory, researchers extract from the complexity 
of families' lives those particular factors that are be
lieved to be causal agents for violence against children. 
Clinicians are frequently frustrated by the limited 
focus and use of the diverse theories on child abuse. 
In order to select which factors to study, researchers 
must exclude other factors~ Clinicians, facing a variety 
of rustinctive life events, personal characteristics ane 
unique circumstances of the families and children'they 
serve, are not always content with the explanations for 
the origin of child abuse found in the research litera
ture. 

Child abuso and child neglect ar. catch·all euphe
misms for a variety of childhood injuries that are 
believed to be derived from parental acts of omission 
or conunission. The diagnostic tags focus attention on 
symptoms and propose entirely too simple formula
tions of etiology. In this paper, child abuse refers to 
the many problems suggested by child abuse and child 
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neglect. This is to focus more on the causes than on 
the manifestations of child maltreatment. 

By the middle 1960s, after a model Child Abuse 
Reporting Law was promulgated by the U.S. Chil
dren's Bureau, every state adopted one or another 
form of child abuse reporting statuta. In 1979, accord
ing to The National Center on Child Abuse and Ne
glect ill the U.S. Department of H.alth and Human 
Services, over 711,000 reports were received. This rep· 
resented a IO-fold increase in the course of a decade. 

Although the true prevalence of child abuse is un· 
known, the concern regarding the conseouences of 
abuse is, for individuals and for our society,~,,~~versal. 
We address at the outset of this paper what we know 
of the impact of child maltreatment on the child. From 
this discussion will emerge a general impression of the 
nature and quallty of our knowledge, with focus on 
theory and methodology of study. 

Impact of Abuse on Children 

The clinical literature on child abuse contaIns many 
RSS'Jmptions about the consequences of child abus~ 
for the ,",ctim, his or her family, and society. For 
example, Schmitt and Kempe (1975) assert thgt the 
dangers of child abuse extand beyond harm to the 
victim: "If the child who has been physically abused 
is returned to his parents without intervention, 5% are 
killed and 35% are seriously reinjured. Moreover, the 
untreated families tend to produce children who grQW 

up to be juvenil~ delinquents and murders, 85 well as 
the batterers of the next generation" (p. 111). 

Such concerns on the part of clinicians derive in 
part from the frequently noted multigenerational na
ture of identified clinical cases of child abuse: the 
parents of abused children are often themselves per
ceived to have been abused and neglected in childhood 
(Steele and Pollock, 1974). In adulthood, the parents 
may have more frequent drug and alcohol abuse, crim
inal behavior, and psychiatric disturbance (Smith et 
aI., 1975), leading to worry about what will be the fate 
of their offspring. Concerns about the developmental 
sequelae of child abuse are also supported by the 
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observations of psychiatric workers on the behavior of 
small numbers of abused children in clinical and lab
oratory settings (Galdston 1971; Martin et al., 1974; 
Silver et al., 1969). 

Corroboration for these small studies is fOUlld in 
reports from the Select Committee on Child Abuse of 
the Legislature of the State of New York (Alfaro. 1973, 
1977). In a study of 4,465 children and siblings who 
were reported as victims of maltreatment in the early 
1950s in 8 New York counties, between 10 and 30% 
were identified in subsequent agency contacts for sev
eral categories of juvenile misconduct. In 3 counties, 
44% of the girls and 35% of the boys reported ta a 
court as delinquent or ungovernable and had been 
previously reported as abused pr neglected. The 
strength and stahility of the a.<lSOciation between re
ported maltreatment and juvenile misconduct was 
subsequently examined in reference to the sex, reli
gion, ethnic status, and family composition of the 
subjects: the disproportionate representation of non
whites and the prevalence of absent fathers (41%) and 
mothers (15%) was discussed in relation to existing 
knowledge about the etiology of child abuse and ne
glect and the dynamics of case reporting and interven
tion (Carr, 1977). Left open in the discussion, and 
unfortunately not susceptible to defmitive analysis in 
this sample, is the extent to which the preferential 
selection of poor children both for reporting for mal
treatment and for delinquency may have affected the 
perceived aseociation and the extent to which poverty 
per se may have determined both problems. Such an 
analysis would best be conducted on a sample gener
alizable to all maltreated children in New York and 
controlled for certain potentially confounding attri
butes (Newberger and Daniel, 1976). 

In the single controlled study referenced above 
(Smith et al., 1975), a failure to match cases and 
controls on social class led to a serious confounding by 
social class in the analysi~ Abusive perents were found 
to have a number of social and psychiatric problems 
in relation to the comparison grouP. but the contri
bution of a critical third factor, poverty, could not be 
extricated from the case-control differences because 
the cases were significantly poorer than the controls. 
The New York State study, though impressive in 
numbers and worrisome in conclus~unsJ is further dif
ficult to interpret because it is both biased to favor 
poor children for selection, and uncontrolled. 

The contribution of Eimer (1977a, 1977h) brings 
into focus the limited state of our understanding of the 
long-term effects of child maltreatment. Her findings 
suggest that we must attend ta the social and familial 
circumstances which equally affected the outcomes of 
cases and controls. The study concludes "that the 
effects on child development of lower-class member-

ship may be· as powerful as abuse" (Elmer, 1977b; p. 
80). 

Elmer's "follow-up study" (her characterization) 
was composed of 17 abused children and 17 children 
who were victi.ms of accidents, matched in age, sex. 
race. and socioeconomic status of their families. Each 
of these IItraumntized" groups was matched with a 
group of children who had not suffered early trauma 
on these variables, in addition to the attribute of early 
hospital admission. Nine still intact "abusive families" 
were identified from the original case pool and were 
studied intensively in regard to the stability of demo
graphic characteristics, indices of personal and social 
support for parents and children, mother's behavior in 
relation to the child, and the following attributes of 
the children: health; language and hearing; perceptual
motor coordination; school ability and achievement; 
and bel;1avior, focusing especially on implllsivity, 
aggression, and empathy. 

The startling paucity of case-control differences in 
this study is described with candor and humor: "When 
the follow-up study was completed, we were at a loss 
to explain the lack of significant results differentiating 
between the abused, accident, nnd comparison groups 
or ar.y of the subgroups. Across the board, there were 
very few differences between the groups, and these 
were relatively minor. The follow-up st.affwas aston
ished and disbelie'ling. It then turned out that several 
of th" examiners had kept a private tally, showing 
their opinions of the classifications of each child. In 
no case had these tallies been correct any more often 
than would be true of selections made purely by 
chance. In addition, the clinicians' opinions had dif· 
fered for individual children, showing that their com
binedjudgments could not effectively differentiate the 
groups" (Elmer, 1977; p. 275). 

The implications of Elmer's study have been dis
cussed elsewhere in detail in a discussion for pediatri. 
dans and others concerned with child health (Cuj'oli 
and Newberger, 1977). We noted that the findings 
suggest that health or social intervention alone will 
allay the developmental impact neither of abuse nor 
of poverty, for both the case and the control groups 
suffered impressive developmental losses, despite the 
provision of medical and social services. 

This is not to say, however, that abuse-or pov· 
erty-dooms a child to failure. If a child and his family 
have available and can participate in several well
conceived and administered intervention opportu
nities, a child's prospect for healthy psychological 
growth is enhanced. Martin (1976) poinu. out in the 
summary of his book on the abused child: "We have 
especially focused on treatment rer developmental 
delays and deficits, crisis care, psychotherapy and pre
school or day care .... These various treatment mo· 
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dulitie. for the child have worked. They have mnde 
p08Sible considerable growth and development in the 
abused child. They should be considered as treatment 
options for all abused children" (p. 93). Martin'. study 
has serious limitations, as will be addressed subse~ 
quently, but his descriptions of intervention and con
clusions about their relationship to the children's de
velopment are useful and persuasive. 

Such comprehensive programs for disadvantaged 
families as the Maternal and Infant Health programs 
of the Department of H.H.S. have yielded important 
and encouraging results in child health and develop
ment, and analyses of the data and issues in the 
heredity-environment controversy suggest that a nur· 
turant and supportive environment can pennit the 
natural unfolding of a child's best qualities and capa
bilities (Martin, 1976). Many materially poor families 
are able to, provide sufficient love, stimulation, and 
discipline to enable their offspring to grow and develop 
well. But, to paraphrase a contribution to this discus
sion by Wolff (1976), so long as poverty persists, we 
will have the technjcaJ wherewithal neither to antici· 
pate nor to prevent its damaging consequences on 
pa!ents and children. 

In assessing the meaning of the Elmer (1977b) study, 
it is well also to attend to the apparent developmental 
resiliency of the abused cbildren, in comparison to 
those in the control group. The strengths of these 
children lead inevitably w critical questions about the 
pathologic orientation toward both children and par
ents implicit in current practice and in other research. 

A critical review of the conceptual bases, design, 
methodology, and instrumentation of currently avail· 
able work on the developmental impact of child mal· 
treatment suggests that many investigators begin with 
an ominous portent of doom and select small uncon
trolled samples, generally from severely impoverished 
populations, and examine them with psychologically 
focused, loosely quantified tools. 

These reports on the physical, social, emotional, and 
cognitive developmental consequences of child abuse 
yield inescapably to an impression of serious and pro
found pathology in the victims, but analysis of these 
studies demonstrates the following major methodo· 
logic flaws which limit their generalizability, scientific 
validity, and utility for building theory and for guiding 
practice: 

1. Bias of selection favoring poor children (de Cas· 
tro et aI., 1978; Galdstoh,1965, 1971; Morse et aI., 1970; 
Silver et aI., 1969; Starr, 1978); 

2. Sample size inadequate to form claimed associa· 
tions (GaJdston, 1965; Koel, 1969; Lynch, 1976; Sandg
rond et aI., 1975; Silver et a1., 1969); 

3. Lack of a comparison group (Galdston, 1971; 
~oel, 1969; Martin et aI., 1974; Silver et aI., 1969); 

4. Inadequate matching of rases and members of 
the comparison group on socioeconomic status and 
other variables, leading to consequent confounding by 
poverty or other spurious attributes (Lynch, 1976; 
Morse et aI., 1970); 

5. Imprecise definitions of child abuse or neglect 
(Galdston,1965; Koel, 1969; Lyncb, 1976; Martin et aI., 
1974; Morse et aI., 1970; Sandgrund et aI., 1975; Silver 
et aI., 1969); and 

6. Conceptual framework restricted to psychodY
namic dimensions (Galdston, 1965; Glaser et aI., 1968; 
Martin et aI., 1974). 

If the knowledge base on the impact of maltreat· 
ment on children appears to be insubstantial, there is 
no paucity of recommendations for intervention and 
treatment based on current presumptions and fears. 
These have been reviewed by us elsewhere in relation 
to the state of our understanding of child abuse epi· 
demiology (Newberger and Daniel, 1976), the princi· 
pIes and implications of current practice (Newberger 
and Hyde, 1975), proposals to screen children for risk 
of maltreatment (Daniel et aI., 1978), the functional 
implications of present classification systems for child
hood illness of familial and social origin (Newberger 
et aI., 1977), the approach to maltreatment in child 
health and legal policy (Bourne and Newberger, 1977; 
Newberger et aI., 1976), the implications for social 
policy of child maltreatment research which focuses 
on samples which are disproportionately representa. 
tive of families which are poor, socially marginal, or of 
ethnic minorities (Daniel et aI., 1978; Newberger and 
Daniel, 1976), and the extent to which family crisis 
and childhood injury has become overly professional. 
ized (Newberger and Bourne, 1978). In brief summary, 
despite the speculative nature of the prevalent conclu· 
sions about the developmentaJsequelae of child abuse, 
professional warnings support a practice of separating 
children from their natural homes in the interest of 
their and society's protection. They focus professional 
concern and public wrath on "the untreated families" 
(Schmitt and Kempe, 1975) and may justify punitive 
action to save us from their children. The lack of 
knowledge, or, perhaps more accurately, the inade
quate understanding of the state of knowledge pro· 
moted by the arudety which child abuse stimulates in 
all of us, is translated to recommendations for inter
vention, many of which are heavy-handed, unspecific, 
and insensitive; and some of which can be downright 
harmful. 

When populations representative of all cbildren and 
adults are studied in longitudinal perspective, a picture 
of development emerges which contrasts sharply with 
the dismal portraits of maltreatment and its effects. 
Quite different and more optimistic perspectives on 
children's growth, development, and adaptation to 
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hardship are offered in the reports ofthe FelsResearch 
Institute's longitudinal study (Kagan and Moss, 1962), 
in the more recent publications from the Kauai and 
Newcastle longitudinal studies of child development 
(Werner and Smitll, 1977), and the Levinson (1978) 
and VnilIant (1978) studies of adult development. Al
though the theoretical orientations, cultural contexts, 
ascertainment and follow·up intervals, and scientific 
instrumentation in these reports differ from one an
other (and the Levinson and VnilIant reports are of 
the development of selected, successful adult men), it 
is well to note briefly their principal points of conver
gence with our findings about health, social and psy
chological competence, and vulnerability. These and 
our studies argue for a broadened conception of the 
etiology of developmental attrition, embracing social, 
fantillal, and environmental, as well as psychological 
dimensions. 

Several large-scale studies, employing broadly con
ceived, developmental conceptions of child abuse and 
its impact, have been granted support recently by The 
National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect. Their 
designs and some rigorous thought about the etiology 
and consequences of maltreatment are reported in the 
recent issue of New Directions for Child Development 
under the title, "DevelonmentalPerspectives on Child 
Maltreatmene' (Rlzley and Cicchetti, 1981). 

Importance of Theory to Knowledge, 
Prevention, and Treatment of Child Abuse 

Insufficient attention has been given in the child 
Rbuse literature to the theoretical construction of 
knowledge of the problem. Although this has in part 
to do with the fascinatioll by clinicians with the be
wildering variety of physical and psychological mani
festations of the many problems which are character
ized as child abuse or neglect, the nature of the process 
whereby etiologic formulations are made and tested 
has received scant attention. An insufficient theory 
base may cOlltribute more to the failure of programs 
to treat child abuse than the lack of intervention 
resources (Gelles, 1973; Newberger, 1977). An ade
quate understending of etiology is necessary in order 
to focus intervention efforts where they will be most 
effective. For example, in a program where child abuse 
is understood as a product of parental psychupathol
ogy, individual counseling is the logical and customary 
intervention response. The failure of counseling to 
effectively treat many fantilles in such programs is not 
parental failure, nor .ven necessarily a failure of psy
chotherapeutic skill and compassion. Rather, it is a 
failure deriving from a theory of etiology which is too 
narrowly defined to be broadly effecllve. It is neces
sary, therefore, to come to terms with the theories 
which guide work wiili fantilles in which abuse has 

occurred and with the assumptions implicit in those 
theories. 

Before turning to the major theoretical approaches 
of child abuse and their operational consequences for 
treatment and prevention, it is well to reflect briefly 
on the uses and construction of theories. All human 
beings construct theories. Theories are necessary to 
explain and to contain the complexities of our lives. 
Some of our theories are better than others. Some 
have been firmly tested by experience over tiine. Some 
are tentative beginnings. Some may be overextensions 
of theories that fit past experience, but which misfit 
present realities. Some theories are borrowed from 
others without examining whether they accurately fit 
what we perceive, or whether we accurately perceive 
what we think they fit. Indeed, every ilieory distorts. 
In order to select, we must excludej and our theories 
of what to look for limit what we see. Yet without 
theories, we would be helpless to select what is impor
tant from what is, and to act purposefully in the world. 

The construction of scientific theories is also a proc
ess of searching for pathways through experience in 
order to explain cause and effect. In contrast with 
personal theories, scientific theories have fannal rules 
for testing the accuracy of their fit with experience. 
Yet the charncteristicsof agood theory are not dissim
Ilar for individuals and for fields of inquiry. A good 
theory must, first of all, make sense. It must account 
reasonably for a good part of the data or experience, 
and it must account for that data better than rival 
theories. It must be plausible to other people searching 
for pathways through ilie same terrain. And it must 
be useful It must enable one to operate more effec
tively in the world. 

The explanatory theories for child abuse can be 
classified into two groups: unitary and interactive. The 
unitary theories are these: psychoanalytic, social 
learning, environmental, coguitivc developmental, and 
labeling. 

The psychoanalytic approach posits that uncon
scious parental drives and conflicts determine abusive 
behavior (Galdston, 1973; Steele and Pollock, 1974). In 
a review of the abundant literature which views child 
abuse from a psychoanalytic perspective, the primary 
causes were seen to be in the parents' psychological 
troubles. Kempe et al. (1962), for example, described 
the abuser as the "psychopathological member of the 
family." 

Another of the consistent explanations proffered for 
child maltreatment is that individuals who have ex
perienced violent and abusive childhoods are more 
likely to grow up to become child and spouse abusers 
than individuals who experienced little or no violence 
in their childhood years (Parke and Collmer, 1975). 
Social learning theory suggests that child abuse is 
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learned behavjor. Violence in one's family of orienta
tion is seen as predictive of violence in one's family of 
procreation. 

Environmental theory posits that child abuse results 
from social and environmental stress. Stressful life 
events and conditions, such as poverty. unemploy
ment, inadequate housing, and n violent social milieu 
are prominent factors considered within this theoret
ical orientation. The perspective emphasizes factors in 
the environmental context of a family, which, by being 
felt as overwhelmingly stressful, interfere with a par
ent's ability to care for its child,.n. Child abuse can 
be viewed as a symptom of distress in a family that 
compromises its ability to protect and nurture its 
children. 

A somewhat newer approach to understanding child 
abuse has been offered by research on parental aware
ness (C. Newberger, 1980). This theory states that 
child abuse reflects an underlying egocentricity of the 
parent's understanding of the child and of the parental 
role. This cognitive.developmental approach identifies 
four levels of parental thinking about children and the 
parental role. The developmental level, at which par
ents understand the child and the parental role, is 
viewed as related to child abuse and neglect (C. New
berger and Cook, 1983). 

The labeling theory proposes social inequality as a 
basiq for its approach to child abuse. This theory 
posits that the interests of dominant power groups nre 
served by deflning as deviant a class of socially mar
ginal individuals (the "child abusersU

), whose individ
ual problems become the proper concern ofth. helping 
professionals (PfoW, 1977). This perspective, sup
ported by some empirical work using officially re
ported cases of child abuse, argues that even though 
domestic violence Decure at all income levels, low 
socioeconomic status families are more likely to be 
labeled as abusive. 

Each of the above theories could be described as 
"unitary theories." In other words, each offers an 
explanation of child abuse from a single point of view. 
Each theory has power and adherents because each 
theory explains some part of the data. Historically, 
psychoanalytic explanations have guided much of the 
work in this field. Approximately one parent in ten 
has been found to have a definenble psychiatric con
dition, but that figure is comparable to the rest of the 
population (Smith et al, 1975). Further, child abuse 
has been found to be associated with several person
ality types (Green, 1976), and no particular diagnosis 
can predict child abuse. 

Other unitary theories share comparable limitations 
in their ability to explain enough of the data to effec
tively guide intervention. For example, environmental 
theories do not take into account intra-individual and 
inter-individual sources of strength and weakness 

which render families more or les..c; vulnerable to en
vironmental experiences and conditions. Nor do they 
account for child abuse in seemingly affluent homes. 
And labeling theory, although helpful in pointing out 
pervasive biases with respect to who gets identified 
and reported as abusivl'. is of scant help in the emer
gency room when addressing the needs of a family 
whose child may have cigarette bums on it. body. 

Increasingly, sE:'nsitive professionals amI researchers 
are critically evaluating the utility of unitary theories 
of etiology and m'e integrating the more helpful parts 
of these theories into interactive, multicausal theories. 
These theories seek to undeNtand how different as
pects of experience may exacerbate or weaken other 
uspects of experience. Are particular personality types 
more vulnerable to certain kinds of environmental 
experiences'! Are thpre features of the social environ
ment, or ways of understanding the child, that enable 
families to cope \\1th stress without resorting to vio
lence? Child abuse may be understood in this theoret
ical context as a symptom of dysfunction in a complex 
ecosystem with many interacting variables. Further
more, the task of understanding is not in fitting the 
family into a narrow theoretical box, but rather in 
finding the explanation that e-<plains this family. 

Several studies have conceptualized child abuse as 
a phenomenon to be approached from the multiple 
levels of individual, family, and society, leading the 
field to a more comprehensive theory base from which 
to guide intervention (Garbarino, 1975; Newberger et 
aI, 1977; Starr, 1978). 

A clinical model for understanding child abuse, 
which druws from ecologic theory was recently devel
oped to enable pediatricians to organize the complex 
data with which they contend in clinkal practice (Bitt
ner and Newberger, 1981). 

Future Research Needs 

Two recent surveys suggest substantial defects in 
the knowledge base on child abuse. Gelles' (1980) 
review of f'1miIy violence research in the 19705 suggests 
an urgent need for theory testing and building for 
longitudinal study designs, for samples drawn from 
nonclinical populations, and for increased diversity of 
measurement instruments and data-collection tech
niques. Gelles subsumes child abuse in his concept of 
family violence, an approach which appears to be 
increasing in favor among researchers in the field. He 
summarizes aptly the progress in the last decade: 
uWhereasresearch in the '60's tended to view domestic 
violence as rare and confined to mentally disturbed 
and/or poor people, research in L,e '70's revealed 
family violence as an extensive phenomenon which 
could not be explained solely as a consequence of 
psychological factors or income" (p. 873). 

jarbarinQ (1981) surveyed 14 nationally recognized 
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experts and concluded that "we are making some 
progress, but that major questions remain unan .. 
swered." The following principal research issues 
emerged in the Garbarino survey: 

1. Incidence estimates continue to be confused by 
a lack of precision itl the definitions used in research, 
policy, law, and practice. Studies of maltreated ado
Je-sr.ents suggest different causes and consequences 
from cases involving younger children. 

2. Identification of risk for maltreatment remains 
statistically unreliable, thus frustrating attempts at 
early intervention aud prevention. 

3. Treatment of child abuse is inadequate, and 
successful treatment ia imperfectly underatood. Con
ventional social-work approaches are associated with 
high rates of re-injury, but low recidivism is reported 
with innovatiVe and resourceful programs with se
lected clinical popUlations. 

4. Nearly all treatment efforts focus on parents. 
Nut only are the developmental and health needs of 
children ignored, hut the children may be harmed by 
interventions which plnce them in foster-home or in
stitutional-care settwgs. Focus on the childhood an
tecedents. precipitants, and concomitants in research 
and practice is limited. Poorly differentiated clinical 
approaches neglect the unique needs of adolescents. 

5, Preuentive initiatives are largely unexplored, 
notwithstanding, for example, the suggested potency 
and cost-effectiveness of facilitating the formation of 
bonds of parent-child attachment at birth. 

6. The medium and long-term consequences of 
physical and sexual abuse are poorly ullderstood, 
although experts conC'llr on the increased vulnerability 
for severe problems in school, in behavior in the com
munity, and in later family life. Few longitudinal stud
ies have begun, and these are likely soon to end, 
because of severe constraints on research funding. 

Conclusions 

Clinical approaches to child abuse remain con
strained by an inadequate foundation of theory 'and 
knowledge. Clinicians working with violent families 
typically work on a case-by-case basis. Hence, they 
must practice what they know and accumulate new 
knowledge through experience with the type of fami
lies they see (Light, 1979). Although eager to improve 
the success of their work and to improve the quality 
of data available to othera in the field, iliey typically 
have little time to piece together the results of their 
work and of studies in the field. Nonetheless, clinicians 
have made important contributions to our knowledge 
base on child abuse. 

Because academic research and clinicians have dif
ferent work roles and work in different organizations, 
they frequently approach the same topic in different 
ways (Gelles, 1982; Snyder et al., 1982). Shared con-

cerns by both researchers and clinicians working in 
the family violence field have not led to a high level of 
interchange regarding concepts, theory, or data. Re
search results frequently are not in a form to guide 
clinical decisions. The concerns most central t{) clini
cians frequently are not phrased in a way that provides 
focus to research. 

Well-conceived, controlled,longitudinal studies hold 
~re.t promise for prevention and treatment of child 
abuse. Thia research must be conceived, operational
ized, and disseminated in such a way as to provide 
useful guideposts for practice and policy. 
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Senator DENTON. Thank you, Dr. Newberger. 
Mr. Loken. 
Mr. LOKEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am here today as a rep

resentative of Covenant House and also of the Covenant House In
stitute for Youth Advocacy, organizations which exist to provide 
for the care and protection of street kids, and advocacy for their 
most serious needs. 

Because we are convinced that a Federal role in the protection of 
children from abuse, and in particular, sexual abuse, is absolutely 
crucial to the care of our Nation's children, we are delighted to be 
here today, and in particular wish to address you regarding the 
question of sexual abuse of American children. 

I think, first of all, it is appropriate to tell you a little bit about 
Covenant House. It was founded very informally by a Franciscan 
priest, Father Bruce Ritter, in 1968. He entered into the crisis care 
of kids really quite by accident. Forced off campus by students who 
told him he ought to practice what he preaches from the pulpit, he 
found himself on the Lower East Side, and the first children that 
he gave shelter to were six children from a self-formed family who 
had been used in making a pornographic movie in exchange for 
food and shelter. 

Since that time he has built a major organization that now cares 
for approximately 12,000 kids a year, 8,000 of them in New York, 
the rest in other crisis shelters in Toronto, Guatemala, and soon in 
Houston and Boston. 

The program operates on a 24-hour, open-intake policy with a 
wide range of services: a fully staffed medical clinic, a legal staff, 
staff psychologists, professional social workers, and vocational 
counselors. Covenant House, of course, sees the whole range of 
problems related to child abuse, but with regard to sexual abuse, 
we perhaps have a very special interest because so many of the 
children who come to us have been caught up in the sex industry 
which is centered in Times Square. 

Our Under 21 crisis center in New York is located right in the 
heart of the Minnesota Strip sex area. Of Covenant House's chil
dren, our medical staff estimates that up to 35 percent have been 
sexually abused prior to their entrance into street life. Once they 
are on the street, some 60 percent or more become a part of formal 
or informal prostitution; that is, trading sex for survival. 

The best scholarly estimates for the rate of sexual abuse nation
ally put the figure at approximately 1 in 10 boys prior to age 18; 1 
in 4 girls prior to that age. Of course, these estimates are subject to 
some dispute, particularly with regard to the definition that is ap
propriate for sexual abuse. 

But the difference between the extremely high Covenant House 
rate and the national rate of sexual abuse, I think, points to at 
least two factors which are related to the results of sexual abuse in 
children. 

First of all, there is a tremendous increase in the chance that a 
sexually abused child will run away from home and end up on the 
street. 

Second, there is an extremely increased chance that such a child 
will eventually enter into some form of prostitution. Of course, the 
other effects of sexual abuse of children are well documented and 
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extremely severe. They range from severe emotional trauma to se
rious sexual dysfunction. They include numerous physical problems 
for children. We, in many ways, think of a badly sexually abused 
child, particularly one who has then entered into the sex industry 
in New York City, as having suffered a form of psychological death 
that is the equivalent of an extreme case of physical abuse. 

There is no real limit on the age range of sexual abuse. We have 
seen babies of 3 months who have been sexually abused. We have 
also seen girls in later adolescence who have been raped or sexual
ly abused. The average age, however, is around 10 to 11 years for 
the first reported instance of sexual abuse in a child. 

Our response to the problem of sexual abuse in the kids we see 
basically parallels the response that we use with regard to all the 
kids who come to Covenant House. That response is a multidisci
plinary one for all the children we serve, but particularly for kids 
who are involved in sexual exploitation or in past sexual abuse, we 
adopt a multifaceted approach. We have a crisis team for handling 
these kids, which is composed of representatives of the various pro
fessionals disciplines within Covenant House. 

That approach corresponds, incidentally, with some other suc
cessful intervention programs against sexual abuse, one of which
the Institute for Community as Extended Family-is located in San 
Jose, Calif., and another-the child sexual abuse victim assistance 
project-here in Washington, D.C. These programs may not have 
the answer to the problem of sexual abuse, but they attempt to 
look at it from every possible angle and work the problem if possi
ble. 

Our principles at Covenant House are "humanistic" in a Chris
tian sense. We use five basic rules: No.1, immediacy, urgent re
sponse to the child's needs. 

Second, sanctuary, protection of confidentiality, and safety. 
Third, value communication; we have values at Covenant House. 

We are not afraid to state those values to the children, but we do 
not expect them instantly to adopt our own moral vision. 

Fourth, structure; where rules are necessary, they must be en
forced, and we do enforce our rules at Covenant House and try to 
bring the child back into a frame of self-discipline and forward 
movement. 

Finally, the principle of choice; no child has to participate in the 
Covenant House program, but we believe that by leaving that 
choice open for them, there is a chance they will turn their lives 
around. 

In order to give you an idea of what a sexual abuse case at Cov
enant House might look like, I have chosen one case history to 
review with you. It is the case of Marian, who was age 19 when we 
began working with her. She was abused sexually by her maternal 
uncle; her mother and grandmother denied the situation, refused 
to recognize it. This went on while Marian was aged 9 to 13. 

At 13 she found herself out on the street, soon was beaten up by 
a young man who was furious over his own impotence. She then 
fell into the hands of a pimp named Raymond who fathered a child 
borr~ to her at age 14. She worked on the street for 4 years. 

She attempted suicide a number of times. She got a number of 
breaks from the street because she was, after all, the mother of the 
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pimp's child. And so he did give her some time off. She finally 
came to Covenant House. With luck and God's grace she managed 
to turn her life around slowly. She is now, we understand, success
fully coping in a program for former prostitutes located in the 
West. 

Her case illustrates, I think, some of the key problems in dealing 
with sexual abuse under the current system. 

No.1, noncustodial sexual abuse is technically not a part of the 
national effort against child abuse, protection, and treatment. 
Unless that noncustodial abuse is incorporated in the statutory 
definition of abuse and neglect, the Federal law is going to remain 
impotent in dealing with over half of the cases of sexual abuse. 

Second, children who wish to pursue cases of sexual abuse find 
themselves blocked by outmoded rules of evidence and problems in 
presenting testimony. It is extremely traumatic for a child to 
present testimony in a court of l<;lw regarding an abusive incident, 
particularly a sexual abuse incident. But the rules of hearsay pre
vent the introduction in many States-in fact, nearly all States-of 
statements by a chUd made to a child protective worker soon after 
the event. The child must come into court and present testimony 
for the record to be established. 

Second, no system of videotape testimony has been introduced in 
the various States to allow a child to testify in a somewhat less 
threatening, nonpublic atmosphere while still preserving the con
frontation rights of the defendant. 

But we believe that even beyond emphasizing these legal difficul
ties, it is important to reach out to the children of this country, be
cause they are the only ones who know whether, in fact, they have 
been sexually abused. We think an appropriate response for the 
Federal Government, in addition to changing its statutory defini
tion of abuse and encouraging changes in evidentiary rules, would 
be to adopt a national media campaign to educate children on the 
limits on sexual activity. 

Many children in this country are not educated as to what is sex
ually right or wrong. They have po concept of how far an adult 
should be allowed to go with them. A media campaign would reach 
many of them, because after all the average age of a sexual abuse 
victim is 10 or 11, which is a prime TV age. Ads directed to chil
dren might let them know that there are limits of touching and 
that they have a place to go if there is a case of sexual abuse in 
their house. 

Finally, we would emphasize that there are few long-term treat
ment options for children who have been cast off from the family 
by sexual abuse, particularly for children who have become in
volved in prostitution. Estimates go as high as 900,000 juvenile 
prostitutes in this country. There are perhaps 500 beds at most in 
existing programs to handle juvenile prostitutes. And, in fact, most 
of the programs that handle child abuse are not fully appropriate 
for handling sexual abuse problems. 

We think the Government's capability of intervening successfully 
in the area of sexual abuse is limited by the mystery and the intri
cacy of the entity that is the American family. 

But we urge you to go as far as you can go--reauthorize this act, 
tinker as far as you can with the definitions of sexual abuse, and 
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extend Federal intervention to bring as much help to children as is 
possible. 

I would ask finally, Mr. Chairman, that my written statement be 
entered into the record. 

[The prepared statement and additional material of Mr. Loken 
follow:] 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GREGORY A LOKEN 
SR. STAFF ATTORNEY, COVENANT HOUSE 

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Stmcommittee, I am Gregory 

Loken, Sr. Staff Attorney at Covenant House, New York, New 

York. I was delighted to receive your invitation to discuss 

the problem of sexual abuse of children in the context of 

your consideration of re.authorization of the Child Abuse 

Prevention and Treatment and Adoption Reform Act. 

Covenant House, founded by Father Bruce Ritte.r in 1968, 

is a not-for-profit organization dedicated to the crisis 

care of runaway and homeless youth. Its main facility, the 

Under 21 crisis shelter 10Gatee in Times Square, right off 

the "Minnesota Strip", annually provides shelter, food, and 

clothing along with medical, legal, vocational and educational 

counselling to about 8,000 kids under the age of 21. By the 

end of this year similar facilities - actually called "multi-

service centers" - will be open in Houston and Boston; a 

similar center in Toronto has just passed its first anniversary. 

In sum, we expect to provide crisis shelter to about 12,000 

children during 1983. About six percent of Covenant House's 

funding comes from governmental sources; the rest, including 

some seventy-five percent from small and moderate donors, 

from private sources. 

The first six children to whom Father Bruce provided 

shelter were homeless - all from one self-constituted family -

and prior to knocking on his door, had been coer~':=r" into 
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making a pornographic movie for food and shelter. Since 

that time the work of Covenant House has been inextricably 

bound up with the problem of sexual exploitation and abuse 

of the young. As our perspective is from the darkest edge 

of the lives of sexually abused children, however, we t.'link 

it is important first to provide something of an objective 

account of the natillwide blight of sexual victimization of 

the young. Against that backdrop the Covenant House experience 

is more understandable, less charged with emotion. So, too, 

the suggestions of Covenant House for your future action on 

behalf of sexually abused children are more easily scrutinized 

when framed by national - as opposed to our particular 

program's - needs. 

I. Sexual Abuse of Childr.m - The National Problem 

The tendency of "professionals" and "experts" to discuss 

children in narrowly categorical te~ms - without any real 

effort to keep an overall human perspective on children's 

problems - once drew this icy criticism from the great 

children's advocate Lillian Nald: 

Perhaps Solomon the Wise t.ad I1'pecialists 
in mind when he tested the love for a child 
by the unwillingness to have it dismembered. 
Certainly the studies of th~ specialists 
themselves constantly are showing that to 
understand fully the kinds of trouble into 
which people fall - sickness, poverty, 
difficulties in home or job - we need to 
know all the factors that affect their lives. 
This understanding is especially imperative 
in the case of children who necessarily are 
governed to a far greater degree than adults 
by conditions about them over which they 
have no control. 1 

22-024 0-83-····18 
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It is therefore always dangerous to isolate one aspect of 

childhood experience for special scrutiny; the limits of 

"scientific" study of complex human events are all too 

obvious and severe. Yet sexual abuse is one blotch on 

American childhood so widespread, so severe, and so d~structive 

as to warrant the most exacting and specific attention. 

A. Extent of Sexual Abuse. mhat term has been given 

various, often legalistic, definitions, but the problem 

stated generally is simply that of overt sexual contact 

between adults and children. 'lore than a problem, actually, 

sexual abuse of children in a national epidemic. NO\~ the 

top professionals in the field estimate that some 500,000 

children per year experience some form of sexual abuse. 

By the end of their adolescence one fourth to one third of 

all girls, and about 10% 07 all boys, will have been sexually 

victimized to some degree. J As one leading expert put it: 

"Child protection workers allover the country report that 

they are overwhelmed by the influx of new cases of sexual 

abuse. T'lhereas ten years ago there was hardly a case anywhere, 

today the reporting rate is increasing exponentially and 

shows little sign of abating.,,4 Our national confidence in 

American progress can only be shaken by the knowledge that 

studieo indicatG the rate of incest in this country increased 

from one case per million population per year during the 

period 1910-1930 to 5,000 cases per million pOPulat~on per 

year from 1945-1965,5 
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In part, of course, these extraordinary figures are a 
6 

sign that reporting of sexual abuse has improved. The re-

cognition by Congress and state legislatures that sexual 

abuse exists and is severely harmful to the children abused 

has evidently borne great fruit. A recent survey of adults 

in Boston found that those interviewed had a surprisingly 

accurate understanding of the scope of sexual abuse and a 

strong resolve to report such abuse when it occurs. 7 That 

same survey, however, produced a frightening statistic: 47~ 

of those interviewed stated that they had personal knowledge 

0;' sexual abuse either through personal experience or through 

some person in their social network. 8 ':"hat degree of 

direct pUblic knowledge of sexual victimizati~n does not 

seem likely to have resulted simply from increased sophistication 

in reporting or detecting sexual abuse; rather, such increased 

awareness by parents plus the skyrocketing figures of reported 

sexual abuse sllpport a vie'N that actual sexual abuse is 

rising significantly.9 As Dr. A Nicholas Groth, director 

of the sex offender program at the Connecticut r.orrectional 

Institute, recently declared, "The dimensions of the abuse 

are staggering. If we saw these same numbers of children 

suddenly developing some kind of illness, we'd think we had 

a major epidemic on our hands."lO 

B. Effects. An epidemic it is, and one with the most 

damaging of consequences for its victims. While measurement 

of the extent of sexual abuse is extremely difficult and 

open to professional disagreement, there is little doubt 
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about the effects that abuse can create in its victims. 

Those effects have been found to include: (I) problems in 

sexual adjustment; (2)interpersonal problems; (3) education 

problems; (4) suicidal ineation; (5) obesity; (6) sleep 

problems; (7) delinquency; (6) running away from home; (9' 

prostitution; and, '.mrst, ("10) becoming a child molester. II 

Vincent De Francis, author of the seminal study of sexual 

abuse, concluded that at least two-thirds of sexually victimized 

children suffer emotional disturbances; for fully 14~ those 

disturbances are severe. 12 Above all, perhaps, there 

results from such abuse "a lack of basic trust" ann "a 

tendency for social isolation and difficulty in establishing 

close l:.uman relationships."l3 

c. ~he Abusers. Bxperts on sexual abuse have spent so 

long telling the public something it already knows - that 

"child molesters" are more often members of the child's 

fa"lily than the "dirty old men" of legend - that one scholar 

finally was provoked to say: nT~e literary device of "'ebunking 

the myths has worn thin, and could use some rest."V J>lthough 

some older studies indicated that a majority of sexual 

abusers were strangers to their victims,IS the recent 

weight of professional opinion has swung completely to the 

opposite view. ~;O\q strangers are believed to be the p~rpetrators 

in only about one quarter of all sexual abuse cases.16 

It is important to note, however, that strangers remain 

a quite substantial minority of sexual abusers. If anything, 
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sexual abuse by a stranger is less likely to be reported 

than abuse by someone known to the victim.17 ~urther, 

parents probably constitute no more than a fifth of sexual 

abusers; parents and other relatives together make up only 

about ~O~ of such offenders. 18 About a third of the sexual 

abuse perpetrated is the work of "f.riends" of the victim -

persons \.,ho while known to the victim do not normally stand 

in a custodial relationship with him or her. 19 

Overall, then, about half or more of all sexual abuse 

is perpetrated by persons with no custodial responsibility 

for the abused child. If patronage of juvenile prostitutes -

of whom there may be as many as 900,000 natiom.,ide at any 

given time 2:) - is included in the concept 0= "sexual abuse," 

that proportion would be higher stil1.~ny strategy against 

sexual abuse which does not encompass this non-custodial 

group is at best sadly incomplete. 

II. Covenant gouse - Incidence and Treatment 
Of Sexually J\bused Residents 

r.ovenant House, with its !Tnder 21 crisis shelter '.ocated 

in the heart of Times Square apd its billion-dollar sex 

'~dustry, is confronted in all its work with the exploited 

sexuality of the children who seek shelter there. l\ccording 

to our Health Services, ninety-nine percent (99%) of the 

residents at Under 21 have been sexually active; approximately 

sixty percent (60%), perhaps more, have engaged either in 
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formal prostitution or in trading sexual favors informally 

for food and shelter. '!any are irretrievably tied to street 

life, and about half of the residents leave Under 21 within 

three days - unab~e to accept even the nomimal structure 

which a crisis program must c",eI:lanl'.' ':"he other half of the 

residents stay usually between two weeks and two months. 

A. Incidence and r:ature of Sexual Abuse. ~he first 

sexual victimization of children, whether by family, familiar 

adults, or strangers tends to fall at a tender age - on the 

average, at about age 10 or ll.?l As the vast majority of 

Under 21 residents are 15 and over, it is a comparatively 

rare event for the program to include a child fresh from )'lis 

or her first sexual encounter or series of encounters with 

an adult. ~ather, the program instead deals extensively 

with children who have a history of sexual abuse in earlier 

youth, many of wpom nOvl are heing sexually exploited for the 

co~ercial profit of the sex industry. 

In providing crisis shelter, of course, it would be 

extremely damaging to children just off the street to ask 

intimate questions about sexual abuse that may have occurred 

years before. Often a child volunteers that information 

after a relationship with the program staff has been developec. 

In determining the incidence of sexual abuse in residents' 

histories, then, we must rely largely on behavorial symptoms 

of previous sexual abuse. Those symptoms are well defined 

in professional literature; 22 they often are not, unfortunately, 

exclusive of other possible sources of trauma. 
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still, based on observation of behavioral symptoms, on 

frank conversations with many residents, and on familiarity 

with the environments from which the children come to the 

program, Under 21 Health Services staff members estimate 

that perhaps half of the girls and possibly as many as 351\ 

of all residents seen by Health Services have been the 

victims of "sexual abuse" - that is, sexual victimization by 

an adult prior to the child's entrance into street life. At 

present, Covenant House is preparing a carefully controlled 

research project to test these estimates in a rigorous 

manner. In comparison with the best estimates of the incidence 

of sexual abuse nationwide, the Under 21 figures are, quite 

natur.a.lly, extremely high. Because running a,.,ray and entrance 

int~ prostitution are two widely recognized consequences of 

sexual abuse, however, that is hardly surprising. Over ~alf 

of all juvenile prostitutes have been sexually abusedj23 

entrance into street life is a logical consequence o~ the 

self-loathing sexual abuse creates in its victims. 24 

Numerical estimates and clinical theory have their 

place in analysis of the problem of sexual abuse, but ultimately 

only attention to the stories of individual children can 

provide real insight into what sexual abuse finally means. 

Following this statement are five case histories of current 

or recent residents of Under 21 with histories of sexual 

abuse. Not all the cases involve sexual abuse by a parent, 

but all evidence betrayal of the child by those he or she 
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should have been able to trust. ~~or do all show a successful 

resolution of the case by our program: the damage inflicted 

by sexual abuse is not necessarily reversible, and certainly 

is often completely outside the rehabilitation capacity of a 

short-term crisis program. "1pat all the cases do evidence 

is the pathetic need of victims for the most basic components 

of survival - food, shelter, and medical care. And all of 

the cases illustrate, too, the major exclusion of these 

children from any sort of normal familial relationships. 

B. '!'he Covenant 'louse Response. Children who arrive 

at the door of Under 21 are all in crisis, fleeing the 

street and all that it represents. For all those who arrive 

the program responds on the basis of five basic principles: 

1. Immediacy. The urgent needs of the children 
who arrive must be met without delay - particularly 
such basic needs as food, medical attentio"l, or a 
spower - before planning for them can hegin. ~hat 
means even the most perfunctory intake procedure 
must wait if there are immediate needs to be met. 

2. Sanc·tuary. ':'he identities of all residents 
are confidential under Under 21 policy, as well as 
under federal and state law. Children residing at 
Under 21 are not judged on their past, which is to 
be investigated only when necessary for effective 
case planning. 

3. T'alue "'omrnunication. Just as Under 21 offers 
unconditional acceptence - 24-hour open intake -
of any new child who presents himself, so it is 
important that the residents understand the basic 
values that give rise to that acceptance. "Rules" 
are minimal except where absolutely necessary; 
residents are to be conf:r·:;nted I';ith the values of 
respect and affection for which rules too often 
substitute. 

~ Structure. Rules, when necessary for the 
program to function, must be enforced, and residents 
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must be encouraged to see the value of structure 
and self-discipline. At the same time, the structure 
must not be inexorable; human variations must he 
anticipated, and, as far as poseible, tolerated. 

5. Choice. Children who arrive at !Jnder 21 in 
crisI'S""'Caiinot be shaped into well~adjusted, secure 
people unless they are willing participants. 
Residents are free to leave the program at any 
time; they must, indeed, feel their staying at 
Under 21 is a conscious choice. ':"'heir ability to 
make any progress away from the street depends on 
their developing a sense of independence and 
personal responsibility. 

These five principles, developed in the midst of many 

heartaches and early f.aiJ.ures, govern the approach ot ~ove:nant 

House to all its clients, not simply those with a history of 

sexual abuse. 

Because sexual ,'3.buse involves special medical, psychological 

and legal problems, of course, in practise those principles 

result in a form of special treatment. The suspicion of 

sexual abuse of any child is immediately reported to child 

protection authorities. A thorough medical examination, 

particularly for any signs of physical trauma or venereal 

e.isease, is also conduct.ed wi thout delay. ll.nalysis of the 

legal options available to the children is undertaken with a 

view to advising the child - after consultation with medical 

and psychological staff - whether he ought to go forward 

with criminal proceedings. Child care staff and a social 

worker, finally, investigate all possibilities for long-term 

shelter care of the child, including the possibility of a 

return home if the si tua tion warrants. '1eetings with family 

members are arranged wherever possible to facilitate reconciliation 

with the concerned resident if appropriate. 
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The approach of Under 21 is emphatically not mechanistic) 

it is aimed at a human relationship \V'ith children in care. 

~hat approach is fundamentally different from nearly all 

estaulished child-care systems - particularly the foster

care system - which strongly discourage the develo~Ment of 

relationships between staff and children in care. Pnder 21 

tries - and sometimes fails - to avoid the "institutionalism" 

that afflicts so many well-intentioned social service systems 

with the passage of time. Its model of a covenant relationship -

limited by the crisis-care ?haracter of the program - is, 

interestingly, remarkably close in approach to that used 

successfully by the Child Sexual ~huse Treatment Program in 

santa Clara ~ounty, California. 25 Its success, however, 

depends largely on the availability of suitable long-term 

programs to which the children can turn after their period 

of crisis is over. 

III. Proposals for Consideration 

Covenant House applauds and fully supports the efforts 

of the federal government to improve protections against 

sexual abuse through the Child Abuse nrevention and mreatment 

and Adoption Re;:orm Act ('the "Act"). Unquestionably that 

initiative prompted significant reforms in state laws across 

the country, and has provided desperately needed funds for 

prevention and treatment of sexual abuse. T'1e would be 

remiss, however, is we failed to urge consideration, as the 

Subcommittee deems appropriate, of the following areas of 

needed reform: 

A. Definition of Sexual Abuse. ~he Act of course ~n-
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compasses "sexual abuse or exploitation" within its general 

definition of "child abuse or neglect". Unhappily, however, 

only abuse "by a person who is responsible for the child's 

welfare" falls within that definition as currently worded. 

with respect to physical 0::- emotional abuse, which seldom is 

inflicted with serious consequences by an adult outside the 

family, the limitation to a custodially responsible person 

makes sense. Sexual abuse, by contrast, is more often than 

not - as discussed above - inflicted by someone not in a 

position of legal responsibility for the child. Children 

are targets for sexual abuse by adults outside the family in 

a way that they are clearly not with respect to other types 

of abuse. Further, numerous parents seem generally far more 

willing to tolerate sexual advances on their children than 
26 

other sorts of abuse. 

A broader definition of "child abus<:! or neglect" witllin 

the specific context of sexual abuse would serve at least 

two purposes. It would, first, remove all doubt about the 

ability of a state to intervene where a passive parent 

allowed - ~. s.., through "good faith" disbelief of a child's 

story or simple inability to put the pieces of a story 

together - sexual abuse by a non-relative. 27 Second, it 

would open up funding of research and demonstration projects 

to groups interested in the whole spectrum of child sexual 

abuse, not merely those concentrating on incestuous relationships. 

B. Revision of Evidentiary Barriers to Protection of 

Children. Many a child is legally protected, in theory, 
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from sexual abuse but on a practical level has almost no 

chance of securing effective court intervention if he needs 

it. That divergence between practice and theory results 

from the enormous pressure placed on abused children to 

repudiate earlier accusations of sexual abuse. .7Uthough 

children almost never invent stories of sexual abuse, 2S 

they are extremely vulnerable to familial pressure to keep 

silent. 29 Unless their first -virtually always accurate -

statement of accusation is available to a court, the proceeding 

is unlikely to produce conclusive results. 

1. problem of !!earsay Rule. '~ost tellingly the ~earsay 

rule will preclude admission of out-of-court allegations of 

sexual abu~e by children unless the victim's statement is 

considered an "excited utterance". ~,State v. 'rriener, 

415 [Hch. 372 (1982). As many children wait for some 

f . l' .. d 1 3') th time be ore d~sc os~ng an ~nc~ ant of sexua abuse, e 

"excited utterance" exception is often of little value. 31 

Simple relaxation of the hearsay rUle to allow out-of-court 

statements by an allegedly sexual..y abused child - if only 

in civil custody proceedings - would make the whole process 

more humane. 

2. Out of Court Videotape ~estimony by ~hild. As one 

study concluded: "!·\ost children resist going to trial 

because of the embarrassment of having to relate in front of 

strangers the details of the sexual assault.,,32nefendants, 

of course, are entitled to the opportunity for cross-examination; 33 

they have the right, too, to a public trial. 34 One student 

of the problem,' however, proposed an ingenious solution some 
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time ago: conduct the testimony and cross-examination of 

the child in a non-public setting before videotape cameras. 35 

The videotape, replayed before a courtroom and jury, would 

seem adequately to protect the rights of the accused while 

deferring to the extreme vulnerability of the child. In a 

custody proceeding, the videotaping of a chilG's testimony 

soon after the report of sexual abuse could substantially 

diminish the likelihood of family pressure and vacillation 

on the part of the child. Nothing would prevent a child 

from appearing in person to give testimony at the time of 

the trial (or abuse/neglect hearing), but the videotape would be 

an extremely valuable truth-finding tool eren in those 

cases. 

Under the Act Congress could provide financial incentives 

for states to remove hearsay obstacles to admission of 

children's out-of-court statements and to allo\q for videotaped 

testimony of sexually abused child witnesses. Each of those 

concepts deserves a chance to demonstrate whether it can 

soften the agony of legal proceedings for already traumatized 

children while preserving intact fundamental procedural 

fairness. 

C. Prevention of Sexual Abuse. The causes of sexual 

abuse are so extraordinarily complex, so rooted in particular 

family relationships that no government program, however 

skillfully conceived, can wholly define or resolve them. 

What the government can do is throw its prestige and financial 

power behind an effort to educate the children of this 

country as to the appropriate limits of adults' sexual 
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advances. In a period when children are used as sexual 

lures by advertisers, and when no young T.V. viewer can fail 

to acquire extraordinary precocity in the games of sexual 

attraction, children cannot be expected to sort out on their 

own the permissible scope of sexual contact with their 

elders. \')e have watched largely successful media attacks on 

cigarette smoking and obesity; isn":: it time the federal 

government, or the states, entered the arena on behalf of 

the sexual integrity and health of our country's children? 

The Act does make some provision for "treatment" of sexual 

abuse, but at least as important is conveying the message to 

children that such abuse should be prevented and condemned. 

lt is our view, then, that the Act should be modified 

to encourage widespread advertising of the dangers of sexual 

abuse - advertising designed to reach children and let them 

know ho\~ to handle an abusive situation. If such advertising 

reaches only a few of the thousands trapped in sexual abuse 

because of their own ignorance, it will have many times over 

repaid its cost. 

O. Long-~ernl Treatment needs. '::ovenant House in its 

work encounters youths far beyond any help that "preventive" 

or even standard treatment measures could provide. ,II. child 

who has run away at age 11 or 12 because of sexual abuse, 

who has lived on the street for years by selling her -to her 

mind, 'cheapened" - body, w5.thout an education, proper 

medical care or nourishment: this is the young lady we are 

likely to meet at intake on any given day at ~Jnder 21. At 
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our program, she has a chance to begin to turn her life 

around, to begin, at least, making relationships based on 

trust and to find some reason to believe in herself. But in 

a crisis shelter - even one, like Under 21, with its mUltiple 

services - there is not time fully to repair the damage of 

four years without hope. Covenant House is not going to 

give up on her, but she needs, for once, to be out of a 

crisis environment, in a stable setting ~Ihere full human 

relationships are encouraged. She needs a secure and nurturing 

setting w:·E!re she can somehow transfigure her anger. 

Yet there are seldom such places available for young 

people like her. "Treatment" of the sexually abuse.d or 

exploited all too often means only the rendering of limited, 

categorized professional services - not a long-term commitment 

to helping them overcome their pain and enforced social 

handicaps. Confronted both by overwhelming needs for more 

crisis care services and the long-term needs of current 

residents, Covenant House is unable to do either to full 

satisfaction. 

We do not presume to present facile answers to this 

wrenching problem of sexually exploited, now ash-canned 

children. Yet the cost of losing those children to the 

street is not one that conscience or prudence could bear. 

Admittedly they make up only a small portion of the children 

"jO have been sexually abused, but their fate is an extremely 

cruel one. A recent study of sexually exploited street kids 
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called them bluntly the "homeless adults of the future". 36 

In considering reauthorization of the Act, then, we 

urge the members of the Subcommittee to consider seriously 

the addition of fUllds targeted specifically for long-term 

( i. e., six months to a year) programs for sexually exploited 

homeless children. Those programs should provide security, 

rehabilitation and a.hove all a sense of relationship. 

Design of such programs should be a challenge worthy of the 

best hQ~anitarians and most exacting organizers. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Sexual abuse, however clinically it is analyzed, is in 

essence a symptqm of crumbling respect for the value of 

children. No government can force its citizens to love 

their children; its ability even to protect children from 

parents is limited by the difficulty of dissecting the 

extremely complex entity of the family. But it can offer 

some protection and more important, it Cdn by its actions 

demonstrate that children do have value and are entitled to 

respect. A campaign to prevent sexual abuse must be public 

and make use of the .media. Important as efforts at prevention 

are, however, they cannot obscure our need to care for the 

victims of past abuse. It is a need, not merely a duty: 

only by showing the public that abused children are not 

worthless children can the government's voice in this 

area achieve real power. 

In the face of an ugly tide of children sexually betrayed 

and abandoned, we cannot but support the work of the Subco~nittee 
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as it attempts to refine the national strategy against 

sexual abuse. Covenant House, whose population carries the 

worst scars of such abuse, can ultimately ask not only for 

attention to the central problems of sexual victimization 

but to the fringe as well: the children now grown slightly 

older, with no place but the street to hide from their past. 

Including the broken, sexually exploited and hardened children 

of the street in a vision of the reality of American sexual 

abuse may make the picture almost too fiendish for rational 

response. Yet in this subject we find ourselves prying into 

the darkest, most incomprehensible crevices of the human 

heart and the American family. If what \ve find confounds 

our specialized logics, our only choice is to confront it as 

perplexed, but passionately caring human beings. 

22-024 0-83-19 
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RECENT CASE HISTORIES 

Residents of Covenant House/Under 21 

1. Mitchell, who is eighteen, was raped at age nine 

and had been involved in an incestuous relationship with his 

mother, sister, and two younger brothers for the previous 

two years. Crying profusely while discussing his history 

'1itchell told us that he had .,ever discussed this experience 

with anyone and "the feelings are tearing me apart". 

He had left home about five months before and found 

himself in desperate need of food and a place to live. This 

situation soon resulted in his recruitment into a pornographic 

movie operation in a plush suburban area of New ,Jersey. He 

had escaped this occupation prior to coming to Covenant 

House but was seeking assistance from us in dealing \~i th the 

urges of returning to the sex industry in spite of the pain, 

rage and guilt his involvp.ment in tr.e industry provoked. 

!1itchell also spoke to us of his feelings of intense 

rage against youths who are effeminate and his frightening 

desires to destroy them if he could not be helped. Poe is 

curre:1tly a resident in our Under 21 program in \~hich he is 

struggling with independent living skills and receiving pro

fessional counseling. 

2. When Lorraine was about thirteen years old she: was 

escorted by her mother from her hometown in 'lirginia to 

Washington, I).C. Th..!re she was sold to a pimp from whom she 

escaped and returned to her 'home'. 
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She was soon readmitted to a psyohiatric hospital in 

whioh she resided from age 9 to 12. Subsequent to her 

release she was raped by two men whil~ her father threatened 

her with a gun. It was fired twice;injuring her in the 

arm. (In addition to the emotional trauma she has since 

ex~er!enced impaired hearing in the ear closest to the 

gunfire.) 

After leaving her mother again she came to New York, 

wandered into a church, was referred to the polioe ann then 

brought to Covenant House/Under 21. T.orraine left our 

shelter within two days and her whereabouts remain unknown 

to us. 

3. Alex is a sixteen year old boy who had been missing 

for over six months when he was esoorted to Covenant ~ouse 

by the polioe in February. His parents were divorced three 

years ago after numerous physical conflicts with each other. 

During one such incident.t~e mother stabbed the father in 

the back in the presence of Alex. 

Wi th his older brother, and several women, Alex frequentl: 

participated in sex parties hosted by his father. Alex also 

became the sex partner and companion of a 40-year-old man 

t ~ertl while simultaneously experimenting with various 

drugs. 

At fourteen, Alex entered a residential school for 

emotionally disturbed children. After 18 months he asked to 

return to his home. His mother's refusal, for fear of his 

relationship with Bert, prompted another -drug experience 

which resulted in his expulsion from school. He was soon 
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registered, against his desires, in another school. 

l'1i th the help of Bert, Alex ran away from the school 

after five weeks. Seven months passed before he was picked 

up by police in New York City and brought to us. 

Alex absconded from Covenant House during the night of 

his arrival while his parents were discussing the case with 

our staff. 

Alex later called our administrator who was handling 

the case and expressed a desire for assistance in pressing 

charges of abuse against his parents. He agreed to return 

the following day but was scared-off by a police raid on the 

apartment in which he was staying. Alex was not there, 

although several adults and young boys were taken into 

custody. The police were tipped off by Alex's father. 

Alex phoned again the following day saying that because 

of the arrest of his friends no one will hear from him 

again. That was almost two months ago. 

4. /-iarian was 19 when she arrived at Covenant House 

last ~uly. She fled from New Jersey to Mew Xork City seeking 

shelter from her pimp ~ Raymond. 

She claimed that she was sexually abused from age 9 

through 13 by her maternal uncle while her mother and grand

mother denied her allegations. At age 13 she was beaten by 

a 17 year old youth who was upset by unsuccessful attempts 

at intercourse. Raymond, who had been a companion of ~larian 's 

mother assaulted the boy and is the father of a child born 

to Marian while she was 14. !larian feels no attachment to 

this child. 
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For the following four years llarian worked the streets 

for Raymond who allowed her intermittent breaks because of 

her status as mother of his daughter. After several suiuide 

attempts she finally found the courage to break from him. 

Our attempts to assist Marian in her desire to leave 

the Metropolitan area, finish school and begin work have 

been very successful and rewarding. We were able to secure 

a place for her in a small midwest progr~m which apparently 

has met her needs. 

At our request the authorities in New Jersey followed

up "l'Ti th the investigation of the welfare of '1arian' s daughter 

at Raymond's address. Marian refused any suggestion of 

prosecution of ~aymond with the sad reply, "After all, he 

raised me,," 

5. Denise was 18 when she arrived at Covenant House. 

Her father abandoned the family when Denise was an infant 

leaving the mother to care for the five children. 

When Denise was 13 her mother married a man who loJ'i thin 

a year, threw out the ~ids telling them to live with the 

oldest brother. Denise stayed with her brother for the 

school year and then returned to her mother for only a few 

days until told to leave again by the step-father. This 

demand overpowered the desire of the mother to care for 

Denise. 

Denise began to fend for herself living with friends 

and surviving through prostitution. She attempted to seek 

help from her older brother but that possibility ended 

following a fight between Denise and her sister-in-law. 
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Again Denise returned to her mother. Soon thereafter, 

the step-father held Denise responsible for the loss of a 

aold chain and demanded that she "work a stroll" for him in 

repayment. 

Denise fled and came to Covenant House with reports of 

sexual abuse incidents involving her step-father and half

sister. She also claimed that her step-father had a few 

girls working for him and was encouraging his son in a 

pimping career. 

Fear of revenge against her mother or herself prevents 

Denise from pressing charges against her steo-father. It is 

likely that this fear also prompted her decision to leave 

our program prematurely. 
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COVENANT HOUSE~UNDER 21 
460WEST.41 STREET 
NEwvORK. NY 10036 
(212) 613·0300 

THE INSTITUTE FOR YOUTH ADVOCACY 

June 9, 1983 

Ronald E. Docksai, Staff Director 
Committee on Labor and Human Resources 
Room 4230, Attention: Mr. Powell 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

Dear Mr. Docksai; 

As you requested I have made minor grammatica_ and 
clarifying revisions in my oral testimony before the Subcommittee 
on Pamily and Human Resources on April 11, 1983. I enclose 
the revised copy of that testimony for your use. 

Because you requested as well any documents or infor-
mation requested during my appearance before the Subcommittee, 
I have also taken the liberty of enclosing for your purpose 
copies of a letter from Senator Denton requesting more 
information about certain aspects of my testimony and of my 
response. While Senator Denton did not request that in
formation on the day of the hearing, I believe he was preven~~d 
from doing so only by an unexpected illness that forced him 
to leave the latter stages of the hearing. I would ask, of 
course, that you inquire of his office whether it is appropriate 
to include either of the letters in the record of the proceedings. 

Thank you for the opportunity to correct some of my 
more egregious departur.es from Ciceronian eloquence, and for 
your diligence in executing your important public trust. 

GAL:jh 
encls 

cc: Senator Jeremiah Denton 

vercz,trulY yours, 

<fi.0t50V21f dL 
Gregor~~i Loken 
SeniorvSt f Attorney 
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COMMITIEE ON LABOR AND 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

Mr. Gregory Loken 
Senior Staff Attorney 
Covenant House 
460 West 41st Street 
New York, New York 10036 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20510 

April 19, 1983 

Thank you for taking the time to testify before the 
Subcommittee on Family and Human Services on April 11. I 
sincerely apologize for the inconvenience that my illness 
may have caused you. 

I believe the hearing provided a helpful forum for 
debate on the many issues surrounding the federal child 
abuse program. Your testimony was valuable, and I appreciate 
your ans\~erS to questions asked by members of the Subcommittee. 

Because of time constraints, I was unable to ask all 
the questions I had prepared. I would appreciate it if you 
could respond ,d thin two weeks. 

1. Mr. Loken, you mention in your testimony that the 
media could play a significant role in helping 
to prevent sexual abuse. Has Covenant House had 
any success in involving the New York media in this 
campaign against sexual abuse? Other than improving 
the quality of programming, what specificially 
can television do to help in this area? 

2. Mr. Loken, you mention in your statement the need for 
facilities offering long-term treatment for sexually 
abused children. Can you identify any successful such 
programs that are currently in operation? 

I \~ill be happy to send you a copy of the hearing 
record when : : is printed. This process usually takes 
several weeks. 

Again, thank you for your time and assistance. 

JAD:dh 

Si cerel.y , ~ 

JEREHIAH DENTON 
United States Senator 
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COVENANT HOUSES UNDER 21 

June 9, 1983 

Honorable Jeremiah Denton, Chairman 
Subcommittee on Family and Human Services 
Committee on Labor and Human Resources 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

Dear Senator Denton: 

460WEST 41 STREET 
NEW YORK, N Y 10036 
(2121613·0300 

THE INSTITUTE FOR YOUTH ADVOCACY 

My apologies for this delayed response to your questions 
concerning the sexual abuse of children, but I wanted to 
take the time necessary to respond to your very pertinent 
inquiries in as complete a fashion as possible. As earlier, 
I am delighted to be of assistance to you and the other 
members of the committee as you \~restle with this tragic 
problem. 

I am happy to expand on the two questions you raise. 
Concerning the proposed use of the media in the prevention 
of sexual abuse, certainly an upgraded standard of television 
programming is desirable and would certainly have a positive 
impact in clarifying for young people the many ambiguous 
value messages current programming communicates. What would 
be of even greater and more direct value, however, is a 
media campaign - advertisements, special programs, com
mercials - which clearly admonish young people that their 
bodies belong to them, and that no one has a right to touch 
or approach them in ways tha~ make them uncomfortable. An 
excellent model for this approach is a project nOvl being 
explored by the Victim Services Agency of NYC in conjunction 
with ODN Productions. ODN has already produced an impressive 
set of prevention-oriented films on adolescent rape and 
incest, and the project now under consideration is a similarly 
designed prevention film on juvenile prostitution and its 
link to sexual abuse. An earlier film by ODN, "No Secrets", 
searchingly developed the issue of sexual abuse in a non
threatening way appropriate for children. By making films 
such as these available to all elementary schools and high 
schools, and by adapting this approach to the requirements 
of television, we hope significant strides toward prevention 
and early reporting of sexual abuse may be possible in our 
area. 

During the hearing you expressed some legitimate concerns 
about the danger that in educating children about sexuality 
they may in fact be conditioned to believe that early sexual 
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Honorable Jeremiah Denton, Chairman 
June 9, 1983 
page 2 

involvement is socially acceptable. Certainly we think that 
with regard to sexual abuse this peril is extremely unlikely -
the thrust of any media campaign against sexual abuse must 
be to emphasize ta them their fundamental right of privacy, 
which incidentally includes their right to be free from 
inappropriate sexual contact. State and federal agencies 
with responsibility for prevention of child abuse would seem 
to me the ideal sponsors and overseers of such an education 
campaign, particularly if they made use of the best advice 
and experience of private agencies and professionals. 

You asked, in addition, whether we know of any successful 
long-term treatment facilities for sexually abused children. 
Two such organizations which have an exemplary record in 
providing nonresidential treatment are Parents united, in 
San Jose, California (phone number: (408)280-5055), and the 
Child Sexual Abuse Victim Assistance Project (at 111 l1ichigan 
Avenue N.W.) in Washington, D.C. We enclose, in addition, 
the 1982 annual report of the l1innesota Program for Victims 
of Sexual Assault of the Minnesota Department of Corrections. 
( ~hat report recommends, it is worth noting, the development 
of sexual abuse education programs directed to children 
(p.6) and of means to meet victims' "life sustaining needs" 
such as temporary ho~~:ngi pp.6,20.) 

As for programs with a residential component which are 
aimed specifically at long-term treatment of sexual abuse, 
we have searched in vain for a perfect example. Perhaps the 
Chil.dren's Village operated with reportedly great success by 
Childhelp I,1ternational in Beaumont, California, is the best 
example of a residential program for treatment of such 
children, although the program there is directed at treatment 
of all forms of child abuse. Because sexual abuse is so 
often attended by significant physical abuse or neglect, of 
course, any treatment program must, like Childhelp's, have 
the capacity to respond to all the injuries inflicted on the 
child. Clearly the absence of residential programs suitable 
for victims of sexual abuse is a gaping flaw in our response 
to the ove:::-all problem of abuse and neglect - a flaw we hope 
that Congress can help the nation address as soon as its 
resources permit. 

Thank you again for your great courtesy in extending to 
us the invitation to testify before your distinguished 
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Subcommittee, you and your staff (especially David Yens en) 
made it a memorable and inspiring event. Please feel free 
to call on us in the future if we may be of further assistance 
on this or other matters related to the care or protection 
of children. We appreciate the depth of your demonstrated 
commitment to the protection of children from all forms of 
sexual exploitation; and we wish you God's blessings in your 
continued public service. 

ve(f; 

GAL:jh 

trul~ /lu~ 

At£i!n 

cc: Ronald E. Docksai, Staff Director 
Committee on Labor and Human Resources 
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR DENTON TO MR. GREGORY LOXBN 

1. Mr. Loken, you mention in your testimony that the 
media could play a significant role in helping to 
prevent sexual abuse. Has Covenant House had any 
success in involving the New York media in this 
campaign against sexual abuse? Other than improving 
the quality of programming, what specifically can 
television do to help in this area? 

I am happy to expand on the two questions you raise. 
Concerning the proposed use of the media in the prevention 
of sexual abuse, certainly an upgraded standard of 
television programming is desirable and would certainly 
have a positive impact in clarifying for young people the 
many ambigious value messages current programming 
communicates. What would be of even greater and more direct 
value, however, is a media campaign - advertisements, special 
programs, commercials - which clearly admonish young people 
that their bodies belong to them, and that no one 
has a right to touch or approach them in ways that make them 
uncomfortable. An excellent model for this approach 
is a project now being explored by the Victim Services 
Agency of NYC in conjunction with ODN Productions. ODN has 
already produced an impressive set of prevention-oriented 
films on adolescent rape and incest, and the project now 
under consideration is a similarly designed prevention film 
on juvenile prostitution and its link to sexual abuse. 
AI. earlier film by ODN, "No Secrets", searchingly developed 
the issue of sexual abuse in a non-threatening way appropriate 
for children. By making films such as these available to 
all elementary schools and high schools, and by adapting 
this approach to the requirements of television, we hope 
significant strides toward prevention and early reporting 
of sexual abuse may be possible in our area. 

During the hearing you expressed some legitimate 
concerns about the danger that in educating children 
about sexuality they may in fact be conditioned to 
believe that early sexual involvement is socially acceptable. 
Certainly we think that with regard to sexual abuse this 
peril is extremely unlikely - The thrust of any media campaign 
against sexual abuse must be to emphasize to them their 
fundamental right of privacy, which incidentally includes 
their right to be free from i.nappropriate sexual contact. 
State and federal agencies with responsibility for prevention 
of child abuse would seem tn me the ideal sponsors and 
overseers of such an education campaign, particularly if they 
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made use of the best advice and experience of private agencies 
and professionals. 

2. Mr. Loken, you mention in your statement the need for 
facilities offering long-term treatment for sexually 
abused children. Can you identify any successful such 
programs that are currently in operation? 

You asked, in addition, whether we know of any 
successful long-term treatment facilities for sexually abused 
children. Two such organizations which have an exemplary 
record in providing nonresidential treatment are Parents united, 
in San Hose, California (phone number: (408) 280-5055), and 
the Child Sexual Abuse victim Assistance Project (at 111 
Michigan Avenue, N. W.) in Washington, D. C. We enclose, 
in addition, the 1982 annual report of the Minnesota Program 
for victims of Sexual Assualt of the Minnesota Department of 
Corrections. (That report recommends, it is worth noting, 
the development of sexual abuse education programs directed to 
children (p. 6) and of means to meet victims' "life 
sustaining needs" such as temporary housing, pp. 6, 20.) 

As for programs with a residential component which are 
aimed specifically at long-term treatment of sexual abuse, 
we have searched in vain for a perfect example. Perhaps the 
Children's Village operated with reportedly great success by 
Childhelp International in Beaumont, California, is the best 
example of a residential program for treatment of such 
children, although the program there is directed at treatment 
of all forms of child abuse. Because sexual abuse is so often 
attended by significant physical abuse or neglect, of course, 
any treatment program must, like Childhelp's, have the 
capacity to respond to all the injuries inflicted on the 
child. Clearly the absence of residential programs 
suitable for victims of sexual abuse is a gaping 
flaw in our response to the overall problem of abuse 
and neglect - a flaw we hope that Congress can help the 
nation address as soon as its resources permit. 

22-024 0-83-20 
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Senator DENTON. Thank you, Mr. Loken. I will not make a habit 
of going out of order, but you mentioned the billion-dollar sex in
dustry in New York. 

Mr. LOKEN. Yes. There is. 
Senator DENTON. Is that just in New York City, or is that nation

ally? 
Mr. LOKEN. Of course, estimates of the amount of money going 

through the New York sp,x industry are very difficult to substanti
ate because much of it is not reported. But the best estimates from 
law enforcement officials is that in total, the sex industry in New 
York brings in at least $1 billion a year. It may be substantially 
higher than that just in New York City. 

Senator DENTON. You mentioned a program to inform the chil
dren what was right and wrong in sex. From my experience in the 
adolescent pregnancy program, I am not sure that those up to age 
17 are being told that there is anything right or wrong about sex. 
It is called a "value free" program. My experience with it would 
not have given it that favorable a label. I would have labeled it 
propremarital sex. So I do not know under whose auspices you 
would solicit a program to educate youngsters about what is OK 
and what is not OK; it is a fascinating field. 

Mr. NEWBERGER. Senator, if I may--
Senator DENTON. Anybody can comment on any of those, and I 

was going to get into formal questions--
Mr. NEWBERGER. As we contemplate what might be done to pre

vent the physical and sexual abuse of children, it might be worth 
mentioning here that there have been some excellent mderials de
veloped for the education of preschool, school-age, and older chil
dren about the prevention of sexual abuse. The National Commit
tee for the Prevention of Child Abuse in Kansas has developed a 
play called "The Bubbleonian Encounter," which is somewhat fan
ciful, but it basically advances the point to kids that there are 
some touches that are not OK. And there are some parts of your 
body which you should not let other people touch. 

This is very important to get across to kids. When the sociologist, 
David Finklehor of the University of New Hampsb1re, surveyed 
parents in the Boston area about what they told their kids about 
sex and sexual abuse, they found that parents for the most part did 
not want to talk with their kids about sexual abuse, and would not, 
it appeared, feel comfortable in talking with them. 

So, it is going to have to be done, it seems to me, Senator, by 
someone else. There have been, in addition, excellent media materi
als. A firm called Family Information Systems, working with the 
Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, 
the oldest statewide child protection agency, has developed some 
Rlide tape materials called uSome Secrets Should Be Told," in which 
puppets are used. I have seen this used with first graders, and it is 
marvelously effective. I think we do have to begin there to give 
kids the opportunity to say no. 

Senator DENTON. I want to welcome and acknowledge the arrival 
of the Senator from Iowa, Senator Chuck Grassley, who has, among 
his many interests and influences here in the Senate, an interest in 
child pornography, and has a bill pending in that field. 
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Senator Grassley, for the time which you wish to do so, I would 
propose to invite you to chair this meeting. And if you do find 
yourself having to leave at 4 o'clock, I will either relieve you 
myself or have Senator Hatch do so. Is that OK by you? 

Senator GRASSLEY. Yes, Senator. 
Senator DENTON. And I have something I can be doing for 20 

minutes. 
Senator GRASSLEY [presiding]. Mr. Holder and Dr. Newberger, 

the National Center has published a guide for State legislation in 
which it defines mental injury as, "an injury to the intellectual or 
psychological capacity of a child as evidenced by an observable and 
substantial impairment in his ability to function within his normal 
range of performance in behavior, with due regard to his culture." 

Does this defmition give States better guidance as to what is 
meant by mental injury? 

Mr. HOLDER. I believe that it does. Any statute, though, has to 
allow for interpretation with regard to individual cases, and so 
forth. I think that adequately outlines the nature of the problem to 
the extent that medical and psychological evaluation and social 
work evaluations can result in a more precise understanding of the 
individual circumstances in a case whereby it can be dealt with in 
court. 

Senator GRASSLEY. Dr. Newberger. 
Mr. NEWBERGER. With due respect, Senator, I believe emphatical

ly that it does not. I believe that it creates enormous ambiguity 
and confusion, both for the administrators and for the social work
ers who are instructed by statute to respond to these reports. 

Across the country we see that it is precisely these reports that 
are not addressed when children who are identified as victims of 
so-called mental injury have to compete, say, with infants who are 
victims of severe physical abuse or adolescents who might be vic
tims of sexual abuse. 

I think that the time has come for us to sharpen, to narrow our 
definitions in order to be able to use our resources more capably. 

Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Holder and Dr. Newberger, what specifi
cally can the national center do to assist State child protective 
service agencies to improve the quality of the services they provide 
in the child abuse area? 

Mr. HOLDER. I think one of the things that has to occur is regula
tion, what should be expected is a national effort toward adherence 
of standards and knowledge that has been developed. NCAN could 
be instrumental in promoting for stronger adherence to a higher 
quality of practice based on what has been learned during the last 
several years. 

The role of the nat;',.mai ~enter up until now has primarily been 
to gather information and then disseminate it. Now is the time to 
change the emphasis toward States to comply to standardization of 
practice. That has not occurred. 

So I think that is a beginning point. 
Mr. NEWBERGER. Senator, the National Child Abuse Center has 

already begun some excellent work in this direction. They pub
lished a monograph entitled "Working Together: A Plan to En
hant:e Coordination of Child Abuse and Neglect Activities," which 
offerl:: some very useful guideposts for State action. 
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First, it seems to me, we have to get beyond the primitive, overly 
psychiatric counseling approach that is taken toward child abuse. 

There is a widespread belief, which, I believe is mistaken, that 
parents who neglect or abuse their kids are mentally ill. And for 
the most part in State child protection agencies all that young 
social workers can do is talk. For many of these families, talk is 
not primarily the issue. There need to be bridges constructed be
tween the social workers and other agencies in the community 
which can offer medical, homemaker, child care resources. 

Clearly the resources available, that is to say, the money commit
ted for such services, needs greatly to be expanded. Right now the 
national program is largely one of pretend. It is an empty promise 
that is made to kids who are reported when a social worker comes 
out, does not have the wherewithal to examine a child, and may 
ask a few questions about how things are going with their parents, 
often then to leave without any prospect of helping the child in a 
situation of potential danger. 

This is the reason, it seems to me, why there are so many press 
exposes and lawsuits around the country around the provision of 
protective services. It is not simply a question of applying in prac
tice the homilies and bromides which make up much of the child 
protection literature. We need to look sternly and rigorously at 
what we know and how better to apply it. 

Senator GRASSLEY. I am going to submit a statement that I was 
going to give if I had been here earlier, in the record; it deals with 
my interest in child pornography and my effort to-which is culmi
nated in my introduction of S. 29 to comply or to parallel the Fed
eral Pornography Act with the Ferber case that was decided last 
July. 

[The prepared statemeat of Senator Grassley follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR GRASSLEY 

I will commence by commending Senator Denton for his unfaltering diligence in 
seeing that this and other problems related to the victimization of our youth are 
aired so that we might begin the difficult process of rehabilitation. 

I am aware that the Senate Judiciary Committee has conducted hearings on the 
problem or runaway and homeless youth. One of my interests in attending this 
hearing has to do with a bill that I have introduced, S. 29, a bill that seeks to halt 
the profusion of child pornography. 

Child p()rnography might be labeled a "fallout" from the runaway problem which 
in turn could be prompted by the abuse that the child encounters in the home, in 
that homeless youth, alone and without resources, often emotionally disturbed, risk 
being victimized by exploiters. They may become involved in prostitutiml and in 
forms of delinquency which involve major costs to the youths themselves and ulti
mately to society at large. 

Current f~derallaw prohibits the use of children in pornographic materials only if 
the matedals meet the difficult and confusing standard of legal obscenity. Last July 
the Supreme Court decided that where our children are concerned, the regulation of 
pornography need not comport with the legal definition of obscenity. Hence my bilI, 
S. 29, would remove the requirement of legal obscenity from child pornography stat
utes thus making it easier to prosecute offenders and protect our children. 

In the Ferber decision the Court held that the obscenity standard developed in 
Miller v. California does not apply to a photographic or other depiction of children 
actually engaged in sexual conduct. Abandoning the Miller standard as a definition 
of child pornography was predicated upon the Court's recognition that a State has a 
compelling interest in protecting the physical and psychological well-being of 
minors. The Court held that child pornography constitutes a category of material
like obscenity-which is outside the protection of the first amendment. 
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No discussion of this bill would be complete without noting how harmful the use 
of children or pornographic materials is to the physiological, emotional, and mental 
health of the child. It should be noted that because the child's actions are reduced to 
a recording, there is a permanent record of the child's participation and the harm to 
the child is intensified by circulation. 

According to one study by the Academy of Child Psychiatry, sexually exploited 
children are unable to develop healthy affectionate relationships in later life, have 
sexual dysfunctions, and tend to become sexual abusers as adults. Another report by 
the Illinois Legislative Investigatory Commission emphasizes that sexual molesta
tion by adults is often involved in the production of child sexual performances. Jus
tice Sandra O'Connor, in her concurring opinion, summed up the Supreme Court 
uecision when she wrote that: 

itA 12-year-old child photographed while masturbating surely suffers the same 
psychological-harm whether the community labels the photograph 'edifying' or 
'tasteless'. The audience's appreciation of the depiction is simply irrelevant to New 
York's asserted interest in protecting children from psychological, emotional, and 
mental harm." 

At stake is the emotional and physical health of minors. I conclude by noting that 
Congress designated 1981 as the Year of the Child. It is my hope that 1983 will 
become known in Congress as the year that we made that promise good both in fact 
and in form. 

Senator GRASSLEY. In regard to that case I would like to ask you 
Mr. Loken, if you are familiar with the Ferber case and your views 
on extending that court decision to the Federal statute. 

Mr. LOKEN. Thank you very much, Senator. Covenant House 
filed two briefs amicus curiae in the Ferber case. We were involved 
with it from the very beginning, supporting New York's petition 
for certiorari and then once again during its consideration on the 
merits. So we have weighed the issue very carefully. 

Many of the children at Covenant House have in fact been in
volved in child pornography. We view the problem really as a ques
tion of child abuse. It is a question of viola.ting a child's privacy. A 
child who is used in pornography is not only sexually abused at the 
time the pornography is made, his image then remains on movie 
screens a,round the country, perhaps for the rest of his'life or her 
life. There is no escape from that. 

It is a permanent record of the child's sexual abuse. So your bill, 
as I understand it, Senator, would extend to the area of distribut
ing child pornography the stringent rules that currently apply in 
the area of producing child pornography, that is, you would remove 
the obscenity requirement from the distribution sections of the 
child pornography statutes. 

That is what the U.s. Supreme Court said in the Ferber decision 
may be done. And I applaud you, Senator, for taking that initiative 
because it is vital to fighting child pornography that we attack it at 
its one visible moment, which is when it is distributed. 

Every other part of the process h invisible. Law enforcement has 
been completely ineffective in stopping production. Only by attack
ing distribution do we have any chance to address this problem 
fully. 

Senator GRASSLEY. We got the bill through the Senate last fall, 
but too late to get it through the House of Representatives, and I 
hope we can get enough steam behind it this year so we get it 
passed early on. 

I want to tell the panel that Senator Dodd has four questions 
that he wants to submit. Two of the questions are for Mr. Holder 
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and the other two questi0ns are for Dr. Newberger. But these will 
be submitted to you in writing, and we would ask you to respond. 

At this point I would like to thank each of the panelists for par
ticipating in the hearings very much for the testimony submitted. 

I will call the next panel. 
Is Congressman Wheat from Missouri still in the audience, be

cause I know that Congressman Wheat wished to introduce Mr. 
Sherman? He is not here. 

Our final panel is made up of Mrs. Thelma Bigger, president of 
Parents Anonymous in Alabama; Mr. Timothy McNally of Johnson 
& Johnson, Inc., from Skillman, N.J.; Mr. Arnie Sherman, presi
dent of Camp Fire, Inc.; Ms. Fran Becchiolla, project coordinator 
for Connecticut Children Protection Project; and I should ask Fran 
to correct me on the pronunciation of her last name, probably; and, 
Dr. Marty Palmer from Primary Children's Center, Salt Lake City, 
Utah. 

We will proceed in the order in which I called each of you distin
guished witnesses, and I would ask you to give your statements in 
5 minutes, each of you, and your written statement will be printed 
in the record, as previously stated. That is our practice. So we 
would ask you to summarize. 

Will your start o-E;f, Mrs. Bigger. 

STATEMENTS OF THELMA BIGGER, PRESIDENT, PARENTS ANON
YMOUS, ALABAMA CHAPTER; TIMOTHY McNALLY, GROUP AC
COUNTING MANAGER, JOHNSON & JOHNSON, SKILLMAN, N.J.; 
ARNIE SHERMAN, NATIONAL DIRECTOR, CAMP FIRE, INC.; 
FRAN VECCHIOLLA, PROJECT COORDINATOR, CONNECTICUT 
CHILDREN PROTECTION PROJECT; AND MARTY PALMER, MEDI
CAL DIRECTOR OF AMBULATORY CARE, PRIMARY CHILDREN'S 
CENTER, SALT LAKE CI'fY, UTAH 

Ms. BIGGER. Thank you. 
Mr. Chairman and members of the Family and Human Re

sources Committee, I thank you for asking me to come and talk to 
you today about funding for child abuse. I think that the size of the 
problem has already been established by other speakers, the latest 
figure being something like 1,800,000. 

I will bring the problem down to Alabama and speak about the 
work of Parents Anonymous, both on the State and local level. 
That is what Senator Denton asked me to talk about. 

For those of you who might not know, Parents Anonymous is a 
national, self-help, crisis-intervention group for parents who abuse, 
or who are afraid they may abuse their children. 

The call we like to get on our care line is the one that says, "I 
haven't done anything to my child yet, but I am so tense and ner
vous and angry I'm afraid I'm going to do something terrible to my 
child". 

This caller definitely can be helped. 
Parents Anonymous is currently serving some 15,000 families in 

1,500 chapters in the United States, Canada, and abroad, while an
other 20,000 families are involved by phone only. 

These are the parents who call for counseling on the phone, 
which we are happy to provide if this is the only way we can get to 
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them. These &re the parents who never have the courage to come 
to a chapter meeting, but if they will not come we are happy to 
provide professional volunteer counselors on the phone for them. 

Parents Anonymous chapters were developed as early as 1974 in 
Birmingham and Mobile, followed by groups in Huntsville, Tusca
loosa, and Talladega. 

The first State board was organized in 1978 and reorganized in 
1981 when it received a seed grant from National Parents Anony
mous of $4,000. In October 1982 the State board applied for a grant 
from the Alabama State Department of Pensions and Security and 
in December received $32,500 to set up a State office in Anniston 
and hire an executive director. 

Presently, the State office is sharing space with the Calhoun 
County Director in the United Way Building. 

The new director's job is to develop new chapters of Parents 
Anonymous in Alabama and to encourage existing ones. There are 
now 13 existing chapters and 4 in the process of being developed. 

As each new chapter is formed it becomes self-supporting, for ex
ample; in Calhoun County we are supported by United Way; the 
two groups in Tuscaloosa by the Junior League; in Dothan by the 
Service League and Exchange Club. 

To come down to local activities I will describe the acdvities in 
Calhoun County because I am familiar with them, but similar ac
tivities are taking place in other areas of the State. 

Parents Anonymous has several objectives: One of these is to 
work with families to keep the families together and the children 
in the home if at all possible; another main objective is acting as 
advocates for the children to make the public aware of child abuse 
and willing to report it if necessary. 

We are getting more involved in prevention activites as time 
goes on, both on the State and local levels. 

Back to local activities: We have four active chapters in Calhoun 
County. In these groups the parents come together for support and 
to talk out their fears, frustrations and anger, rather than taking 
these out on their children. 

We have chapters meeting on Tuesday night, Thursday morning, 
and Thursday night. The Thursday morning group meets on the 
base at Fort McClellan. 

We also sponsor a Monday evening discussion group for parents 
of teenagers. 

Parents Anonymous works with abusing parents by providing 
them support and group therapy in chapter meetings; by providing 
programs presented by mental health professionals on stress man
agement, anger, communication skills, et cetera; by providing par
enting classes in the chapter sessions using the STEP program 
[Steps To Effective Parenting]. 

We also provide parenting classes outside chapter meetings for 
the general public. We do this in cooperation with the community 
education coordinator of the Annisto .. l City Schools. We have 
classes now running in three of our elementary schools. 

Parents Anonymous is also planning a week of classes in May, 
working with the schools, with mental health, the Department of 
Pensions and Security, Regional Alcoholism Council, and other 
groups to design a series of studies for parents and adolescents. 
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What we are trying to do here is to get the parents to talk to 
their teenage children. We have had so many pregnancies in our 
schools that the schools and agencies are becoming very concerned 
about the fact that parents do not talk to t.he children, and in turn, 
when they are in trouble, the children, the teenagers do not talk to 
the parents. 

Someone mentioned the Bubbylonian Encounter. We have a 
puppet show that we use with elementary schoolchildren. It is enti
tled, "There Is Someone to Talk To". It is designed for grades 2 
through 6. It deals with medical and situational neglect and touch
es lightly on sexual abuse. Weare meeting with a great deal of suc
cess. 

We have been invited to schools in other cities and they are not 
only asking for this puppet show t.hat touches on sexual abuse for 
the grades 2 through 6, but they are asking for it for kindergarten 
and the first grade. 

We feel we are breaking down barriers. In talking to Senator 
Denton I said I agreed with the young man who said earlier that 
we need a media campaign to educate the public about the preva
lence of sexual abuse, to make them aware. It is here with us. We 
may as well bring it out of the closet. We need to talk to children 
about incest. 

We need to say to them-there are places on your body that you 
have the right to say "no" if someone wants to touch you. We need 
instruction in schools to say to these small children, if someone 
touches you in your private places where you do not wish to be 
touched, you have the right, even though you respect adults, to say 
"no", you cannot do this to me. 

There are some classes being held like this now in schools over 
the country, by parents request, and the children are being led in 
saying certain things like, "No, you may not touch me here". This 
is good, I hope we can get into this more. 

[Material referred to follows:] 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

(1) That funding for NCCAN be continued and increased. 
(2) That small stage agencies be given seed grants to develop innovative programs 

to prevent child abuse and neglect. 
(3) That funds be made available specifically for sexual abuse and incest, both for 

prevention and treatment. 
(4) That funds be provided for better training for social workers, especially in 

their field placements. Training should include special training in handling sexual 
abuse and incest cases. 

(5) The federally funded media campaigns be instituted to make the public aware 
of sexual abuse and incest. 

[The prepared statement of Parents Anonymous of Alabama follows:] 
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PARENTS ANONYMOUS OF ALABAMA, INC. 

Post OHico Box 2638 Allniston, Alabama 36202 (206) 236-4952 

THE SENATE SUBCmI!IIT-;:f:£ ON FJI'IILY & lIU;\AN SERVICES, 
fENlITOR JERE~II.1\H DENTON, CIl!' IP:-\lIN 

£ackground Information on Pnrents lInon~ous 

Parents lInonymous is a national self-help proqraM for parents 

who abuse their children. The organization is currently serving 15,000 

families in 1,500 chapters in the U. S., Canada and Luro!,e, I<hile another 

20,000 families are involved "by phone only." During the past year 

all of the national, state and local Pnrents lInon}~ous or9anizations 

and affiliates ~andled more than 100,000 calls =rom parents in stress 

nnd professionals seeJdng P .A. assistance for fa!:lilies in need of child 

abuse preventicn and treatment services. 

Funding to supoort all levels of !'arents Anonymous has reached 

$1,000,000 annually, yet the cost to serve each family remains at 

about $50 to $75 annually. 

This is because SOMe 15,000 professionals and lay persons donate 

so many hours of their time to provide sone ~ million ~ in 

in-kind services. (For example, in lInniston, lIL, there are six pro-

fessionals donating at least five hours each week to help in four 

groups sponsored by J'.A. and three nrofessionals form an advisor~' 

board, meeting six tines a year with sponsors nnd chairpersons. There 

are many other professionals available to P.A. as needed). 

Volunteer assistance comes in many forms: 

Sponsorshio at Parents Anonymous neetings bl' human service 

professionals, educators, ~inisters, et al, who assist parents 

in their search f.or answere to child abuse problemsl 

Children's group volunteers, including college students, service 
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clubs, church volunteers and other agency volunteers~ 

P.lI. Board of Directors membership assistance from business 

leaders, professional and lay cersons~ 

Cost free meeting rooms for P.lI. narents and children~ 

Help to P.lI. ::>rograms with publicity, transportation, education 

development, workshops, fund-raising, publications, etc., from 

hundreds of lay per50ns as individuals or me~bers of ~roups 

including church au~iliaries, Junior Lea~ucs, sncial sororities, 

CC"uncil of Jewish To/OMen chanters, service clubs, ~.,tar.y, l:i, .. ~ani~, 

Exchan'Je, et al, 

'l'he ~;ational Parents lInonyl"ous is now developing a children IS 

treatMent rroject so that communities everywhere !'fill have 

information and guidance on he>! to establish 101: cost, high 

quality service for abused children and teens. This is a~ain 

orientee:! to the self-heln ohilosonhy using a nini",u!1 of dollnrs 

!Oor basic ccsts to underNrite a creative effort to break the 

cycle of chile:! abuse in the next qeneration. 

Parents JlnonYl"ous Has founded in 1970 in Redondo Beach, CII., 

hy a frustrated parent ,~ho Has seeking help for her OI·:n abusive 

behavicr. 

Parer.ts }\nonY!"'lDllS In .a.laba'!TIa 

Parents lInonyrous chanters "ere developed as early a!; 1974 in 

BirrninghZl!" and '1oLile. Tn the years follo',;ing, chapters "'ere formed 

in Huntsville, Tuscaloosa and Talladega. Some "ere relatively shcrt

lived for lacY. of state coordinntion and support. 

" state P.A. board ,.as or'Janized in 1978 by three active chanter 

srensors: Kinley Lttreim, DirMingharr.: Glenn l)(l'IlC, :!oLilc~ !1ichllCl 

Q'Bannon, TU5calooRa. 

2 
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The board was reorganized in October, 1981 and three new 

chapters were developed. Presently there are thirteen chapters in 

l\labama: four in l\nniston; two in 'ruscaloosa; one each in BirminghaM, 

Dothan, enterprise, Huntsville, Decatur, Hontgomery and Randloph 

County. 

During 1982 a statewide board \~as formed and funding sought b;, 

its members to spread P.l\. chapters over the state. State legislators 

were contacted, private foundations in Alabama contacted and a grant 

application sent to National Parents Il.nonymous. 

The state board received a arant of $4, 000 fro!"; tlational Parents 

l\nonymous and later in the year in NoveJ'1ber, being notified that 

they might apply for a grant from tho ~labar;a :-tate Department of 

P~nsions and Security, did so, and in December of 1982 received a 

grant of $32,500 to set up a snall state office and hire an executive 

director. 

This has been done, the neH director, ~Hss :·11'!Y IJryden was hired 

in February and is sharing an office in the United ~"ay Building in 

Anniston, AL, ~:ith the Calhoun County Parents l'.nonymous director. 

Groundwork has been laid for chapters in Piedmont, Jasper and 

Mobile. The director's first task Has to visit these olaces and 

complete plans for the organization of supnort co~~ittees which 

precedes the forming of P.l\. chapters for ~arents. 

It has been found that P.A. chanters are more stable when 

support cowmittees are first organized to provide services needed 

by P.l\. parents, child care, transportation, phone line, etc. Once 

formed, chapters are self-supporting. ror example: In l\nniston, by 

United Nay; in Tuscaloosa, by the Junior League; in lJothan, by the 

Service League and Exchange Club; in Randolph County, Ly the 

1 
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Health Council. 

Inquiries have come in from Ozark, Lee County, Nashington County, 

and Gadsden. 

plans are being made for a I~orkshop this s~''''mer and many good 

things are happening ov~r the state of Alabama in Parents Anonymous. 

Kappa Delta Sorority contacted the state president last month 

and offered to raise money for a state l·rATS· line for the state P.A. 

:-Ioney hal< already been raised for installation and the first thr(!e 

months service. :1embers over the state are enthusiastic. Child 

abuse has been chosen as the nationnl philanthropy for Kappa Delta. 

Local Chapter ~ctivities 

P.A. local activities will be much the sa~e over the state, 

but I~e will describe those in Annistcm and Calhoun County because 

.,e are more familiar 1'Ii th them. 

Parents JI.nonymous has two Main objectives: 

1. To work with the families in order to keep the family 

together and the children in the home if at all possible. 

2. To act as advocates for the children and make the public 

aware of child abuse and willing to report it if necessary. 

To implement the first objective ~/e have organized three 

Parents Anonymous chapters and one discussion group for parents \~ho 

are having problems with their teen agers. (11e did have two chapters 

in our 1·lental Health Center, put when state money ./as prorated in 

October of 1982 the youth program was dropped there for lack of 

funding and the 1'.1\. chapters folded). 

These chapters meet weekly, the discUl;sion grou:9 on Honday 

night, regular P.A. chapters on Tuesday night, Thursday morning 

and Thursday night. 

4 
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The Thursday ']roups were placed near Fort McClellan and 

primarily are for the military personnel. Beginning I\pril 21, 1983 

the morning chapter I~ill be moved to a meetin'j site on the base at 

Fort NCClellan. ~lilitary professionals are Il'ost cooperative and 

will Il'ake referrals to this group and I\rmy Co~~unity Services has 

said it would not ']0 against the record of military personnel to 

come to P.I\. but attendance at the group ,,'ould be a plus for parents. 

(Statistics show there is no relationship between socio-economic 

status and child abuse, but one thread crops up consistently, there 

is more abuse reported in the military than in any other group) • 

In I<orkin'] Idth parents, Parents Jlnonymous offers group discus

sion with other parents; group therapy I~ith a professional counselor 

present; parenting classes like the S.T.E.P. ,rogra~ (Steps to 

Effective Parentin,}) "'hich offers training in !'arenting Techniques; 

films, "Nutrition and Behavior", "The Chain to be Broken"; pro

fessionals are brought in to speak on "I\nger", "Stress 11anagement", 

Communication 1:'kills", "Care and Feeding of Infe .. ts", and related 

subjects designed to teach narents good patterns of loving and 

nurturing and discipline to replace destructive patterns and to ease 

their relationship with their children and ease the problem of child 

abuse. 

I\cting as advocates for the children in the cOll'munity to Il'ake 

the pUblic aware of child abuse, Parents Jlnon~ous cooperates with the 

I\nniston City Schools Community Education Coordinator in putting on 

parenting classes in the schools. Three classes are presently being 

carried on in three schools in different neighborhoods "lith the 

emphasis on helpin'] the single parent. The topics being presented 

are: "Parent-Child Relationships; 'l'echniques of Discipline" and 

5 
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II Basics of a Good Home Enviror...rnent tf • 

P.A. sponsors, along with the medical groups in the county, 

an annual seminar at Northeast AlabalT'a Regional .'Iedieal Center and 

Jacksonville State University. 

The seminar at the hos~ital is designed for medical personnel, 

the one at Jacksonville f,tate University for social \~orkers, teachers, 

students and lay persons. 

Speakers have been Dr. ~obert ten 3ensel, University of 

l!innesota and 'Irs. ThelMa Baily, 1\Merican Uumane Association. 

Plans are being made nOl< for the October, 1983 f,eninar \>'ith 

Dr. Ray Helfer as speaker. 

P.lI. is cooperating with the Anniston City Schools in presentinq 

a puppet show to elementary school children. It is entitled, "There 

Is flo~eone '1'0 Talk To" and deAls I<ith !!!edic"l and situational neglect 

and touches lightly on sexual abuse. Designed especially for qrades 

two through six, \-Ie nre bein'J asked to show it to kincergarten and 

first grades because of increasing reports of child Molestation 

and incest. 

Calhoun County P.A. was one of 25 sites over the U.S. to be 

awarded a grant to design a Children's 'l'reatment Proqram. Ne are in 

the process, I<ith professional help, of structuring a proqram to 

build the children's self-esteeM, alter destructive patterns of 

behavior and help them understand ·"hat is happening in the family. 

As a part of advocacy we are constantly giving programs for 

schools, churches, civic clubs and keep leaflets and broc.1ures in 

doctors' offices, hospitals and many public areas. 

Along with other a'lencies in the communi'!:y \ole are plannirl') 

workshons in the month of Hay on "l'arent-Jl.dolescent COMI"unicat.ion", 

G 
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with a speaker from "Project Il.E.L.P.", a state organization. 

Plans are complete for publicity in the county for "National 

Child Abuse Prevention Month" in April and materials are being sent 

to other areas in the state. 

Much work remains to be done in Alabama as we think about 

24,000 children being abused in 1982. \'Ie know that many volunteers 

will continue to I,ork, but we also know that there comes a time 

when only being able to fund a oroj ect Iqi 11 keep it going. 

7 
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CHILD ABUSE FACT SHEET 

Reported Cases - ~lational - 1981 
More than one million, ~eliable estimates 
range from one to two million. 
Deaths - 1981 - 5,000 - 18 per day 
directly attributed to child abuse. 

- /<'/ci';~n'~ 
Reported Cases - Alabama - 1980 - 17,315 __ ~ ," (I " • ' 

J~~'~~l~- :-~'?:c4 ...... :".~.'/.i\.:"'''.:.. .. -~ .... -.,.: ....... I~"I ,~.'!~)- . 

. , .... 'k.,.: ... : ~'.': '.~ ,to",. ~t/ .~ l· .... ~ , ... !.~ \. ,+ 

Child Abuse - Extends through all socio-economic 
levels, is not confined to lower 
economic levels. 

Types of Abuse - Physical 
Physical Neglect 
Verbal 

Approaches 

Emotional Abuse and Neglect 
Sexual 

- (a) Traditional Protection Programs 
Social Service, foster care, detention, 

incarceration. 
Studies show that 80% of young people in 
detention centers are abused children. 

From 90 to 100% of adult prison inmates 
have been abused as children. In Alcatraz 
at one point, each man there had been an 
abused child. The cost of prison care is 
already known. 

(b) Self-help programs like Parents Anonymous, foundec 
in 1970 by an abusive parent. The parent 
members are the best evidence of its success. 
Cost estimate to serve each family ~50 to 
$75 annually. 

Printing courtesy of 
Xero~ Corporation 

Bir. ,inehw", Alaba;oa 
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Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you, Mrs. Bigger. 
Ms. BIGGER. Thank you. 
Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. McNally. 
Mr. McNally. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I am here toda.y representing Johnson & Johnson, a health care 

company which is headquartered in New Brunswick, N.J. And I am 
also representing the National Committee for the Prevention of 
Child Abuse and its New Jersey chapter, of which I am a board 
member. 

The national committee is a nonprofit organization of volunteers 
whose mission is the prevention of child abuse and neglect. I wel
come this opportunity to address you. 

I would like to talk to you a little bit about Johnson & Johnson's 
role and what they have done. In 1979 Johnson & Johnson funded 
the founding of the New Jersey chapter through a $35,000 grant. 
At the same time they placed the president of the baby products 
company on the board of directors of the national committee and 
the vice president of personnel on the New Jersey chapter. 

We have and will continue to provide financial support and 
people support and time and organizational support to the national 
committee and the New Jersey chapter. We-the New Jersey chap
ter ran a corporate breakfast in order to promote corporate aware
ness to child abuse. It was hosted by Johnson & Johnson Baby 
Products Co., and it was paid for by the baby products company. 

At that breakfast, some of the spbakers were Mr. Cockman, 
president of Popsicle Industries; Mr. W. Clement Stone, founder 
and chairman of the Combined Insurance Co. of America; and Mr. 
Jim Itaski, president of Baby Pr-oducts Co. 

The Honorable Thomas Kean, Governor of the State of New 
Jersey, also attended and signed a proclamation declaring June as 
prevention of child abuse month. The New Jersey chapter and the 
national committee, Popsicle Industries and Baby Products Co. also 
sponsored a fund raising event in January of this year, a Peter, 
Paul, and Mary concert held in New Brunswick, N.J. 

The idea again was community awareness and community in
volvement. The event was well received, and there were a number 
of corporate donations, and a number of community people that at
tended the event. 

The New Jersey chapter has had a couple of projects, and one in 
particular-two in particular are of note. One is called-it is a 
parent linking project, and it is called the Chestnut Street School. 
The Chestnut Street School takes in pregnant teenagers or preg
nant adolescents and teaches them how to be mothers. 

This, we feel, is one of the prime ways to prevent child abuse. It 
also provides the adolescent the ability to continue and stay in 
school, which does not usually occur in this particular case. 

Also we have a speakers bureau that is designated to speak at 
different functions, and their ideas and the way they tailor their 
talk is directed toward that particular group. 

I am also representing today the national committee, and the fol
lowing is in context as role of a member of the national committee. 
We feel that the funding should be increaed to the level of the 
1970's in order to continue the good work that NCAN has started. 

22-024 0-83-21 
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I am very pleased to have this opportunity to address you, Mr. 
Chairman. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. McNally follows:] 
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Mr. Chai:r:man, my name is Timothy C. McNally, and I am here today 

representing Johnson & Johnson, a Health Care Company which is headquartered 

in New Brunswick, New Jersey. I am also representing the National Committee 

for Prevention of Child Abuse and its New Jersey Chapter, of which I am an 

Executive Board Hember. 

The National Committee is a nonprofit organization of volunteers whose 

mission is the prevention of child abuse and neglect. 

I welcome this opportunity to address you today. 
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Johnson & Johnson Corporate, and in particular Johnson & Johnson Baby 

Products Company, has been and will continue to be extremely supportive of 

the National Committee for prevention of Child Abuse and its New Jersey 

Chapter. With a grant of $35,000, Johnson & Johnson, through its Baby 

Products Company subsidiary, funded the formation of the New Jersey Chapter 

in 1979. At that time, Mr. Robert C. Stites, President of Johnson & Johnson 

Baby Products Company, became a member of the Board of Directors of the 

National Committee for Prevention of Child Abuse; and Mr. William F. O'Brien, 

Vice President of Personnel for Baby Products Company, was named to the Board 

of Directors of the newly formed New Jersey Chapter. 

Johnson & Johnson, through its Baby Products Company subsidiary, has 

continued its support of the organizations by providing financial donations, 

volunteer personnel, and organizational advice. 

In 1982 the New Jersey Chapter requested that the Baby Products Company 

supply them a Director with a financial background~ I volunteered for the 

position in May of 1982 and am proud to be serving such a worthwhile group. 

one of the New Jersey Chapter's main goals is to promote public 

awareness of this growing, terrible condition that exists in our communities 

across the nation. In order to promote awareness, the New Jersey Chapter 

sponsored a Corporate Breakfast hosted by Baby Products Company, Skillman, 

New Jersey. Corporate heads were invited from allover the state, and 

attendees were informed how their companies could participate in the 

prevention of child abuse cause. The event was paid for by Baby Products 

Company, and speakers included Mr. James Cockman, President of Popsicle 

Industries; Mr. W. Clement Stone, Founder and Chairman of Combined Insurance 

C~pany of America; and Mr. James R. Utaski, President of Baby products 

Company. The Honorable Thomas Kean, Governor of the State of New Jersey, 

attended and signed a proclamation declaring June "Prevention of Child Abuse 

Month." 

I 
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The National Committee, the New Jersey Chapter, Baby Products Company, 

and Popsicle Industries sponsored a Fund Raising/Community Awareness event 

in January 1983. The event, held in New Brunswick, New Jersey at the Hyatt 

Hotel, was a "Peter, Paul & Mary Dinner Concert." This very successful 

event raised the community awareness and some needed funds to continue our 

work. The Johnson & Jolmson Family of Companies purchased 10 tables. The 

Baby Products Company donated many employee hours, and along with Popsicle 

Industries, was responsible for numerous Corporate donations. 

These kinds of events are extremely successful in involving the 

Corporate Community to donate their efforts because Preventing child Abuse 

Through ~lblic Awareness is in their interest. Furthermore, all the people 

involved in the setting up of the events are community volunteers. (A list 

of major donors of the New Jersey Chapter is attached.) 

The New Jersey Chapter has a number of programs. The two most 

effective are the Parent Linking Project (Chestnut Street School) and the 

Speaker's Bureau - A Family Focus. 

The Chestnut Street School Project takes in pregnant adolescents which 

allows them to continue their education and affords them the benefit of 

professionals and trained staff to help them cope with being parents and 

still survive the rigors of maturing into adulthood. This is a very unique 

program, as pregnant adolescents normally have to drop out of school and do 

not get the professional help they need to cope with their new lives. This 

is real prevention of potential child abuse. (A one page synopsis of this 

program is attached.) 

Mr. Chairman, as I am appearing today in several capacities, I want to 

make clear that the iollowing statement is delivered in the context of my 

role as a representative of the National Committee for Prevention of Child 

Abuse. 
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The National Committee has three requests that they feel will make this 

Bill more effective on the National and S'tate levels. They feel that the 

budget should be increased to the 1970's authorization level of $30 Million. 

'!'his would enable NCCAN to continue their fine work in an era of increased 

incidents of child abuse. Last year, 1982, was a particularly poor year. 

On an average, ~he states reported an increase of 10% in child abuse and 

neglect cases. In New Jersey, deaths relating to child abuse and neglect 

have risen from 12 in 1981 to 22 in 1982--a staggering 83% increase. 

Given just the two facts above, one should have something to think 

about when considering the level of funding. 

Another item the National Committee is supporting is the request that 

a substantial amount of money be earmarked for prevention instead of 

treatment. It could be very cost-effective in the long run. 

The third item is that the National Center be given much more 

visibility by having the Secretary of the Department serve as Chairperson 

on the Advisory Committee. This would enable the secretary to have "hands 

on" access to the daily working of NCCAN and enable the Director to 

interface more directly with associated agencies. 

One of the most disturbing new factors in child abuse is the recent 

connection with unemployment. There seems to be a correlation between 

higher unerr~loyrnent rates and increased incidents of child abuse. A 

research article by Hr. Peter Coolsen, M.S.W. is attached. The stress of 

unemployment seems to affect the whole family environment and sometimes 

manifests itself in child abuse. 

I am very pleased to have the opportunity to submit this testimony 

to you. 
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THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE PREVENTION 

OF CHILD ABUSE (NCPCA) 

The National committee for the Prevention of Child Abuse is 

the only national, charitable organization dedicated solely to 

prevent child abuse. It is a volunteer-based organization of 

concerned citizens working with community, state, national and 

international groups to expand the knowledge of child abuse preven

tion; increase awareness and understanding of child abuse and its 

prevention; and stimulate action for the development of policies 

and programs which help to prevent child abuse. 

Since its foundin~ ten years ago by Donna Stone, NCPCA has become 

a recognized leader nationally and internationally in efforts of preven

ting child abuse. As a charitable organization it has existed and 

grown primarily through generous efforts and contributions from indivi

dUals, private foundations, corporations, memberships and fundraising 

efforts. The National Committee today is composed of a national office 

in Chicago, Illinois and thirty-two chapters throughout the United 

states - and it is still growing. This national network provides resources, 

technical assistance, information, consultation and education to promote 

the creation and expansion of community support services to children 

and their families to prevent child abuse. 
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THE NEW JERSEY CHAPTER - NCPCA 

The New Jersey Chapter, NCPCA - was' created in 1979, as part 

of the National Committee's local and state system, with the purpose 

of involving concerned citizens in action to prevent child abuse and 

neglect. It is a charitable organization working at a statewide level 

to raise public awareness, develop prevention programs, provide educa

tion and consultation, and to speak out o~ behalf of children and their 

families. 

In 1980, the New Jersey Chapter' developed the PARENT LINKING PROJECT 

asa model parenting education and support project in Newark. The pro

ject provides information, education and counseling to new parents so . 

that they can more positively influence the physical and emotional 

growth of their children. It has operated in three Newark sites (1 

hospital, 2 schools). serving over 700 famili.es, most of whom were 

inner-city black and Hispanic teenage parents. During the Fall of 1982 

the PARENT LINKING PROJECT was selected for presentation as a model 

program at both the Fourth International Congress on Child Abuse and 

Neglect in Paris, France and the ~~tional Leadership Conference of the 

National Committee for Prevention of Child Abuse in Detroit, Michigan. 

The Ne~ Jersey Chapter-'NCPCA reinforces. the. highly effective 

public awareness campaign conducted by the National Committee by 

maintaining their FAMILY FOCUS Speaker's Bureau. It utilizes trained 

volunteers to make individualized educational presentations to lay 

or professional groups on a variety of topics related to preventing 

child abuse and strengthening families. Its purpose is to stimulate 

community understanding about the problem of child abuse and neglect 

and involvement in its prevention. 
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MAJOR DONORS OF NEW JERSeY CHAPTER 

Johnson " Johnson Baby Products company 
Johnson & Johnson Personal Products 
Johnson & Johnson Dental Products Company 
The Merck Company Foundation 
Victor ia Founda ticn 
The Turrell Fund 
Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation 
The Prudential Foundation 
The New York Community Trust 
Ortho Pharmaceu tical 
R.B. Sellars Foundation 
The Junior League of Summit 
The Junior League of Philadelphia 
The Junior League of Short Hills/Oranges 
Christ Church (Summit, N.J.) 
Masons of Monmouth County 
Allied Chemical 
E,R. Squibb & Son 
New Jersey Bell Telephone Company 
Royal Liquors & Importers 
Warner Lauren, Ltd. 
Westfield Service League 
Elizabeth McCann Hutchinson Foundation 
Knoll Pharmaceutical 
Kanebridge Corporation 
Judge William Himelman 
Marlton Society, Inc. 
Medical Economics Company, Inc. 
Wellington Importers, Ltd. 
U.S. Insurance Group a Crum & Forster Org. 

7/82 

NEW Jt;RSEY CHAPTER 
17 Academy St., Suite 709 

Newark, NJ 07102 (201)643·3710 

6/8/82 
5/28/82 
5/28/82 
1/18/81 
5/30/80 
7/6/81 
3/24/81 
10/5/81 
3/26/82 
6/7/82 
12131/81 
7/2/82 
4/6/81 
5/11/81 
3/15/82 
11/16/80 
6/29/82 
11/7/eO 
3/82 
11/5/81 
11/20/80 
5/17/82 
5/6/82 
6/2/82 
5/26/82 
1/29/81 
6/28/82 
S/26/82 
7/13/82 
7/26/82 
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NEW JERSEY CHAPTER - NCPCII 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION I 

NEW JF.RSEY CHAPTER 
17 Ac.ademy St., Suite 709 

Newerk, NJ 07102 (201)643·3710 

THE SPEAKER'S BUREAU ON PREVEN'l'ION OF CHILD ABUSE - II FAMILY FOCUS 

Our Speaker's Bureau was created in 1981 in order to stimulate a community 

response to an Involvem~nt in the problem of child abuse and neglect and related 

parenting issues.. l~ith financial backing :rom a foundation, a corporation and 

A Junior League, we utilized the diverse talents of about thirty-five (35) 

volunteers. They received an intensive two-day training in conununication sk;ills, 

an overview of child abuse and neglect from a humanistic perspective, information 

about New Jersey Chapter abuse statutes and statist;t~s, and prevention strategies. 

This public awareness project differs fro.m most in two important ways - (1) 

it individualizes the educiltional presentation to the neeC!.i and interests of the 

audience, with carefully selected aUdiovisuals and written materials, and (2) it 

includes written information about available community prevention services and 

specific ways on can get involved in preventing child abuse. TOpics have included 

the following: 

-identific.tion, prevention and handling of child abuse 
and neglect 

-education for parenthood 

-changing familial trends in society, relevance to abuse 

-NCPCA Conununity Plan for prevention - suggested community 
programs 

-role of medical, legal, or educational professional in 
dealing with abuse 

-responsible sexual decision making by adolescents fc. .. 
prevention of premature parenthood 

-special problems/needs of teenage parents 

-our role in prevention, individually and collectivelY 

Because research has shown the importance of public awareness in getting 

people to reach out for help before A crisis erupts, we feel our Speaker IS BureaU 

is a vital component of our prevention activities. 
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NEW JERSEY CHAPTER - NCPCA 
PROJEX:T DESCRIPTION: 

PARENT LINlIING PROJEX:T 

NEW JERSEY CHAPTER 
17 Academy St., Suite 709 

Newark, NJ 07102 (2011643·3710 

'l1le New Jersey Chapter-National Committee for Prevention of Child Abuse developed a 

dllJllOnstraUon parentinq education project in 1980. The goal of the project is to enable 

the new parent to ..... ximize his ability to posi _ ve' y influence the physical and emotional . . . 

growth of the child. The supportive interventions are designed to help prevent child abuse 

and neglect. It is designed for an urban population primarily consisting of teenage minor

ity single parents. It has been operational in three Newark sites: University Hospital, 

St. Ann I s School, and Chestnut Street School. 

The project includes per::-'~nal contact by a professional health educator with each of 

the parents, dissemination of a monthly newsletter "Pierre the Pelican", and a trained 

volunteer to act as a supportive listener who is krfoHledgable about child development and 

community social services. The newsletter, ""hich has the American Medical Association en

dorsement and has been used statewide in eight states for many years, provides anticipatory 

guidance to new parents. The trained volunteer continues contact for up to one year post 

par tum. The volunteer approach is based on research findings which support the value of 

trained laymen acting as positive role models to break patterns of isolation and child abuse. 

To date the project has served 760 new families in the three project sites. Our VolUn

teers represent a diverse cross section of the greater Newark area. The volunteers include 

local parents, day care workers, nursing stude- "::s, Essex County Comunity College students, 

.foster parents, and La Leche League mothers. 'lte hew Jersey Chapter trains these volunteers 

in communication skills, child development patterns, and child abuse prevention strategies. 

Thirty volunteers have been involved to date and new volunteers are being recruited and 

trained on an ongoing basis. The benefits of this parent education project are evident 

for both the volunteers as well as the new parents. 

Our Chestnut Street School project has been tentatively selected for presentation at 

the International Congress on Child Abuse and Neglect, September 7 - la, 1982, in Paris, 

France. In addition to the basic project components 250 pregnant adolescents attending 

this school have the benefit of a professiqnal who conducts staff development training and 

runs student rap groups. 

The preliminary evaluations seem to indicate the benefits of projects like the Parent 

Linking Project in the promotion of good parenting skills and the prevention of child abuse 

and neglect. 
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.pARENTING IS A TOUGH JOB. 
COPING BECOMES MORE DIFFICU:..r AND FRUSTRATION ESCALATES WHEN A PARENT EXPERIENCES: 

'IDo~s 
~Of: 

ADVERse FiNANCIIl4 CONDITIONS 

THE N.J. CHAPTER OF THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE 

LOW saF esTEEM 

SOCIIl4 ISOLATION 

e.tiJCp.~\Oll 
.--dlll"~~ 

\ll""~-

VIOLENT ENVIRONMENT 

FOR PREVENTION OF CHILD ABUSE Feels THE PARENT LINKING PROJECT Can Help 

The PARENT LINKING PROJECT was developed by the ~w Jersey 
CHAPTER OF THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR PREYE/ .... ION Of' 
CHILD ABUSE as e model parenting education and support ploject. 
The goal of the project Is TO MAXIMIZE A TEENAGE PARENT'S 
ABILITY TO POSITIVELY INFLUENCE THE PHYSlliAL AND 
EMOTIONAL GROWTH OF HER CHILD. 

-Since our organization concentrates Its efforts on prevention of child 
abuse and neglect. we are concerned with parents who are at high risk 
of becoming abusive and neglectful. 
-Almost 12.000 babies were born In 1980 to teenage mothers In New 
Jersey. Of these over 1,000 In Essex County were to mothers 17 and 
under. 
-Developing chlldrearing skllls and support systems is vital to 
successful parenting. 

The PARENT LINKING PROJECT Is deSigned for an urban populallon 
primarily consisting of teenage minority single parents. The project 
has operated In three such sites In Newar1<, New Jersey (1 hospital, 
2 schools) and has served over 700 ~ lamlles. 

this project was selected to be presented as a model program at: 

-Fourth International Congress on Child Abuse and Neglect, 
Paris, France, 1982. 

-National Committee for the Prevention 01 Child Abuse 
leadership Conference, Detroit, Michigan. 

For more Information contact: 

PARENT LINKING PROJECT offers: 
'technlcel assistance, Including staff training 
and multl-medla resource Information on such 
topics as child abuse and neglect,family 
dynamics, and sexual abuse. 
'small group discussions on relevant topics 
such as life skills and values clarification. 
'dissemination of smonth/y newsletter offering 
month-to-month inlormation on the childs 
growth and development 
'linking each new parent with Ualned • 
community volunteers 

More About Volunteers 
PARENT LINKING PROJECT has recruited 30 
community people to work along with the new 
parents providing: 

• supportive listening 
• Informallon aboul child d<)velopment 
• referral Information about community 

services 
• a role model 

Phase /I of Ihe PARENT LINKING PROJECT 
provides an educational and social forum In 
which new parents can share feelings and 
concerns. 
Phase Ii offers: 

o parent discussion groups 
o newsletter contlnuallon 
• volunteer follow-up, Including 

Involvement In discussion groups 

NEW JERSE.'( CHAPTER 
NATIONAL COMMITIEE FOR 

PREVENTION OF CHILO ABUSE 
17 Academy Street, Suite 709 

Newar1<, New Jersey 07102 
Phone: (201) 643{l71Q 
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A Look At Current Trends 
in the Child Abuse Field 

In response to Increasing concern an Interest in the 
changing child welfare system, the national offjce of 
NCPCA has recently conducted a survey to measure the 
Impact of Federal Cutbacks on State and Communjty Re~ 
sponses to Child Abuse I would like to share some of the 
findings with those of you In New Jersey who have In~ 
dlcated concern In thj~ problem. 

A bnef look at the past is Important if we are to view 
changes in proper context. Since 1972 we have seen these 
contrasts' 

THEN 

-No federal child abuse and 
neglecl program 

·Stales had reporting laws 

·~merSlng chIld protectIon 
program5 In ali states 

EmergencE' of a few self help 
groups ~ome Parents Anony
mous chapll'rs. no Parents 
United programs 

-Few community-wIde child 
abuse (ounci's 

·l.ttle toncern for or under~ 
standmg of prevenllon 

·lack of public awareneS5 
of problem 

NOW 

.NCCAN {NatIonal Center 
on ChIld Abuse and Neg· 
lecl) has prOVided Naltonal 
focus for Informatton. pro
gram development and re
search. 

-Strengthened laws 

·Improved approaches In~ 
cludlng 24 hour reporting 
faClhtles. spet:lahzed Units 
muludlsclphnary teams. etc. 

-Over 1500 Parents Anony. 
mous Chapters. over 100 
Parents United groups 

-Frequent. common use of 
community child prolectlon 
counCils or coalItions las 
In New Jersey! 

-Greater Interest and 
knowledge of how 10 
prevent It 

·l HaUlS survey IndlcMes 
90~!Q of adults are aware of 
problem; IOcreased under
standing of correlallon 
between abuse and un
emp!oymenVjuvenlle and 
adultcnme; on!y'O~G 
understand how to prevent 

" 

The Impact at the state level IS SIgnificant. Durmg a 
telephone survey In the Spring of 1982, state agency 
spokesmen mdlcated some of the followmg Important 
IOdlcators eVident Since economic stress and rederal cut
backs became more prevalent: 

-In Michigan. where unemployment hovers around, sam, 
child abuse cases have Increased by 37% In four counties 
most affected byautomoblle plant layoffs. More than 50% 
of the child abuse and neglect cases referred 10 It Wit Slall;' 
agency came from four countIes. Other populous coun
ties do not reflect these increases 

~Texas report!> more serious forms of abuse. 

-WisconSin shOWS an average Increase of 123% in child 
abuse reporting from the 1 Ocountieswuh highest levels of 
employment. 

·39 out of 50 states are reportmg (dUring our telephone 
survey) an Increase 10 reported cases, With most of the .. e 
(33) jodlC'allng an Increase In severity. as well 

-Sexual abuse was reported by 35 statespokesmen to have 
dramatically Increased. 

-32 states had already noticed cutbacks, wllh 17 sa\'tng 
child abuse was such a high priority that state funds were 
fllhng the gaps created by federal CUIS~ A decrease In 
community based public services was seen by many 

·Etforts to narrow the interpretation of the child abu\(> la",s 
was noted 10 four states, while 26 indIcated a loose 10-
terpretatlon was eVident 10 their slate5. 

At the local level the study was less gloomy, With the 
private sector respondlOg to the problems 10 a creatIve way 
locally we see a proliferation of volunteer· based aelIlvltles. 
private donors c::oncemed with the probl~m; creallon of 
prevention programs and networks {such as thE' 12 new 
c::haplers of NCPCA wlthm the past 6 months'., and the 
development of grasHoots supponed leglslallon that 
creates a funding base for local prevention efforts. like the 
Children'S Trust Fund 10 six states 

In essence, we should commend local mitlatlve that can 
turn a potentially devastating situat.on Inlo a motivating 
force. The New Jersey Chapter-NCPCA remains "at the 
ready" (0 aSSist With ar:y such prevention approach. let's 
work together! 
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March 15, 1983 

The Honorabl e Austin J. Murphy, Chairman 
Subcommittee on Select Education 
U.s. House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Representative Murphy: 

As a nation we are more aware of thE" child abuse proble.'n and 
how to respond to it than a decade ago. This is in large meas
ure due to the existance of the small but effective federal 
program, the National Cente~ on Child Abuse and Neglect (NCCAN) 
created by the 1974 Ch ..... ld Abuse Prevent.ion and Treatr.'lenl: Act.. 
NCCAN has been a catalyst for the nat~on; trigger~ng state 
and local community responses to the problem. This Hat.l.onal 
program has accompll.shed a lot. But. clearly, much more neeas 
to be cone. ~e are delighted with the leadersnl.p you have 
taken in seeJ<l.ng reauthcrl.zation of the Child Abuse Act.; we 
ask that the £0110...,1.ng be included in your hear~ng record. 

The problem is one which is on the rise, as is clarified in 
the three attached art~cles. Last year 45 states reported an 
increase in the amount of child abusel 33 reported an 1ncredsed 
number of serious cases of abuse: and 14 repor~ed an increase 
in the number of deaths. Unemployment appears to be one of the 
catalysts of these increases. During the same time period 33 
scates reported sign~ficant cutbacks in tho s~%e of the statels 
program which investigates and treats child u.bu!Oe cases. Thus, 
we have more cases and a deter~orating response and treat:.rnent 
system. 

The National Committee for prevention of Child Abuse is deeply 
committed to see~ng that Public Law 93-247, the Child Abuse Act, 
is reauthorized. Furt.her, given the rapidly increasing magnitude 
of the problem, and the cost to society for waiting to respond 
after the fact, ~e want to see a dramatic increase in NCCAN'g 
budget and thus a restoration of the authorization levels for 
Public Law 93-247 before the Reconciliation Act of 1981 at a 
minimum. 

We want to see a substantial procortion of the discretionary 
dollars spent by NCCAN used specifically for primary prevention 
activities, e.g., activities directed at keeping the problem 
from ever occurring in the first place as distinct from reha
bilitat.ion after abuse has occurred.. We would like to see the 
states encouraged to use portions of their state grants from 
NeCAN for prevention .. 
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And, we would hope that NCCAN would continue minimally to provide states 
~ arants at current funding levels per sta.te. Thus, if additional states 
become eligible fore"mte grants, additional "ftInds-ehou1il-he-:nade avai'abl~ 
under the state grant program~ Finally, we would like to see NCCAN receive 
greater secretarial attention within the Departme:tt of Health and Human 
Services. Given the magnitude of the child abuse problem, the fact that 
child abuse appears to be the linchpin or carranon-denominator for so many 
of our other social problems, and the fact that child abuse is a health as 
well as human service and legal and educational problem, we believe that the 
O/HHS Secretary must become more involved with the activities of NCCAN to 
assure intra- and inter-agency and departmental cooperation in responding 
to the child abuse problem. We would like to see the Secretary serve as 
the Chair ~f the Child Abuse Advisory committee established under the Act, 
and, we would like to have NCCAN update annually a plan for inter- and intra
agency and departmental activities for submission to the Secretary. We 
believe that these two actions will strengthen NCCAN ' s ability to accomplish 
its objectives as set forth by Congress. 

He do hope the comments and the attached articles are of use. Thank you for 
yc.ur commJ.tment in seeing t.'1e Child Abuse Act reauthorized. 

Sl.ncerely, 

Anne H. Cohn 
Executive Director 

AHC/kck 

Enclosures 
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Unemployment and Child Abuse 
Peter Coolsen, M.S.W. 

America Is oxperi~ng Its highest 
kweI 0/ unomploymont In 40 yenrs. 

•. '"" nallonol unemployment rale 
roached 10.a per cont by .. riy D&
eember 1982. with more than 12 mil
lion peopI<I out of wort<. Stat .. Rke 
01110 and Ullnob "'" .ullering from 
",1 .. .-13 por c:on~ Mlchlg .... the _t hI~ has one 01 overy .'x work
... looking lor a job. Even .tates I!ke 
Alabama and Texas In the boom .r •• s 
. 0/ the South and Southwest are I .. ~ 
log the impaC'. And for the· fim Urn.. 
&Inca the Oepresalon. the jobless rat. 
I", men has topped thot lor women. 

The media he ... ~e<! con.lder
abl. co ... rago to the ._ '" high 
unemployment on fdmilles. Numerous 
artlcl .. h ..... ralse<llhe posslb1ll1y 01. 

• IItJk betWeen the rising unemployment 
- "'te and the InctIl"'ng Incidence 01 

• child abuse. While n b easy 10 assume 
• simple connection between the two, 
n may be valuoblt 10 explore thi. 
connection more deeply and to .ha
lyle the· rBSUrch av.llabl. on the 
wbjoot. 

Unemployment obvlou'lY ha •• Ire
rnjIndou. Impact on famme •. In add~ 
tion 10 tho lOSS 01 Income and the 
threat to the lamlly" economic .tsbl~ 
Ily. thera are numerous psychological 
.... u" •. An unem~loye<l parent often 
•• periencesloss 01 ... 11 .... 1"""', n>duc
lion of oconomlc power. and de
creased social .tatul. These experi
ences can lead to depression and to 

'/XInnielamong lamlly members. (One 
o! ~ !o8"t"6n wo~ers In & Del'rott 
Wrw)' reporte<! Incroasod conflicts 
I'Wilh children ift.r being 1.ld off. l ) It I. 
oot unusual I", In unemployod breac!-

Abo&,,;......., 
Ptl., COoI"n. M.5.W .. II assoclale diroetor 
of tht Ni1~1 CommlnM 10f PmfinlicA of 
Chlkl Abu ....... rt CUrre"ll~ at work on a 
publiCJIt)On concemlng child abuSe proven
lion In tht 'WOr\pll;O. 'Whl't\ \'6 I 'PtCdu~ 1)1 
IN 19112 NCPCA eonfererca on "Strengthen
~/"Ig Famlfies through the Wor1c:pt,ee; held in 
Rae! ..... W"""""'" 

22-024 0-83-22 

wln""r tG .pend hours a day In e do
p_ frame 01 mind, demorallze<! 
by l1>s .t~ ot unpaid bills and by re
jection •• ncounlered In the job 
.... rch. " the parson out 01 work b a 
slngl' paren~ "'""" pre .. ures ClIO Co 
!MIn """" profound. -

Children abo nOod to make en ad
justment during a time 01 unomploy
ment OIlen \hey must do without 
thing, lhat 'Were available !1"1 mora 
p"",peroll. limos. This depr;vallon 
moy be partlculaily otr ••• lul lor 
schocl-ogo_chlldren who Inl.rael ually 
with children of I.mllle. not .uffering 
lrom Jobless.,.,... Also. ba.,c rel.llon
ships be_ children snd parents 
may ch.ng. during thl. period. In • 
tw~p!!rent ramify an unemployed 
I.ther may lind hlmsell spending 
mora hou," os caretsker 01 the young
or child""" and thl. com .. 01 a lime 
when hb palie""", ... "-esteem, and 
positive anergy are at a minimum. 

ConMquently, the Stress level I. 
.... ry hlQh lor both parents and chl~ 
dr.n during a lime 01 unemployment 
Whether th ..... lrosso.l.ad 10 vlo"'nl 
or ""llloc:I!ullncld.nts o,whelher tam
lIy members pull togeth.r and survive 
the eriais depends on B number of r&
alitles. ~me Internal and some a.der .. 
naI to the family. . 

Research 

U""mploymont and economic stto •• 
have been chad throughout the child 
&buse Jltera\ure as frequenf correlates 
01 m5lImaImon1'-' FIrW ...... arch ef
I",,", howoYo(, have explon>d thl. reia
tlonshlp thoroughly. In a nallonal sur
vey co"!luelad In tho lal.1960s. David 
Gil ",ported \ha1.7.5 por .:onl 01 the 
'a\hera of ablJSod children ..... ;e un
employe<! during lhe yoar belore the 
child was abused, and 11.8 per cent 
were u""mpto)'OCf at the Ume. of the 
abusive~' In a staU.tlcallMl;'IIs of 
Gil'. data. Richard Ught concluded 
that unemployment was Ihe variabl. 
thet could most freqUflOUy be relatad 
10 child abuse .• nd Ihat the data con
flrmed the Iheo<y that lamlly _ 

!rom unomploymont "lies In to I~ 
den.:o of abuse. "'n 1975 • study with 
the Unite<! Auto Worl<8.. In Flln~ 
Michigan, """"Ie<! thot during the 
year In which the unemployment """" 
reached 20 per cont In F11n~ the f~ 
donee '" YOriIiod cnlld abuse doubled.' 

Over \he past year or sa • number 
01 stat!ollcsl comparisons hew boon 
made between unemployment rates 
end child abuso reports" In alllt .. 
hardesl hit by the reoesslan.ln Wayne 
County, Mlchlgsn (Detroil), tho un
employment not. rose lrom lS.0 per 
cent In tllSt to 17.1 per cont In 1982. 
Duling the same time the numbo< of 
subsllnUalad abu ... nd ""IIi<>ct re
ports Increased by 37 per cent' In 
Wisconsin \he Bureau tor Children, 
Youth. and Families condUcle<! a pre
liminary anelysb 01 child abu... re
ports In countl .. with the highest Joy. 
.,. 01 joblessness. It was lound thet 
while repo~od casas at abuso In
creased by 6 per C<!(11 In the .ts16 dur
Ing 11lS1, th"Y Increase<! an aver.g. 
123 per cont In \ha 10 CO'.Jnlios with 
the greal .. t rile In unemployment' 

The alate rep;>rtlng .tslbllQ abo 
give the Impresalon 01 a growing .... 
verity 01 child abu ... In lOme or the 
states hardes! hit by unemployment 
there he b(len an a!armlog Increase 
In reports olseriou$ly Inlu"'" children 
and .bu....""alad deaths. In Te .... 
lor example. wh3nI the unemploymenl 
1<Mil has rec:onlly bogun to escsl.ta, 
the total reportod casos '" child abuse 
Increased 12 per .:ont over \he past 
yo.r. During the same poriod, the 
number 01 "priority o",,"-or III .. 
thr"'l\anlng~ rose by 30 per 
cent 

Stallstlcs Ilk. theM ...am 10 Ind~ 
cata II clear connecUon btlween u",", 
employment and child .buse. It Ia 
ImperatlYO. however. to !lOInt out \he 
1I~ltsllon. 01 SIJch data. While C(t)Mo 

°Note that -rtpOrted" ~ at' eNid abutlm 
""1&lH.jt.no«u .. to_oI~""ac:\UII 
tlumb!lfl =, CUM; reporting rat,. may 00 up 
or dOW1'l ~pending on what II LIIIId u the 
definition of &n.lCQt¢lt)MI fW'POrt. 

Caring Vol. B,/'Io. 4 
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Un2mployment 
(conllnuod from _7) 

a fllCognltlon and awareness by the 
community tha' 'memployrl'lflnt car
ries with It heaV\ ':anomie and psy.
chological .1",.... ond that efforts 
g.ared to supporting jobl ... I"'renlO 
will I"'Y olf In th.loog OJn by produc· 
Ing h .. lthier famlll .. and maintaining 
stronger communities. • 
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The 1055 of self-esteem, economic power, 
and social status that comes with unemployment 

can Jead to depression and (~mily cQnflict. 

- SoO<:IIonaJ lludloo and statistical com
parloons proy!de !!Orne ..,Ideoce of 
_atlon between the two pile-

• nc;>mana;.they do not provide evidence 
01 c.ouo&iity. ~ Is possible. for example: 
thai some uno .. mlnod variable c0n
nected with both the Incldanceof 
abu3e and the IeYoI of unemploymeni 
may account tor the cssociaUoo. 

These comparisons atso _t 
some Inconsistencies that go unex-

_ • plained. For Instance. white tha child 
.bUoo ntpOrts for Wayoo County In
CRI8S8d by mora than one-thlrd dur
Ing 1961-82. the number of reportod 
.... for tha enUno state of Michigan 
ntmalnod at ~ PnMOUS yea(s 1eYoI. 
Since Michigan was auffering from 
tho highest degree of u""mployment 
In tho ·country. child abuse reports 
might be expectod 10 have Increased. 
Aloo. while tha 10 WillCOnsln counties 
with the greatest unemployment 
showed an a",,,,go Inc ...... of 123 
par C8I1t In child abuse ",porting. one 
of thes8 counties actually showod a 
42 par cont decreasa. and while 8 of 
the 10 Wisconsin counties with the 
greatest dttelintt In unemployment 
also showed • decline In reports of 
child abuse. 2 of those counUea 
showed I subslanlial Increase In 

: ~cases.10 

An investigation conducted In two 
aouthem California counties has of· 
fered an enmplli!l of • more rigorous 
....... ",h design and has providod • 
more conclusive statement about the 
refatlonsh!p between unemployment 
and child .bu .... " The study lestod 
the hypothesis that und .. lrable eco
fIomlc change '!Bads to' IncreiS8d 
child maltreatment Chang .. In wort< 
foIee aIu rather than unemployment 
ral ........ used.1I the Indlc.olor of 
economic a1ross: data ..... re oxamlnod 
o.er.3O-montl: period: and adequate 
controla for other variabl ....... re In
c!tJded. Analyol. Of the> date revealed 
\,hat. decline In wort< fon:e aIu was 
tlgnffleantty ratated to rapgrtld c:hlld 
libulll In two mairopo/ltan commun~ 
ti .. and thal·lncre .... ln child abuoo 
ant precoded by periods of high job 

leu." The In"",tlgal""i C8ulloned that 
since thl. WIS UW fi"'l study 01 Its 
kind. the raoUl," may not off.( ado
quat. guidance for social -polIcy . 

1O~·~tw.~!~~~n'iluar.t~ 
ctl!.flgl1J!l..!!al~rom employment to 
une~eloyrn&nt may ~ &5 sl9mhca-.D1 
i!S.L~Jl!~!!l!.JL 
I191.!!N!1uD_Thet Is, al ..... ",Iated to 
roceM lob" toss may be more clo .. ly 
IInkod to maltreatment than the en
during condition of unamploymont. 
This finding could account for the 
constant _t of ",ported abu ... ca. ... 
In Michigan. who", unemployment 
hal taken on a oomewhat chronic 
character. 
- Wha~ than. can be concludted about 
tha relallon_hlp between child .buS<! 
.nd unemploymOnt? kJ of now, al
though the", Is good ovld.nee of a 
correlation betweon tha two and some 
evidence of causality. It Is not possible 
to be precise about the' mechanisms 
at wort<. The", Is • need for further 
ca""ully ds$lgnod In"",tlgatlons. 

A •• I.I~lnce 

Supportlw and p""""u", .fforts for 
unemployod parents and thalr famlll .. 
I'lOSd no~ walt for mora research data, 
howtVilr. The evidence Is already 
slrong enOugh th.t unomployed fam
IIi .. are at high tis!< for child m.~ 
treatment (avon though moot lobi ... 
Plnonls never actually resort to abuse 
and neglect). CommuniiJ .. neod to 

Th ... groups assist membe~ to find 
work and 10 deal with their omoUonal 
stress," .In. the Mmct community a 
coalillon of chun:haI sponsors an 
Unemploymenl Rally to .Id IOC&I peo. 
pla who .re out of wort< 

gear up thelr assistance to such fem-- Union networks are another source 
II .... par1lcular1y In IU88S whore thare of help for unemployed work.,.. . 
10. high 1""ldance of recent job toss. Union soctat _ commltt .... such 
In hard-h~ cornmunltleo concretti.... .. those of the Amalg.mated Cloth
IIstance.uc:h .. unemployment bono- . Ing and Toxtll<! Wort<.~ Union. fur-

. fi~, food .tamps, food pantriot. and" nllll Information and referral to mem-
IImllar pn>Qf1ImI are esoontla!. """' II tha lime of layoff .nd f .. llltat. 

Of primary Importance. too. ItO of- direct counseling to wort<""' dealing 
forti ~ ... elf-help and IIJpport with tha trauma of unemployment 
networf<. aimed at reducing the i00i.. Union community .. rviea repmanta
!Ion and psychotoglcal burden of ur~ tIves and retraining pn>Qram5 .re eX, 
IIIl1ptoyod Pllnonla. In one I~rgo _ . amptea of otne. union resoun:os that 
POtiten ItOa, for .x.mple •• local deal wllh unemployrnan~ 
church aponlOrl salf-halp gnlUPi for What Is most Importan~ perhaPS. II. 
jobieas mom",,", of Ita congregation. . (conllnUf<l on _ 10) 
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Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Sherman. 
Mr. SHERMAN. Thank you, Senator. On behalf of Camp Fire I am 

pleased to be with you today, 
No other domestic issue is less understood and hidden than child 

and adolescent abuse and maltreatment. There exists a tremendous 
public misunderstanding of the nature and scope of the crisis, to 
the extent that insensitive attitudes and inadequate programs 
often result. 

I cannot help but call to your attention one recent and unfortu
nate example of such callousness. Just last week, Senator, in the 
Senate Judiciary Committee, of which you are a member, it was 
noted and widely publicized that the nominee for one of our Na
tion's most important and influential youth positions advertised, 
"H!iVe You Slugged Your Kid Today," on his automobile bumper. 

When questioned, the nominee claimed it was a joke. I believe 
that millions of Americans-and I hope you also-would fail to see 
the humor in that. I am sure the over 1 million children who every 
year are physically, sexually, and emotionally abused would also 
fInd it no laughing matter. 

If the public could just sel) thesG children as I have, if they could 
see the 4-year-old who has been beaten and sodomized by his moth
er's boyfriend, or a teenage girl at the door of my runaway shelter 
in a prom dress, blood pouring down her face after being attacked 
with a high heel shoe by her alcoholic mother just for coming home 
late; if the public could see, they would begin to realize how vulner
able and victimized our children really are. 

There is little to laugh about in the following sobering statistks; 
In 1981, 851,000 reported cases involving 1.3 million children took 
place; over 7 percent involved sexual abuse. One woman in every 
fIve reports being sexually abused. The average age of abused or 
neglected children in this country is 7%. For the age group of zero 
to 5 years old, which makes up 28 percent of the popUlation, they 
account for 74 percent of all abuse fatalities, which there is esti
mated to be as many as 4,000 a year. 

There are over 200,000 children molested each year. Abuse cases 
reports double each year. And it happens to boys as well as girls, 
with the majority of adolescent abuse cases involving boys, in 
excess of 75 percent. 

The effects of child abuse are profound and interwoven with a 
variety of society's ills. Seventy percent of all runaways are victims 
of sexual abuse. Fifty-fIve percent of all juvenile offenders have 
been sexually abused. And victims of abuse, as you well know, are 
more likely to become adult offenders and to abuse their own chil
dren. 

Seventy-five percent of all prostitutes have been sexually abused 
as children. Abuse of children and adolescents is a complex prob
lem related to other issues confronting the American family. Obvi
ously, unemployment is one vivid example. Child abuse has risen 
10 percent in the past year, and unemployment is clearly one of 
the major factors. 

Certain other factors are considered as triggers, factors such as 
financial problems, being unable to find work, low self-esteem, con
fusion about role within the family. And with more than 30 million 
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Americans living below the poverty level, the highest in 16 years, 
there is every expectation that even more children will become vic
tims of abuse. 

Camp Fire has a long history of involvement in child abuse pre
vention and education. As you may be aware, Camp Fire is a na
tional organization founded in 1910; its purpose then, as it is now, 
is to provide through a program of informal education opportuni
ties for youth to realize their potential and to function effectively 
as caring, self-directed individuals, responsible to thems131ves and 
others, and as an organization, to seek to improve those conditions 
in the society which affect young people. 

I would like briefly to share with the committee some of the cur
rent, important child abuse projects Camp Fire is engaging in, and 
then to give a short summary of our legislative recommendations 
to the committee. 

Camp Fire is operating a variety of national programs designed 
to provide self-reliance to young children. One of them-I can do 
it-has helped 18,000 boys and girls every year feel more secure 
and less vulnerable when they are alon0 at home or away from 
home and their family. 

Another national program that we have been operating is called 
caution without fear, resulting from the Atlanta murders. This pro
gram is designed to offer role-playing opportunities for children to 
learn to be alert and to be aware without being fearful. Over 160 
Camp Fire Councils around the country are operating that pro
gram. 

Camp Fire, as you also may be aware, serves over one-h:::.1f a mil
lion boys and girls, with 120,000 volunteers in over 35,000 commu
nities in this country. We also offer a program called I am safe and 
sure, which is a crime prevention program designed to help chil
dren in kindergarten and first grade recognize potentially danger
ous situations and respond calmly and wisely. 

Recently we have developed a resource packet called Community 
Education for Healthy Parenting. The packet includes materials 
and suggestions on how local communities can combat child abuse. 
Of our local councils, 125 have reported implementing programs to 
educate about child abuse; 55 percent or 160 of them have advocat
ed reduced child abuse, and many local programs have resulted 
from this activity. 

Just briefly, the legislative recommendations are: First, Camp 
Fire actively supports the reauthorization of the Child Abuse Pre
vention and Treatment Act. 

We believe that the Federal Government must maintain its com
mitment to attacking this problem. As budgets get tighter at the 
local level as a result of economic conditions, State and local gov
ernment look to the Federal Government for direction. Without a 
commitment at the highest level of government, State and local 
governments may retreat from their efforts at the local level. 

Although Camp Fire child and sexual abuse programs are con
':bcted usually without the aid of Federal funds, it is impossible to 
assume that private support can fill the gap left by the elimination 
of public support. And this statement comes from an organization 
whose backbone is built on volunteers. 
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Second, in terms of funding level, Camp Fire activities and pro
grams are directed by a set of guiding principles. I would like to 
insert a copy of these in the record at this time. 

In the context of these principles, we are proud to join numerous 
other child care organizations in support of S. 572, the child surviv
al bill. Embodied within that bill is the recommendation that the 
child abuse and prevention program should receive $30 million in 
funding. 

Although this figure may appear to be a substantial increase 
over previous years of funding, we believe that this amount is 
needed to adequately address the problem. As economic conditions 
have worsened, so have the incidents of child abuse and sexual 
abuse. 

We simply cannot turn our heads from this fact, and we must 
respond to the situation. If we fail to respond, we will have millions 
of young people who have reached adulthood permanently scarred 
by those earlier incidents. 

Third, in regard to the length of the reauthorization, we would 
recommend that the program be reauthorized for at least 4 years. 
This would provide stability for the program, and it would allow 
for the development of prevention techniques. Any shorter length 
of time would not allow for a systematic approach to the problem. 

Fourth, in regard to the direction of the act, one of the guiding 
principles of Camp Fire is to insure that all children and youth 
have access to physical and mental health care services, which are 
responsive to individual needs and are of high quality and have a 
focus on prevention and health maintenance. 

Therefore, we recommend that a substantial portion of the fund
ing provided to the program be targeted to prevention and increas
ing the quality of care. If the Federal Government is not willing to 
risk developing techniques and expertise in the development of pre
vention programs, the local government will surely not. 

We must do more in the area of prevention; otherwise, our ef
forts will be merely applying the bandages after the fact. 

These are general recommendations for the reauthorization of 
the act. Camp Fire is thankful for the opportunity to be here today. 
And I would be happy to respond to any questions. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Sherman and the Camp Fire set 
of guiding principles referred to previously follow:] 
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Mr. Chairnlan and members of the subcommittee. on behalf of Camp Fire I 

would like to thank you for the opportunity to testify before you on the re

authorization of the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment and Adoption Reform 

Act. However. before I speak to this issue. I would like to briefly tell you 

a little about Camp Fire. Jnc .• our experience in child and sexual abuse. and 

the background for our recommendations. 

Camp Fire is a not-far-profit national organization that was founded in 

1910. Its pur'pose then. as it is now. is to provide. through a program of 

informal education. opportunities for youth to realize their potential to 

themselves and to otners; and as an organization to seek to improve those 

conditions in society which affect youth. 

Tod~y. there are over 300 councils chartered by Camp Fire. serving a 

half-million yaung people in nearly 35,000 urban, rural, and suburban com

munities. The philosophies and values of Cmnp Fire are as timely today as 

they were nearly a century ago, but the programs and priorities within Camp 

Fire have chJnged over the years. reflecting the changing world we live in. 

As social conditions have altered, Camp Fire has responded with programs 

des i gned to lileet those needs. 

Child abuse, for instance, io; not a nel1 problem, and Camp Fit'e "has a 

10n9 history of involver"ent in child abuse programs. Ilut recent economic 

downturns in our nation have magnified the problem of child abuse into ~ _ 

crisis. 

The statistics on child abuse are shocking. In 1981, 851.000 cases 

involving dn estimated 1.3 million children, were reported. And those are 

only the reported cases. Seven percent of those cases involved sexual 

~(;U,t:. Be<:Ju;,e 1'1" don't like to tdlk ~bout sexual abuse, or even think 

about it. those statistics are even more shocking. 
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One woman in five reported being sexually abused as a child, according to 

a survey of college students. 

28 percent of college females said they had sexual relations with an 

adult prior to the age of 13, according to another survey of college 

females. Only 6 percent of those cases were reported to authorities. 

200,000 to 300,000 female children are mOlested every year in the United 

States, according to estimates by the American Humane Association. 

-- Every year, the number of reported sexual abuse cases ~, according 

to the New York Society for the Prevent jon of Cruelty to Children. 

The figures are unacceptably high, and it's anybody's guess how manY 

cases go unreported. It is unacceptable when even one twe1ve-year-old girl 

is afr~id t~ go home, afraid of what might happe~-woRderi~g if tonight will 

be one of those nights when her father gets drunk and abuses her. 

And girls are not the only victims of sexual exploitation. Boys are 

victimized, too, and one researcher goes so far as to say that boys and girls 

are equally at risk. One sex abuse hot1ine totalled up all its calls for a 

month and found they had twice as many boys as girls calling. 

Sexual abuse can and does take the form of exhibitionism, fondling, 

hugging, and kissing in a sexual manner, masturbation and vaginal, oral and 

anal intercourse. Sexual abuse in also physical abuse and mental abuse of our 

children and adolescents. PhYSical effects may include cuts, bruises, in

juries to the genital area and venereal disease in young children. Other 

effects may include thumb-sucking and even multiple personalities. If a 

child cannot bear the abuse. she will wipe it from her consciousness by 

becoming somebody else. 

The effects of child abuse are: profound and are intel"llOveo with many 

other aspects of society's ills. The consequences of abuse and exploitation 

paint out the complexity of the problem. 

-2-
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-- 70 percent of all runaways are victims of sexual abuse. They're running 

away from the problems at home and straight into the problems of the street 

malnutrition, drug abuse and other serious medical disorders. They rarely 

refer themselves for help. Some see suicide as the only way out. 

55 percent of all juvenile offenders have been sexually abused. Victims 

of abuse are more likely to become adult offenders, too, and to abuse 

their own children when they become parents. 

75 percent of all prostitutes have been sexually abused as children. 

The abuse of children and -rldolescents is a complex proble,n -- one that 

is directly related to other pressing issues confronting the American family. 

Perhaps foremost among those issues is unemploYment. Child abuse has risen 

ten perc~nt in the past year, and unemployment is a major reason, according 

to the National COllunittee for the Prevention of Child Abuse. Certain factors 

are considered "triggers" for child abuse -- such factors as financial problems, 

being unable to find work, low self-esteem, confusion about the role a person 

plays in the family. Obviously, all those "triggers" are present in a family 

I~here the wage earners cannot find work, and, in fact, are giving up hope of 

ever finding work. With more than 30 million Americans living below the 

poverty level, the highest number in 16 years, there is every expectation that 

even more children 11ill become the victims of abuse. 

The physical and mental health of children, youth and families have been 

priorities for Camp Fire since its inception in 1910. Camp Fire's youth 

development and prevention programs have addressed the problems of children, 

including child abuse, in a Variety of creative, responsive ways, without the 

aid of federal funds. 

For exalilple, Camp Fire has several self-reliance programs that help 

children to learn to respect themselves and do things for themselves. 

-3-
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-- The "I Can Do It" program has helped over 18,000 boys and girls across the 

country feel more secure and 'Iess vulnerable a': home and away from home. 

-- The "Caution Without Fear" program was developed in respOnse to the 

murders of children in Atlanta. Using role playing, children learn to be 

alert and aware without being fearful of every new situation or person they 

encounter. 

-- A new program called "I'm Safe and Sure" is scheduled for publication this 

summer. It's a crime prevention program designed to help children in 

kindergarten and first grade recognize potentially dangerous situations 

and respond calmly and wisely, whether by using the telephone to get heip 

or by summoning the police or trusted family, friends, and neighbors. 

In 1981 Carnp Fire provided to all its member councils a child abuse 

resource pocket called "Community Educatlon for Healthy Parenting." The packet 

included informational materials and suggestions on how councils could help 

combat child abuse in their communities. 11any local programs resulted from 

the priority placed on the issue by the national Camp Fire organization. 

One'local Camp Fire program which specifically addresses the issue of 

sexual child abuse is "11yself and My FamilY," developed by the Yakima Valley 

Council of Camp Fire in Yakima, Washington. The program, which won the out

standing program award from the national organization, was developed in 

cooperation with the Central I~ashinqton Comprehensive Mental Health Associa

tion, the Falolily Violence Resource Center in Yakima County, and the child 

abuse committee of the state Parent-Teacher Associat'icn (PTSA). Local college 

students were also involved as perfonners in skits that are part of the 

program. 

Groups ranging frolll age 6 to adult participate in role playing and dis

cussions. While the actual content of the program is adapted to the age 

level of the aUdience, all sessions explain that touching is part of life 

-4-
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and that there is good touching. bad touching. and confusing touching. Children 

learn that their bodies are their own and that if they are touched in a way they 

don't like. they have a right to say "no." a right to talk about it. and a right 

to ask for he'lo. 

The concept of good touch/bad touch is also at the center of the Child 

Sexual Victimization Project of the Central Massachusetts Council of Camp Fire 

in WOl'cester, The project was developed in cooperation with the local Rape 

Crisis Program and the ,Iorcester Area Community t4ental Health Center. which 

received a $97.000 grant from the Ilational Institute of Nental Health to fund 

the program from September. 1982. through August, 1985. 

Clark University is also involved in the program and is testing children's 

knowladge before and after they participate in the Camp Fire project. 

~Ihe,; two children died as a result of child abuse in Lewiston. Idaho, 

the Sacajawea Council of Camp Fire there began a program called "Dare to Care." 

The program helps children understand the difference between discipline and 

abuse and the importance of reporting abuse. It also reassures children that 

parents I"/ho are reported for abuse do not automatically go to jail. but can 

be helped by adults who have special training. 

The progralll encourages Camp Fire girls and boys to learn about community 

agencies that deal with child abuse and to raise money to help combat child 

abuse. One fund raising drive was for money to buy a set of anatomically 

correct dolls which are used to help young victims of sexual abuse explain 

to professionals what happened to them. Children may be too shy. too embarrassed 

or lacking in the n~cessary vocabulary to tell what happened. but they can show 

what happened. using the dolls. 

The Sacajawea Council also received a ~400 grant from the Potlatch Corpora

tion to estab1ish a child abuse resource center with books, pamphlets. and audio

visual materials available for use by the entire conullunity. 
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Several other councils have conducted forums in their communities. often 

in cooperation with other community agencies. 

LEGISLATIVE RECOf1MENDATIONS FOR REAUTHORIZATION 
OF THE CHILD ABUSE AND PREVENTION ACT 

1. Support of Reauthorization 

Camp Fire supports the reauthorization of the Child Abuse Prevention and 

Treatment Act. We believe that the federal government mwst maintain its 

commitment to attacking this serious problem. Af budgets get tighter at the 

local level as a result of economic conditions. ~tate and local governments 

look to the federal government for direction. Without a commitment at the 

highest level of government. state and local governments may retreat from 

their efforts at the local level. 

Although Camp Fire child and sexual abuse programs are conducted usually 

without the aide of publ ic funds. it is l"idiculous to assume that private 

support can fill the gap left by an elimination of public support. And this 

statement comes from an organization whose backbone is built on volunteerism. 

2. Reco~nended Funding Level 

Camp Fire activities and programs are directed by a set of guiding 

principles. I would like to insert a copy of tbese in the record at this time. 

In the context of these principles. we were pra~d to join numerous other child 

care organizations in support of S. 572. the Children's Survival Bill. Em

bodied within that bill is the recommendation that the Child Abuse and Pre

venti on Program shaul d recei ve ~30 mi 11 ion in fundi ng. Although thi s fi gure 

may appear to be a drastic increase ov~r previous years of funding. we believe 

that this amount is needed to adequately address the problem. As economic 

conditions have worsened. so have the incidents of child abuse and sexual 

abuse. ~ie simply cannot turn our heads to this fact; \~e must respond to the 

situation. If we fail to respond. we'll have thousands and millions of young 

-6-
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children who have reached adulthood permanently scarred by those earlier 

incidents. 

3. Length of Reauthorization 

Camp F.ire would reconvnend that the program is authorized for at least four 

years. This would provide stability for the program and it would allow for 

the development of prevention techniques. Any shorter length of time would 

not allow for a systematic approach toward the problem. 

4. Direction for the Act 

One; of the guiding principles for Camp Fire is "to ensure that all children 

and youth ... have access to physical and mental health care services which 

are responsive to individual needs, are of high quality and have a focus on 

prevention and health maintenance." Therefore, we would reconvnend that a 

substantial portion of funding provided through the program is targeted to 

prevention and increasing the quality of care. If the federal government is 

not willing to risk developing techniques and expertise in t!:e development of 

prevention programs, the local government surely will not. We must do more 

in the area of prevention, otherwise our efforts will be merely applying the 

bandages after the fact. 

These are general reco~nendations for the reauthorization of the Act. 

Camp Fire is thankful for having the opportunity to present our views before 

the subcommittee. We stand ready to assist the subcommittee in its 

deliberations on this illlportant issue. 

-7-
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Camp Fire'lnc.,-~ 1725 K Sireel. NW. SUlle 1211. Washington. DC 200061 (202)659·0565 

Washington Office 13 GROWJNG WITH YOUNG PEOPLE FOR 72 YEARS 

~ Fire's Guiding Principles 

In order to carry out its purpose Camp Fire will strive to en~ure that all 
children and youth: 

o are cared for and loved. and have the opportunity to learn. grow. play. 
make friends and find a meaningful life experience. 

o have adequate food, shelter alld the basic necessities essential to their 
survi va 1 and healthy development. 

o live in an environment free of prejudice and stereotyping on the basis 
of race. sex. income level. disability. religious beliefs and country of 
origin. 

o experience supportive relationships with adults who act as models. men
tors and leaders during their lives and especially during critical peri
ods of development. 

o have educational opportunities which encourage full mental. physical and 
social development and which are responsive to individual needs. inc1ud
i ng those of chil dren wi th mental. phys i ca 1 and sod a 1 di sabil i ti es. 

o have access to physical and mental health care services which are re
sponsive to indiVidual needs. are of high quality and have a focus on 
prevention and health maintenance. 

o have opportunities to participate in deciding the present and future 
directions of their lives through involvement as partners with adults in 
meaningful roles in the family. school. religious community. social in
stitutions. community and nation. 

o have opportunities to learn values and skills which will make for life
long satisfaction in the workplace and opportunities to make a meaning
ful contribution to society. 

o live in a society which nurtures positive social values and democratic 
ideals and which assures personal freedoms. 

o experience a world where there is a b&lance between environmental con
cern and technological development and ~Ihere there is ample opportunity 
for inspiration. recreation and education in the out-of-doors. 

o have leadership from government at all levels which keeps their needs 
and interests at a high priority and addresses those needs and interests 
in a responsive. positive. deve1opmenta1 manner. 

In Camp Fire's efforts in behalf of children. youth and their families. the 
organization will work with public and private organizations. institutions 
and indiViduals to ensure the full implementation of these guiding principles. 

1983 AN EOUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOVER 
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Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you, Mr. Sherman. Let me say to Fran

cine Vecchiolla that Senator Dodd could not be here to introduce 
you, but had this statement he wanted me to read for the record. 

Mr. Chairman, it is with great pride that I introduce Francine Vecchiolla. She has 
helped make the child abuse, prevention, and treatment program in Connecticut a 
notablp. example for other r.tates to follow. 

Her work in attracting support from the private sector is especially commendable. 
having reached the attention of the House Subcommittee on Select Education two 
years ago. She has come to testify here today, even though she must thereby miss 
an important event in Connecticut to kick off Connecticut's observance of Child 
Abuse Prevention Month. 

I thank her for coming to enlighten us. 

And we thank you for that. But before you proceed, I want to 
also state to Dr. Palmer that I do not think Senator Hatch is going 
to be able to come here. He sends his apologies for not being here. 
And he wanted me to express to you, too the fact that he appreci
ates your participating in this. 

Would you go ahead, Francine. 
Ms. VECCHIOLLA. Yes. My thanks to Senator Dodd for that lovely 

introduction. 
You know, each time I talk about child abuse I feel like I am on 

a racehorse because there never seems to be enough time to tell 
everyone all that we need to consider when we think about this im
portant problem. 

April is National Child Abuse Prevention Month, and the activi
ty that I am missing today is Connecticut's kickoff for their obser
vance of National Child Abuse Prevention Month. 

It seems very important that we be eonsidering this legislation in 
view of that fact. Between 1976 and 1981 there has been 106 per
cent increase in child abuse reports, nationwide. Last year child 
abuse related deaths increased. Many States fear that child abuse 
incidents will continue to rise as economic pressures faced by fami
lies, including unemployment, increases. 

This year Michigan is seeing a 500-percent increase in the 
number of middle income families being reported. At least 35 
States indicate that they are seeing more serious cases of abuse, 
and the amount of reported child sexual abuse is dramatically in
creasing. 

Funding cuts have forced child protective services to layoff staff. 
Therefore, social workers are carrying even larger caseloads. With 
fewer staff to handle increasing reports of child abuse, attention to 
the children is now prioritized based on severity of abuse. One 
State said that only reports of children under age 12 are being ac
cepted. 

I urge you to reauthorize the Child Abuse Prevention and Treat
ment Act for 4 more years and to increase the support over the $17 
million requested in Senate bill 1103. I would like to provide you 
with some evidence of the effectiveness of this act. Consider that 
only $6.7 million was appropriated to the States through this act 
last year. And consider the following examples of results achieved. 

I know that Senator Grassley is knowledgeable about the many 
ways that these Federal child abuse dollars have been used in his 
State. Iowa's mobile parenting library for high school students and 
the home visitor program are two models that are also being used 
by many other States. 
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Missouri has developed an investigation handbook which de
scribed the step-by-step procedures which State socialworkers are 
to use when investigating child abuse reports. This handbook will 
make it possible for Missouri child protection staff to improve serv
ices provided to families and children. 

I spoke with my colleagues throughout the country, specifically 
in Maine, Arkansas, Texas, Florida, California, and Massachusetts. 
Each time the story is the same. That is they wish you to know 
that the Child Abuse Prevention and Trer>tment Act has made it 
possible for them to at least begin to strengthen their child abuse 
prevention and treatment capabilities. 

I tr.1nk Mary Carswell from Alabama expressed our thoughts 
best when she said, "We definitely miss thi13 money because it is 
the sole source for child abuse programing in our State." 

Since Connecticut first qualified for these Federal child abuse 
dollars in 1974, a unique and effective system of community-based 
child protection resources has emerged. Connecticut's model system 
of child protective resources is based upon the collaboration of the 
public and private sectors. 

The system is made up of a variety of programs, the core ele
ments of which include a multidisciplinary team, parent aid serv
ices, and parental self-help groups. In 1976 Connecticut had only 
one team operating and serving 11 towns. 

Currently, there are 25 teams serving 150 towns. During 1982, 
456 families received services from these teams. Of the 25 teams, 
only 7 were seeded with Federal child abuse dollars, and each of 
these grants was small, approximately $10,000. 

In 1981 an estimated $260,000 worth of professional services were 
donated to these child protection teams. In 1977 Connecticut had 
one parent aid program. Presently there are 18. During 1982, 517 
families received services from these programs. Only two of these 
were seeded with FedE:ral child abuse dollars. 

Parent aid services are among the key methods for keeping chil
dren in their own homes after a crisis. The estimated cost of pro
viding this service for one family for 1 year is $1,200. The cost of 
providing foster home care is estimated at $2,000; group home care, 
somewhere between $7,000 and $12,000 per child per year. 

Although it is not possible to eliminate the need for out of home 
services, parent aids can significantly reduce the numbers of chil
dren needing more costly kinds of care. 

And, finally, Connecticut has 37 of the 1,400 Parents Anonymous 
chapters which are located throughout the country. In Connecticut 
we serve about 925 families per year through this service at an 
annual cost equivalent to $59 per family. Parents Anonymous 
makes extensive use of volunteers. The 60 professionals who serve 
as resource people to Connecticut's 37 groups donated approximate
ly 185,000 dollars worth of professional time last year. 

Although Federal child abuse money acted as a catalyst, the 
$95,000 which Connecticut receives could never become the sole 
funding source for this type of resource system. In fact, State and 
local funding, inkind contributions, corporations, and foundations 
are each essential to make the ongoing operation of Connecticut's 
public-private resource system work. 

22"{)24 0-83-23 
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Last year Connecticut received $100,000 in State general funds 
for child abuse programs. In Connflcticut we are also grateful for 
the growing interest and support which corporations are providing 
to these programs. Throughout the State private sector funding has 
increased, both in the number of corporations providing fiscal re
sources and the amount of funds provided. 

Of each program's funding, 25 percent is estimated to come from 
local sources. In order for these public and private partnerships to 
grow, there must continue to be nationwide focus on child abuse 
and neglect. Sometimes our attempts to identify the indicators or 
cost and program effectiveness have blurred our vision. 

As we ponder the charts and graphs and contemplate the num
bers served, we lose touch with the children. And as we distance 
ourselves from them, the decisions we make about policies become 
very far removed from the day to day reality of their powerlessness 
and suffering. 

At a time when we each feel that our personal economy is 
threatened, we must continue to preserve our sense of human com
passion and caring for these children. We can only do that if we 
reauthorize the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act. 

Thank you. 
[The prepared statement and additional material of Ms. Vec

chiolla follow:] 
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Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the 

members of this subcommittee conce~ning the reauthorization of the 

Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act. 

April is National Child Abuse Prevention Month. And so today, it 

is particularly fitting that we consider the present status nationwide, 

of abused children and the capability of child protective services 

to respond to them . 

• Between 1979 and 1981, there was a 106 per cent increase in 

child abuse reports nationwide • 

. Last year, child abuse related deaths increased . 

. Many states fear that child abuse incidents will continue to rise 

as "economic pressures faced by families, including unemployment, 

increase. Thi& year Michigan is seeing a 500 per cent increase 

in the number of middle income families being reported • 

• At least 35 states indicate that they are seeing more serious 

cases of abuse and th~ amount of reported child sexual abuse 

is dramatically increasing . 

• Funding cuts have forced child protective services to layoff 

staff; therefore, social workers are carrying even larger case

loads. With fewer staff to handle increasing reports of child 

abuse, attention to these children is now prioritized based on 

severity of abuse. Some states are responding to funding cuts 

and staff shortages by changing eligibility criteria. One state 

said that only reports of children under age 12 are being accepted. 

Indeed, the magnitude and complexity of this probl~,m is far greater 

than any of us imagined. Last year, 1.1 million children wer~ 

abused, neglected or exploited. 

Each year between 2,000 - 5,000 children are killed by their parents 

or caretakers. 
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A continued national focus on child abuse is the only way to 

be sure that these children's voices will continue to be heard 

wherever they are. In the past 9 years, this law has helped states 

and communities begin to reach these special children; 

.To be certain that they can be protected . 

• To reach families early and strengthen them so children 

can return home; and 

.Ultimately, perhaps most importantly, to begin to identify 

ways and means of prevention. 

I ask you to listen to the voices of each of these children and 

to continue the effort that waS begun in 1974 with the passage 

of the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act. This ACT, Public 

Law 93-247, The Reauthorization of which you are considering now, 

has provided the only nationwide, federal government focus on the 

terrible plight of these children. I urge you to reauthorize the 

Child Abuse and Prevention Act for four more years and to 

increase the support over the $17 million requested in S 1103. 

I would like to provide you with evid~nce of the effectiveness of 

this ACT. Consider that only $6.7 million was appropriated to the 

states through this ACT last year. Consider the following examples 

of results achieved • 

• Senator Denton, I think you will be pleased to know chat Alabama 

has used the $119,000 that i- received through the Child Abuse 

Prevention and Treatment Act for a wide variety of service 

improvement and staff training activities. Por example) parenting 

education projects have been started which provide abusing 

parents with in-home assistance as well as parenting classes. In 

these programs, volunteers are used extensively. 
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.The Buckeye State has used some of their federal child 

abuse dollars to develop £HILD ABUSE REPORTING KITS. 

These kits are designed to teach professionals about child 

abuse and neglect. Over 160,000 kits have been distributed 

throughout Ohio - to schools, pediatricans, hospitals, 

libraries 1 sheriffs, day care centers, and universities. 

These kits are the type of tool, that will improve the 

identification of abused children and ensure that their 

families receive treatment • 

. Senator Eagleton, Missouri, like other states, considers 

these funds "crucial" to improving their child protective 

services system. One highlight of their activities includes 

the development of an INVESTIGATIVE HANDBOOK which describes 

the step by step procedures which state social workers are 

to use when investigating child abuse reports. This handbook 

will make it possible for Missouri child protection Btaff 

to improve services provided to families and children, 

.Senator Grassley, my colleagues from your state tell me you 

are knowledgeable about tbe many ways that these federal 

child abuse dollars have been ~sed in your state. Iowa's 

mobile parenting library for high school students and the 

home visitor program are two program models that weTe seeded 

with federal funds and are now being replic~ted· irr ather states 

.I also spoke with my colleagues in Ma;ne, Arkansas, Texas, 

Florida, California and Massachusetts. Each time the stOEY 

is the same; that it is the Child Abuse Prevention and 

Treatment Act that has made it possible for s~ates to at 

least begin to strengthen their child abuse prevention and 

treatment capabilities. 1 think Mary Carswell from Alabama 

expressed our thoughts best when she said, "We'd definitely 

miss these dollars because they are the sole source for 

child abuse and neglect programming in our state." 
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Since Connecticut first qualified for these federal child 

abuse dollars in 1974, a unique and effective system of 

community-based child protection resources has emerged. 

Connecticut's Nodel system of C bild Protection Resources is 

based on the collaboration of the public and private sectors. 

The system is made up of a variety of programs, the core elements 

of which include a multidisciplinary team, parent aide services 

and parental self-help groups. 

A child protection team is composed of a paid coordinator and 

several volunteer child welfare professionals from the fields 

of medicine, education, social work and the law. In 1976, 

Connecticut had a team operating that served 11 towns. Currently, 

there are 25 teams serving 150 towns. Of these 25 teams, 7 were 

seeded with federal child abuse dollars through grants of 

approximately $10,000 and were used as models for the development 

of 18 others supported by state and local agencies. During 1981, an 

estimated $260,000 was donated through in-kind services by profess

ionals on these teams. During 1982, 456 families received services 

through the teams in Connecticut. 

Parent aides are professionals who provide nurturance and instruction 

to parents in order to build parental competence. The service is 

provided in the home, several times per week over several months 

and includes 24-hour telephone availability. In 1977, Conn~cticut 

had one parent aide program. Presently, there are 18 programs. 

During 1982, 517 families received services from 66 aides, paid and 

volunteers. Two of these programs, both of which use volunteer 

parent aides were started with federal child abuse dollars. The 

o~hers were developed in response to the needs of families in 

specific areas with support from state and local agencies. 

Parent aiJe services are among the key methods for keeping children 

in their own homes after a crisis. The estimated cost of providing 

parent aide services for one family for one year is $1,200. The 

cost of providing foster home care is estimated at $2,000; group 

home care is $7,000 - $12,000. Although it is not possible to 

eliminate the need for out of home services, parent aide services 
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can significantly reduce the numbers of children needing 

more costly kinds of care that require separation from their 

families. 

Parents Anonymous of Connecticut is part of an international 

network of self-help groups for abusive parents. Of the 1,400 

chapters of Parents Anonymous nationwide~ 27 are located in 

Connecticut. Connecticut's Parents Anonymous groups serve 

approximately 925 families per year at an annual cost equivalent 

to $59.00 per family. 

Parents Anonymous makes extensive use of volunteers. The 60 

professionals who served as resource people to Connecticut's 

37 groups donated approximately $185,000 worth of professional 

time last year. 

Although federal child abuse dollars acted as a catalyst, the 

$94,000 Connecticut receives could never become the sole funding 

source for this type of resource system. In fact, state and local 

funding, in-kind contributions, corporations and foundations are 

each essential to and make possible the ongoing operation of 

Connecticut's public/private resource system. 

Other states are also beginning to develop a wide variety of 

funding sources to continue programs seeded with federal fund •. 

For example, the California legislature recently appropriated $10 

million for child abuse prevention. Although California is unique 

in the large amount of state dollars it allocates, many states are 

beginning to move in this direction. Last year, Connecticut 

app<opriated $100,000 in state general funds for child abuse programs. 

In Connecticut, we are also grateful for the growing interest and 

support which corporations are providing to these programs. 

Throughout the state, private sector funding has increased both in 

the number of corporations providing fiscal resources and the amount 

of funds provided. Approximately 25 percent of each program's 

funding comes from local sources. 
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In order for these public/private partnerships to grow, there 

must continue to be a nationwide focus on child abuse and neglect. 

Sometimes our attempts to identify the indicators of cost and 

program effectiveness have blurred our vision. As we ponder the 

charts and graphs and contemplate the numbers served, we lose 

touch with the children. And as we distance ourselves from them, 

the decisions we make about policies become far removed from the 

day to day realities of their powerlessness and suffering. At 3 

time when we each feel that our personal economy is threatened, we 

must continue to preserve our sense of human compassion and caring 

for these children. 

The Child A~use Prevention and Treatment Act has been essential 

to improving ou~ identification of and response to a serious and 

complex problem. But 9 years is not enough time; 1.1 million 

abused children are far too many and state and corporate support 

is still too small for us to stop our work now. 
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Questions from Senator Christopher J. Dodd -

1. Is there a role that states can pln} in stressing preventive 
services under the state grant program? 

Some states are already stressing prevention in public 

and professional information and education activities. Many 

states also use the state grant to seed prevention programs. 

For example, in Connecticut, state grant funds have been used 

to fund home visitor programs. Through these programs, high 

risk expectanc mothers are supported before and after the 

birth of their babies. This program makes it possible for 

some of these families to be strengthened before they are 

~eferred to the state child protec~ive services agency. 

What can the Federal Goverqment do to stress prevention of 
child abuse? 

The Federal Government, through the National Center on Child 

Abuse and Neglect can continue to seed service improvement 

programs which are preventive. Federal child abuse dollars 

frequently function as a catalyst in that many of the programs 

which are started with federal funds are picked up and continued 

with state and local funding. They also become the m"!' ,. 

for the development of similar services in other areas. 

2. What are some of the issues that states will have to confront 
in order to comply with the language in S 1003 referring 
to the treatment of handicapped newborns? 

At this time, states have the responsibility and capacity 

to investigate situations in which parents decide to withhold 

medical treatment against medical advice. It will be a 

challenge for states to develop the expertise and procedures 

to investigate situations in which parents and physician agree 

that withholding treatment is appropriate. Developing this 

capability is likely to require the hiring of additional staff 

and will definitely include specialized training for direct 

service staff. 



3. What kinds of supports will have to be provided to th. 
parents of these severely handicapped infants? 

I worked with severely handicapped children and their. 

parents for three years. Based upon my professional 

experiences with these families, it is clear that they 

require a full complement of medical, social and educational 

services resources. We must also recognize that even if 
such an array of supports exist and are affordable, some 

parents may choose to relinquish their parental rights. 

When adoption is the treatment of choice for a severely 

handicapped child, we must be prepared to have adoptive 

homes available. 

4. I understand that the average state grant varies from $50,000 
to $200,000. 

Is there a need for increased funding under the state grant 
program? 

Yes. Although it is impossible to eliminate a problem of 

the magnitude and eomplexity of child abuse with a single piece 

of legislation, it is apparent that many results have been 

achieved as a result of the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment 

Act. In the testimony presented before the Senate Subcommittee 

On Family and Human Services, you were provided with examples of 

how the states have used federal child abuse dollars to seed 

community child protection programs. Much more could be done 

if the funds for the state grant programs were increased. 
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5. What can states do with increased funding? 

States can :ontinue to strengthen public/private 

partnerships so that children who are abused, neglected 

and exploited are identified and provided with the 

services they need. States can continue to improve the 

quality and comprehensiveness of the services they provide 

to these children and their families. 

States can continue to educate the public and professional 

communities about child abuse and act as a catalyst in 

developing community-based services which help these families. 

States can also begin to address problem areas which have 

not received much attention to date, such as the occurrence 

of child abuse and neglect in institutions. 

Finally, states can collaborate in the sponsorship of 

prevention efforts. 
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About Children and Protective Servle .. in Connecticut 

Voiume 1lI Number II Spring, 1983 

Events Set for Prevention Month Observance 
Connecticut wUl observe National 

Child Abuse Prevention Month during 
the month of April with activities and 
event. In each of the flv. OCYS 
ReglotlS, 

Organized by the ConnecUcut 
Children's Prolection Project program 
alnUalesin each region wilh leadership 
from team coordinators, and with re
sourcES from the New England Rc-

soutce C:enter for Children and 
families, activities have been designed 
to mobilIze community n~tworks 
around chUd abuse prevention ac
tivities, and to strengthen public 
aw/.teness and knowledge about child 
fJ~use and neglect. 

Some alfiliales have produaid or 
galhered educational malerlals which 
are being donaled 10 local jehoals and 

libraries to ensure the impact of the 
prevention month rontinue5 beyond 
A?ril, 

Building on the theme of Reach Out 
10 Prevent Child Abuse, events have 
been planned 10 touch the liv .. of 
many people: children, their famllJes, 
community leaders and child serving 
professionals, Many are hlghllghled on 

(contin"td on pttg, J) 

Calendar of Special Events in April 

4 5 6 7 8 
t-l"~'l' 10 Prmnl Child ~1~.I()ng Re-

April. 
I And CAPTCAN HAIU 

AbUSli!" b lbo.vdJ in No ... urcr-fn.Rtsldence program Grdd opera ndU. 
wallc..and ~hd.\~~ Waterbury Hartford. 
Pat Blwn athy r.e6Ianc, S'15-7r1l5 Debbie COIJbrou8 • 

11 12 13 14 ~=:~;:.'~ltrr. ~15 

AprU 10 -111 t:a~I~g Cenler. ~ BJoomm. MusIcalReYue. 
11'1 tl~rb'~'Oi~~ferenc: olh at 

TIckets: 'lS~ 
td 

18 tpfOrd 21 Donna VlIonder "12 o avlts. 64)..2'161 344-8816; 
Debbtl! Coubrou 
34'1-6911 

.-..uU pdtl1 April", 

~'h .. AU 
n ReCentfon 

~r!F-25 al[~n~ry ~aVaIY. '143-4542 28 High Scl100l • 

~9 Ann Nat Ann Nat.avaly, '148 
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From My Desk ~ 
I Children,Families in Distress: Too Little, Too Late? j' 
Sy Albert J, Solnlt. M,D. 

We are living in an era whJch 
dramatizes how interdependent we all 
are in dt!termlning the kind of wor1d 
our children entcr and experience. It 
has always been true that the family 
and community are interactive, each 
providing the other with what they 
need and deserve. However. this in~ 
terIocking relationship, positive and 
negative, is more painfully. more 
threateningly and more promisingly 
clear in a period ot increasing un· 
employment and economic privation, 
The ways in which public and private 
agencies ca'l. help or hinder each other 
can detennine whether the relationship 
between family and communily is har-

Connecticut's Children 
Pub11.thtd muI dhtrlDuted by the Ccmat:tlcut' 
CJUIbm'. Prot«tlon Prof'". II sp«ial iniJimivr 
cl dw.Divfslmz 0/ ChiIdrm and ProtKtir1f.! s"..., 
'#it:n .. Stm~ lNpmtmrnt of Chitdnn I:1Ul Youth! 
_ mulf>md<d by 1M f}qxDtm<nt cfH<R1th; 
tznd Hunum SnvIca. Offb of HWM1IlNut!Dp--; 
;itunt ~n. Adminiltratfon (or Chi1drm,; 
'ycuth mut F41tliJLu. Chlldrm3 Burnu_ : 

! WIDWn A. O'NdD, CQvt'mor 
,S1'te of CoMectkut 

monious or disonant. constructive or 
destructive, painful or inspiring. The 
sami! is true of the relationship be
tween our volunteered and subsidized 
services. 

Nowhere are these opportunities 
and risks more clear than in child 
neglect and abuse. In each instance of 
child abuse and severe neg!ect evat
uated and treated at the Child Study 
Center or at any agency at which I 
have consulted, there has been tragic 
evidence of "too mtle. too late" in 
regard to useful services available to 
parents in distress. A view into the past 
of each of ~hese children and their 
parent or paren\s has indicated that 
thert' was fl direct or indirect "call for 
help" before the child was abused or 
severely neglected. r 

We are in urgent need. each time a 
child is abused or severely neglected. 
of asking how did WE fail this family, 
WE refers to all of us, the state and 
private agencies. the voluntet:!r and 
paid-for services in the neighbllrh ')d 
and the community in which they 
belong, The question, "Why don't 
THEY provide services more quickly, 
more effectively1" should be changoo. 
to "Why don't WE provide services 
more attractively, more quickly, more 
effedively. more graciously, more 
generously1" WE includes neighbors. 
churches, preventive and curative 
health services, private and public 
clinical services and all of the network 
of helping. humanizing services of 
which our communities are capable, 

In cases of child abuse or neglect 
when we find that there were early dis
tress signals from parents and that at· 
tractive. accessible services were not 
available. WE should put our heads 
together with those of our Regional 
Advisory Councils for ChUdren and 
Youth Services, with those of our So· 
cial and Protective Service Teams, and 
with our "'ppropriate groups to see if 
WE can't innovate, create and deliver 
such services out of the fabric of ex
isting resources; or find new resources 
if necessary. In most instances, it is the 

Footnota 

redirecting and reorganization of exi:;t· 
ing services that arc both more realistic 
and more effective. Our parent aide 
service programs represent such a redi· 
rectlon of existing energies from state 
and private resources. as well as the 
wedding of paraprofessional develop
ment and services to volunteer profesw 

sianals' know·how. 
Repeatedly, we can look backward 

and detect instances in which neglect
ing, abusing parents were asking for 
help long before the!, need reached the 
level of neglecting or abUSing their 
children. Such instances include par .. 
ents who feel isolated and unsupported 
in a new community. who are severe
ly ,;tressed when their fnmily or others 
arc unable to come to their re5cue in 
connection with the cafe of a 
premJture fussy child. a child with 
minor defeds. a marriage that is brtak
ing up, a new pregnancy before the 
parents felt ready, the beginning of a 
serious psychiatric disorder in one 
parent. a recent move that was dis
appointing, the overwhelming pro
blems of a chronically ill child. the loss 
of a job and many more. 

It is time for us to prevenl the 
numb~r of reporting crises by develop
ins a sensitivity to early signals of 
distress that can activate tactful offers 
of voluntary attractive support ser· 
vices. In most instances. by the time 
there is a mandatory report of neglect 
or abuse we have lost the best oppor .. 
tunity to be of help to that child 2nd 
his parents and we are left sorting out 
what is least intr.Jsive, least coercive 
and least hannful. 

Tragically. the violent abuse and 
severe neglect of children by adults. 
often parents. is as old as recorded 
history. Sad as It may seem. most of 
uS would not want to live in a sodety 
that could. prevent every single in
stance of neglect and abuse. because 
such a guarantee could only be ap· 
proxima ted in a prison·like state. At 
the same time, each of us wants to pre-
vent as much child abuse as it is possi-

(&ontinu~d on page 4) 

1. N, M. Rostnberg. S. Mtyer & N. Shackleton (1982). FI1!diction 0(- Child Abu.-.e In An Ambulalor)" 
~ltlng. Pediatria. 879-68J. 

2. Goldstein, J '. Fmcd, A .. it\d Solnll, A. 1. Beyond th. Bat Intewt of th~ Child. New York: The 
Free Pms. 1m: New EdlHon with EpUogue. 1979. 

~ 
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Events Set for Prevention Month Observance 
'continued from Pas'" H 

the accompanying calendar; for more 
information about i1 specific activity, 
caU the contad person or Polly Mac~ 
pherson at DCYS .t 566-8067. 

Region I 
BUlbo.rd •• nd local cable T.V. will 

be used to bring the child abuse pre
vention message to 10caJ residents and 
child welfare professionals as well. Five 
sites. three in Bridgeport and two in 
Nom.lk will fe.ture .he CARE LINE 
number and the Reach Out to Prevent 
ChUd Abuse mi!ssage. They are being 
donated by the Murphy Ou.door Ad
vertising Company of Bridgeport. The 
biJIboard design will also be used on 
the video introduction for several cable 
T.V. programs being aired over Chan
nel12. and (or a series of Cablevision 
PubUc: Service Announcements. 

Pat Blumenthal of the Greater Nor~ 
walk Coalition for Children &: Youth. 
Inc. (846-0388) is coordinating these 
activities. Pians are underway to ex .. 
pand the billboards '0 the Stamford 
area as well. 

For details on activities around 
Stamford. call Karla Pendexter. Starn .. 
ford Hospital, 327-1234. Audio vlsu.1 
materials and pamphlets on chl1d "Cx~ 
ual abuse will be made available 
through the Sexual Abuse Resource 
Team; call Marty Kossover at 
324-6127 for de.alls. 

Region II 
A specialized chjld abuse book col .. 

tettien 1.<; being added to $everal school 
libraries as a result of prevention 
month observances in Meriden and the 
Lower Naugatuck Valley. 

Working with the child care pro~ 
grams and Home Economics Depart .. 
ments in five local hIgh schools. 
Josephine Segata,; (736-2606). of the 
Parent Child Resource Cenler in 
Shelton, will be presenting workshop~ 
on child abuse and negted and do. 
nating the selected books. Books will 
include Child Ab""" and Neglect in 
The c.:unmunity by Ray E. Helfer, 
M.D. and C. Henry Kempe and Te:i 
Me Rigllt Away by Linda Sanford. 

In addition. parent aide programs in 
thr region will be reviewing newly 
puoIished books and materials and will 
seJec~ a number of them to be added 
io their agency coUection. 

Region Ul 
Two c.c.P.P. affil!ates are sponsor
Ing a booth with tIle theme "Healthy 

Parent/Child Relationships" at the 
Middletown Health Fair. on April 21 
at City Hall on DeKoven Drive from 
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. The booth is being 
org.mized by Donna Vanderheiden of 
the Middlesex County Child Protec
tinn Team (34H816) and DebbIe Cou
brough of the Community Health 
Center Parent Aide Program 
1347-6971). The/unior Women's Club 
and a number of journalism students 
from MIddlesex College will assist at 
.he booth during .he d.y. The booth 
wiJI incorporate a "Learning Center" 
faT" the- prevention of child abuse fOT" 
parents. children and professionals and 
will Feature continuous shOWings of a 
video t.1pe of Sara Elston's puppet 
thcJter on Personal Safety. While 
children are viewing the puppet show. 
their parents can review books and 
materials on child care~ child de
velopment. discipline and issues of 
child rearing. 

In the Nfl.\, london itrea. a comb ina
rion of T.V. cameras and community 
L'· • t1es will ensure that child abuse 
p:,·.tntion month activities will last 
well beyond April. Two lectures. nne 
entitled ''The Effects of MediJ on 
Children" and one presented by Police 
Chief LarTI Bangham on "Vic\;'nless 
Crime" have bloen taped and will be 
made available, free of charge. to com
munity group$. Descriptive brochures 
and discusdon leaders are also 
avail!lble to accompany these tapes. 
Peggy Ayer of the Southweastem Con
necticut Child Protection Council, Inc. 
has coordinated these :.eminars and 
will arrJ.nj:.:e for bookings of the lec~ 
tures, She can be reached at 4.42"()711. 
Ext. 2476. 

In tht> 21 town Danielson area. the 
c<mterpJen' of Child Abuse Prevention 
Month is the production of Bloomers. 
Judy Hyde of .he Child Protoclion 
Council of Northeastern Connecticut 
(714-2020) and .he Exchange Club of 
Danielson are spott50ring this musical 
revue April 10 at 7:30 p.m. for the 
benefIt of the Child Abuse Resource 
Profect and Parents Anonymous 
Chapters. The program is featuring 
local talent and even a group of musi~ 
ciai'ls direct from the stages of . 
Hartfordl 

The Child Prolection Council is also 
observing Child Abuse Prevention 
Month by donating b\wks to ele
mentary schools in each of the 21 
towns they serve. Teachers and ele .. 
mt;ntary Jibrarjans will he given a list 

of books from the Economy Com
pany's series entitled "Trolley Dooks" 
from which they may choose up to 10 
titles. The books, all for early 
elementary gtades. include topiCS such 
as self---concept. liking yourself, com" 
munity helpers. and fef!lings. 

Region IV 
The nine Connecticut Children's 

Protection Project program affiliates in 
the North Central Region have 
planned a major conference for Tues
day, Apriln, at the Ramada Inn, East 
Hartford. "Ir. Happening" will include 
eight workshops in two sessions, a 
luncheon and service fair. 

Drawing from 03 wide range of child 
serving profesSionals. conference plan-
ners have .... 'gaged lawyers, physicians. 
child dev ... opment specialists, nurseS t 

psycholOgists. child pro.ecHve services 
experts and program specialists as 
workshop leaders. 

The all day conference 1s $7.00: 
although the conference committee 
recommends fulJ~day participation. 
half-day registration is possible for 
5:\.50 (lunch not included). For more 
information, contact Donna Davies, 
Rcgio~aj Child Advocacy Team. Child 
and Family Services. Manchester, 
643-276J. 

Region V 
The Waterbury public schools, 

through the libraries in the Middle and 
High Schools. will feature a special 
display of books and materials ~n child 
abuse and neglect to help observe Na
tional Child Abuse Prevention Month. 
The books have been selected by 
Ka.hy LeBlanc and Sid Horowitz of 
the Waterbury Collaboration for the 
Prevention of Child Abuse. and Neglect 
1575-5075) and a set of books will be 
donated to each of the !'iix schools. 

To compliment the book displaYI 
the Collaboration has organized the 
Resource-in·Residence Projettl and is 
making it available to each school on 
an ongoing ba.sis. The Resource-in· 
Residence program features a child 
welfare professional who will spend 
one afternoon a week in each school 
library assisting both students and 
faculty in teaming about child abuse 
and neglect and in gathering informa
tion on this topic. The Resident Re
source Person wilt be able to answer 
questions and direct studetlt, to 
sources of lnfonnation and progtams 
as well, In addition, the CollaboraUon 

(conf(nuM on pag, 4J 
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Prevention Month Oh~ervance 
(rontinuld from past JJ 

plans to purchase several audio visual 
educational materials for loan to 
libraries. schools and community 
groups. 

The week of April 25-29 is th. high 
point of activities which the Danbury 
Regi.onal Commiss.ion on Child Care. 
Rights« Abuse, Inc. has organized in 
Newtown. Danbury and Ridgefield to 
help Region V observe Child Abuse 
Prevention Month. 

In Newtown. activities wiIJ 
culminate in a Resoun:e Day at the 
high school on Wedn .. d.y, Apr" 27 
from 9 a,m, to 1 p,m. Th.high school 
Leadership Club and the Key Club 
have joined tht' Commission Staff in 
planning the displays and a balloon 
Hft·cFf. involving ~tudents and facul· 
ty. Several Newtown area agencies wdl 
be pc[>sent during the Resource Fair to 
dcscnbe their program and servk('s; 
these indude tht:o Youth Services 
Bureau, and the Host Home Program. 

In Danbury, the e\'ents of the week 
will begin Monday, April 25 with oJ 
proclamation by Mayor James E. 
Dwyer to be followed by an "Ap
preciation Re'Ception" at the Ethan 
Allen Inn for volunteers. lItizens and 

corporate and buSiness supporters of 
the Commission over the past year. 
Th. Danbury High School gym will 
also be the site of a Resource Fair on 
Friday. April 29. from 11 a.m. to 4 
p,m. 

In addition. each public library in 
the ten surrounding towns has agreed 
to feature selected posters. books and 
materials on the child abuse prevention 
theme including parenting, child tare 
and family support. 

A special feature of the Danbury 
area's observance is the direct in~ 
votvem~nt of children, Working with 
cfemenlary art teachers in each school. 
the Commission will sponsor a poster 
design and coloring contest. Children 
will design. draw and complete their 
own interpretation of ''Things I Like 
To Do With My Fami;y:' Judging wm 
be by Danbury resident and children's 
book illustrator. Steven Kellogg. Mr. 
KelJogg will also serve as honorary 
chairperson of the Danbury Child 
Abuse Prevention Week activities. 
Every child who submits a poster will 
receive a certificate commemorating 
their efforts. More infonnation about 
these activities is available from Ann 
Natavaty at 748-4542. 

Ann Quinn Interviewed 
(ctmlmued frNT' f'tlge S) 

45-minute "lSI!. What's going on here1 
Was it an accident1 Do we have the 
facls7 What kind "f red flags do we 
hav~7 Sometimes parents are very 
reluctant to rea.tly sit down and really 
talk about what's happened and what 
they've done, Once the intake worker 
has made the initial investigation. the 
case is (if llur intervention is war .. 
ranted) tumed over to a treatment 
worker who works with the family un .. 
Hl we are convinn;d that the risk to the 
children has been reduCl!d suffiCiently, 

The stress of dealing on a daily basis 
in a system that deals with individuals 
who abuse, even kill their children, can 
take a toll. The ability to work with 
a family and help them to remain in .. 
tact can be most rewarding. To find a 
balance between the stress and the re .. 
wards is most diflicult. but not im .. 
possible. 

Q. What more can be done to iden~ 
tiEy child abuse situations, stop it from 
continuing and prevent deaths from 
occurring1 

22-024 0-83-24 

A. Well, I don't know, as long as 
we have parents and we have people 
who have chi1dren and aren't prepared 
to have children. that we're ever go
ing to completely wipe out child abuse. 
1 do think that the more publicity. the 
more things that we can do, to talk in 
terms of the fact that it's out there, that 
it exists. that people need to believe 
that even their brother. sister. close 
friend or whatever, wha may be a per
son who in all other spheres of their 
life is functioning wel1. that that pet
son has potential - that we all have 
within ourselves potential - to be 
child abusers. The second thing is that 
as fong as DC t'S can be clear in terms 
of learning rroreand more about who 
really are the parents who tend to hurt 
their kids severely. And Whll are the 
parents who, really through ignorance 
or whalever. can do this and can be 
helpedl 

Q. How do you feel about the court 
system. m relation to child abu~l 

(Goldstein, Freud &: Solnit, 1979),' At 

Children, Families 
in Distress 
(eontmurd from page ~ 

ble to prevent in a free society in which 
the democratic values of family pri
vacy and the pluralism of differinb life
st~'les arc protected and SU(1ported. 

Only by combining all of our re~ 
sources, by maintJing optimal com· 
munications alld planning at the re .. 
gional level and by developing i1t~ 
tr.\ctive volunlilry services that are re
spons1Ve to ('arly signal;. of distress can 
we minimJle "too little, too late" 
(Goldstein. Freud'" Solnit, 1979).' At 
the best of times and at the worst of 
times, we are in urgent need of 
supporting the autonomy of parents 
ami the inte-grity of families, a sound. 
numane policy in the service of 
children who can represent the best of 
our past and our future. 

AIl'l'ri I $eli'llt. M D I~ Vm!ctor 
t" th~ Child Stu.fy Cent"r £It Yale 
Utttt'ers(11I and chaIrman ,'f III" State 
Adt'I~4"Y Committee ()f Ih' Cmlt!!c· 
!;rut Oc:'artmcn.t of nllidrcn und 
Y.'utl,Scr;."/cr; 

Children's Center 
Luncheon May 6 

Tfw Children' .. C('nter of H.lmdl'n 
wlB t.:l'lE'brate ils lSO~h ~'nniv{>rSclrv 
WIth a noon luncheon on May 6 at thr 
New Haven Lawn Cfub. Guest "peaker 
at tht' ('v{'nt will hl' child p'>ychiatri<;t 
Bruno BI'Uelh£'im. He will di-.cu<;<; 
"Children·f;, Servicc,,! P",,!, rw<;('nl .1ml 
Future." for mol'(' infonn,ltion co1!l 
248·2116 

A. As I've c1lready related to you. 
l'm a firm believer in a system that has 
at its heart "shared decision making." 
The court provides another piece of the 
checks and balances needed to bring 
about as often as possible the "right" 
dedsion. We can all get upset and 
blame the court when a decision 
doesn't go our way. I'm no diHerent. 
But after the heat has subsided we have 
to look at whether we presented the 
best possible case or whether the legal 
system failed. Sometimes the court's 
dedsion looks good with hindsight; 
sometimes it doesn't. When it doesn't 
then the Court has CU take the respon .. 
sibility, 

This flrHc1e Lt reprinted with per~ 
mi.ulon of the Hartford Coutant. 
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Courant Interviews Ann Quinn, DCYS Norwich 

By Rosomary Keogh, 
Hartford Courant Staff Writer 

Ann E. Quinn, program superv»or 
in the Norwich office of the state 
Department of Children and Youth 
Services, has dealt with cases of child 
abuse and neglect for almost 20 years, 
both as a sodal worker and a super~ 
visor. 

Q. Mtat indications do you look 
for to identify a child abuser1 

A. OK, there are a number of things 
that we mu')t refer to as {cd flags in a 
situation. One of the high.risk parts of . 
the investigation has to be the age of 
the chUd. Obviously. inf.nts and 
young children are at higher risk, both 
because they can't get away from 
parents or protect themselves in any 
way, but secondly because they have 
little visibility in the community. 

When kids don't go to school (and} 
they're not out playing and that kind 
of thing, so that they can be seen by 
the neighbors and friends, then the risk 
is higher th.t they m.y be .bus<d and 
someone Isn't going to pick up on that 
right off the b.t. We know that child 
abuse tend; to conHnue, 10 repeat 
itself. so that in most situations when 
we get involved. we find that [here 
have been earlier mstam:es that mayor 
may not helve been seen by somebody 
and rnay or may not have been re
ported 

. .. classic child-abuser~ 
tend to be social isolates. 
T/ley may have parents, rel
atives, people they call 
friends - but they really 
have no one that they are 
very close to . . . 

We look at what is the family situa
tIOn: Are they under a lot of stres'>7 
What's the age ot the parents1 One tlt 
the key things that we've learneu most 
recently - and, I think, in all of the 
serious cases that I've seen - is that 
parents who tend to abuse their kids 
and are reaDy classic child-abusers tend 

to be social isolates. They may have 
parents right nearby, relatives, a whole 
host of people they may call friends
but they rtally have no one that they 
are vel)' close to and very little in the 
way of a..'lY kind of support system. 

That's really one of the red flags we 
key in on very quickly. Other things, 
like are they having marital problems1 
Is one child singled out7 Are Ihere four 
or five kids. but only one chUd who 
seems to be repeatedly abused7 How 
are they de.ling with that kidl How 
are they seeing that kid? How do they 
describe that child1 Very often that's 
the child who gets described as bad. 
different. like somebody th.t lhey 
don't like, or maybe like themseh·""eS. 
$0 those arc just a few of the red flags 
that we look at. 

• Q. In dedding whether • child 
should be removed from the home. 
what fadors are considered1 

A. Wen obviously, the protection 
of the child is paramount. We ask, 
what kind of risk. what level of risk 
is that thild under1 How predictable is 
it that the abuse is going to happen 
again1 What kind of support systems 
can be put in 50 we can feel more com~ 
fortable about the situation and that 
would begin to alleviate some of the 
stress the child or family ma)' be 
under. 

One of the things that we try to do 
is to recognize and be very sensitive to 
the fact that every time you remove 
children from their parents, you raise 
a great risk that because of the system. 
because of the par~nts themselves and 
their inability to get their act together, 
that child may never return home. or 
that it may be a long period of time 
before that child returns home. 

$0 you have to really weigh in the 
risk of removing the child versus a lot 
less known risk, which is the risk of 
moving a kid too soon and maybe dis
rupting the family afld neV£T being able 
to put it back together again. 

Q. What kind of emoHonal toll 
does that decision-making take on 
you1 

A. Well. it·s • really difficult ded
sion for a worker, and certainly at 01 

time when there's any publicity regard. 
ing a case in which something serious 
has happened to a child and any ques
tioning about that; then that .m)aety 
is SO much marc high. 

We're always seeing a greater in .. 
crease In workers saying, "Maybe we 

need to take this action." We talk in 
our office about shared decision·mak· 
illg. The decision to remove a chUd 
should never be the workers alone. 
Nor should it be really the'worker and 
the superyisor, but that aU of US ought 
to help make the decision. The worker, 
supervisor, program supervisor and in 
some cases, even our Centra) Office 
slaff. 

Tho oU,er thing (th.t) is just as dif
ficult is to leave kids in the home. and 
to be concerned that there are risks in, 
valved in doing that. So we spend a 
lot of time looking at what really needs 
to be done in the situation. How com
fortable can we be1 What risks are we 
taking and how safe can we really feel 
that even though there are risks. that 
there's enough support system there to 
get to us before something serious hap-
pens1lt's a difficult decision. We - the 
department - have put together 
guidelines to help workers in relation 
to removing kids. Basically they're 
very stringent and they really tend to 
underscore the fact that we need to be 
sure that the kids need to be removed 
before we take that kind of action. 

. 1.1" . tn ; "~il/;h the 
ri- " feml>t'ing . Ilild 
versus a lot less knou lisk, 
which is the riqk of moving 
the kit! ., 5(1 md maybe 
disturbmg till' ttlmily and 
never being able to put it 
back together again. 

Q. Wh.t is the most difficult part of 
handling a child-abuse case1 

A. I think the investigation. And 
the pulling together of the pieces of in
formation to begin to decide. is this a 
(child abuse) situation? And this has to 
be done very quickly. Usually what 
happens is a call comes in from some-
one saying that chUd abuse is suspected 
and your intake worker is dispatched, 
and the worker knocks on the door 
and gains entrance to the home and 
immediately has to make some assess
ment in tenns at a half-hour or 

(continued on page 4) 
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~tate of QIm1tlprttrut 

By His Excellency WILLIAM A. O'NEILL, Governor: an 

Official Statement 

The talents and abilities of out young people are fhe most precious resources of our society. It is the eHarts. 
initiatives and achievements of our young people which \'Viii shape our nation's history in the years to come. 

Preparing our children to meet the challenges of the future ls a vilal task that merits the concern ~nd imagina
tion of our people. Safeguarding their health. physical and emotional well-beir18 is also an essential part of this 
important endeavor. 

Unfortunately, child abuse threatens the health of our children and the promise of a bright future. Child abuse 
is one of the most devastating tragedies of family life. It inflicts physical and psychological damage which may 
scar generations of the future. It also sets in motion a vicious cycle of helplessness. bitterness and pain. 

It is the responsibility of all our citizens to protect these children and to assure them the health and happiness 
they deserve. 

The pc.-ople of Connecticut take great pride in the fact tha~ our state is a leader in this vital area. The state 
Department of Children and Youth Services has long been committed to our state's children and to enhancing 
the cooperative network which exists among the public and private sectors toward the prevention of c.hUd <,buse •. 

Therefore. in an effort to strengthen this vital network and in recognition of the dedication of citizens and 
organizations throughout our state to ending child abuse. 1 am pleased to designate the Month of April, 1983 
as Connecticut Child Abuse Prevention Month. 

(Note: In the interest Of economy', the Annual Report Connenticut 
Children's Protection Proj ect, July 1, 1981, to June 30, 1982, was 
retained in the files of tbe committee where it ...nIl be available 
for research upon request.) . 
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Mr. PALMER. Thank you. It is my privilege to be here today to 
represent the child abuse and neglect program in the State of 
Utah, and by so doing, respond to three requests which were given 
to me by Senator Denton. Those were that I tell you a bit about the 
child protection team in the State of Utah; that I tell you how we 
have used community resources in our State; and finally, how we 
have been able to utilize and obtain non-Federal sources for fund
ing. 

In order to clarify those issues with you and to tell you a bit 
about child abuse in the State of Utah, I need to tell you that the 
child abuse and neglect team in our State is an outgrowth of a Gov
ernor's task force in 1974 and 1975. That task force was a broad 
representation of many groups, which included the then existing 
child protection team at the University of Utah Medical Center, 
and a variety of governmental and community agencies. 

The various groups that were represented include some of the 
following: there were representatives from many of the school dis
tricts in the State of Utah; there were representatives from the col
leges of education and special education; nursing; the school of 
medicine; colleges of social work, psychology, as well as a broad 
representation from the various mental health districts, hospitals 
throughout the State; community action programs and affairs of
fices; police agencies; the juvenile court; the detention centers; the 
Junior League; the LDS social services; Catholic Charities; Hill Air 
Force Base; the children's center, which is a special program, a pri
vate community supported program for the support of severely 
mentally ill children, at that time, at least, in the preschool age 
group; and as I mentioned, there was broad representation from 
the State of Utah's government through the division of family serv
ices. 

In other words, our team began in the State-or I should say, 
was augmented from the then existing team with a broad represen
tation and dialog from both the public, private, as well as the child 
protection team as it is now established. 

The child protection team which was established in 1974-75 con
tinues to exist with approximately the same representation. That is 
that there is-and this is one of the more important issues that I 
would like to share with you in terms of the effectiveness of the 
child protection team-the coordinator of our child protection team 
is a full-time employee of the State of Utah, division of family serv
ices. 

She, herself, is a child protection worker, and that gives us amaz
ing entrance into the system, if you will, within the State in terms 
of credibility for the child protection team within the child protec
tion network. 

The child protection team further includes 2 arms of the team; 
one of them is at the University of Utah Medical Center. One of 
them is at Primary Children's medical center. The composition of 
the team at both centers is essentially the same: a pediatrician, a 
psychiatrist, several social workers, and so on. 

We additionally have representation with our team from the Salt 
Lake County prosecutor's office, juvenile court, district court, cir
cuit court, Salt. Lake County sheriffs office, et cetera. 
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We have neurosurgeons on our team and other people who rotate 
in and out of our team. 

Now, our team is a working team. Last year between the 2 arms 
of the team we saw approximately 500 children for medical evalua
tion. In 1982 in that same period there were 6,350 reported inci
dences of child abuse and li.,,;/!J~ct in the State of Utah, of which 
2,379 were in fact valid. 

Now, there is a difference in how child abuse and neglect is re
ported, or I should say~ from whom it is reported in the State of 
Utah, compared to the statistics which Dr. Newberger shared with 
you earlier. For example, in our State, 48.7 percent of the reports 
to the division of family services come from neighbors, relatives, 
and friends of the potential abused child. 

Only 6.3 percent of those reported cases originated from the 
medical system; 9 percent came from the public schools, and there 
was 13.3 percent that came from the courts. In other words, child 
abuse and neglect in the State of Utah is reported to the system by 
those who are concerned about children. That is not necessarily 
saying that that is not true in other States also, but it is not from 
official reporting agencies. 

In my own experience last year in 1982 and for the first 3 
months of this year I saw 183 sexually abused children. My experi
ence is different than that which you have heard about at Cov
enant House. The age of my victims, if you will, was from 6 months 
up through age 17, which is the oldest of the children that we see 
at our hospital. 

The average age, however, of the children that I see is somo
where around 4Y2 to 5Y2 years of age. 

In addition to that, I saw or supervised the seeing of 108 children 
at Primary Children's who were severely physically abused enough 
to be in the hospital, and we saw another 53 children who came 
through the aggravated sexual assault program, which is a pro
gram we have for the-with the Salt Lake County attorney's office. 

The reason that we have been designated, if you will, as the fa
cility where children who are sexually abused or allegedly sexually 
abused need to be evaluated is because of the strong feeling that 
the act of the evaluation should in no way endanger the child or be 
more harmful to the child than the event which we are evaluating. 

We have heard about the touch program this afternoon in a va
riety of different settings; I feel strongly that a physician is under 
every bit as much obligation as is the parent not to violate the 
rights of the child during the physical examination. 

Therefore, we strive very hard not to do that. Children should 
not be held down when they are examined. In no way should they 
have any kind of violation of their willingness to give consent for 
the examination. 

Now, in terms of community interaction, our team really, be
cause of the way it began, has had community dialog since its in
ception. I mentioned to you some of the agencies and programs 
that participated with us on the Governor's task force in 1974. 
Those same agencies and same progra~s now continue to be in
volved with the team, and new programs have sprung from their 
involvement. 
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For example, the Junior League in the State of Utah has been 
the genesis for the family support centers which are similar to 
crisis intervention agencies that may be present in other States. 
They were instrumental in getting three programs like that start
ed. 
Th~ YWCA has a women in jeopardy program for spouse abuse. 

Along with the YWCA's women in jeopardy program, they have an 
art therapy and diagnostic program for children who have been 
sexually abused or allegedly sexually abused. In other words, those 
agencies that were involved from the beginning, so to speak-not 
that long ago-but, anyway, from the beginning in our State's ac
tivities were in fact involved and are still involved with child abuse 
and neglect issues in the State. 

The importance of having the full-time employee, if you will, 
from the division of family services as a coordinator of the child 
protection team must be emphasized again. I am not sure how 
many States or how many other teams have that kind of coordina
tion, but what it really does do is give us dialog within the system. 

There is no pseudoterritorialism. There are no delusions of gran
deur. There are no other activities on our child protection team 
except those that are in the best interest or at least intended to be 
in the best interest of the children. 

It is not Ildoctor, this," "your honor, that." It is on a first name 
basis; both incoming and outcoming, it is on a first name basis. 

It is very important for us to have dialog also on our team with 
the police agencies, with the prosecuting agencies so that they un
derstand where we are coming from, but similarly so that we un
derstand where they are coming from, because each of us in the 
child protection issue bas a specific role in which to function. Once 
we understand one another's role and once we understand one an
other's activity, then we respect and can work much more closely 
and much more efficiently together in the well-being of children. 

As far as how we as a team--or how we as a State are able to 
garner, if you will, other funds, other than the $85,000 that we re
ceived in 1982 from the national center, I suppose it is a wise and 
miserly investment, if you will, by the division of family services, 
which has provided seed money for over 40 active current pro
grams in the area of child abuse and neglect, very small, most of 
them, since we have $85,000 to Gse. 

Our own team has basically $33,000; that is what we received for 
the team's support. That is on a fee for service basis. In other 
words, there is a tremendous amount of volunteerism in at least 
the State of Utah, as I am sure there is in other areas as well, on 
all aspects of child abuse and neglect. 

It was interesting to hear what you have been doing in Connecti
cut in terms of volunteerism and money that that actually has 
saved. 

Finally, I would like to just end with one comment. I am an 
active, heavily involved person in child abuse and negiect in all as
pects. I spend a lot of time in court. I spend a lot of time providing 
consultation for other law enforcement and prosecuting jurisdic
tions. Since we have dialog with the family practice residents, the 
pediatric residents, nursing students, and so on, 80 percent of 
whom go into practice in the intermountain area, and we have an 
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extension of a continued dialog with those that we have worked 
with in the training process. 

As far as the funding of the new child abuse and neglect issues, 
my own personal feeling would be from one who is heavily involved 
in terms of time, that there are not enough resources in the States 
to deal with the issues that Baby Doe would create if it were part 
of the legislation. It would inundate the already inundated system. 
It would constipate an already waterlogged system, and I just 
cannot see how $30 million, or whatever it might end up being, 
could in fact allow-we have in the State of Utah five level 3 inten
sive care nurseries. We have eight level 2 nurseries. We have vary
ingly the highest birth rate in the Nation. 

It would be very difficult to pull out death certificates, go over 
them, and extract babies who would fulfill Baby Doe criteria with
out a tremendous amount of time, effort, and so on. 

I thank you very, very much for the opportunity to be here this 
afternoon. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Palmer follows:] 
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee for Family and Human Services. 

appreciate the opportunity and privilege afforded me in appearing before you 

this afternoon. Senator Denton has asked that I provide you with information 

concerning the activities of our child abuse and neglect team in the state of 

Utah. I have also been specifically requested to tell you how our team or our 

child protection effort has involved community support resources and finally, 

how we have been able to find non-federal funding for our program. If time per

mits in my verbal comment, I would like to make a few remarks concerning pro

posed legislation to reauthorize "The Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment and 

Adoption Reform Act Amendment of 1983." However, if time does not permit, 

wul comlnent on the bill In the written testimony. 

In order to understand the function of our team it is necessary to tell you a 

little of how we came to be. We, as well as other child protection interests in 

our state l are an outgrowth of a 1974 governors task force on child abuse and 

neglect in the state of Utah. That task force culminated in a governors commit

tee on child abuse and neglect. The committe was composed of a broad represen

tation from groups concerned with the welfare of children and families. The 

committee included representation from various school districts, colleges of 

education and special education, nursing, the school of medicine, psychology, 

and social work from the universities and colleges in the state. The committee 

also included representation from mental health districts, hospitals, consumer 

affairs office~, police agencies, the juvenile court, detention centers, the 

Junior League of Salt Lake and Ogden, the LBS sociai services, catholic chari

ties, Hill Air Force Base, the children's center, (special treatment 

programs for preschool children who have significant emotional illness), and a 

broad representation from the division of family services in the state of Utah. 

In other words our team began with broad based community and state-wide dialo-
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gue. The communication which was established in 1974-75 has been the basis for 

our continued acceptance by the community. As I will note later, it is also at 

the basis of the "high incidence" of child abuse and neglect which is noted in 

the National Center for 'Child /\buse and Neglect in their yearly state sta-

tistics. 

It might be of interest to comment on the Utah statistics in terms of child 

abuse and neglect. In 1982, there were 6,350 reported cases of suspected child 

abuse and neglect to the reporting agency in the state of Utah which is pre

ferably the division of family services or as an alternate, the appropriate law 

enforcement jurisdiction. Of these 6,350 reports, 2,379 were lelt to be valid 

issues of child abuse and neglect. In breal<ing those statistics partially down, 

it would be of interest to note that 6. '3 percent of those patients originated 

from the medical system including 2. I percent from physicians, 3 percent from 

hospitals, .6 percent medical clinics, and .6 percent from nurses, 9 percent 

originated from schools. 48.7 percent originated from neighbors, relatives and 

friends, (22 percent, 17 percent, and 9.7 percent respectively). Also, 13.3 

percent originated from law enforcement and court jurisdiction. Those figures 

do not add up to 100 percent, but I have only keyed on some of those that would 

be of interest to the committee. In my own case from my experience, I saw 183 

children at Primary Children's Hospi«,! in the past 15 months who have been 

allegedly sexually abused. In addition, we saw 108 children over the 1982 year 

at Primary Children's whe:e there was some concern regarding physical abuse. 

Similarly, the University Medical Center arm of our child protection team saw 

roughly the same number of patients, or between our two hospital based teams we 

saw approximately 500 children for medical evaluation in the system. In addi-
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tion, in 19S1 there were thirteen deaths related to child abuse and neglect, and 

there were 11 deaths in 1982. Approximately 75 percent of the children who died 

were also involved in live-in boy friend situations and approximately 40 percent 

of these or .3 to 4 children of those that died were also sexually abused. 

Because Primary Children' s represents a trama referral center which includes 

many head injuries, we saw many of those children at Primary ourselves. 

It would be of interest to describe now for you, what is the child abuse and 

neglect team that I represent. The child protection team which I am repre

senting before you today is an outgrowth of the governors task force in 1974-75 

and the then 1974 existing child protection team at the University of Utah 

Medical Center. We include as the director or coorciinator of our child protec

tion team a full time employee of the state of Utah the division of family ser

vices who is the coordinator. The two arms of our team, one at the University 

Medical Center includes a pediatrician, Dr. Thomas Metcalf, a child 

psychiatrist, Dr. Claudia Berenson, and an MSW social worker, Nancy Lang. The 

arm of our team at Primary Children I s, of which I am a member, includes a 

pediatrician, myself, a child psychiatrist, Dr. Thomas Halverson, and a MSW 

child protection social worker who has expertise in sexual abuse, Mr. Thomas 

Harrison. In addi tion, our team is composed of regular participants from the 

!'Oalt Lake County juvenile court in terms of the county prosecutt;rs ,s well as 

lile Salt Lake County adult court in terms of their prosecutor participants. In 

addition, we have members of the Salt Lake County Police Department and the Salt 

Lake City Police Department who are regUlar participants in our team activities. 

We have various other community social workers, law enforcement professionals as 

well as judicial anq legal representation on a selected basis from time to time 
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in our team activities. The responsibilitj' that our child protection team was 

given as a result of the governors task force was us follows: 

1. Since our team processes approximately 500 plus children yearly, or at least 

in 1982, we are a working team whose responsibilities include diagnosis, treat

ment, prevention, and consultation with other professionals. 

2. We were established as a demonstration team and thet'elore we have traveled 

throughout the state of Utah as a team to provide teaching and organizational 

help to other professionals throughout the state to help them establish child 

abuse and neglect programs for the professionals in their area. In the past 

year, we have traveled·to Price, Vernal, Cedar City, and will soon go to Moab 

for workshops on child abuse and neglect activites. 

3. In addition, individuals on the team have taught extensively to various pro

fessional and lay groups throughout Utah, Idaho, Wyoming and into the four cor

ners area of Utah, Arizona, New Mexico and Colorado. The discussions which we 

have given in those areas were to medical staff, state PTA activities as weJl as 

local PTA programs, paramedics, emergency medical technicians, the Junior 

League, the Literary Club, the League of Women Voters, the Catholic Womens 

Organization, and also have had the opportunity to speak at many high school 

class activities in child psychology and child development in the Salt Lake area 

as weJl as other areas in the state. We participate at the graduate level in 

the schools of psychology and social work in the child abuse and neglect program 

within the graduate schools of those COlleges. We also provide yearly sessions 

to the Utah State Police Academy on issues of child abuse and neglect. 
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4. lt is important to note that all of the members of our team, (including the 

county prosecutors, the sodal workers, the psychiatrists, and the pedia

tricians) have regular dialogue with the medical students, the family practice 

and pediatric residents, and the nursing and social work students in colleges of 

Utah state, University of Utah, and the Brigham Young University. In the case 

of the pediatricians and the psychiatric and social work component of the team, 

we provide daily dialogue with family practice, pediatrics, and medical student 

professionals. This is important to note because, approximately 70 percent of 

the pediatricians who leave the University of Utah/Primary Children I s Hospital 

Medical Center pediatric residency program enter private practice in the 

innermountain area. Similarly, approximately 80 percent of the family practice 

residents enter private practice in the innermountain area as well. This gives 

us continued dialogue with the physician in practice and gives us access to them 

and them to us for consultation and case referal and management. 

5. Our team has also been charged to help other areas in the state establish 

child protection teams, and there are now ongoing teams in Ogden, Provo, as well 

as others beginning here in the Salt Lake Valley. In terms of community and 

state-wide acceptance, it is important to note that all of the members of our 

team have remained the same as when we were established in 1975. It is also 

important to note that with the exception of our state division of family ser-

vices coordinator all of us have other full time responsibilities in our various 

repecti:e medical center responsibilities. 

Some comments on the Utah statistics 

The state of Utah has the sixth highest incidence of child abuse per 1000 
children of any of the states; why? 
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I. Our team coordinator is a full time employee of the state of Utah and is 

herself a child protection worker. This gives us considerable credibility 

within the system as far as the field workers in child protective services; 

allows contil\ued dialogue and communication; and allows acceptance by our team 

of other professionals and similarly allows the team to gain entrance into the 

system throughout the state. In other wcrds there is ongoing bi-directional 

communication and interaction which fosters activity and child protection 

reporting. 

2. There is no pseudo-territorialism or false delusions of grandeur. We are 

all hard working committed individuals to the welfare of children and are on a 

first-name-basis., again this gives us acceptance by other child protection 

workers and increases the likelihood of referral both within and without the 

system. 

3. Finally, all of us are committed child and family advocates. We have been 

able to work together long enough that we still enjoy the respect of each other 

and have come to appreciate the particular strength that each of us possess and 

also the knowledge and understanding of the system within our state, both its 

strengths and its weaknesses. 

4. By virtue of our teams interaction witil law enforcement and the judicial 

component of our state child protection activity, we have developed credibility 

as expert witnesses in the court; and therefore, we spend a considerable amount 

of time in court testifying for and on behalf of children. 

5. All of the above with the very broad reporting law which is present in our 

state, plus the state demographiC and geographic population characteristics 
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state, plus the state demographic and geographic population characteristics 

added to the inherently high value of children in the state of Utah create the 

higher likelihood for child abuse and neglect to be reported to a responsive 

system. However, it is really immaterial whether Utah has the highest or the 

lowest incidence of child abuse and neglect; we have more than enough child 

abuse and neglect in our state to keep all of us more than overly busy. 

I would next like to tell you of our involvement with the community support 

agencies and organization. Because of the initial task force approach In the 

tackling of child abuse and neglect in the state of Utah, there were many groups 

involved along with the original child abuse and neglect team in the creation of 

a child protection network in the state of Utah. These community agencies have 

been instrumental in creating new programs in addition to the original support 

and resource which they provided in the governors task force activity. For 

example, there are lay therapy groups, (Super Parents), which have been created 

through the division of family services in many areas. Also, the YWCA has 

created a women in jeopardy program (which deals with spouse abuse), along wi ih 

their TEEN MOM Program. The family support centers are heavily used by our team 

as a referral source in the community. They offer parents who recognize the 

risk of potential abuse within their families to leave their children there or 

in fact stay there themselves for up to 72 hours without any charge. There are 

volunteer therapists and child care worl<ers in the family support centers. The 

Children's Center, (which are pr;vately funded programs for severely disturbed 

children) are support centers which have been instrumental in providing 

parenting experiences for potentially abusive or actually abusive parents. The 

parenting courses may be voluntarily taken or may be court ordered. We ha\ e 
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way the community resources avallable to parent, schools, professionals, and 

other groups who are interested in the prevention of childhood sexual abuse. 

Included in the brochure is a description of the problem and its magnitude and a 

listing of some of the resources that 'Ire available in a private and volunteer 

funded basis: 

L. The art therapy program for sexually abused children in association with the 

YWCA's Women in jeopardy program. 

2. "Child Abuse," a slide presentation on tile history, causes, and prevention 

of child abuse and neglect in the state of Utah is sponsored by the WC''Tlen' S 

auxiliary of the Utah State Medical Association. This slide presentation is 

aimed at primary school age children and is hoped to be a preventative tool. 

3. The children's centers whose resources that ha'/e already been mentioned. 

4. The children service of Utah with particular emphasis on helping in place

ment of "special children" for adoption and also counseling adolescent girls 

regarding the decision of either keefling their chUd or placing the chUd for 

adoption and also counseling on the implications of each decision. 

5. The community cr:sis center is a private non-profit United Way supported 

agency whose scope includes drug and alcohol abuse, school based drug and alco

hol prevention programs, and also is the hOuse or the residence, it you will, 

for the parents united program, a self help program for sexually abusive per

petrators, their families, and the victirns within the families. 

6. Family support centers as already described in Salt Lake City and Ogden and 

originated by the Junior League. 
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6. Family support centers as already described in Salt Lake City and Ogden and 

originated by the Junior League. 

7. The guardian ad litem program of Salt Lake, Ogden, and in the process of 

being established in Price, Vernal, Logan, and throughout other DSS districts in 

the state of Utah. The child protection team has given workshops for these 

volunteers who will be the child I s advocate durin~ the court process. 

8. The Legal Aid Society of Salt Lake City which stresses 5er'lices free of 

charge to youths, their parents, and their famllles. 

9. Mothers Against Drugs (MAD) which is affiliated with the Odyssey House and 

is aimed at lessening drug and alcohol abuse at home and, thereby lessening the 

risk of child abuse and neglect for the children. 

to. "Parents Lets Talk" which is a program sponsored by again the Utah State 

Medical Association Women I s Auxiliary and the March of Dimes which is aimed at 

helping parents provide sex education for their children in their home. 

11. rina~iy the pamphlet described the Parents United and Daughters and Sons 

United self-help and referral program for incest victims. There are many other 

programs in the state particularly concentrated from Logan in the north to Provo 

in the South or along the Wasatch front. 80 percent of the population in the 

state of Utah is ollso concentrated in this area. Our current challenge in our 

state program is to extend the many resources which are available to parents, 

proiessio.lals, and children in this area to lesser populated areas in our state. 

In the area of non-federal funding there has been considerable success in 

creating volunteerism as you rnieilt appreciate frvm the partial descriptions 

22-024 0-83-25 
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already mentioned of programs available. It is worth noting that the state of 

Utah received in 1982, 85,000 dollars from the National Center for Child Abuse 

and Neglect. The division of family services in our state has been successful 

in investing these funds wisely. In the past, and as' wen currently, there are 

some forty small contracts which have been awarded through the use of these 

funds including our own child abuse and neglect team. Many of the current pri

vately funded and volunteer programs were originally seeded through the use of 

these funds. The success of the program has stimulated the Utah State 

Legislature to provide an additional 3 to If million dollars yearly to support 

child protection and child and family well being program in t~~ state of Utah. 

In our own team, there is a heavy degree of volunteerism. We have a contract 

with the state of Utah for approximately 33,000 dollars a year to provide ser

vices for the many programs mentioned on a fee-for-service basis. As you might 

e)(pect, it is necessary, in order to do what I have described for you, to have a 

considerable amount of volunteer activity in order to "live within our budget." 

This leads to some final remarks which 1 wish to leave with you concerning the 

current bill pending in both the House of Representatives and before this 

commitee. As I mentioned previously, I have seen approximately 180 allegedly 

sexually abused children in the past 15 months. My own activities are only an 

example of the kind of activity that many other professionals in the area of 

child abuse and neglect find themselves. They work very hard and always find 

themselves in short funding situations. It is necessary for our own team to 

"scrounge" from various funds in order to even continue with some of the 

programs which I have mentioned above. Were the child abuse and neglect effort 

to be diluted by considering the "Baby Doe" issue as part of the child abuse and 
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neglect enabling legislation, it would be a tremendously difficult situation in 

which to work with the already existing programs and many, many children who 

need services with the limited funds available. Imagine 1£ you will the number 

of newborn intensive care nurseries that exist throughout the United States, we 

have five or six in the state of Utah alone. Similarly, imagine the number of 

infants who would be born with characteristics that might fit the "Baby Doe" 

description in the legislation -- that is severely and congenitally Involved 

infants. Also consider the magnitude of the task of non-p,ofessionals screening 

birth certificates (which would be the only way to accurately assess the 

problem) and coming up with ,many infants who might fit the "broad criteria for 

"Baby Doe" but who in reality would have non-similar medical histories. It 

would take substantially more manpower, financial aid, and would involve non

(Jrofess[onals interacting with situations which are highly technical in terms of 

the medical problems and the indicated treatment described to even come close to 

making some kind of an assessment as to the number of these children who might 

be "abused or neglected." Not only would it burden the medical systems, the 

needed funding for the professional or non-professionals to interact and case 

find; but it would also burden the already over-burdened child protection 

program, (the average case load of the child protection worker in the State of 

Utah varies between 20 and 50 children), and of course finally, the courts both 

juvenile as well as district, would become even more water logged and consti

pated than they currently are. As you might suspect, 1 would not be an advocate 

for the enactment of that legislation. However, 1 recognize the rights of the 

"Baby Doe" children and would certainly feel strongly that the systems involved 

in the already active hospitals professional and ethical programs as well as the 
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President I S Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and 

Biomedical and Behavioral Research have already, and do daily daal with this 

issue. I would hate to see the already diluted and insufficient funds become 

even more diluted through enactment of legislation such as this. 

In conclusion, I very much appreciate the opportunity to share with you the 

information and the activities of our child protection team in the state of 

Utah. Similarly, I also appreciate the opportunity of sharing with you the tre

mendous amount of volunteer ism and successful community interaction which is 

present in the child protection arena in the state of Utah. I hope that my 

remarks may have been of some Interest to you, and help to "you as you consider 

th" reappropriation of the child abuse funding. Hopefully, it might be even 

funded at larger amounts the currently anticipated. 
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Senator DENTON. Thank you, Mr. Palmer. 
Mrs. Bigger, I want to welcome you publicly since you are from 

my home State. I am glad to see you here and congratulations on 
the work you are doing with Parents Anonymous in Alabama. 

You mentioned to me privately when we met that you did need 
the seed money because you have the volunteers available, but you 
do need that money. And I favor Government programs which de
liver services through ongoing programs by paying the expenses of 
that program. It is synergistic, whereas going through an entire bu
reaucracy, the managerial, clerical, people of that nature, present 
enormous expense. 

I have seen some material in your testimony that $75 a year 
covers the cost of servicing one family. 

Ms. BIGGER. I believe we say that one family can be serviced with 
between $50 and $75 a year. As far as volunteers are concerned, we 
man a 24-hour phone line. We have 100 people on our support com
mittee. We have a 24-member board in Calhoun County. And when 
I talk about Calhoun County, it is because I know about it. But 
these same things are being duplicated in other counties in the 
State. Then we have the people involved in our parenting pro
grams, in the teaching, in the setting up of the programs with the 
city and county schools. 

We have the churches who do our transportation for us. We have 
24 churches who take a month about, doing our transportation. I 
would say that we get $75,000 a year in volunteer services for the 
little amount of money that is put into one county in Alabama. 

Senator DENTON. How much progress have you seen achieved in 
an area in which others seem not to be addressing; that is, helping 
children who have been abused? 

Ms. BIGGER. I think we are making progress there, too. We held 
the children and baby sat with them for about 3 years. And then 
last year in May we made application to the National Parents 
Anonymous for $4,000 as seed money for a program. We have been 
running a whole year now on that $4,000. 

But what we do, we pay consultant fees, and then these people 
recruit and train the volunteers in the nurseries. We do see prog
ress. We had, for example, one family where the oldest little boy
there were three boys-had been sent to a home away from Ala
bama because no foster home could take care of him. 

Now we have the two younger children and Brad and Montez 
both are really hyperactive children. And they do need supervision. 
But they are making progress, and the week before last, I believe it 
was, when Brad came in, there was a little confusion, and so not 
wanting to be a part of this, he asked to be put in the timeout 
chair. We felt then that he was making real progress. The child 
care volunteers are doing things with empathy, with behavior 
modification techniques and with the tinleOll.t chair, and these 
things I think are really helping the parents. 

We are also talking to the parents about what we are doing for 
the children so that they will go home and carry through with 
some of these things. 

Senator DENTON. How much of your funding comss from private 
sources? 

Ms. BIGGER. We are funded by United Way. 
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Senator DENTON. You are funded by United Way? 
Ms. BIGGER. We are funded by United Way and private donations 

in our county. And then our $32,500 grant on the State level came 
through the Alabama State Department of Pensions and Security. 
We received that in December, and that is the money that we used 
to hire our new State director and set up a small office in Ala
bama. 

Senator DENTON. Mr. McNally, I want to join all of those who 
would commend Johnson & Johnson for their altruistic involve
ment in child abuse. The Levi Strauss Corp., and the Scholl Foun
dation have also been involved through Parents Anonymous orga
nizations. How would you suggest that we successfully solicit fur
ther pal"ticipation on the part of the private sector in this area? 

Do you know whether, for example, there is anything in the 
President's report on the private sector task force initiatives? 

Mr. McNALLY. Personally, I do not know that there is anything 
in that report, but it seems in the couple of programs that we have 
run to promote corporate awareness that corporate members talk
ing to other corporate members is one of the best ways to get other 
people to do things and to get other corporations to go along. 

And it seems-that seems to be the most workable solution. It is 
almost a one on one. 

Senator DENTON. Do you have other companies in your area with 
plans to participate? 

Mr. McNALLY. We have a number of companies that do donate to 
our chapter, and, for example, Merck, Prudential, Squibb, Allied 
Chemical, Knuwle Pharmaceutical; there are a number of corpora
tions in New Jersey that do donate time and money. 

Senator DENTON. Your Chestnut Street project is certainly 
worthwhile. Do you plan for any more such primary prevention 
projects? 

Mr. McNALLY. We have applied for a grant from Gulf & Western 
that would extend the Chestnut Street project to a day care center 
also. So it would be a continuation. The Chestnut Street project, 
that parent linking project, has helped over 760 families in the 
State of New Jersey in the 2Y2 years that it has been running. 

So we hope to expand it in that manner. 
Senator DENTON. Thank you, sir. 
Mr. Sherman, I was not here for your testimony; however, I read 

your testimony last night, and I would want to congratulate you 
for your comprehensive program and the effectiveness of the Camp 
Fire program. 

I noticed you had references frequently to boys in there. I have 
heard of Camp Fire Girlsi I have never heard of Camp Fire Boys. 
How does that work out? 

Mr. SHERMAN. Well, Mr. Chairman, Camp Fire became a coed or
ganization 7 years ago, and changed the name from Camp Fire 
Girls to Camp Fire, Inc. 

I am the first male director since 1943 to head the organization. 
And of our 500,000 members at this particular time, roughly 15 
percent are boys, and it is an ever increasing number of our mem
bership. We offer the same range of programs, camping programs, 
our small group club programs, and innovative response programs 
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to boys and girls separately and together at all different levels 
within the Camp Fire program. 

As a matter of fact, in your home State in Birmingham, Ala., we 
have one of our fine Camp Fire programs in operation that serves 
both boys and girls, that is doing youth employment programs. 

Senator DENTON. Have you been able to enlist community agen
cies into your efforts to educate people about sexual abuse? 

Mr. SHERMAN. We have done a nationwide.prevention education 
program in the area of abuse and sexual abuse, and many local 
projects emerged from that. And most of those local projects were 
collaborations in local communities between community youth 
serving organizations, child organizations, universities, the United 
Way, and other Camp Fire programs. 

And so there has been a good deal of collaboration that has 
taken place as a result of the education and information program 
that we have established. 

Senator DENTON. Ms. Vecchiolla, I apologize for not having been 
in here for your oral testimony, and you did not have a Wl'itten 
statement. 

Ms. VECCHIOLLA. I do have a written statement, Senator Denton. 
I am sorry it is late. My secretary was on vacation last week. 

Senator DENTON. I know the problem. 
Ms. VECCHIOLLA. I also have for the record two pieces of material 

that I would like to submit. One is a copy of issue of "Connecticut's 
Children," which I think you might find interesting, as well as an 
overview of the Connecticut model system, which is the program I 
spoke about in my testimony. 

Senator DENTON. With your indulgence, then, I will read all of 
your material and then send you writtF.m questions. 

Ms. VECCHIOLLA. Thank you. 
Senator DENTON. Dr. Palmer, we hear a lot of complaints about 

the Baby Doe provisions, but not many constructive solutions. Do 
you have any ideas about what we can do to prevent such a horri
ble form of child abuse as denial of nutrition and treatment to 
handicapped infants? 

Mr. PALMER. I believe that, first of all, r think-I guess the direct 
answer to that question would be that I think that many of the 
people who are working in newborn intensive care nurseries-in 
fact, before I came here to testify, r talked with the directors of our 
newborn intensive care nurseries, which are networked with the 
University of Utah program, and we really had a hard time think
ing of any-perhaps maybe two-that we could think of collective
ly, infants that would fit the Baby Doe kinds of issues that are laid 
out in this concern. 

r think-I guess I feel that many people who are in newborn in
tensive care nurseries, most neonatalogists that I know, most of the 
geneticists, at least that I am personally acquainted with in our 
program in Salt Lake, are advocates for Baby Doe children, and are 
not involved, at least in the things that Baby Doe legislation is at
tempting to prevent. 

And my concern, of course, in that issue-and looking at it per
haps from our own State's issue-would be that it would be terribly 
difficult to clarify who is a Baby Doe under the circumstances 
where someone is being denied appropriate medical therapy; you 
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know, what is appropriate medical therapy? And by whom should 
that be decided? 

And, you know, I believe that promotior of the well being of chil
dren, truly being children's advocates is the best way to deal with 
the issue. I do not know that putting up signs and clogging the 
system by looking at-trying to find infants when there are so 
many other infants and children who need that money; I am not 
sure, at least in this funding time, is the appropriate use of funds. 

Senator DENTON. I wish you had been at our hearing. We came 
pretty close to reaching a meeting of the minds with those among 
whom such a meeting would be unanticipated: The representation 
from the American Academy of Pediatrics took the position that 
the Government ought to stay out of that. 

And I acknowledged to myself as I approached the hearing that 
the nub of the matter was the term-there are various ways of 
saying it, but what was your term, ordinary medical treatment? 

Mr. PALMER. Acceptable medical therapy. 
Senator DENTON. Yes. OK. There are several terms used for that. 

But it sort of begs the question to assume that that is always a def
inite and black and white definition. However, what came out of 
the hearing, I think, as a result of the Surgeon General's testimony 
and the other testimonies, is that what is really intended by our 
bill language is not a gross generalization about overall care of 
children, but a more specific approach to something which the 
American Academy of Pediatrics itself reports in its journals as 
having been grossly misunderstood. For example, there are now 
new treatments for spina bifida, which, if they are implemented 
early and properly, can change markedly the expectations which 
have been brewing in the minds of too many regarding the pessi
mistic outcomes for those children. 

It seems that the actuality is that what the Department of 
Health and Human Services regulation does is not address the 
broad general area, but rather specifically spina bifida and other 
defects where therapies are known to exist. The intent is to insure 
that nourishment is not turned off for a child for these very limited 
defects which the government believed were not being treated in 
some cases, perhaps not from a motive of anti-Hippocratic princi
ple, but from ignorance because it is a new and fast developing ex
pertise. 

And information about treatments was not getting around in the 
profession. It is not a perfect regulation. But I was persuaded, and I 
think most at the table were-in fact, I would hazard to say all 
were-·that unless it proves to be troublesome in these sense that 
you mentioned, namely, that in many cases it is impossible to 
make a determination it is better to go ahead with it, with the un
derstanding that it applies to that which would previously be out
lined as the area of application. 

That is the one missing link in that law, I believe, for what it is 
worth. 

Mr. PALMER. Senator, my concern is in one sense that we take a 
setting where a decision has to be made as an emergency, which is 
what must be done in terms of spina bifid a or mxelomeningocele; 
that is, if the child has an open spine, that must be closed in the 
first 48 hours of life or the child will get meningitis 60 to 70 per-
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cent of the time. So it is difficult to make a decision knowing that 
that will in fact last with the child for the rest of his or her life. 
Andyet--

Senator DENTON. What is going to last? There was much testimo
ny about people ignoring the advice of doctors who said their child 
was going to be a vegetable. They went ahead, had the therapy ap
plied and the child was not a vegetable at all. We had examples of 
kids being stars on television shows and things like that. 

Mr. PALMER. I agree. I think if you make that first step, then you 
must make the other steps that are inherent with that decision. 

Senator DENTON. Why not make the first step if it is scientifical
ly ascertainable by statistics now that if the step is taken, the odds 
are extremely good. 

Mr. PALMER. I believe you should take the step. I am coming 
from a treating program. I am not talking about not taking that 
first step. 

Senator DENTON. Well, as I said the representative of the Ameri
can Academy of Pediatrics admitted that in some instances the 
step was not being taken. The suggestion was made that the par
ents who may be in trauma for the first couple of weeks or so by 
not consenting to feed the infant would automatically lose parental 
rights. And then parents who would adopt would be permitted to 
adopt and they would go ahead and give the permission. 

That was the sense of much of the testimony. It was rather inter
esting to me because I am not a doctor; my brother is. And I am 
not entirely ignorant of it, and I have learned a lot from laymen 
and reading about it. 

But I think you would not have been discouraged by the way it 
was all aired out. 

Mr. PALMER. I appreciate that. And I was really making my re
marks only in terms of lessening funds for the child abuse issues 
that we all are talking nbout this afternoon. 

Senator DENTON. Right. 
You feature a multitlisciplinary approach to the child abuse pro

gram. Do you see a definite benefit from that type of approach? 
Mr. PALMER. Oh, the benefit is just immeasurable because what 

that does is it gives you interaction with each of the disciplines 
that the multidisciplinary approach represents in the community, 
and in order for any child protection effort to be successful, you 
must be thought of as somebody who has a helpful program in the 
community. And a dialog that is possible through the multidisci
pline approach is not only for the child's well-being in terms of 
being better managed and better treated, but also for the r.ehabili
tation aspects of getting the child and family together in a success
ful way. 

[Additional material supplied for the record follows:] 
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Introduction 

The Children's Hospital and Health Center (CHHC) in San 
Diego, California, is a l58-bed tertiary care pediatric 
center serving two million people in San Diego and Imperial 
Counties. The Center offers the community several spe
cialized services, including a hospital-based child abuse 
prevention and treatment program. As Medical Director of 
CHHC and as a physician who has devoted a major portion of 
my professional career to combating child abuse, I submit 
these comments on the reauthorization of the Child Abuse 
Prevention and Treatment Act (Public Law 93-247), as 'amended 
(the Act). 

My testimony arises from two perspectives. First, as 
head of the child protection program and as an active member 
of the physical abuse review committee at CHHC, I treat 
scores of abused children every year. Second, as one of two 
consultants to the American Academy of Pediatrics on child 
abuse problems and as a frequent witness in civil and 
criminal proceedings, I can attest to the profound impact 
which child abuse plays in shaping the formative years of 
vast numbers of this nation's YOlmg people. 

Since enactment of the Act in 1974, we have made signi
ficant progress in both knowledge and treatment of child 
abuse. The National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect 
(NCCAN) is to be commended for its major role in heightening 
our awareness of this problem through its research on the 
issue and its guidance to state and local agencies in com
bating the problem. NCCAN currently funds 65 vital research 
and demonstration projects nationwide which encompass a 
variety of activities. The major areas involve: preven
tion; clinical treatment; public child protection services; 
legal juvenile court services; sexual abuse prevention; 
adolescent maltreatment (including sexual exploitation) and 
prevention; protection of children in special institutions; 
mental health programs for abused children; and programs 
aimed at children with developmental and other disabilities. 
However, budget reductions, in the faco of increased in
stances of child abuse nationwide, threaten NCCAN's progress 
in these areas. 
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Budget Overview 

In 1981, the Administration proposed that the programs 
authorized by Public Law 93-247, as amended, should be 
enfolded into the Social Services Block Grant in FY 1982. 
While Congress rejected the Administration's proposal, 
funding for the programs was cut from the FY 1981 level of 
$22.9 million to $16.2 million. Specifically, $9,479,000 
was appropriated for the discretionary funds program and 
$6,720,000 was appropriated for the state grant program. 

In 1982, the Administration again proposed a substan
tial reorganization of the child abuse prevention and 
treatment programs for FY 1983, Funds for the state grant 
program were to be reduced by $2 million and the discre
tionary funds for research and demonstration activities were 
to be grouped with other Office of Human Development Ser
vices (OHDS) projects under a single level of funding at $31 
million. This latter proposal provided for no increase in 
funds over the FY 1982 level. Congress again rejected the 
Administration's proposal and agreed to fund these programs 
at the FY 1982 appropriation level. 

This year the Administration is proposing to continue 
funding for the state grant program at $6,720,000 for FY 
1984. However, for the discretionary funds program, the 
Administration is proposing to block grant funding allocated 
for child welfare research, child abuse prevention and 
treatment projects, social services research and adoption 
opportunities at $9 million. Compared with the FY 1983 
levels of funding ($22 million) for all of these programs, 
this figure represents a catastrophic budget reduction. 

Consequences of Budget Reductions 

Since implementation of these budget reduction~, states 
across the country have reported increased instances of 
child abuse. A survey of child abuse specialists in all 
fifty states and the District of Columbia, conducted in the 
fall of 1982 by the National Committee for the Prevention of 
Child Abuse, revealed that 39 states witnessed an increase 
in reported cases of abuse in the past year. Moreover, 14 
states recorded an increase in the number of deaths due to 
abuse and 33 states reported more serious cases of abuse. 
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For the State of California, a fifty percent increase 
in physical abuse cases and a 95 percent increase in sexual 
abuse caseS;<lere seen from 1979 through 1981. During this 
same time period, San Diego County witnessed astronomical 
increases in the reported cases of physical abuse (271.82%) 
and sexual abuse (467.08%). In Imperial County, SUbstantial 
increases also ",ere recorded during this time frame for 
physical abuse (16.06%) and sexual abuse (92.86%). 

At the San Diego Children's Hospital, the numbers of 
child abuse deaths have risen since 1979. In 1979, CHHC was 
credited with no child abuse deaths. However, in 1980, four 
deaths were recorded; in 1981, six deaths; and in 1982, 
another six deaths were reported. 

Indications from local authorities reveal that these 
soaring rates of increase have continued unabated throughout 
the past year. To a degree, these increased reports of 
child abuse reflect our heightened awareness and recognition 
of the problem itself. In the State of California, more 
stringent reporting requirements as well as severe economic 
pressures on families also have been cited by officials as 
contributing to the marked rise in child abuse cases. 

Yet, at a time when child abuse appears to have reached 
epidemic proportions, the State of California has been 
forced to reduce by approximately twenty percent the number 
of budgeted social work positions to administer child pro
tection services. This reduction has occurred as a result 
of federal cutbacks in funds for child abuse ~revention 
programs since 1981. In turn, this reduction in the work 
force has raised the case load per social worker. 

Because of these circumstances, every county in the 
State has been forced to limit the type of cases handled by 
their child protection agencies, For example, several 
counties have implemented policies not to treat children 
above the age of twelve years except in rare circumstances. 
Other counties are considering more stringent limitations 
such that children above the age of six years will not be 
treated. As a result of these restrictions, a child above a 
certain age limit with superficial injuries -- e.g., slight 
bruising, welts or scars -- will not be admittea-rQr treat
ment. Only children with more severe injuries -- e.g., 
black eyes or burns -- will be handled by the child pro
tection agencies. Clearly, as a result of budgetary con
straints at a time of record increases in reported child 
abuse cases,.the State of California has been forced to 
provide primarily crisis intervention rather than preventive 
and supportive services. 
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Conclusion 

Despite the increase in public awareness of this 
national problem, more w?rk clearly needs to be done in the 
areas of child abuse prevention. The very success of NCCAN's 
programs has led us to realize that abuse and neglect of 
children is a serious, and'unfortunate1y growing, problem in 
America today. Recent studies have confirmed that each year 
over one million children are needless victims of abuse and 
neglect. Over 44,000 children are the victims of sexual 
abuse. At least 1,000 children die annually as a result of 
severe physical abuse and neglect. These estimates are 
based only on cases which actually have been reported. Most 
experts agree that the real incidence of abuse is two to 
three times higher. 

The National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect stands 
as a model federal initiative: it was created to address an 
acute national problem; it has served as a resource for 
state child abuse programs; and it has joined successfully 
with the private sector to address the many problems asso
ciated with child abuse .and neglect. 

If we are going to continue to have an impact on the 
problem of child abuse in the United States, it is critical 
that the federal presence be maintained and that the acti
vities of NCCAN and the programs it administers be given 
sufficient financial support. Any cutback in federal funds, 
particularly at this time, will have a devastating effect on 
our ability to combat this serious national problem. In 
fact, if additional funds are not authorized under the Act, 
an already severe national prob1eln will continue to deter
iorate without any hope of improvement in the near future. 

For these reasons, we urge this Subcommittee to reject 
the President's FY 1984 Budget Request and to reinstate the 
FY 1981 authorization level of $30 million for the child 
abuse prevention programs in the FY 1984 Budget Request. 
Moreover, we request this Subcommittee to target at least 
$15 million of the discretionary funds within ORDS speci
fically for child abuse prevention and treatment projects to 
enable continuation of the vital work in these areas. 
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A tragic o:msequence of our nation's prolOIiged recession and high 

tmelrPlovrrent has been the sharp increase in child abuse incidents and 

in the n1l11Ders of deaths of children caused by abuse. 

lhe rise in reports of child abuse =s at a tiIre when federal 

support for children and families has declined. In 1.982, federal child 

abuse rroney was reduced from $22.9 million to $16.2 million. Funds for 

Title XX - the ne.jor federal program of support to states for social 

services - were cUt by'.23 percent. Assistance under Title XX goes to 

the core services needed to help families under pressure: protection for 

abused children, and daycare and haremaker services that can prevel1t 

child abuse. 

Significant reductions were also zrade in other federal support 

programs for families: maternal and child health, care for warren and 

infants, foster care and adoption. 

'Ihe corrbination of funding cuts and the pressures of unenploym:nt 

and the depressed econarrr, touching many of the natiOl\' s families, 

raises the question of how changes in support for social and health 

services are' affecting our response to child abuse. 

tlne!l!'loyrrEnt and Child Abuse 

A survey of twelve states =1ducted in the spring of 1.982 by the 

National Child Abuse Cbaliticn offered a preveiwof the seriousness of 

the problan. 

In Oregon, where lost jobs in the lliber ir.dustry pushed une:nployrrent 

well above the national rate, the reports of child abuse rose in 1981 

by 46 percent over 1980. lhe Protective Services unit of the Oregon 
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OJildren's services Division had this to say abOut the :increase: 

We believe the narke:1 :increase of 865 child abuse 
reports in 1981 can be partially attributed to the 
distressed econaT!Y which resulted in an increase 
:in unernployrrent and relat....od individual stress 
problems. 

In the first four nonths of last year alnost 200 nore chil&:en 

were abused in Oregon tha:i during the same tim::! :in 1981. 

In south Carol:ina, where rtri.ll closings exmtributed to an 

unenplbyrrent rate of 11.3 percent in early 1982, five children had 

died as a result of abuse jn the first five nonths of that year, the 

SaIre nunt>er of child abuse related deaths as in all of 1981. 

In a state with unernployrrent at 15 percent, over half the cases 

of abused and neglected children referred to the Michigan Protective 

Services Division caIre from the four counties where najor autarobile 

plants supply the jobs. Other highly populous counties not as heavily 

dependent upon the auti:m::lOile :industry did not show as large a share 

of the state's cases of abm.ed children. 

A study conducted in Wisexmsin fran 1979 to 1981 reported that in 

the ten counties with the highest unernployrrent :increases cases of child 

abuse went up by 69 percent, oonpared with a l2 percent rise in the ten 

counties with the lcmest increases in unenployrrent. 

Increased P.eports of Child Abuse 

In January 1983 the National Cannrl.ttee for Prevention of Child 

Abuse (NCPCA) cnnducted a telephone survey of all 50 states to obta:in 

statistics on the number of reports of child abuse and related deaths :in 

1980, 1981, and 1982. Of the 29 states that had official data, 21 states 

22-024 0-83-26 
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showed an increase in the nuaber of reports in 1982 over 1981. J.\nong 

those there was an average increase of 12 percent. SCire states \\SJ:e much 

higher: in North r.ekota reports increased by 15 percent; the number of 

child abuse cases in Oklahoma rose by 25 percent in one year; cases 

in NE!I"l M=:.a.a:> were up by 29 po...rcent. 

In ALiliana, where figures are not yet out on the last six =ths 

of the year, over 12,000 cases of child abuse were reported in the first 

half of 1982. If the trend rontinues it .is est:i.mated that SC!l"e 24,000 child 

abuse cases in l\labana "lill be recorded for the yern:, above 1981 figures 

of 18,654. 

z.bre than one in four states reported an increase in child abuse 

deaths, and arrong those states the number of deaths rose by 44 percent. 

Some states rerorded even higher increases. In Kentucky, the number of 

children dead fran abuse tripled between 1980 and 1982. Deaths in utah 

quadrupled over the three years. In Maryland, six children were reported 

dead from abuse in 1980; 10 deaths occurred in 1981 and last yern: abuse 

a=unted for the deaths of 22 children in Maryland. 

CUts in Services to 1\bused children 

At the SaIre tirre that states are eJqJeriencing increases in reports 

of child abuse, in reports of children being abused llOre severely and in 

numbers of deaths caused by child abuse - as well as an increase in the 

allOunt of reported sexual. abuse - federal and state funding cuts to child 

protective services agencies have t"esulted in layoffs of staff and 

cutbacks in services for abused children. Half the states have had to 

reduce both staff and service dollars. 
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Cuts in funds have been felt first at the administrative level, 

meaning layoffs in staff in order to keep service programs. But state 

and local governm=nts have been forced to go further, prioritizing 

programs in order to contint:e funding protective services for children. 

As a result, child abuse preventive services have often ta.1<en the largest 

cuts. 

In rrany states that face reduced staff and increased reporting of 

abuse, attention to children is decided based on the severity of the abuse 

reported. Small hurriJers of staff cannot handle the increased reports of 

child abuse if all cases were seen as before. In sore states reglected 

children are given little or not attention. Others are considering 

redefining, in response to reduced 15rrlgets, the types of reported child 

abuse that would be investigated. For ezanp1e, children of school age 

or children over age 12 would not generally be a:msidered endangered. 

In West Virginia for ezanple reports of child abuse have increased 

while staff in child protective services has declined because of funding 

cuts. Caseloads have beCOIre umrleldly and priority of attention is given 

to children who are nore severely abused. services to prevent child abuse 

have .been almost eliminated. 

Minnesota reports reductions in staff, resulting in prioritizing of 

cases based on severity, early closing of cases and liinited response to 

reports of child neglect. 

On the positive side, seventeen of the states surveyed by NCPCA asserted 

trutc no cuts had been made, e:s<plaining that child abuse is a priority in 

their states and a certain levd of support is maintained fer child abuse 

programs. 
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FeBeral Response to Child Abuse 

It is against this backgl:Ound that:. we must consider the role 

of the federal goverrurent in dealing with child abuse and neglect. 

In 1974, Congress enacted the Olild Abuse Prevention and Treat:m;nt 

Act (P.L. 93-247) establishing the National Center on O1ild Abuse and 

Neglect (NCQI.l(j) as the focal pc,int for federal efforts to address this 

problem. 

Professional capa.cities and resources'to handle the problem of child 

abuse are still in their infancy. We have only begun to find effective 

ways to pro'"...ect chi1Cken and strengthen families. We still need to find 

a way to prevent child abuse on the large scale which it is occurring. 

In 1980 the Coverrurent Accounting Office (GAO) identified child abuse as 

"a serious nationwide problem" that needs llOre attention from the federal 

goverrurent. Continued national focus on child abuse from the federal 

goverrurent is essential. 

~nsider what NCCllN has accarplished. 

Public Al>iareness: 1hrough its support of programs to educate the public 

about child abuse and neglect, NCCllN has helped to increase public 

awareness of the problem and develop a better understanding tif what can 

be done to combat child abuse. In a Harris poll conducted in 19B1 for the 

National Conmittee for Preventicn of auld Abuse, llO .... e than three of every 

four l'Irericans rated child abuse as a serious problem, and one in which 

tile govemrrent should take a najor responslliillty. 

The Harris poll. had this to say: 

The Arrerican public is no longer unaware of child abuse 
and its consequences. Far frem it. The feeling that child 
abuse constitutes a najor and growing problem is widespread, 
as is the nandate for govc...rnment and individual action. 
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Americans want scnething dOJ1.e to prevent child abuse, 
they may be ready to identify what they can do; it is 
t:iJrely to provide such education. 

By supporting public awareness efforts, NCCAN has opened the door to 

families in trouble. People new kmw that help is available. 

State Grants: 'Ihrollgh its program of grants to states NCOIN has 

helped the states improve their C711I\ cluld abuse laws and programs to 

prevent and treat child abuse. 

The federal involverrent in chilCl abuse through NCCAN highlights 

child abuse as a critical conce..--n for state governrrents. 

NCClIN's state grant program shares infomaLion anong states about 

sucressful efforts in states, approaches and rrodels that can be duplicated 

elsewhere. states have used their noney for a variety'of innovative 

programs - hot1ines, public infomation callpidgns.; establishing special 

clinics. 

All fifty states now have statutes requiring the reporting of child 

abuse and neglect. NCClIN has helped states establish effective protective 

servires with better trained staff. Federal grants have supplerrented 

state funds for child abuse services with seed rroney to sUpport special 

treatment programs for abused children and their farn.i.lies. 

leveraging Funds: l'.ssistance from NCCAN to states and local orgarliza-

tions has worked to leverage funds in support of child abuse services. 

Professional services have been voltmteered I>.<Jrth dozens of tiIres 

over the initial federal invest:rrent. 

M:Jney has been used as a catalyst to fonn local programs of volunteers 

I>.<Jrking with parents and abused children. 

Funds to state agencies have been successful in interesting other 
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public and private agencies to sp:lnsor programs for treating and 
... ", '.' .. 
preven~ child abuse. 

state funds have been appropriated to can:y forward support for 

prograll'S that were seeded \>lith federal funds f=n NCCl\N. 

Support has gone to Parents Anonyrrous, the self-help organizationc 

with programs in every state that has proven to be one of the lfOst 

effective approaches i:t:l the b:eatIrent of child abuse. 

Federal I.eadershiE,: NCC1\N provides leadership in deIl'onstrating 

inpmved W<!¥S of preventing and treating child abllse and in addressing 

problen5 of l'lational concern. 

To encourage support fran business and indust..ry, NCC1\N plans to 

assist projects at the w:lrk place such as parent self-help groups and 

education 01.1 parent-child problems. 

In response to in=reased reports of child abuse and the reaction of 

sare child protective agencies to order priorities for making investiga

tiOl15, NCClIN will assist denonstration projects in IlOre effective 

ma.'lag'el1ellt of dlild abuse investigations. 

To prevent family separations and the need for foster care placerrents, 

NCCl\N will support projects in family day care hares that care for abused 

children while allowing oontact ",i.th their parents who are also being 

treated. 

What Is Neeood 

At the =rent funding level of $16.2 million NCCI'N is restrained 

fran exercising its full responsibility to give leadership in preventing 

and treating child abuse. There is ruch IlOre that needs to be dolle. 
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Enphasize prevention:. Increased emphasis should be placed on 

prevention. The alternative is teo costly. Given what we know about the 

a:msequences of child ab'JSe - that children who run <May fran hate, woo 

rray be pulled into prostitution and pornography, who nay suffer drug and 

alcohol abuse, have often been abused at hare; - that 80 to 90 percent 

of the nation's nale prison population l'1ere abused as children; - that 

,rany tirres parents woo ab.!se were themselves abused as children; -

that: violence is learned as an acceptable way to harldle problems; 

- given the disturbin;r increases in recent years in the nurrbers of 

AIrerica 1 s children woo are abused we cannot: alifcrd to ignore the 

iroportanca of preventing child abuse. 

GI\O has reported that NCCAN has devoted little to preventi:bn. 

It suggested that NCC1\N "identify and disseminate information about 

practical and effect.i ve programs or approaches for preventing child abuse 

and neglect and help states and localities irrp1errent such approaches." 

The area of child abuse prevention is still in an embryonic stage. 

professionals and volunteers are casting about in many directions to 

find effective and efficient w'¥s to prorrote healthier families and 

reduce t:he risk of abuse to children. NCCAN could provide leadership by 

supporting programs that denonstrate ways to prevent chitld abiJ.se in 

different kinds of cornrnuni.ties. Enphasizing volunteers and paraprofessionals, 

who can be effective in prevention programs, nakes this a cost-saving 

awroach in its = right. 

The National auld libuse Cbalition reconIIEIlds that P.L. 93-247 be 

arrended to direct: that NCCAl'l spend a substa!ltial share of its funds on 
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efforts to prevent child abuse. T"ne cbalition believes that 30 percent of 

NCCI\N funds direct:ed at prevention efforts would be an appropriate 

beginning. states should be encouraged to use a portion of their Na::AN 

grants for prevention activities. 

Enhance NCCI\N 1.eadershi...E,: Child abuse and neglect are not problems 

existing in isolation £rem other issues of Children's health, well-being 

and grow'"...b.. The National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect should be 

brought into closer =dination \~ith other related federal programs. With 

the focus on Child abuse and neglect in NCCI\N, greater att:PJltion to the 

prevention and treatrrent of the problem will result from a nore broadly 

established federal effort. 

The 1980 G1\O report advised nore attention to coordinating federal 

child abuse programs to prevent duplication and to realize a !!'Ore 

efficient use of federal resources. 

Toward this goal, the National Cllild Abuse Coa1i tion makes two 

recormendations. First, the Secretary of Health and Human Serli:i.ces sh:luld 

be designated to chair the Advisory Board on Olild Abuse and Neglect. 

Other feCleral agencies should be similarly represented on the board. 

Ccmrn.mication on child abuse and neglect at this level ~iOuld rrake easier 

COfit>atible, cooperative planning arrong agencies. 

Second, the Advisory Board should annually report to Congress a 

CX?Ill?rehensive plan to cc:ordinate best the goals and activities of all 

feCleral agencies responsible for programs related to child abuse and 

neglect. P.L. 93-247 required such a report as a one-t:ilne rreasure. An 

annual report l>Uw.d encourage nore cc:ordinated planning throughout the 
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federal governrrent and reduce the occasion of duplicative efforts. 

Increase lIuthorizations: Finally, the National Child libuse Coalition 

reoomrends the authorization level for NCOIN research and derronstration 

proqrams and state grants in chila abuse and neglect be raised to 

$30 million for. fiscal 1984. 

Given the tremendous increase in reports of abuse and neglect of 

c:hilil't"'..Il, and the rising incidence of deaths related to al:use, and given 

the d.amilging effect of unenployrrent on families, oontributin;r to child 

abuse, national leadership is inportant to help states and camumities 

protect children and build strong families. Yet, because of restricted 

budgets, this is the very tirre when services are being cut. lIbused 

children cannot wait for the eaJIlOIllY to :i.tlFrove. They need help nCM. 

Beyond the c=ent magnitu:1e of the problem there are other reasons 

for raising the level of support to NCOIN. 

The legislation under consideration expands the resFOnsjhility of 

the National Center to study and investigate the national incidence of 

harm to infants bom at risk with life-threatening congenital :i.rrpaii:rnents. 

NCOIN is further required to extend technical assistance to states in 

handling these cases. This additional Il\3lldate needs to be considered in 

setting the authorization level in the bill. 

In order to continue CUrrent levels of funding to states, a higher 

authorization is needed. Seven states and two territories are nCM 

ineligible for assistance. When, as rucpected, nore states becare 

eligible the arrount each state receives I>':luld be reduced. Just to 

maintain current funding levels a higher authctization is necessary. 
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The size of state grants fran NCCAN is already small, averaging: $140,000. 

At the low end, Venront receives $36,700. An increased authot.i:zation 

would also aCCOllDdate a bcost: in state grants when states need the 

help the !lOst. 

An aut:horization of $30 million - the sama level authorized in 

P.L. 93-247 for F.i Bl - would alSo enable NCCl\N to acX!ress several 

priorities ru:M underanphasized. 

More attention could be paid to derronstrating WQ¥s of preventing 

child abuse and neglect. States could be encouraged to u..c:e a portion of 

their NCQ\N grants for preventioo activities. 

NCCAN could direct support to developing better services for the 

abused children of battered ,~. SPecialized services and referrals for 

children are needed in shelters, including coordination with other 

oomnun.ity agencies that help children. 

Inproving existing services to abused children demands high priority 

=g NCCAN 's activities, especially now that protective agencies are 

sufferirq reduction in staff, forcin:1 curtai1nent of services. Raising 

the level of' support to NCCAN would enable rrore tinely grants to go for 

~rov:i.ng services - assistance which pays off. In one year NCCl\N 

awarded a total of $3 million to 67· sites around the country in service 

~l:CVelleIlt grants, funding which was picked up by other resources 

after the NCClIN grants \oIere o::trpleted. An increased authorization could 

help reverse the negative consequences of insufficient treat:rent 

services in states throughout the nation. 
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A National Priority 

'Ihe National Center can target a:limited anount of federal rroney 

on child abuse that means e;':tra spending at the state and local levels. 

This prcgrarn offers seed rroney needed to develop services that can 

stand on their own feet. support for No:.~ will oontinue to anphasize 

child abuse as a national priority de!ll3Ilding the attention of evexyone 

* * * * * * * 

The National QUld Abuse Coalition was fomed in l~Bl to =rdinate 

advocacy on be.!-Jalf of abused and neglected children. A list is attached 

of the national voluntaJ:y and professional organizations belonging to 

the coalition. 
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The Association of Junior leagues appreciates this opportunity to 

present written testimony in support of the reauthori zation of the 

Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment and Adoption Refonn Act of 

1978. The Association of Junior leagues, an international women's 

voluntary organization with approximately 142,000 individual members 

and 242 member leagues in the United States, promotes the solution 

of community problems through voluntary citizen ;nvolvement--including 

direct service provision and fUndraising as well as advocacy. 

The Association and the individual JUnior leagues have a long

standing interest in children's issues in general and child abuse 

legislation in particular. The Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment 

and Adoption Reform Act of 1978 is a high priority for the Associ

ation this yp.ar. This testimony provides background information 

about the involvement of Junior leagues in children's issues, 

particularly child abuse and neglect projects, summarizes league 

support for child abuse programs through public policy activities 

and identifies the Association's position regarding S. 1003. 

Junior league Projects Including Children 

A recent survey in which Junior leagues were asked to identify 

program areas of interest showed that more than half of the 211 

responding leagues were interested in children's programs; their 

interests were concentrated on child abuse and neglect, child care, 

and advocacy in support of improved services to children. Other 
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top';-;s identified, which involve children's interests, include domestic 

violence, parenting, teenage pregnancy, substance abuse, and youth 

programs. 

In 1981-82, Junior Leagues reported involvement in 1,740 projects 

and expenditures of $7,125,260 on community activities. ~lany of the 

projects focused On children's issues. The following table provides 

an overview of project areas involving children's issues. 

1981-82 Junior League Projects -
By Project Areas, Which Include Children's Issues 

Project Areas 

Child Health and 14elfare 
Criminal Justice 
Educat'ion 
Health & Well-Bei ng 

Total 

Number of Projects 

338 
72 

217 
457 

1,084 

Junior League Public Affa'irs Activities 

Juni or League 
r~oney Spent 

$1,093,072 
292,518 
538,007 

1,040,878 

$2,964,475 

A recent compilation of all public affairs activities of the Junior 

Leagues identified more than 300 public affairs activities involving 

children's issues (nearly 50% of all public affairs activities in 

which Leagues participated). Leagues were involved in child welfare 

issues such as adoption, foster care, and child abuse and neglect; 

child care; juvenile justice; public schools; and teenage pregnancy, 

among others. 
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Child Abuse and Neglect 

During 1931-82,65 Junior Leagues reporteci involvement in 76 projects 

di rected towa rd the prevention and/or treatment of chil d abuse and 

neglect. During this same period, Junior Leagues contributed approxi

mately $320,000.00 to these programs. In addition, almost 700 Junior 

League mel'1bers were working with other community volunteers and pro

fessionals in many local agencies administering and implementing 

services in this area. These projects cover a ~Jide range of programs, 

including emergency child care, parent counseling, self-help groups, 

hotlines and research activities. At least 12 Junior Leagues I'/ere 

involved in guardian ad litem and court appointed special advocate 

projects. 

Co 11 aborati 0 n 

tlany child abuse and neglect projects were impl emented through 

collaborative efforts bet~/een Junior Leagues and other organizations. 

Leagues ~/Orked in cooperation with local agencies including hospitals, 

schools, youth groups, libraries, and other community groups. Junior 

Leagues also co11aborateci with local, state and federal 90vernlilent 

agencies, police departments and courts. 

Since its enactment in 1974, the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment 

and Adoption Refonn Act has served as a catalyst for Junior League 

activities. For instance, a Florida initiative in support of state 

legislation to establish a guardian ad litem program was launched to 

bring the state into compliance with the federal 1al·/. Many Junior 

Leagues also have assisted in the development of Parents Anonymous 
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chapters and worked for the passage of chil d abuse report; ng laws in 

their states. 

The Association also collaborates with organizations at the national 

level in support of programs to prevent child abuse. It is a member 

of t.he National Child Abuse Coalition, a group of 20 organizations 

fonned to support the reauthorization of the Child Abuse Prevention 

and Treatment and Adoption Refonn Act, and \~ill co-sponsor the Sixth 

National Conference on Child Abuse and Neglect in Baltimore, September 

26-28, 1983. 

Projects Relate~ to Adoption 

JUnior Leagues and State Public Affairs Committees (SPAC\~) also have 

played an active role in supporting the expansion of adofl'~,,)n oppor

tunities for har~-to-place children. Junior Leagues in several states 

played a key role in obtaining passage of subsidized adoption programs, 

and Junior Leagues across the country joined the Association in advocat

ing for the passage of the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 

1980 (P.L. 96-272). JUnior Leagues and SPAC's also have supported 

specific adoption projects in five states, providing volunteers and more 

than $30,000 in program funds. In addition, JUnior Leagues have been 

involved in public affairs activities specifically concerning adoption 

and numerous related public issues such as pennanency planning, foster 

ca re revi ew boa rds, cou rt appoi nted speci al advocate s, and guard; an ad 

1 item projects. 
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Support for Reauthorization of Child Abuse Prevention 

We have attended the heari ngs of this subcommittee and listened to " 

the testimony of various organizations. We have read the reports-

countless reports of nationwide increases in child abuse and neglect. 

We wish to add our voice to the many which this subcommittee has 

heard. We believe that the progress made in the last decade was the 

result of good legislation, national leadership, and the commitment of 

resources to the long-standing problems of child abuse and neglect. 

The passage of the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act in 1974 

and the establishment of the National Center on Child Abuse and 

Neglect (NCCAN) \"Iere key elements in establishing federal government 

1 eadershi p. 

Since 1980, the reduction in federal support for child abuse programs, 

combined with the reduction of other social welfare commitmt:.nts and a 

nationwide recession, has resulted in a simultaneous increase in 

incidents of child abuse and neglect and a decrease in resources to 

combat the problems. Reports of increases in child abuse and neglect 

have come from many groups, includi ng the National Committee for the 

Prevention of Child Abuse, as well as Junior Leagues involved in Child 

Watch, a citizen monitoring project developed by the Children's Defense 

Fund in collaboration with the Association of Junior Lea9ues. A 50 

state survey conducted by the National Committee for the Prevention of 

Child Abuse revealed increases in child abuse in 45 states. Many of 

the Chil d Watch projects coo rdi nated by i ndi vi dua 1 Juni or Leagues also 

have found increased incidences of child abuse over the last year, For 

22-024 0-83-27 
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instance, the Wilmington, Delaware Child Watch Project found a 30 

percent increase in reports of child abuse and neglect. 

The Des Moines Child Watch Project discovered that child abuse and 

neglect reports are the highest ever and, as the result of a statewide 

reo l'gani zation of welfare depa rtment staff, there has been a marked 

reduction in the number of case investigators available to follow-up 

negl ect and abuse repo rts. Al buquerque I s Chi 1 d Watch Project reported 

an increase in reports of rape and other forms of sexual abuse of 

children. The Hartford Child Watch Project reported increased reports 

of chi ldren being denied pasic needs such as food, and stated: "The 

number and severity of child abuse cases are increasing resulting in 

the pl acement of more children in foster care." 

The Child \~atch Project in Baltimore reported that, while the increase 

in child abuse and neglect reports was only eight and one-half percent 

from 1981 to 1982, the degree of abuse in reported cases was signifi

cantly more severe, including an increase in fatalities. Social serv

ice workers reported changes in the families in which abuse is reported: 

there were more multi-problem families \·:hose probl ems are more i ntract

able, ar.rl more families who have not traditionally sought help (i.e., 

middle-class families) are seeking help. 

The Birmingham, Alabama Child Watch Project reported an increased need 

for child protective services. The Salt Lake City Child Hatch Project 

reported: "More chil dren are be; ng abused and the abuse; s fa r more 
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serious (more frequent and more violent)." These a re just samples of 

reports whi ch corroborate a nati onwi de trend. 

Need for Federal leadershi p 

We need a renewed commitment to the prevention and treatment of child 

abuse and neglect. Further cutbacks in funding, together with a 

decrease in federal leadership, would be devastating. Congressio~al 

leadership is crucial both in the area of child abuse and neglect and 

adoption programs Gesigned to assist special needs children. 

The Administration's proposed cutbacks in child abuse prevention and 

treatment funding to a level of $6.7 million would result in a federal 

expenditure of approximately $6 for each of the more than one million 

children reported as abused each year. Considered another way, the 

funds requested by the Administration are equivalent to less than 

one-thousandth of a percent of the federal budget for Fiscal Year 1984. 

Obviously, this nation can do more and can afford to do more to support 

the prevention anc treatment of child abuse. 

Recommendations for Changes in S. 1003 

While we strongly support reauthorization of the child abuse legis

lation, we have some specific concel'ns about S. 1003 as introduced 

in the Senate on April 7. First, we believe that the authorization 

is too low. The proposed authorization of $17 million for NCCAN re

search and demonstration programs and state grants in child abuse 

and neglect would merely maintain the current funding level for 
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these programs. If the seven states and t~/O territories currently 

not eligible to receive funds from the legislation were to become 

eligible, current state grants--already low--\~ould need to be re

duced. r·loreover, additional fUnds would be needed to help states 

implement the "Baby Doe" provisions of S. 1003. lihile the Associ

ation has not taken a stand regarding these provisions, we believe 

that no additional reqUirements should be placed on states \~ithout 

providing additional funds to implement them. 

We urge an authorization of $30 million for child abuse programs. 

Such a funding level would allow NCCAN to expand the state grant 

program and increase its support for preventi on programs, somethi ng 

recom1ended by the Government Accounting Office and strongly supported 

by the Association and the National Child Abuse Coalition. In fact, we 

recommend that the language of the legislation be amended to direct 

NCCAN to spend a substantial share of its funds on prevention programs. 

He suggest that states also be encouraged to use a portion of their 

grants for programs designed to prevent child abuse and neglect. In 

addition, we regret that the separate authorization for programs 

designed to prevent, identify and treat sexual abuse was dropped from 

S. 1003 and urge that it be reinstated. 

We also recommend that the reauth~rization be for a minimum of four 

years and that the Departr.lent of Health and Human Services be 

required to develop a comprehensive plan annually to provide for 

coordination of activities of all federal agencies responsible for 

programs in child abuse and neglect. 
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Concerns About Adoption Provisions in S. 1003 

We also have serious concerns about the language relating to 

adoption in S. 1003, particularly the proposed changes in Title II, 

Adoption Opportunities, Section 201 of the Act which state: 

" ... infants born to teenaged individual s, unmarried parents and 

thousands of children in institutions or foster homes may be in 

serious jeopardy and ... such infants and children are in need 

(emphasi 5 added) of pl acement in permanent adopti ve homes ... " The 

language appears to infer that ill children born to Single parents 

and/or teenage parents are in serious jeopardy. The proposed 

changes could be interpreted to justify government intrusion in the 

personal affairs of many families fully capable of caring for their 

children. Further, adoption should not be considered the only 

alternative in cases where children are in serious jeopardy since, 

in many cases, natural parents lack resources rather than motivation 

and the desire to care for their children. 

Assistance is needed in helping adoption agencies to develop creative 

programs that will find adoptive homes for the approximately 100,000 

special needs children identified as needing adoptive homes. ~Ie urge 

the subcommittee to retain the original language of Section 201 which 

focuses attention on special needs children, those children most in 

need of adoptive homes. There are thousands of homes waiting for 

healthy infants. The need is to continue the leadership at the 

federal 1 evel to develop creative approaches to strengtheni ng i nter

state collaboration in the development of programs to successfully 

place this country's neediest children in adoptive homes. 
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The Association appreciates thi s opportunity to submit thi s testimony 

in support of the reauthorization of the Child Abuse Prevention and 

Treatment and Adoption Reform Act, and urges you to maintain this 

sUbcommittee's leadership on behalf of children. 

Vi rgi ni a Thomas Austi n 

Public Policy Chairman 

The Association of Junior Leagues, Inc. 
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STATEMENT 

of the 

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 

co the: 

Fam3.1y and Human Services Subcommittee 
Labor and Human Resources Committee 

U.S. Senate 

RE: S. 1003 - Reauthorization of the National 
Center on Child Abuse and Neglect 

April 27, 1983 

The American Hedical Association takes this opportunity to submit its 

comments on S. 1003. The A}~ supports reauthorization of the National 

Center on Child Abuse and Neglect (Center), but opposes provisions of S. 

1003 that relate to handicapped infants •. 

This bill would reauthori~e the Center for three years. The funding 

authorization would be $17,000,000 fl~r 'lach of the three years. Included 

in the $17,000,000 is $7,000,000 for state child abuse prevention and 

treatment grants and $2,000,000 for activities. 

Several statutory changes would be made by this bill apparently to 

address situations where severely handicapped infants might be denied 

medical treatment or nutritional sustenance. 
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This bill would require the Center to conduct a study on the national 

incidence of child abuse including a "determination of those incidents of 

child abuse and neglect which involve the denial of nutrition, medically 

indicated treatment, general care, or appropriate social services to in

fants at risk with life-threatening congenital impairments." The Center 

would report to Congress the findings and recommendations for legislative 

and administrative changes as are appropriate. 

In addition to current activities, the bill would require the Center 

to provide technical assistance and training that will encourage and 

assist the states in developing, implementing or improving procedures to 

ensure "that nutrition, medically indicated treatment, general care and 

appropriate social services (including services assured under the provi

sions of section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973) are provided to 

infants at risk with life-threatening congenital impairments." 

To qualify for grants for prevention and treatment programs in child 

abuse and neglect, this bill would require states to have procedures to 

"be followed by child protective service agencies, health care facil

ities, health and allied medical professionals, such other agencies or 

individuals as a State may deem appropriate, social service providers, 

and courts of competent jurisdiction, to ensure that nutrition, medically 

indicated treatment, general care, and appropriate social services are 

provided to infants at risk with life-threatening congenital impair

ments." Further, the current requirement that a state provide for the 

reporting of suspected child abuse and neglect would be expanded to 

require a procedure for "any interested person to report to appropriate 
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authorities any known or suspected instance of the denial of nutrition, 

medically indicated treatment, general care, or appropriate social ser

vices to infants at risk with life-threatening congenital impairments." 

The adoption provisions would also be amended to require the Secre

tary to review model adoption legislation and make changes to facilitate 

"adoption opportunities for infants at risk with life-threatening con

genital impairments." 

COMMENTS 

National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect 

Child abuse is an important health problem. In 1981 the Center 

reported there were 652,000 known cases of child abuse per year. These 

included 207,000 cases of physical assault, 138,400 cases of emotional 

abuse, 108,000 cases of phYSical neglect, and 44,700 cases of sexual 

abuse. These statistics do not, however, provide a true measure of the 

full extent of the problem. The National Center's study does not include 

the incidence of child abuse and neglect known to non-professionals, but 

not reported. Expert observers believe that the actual incidence is at 

least 1,000,000 cases per year. It is also estimated that 2,000 - 5,000 

children die each year as a result of physical abuse or neglect and many 

more are severely injured or impaired as a result of abuse or neglect. 

The magnitude of the problem and its tragic consequences for children 

and society make it imperative that all elements of society, governmental 

and non-governmental undertake programs to minimize and if possible 

eliminate the abuse of children. The AMA and physicians recognize the 

essential role that medicine plays in controlling child abuse. The AMA 
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House of Delegates, in December 1982, approved a report entitled "AMA 

Involvement in Prevention and Treatment of Child Abuse and Neglect." A 

copy of this report is enclosed. This report discusses the problem of 

child abuse, the physician's role in addressing the problem, and plans 

for increased ANA involvement in this area. 

At the same meeting in December 1982, the House of Delegates approved 

a report of the Judicial Council which states, in part, "The physician 

who fails to comply with the laws requiring reporting of suspected cases 

of abuse of children and elderly persons and others at risk can expect 

that the victims could receive more severe abuse that may result in per

manent bodily or brain injury or even death • • • The obligation to com

ply with statut.ory requirements is clearly stated in the Principles of 

Medical Ethics. As stated in 1.02, the ethical obligation of the physi

cian may exceed the statutory legal requirement." A copy of this report 

is also attached. 

The most useful and beneficial role of physicians is the prevention 

of abuse and neglect. They can provide or arrange for prenatal and Post

natal family counseling, identify problems in child rearing and par

enting, and advise about family planning and birth control. PhYSicians 

should understand and be sensitive to the factors such as the quality of 

marital relationships, disciplinary styles, economic stresses, emotional 

problems and substance abuse that result in the abuse of children. Phy

sicians who are caring for patients have an excellent opportunity to 

identify families with special problems at an early stage and to refer 

them to appropriate professionalS so the family may receive treatment 

before a child suffers serious injury. 
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In these situations where a physician observes that a child has been 

abused, the report states it is "the physician's responsibility to pro-

tect the child from further harm." This may require promptly informing 

the appropriate agency that handles child protection matters and, in some 

cases, admitting the child to a hospital. According to the report, it is 

necessary for the physician to conduct a prompt evaluation of the child's 

physical, emotional and developmental problems when the child is hospi-

talized. Consultations with other physicians should be conducted as 

necessary to evaluate and document the physical and psychological results 

of the abuse or neglect. During the evaluation process it is essential 

that the physician record the findings in the medical chart, since the 

medical record may provide the means of preventing further abuse 

including pivotal evidence in juvenile or family court. 

The report provides for increased AMA activities in the area of child 

abuse, including: 

1. Working with state medical societies to 'facilitate 
eXisting pro.grams that focus on prevention and treat
ment of child ab4se and neglect, particularly those 
capable of stimulating greater physician involvement 
and illustrating the value of mUltidisciplinary 
teamwork. 

2. Encouraging state medical societies to establish com
mittees on child abuse. 

3. Urging' state and county medical societies to establish 
liaison with specialty societies, the educational com
munity, the legal and dental professions and other 
civic, community and professional groups involved in 
this aTea. 

4. Preparing and distributing printed and audio-visual 
materials to inform physicians of the nature and extent 
of the problem of child abuse and neglect and the role 
they can play in identification, treatment and 
prevention. 
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5. Delineating treatment approaches at various levels of 
physician participation, so that specific guidelines 
can be prepared to help physicians carry out their 
reporting and case management responsibilities. 

6. Encouraging the AMA Auxiliary to take a leading part in 
disseminating information, promoting parent education 
programs, creating coalitions with other volunteer 
organizations, and conducting preventive programs 
utilizing volunteers. 

7. Sponsoring a national conference to highlight model 
programs of prevention and treatment, especially those 
in Which state medical societies play an important 
part, and to help the profession keep abreast of new 
developments in the field. 

8.. Recognizing, through awards, outstanding child abuse 
programs and other achievements in detection, preven
tion, treatment and public and professional education 
regarding child abuse problems, for the purpose of 
encouraging continuing support for such programs. 

This report was only recently adopted. The AMA is now planning the 

programs to ~ccomplish the~e recommendations. An advisory panel is 

assisting us in the implem~ntation phase of this project. 

While the AMA and other non-governmental organizations are essential 

to efforts aimed at reducing the incidence of child abuse, the govern-

mental sector ir. a necessary partner. The Center has served an important 

role in the prevention and treatment of child abuse since its estab1ish-

ment in 1974. The ~ajor functions of the Center are: 1) generating 

knowledge on prevention, treatment and improving programs; 2) collecting, 

analyzing and disseminating information on child abuse and neglect and 

programs to reduce the incidence; 3) assisting states and local com-

munities in implementing child abuse programs; and 4) coordinating 

federal efforts on child abuse prevention and treatment. The A}~ 
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believes that if these activities were to be discontinued, current pro

grams to prevent and treat child abuse would suffer significantly and 

progress in the area would be slowed. Therefore, we support reauthor

ization of the Center. 

Handicapped Infants 

Recently, the tragic circumstances of infants born with severe handi

caps and medical complications have received public attention. Regula

tory and legislative initiatives have been proposed to address these 

situations which are tragic for families and agonizing for physicians, 

other professionals such as nurses, and institutions called on to assist 

parents and child. We must urge against adoption of any provisions that 

would result in direct governmental intervention in the family and the 

functions of physicians in such situations. 

Throughout its history the medical profession has wrestled with the 

issues of what is appropriate treatment for a given individual and who 

should make that determination. These are issues of the greatest diffi

culty and significance that have to be made in the best interest of the 

infant by all who have responsibilities for the infant. At the same 

time, societal interests are involved. Nevertheless, in the absence of 

overriding circumstances, we believe there cannot be any substitute for 

the informed decisions of the parents based on the advice of physicians 

personally involved in a particular situation. 

The medical profession is dedicated to healing and to the preserva

tion of life. This dedication - strong as it is - is surpassed by the 

depth and intensity of feeling and the bond which exists between parents 

\ 
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and their children. The natural instincts of the parents are for sur-

vival of the newborn. These instincts are strong. We recognize that 

child abuse occurs and is a serious problem for the children, parents and 

the community, but we should not lose sight of the fact that for the vast 

majority of parents survival and the best interests of their children are 

paramount. The natural ties of parents to their children and their love 

and concern for the total welfare of the infant in the contex~ of the 

immediate circumstances cannot be fully understood nor is it truly 

addressed by those who debate the issues in an atmosphere quite separate 

from the reality of the event. The physician - and all others involved -

must offer compassion, information and understanding and reach out to the 

parents who, in the throes of tragedy and grief, are searching for 

answers and advice. 

~l'~ physician in such cases is in a difficult circumstance and is 

also in need of guidance. The experience gained by the profession over 

the years is expressed in A}~ Judicial Council Opinion 2.10 adopted to 

provide gUidance to physicians in these difficult situations. The text 

of the Judicial Council Opinion reads as follows: 

QUALITY OF LIFE. In the making of decisions for the treat
ment of seriously deformed newborns or persons who are 
severely deteriorated vi~tims of injury, illness or 
advanced age, the primary consideration should be what is 
best for the individual patient and not the avoidance of a 
burden to the family or to society. Quality of life is a 
factor to be considered in determining what is best for the 
individual. 'Life should be cherished despite disabilities 
and handicaps, except when prolongation would be inhumane 
and unconscionable. Under these circumstances, withholding 
or removing life supporting means is ethical provided that 
the normal care given an individual who is ill is not 
discontinued. In desperate situations involving newborns, 
the advice and judgment of the physician should be readily 
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available, but the decision whether to exert maximal 
efforts to sustain life should be the choice of the par
ents. The parents should be told the options, expected 
benefits, risks and limits of any proposed care; how the 
potential for human relationships is affected by the 
infant's condition; and relevant information and answers to 
their questions. The presumption is that the love which 
parents usually have for their children will be dominant ill 
the decisions which they make in determining what is in the 
best interest of their children. It is to be expected that 
parents will act unselfishlY, particularly where life 
itself is at stake. Unless them is convincing evidence to 
the contrary, parental authority should be respected. 

In our view, decisions as to the treatment of a newborn should be 

determined by the parents following consultation with their physician in 

the manner described above. The intent of this bill, however, is to 

encourage governmental intervention into medical treatment decisions 

involving handicapped infants. We believe such government intervention 

intrudes on the rights and responsibilities of parents, families, physi-

cians and institutions. There is no evidence that the provisions of this 

bill loIill benefit the child, the parents, the physicians or the institu-

tions involved; therefore we oppose these provisions. 

This bill would define certain deCisions regarding appropriate medi-

cal treatment for handicapped infants as "child abuse." We oppose this 

approach. lve believe such situations are unIque and are fundamentally 

different from the generally accepted concept of "child abuse." We 

believe that the causes or the situational factors are totally differ-

ent. It is therefore inappropriate to address the issue of handicapped 

infants within the context of child abuse le~islation. Furthermore, the 

development and implementation of these procedures will divert public 

attention and resources from essential efforts to prevent and protect 

children from abuse by their parents. 
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The AMA is gravely concerned that such activities will increase 

stress in a situation where the family ts already experiencing extreme 

stress. This is not beneficial to the parents, the infant or other 

children in the family. 

CONCLUSION 

The AHA recognizes that child abuse is a serious health and societal 

problem and therefore is involved in activities to enhance physicians' 

knowledge and skills in areas of prevention and treatment. We believe 

the Center makes significant contributions to efforts directed at 

reducing child abuse and neglect, and we support reauthorization of the 

Center. 

However, we oppose provisions of the bill that will result in govern

mental interference in the decisions concerned with the medical treatment 

of handicapped infants. We believe that unless there io convincing evi

dence that the parents are not acting in the interest of the child, the 

parents should decide what medical treatment their child will receive. 

We cannot support efforts that will result in governmental interference 

with and second-guessing these parental decisions made in consultation 

with their physician. S. 1003 should be amended to delete the provisions 

relating to handicapped infants. 

0871p 
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REPOR": JF ,dE coniCIL ,))1 SCIEllTIF:C AFFAIRS 

Report: J 
(I-8:!) 

5t.:.bjac:: A..\{A Involvemenc in PreventiclO and Trea~ent of 
Child Abuse and lleglect 
(Substitute Resolution 75. A-81) 

Refer=~d t~: Reference Committee E 
(Edward Saccenspiel. )1.0 •• Chair:oan) 

1 Report T of the Board of Trustt\eS (I-81), which was adopted by the 
:? House of :leleg<ltes, called for a study to detemine the feasibilitr of 
3 . .;:,!...1~ activity in ::he .:lre3 of child abuse and neglec~. This report ~as in 

ces?~nse tu Resp~utiun 75 (A-81), which had been referred to the Beard 
and ~hi~h u=ged the Associacion co develop an educational program 

~ focusi~g ~n t~e prevention of child =olestation, 1nce~t and exploi~a~ion. 

3 Subsequently, the Council on Scientific Affairs appointed an 
9 advisory ?~nel for the ,u=?ose of assessing ehe major considerations and 

l'J t3ak~n-:; speci:ic. t'iiH:,orJ::ne.ndati"ns f-or r.!i.l.\ paT't.icipa.tion in this aTe:3. 

:3 
1';' 
:5 

Arcer a ~o~prehensive t'evi~~, ~he adviso~/ panel t'eco~~ended to the 
Council chat ~he ~~ assume an active leadership rol~ in a renewed atcack 
':In the widespread ;rrobl~ of child abuse., incb .. ',ding se'!<ual abuse.. 

:05 r:!e Council believes that the .-\"'1A1 in cQoperar:i.:ln with s:at.e 1tedical 
J,.. and speci.al~y societies and the ~'\}1A Au."'t'iliary should (a) increa.se a~·areness 
:3 of the ~roblem amon~ physicians and :he public; (b) i~prove training and 
19 educ~tion i~ ~he use of existing modalities for diagnosing, treati~g and 
20 ?re··enti~g ~b·lsei (0) promo:e :he development of innovative progr","s that 
21 ~il~ advance ~edica: kno~ledge and compecence in this icport~nc field of 
1: chi:d and family health; and (d) encourage physi~ians to work yith 
13 chi:d ?t'otecc.ive tdams drawn frow. :nilny fields, inclt:ding law, social 
~~ ~ork, ~sy~nology and :he lay volun~eer ~cmmuni:y, 
;5 
:~ ~~:ent or the PrDble~ 
:7 
38 Child abuse is ~nuwn to exist in all =acial and ethni~ groups and 
:? i:l all ~evels of society. Based 0:1 the llational Stud;- uf the !ncidence 
30 ~nd Se·,erity or C:,il.:! Abuse and lleglect ?ublished in 1981. the llatiunal 
31 C~~:er esti~ates t~e annual i~cidence of child abuse and neglect at 
3: r,52,000 cases ?er yea:. Of this tot •. !., about half .:Ire attributed to 
33 ?hysi~alt se~ual ~~d emoticna~ abuse j and the res~ to V3Tious f~~s of 
3Z. :1e~::!.ec.tt in~;':.1di;lg ~h:!sical., educational and emotional. 

22-024 0-83-28 
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Physical assault was the most frequent form Ot abuse identified in 
the stuay (207,600). Among the major categories of neglect, educational 
neglect was the most frequently cited (181,500). Incidence rateS for 
sexual abuse were 44,700, emotional abuse, 138,400, physical neglect, 
108,000, and emotional neglect, 59,400 cases per year. A significan~ 
number of children die or are severely injured or impaired as a result 
of abuse or neglect. 

The number of missing children in this country has been estimated 
as high as 1.8 million annuall~ according to the Department of Health 
and Human Services. These children, whether runaways or victims of 
abduction or child snatchin& are exceedingly vulnerable to physical, 
sexual and emotional abuse and exploitation. Such exp10itation can taka 
the form of pornography, drug trafficking and other illicit activities 
in which adults can profit. 

widespread public concern about the problems of child abuse and 
neglect is largely a phenomenon of the past two decades. !-Iandatory 
reporting laws for suspected cases of child abuse and neglect now in 
place in all .tates, offer those persons who report in good faith 
protection from retaliatory litigation. Early reporting statutes were 
directed primarily to physicians. However, most states have expanded 
the list of those required t.n report to include other health 
professionals, as well as teachers, law enforcement personnel and child 
care worker.. Many states have broadened the concept of reportable 
circumstances to include not only physical injury but also sexual abuse, 
neglect and, in some cases, ex?loitation. 

Definitions 

states and communities define child abuse and neglect in a variety 
of ~ays. These definitions can be found in state statutes, c~se law and 
agency regulations. For the purposes of this report, child abuse and 
neglect are defined as physical, eQotional and sexual abuse as well as 
negligent treatment or maltreatment of a child under the age of 18 by a 
parent or caretaker who is responsible for the child's welfare. . 

"Child abuse," which includes physical, sexual and emotional abuse, 
occurs through an act by a parent or caretaker which is not accidental 
and whi~h is detrimental, or threatens to be detrimental, to a child's 
physical or mental health or welfare. 

"Child neglect" is an omission, specifically the failure of a 
parent or other person legally =esponsible for a child's wel£ar~ to 
provide for the child's basic needs and an adequate level of care. 
Child neglect tends to be chronic and involves inattention to the 
child's basic needs for food, clothing, shelter, medical care, 
supervision, affection and intellectual and social stimulation. 
IIEducat.ional neglect." refers to a parent or caretaker who knowingly 
permits chronic truancy or rails to enroll the child in school. 
"Physical neglect" involve. abandonment of a child, disregard for the 
child's ~afety or inattention to the child's cedical needs. HEmotional 
neglect" ::efers to inadequate nurturance of or affection for the child. 
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1 As the term implies J "physical abuseH is non-accidencal trauma such 
as fractureSt burns, pruises, welts, cuts and/or internal injuries~ 
Frequently, physical ~buse is used as a disciplinary or punitive 
ceasure, and can range from a slap or a kick to the use of such objects 

S as straps, belts, kicch~u utensils, pipes, etc. 
6 
7 "Sexual abuse" involves any contacts or interactions betveen a 
8 child and an adult or caretaker in which the child is being abused or 
9 exploited for the purp~se of sexually stimulaeing the perpetrator Or 

10 some other person. The most common forms of sexual abuse are incest and 
11 colestation. Child pornography would also be considered an act of 
12 sexual abuse since the child is being exploited to meet the sexual needs 
13 of others, often for profit. 
14 
15 "Emotional abuse" frequently manifests itself in the form of verbal 
16 abuse or excessive demands on a child's performance and often results in 
Ii impaired psychological growth and development. 
18 
19 "Child snatching" is the abduction of a child by a non-custodial 
20 parent or other relative. This may occur when parents separate and one 
21 or the other illegally kidnaps the child (or children) and n:oVes 
22 to a distant location. As a result, the child's emotional supports 
23 found in the family, home, friends and community are abruptly 
24 eliminated. 
25 
26 
2; 

Legislative and Administrative Resoonses 

28 rne 1974 Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act created a 
29 ~ational Canter on Child Abuse and ~eglect (NCCAN) whose major functions 
30 have been to support a variety of research and intervention efforts at 
31 the state and local tevel, and to "aintain a national Clearinghouse of 
32 inforcation. 
33 
34 The agency designaceJ by law co receive child abuse reports varies 
3S ~onsiderably from state to state. Most reporting laws require that reports 
36 be submitted cirectlY to a local or state social services department; 
~I scme statutas mandaee that reports be filed with law enfo~cement 
38 a~encies O~ one of seve~al social ge~ltce agencies. In recent years, 
39 se':eral cotn:ilunities and States have established centralized reporting 
40 hoelines and recote access computer terminals to receive and transmit 
~l reports. 
4~ 

43 The Child Protection Services (CPS) agency is responsible for the 
4~ coordination and often the provision of treatment or rehabilitation 
k5 services. Scatutory provisions require CPS agencies to accept referrals 
46 of suspected abuse or neglect, iniciate investigations and determine the 
47 validity of submitted reports. Insufficient staffing and funding have 
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produced serious difficulties for many of these agencies in handling the 
large caseload of investigations as well as the delivery ~f services. 
These agencies are manned by social workers who frequently are 
overworked, inadequately supervised and have little access to medical or 
psychiatric support, not to mention other social services. 

Implication. of the Research 

In recent years, researchers and clinicians have regarded child 
abuse as ~ complex phenomenon that occurs in a setting where emotional 
and social deprivation and environmental stresscrs interact in such a 
way as to innibit normal loving relationships between parents and 
children. Although knowledge about child abuse is incomplete, 
investigators h3ve identified some characteristics of abusive adults and 
abused child~en. 

A considerable amount of research has focused on the psychodynamic 
and sociocultural characteristics of abusing parents. Child abusers 
have been characterized as socially isolated with negative self-images, 
often abused or neglected in their own childhood, and exhibiting such 
traies as unrealistic expectations of their children and an inability to 
cope with stress. Their emotional disabilities often prevent them from 
obtaining appropriate support and assistance from healthy adults or 
professional. in learning to care for their children. 

St=ess t frequently cited as a contribucing factor in abuse, may 
derive frOM une~ploymentJ inadequate housing, lack of food and clothing, 
financial problems, marital conflicts, chronic illness in the family, or 
any ocher damescic c:isis that produces fear or a~~iety; such factors 
may provoke a parent co abuse a child or to overlook a child's needs, 
thereby leading to neglect. Alcoholism and drug abuse are also 
associa~ed frequently ~ith child abuse. 

Invesdgators n'1Ve identified several physical and emotional 
characteristics of thildren that are linked to abuse. There i1 no 
question that abused and neglected children are at considerable risk of 
acqui~ing emotional disorders and character traits which reSemble the 
personalities of their abusive parents. 

Mistreated children are also at an increased risk of developmental 
delays and deviations, including retarded intelligence, learning 
disability, language delay, perceptual-motor dysfunction and failure to 
thrive. 

In the case of children with developmental disabilities, abusive 
paren~s may not be knowledgeable about their child's special needs and 
limited abilities during various stages of development, and unrealistic 
axpectations may lead to abuse. An allied consideration is that because 
a handicapped child is often a disappointment to parents, such 
disappointment may manifest itself in anger and frustration during the 
child's d.evelopment. In fact, any child can be a disappoint::;ent to paretLts 
and ~ay be more susceptible to abuse if he or she :a11s to meet 
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the pare:lts' expectations (being a good student or an excellent 
athlete). It is also recognized that children wit~ attention deficits 

3 are more likely to become victims of child abuse. 

5 The abused cnild is frequently characterized as being unusual or 
6 unwanted, and therefore "iewed as "different" by the parents. This 
7 "difference" may be real as in the Case of the mentally retarded child 
8 or in"alid as in the case of the scapegoated child punished for a 
9 parent's lack of self-esteem or sense of inadequacy, or as in the case 

l~ of a child who is the p~oducc of an unwanted pregnancy. 
11 
12 P~emature and low-birth weight infants are often the victims of 
13 abuse. Research indicates that the post partum period is influential in 
14 forming and strengthening the attachment between the mother and child. 
15 Necessarily, premature infants are separated from their mothers 
16 immediately afte, birth and for some time thereafter, thus delaying the 
17 bonding process. In addition, premature babies frequently develop more 
18 slowly and with varying degrees of difficulty. This may place extra 
19 demands on the parents. 
20 
21 Of special interest to some investigators and clinicians is the 
22 early identification of high-risk mothers during the perinatal period. 
23 This period affords a special opportunity to assess the mothe~ and her 
24 baby for potential problems. Recent work on caternal-infant bonding 
25 suggests that child abuse may, in SOme cases, have its origins when 
25 mother and infant fail to bond during the earliest days of infancy. 
~7 Studies on prediction and prevention of child abuse and neglect show 
23 that a high-risk population can be identified and that even modest 
~9 intervention efforts with these parents can preven~ serious injuries 
30 requiring hospitalization. 
31 
32 Special Challenges 
33 
34 Because there are various forms of child abuse and neglect, the 
35 family assessnents, treabnent programs and evolving prevention models 
36 should encompass a multi-disciplinary appro~ch. No one individual or 
37 professional discipline has the expertise to deal effectively with this 
38 cocplex probl~m. The codel of the multi-disciplinary 3pproach can be 
39 found in a variety of settings, including hospital and community child
-'+0 pro tee tion teams. 
41 
42 To develop appropriate intervention strategies, more emphasis 
~3 should be placed on separate epidemiological assessments of various 
~4 forms of child abuse. Child abuse and neglect cases should not be 
45 addressed as if they were a homogeneous g~oup. 
46 
"7 Reducing the incidence and lessening the impact of child abuse and 
43 neglect will require various approaches, depending not only on the needs 
~9 of th~ f- ,ly but also on available community resoUT,Ces. The scope of 
50 pt"ev "Lwn should \:c placed in the context of primary, secondary and 
51 te~ _ary prevention. 
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!1edicine I S 3.es:lons !.:;'ilit:~.r 

3 Si~ea ~he etiology of abuse and neglecc is complex, oore ~han one 
t. type of. :reaoent or 3er~lice is neeced to help abused children and Co 

support i~ilies in ~hich abuse occurs. Physicisns are in a s?ec:al 
6 position to play a ~ey rola ~ecause :~ey have the techniques and 
7 Itnowlrdge needed to deteJ:':l1ine the nature and extent of physical abuse, 
a and because they are obliged by law to report suspected cases Or 
9 abuse. Finally, some forms of abuse and vulnerability to abuse can be 

! c: d~tectad ~nl: .. :,y ?hys~cians, such as hidden injur~es detectable onl)' 
11 through x-rays. 
12 
13 How involved the physician becomes in case management will depend 
l~ largely on hi~ or her personal attitudes, level of interest, previous 
1; training, time constraints and the availability of local specialists. 
16 Some physicians may choose to refer all cases to a local pediatrician or 
17 team. Others may prefer to manage the case with the use of 
18 consultants. Finally, some physicians may opt for extensive involvement 
19 through affiliations with child-protection teams and other community 
20 agencies. 
21 
22 2=imary care physicians, emergency medicine specialis ts f surgeons J 

23 psychiat~ists and other specialists ~ho treat children should acquire 
24 knofJl~dge and slcills in the physical assessment of child abuse and 
25 neglace; the assessment of child ~evelopment and parenting skills; the 
26 utilization of community resourceSj and che physician's legal 
27 respoosihilities. In the primary care setting, the physician has an 
28 excellent opportunity to identify families ~ith special ?roble~s at an 
29 early stage and to refer them to appropriate ?rofessionals. Physicians 
30 should be able to deter.nine the nature and level of family functioning 
31 as it ~elates to child proteceion. They should understand and be 
32 sensiti'/e:o ho~ the quality of ""rital relatioQships, disciplinary 
33 styles~ economic stresseSf amotional problems and substance abuse relata 
34 to child abus\~. 
35 
36 The :>.",1: step for the physician in becoming involved in suspected 
37 child maltreat;nent cases is to ackno~ledge that the problem exists. If 
38 a child manifests some of the classic features of abuse or neglect, the 
39 recognition process is easier. However, many times the physical 
~O evide~~e is not obvious, aud a carerul intervia~ with the child and 
41 parenc3 may reveal inconsistencies be~_een historical and objective 
42 data. 
43 
4~ If child abuse is suspected, the phys.c.an should consider 
~5 discussing with the parenCs the face thac child maltreatment is in the 
46 differencial diagnosis or their child's problam. During such a session, 
~7 the physician should maintain Objectivity and avoid accusatory Or 
48 judgmental statements in interactions with the parents. 
~9 

50 It is the physician'S responsibility to protect the child from 
51 further harm. This may require proroptly contaccing ehe appropriate 
52 agency that handles child protection matters and, in some cases, 
53 admitting the child to a hospital. If the child is hospitalized, a 
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prompC evaluation of the child's physical, emocional and developmencal 

2 problems is necessary. If the physician ~ho initially recognized the 
3 child abuse problem is not able to conduct cne evaluation, he or she 
4 should seek consultations. It may be necessary to consult with 
5 surgeons, ophthalmologists, orthopedists, psychiatrists, and 
6 radiologists in order to evaluate and document physical and 
7 psychological manifestations of the maltreatment. During the evaluation 
8 process, it is essential that the physician record the findings in the 
9 medical chart, since che medical record may provide pivotal evidence in 

10 juvenile or family cou::. 
11 
12 One of the most useful and beneficial roles a physician csn 
13 assume is to be instrumental in preventing abuse and neglect. He or she 
14 can provide prenatal and postnatal family counseling, identify problems 
15 in child rearing and parenting, and advise about family ~lanning and 
16 birth control. 
17 
18 Physicians can also serve ao the primary educators in the field of 
19 child abuse and neglect, since research has repeatedly sho~ that 
20 maltreated children have many more physical, emotional and developmental 
21 problems than non-abused children and, therefore, require more extensive 
22 medical evaluation and treatment. Physicians can participate in 
23 educating medical students, residents, other health and non-health 
24 professionals and laymen about the causes and means of preventing child 
25 abuse. 
26 
2i Members of the medical profession can contribute significantly at 
28 all levels of prevention through involvement in parenting education and 
2g perinatal care programs. T~enty-fou: hour hotlines, c~isis care 
30 centers, and heme visitor programs can be aeditional efforts the 
31 physician can promote at the community level. 
32 
33 However, since child abuse is a multi-disciplinary problem, 
34 physicians should be aware that their role in reporting and managing a 
35 case of child abuse is limited. Attorneys, judges, social workers and 
36 an array of other workers in the child protection field assume other 
37 rolds, and the Physician should be aware of their individual areas of 
38 expertise and responsibility. 
39 
40 Survev of State ~ledical Societies 
41 
42 In recent months, the AMA surveyed state medical socie~ie5 to 
43 determine the ways in which child abuse i"sues are currently being, or 
44 should be, addressed at both the national and state medical society 
45 levels. 
46 
47 The majority of medical societies surveyed indicated that their 
48 child abuse programs should focus on legislative issues, professional 
49 education and public information. 
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Of the 37 ~espondents, 23 medical societias indicated they were 
cur~ently engaged in legislatlve activities, 14 in physician educati?~ 
programs ,and 4 in public infomat:ion activities. Regarding the AHA's 
role, 27 medical societies recr.cmended distribution of printed 
educational materials on a regul,.1r basis; 19 suggested sponsorship of 
national or regional conferellce,}; 16 callad for the development of 
audio-visual materials; and 9 supported the concept of a consultation 
service or 24-hour hotline. 

A number of medical societies urged the k~ to support efforts to 
identify children and families at high risk of child abuse, and to 
initiate appropriate parent education and family counseling programs 
involving pr~ary care physicians. Several medical societies 
recommended that the AHA coordinate with specialty societies and other 
groups already involved in child abuse activities. 

One medical society pointed out that the prevention, detection and 
treabnent of child abuse and neglect are extremely complex issues; to 
understand these issues, physicians should be aware of cultural mores, 
economic trends, legal structures, as well as philosophical and ethical 
issues related to quality of life and rights of children. 

A concern expressed by another medical society was that all 
physicians should be educated to recognize .igns and symptoms of child 
abuse, neglect or failure to thrive. 

AMA b.itiati ves 

To enhance physician involvement in the area of child abuse 
prevention and treaQnent, the Council on Scientific Affai:s recommends 
that the &~ undertake a program involving the following activities over 
the next three years: 

1. Work with state medical societies to facilitate existing 
programs that focus on prevention and treatment of child abuse 
and neglect, particularly those capable of stimulating greater 
physician involvement and illustrating the value of multi
disciplinary teamwork. State medical societies should be 
encouraged to establish committees en child abuse. To support 
this effort, the AHA would provide appropriate consultation 
services and resource materials. 

2. Strengthen linkages and urge state and county medical societies 
to establish liaison with specialty societies, the educational 
community, the legal and dental professions and other involved 
civic, community and professional groups. 

3. Utilize printed and audio-visual materials such as those available from 
• the American Academy of Pediatrics to inform physicians of the nature and 

extent of the problem and the role they can play in identification, treat
ment and pre7ention. 
4. Delineate treatment approaches at various levels of physician 

participation, so that specific guidelines can be prepared to 
help ?hysicians carry out their reporting and case management 
responsibilities. 
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.:;r;::l.."'liza:i.:ons :0 !.~e:1:':'::." ':':;:'~:";'':'':.=ir.::s :.~.:i :..::chni':3.1 experts '..Tho ca.., a~vi$e 
:~c .;:-·~,,1 and ~:te :"ederati.:m !!.:-uut im?l~rlent.ing ~J-a~:"ous as?e'C.ts at the 
=hil~ a~usa ~r~gra=, L~cludi~5 the c:~~unication5, cons~::acion and 
trai~in~ c:moor.en:a. 

6. Encourage the ~~ Auxiliary to take a leading part in 
disseminating inforoacion, promoting parent educa~ion programs, 
~reating coalitions with ocher volunteer organizacions, and 
conducting vol~teer-based preventive programs. 

8. 

9. 

Sponsor a national conference to highlight model programs of 
prevention and treat~ent, especially those in which state 
medical societies play an important part, and to help the 
profession keep abreast of new developments in the field. 

Ensure that national visibility of the ~~'s involvement in 
child abuse is achieved through appropriate efforts in 
~~ publications and through the A}~ Public Relations' dis
tribution ~echanism. 

Recognize, through awards, outstanding child abUSe programs and 
otheT achieve~en~s in detecCion, prevention) t~eatmen~ and 
public and professional education regarding child abuse 
?~oblems, for the purpose of encouraging continuing support for 
such programs. 

27 :be Council on SCienciiic Affairs, th~ough its Panel on Child Abuse, 
28 is prepared to advise and assist in i~plemen"ing "hese recommendations. 
29 
30 !he Council on Scientific Affairs recommends the adoption of this 
31 report in lieu of SUDstitu"e Resolution 7S (A-al). 

(Members of the Panel on Child Abuse are: Douglas A. Sargent, M.D., 
J.D., Chai~an, Grosse Pointe Farms, HI; Marvin Blumberg, ~.D'J New 
York; Daniel D. Brou~hton, M.D., Rochester, MN; Cal¥in C. Clark, M.D., 
Vancouver, WA; Eugene Eldredge, M.D., Salinas, CA; Richard Krugman, 
M.D., Denver I CO; and Eli Newberger, MaD., Boaton, MA. The Council is 
also indebted to W. Dean Belnap, M.D., Kaysville, UTi Anne Cohn, 
D.P.H., Chicago, IL; James W. Lauer, M.D., Denver, CO; Nancy Roeske, 
M.D .. , Indianapolis, IN; Rogers J. Smith, M.D., Portland, OR; Ja.nice 
Hutchinson, M.D., ~~ Health Education Program; and Hazel Lewis, ~~ 
Auxiliary. ) 

FISCAL NOTE: Total cost estimates over the next three years will depend 
on the excent of medical society involvement and the respocse from the 
entire medical community. In the Fiscal 1983 budget, approximately 
$108,000 has been incorpor~oed for child abuse prevention activities. 
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REPORT OF THE JUDICIAL CO~CIL 

Report: A 
(I-82) 

SUbj ect: Judicial Council Opinion on Abuse of Children, 
Elderly Persons, and Others at Risk 

Presented by: John H. Burkhart, M.D., Chairman 

~efarred to: Reference Committee on .~er.dments to Constitution 
and Bylalls 
(Hatthell Marshall, M.D., Chairman) 

1 Report J of the Council on Scientific Affairs (I-82) 
2 presents recommendations for ~~ involvement in the prevention and 
3 t~eat~ent of child abuse and neglect. All states have child abuse 
4 reporting statutes, although these statutes vary. The Judicial 
5 Council is concerned about the specific problem of child abuse as 
6 well as abuse of other persons, such as the elderly. The Judicial 
7 Council presents to the House, for its info~ation, the Judicial 
8 Council's opinion on the ethical responsibilities of physicians 
9 regar~ing abuse of children, elderly persons, and others at risk. 

l~ 
11 ABUSE OF CHILDREN, ELDERLY PERSONS, AND OTHERS 
12 AT RISK. Lalls that reqUire the reporting of cases of 
13 suspected abuse of children and elderly persons often 
14 create a difficult dilemma for the physician. The parties 
15 involved, both the suspected offenders and the victims, "ill 
16 often plead "ith the physician that the matter be kept 
17 confidential and not be disclosed or reported for investi-
18 gat ion by public authorities. 
19 
20 Children "ho have been seriously injured, apparently 
21 by their parents, may nevertheless try to protect their 
22 parents by saying that the injuries "ere caused by an 
23 accident, such as a fall. The reason may stem from the natural 
24 parent-child relationship or fear of further punishment. E~en 
25 institutionalized elderly patients who have been physically 
26 maltreated may be concerned that disclosure of "hat has occurred 
27 ~ight lead to further and more drastic maltreatment by those 
28 responsible. 
29 
30 The physician "ho fails to comply with the laws requiring 
31 reporting of suspected cases of abuse of children and elderly 
32 persons and others at risk can e.'<pect that the victims could 
33 receive more severe abuse that may result in pe=manent bodily or 
34 brain inj ury or even death. 
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1 Public ci:icials concerned with the welfare of child1:en 
~ and elderly persons have e.'tpressed the opinion that the 
3 incidence of l'hysicial violence to these persons is rapidly 
-+ increasing and chat a ',ery substantial ilerc.entage of ~uch 
5 cases is unreported by hospital personnel and physicians. 
6 An important element that is sometimes overl~oked is that 
7 a child or elderly person brought to a physi~ian with a 
8 suspicious injury is the patient whose interescs require the 
? protect.ion of law in the ?a.rticular situation" aV2!t though 

10 the physician may also provide services from time to time to 
11 parents or other "",,,,bers of the family. 
12 
13 The obligation to comply with statutory re'luirements is 
14 clearly stated in the Principles of ~!edical Ethics. As 
15 stated at 1.02, the ethical obligation of the physician may 
16 exceed the stautory legal reqUirement. 
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NATIQJ'W. CoUNCIL OF STATE 
PUBLIC WELFARE ADMINISTRATORS 

OF THE AMERICAN PUBUC WELFARE ;'SSOCIATION 

1125 FIFTEENTH STREET. N.W. WASHINGTON. D.C. 20005 

Senator Jeremiah Denton. Chair 
Subcommittee on Family and Human 

Servi ces 
Committee on Labor & Human Resources 
A-624 I & N Building 
119 D Street, N.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

SUife300 
Telephone: (202) 293·7550 

Apri 1 28. 1983 

On behalf of the National Council of State Public Welfare Administrators 
of the American Public !1elfare Association. I want to congratulate you 
for your national leadership on behalf of abused. neglected and special 
needs children. Your proposal to extend the Child Abuse Prevention and 
Treatment and Adoption Reform Act (S. 1003, co-sponsored by Senator 
Orrin Hatch). and your decision to hold three days of hearings on this 
important legislation, reflect the kind of national direction needed if 
we, at the state Q'd local levels, are to meet the ever-growing needs of 
children and famili,s at risk. 

The National Council of State Public Welfare Administrators is composed 
of those public officials in each state. the District of Columbia, and 
the territories charged with the responsibility for administering publicly 
funded human services programs, including services to abuse. neglected 
and special needs children and youth. Since its beginnings at the time 
of the Great Depression, the Council has been an active force in promoting 
the development of sound and progressive national social policies and 
working with the Congress and the Executive branch in assuring that these 
policies are responsibly and effectively administered. We actively worked 
to secure passage of P.L. 96-272. the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare 
Act of 1980. Since its enactment. ~/e have continued to strive, individually 
and collectively, to implement the child welfare and fostet' care reform in 
this law to achieve stability and permanency in the lives of all children. 

I appreciate the opportunity to submit. on behalf of the National Council 
of State Public Welfare Administrators. comments on both the child abuse 
and the adoption sections of S. 1003. These comments are respectively 
SUbmitted for your consideration and for inclusion in the hearing record. 
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Title I Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment 

We strongly support the extension of the authorization for the National 
Center on Child Abuse and Neglect (NCCAN). In these times of social and 
economic stress, as many parts of the country are experiencing increases 
in the incidence of abuse and neglect, NCCAN serves as a focal point for 
child abuse prevention and treatment activities across the country. 

We WOUld, however, like to register cor:ern about t~e expansion of the 
definition of chi1d abuse to cover "the denial of nutrition, medically 
indicated treatment, general care, ... to infants with life-threatening 
congenital impairments." Our concern stems from the fact that the proposed 
legislation would appear to require child protective service agencies to 
play the lead role in policing hospitals and second-guessing decisions 
made by trained medical personnel. We agree there is a need to establish 
additional protections for infants born with handicaps. We also agree 
that in some situations child protective service agencies might have a 
role to play. However, state agency administrators do not believe that 
child protective services agencies have the technical expertise to play 
the lead role in either establishing standards for medical treatment or 
in policing the delivery of medical treatment to infants with life-threatening 
congenital impairmentz. We WOUld instead recommend that Congress vrge 
the Department of Health and Human Services to im~ediately begin a dialogue 
on this problem with the medical community and others whp have a clear 
interest in this area, inclUding state and local public health and social 
service agencies. If we are to prevent further "Baby Doe" cases from 
occurring, the medical community must be at the core of any prevention 
activities. 

Title II Adoption Opportunities 

The passage of P.L. 95-266 established as national policy that those children 
unable to remain in their own homes should have to the greatest extent possible 
the opportunity to be adopted into loving, secure families. The passage 
of P.L. 96~272 created For the first time a federal subsidy program to 
assist individuals and families who adopt these special needs children. 
Whil e progress has been made as a resul t of these two 1 aws, we a 11 agree 
that there is much more that can and shoul d be done for those speci a'i needs 
children who are awaiting new, permanent homes. 

In your hearing on April 14, you asked witness to address the issue of 
barriers to adoption. On behalf of those state officials responsible 
for implementing the Title IV-E adoption assistance program, I would Ilke 
to briefly respond to your question. The American Public Welfare Association 
recently sponsored a meeting of state and local public child welfare 
administrators to address the topiC of special needs adoptions. During 
the course of this meeting the administrators voiced their views on some 
of the difficulties encountered in the implementation of the Title IV-E 
adoption subsidy program. Among the issues raised as barriers were: 
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o Uncertainty of continued federal support for the Title IV-E Adoption 
Assistance Program--The Title IV-E adoption assistance program was 
not on the books even six months, when the Reagan administration 
sent a proposal to Congress to repeal the program and include it 
in a block grant to states. This proposal was reintroduced in a 
slightly different version in FY 82. Although Congress has consistently 
supported the continuation of Title IV-E, some states have been 
reluctant to enter into subsidy arrangements with adaptive parents 
when it seems likely that the federal contribution to the subsidy 
may be withdrawn. 

o Inadequate federal guidance--Despite the fact that states meeting 
the requirements of P.L. 96-272 could begin participating in the 
Title IV-E adoption assistance program as of October 1. 1980, there 
are still to date no federal regulations to gUide us. Among the 
unanswered questions are: how are state agencies expected to document 
Title IV-E expenditures (i.e. develop audit trails) to meet future 
federal audit requirement~ how are states expected to maintain the 
confidentiality of adoption records, specifically mandated by many 
state laws, under the federal adoption program? how should the new 
federal adoption subsidy program relate to existing state adoption 
subsidy programs (over 40 states had adoption subsidY programs at 
the time P.L. 96-272 was enacted)? what are the requirements governing 
interstate adoption subsidy agreement~ specifically with reference 
to obtaining necessary medical care? Many of these are strictly 
administrative issues that the National Council of State Publ ic Welfare 
Administrators, through the American Public Welfare Association is 
working with the Department of Health and Human Services to resolve. 
The publication of federal regulations should serve to clear up 
these and other issues, thereby removing some of the administrative 
barriers to adoption. 

There are other obstacles which we believe should be the focus of activities 
sUDported by the Title II "unds in your bill. In this era of shrinking 
resources, limited federal money should focus on those activities which 
can be identified as most critical to the adoption of special needs children. 
Among the types of activities that should be supported are: a national 
adoption exchange; development of innovative approaches to recruitment 
of adoptive families; improved communication and linkages between all 
of the agencies involved in adopting and placing special needs children 
(this might include developing greater interjurisdictional cooperation 
in conducting home studies); and development of methods (training materials, 
workshops, incentive~) to overcome local worker reluctance to either release 
a child for placement ), another jurisdiction or place a child with a 
subsidy in a home that do~~ not appear to "need" a subsidy. (This has 
been id:';ltified as a major b"rrier, especially in those states that previously 
had a state adoption subsidy program with a means test; P.L. 96-272 
specifically prohibits using income in determining eligibility for an 
adoption subsidy). 
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This list is not intended to be exhaustive but is illustrative of the types 
of activities we think could best assist public agencies in increasing 
the number of special needs children removed from the foster care rolls 
and placed in permanent homes. 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit thes!' COI;nnents on S, 1002. Once 
again. we applaud you for your leadership and stand ready to assist you 
in any ~Iay possible as we move forward toward our mutual goal to improve 
the life of children and families at risk. 

MES:dr 

Sf~::Jh 
Merle E. Springer 
Executive Deputy Commissioner 
Texas Department of Human Resources 

and 
Chair, NCSPWA Social Services Committee 



Tl,e Af'I1t;'r,ean Human!;' AS$OC1'llt~1i 
Prpypr"1 r1g (fll!'!ly '0 (h!drPtl {Jnd onl",QI~ S'<lce 1877 

POBox 12M 
Df'T'1'1flf. Cr;INodD 80201·1266 
303695,1811 

AMERICAN HUMANE 

May 10, 1983 
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Senator Jeremiah Dentall, Chairman 
Subcommittee on Family and Human Services 
Committee on Labor and Human Resources 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Senator Denton: 

Thank you for the opportunity to prepare responses to 
Senat~r Dodd's question. I respectfully request that 
you make these statements available to him. Furthermore, 
I am enclosing a monograph, Understanding Child Neglect 
and Abuse, for your perusal and for Senator Dodd. 

If I may be of fUrther service to you as you proceed 
with this critical work, please callan me. 

ii!°rlial1Y, ( 

:, (~i~/~"( /-t( (i-
Wayne~older, ACSW 
Director 
Children's Division 
The American Humane Association 

WH: jd 

Encl. 

cc: Diane DePanfilis 
Washington Office 
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Level of Authorization 

At the current funding level of $16.2 million, NCCAN is 
restrained from exercising its full responsibility in providing 
leadership in the prevention and treatment of child abuse and 

neglect. Although financial resources by themselves will not 

solve the complex problems associa'~ed with child maltreatment, 

increasing the funding to no less than the FY 1981 authorization 
level of $30 million is essential to more realistically address a 

problem of this magnitude. 

To highlight several points from my written testimony, 
states are seeing tremendous increases both in numbers and severity 

of child abuse and neglect referrals nationwide. At the same 
time, federal financial support has declined. In 1982, federal 
child abuse money was reduced from $22.9 million to $16.2 million. 
Funds for Title XX were cut by 23 percent. The combination of 

these events has had major implications for children and families 
as well as reducing the numbers of program innovations which 

would serve to improve the overall quality of child protective 

services. 

Another factor needs to be considered. Over the years, the 

number of states and territories elibible for funds under the 

state grant program of the Act has increased resulting in fewer 

actual tl"ll"rs available for each state to cJ:'eative1y strengthen 
their child protection programs. 

As a natJ:ona1 organization concerned with the protection 

of children for over one hundred years, The American Humane 
Association strongly urges that an funding level be authorized 

which is more consonant with the need. 

22-024 0-83-29 
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Prevention 

In its recent publication, * Child Protection: Guidelines for 
Policy and Program, the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect 

has emphasized the following: 

In order to reduce the incidence of child maltreatment, efforts 
must be udertaken on three levels: (1) primary prevention to 

strengthen all families; (2) secondary prevention, or early 

intervention, through provision of support and treatment 

services in at-risk situations; and (3) tertiary prevention 
through intervention in situations where child abuse and 

neglect are known to have occured. These efforts require 
a commitment on the part of a variety of professional 

groups and organizations, together with public and private 
institutions or "service sytems" which assist families or 

intervene in family life. 

From an historical perspective, most of the efforts have been 

on elevating the awareness of child abuse and neglect through the 
encouragement of identification and reporting of "actual" cases • 

It has been estimated that slightly more than 20% of federal child 

abuse research and demonstration funds have been directed toward 
primary and secondary prevention Findings of serveral surveys 

of the states indicate that cuts in overall funding to social 

service~ programs has resulted in the need for state and local 

governments to prioriti~e programs. In many cases, child abuse 
preventive services have experienced the greatest impact. 

Given what we know about the long term effects of failing 

to effectively prevent child maltreatment, this "after the fact" 

approach may be short sighted. More efforts need to be made in 
all three types or prevention. The overall "cost" to society of 

waiting is too great. 

"National Center on Child ~~use and Neglect. Child Protection: 
Guidelines for policy and Program. Washington, D. C.: u. S. 
Department of Health and Human Services, June 1982, P. 6. 
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Mental Injury Included in the Act 

As outlined in my written testimony, The American Humane 

Association strongly supports the inclusion of mental injury in 

the definition section of the federal law. Much of the debate 
on this issue sterns from a lack of understanding and confusion 

over definitions. The National Center on Child Abuse and 
Neglect suggests that states define mental injury as follows: 

"Mental injury is an injury to the intellectual or psychological 
capacity of a child as evidenced by an observable and sUbstantial 

impairment in his ability to function within a normal range of 

performance and behavior, with due regard to his culture." 1 

In the context of the Act, "child abuse and neglect means 
the physical or mental injury, ... or maltreatment of a child .. 

by a person who is responsible for the child's welfare. . ." 2 

The federal regulations further clarify that harm or threatened 
harm can result from the "acts" and "omissions" on the part of 
a person responsible for the child's welfare. 3 

Given these parameters, we are not talking about taking 

away a parent's right to appropriately set limits for a chila 
or about intervening in instances if a parent occasionally raises 

his/her voice in the process of administering discipline. We 
are talking about an equal standard of intervention for suspected 

cases whether bhe effect to the child is physioal o~ emotional. 

In many cases, the long term effects of emotional abuse may 

be more devastating to the child fuhan other forms of ~hild mal

treatment. 
For these reasons, there needs to be a mandated system for 

intervention in all types of child maltreatment. 

1National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect. Child Protection: 
Guildelines for policy and Program. Washington, D. C.: U. S. 
Department of Health and Human Services, June 1982, p. 13. 

2Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment and Adoption Reform Act. 
Public Law 93-247 as amended. 

3Federal Register. Child Abuse and Neglect Prevention and Treatment 
pro1ram; Final Rule. (Part 1340 of 45 CFR). j!(18), January 25, 
19B , p. 3702. 
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Emotional injury - exa~ple 

Vincent De Francis defines emotional neglect as follows: 

"Children are emotionally neglec':ed when their mental health is 

affected by failure to provide for a child the nurturing qualities 

which are so necessary for the development of a sound personality. ,,1 

The critical question in assessing emotional maltreatment relies on the 

pervasive quality of the parent-child relationship. In general, is 

the relationship characterized by fear, distance and anger; or is it 

love, nurturance and concern?2 Max Wald has described emotional neglect: 

Many of the parents of emotionally neglected children are 
caught up in a vicious circle of neglect and deprivation 
which seems to perpetuate itself from generation to 
generation. These parents raise families in settings very 
similar to the ones in which they themselves were raised, 
and they tend to produce in t"eir children the same 
physical and emotional problems which they have. Many 
of these parents have been so hurt, so deprived, so 
rejected in their own childhood that their personality 
development has been stunted. They are suspicious of 
people in general and fearful of being hurt and rejected 
again. They often act impulsively and have little sense 
of responsibility and tend to lie. They project or 
distort in order to avoid responsibility for their 
failures. Some are F~ssive, others adopt a blustering, 
aggressive, hostile manner, but underneath they often 
feel worthless and accept the low opinion which the 
community has of them as inadequate parents, poor 
providers and useless citizens. Some are so depressed 
and overwhelmed by their problems of long standing that 
they ar3 immobilized, seeing little hope of things getting 
better. 

This description characterized what might be considered the 

"classic" type of emotional maltreatment. The eff.,cts of living 

in this type of environment with a lack of a positive, developing ~e

lationship with a parent can be devastating and have a multitude of 

specific impacts to the child. According to Ackerman, a child attempting 

to cope ~lith a dep~-i.ving and threatening environment many react in one 

of several ways: 
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1. The child can attack the family and attempt thereby 
to Coerce gratification of basic needs. In this category 
fall the aggressive conduct disorders and the psychotic 
forms of behavior. 

2. The child can narrow or withdraw from concact with his 
family. In this category fall recessive personality develop
ments and trends to\~ard excessive preoccupation with self 
and body. 

3. Finally, the child may react to conflict with his family 
with excessive anxiety, internalization of conflict and 
with production ~f one and another structural form of 
psychopathology. 

Emotional Injury-Example, continued. 

lDeFrancis, Vincent. "Protecting the Abused Child - A Coordinated 
Approach", A National Symposium on Child Abuse. Denver: The 
American Humane Assoc~ation, 1972. 

2Holder, Wayne M, and Schene, Patricia. Understanding Child Neglect 
and Abuse. Denver: The American Humane Association, 1981. 

3wald , Max. Protective Services and Emotional Neglect. Denver: The 
American Humane Association, n.d. 

4Ihid ., pages 6 and 7. 
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GENTRY. INMAN & ASSOCIATES 
CONSULTANTS 

179 FULTON STREET 
NORTH BABYLON, NEW YO~K 11703 

CONSUL.TINa SERVICES 

ADOPTION SERVICES 
BOARD TRAINING 
CHILD ABUSE 11 NEGLECT 
COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION 
CONFLICT MEDIATION 
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 
F .... MILy THERAPY 
PARENTING TRAIUlNG 
PROGRAM ottVELOPMENT 
SELF HELP a MUTUAL AID GROUPS 
STAFF oEVELOPMENT 0: TRAINING 

Mr. David Yensen 
S.H. 347 
Senator Oenton1s Office 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

April 5, 1983 

TELEPHONE 
(tilE;) 04:3.7510 
f 516) 043.2965 

Re: Senate Sub-Committe 
Hearings on Families and 
Children 

Dear Mr. Yens en : 

AS per your request, I am submitting testimony to be submitted 
at the Senate Sub-Committee Hearings on Child Abuse and Neglect 
Prevention. 

I have spent over 20 years as a child welfare practitioner. During 
this period I have functioned in various capacities including, case
worker, reasearcher, social work supervisor, board member of various 
grass roots organizations concerned with children, private consultant, 
clinical instructor and adjunct professor at various graduate schools 
of social work in the New York City area. I have conceived, designed 
and operationalized programs to keep children in their homes while 
treatment is provided to the entire family. I have developed a suc
cessful group treatment program for parents and children. This pro
gram has a strong community outreach component and is presently op
erating in New York City. I have traveled throughout the United States 
helping many localities develop their own adoption and child maltreat
ment programs. Frankly, I am appalled at the present state of the art. 

The machinery for reporting, documenting and referring cases of Child 
Maltreatment is an effective operation in most states. While Federal, 
State and local child welfare agencies investigate, document and refer 
cases of child maltreatment, American Children continue their plight 
as victims of murder, rape, starvation, burnings and all other heinous 
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crimes. At this very moment, somewhere in the united States children 
are being killed by parents and adult caretakers. As you read this 
testimony multitudes of children are being inappropriately separated 
from th~ir families because successful community family orientated 
progroms are not available to their crisis ridden fnmilies. They are 
unable to get help because it is not accessible to them. Hillions of 
our children are deprived of the necessary growth producing childhoods 
that are So important if children are to develop into the responsible 
adults that our country so desparately needs. The destiny of the 
United States is directly tied to the plight of its children. Host 
eXperts on child welfare matters agree that the plight of our child
ren is a national disgrace. Valid studies have shown that many of 
our youth who join the ranks of cl:iminals were abused, neglected and 
maltreated as children. No doubt, many of these wayward youth would 
be responsible tax paying citizens if only accessible comprehensive 
community based programs had touched their lives and the lives of 
their caretakers. 

Until primary, secondary and tertiary child maltreatment programs are 
evolved from those community based institutions that wor~ directly 
with children and families, child maltreatment will continue to rise. 
These programs mllst be sufficiently comprehensive and varied in scope. 
Programmatically they must be designed with equal impact from local 
community institutions. These institutions include churches, syna
gogues, mosques, day care centers, head start programs, P.T.A.'S, 
community boards, civic as~ociations, fraternal orders, secondary 
schoolS and all other social, educational, and cultural organizations 
that are local and community involved. "system of monitoring these 
programs could be located under the auspices of the National Center 
for Child Abuse and Neglect with appropriate Federal and State over
sight. 

Since the United States is a patchw'ork of vast and varying ethnic, 
racial and cultural communities, and since child abuse and neglect is 
a national phenemenon that involves all communities; programs must be 
actualized that are sufficently heterogeneous to respond to the nation's 
racial, cultural and class salad bowl. To the extent that folkways and 
mores vary from community to community, Child Maltreatment Prevention 
Programs should also vary. In other words programs should be structured 
in such a way that they match the patterns of behaviors that make up 
the structure of each community they are expected to serve. 1n addition 
to being culturally orientated, programs must be destigmatizing and sen
sitizing. Families ~hould be made to realize that parenting children 
requires appropriate skills in interpersonal communications. If they 
lack these skills they must not be made to feel like criminals. Inad
equate parents can be trained appropriate parenting skills in non-stig
matizing community learning clusters .. 

It has been my experience that these parenting classes are more effec
tive if trainers are themselves parents. Parent Leadership Institutes 
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conducted by New York City's Special Services for Children has trained 
IrOre than 200 parents. Nany of these patents, after realizing some 
insight into their own lack of parenting skills, have established peer 
counselling groups in their own churches and day care centers. Present
ly churches, day care centers and schools in the Queens area are request
ing that Special Services for Children facilitate parenting classes for 
their parishioners and parents. 

I agree with the experts on Child Abuse and Neglect that 90% of parents 
who abuse their children suffer from no serious psychiatric malady. 
Therefore, program designers of child maltreatment prevention programs 
must take this often overlooked fact under primary considerations when 
developing programs to stem the tid~ of child maltreatment. Despite 
the fact that child abuse and neglect crosses all community boundries 
and prevails throughout american society it is mainly the poor and mi
nority children that end up in the child welfare system. Support pro
grams must be institionalized from the public system. For it is the 
public child welfare that our minority and poor citizens must depend 
on in times of crisis. Public child welfare system must develop a 
partnership with the minority and poor community. Vision dictate that 
this must happen if the minority and the poor are adequately served 
within the present stru~ture. Progress must be made in the area of 
permanency and child mnltreatment prevention for minority children. 
Presently, most public child welfare agencies do not have adequate out
reach components. Concepts of community outreach vary from locality 
to locality. My experience has taught me that very few agencies ever 
make any serious efforts to involve the minority and poor communities 
when planning child maltreatment prevention. presently, planning takes 
place with no impact from the very people who must use child welfare 
services. very few public agencies on the Federal, State, Huni.::ipal 
or County level make funds available to local community organizations. 
In other words, agencies continue to talk to agencies while never talk
ing to the conununity. This lack of minority community involvement on 
the part of the child welfare system has hurt its image in the minority 
communities throughout the United States. This lack of minority com
munity involvement on the part of the child welfare system has caused 
many minority community leaders to view their local child welfare cen
ters as "child snatchers". This image must be changed if a partner
ship is to be developed. This non involvement is one reason why 
minority children are inappropriately represented in the child welfare 
systems. Until adequate heterogeneous programs are actualized and 
made accessible to every community, the plight of our children will con
tinue to be a national disgrace. For your information I have inclUded 
copies of articles on successful child maltreatment programs that I have 
been involved with. 

I thank you. 

Respectfully yours, 

~~~ 
Theartice Gentry, PH.D. 
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902 West New York Street 
PO. Box 647 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46223 
(317) 264·37().j or 26~-8296 

066~ce 60~ ~he study 06 ~he 
P~ychologlcal R~gh~~ 06 ~he Child 

April 15, 1983 

Sub-C0mmittee on Fam1l:,' and Human Services 
of Co~~ittee on Labor and Human Resouroes 
Senator DirKsen Office Buildin~ 
Hm, 428 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Nr. Yensen: 

Thank you for the invitation to provide written testimony 
regarding the "mental injury" c:l.tegory of the Child Abuse and 
Prevention Act (42 U.S.C. 5101) which is presently under leview. 
As Director of the Office for the Study of the Psychological 
Rights of the Child, I consider this to be a matter of substantial 
import.mee. 

r·lental in.fury, which I tmderstand to subsume psychological 
or emotional abuse and neglect, is a problem of major proportions 
which we are just beginning to understand. Experts in the field 
of child abuse and neglect readily ackno~lledge that mental injury, 
which almost ah:ays accompanies physical abuse and neglect, is 
more prevalent than physical abuse and neg;lect and often more 
destructive in its impact on the lives of young people. Even 
though our knowledge lacks depth and consensus, research has 
identified a long list of negative conditions as possible con
sequ',mces of mental injury. These conditions range from poor 
appetite, lying, cheating, and drug abuse; thrfJugh low self
esteem, underachievement, and incompetence; on to severe anxiety, 
failure-to-thrive syndrome, serious emotional disturbance, ?"ld 
acts of Violence directed at self and/or others. The major ante
cedents of suicide among the young, the third to second ranked 
~iller of adolescents, are all forms of mental injury. 

Neither psychology nor the law have adequately defined 
mental injury (1. e. PSYchological and emotional abuse and neglect), 
determined its forms, causes, long term effects, or effective 
preventive and corrective procedures. The lack of understanding 
of these issues is the reason mental injury receives so little 
attention in comparison 1:0 physical abuse with ita more visible 
and tangible forms, r~.~ states of thiG nation are finding it 
very Jifficult to identifY, let alone correct, ins,ances of mental 
injury. A review of "tate laws in regard to mental injury finds 
specificity within meaningful comprehensiveness to be generally 
lacking:. The ma.j ority of states provide only mention C'f mental 
injury or a very general, ambibuous definition of the term. The 

Indialla University at Bloomington and Indiana lJ.nj.\'ersity-~l!rsLue University at IndianapolJs 
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present laws which go beyond this level tend to fall within one 
of three categories by dealing with incapacities of the parents 
for parenting, destructive parenting practices, or evidence of sub
stantially diminished psychological (including intellectual) 
functioning on the part of the child as a result of abuse or neglect. 
While some of these laws may be considered superior to other's, 
none adequately deals with the issues. In addition, cases suc
cessfully prosecuted appear to have been few in number and 
generally focused on the parents' inability to care for a child's 
physical and emotional needs due to mental illness or chronic 
alcoholism. While more subtle forms of psychological neglect 
and active forms of psychological abuse may have equally dev
astating effects on the developing child, such cases may go 
unnoticed due to the vagueness of reporting laws, or, if adjudi
dated, they are left to the discretionary wisdom of the court 
to interpret a non-specific statute. 

The lack of clarity and action regarding mental injury 
certainly justifies focusing on this topic during the present 
l'eview process. Huch needs to be done. Progress will be made, 
in my opinion, by maintaining the category in the law; by expand
ing efforts to share information regarding the most constructive 
practices nO~1 in effect; and by developing and supporting efforts 
to further clarify the meanings, causes, and effects of mental 
injury. While the present la\~ provides insufficient clarity and 
direction, its very existence acknowledges the seriousness of the 
issue; reinforces the more progressive legislative and service 
achievements; and contributes to a sense of work undone, hopefully 
an uneasiness that will stimulate further effort in this area. It 
would probably be wisest to leave the statement of national law 
in its present form at this time and to provide encouragement for 
the identification and application of best practices and the 
pursuit of further clarification which would eventually support 
constructive sUbstancive improvements in the law. The National 
Center on Child Abuse and Neglect is certainly a logical vehicle 
for channeling such support. You may also be interested in kno~l
ing that the International Conference on Psychological Abuse of 
Children and Youth, to be held at Indiana University-Purdue 
University at Indianapolis, August 8-11, is intended to clarify, 
consolidate and expand the state of knowledge base in this area. 
This conference ~Iill bring together representatives of all the 
major helping profession and advocacy groups concerned with 
mental injury. It will produc"e recommendations for legislation, 
research, prevention and correction. As Project Director for 
the conference, I can assure you that its products \~ill be made 
readily available to you and other interested parties. 

HOl1ever, if changes are to be made at this time to the present 
law in regard to the mental injury category, the following sug
gestions are made for conSideration. First, "mental in,iury" 
should be changed to "psychological abuse and neglect," a phrase 
which more accuratel~' labels the area of concern (presently in
corporated in Hawaii's statute). Second, it would be helpful to 
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recognize in the law and guidelines for its applicatjon that 
sufficient differences exist in levels of seriousness of mental 
injury, or psychological abuse and neglect, to require that dif
ferent strategies be applied to dealing with them. This might 
mean that a first level of greater seriousness would be reserved 
for legal action to protect and prosecute; while a second level 
of lesser seriousness would be dealt with through counseling and 
consultation services to be provided to those specifically involv
ed by a community resource team (omsbudsman included) to clarify, 
educate, and train for improvement. The level of seriousness 
might be judged by the degree of immediacy to which the child's 
healthy development is in jeopardy (for protection considerations) 
and the degree to which cause and effect relationships are known 
to exist (for prosecution purposes). 

With the expectation that some types of mental injury would 
fall in more than one category, it is probable that some agree
ment could be reached by informed and reasonable people regard-
ing the "level of seriousness" category for assignment. For 
example, categvry one (greater seriousness) might include instan
ces of refusal by caretakers to provide needed psychological treat
ment for an emotionally handicapped child, denial of essrntial 
affection and stimulation in infancy, or parental encouragement 
and permission to engaga in illegal or sexual offenses. category 
two (lesser seriousness) ,~ight include instances of X'epeated pub
lic humiliation, severe marital discord cX'eating a strongly neg
ative emotional climate in the home, oX' demands for peX'fectionism. 

If such a two-level approach to conceptualizing and dealing 
with mental injury were pursued, it would also be worthwhile to 
give consideration to a third categoX'y, suppoX'ted by expert 
consensus, ~ealing with requirements for healthy psychological 
development. These prescriptions foX' psychological health could 
be incorporated in aw&reness, educating and training processes 
thX'ough community agencies (e.g. schools, churches, welfare 
agencies, daycare centers) and public media to decrease the like
lihood of mental injury while supporting healthy psychological 
development. Psychological needs focusing on love and affection, 
development of competency, self-esteem and responsible group 
membership would be examples foX' inclusion here. 

While constructive results might accrue from applying these 
recommendations now, it would, again, seem prudent to await the 
results of projects such as the conference cited previously so 
that the resources devoted to this area might have greater effi
ciency in application and greater impact. A good deal of work 
remains to be done to ensure that l'esponsible handling of mental 
injury issues occurs. Consideration must be given to the basic 
PsycholoGical needs or rights of human beings Which, when denied, 
result in abuse. Experts and organizations tend to agree that 
Children need affection, love, undeX'standing, freedom from deg
radation, education, encouragement to develop abilities ruld talents, 
and responsible group membership. ConsideX'ation must also be given 
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to the p~esent level of ~esearch evidence ~egarding psychological 
abuse and neglect. Fo~ example, the failu~e-to-th~ive synd~ome 
has been st~onglY documented as resulting from affectional and 
stimulation deprivation, while the ~elations~tps between pa~tic
ular psychological conditions and ma~ital dh -,~der a~e just now 
being meaningfully explo~ed. 

In addition, it is essential that two ve~y sensitive issues 
be cla~ified: the mental inju~y catego~y's implications fo~ 
family integ~ity and punitive ve~sus amelio~ative st~ategie6. 
Conce~n about mental inju~y must not be communicated as a general 
condemnation of family living and parents, or as a threat to 
the integ~ity of families. Adults, as parents and non-parents, 
abuse and neglect young people, as do siblings and peers. At;use 
and neglect occur in homes, schools, institutions and a wide 
va~iety of community settj.ngs. All fo~ms of' mental inju~y occur
ing in all settings and under all relationships deserve consider
ation. Expe~ts in psychology, psychiat~y, and social work recog
nize that the family is the central support base for stimu
lating and influencing psychological development j.n our culture. 
It is the only structu~e generally capable of meeting the funda
mental psychological needs for safety, love and belonging, and 
being valued by othe~s early in life. We must do all ~9 can to 
enhance the integrity of f'amily 1.I.ving. We have no proven sub
stitute for it. Finally, it is important that it be recognized 
that punitive legal action, while it may be necessary in some 
cases, will be fa~ less ef'fective in dealing with the existing 
b~eadth and depth of mental inj~y than cor~ective and p~eventive 
p~ocedures that t~ain. educate and encourage people to aPPly 
practices promoting healthy psychological development. 

The Office for the Study of the Psychological Rights of the 
Child and the planning committee for the Inte~national Conference 
on Psychological Abuse of Child~en and youth will be pleased to 
provide further information and assistance in your efforts to 
p~otect and improve the psychological health of young people. 

Sincerely, ~ 

3.t!.:~;~.D. 
Project Director 

SNH/ba 
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1125 K Streol. N W. 5ult.1211. Washington, DC 200061 (202) 659·05$5 

GROWING WITH YOUNG PEOPLE FOR 72 YEARS 

Fami 1y and Human Servi ces Subcommittee 
A 624 IMmigration Building 
washington. ac 20510 

Thank you for giving Camp Fire the opportunity to testify before your s~b
committee on child abUSe. 

The following is the response you requested to Senator Dodd's questions: 

l} How hiany dll you estimate may be in danger of sexual assault? 

According to the latest figures from the American Humane Association, 
7 percent of reported child abuse cases involve sexual maltreatment. 
If the number of children at risk of child abuse today is three 
rolil1 ion, at least 210,000 of those children are potential victims of 
sexual abuse. 

For female children in particular age groups, the risk of sexual abuse 
is much higher. Among female children 9 to 11 years old. 20 pel"cent 
of reported child abuse cases involve sexual mistreatment. For female 
children 12 to 17 years old, more than 15 percent of reported cases 
involve sexual abuse. 

2) How important is it to authorize separate funds for the treatment and 
prevention of sexual abuse? 

Camp Fire believes that sexual abuse is a complex and troubling problem 
for society. The mere public discussion of the problem causes people 
to feel uncomfortable. As I stated in testimony, We are engaged in 
sE'xual abuse education problems, basically without Federal assistance. 
If a set aside of funds for sexual abuse and prevention were provided 
in the authorization, it would accomplish several things. 

First. it would target resources in a way that we could see an impact 
from scarce Federal funds. 

Second, it Vlould allo\i tnt! National Resource Center to develop the 
adequate expertise to respond to requests for local assistance. 

AN EOUAL OPPORtUNity EMPLOYER 
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And third, a Federal set-aside would raise public consciousness and 
sanction p~bllc discussion of the problem. 

I hope t~is answers the questions completely. If Camp Fire can be of. 
assistance to the subcommittee on anything else, please do not hesitate 
to ask. 

Sincerely, 

/.JL_.-!cI t. ~ ~ 
l\h:oldr

E. Sherman 
National Executive Director 

AES:nh 
cc: Senator Christopher Dodd 
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The Children's Hospital Medical Center 
300 Longwood Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02115, Telephone (617) 735-6000 

May 4, 1983 

The Honorable Jeremiah Denton 
United states Senator 
committee on Labor and Human Resources 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Senator Denton: 

Many thanks for your letter of April 19. I very much enjoyed my testimony 
before yQur committee, and I am sorry that you were ill that day. You carried 
forth manfully while you were there, and I was pleased indeed to see the interest 
in the problem of child abuse which you so obviously demonstrated. 

In this letter, I respond to the questions given to IT.S in writing subsequent 
to the testimony. The questions, and my responses, follow: 

1) Dr. Newberger, the questJ..on always arises about the proportion of money 
devoted b, research and that devoted to services. Do we have enough 
research data and should more be spent on servict:s? 

RESPONSE: Thore is not nearly enough research data on child abuse. My colleagues 
Carolyn Noot's Newberger, Ed.D., and Robert Hampton, Ph.D. have recently reviewed 
ow: knowledge and research needs in an article scheduled to appear in the Journal 
of the American Academy of Child PsYchiatry, entitled, "Child Abuse: curr~ 
Theory and Future Research Needs. It A copy of the corrected galley proof is en
closed. We conclude that much, if not most, of the research on child abuse is 
methodologically fla>led, and that more research is needed specifically in the 
following areas: 

a) Incidence estimates continue to be confused by a lack of 
prec'ision in the definitions used in research, policy, law, and 
praotice. Studic~ of maltreated adolescents suggest different 
cause9 and consequences from cases involving younger children. 

b) Identification of risk for maltreatment remains statistically 
unreliable, thus frustrating attempts at early intervention .. 

c) Treatment of child abuse is inadequate, and successful treatment 
is imperfectly underst.ol,d. Conventional lSocial work approaches are 
associated with high rates of re-inj ",ry, but low recidivism is repor
ted with innovative and resourceful programs with select:ed clinical 
populations. 

d) Nearly all treatment efforts focus on parents. Not only are 
the developmental and health needs of children ignored, but the 
children may be harmed by interventions which place them in foster 
horne or institutional care settings. Focus on the childhood ante
cedents, precipitants, and concomitants in research and practice is 
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limited. Poorly differentiated clinical approaches neglect the 
unique needs of adolescerlts. 

e) Preventive initiatives are la:rgely unexplore.d, notwithstanding, 
for example, the suggested potency and cost-effectiveness of facili
tating the formation of bonds of parent-child attachment at birth. 

fl The medium-and long-term consequences of physical and sexual 
abuse are poorly understood, although experts COncur on the inc:r~ased 
vulnerabili ty for severe problems in school, in behavior in tho 
community, and in later famil~' life. Few longitudinal studies have 
begun, and these are likely soon to end, because of severe constraints 
on research funding. 

2) Dr. Newberger, do you have statistics on the incidence of child abuse perpe
trated against children of unmarried or divorced women by boyfriends or live
in mates? 

RESPONSE: It appears that we are seeing increasing numbers of casE'S of this 
nature, involving both physical and S lxual abuse. In the past year, for example, 
a young teenage girl was raped by her mother's friend after he was asked by her 
mathex- to leave their home. In another casc, a man suffering both from alcohol
ism and the Vietnam post-traumatic stress syndrome repeatedly beat a three year 
old child with whom he felt in competition for his mother's attention and affection. 
Under my supervision, medical students reviewed the case data over a hospital 
year. Briefly to summarize our findings, there appeared to be a sharp increase 
from Our and others I previous experience in the number of cases in which boy
friends were involved. There apF<- 'l,'d to be the greater nwnber of more severe 
incidonts where they had been in t.he home lesM' ... ~'and presumably they did not have 
a deep and abiding emotional tie to the child; this was not always the case, 
however.. Nest of the physical abuse cases were quite young; by contrast, the 
sexual dbuse cases were principally of teenagers. I should add, howeve'r, that 
in many of the cases I the boy friends appeared to be an important source of support 
to the mothers, and our clinical concern was fC"~used on sustaining the support 
of emotional ties while preventing future vialL-Hee. Obviously this cannot be done 
in most casec tj.f se>'''Udl abuse, and it is very difficult in many cases of child 
abuse where the mother is asked, I:-f"I quote the boyfriend in the case involving 
the three year old. child above I to !!'-'hoose him or me." 

I am pleased also to !",':ipond to the questions from Senator Doddt 

1) What can be done to prevent child abuse a~ opposed to treating it? What 
more should we be doing? 

RESPONSE: l1y colleague, Carolyn Hoore Newberger, Ed.D., and I have recently 
completed a review of what can be done to prevent: child ahuse~ AS I indicated 
in my testimony, we must rely ever less on reporting and more on prevention if 
we are going to use available resources efficiently to deal with child abuse. 
A copy of a reprint of this paper, nPrevention of Child Abuse: Theory 1 Myth. 
Practice, 11 which has just appeared in the Journa~:~ of Preventive Psychiatry, is 
enclosed. Briefly summarized, OUr recomrnendatic,tts are these: 
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From Psych("analytic Theory 

a) Ackn.,wlcdge the importance of mental health to the functioning 
and we-Ii-being of children and families by formalizing iJ. conception 
of he,.lth that includes emotional as well as biological health. This 
can be. achieved through the training of physicians and others to recog
nize and attend to emotional as well as physiological issues in 
practice f and by providing third party rciIl".bursemellt for performing 
as the patient's advisor, counselor, and health advocate. 

From Learning Theory 

b) Give parents access to information and understandin9 of child 
development, inr'Iuding nonviolent methods of socializing their children. 

From Attachment Theory 

c) EleV.:lte the parent-child relatiomihip to an appropriate position 
of respect und importance in clinical practice, through facilitating 
the formoltion of bonds of attachment at birth, by preventing prematur
ity through prenatal care, hurn..1.nizinq the delivery experience, bring
inq fathers into the delivery room dnd emphasizing their supportive 
role to ..... ·a.rd Il'Iothers and their participation in child care, and by 
encouragement of paternity as well as maternity leaves from employment. 

From Stress Theory 

d) Provide quick telephone access to parents at times of distress 
with their children through hotlines. 

e) Hake available to all children health and mental health well child 
carel dia.gnosis, and treatment. Children who are sick or handicapped 
may be more vulnerable to abuse. 

f) Nake avail.lblc emergency homemaker and/or child care services to 
fanilies in cri.-)is. 

q) Reduce social isolation by making universally available such avenues 
of access to other people as telephones and public transportation. 

h) 5unport existing community institutions such as churches and 
womun'3 organizations th~t offer support and a sense of community and 
of personal value to their m~mbership. 

i) Empower women. Acknowledge the extent to which sexual dominance 
and subservience ramifies both in the abuse of WOmen and children and 
in professional settings where malc-domin«ted, symptom-oriented pro
fessions (medicine, surgery, law) hold sway over professions composed 
mainly of women (social wo:ck, nursiTlg, child carr<). 

22-024 0-83-30 
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From Laboling Th."ry 

j) Romove the stigma from getting help with family problems by 
detaching protective service programs from public welfare agencies. 
Abandon the heavily value-laden nomenclature of "the battered child 
syndrome, II Il child abuse," and "child neglect" in favor of a broader 
and more humane conception of childhood social illness. Increase 
the sensi ti vi ty, timeliness, and competency of medical and social 
work practice. 

k) Expand public awareness of the great prevalence of child abuse 
and domestic violence, and disassernbln the conventional wisdoms attach
ing child abuse to deviant and minority individuals and groups, placing 
emphasis on the reality that the potential for violence is in all 
of us, and priority on individual and social action to intervene when 
violence occurs. 

2) How has the "Coordinated Discretionary Research FundI! affected reseat:ch on 
the prevention and treatment of child abuse? What would your research recom
mendation be? 

RESPONSE: I believe that there must be a separately allocated and administered 
research and demonstration program, as mandated in the statute. By including 
the child abuse prevention and treatment research monies in the general pool in 
office of the Assistant Secretary for Human Development Services, the Department 
of Health and Hwnan Services has successfully vitiated the research program of 
the National Center on Child ;'.buse and Neglect. There is sharply less manei'" 
available for child abuse research, and nO longer are full and complete proposals 
in areaS of highest concern being solicited from researchers in the field. 
This, in my view, is a tragedy in light of the great needs for knowledge and the 
huge amounts of money which are committed for services, most of which are not 
evaluated, and many of which could be improved by knowledge gained from a coherent 
research and demonstration program. Additionally, a whole new research priority 
needs to be articulated and, in my view, to be guided by useful clinical research. 

Ny recommendation would be to define with clarity a separate research mandate 
for the National Center on child Abuse and Neglect and, further, to stipulate 
in the revised statute a coordination of these research activities with those 
of the National Institute of Mental Health and the National Institute for Child 
Health and Hwnan Development. Unfortunately, these three important agencies 
have not successfully been able to collaborate in support of the research agenda 
for child abuse. 

This, in my view, is not for any want of doing so by the staff of the National 
Center on Child Abuse and Neglect. It has rather to do with the extent to which 
they have been submerged in the OHHS bureaucracy and lack of priority given to 
an effective research program on child abuse by the past and present admini
strations. It can easily be changed, as I know that there are excellent points 
of expertiSE: in both NICHD (Dr. Peter Vietze, Director of the Center for Research 
on Nothers and Children) and at NINH (Dr. Saleem Shah, Director, Center for 
Studies of Crime and Deliquency). 
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With kind regards, 

Sincerely, 

!&·~/k.r 
Eli H. Newberger, M.D. 
I'i.rector, Family Development Study 

EHN:das 
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Professor of Social Research 
School of Social Work 
Howard university 
Washington, D. C. 20059 

Dear Dr. HcAdoo: 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20510 

April 14, 1983 

~;,ank you very much for your informative testimony before the 
Subcommittee on :amily and Human Services on March 24 on the 
topic of "The Broken Family: Effects on WomEn and Hen." Your 
statement will be most useful to the SUbcommittee as it continues 
its study of the causes, effects, and possible remedies to the 
family breakdown crisis. 

I would appreciate it if you could provide answers to the 
following questions for inclusion in the written record. The 
record will be held open for ten days so that you may prepare 
your answers. 

1. On the last page of your statement your recommend that 
government adopt policies that reinforce rather than disrupt 
existing supportive networks of the families and community 
institutions that have been helpful to women. Can you give 
me some specific recommenda~ions as to what you have in mind? 

2. During the March 22 hearing on the effects of family 
breakdown on children, we heatd some sobering testimony of 
the effects of divorce or father absence on children, 
particularly psychological effects. Testimony indicated that 
the effects range from rage over desertion to low motivation 
and low self-esteem, apathy, and an inability to defer 
immediate gratification. In addition, boys without fathers 
at home experience a greater liklihood of sexual identity 
problems in later life. Girls who lose their fathers by 
divorce are more likely to become sexually involved in 
adolescence than are other girls. Yet you say on page five 
of your written statement that "economic security is more 
important for effective parenting than the actual presence or 
absenc~ of anyone parent,· suggesting that financial status 
is more important to the character and psychological 
development of a child than a relationship with two parents. 
Could you elaborate on th3t? 
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3. Let me ask you to comment on a quotation from Sexual Suicide 
by George Gilder, 

DOubly corrosive is money that goes to women under 
conditions that deter marriage. Our welfare 
program -- particularly Aid to Families with 
Dependent Children (AFDC) is tragic because as 
currently designed, it promotes social 
disintegration. 

DO you have any suggestions on how we might better distribute 
our welfare benefits to those who need them most, while not 
making receipt of benefits contingent upon the father being 
absent? 

My colleagues and I appreciate your time and effort to give 
the Subcommittee the benefit of your views on this vital issue. 

;U\.D:na 

Enclosures 

with kindest regards, 

JEREMIAH DENTON 
united states Senator 

(NOTE: The Committee had not received n:v response to the questions 
referred to by the time the hearing record vent to press.) 
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MS. Connie Mallett 
president 
parents without Partners 
International Office 
7910 Woodmont Avenue 
Bethesda, Maryland 20814 

Dear Ms. Mallett: 

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20510 

April 14, 1983 

Thank you very much for your informative testimony before the 
subcommi ttee on Family and Human Services on ~larch 24 on the 
topic of "The Broken Family: Effects on Women and Men." your 
statement will be most useful to the Subcommittee as it continues 
its study of the causes, effects, and possible remedies to the 
family breakdown crisis. 

I would appreciate it if you could provide answers to the 
following questions for inclusion in the written record. The 
record will be held open for ten days so that you may prepare 
your answers. 

1. Among those members of Parents Without partners who chose to 
be divorced, do you find many feelings of regret, many 
feeling that they perhaps did not realize before divorce how 
serious the consequences for them ,;culd be? 

2. Do you have any suggestions for how we might improve the 
collection of child support payments? 

3. What would you identify as the leading cause of the 
extraordinary divorce rate that our society is experiencing 
today? What has ~appened in our society in the past decades 
to make this problem so serious, with women bearing the brunt 
of the effects of family disintegration? 

My colleagues and I appreciate your time and effort to give 
the Subcommittee the benefit of your views on this vital issue. 

JAD:na 

Enclosures 

With kindest regards, 

JERBMIAH DENTON 
united states Senator 

;J~(Of)\)f 

(NOTE: The Committee had not received any response to the questi""s 
abvve by the time the hearing record _eDt to press.) 
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April 20, 1983 

Honorable Jeremiah Denton 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Family 

and Human Services 
Committee on Labor and Human Resources 
United States Senate 
l,ashington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit our 
comments to you in connection with the April II, 1983 
hearings before your Subcommitcee concerning reauth
orization of the "Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment 
Act." We submit this letter for the record of those 
hearings. 

The American Bar Association supports the reauth
orization of the Act and believes in the need for the 
federal government's continued involvement in the pre
vention and treatment of child abuse and neglect. 

In 1980 the Association adopted a policy urging 
"the Congress of the Uni ted States to support extension" 
of the Act. Since that time. the Association's concerT, 
for the maintenance of a highly visible and productive 
federal role in this field has become greater than ever. 
The recent tragic increases in serious physical abuse 
and related child fatalities, the widespread cutbacks 
in state and county child protective service agency 
staffs, the growing awareness of previously understated 
forms of child abuse, such as sexual exploitation, and 
a host of other factors have convinced the Association 
that re30arch and demonstration programs must continue 
at an accelerated pace to address these problem areas. 
Because these problems are nationwide in scope, it is 
incumbent upon the federal government to prov~de leader
ship in seeking solutions. While individual states 
must continue to respond to the problem, federal direc
tion and oversight Is necessary to help minimize dupli
cative research and demonstration projects and assure 
that child abuse funds are appropriately targeted and 
prudently invested. 
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The ABA ~s aware that legislation reauthorizing the 
Child AbuSQ Prevention and Treatment Act is likely to contain 
provisions plaCing new technical assistance responsibilities 
on the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect and new 
investigative responsibilities on state and county child 
protective agencies regarding cases of newborn handicapped 
children denied medical or nutritional care. Based on four 
years of work with child protective service agencies, we 
believe these agencies will need considerable technical 
assi~~ance and financial support to effectively implement 
such new responsibilities, We therefore urge you to increase 
the authorization level of the Act to assure that these sig
nificant new duties do not interfere with the child protective 
system's already overwhelming obligations to help maltreated 
children. 

As additional e~idence of the need for increased funding 
for the Act, we hope that you will consider the fact that, at 
present, seven states do not qualify for state funding under 
the Act. If in the next year they do become eligible, as the 
Administration hopes, this will reduce the already meager 
share of funding ~ach participating state is allocated. We 
therefore also urge you to substantially raise the Act's 
funding level so that the ~tate~ will be better able to deal 
with these problems through th,:r child abuse block grant 
funds. 

ShOUld your Subcommittee desire additional information 
about the Association's position and work in the area of child 
abuse and neglect, please feel free to call upon Howard 
Davidson, Director of the Association's National Legal Resource 
Center for Child Advocacy aad Protection, a program of our 
Young Lawyers Division, at 331-2250. We thank you and the 
members of the Subcommittee for your leadership in this area. 

RIlE: tam 
cc: Members of the Committee on 

Labor and Human Resources 

Sinc~r"ly, 

Robert D, Evans 
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RESPONSES OF MR. CLARENCE E. HODGES, COMMISSIONER FOR CHILDREN, YOUTH AND 
FAMILIES, TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR DODD 

1. Question: A 50-State phone survey conducted this past 
January by the National Committee for Prevention of Child hbuse 
revealed a big jump in reported instances of child abuse, 
specifically of severe and fatal cases. The number of deaths 
from 1981 to 1982, for example, rose by some 44%. 

(al In your testimony, you assert that "nothing challeges 
us more for the future strength of our nation's 
families· than the prevention of child abuse and 
neglect. 

(bl Given the skyrocketing of child abuse deaths and your 
stated commitment to preventing such deaths, how can 
you request only level funding for this program? 

Answer: The Child Abuse and Neglec~ State grant 
program, for which we are asking level funding in fiscal year 
1984, is not the only program directed toward stren~thening 
States' capacities to deal with child abuse and neglect. The 
principal sources of support for direct services from the 
Federal government are in the Social Services Block Grant 
program and Title IV-B of the SOCidl Security Act, which 
support direct child protective services. In addition, 
programs such as Head Start and the Runaway youth program can 
provide services which serve a preventive fUnction. In keeping 
with the President's policy of fiscal restraint in Federal 
programs, we will use the current level of funding for the 
Child Abuse and Neglect State grant program as leverage in 
focusing resources from other Federal, State and private 
sources on meeting the problems of child maltreatment. 

In addition, we would note that the great increase· in 
reporting is one indicator of the success of Federal, State and 
local efforts to increase attention to this national problem. 

2. Question: Given recent disturbing evidence of a 
correlation between child abuse and parental Unemployment, what 
is the Office for Human Development Services doing to look into 
this p:oblem? 

(al Have you formulated any specific initiatives to 
prevent and treat child abuse arising from 
unemployment? 

(b) Have you awarded any grants to examine this problem 
and possible remedies. 

Answer: The National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect 
1s engaged in an in-house analysis of correlations between 
levels of unemployment and child abuse reports. On a national 
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basis, correlations are not clear between these two sets of 
statistics; on a county-by-county basis, correlations are 
inconsistent. We believe that other indices of economic 
stress, such as levels of employment and instances of 
large-scale lay-offs within communities, may in fact be more 
closely linked to child maltreatment than unemployment 
statistics. We are continuing to monitor information pertinent 
to this relationship. 

Meanwhile, many of the prevention programs formulated, 
supported and disseminated for replication by the National 
Center on Child Abuse and Neglect are relevant to helping 
families manage increased stress whatever the cause. These 
include information and referra~ to community-based family 
services, telephone stress counseling services, Parents 
Anonymous chapters and other forms of parent peer support 
groups ~nd parent aide programs. The fact that the sources of 
stress may be economic does not change the techniques provided 
by such programs for coping with it in families at risk of 
child abuse and neglect. 

We have a continuing grant relationship with the American 
Human Association to provide assistance to the states in 
collecting, analyzing and using statistical data on reports of 
child abuse and neglect. This grant project has taken on a 
related t~~k of an-lyzing these data in light of changing 
economic conditions in the States. 

3. Question: You mentioned that you support the language 
of s. 1003 focusing special attention on protecting severely 
handicapped infants. You further state that you can increase 
the efforts of Health and Human Services to work with the 
States on this specific problem without any additional funding. 

(a) How do you plan to do so without cutting back other 
HHS projects designed to prevent or treat child abuse? 

Answer: An analysi$ cE State child abuse and 
neglect reporting laws leads us to the conclusion that the 
necessary legislative frameworks are in place within all States 
to deal with protection for severely handicapped infants within 
currently eXisting child protective service systems. We 
believe that we can, for very little expenditure of program 
funds, develop appropriate suggested procedures for 
consideration and adoption by the states, which will clarify 
roles and responsibilities specifically related to protection 
of severely handicapped infants. Such a process shOUld involve 
input from medical, child protection and legal experts, 
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resulting in a set of recommended procedures which can be 
supported by state child protective service agencies, the 
medical field anQ the judiciary. This process will not require 
expenditure of funds for research or demonstration activities. 
Thus, it will not result in reductions in our other efforts. 

4. Question: How will recent proposals to reclassify 
and/or reorganize certain employees in the Office of Human 
Development Services affect the administration of the Child 
Abuse Prevention and Treatment and Adoption Opportunities Act? 

Answer: We do not expect that either 
reclassification actions nor an v of the reorganization 
proposals under consideration wlll adversely affect our ability 
to administer these two important programs effectively. 

5. Question: How has the coordinated discretionary funds 
program improved the integration of targeted child abuse 
treatment and prevention services with other social services. 
Will you provide me with a listing of all grants made for 
FY 1981, FY 1982 and FY 1983 for work on child abuse? 

Answer: Discretionary funds appropriated through 
the authority of the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act, 
as amended, have continued to be managed as a separate priority 
within the coordinated discretionary funds program, in keeping 
with the Act's provision that all such discretionary activities 
shall be carried out through the National Center on Child Abuse 
and Neglect. In fiscal year 19B3, NCCAN funding availability 
was included in the coordinated joint program anaouncement 
published in the Federal Register on December 7, 19B2. Because 
NCCAN funds have not been made available for extensive .joint 
funding activities, however, we only have a few examples of 
actual integration of targeted child abuse treatment and 
prevention services with other social services through this 
process, and those examples are programs managed by the 
National Center. They relate specifically to protoction for 
develo~mentally disabled children residing in residential 
institutions. While findings from these projects are not yet 
available, having been funded only in September 1982, we can 
state that the pooling of program funds and program expertise 
to address issues of common importance to more than one of the 
populations served by the Office for Human Development Services 
holds promise of providing useful program models for the field 
of human services. 

We a~e attaching a listing of grants awarded in fiscal 
years 1981 and 1982. With the exception of the 1983 award to 
Parents Anonymous, executed in February, other awards for 
continuation and new projects are currently under review and 
are schedqled to occur in June, July and September. 
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6. Question: You refer to data-showing that many 
neglected and abused children are not known to local child 
protective services but are known to educational, medical and 
mental health professionals. 

(a) What is the source of your data? 

(b) How do you plan to help make such children known to 
local child protective agencies? 

Answer: The source of this information is the 
Findings of the National Study of the Incidence and Severity of 
Child Abuse and Neglect, conducted by the National Center in 
1979 and 19BO. Concurrent with that study and subsequently, we 
have broadly disseminated profession-specific publications, 
training materials and other information aimed at helping such 
professionals to recognize child maltreatment and to know their 
mandated duties to report known and suspected cases to child 
protective service agencies. In addition, we have awarded 
grants to health and medical agencies, mental health agencies 
and law enforcement agencies for different services related to 
child protection and child abuse and neglect prevention and 
treatment. As a part of each such grant, we have required 
certification of coordination between the grantee and the local 
protective services agency. In Fiscal Year 19B3, we intend to 
use discretionary funds to address linkages between child 
protective services and public schools to ensure better 
reporting and mutual support between these two community 
agencies. 

7. Questicn: What efforts have been made to update the 
first national incidence study in light of the recent 
skyrocketing of rfrports of abuse? 

Answer: While we have not undertaken an update of 
the national incidence study, we are working out ways of using 
reporting statistics, which we do collect annually, as a basis 
for projecting trends in actual incidence and severity. The 
development of such plans will form the basis for an ongoing 
study of incidence and severity. 

B. Question: What svecific new private initiatives are 
you planning with respect to prevention of child abuse? 

Answer: An iniliative which will begin in fiscal 
year 19B3 is demonstration of programs to support families in 
and through the workplace. ~le expect to award several 
demonstration grants to human service agencies which can 
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provide matching funds from private corporate sources to use 
already tested prevention approaches, such as parent aide, 
parent education and parent peer support programs, in the 
context of parents' places of employment. A seccnd 1983 
initiative is the Sixth National Conference on Child Abuse and 
Neglect, scheduled for September 25-28, 1983, in Baltimore, 
Maryland. Rather than sponsoring this conference as a 
unilateral Federally organized event, the National Center has 
enlisted the cosponsorship of 16 national professional and 
voluntary organizations. These private organizations have 
discrete program planning responsibilities for the conference 
and will be a part of its platform leadership. We believe that 
the opportunity that this conference affords for increased 
professional awareness and tne pxchange of program ideas 
enhances the field of prevention of child abuse in general. 
Finally, we are now engaged in a process begun in December 1982, 
to enlist private professional and voluntary organizations to 
work with the National Center in dissemination of prevention 
program models focused on dupport to parents of newborns, 
especially those suffering illness or congenital impairments. 
This effort is a folloW-Up to a demonstration program involving 
eight projects focusing on prevention support at the perinated 
stage funded by the National Center in fiscal year 1981. 
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PARENTS ANONYMOUS OF ALABAMA, INC. 

Post Offl", Box 2636 Anniston, Alabama 36202 

Senator Christopher J .Dodd 
U.S.Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Senator Dodd, 

April 26,1983 

Thenk you for sending me the questions about the importance of federal 

seed money for child abuse programo and funding for specific projects for 

sexual abuse. These areas are of' great concern to me, representing as I 

do not only tho otate of Alabama, but aloo th more local area of Calhoun 

County. 

In answer to your question on holl' important federal seed money is, 

let me say it io very important indeed. It io probably a matter of Ufe 

or death fer some of the smaller agencies. 

I bave found after 1IOrking in Parents Anonymous for four and one-half 

year. tbat even though you do get private contributions, and almost everything 

is done by Volunteers, there comes Q time when only stable fundlIlg will help 

with some project or problem. 

In our local 1IOrk in Calhoun County lI'e have over 200 volunteers. I 

counted over 20,000 volunteer hours from our support group in 1982. 

This includes volunteers on our 2/,-hour phone line, eight to ten people 

each week in child cere; seven profeo.ione.l people serving as counselors;.2/, 

board members; then the people lI'ho provide transportetion; the teams of 

puppeteers; the 15 member publicity group; the people who teach our parenting 

classes; tha office volunteers; the list is endless. 
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All of the people are working, but "e still cannot manage 1rlthout paying 

for the phone, publicity materials and printiDg, pantege, all of the supplies 

thet keep an orga."lization goiDg. 

On the state level we heve been laying the groundwork for nell' Parents 

An~ous chepters since October of 1981, and last year we "ere able to start 

three ne .. chapters 1rlth our volunteers. But it is only since .. e received a 

grant from the Alab!llDll Stete Department of Pensions and Security in Decomber 

of 1982 (which came through II C CAN ) that .... lU'e really gettiDg off the 

ground. 

With this II!Oney, $,2,500, we "ere able to hire 11 stete director and set 

up a small stete office. No .... e are getting calls from allover the sr.tlf.e 

for help in startiDg chepters. 

Our ne ... director lu:!a already been to !.bbile, Jasper, !.bntgomery, Piedmont, 

BirmiDgbam and this week 1rlll be in Dothan, Ozark and Enterprise. 

We have calls in nOl} from five other counties .. hich she 1rlll visit soon. 

You'll be interested to know that YJlppa Delta Soroity has raised money 

for a WATS line for our office and has had it installed and 1rlll fund it for a 

year. (The .eed money hes sprouted here I ) 

Again, let me say, federal seed money i9 !!EY important. 

To your second question aa to whetber more federal seed money should be 

directed to fund projects spe"<l'ically focused on sexual abuse: I feel very 

strongly thet you should direct more seed money tolllU'ds sexual abuse proJects. 

One of our top priol'ities should be a National Public Awareness and 

Education campaign about sexual abuse. 

The National Committee for the Prevention of Child Abuae said: "People 

won't do anything about .. problem until they kno .. it exista. With more 

education and treatment programs, more individuals 'COuld seek help for 

t.iemselves. 
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" The greatest obs"\;al>le to preventing and "\.reA ting sexual ab\\Se 1s 

(Society). " 

As you ltnow, I live in the "Conservative" South, but even here we are bl"ingi"g 

eUU!.l -t\b\lge out or the o.l!!l!e.t .. 

Last fall our child abuse seminar e,t JackaollYille State University, which 

we sponsor with the Medical Agencies in the community, dealt altogether with 

the various aspects of sexual abuse and incest. Then with our parenting 

classes and the puppet show "There I s Someone T6 TalJc To," we feel we are 

Jiald"g progress. 

People here are beginning to reoognize IIl1Cl talk about the problem. 

Senstor Dodd, I would ~ your oanmittee to vote funds for specific 

projects focused on Bental abuse and inceat, and especially in the area or 

"\.rea '!ment. 

Again, thank you for your questions, your interest, RIld your work in this 

field. 

Sincerely ':fOttrB, , 

~~ 
Thelma Bigger 
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Senator DENTON. Well, I want to thank you all for your testimo
ny here today. It will be useful as we pursue our consideration of 
child abuse, the causes and prevention. And I do not think I have 
ever seen such a kind looking audience, the people attracted to 
such a hearing. You must be very compassionate, and it shows in 
your faces. I am sorry I was not more my usual, vital self today, 
but I have fever of 102 and the flu. 

Thank you again. This hearing stands adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 4:55 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.] 

22-024 0-83-31 



CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT 
AND ADOPTION REFORM ACT AMENDMENTS 
OF 1983 

THURSDAY, APRIL 14, 1983 

U.S. SENATE, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON FAMILY AND HUMAN SERVICES, 

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES, 
Washington, D.C. 

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:15 a.m., in room 
SD-628, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Jeremiah Denton 
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Present: Senator Denton. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DENTON 
Senator DENTON. Good morning. This hearing will come to order. 
This is the third and final hearing on the reauthorization of the 

Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment and Adoption Reform Act. 
At previous hearings, we examined the child abuse sections of the 
act. Today, we will focus on the Federal programs that facilitate 
the permanent, adoptive placement of hard-to-place youngsters. 

One week ago, Senator Hatch and I introduced S. 1003, a bil.l to 
reauthorize the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment and Adop
tion Reform Act for 3 years. In our first hearing of this series, we 
examined the controversial treatment of some children born with 
life-threatening congenital impairments. S. 1003 contains several 
amendments that include such children in the programs that pro
mote and enhance the adoption opportunities of special needs chil
dren. The bill also contains in the findings section a statement that 
the welfare of such children may be in jeopardy and that some 
such children may be in need of adoptive homes. The bill states 
that these children should not become the victims of denial of 
treatment or nutrition. Although the child abuse amendments ad
dress this issue more directly, these amendments to the Adoption 
Opportunities Act are a small step toward insuring that the infa
mous Baby Doe case will not be repeated. As you may know, sever
al persons wanted to adopt Baby Doe before he was allowed to 
perish in a hospital. S. 1003 will encourage adoption opportunities 
for both the children and the potential adoptive parents. In addi
tion, the bill requires the Secretary of Health and Human Services 
to review the model State adoption legislation developed under this 
act, and to make any appropriate changes to facilitate the adoption 
of children born with life-threatening congenital impairments. 

(477) 
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In an effort to enhance private initiatives in the adoption field, 
the bill encourages private businesses to establish adoption benefit 
programs for their employees. We have received written testimony 
on this subject and '.vill include it in the l'ecord. It is worth noting 
at this point, however, that although there are many couples and 
single parents who would like to adopt a child, the costs are often 
prohibitive. It seems that there are ways to contain the costs of 
adoption and the alternatives need to be explored. This is a serious 
responsibility to be borne by everyone involved in the adoption in
dustry, including the placement agencies. 

Finally, the bill would require the Secretary to continue to study 
unlicensed adoption, including the legal status of surrogate parent
ing. Surrogate parent contracts are often sought by persons who 
have experienced insurmountable obstacles to adoption. The unsuc
cessful search for a child sometimes causes potential adoptive par
ents to turn to this unconventional and controversial arrangement, 
which is in itself a type of unlicensed adoption by the nonnatural 
parents who contract for the child. Very little is known about the 
operation or enforceability of these contracts, and there is surro
gate parent legislation pending before several State legislatures. 

We have a distinguished panel of witnesses who will offer their 
perspective on the language of the bill and on particular aspects of 
the adoption process. We will focus on the continuing obstacles to 
the permanent adoptive placement of hard-to-place children. It is 
my understanding that there are more than enough families will
ing to adopt such children and that there should be no longer any 
need for a child to be cared for in an institution or in foster care. I 
will be interested to learn about the barriers that cause children to 
remain outside a loving adoptive family, and about the ways that 
we can remove those barriers for the best interest of the special 
children and families who wish to accept them. 

I should mention that the subcommittee received written testi
mony from several witnesses who were unable to appear at the 
hearing today. Ms. Toni Oliver from the National Adoption Ex
change addresses the issue of black adoption. Ms. Christel DeHaan, 
vice president of Resort Condominiums International, discusses cor
porate initiatives in the adoption field. Ms. Hope Marindin repre
sents the perspective of single adoptive parents. Mr. Bruce Mueller, 
a private consultant, explains the development of employee adop
tion benefit plans. These are important contributions and, without 
objection, their written testimony will be included in the record at 
the appropriate point. 

We also have a statement from Senator Dodd which we will in
clude in the record at this point. 

[The prepared statement of Senator Dodd follows:] 

STATEMENT OF SENA'rOR DODD 

Mr. Chairman, today we hear testimony on a serious problem: obstacles to adop
tion. 

The Adoption Opportunities Act was passed to help place thousands upon thou
sands of children who have no permanent homes with adoptive families. Three 
years later, the same number of children eligible for adoption remain in foster care. 
That fact should truly alarm us. 
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Those who wait for adoption are children with so-called special needs. Some 
belong to minority ethnic groups. Others are members of sibling sets. Still others 
have emotional, mental, or physical handicaps. 

Mr. Chairman, as the Rossows testified so eloquently last week, there are families 
who wish to adopt these children but they run into roadblocks. Such families often 
face insurmountable red tape or fail to receive necessary supports, financial or other
wise. We must listen carefully to the panels today to learn now we can best remove 
such roadblocks against the adoption of special needs children. 

We must also insure that this important adoption initiative receives essential Fed
eral funding. S. 572, a bill I recently introduced, authorizes $5 million for this pro
gram. Such an authorization merely restores funding to the level established prior 
to the budget cuts in the 1981 Reconciliation Act. 

Without a strong Federal commitment to this program, Mr. Chairman, hundreds 
of thousands of special needs children will continue to languish in temporary place
ments. We must do all we can to prevent such a tragic scen?rio. 

Senator DENTON. I want to welcome everyon~~ here this morning 
and mention that we may have Senator Grassley in this morning 
to join us. I want to remind all our witnesses that their written 
statements, their prepared statements, will be included in full in 
the record. . 

But in the interest of time, I must ask that you limit your oral 
comments to 10 minutes. Our first witness today is the Assistant 
Secretary of Health and Human Services, Dorcas Hardy. 

STATEMENT OF DORCAS R. HARDY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR 
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
AND HUMAN SERVICES 
Ms. HARDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is my pleasure to be 

here and to tell you a little bit about what the Department of 
Health and Human Services has done in the area of adoption and 
adoption opportunities. 

As you know, Adoption Opportunities, title II of Public Law 95-
266, was the first Federal legislation that specifically dealt with 
adoption. As you have stated, we are trying very hard to eliminate 
barriers to the adoption of special needs children-those children 
who are older; emotionally, physically or mentally handicapped; 
and sibling groups or minority children. 

The activities that were developed under title II prepared the 
way for, and now very much undergird, the Adoption Assistance 
and Child Welfare Act of 1980, which is Public Law 96-272. 

The focus is on permanent homes for children and, very clearly, 
children should either remain with or be returned to their birth 
parents if this is possible. If it is not, they should be placed in life
time adoptive homes. 

Public Law 96-272 also provides, for the first time, Federal reim
bursement to States for adoption subsidies for special needs chil
dren who are eligible for AFDC or SSI, and a funding policy which 
does encourage States to place children in new adoptive homes 
rather than keeping them in foster care. 

So, we see good news and the very positive news that foster care 
in this country and the roster care population have declined as 
much as 14 percent in the last 2 years, and that the number of spe
cial needs adoptions are increasing. 

But despite significant progress in the States, we estimate that 
there are at least 50,000 special needs children in foster care who 
are legally free for adoption, and there are thousands more for 
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whom parental rights have not been terminated but for whom 
adoption would be the plan of choice. 

Permanency is very important to all of our children, and it is 
also important to those of us who care about the family as the key 
foundation of our society. So, I would like to discuss just briefly 
what we are doing in the Department this year in terms of promot
ing the adoption of these waiting children. 

We have a national adoption initiative which has been very posi
tive and will continue to be very positive in this area. Secretary 
Schweiker wrote to all of the State Governors, and I have commu
nicated with the social service or child welfare directors. Thirty
three States have responded to our encouragement that they fully 
participate in this national adoption initiative with us. 

Additionally, with this national initiative, we are placing empha
sis in several areas. One is a special emphasis on recruiting minor
ity parents for minority children. Second, we are working on the 
training of adoption workers, trying to encourage increased State 
participation in the Federal adoption assistance program that I 
mentioned earlier, to address national issues such as adoptions 
across State lines. ' 

We are also building on the reservoir of what you have called the 
commitment and energy represented by many of the individuals in 
this room today-voluntary groups, parents' groups, corporations, 
the media-so that we can get very exciting efforts going around 
this country in promoting adoption. 

Two examples that might be of interest: in Atlanta, a volunteer 
parents' group publishes the photo listing book, called "My Turn 
Now," and that book is used by States and private agencies to help 
match prospective parents and the waiting children. 

Also, in San Francisco and in Springfield, Mass., two private 
agencies, one of which is represented here today-Aid to Adoption 
of Special Kids, and Downey Side in Massachusetts-are working 
together to sponsor a national conference on special needs adop
tions with private sector backing and participation. 

We also believe that the media has played a key role and will 
coniinue to play a key role in focusing on recruiting parents and 
focusing on the important cause of adoption. We have nearly 60 
television stations throughout the countrx that have put together 
"Wednesday's Child," "Tuesday's Child,' and "Sunday's Child" 
programs, featuring a special needs child. 

The placement rate of those children who are featUl'ed on those 
shows is more than 80 percent. For example, at KRON-TV in San 
Francisco, they had 600 calls for the first 16 children who were fea
tured. 

We have tried to make these stations feel even more important 
and have tried to say that we appreciate their efforts greatly by 
setting up an awards program for them. 

We also have several additional organizations that are support
"tng the adoption initiative. The American Bar Association will des
ignate special needs adoption at their presidential showcase pro
gram at their convention this summer. Also, the National Commit
tee on Adoption and the North American Council on Adoptable 
Children, and other organizations have been very important in 
moving this initiative along. 
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In terms of Human Development Services, my specific area of 
HHS, we have committed almost $2 million in terms of adoption 
demonstrations over the country during the last year, and we an
ticipate doing that again this year. 

Some of the highlights of that arc the Illinois Department of 
Children and Family Services working with Father George Cle
ments, a black priest in Chicago and an adoptive father, on the one 
church-one child program, where each church will recruit at least 
one family to adopt at least one child. 

The American Indian Law Center is working to get Indian chil
dren adopted. Spaulding-Southwest in Houston, Family Builders of 
Colorado-all of them are very much working in the area of' adop
tion and are being very successful. 

Another key component of our strategy is the National Adoption 
Information Exchange, whom you will hear from, and they have 
been very successful, and I believe will continue to be successful, in 
registering children and families on the exchange nationwide, so 
that by the end of September we believe we can facilitate as m<.ny 
as 500 matches. 

We have numerous other projects and efforts. The Model State 
Adoption Act has been developed and disseminated. We feel that 
we have made some strides in this area, but we do have more to do. 

We believe that, working through the agencies, the minority or
ganizations, adoptive parents and other kinds of groups, consider
able progress can continue to be made. As you stated, most people 
who are involved in adoption have found that all of our children 
are adoptable and that there is a family somewhare for every wait
ing child, no matter how complex his or her needs. 

We have shown again and again that black and Hispanic and 
Indian families are eager to adopt minority children if the place
ment agencies make the special efforts necessary to reach out to 
them and to help them through what we all refer to as the system. 

We have learned that increasing the number of adoptions of chil
dren with special needs is very much a multifaceted effort and one 
that requires several simultaneous approaches and many resources. 

We know that there is a commitment and a marshaling of re
sources out there, as well as within the Federal Government, to do 
the job. The number of children who are in foster care has de
clined; the number of adoptions has increased. We believe that that 
trend will continue. 

I would cite again the State of Illinois. By overhauling their 
adoption practices and embarking on an intensive media campaign, 
they increased special needs adoptions by 70 percent in just 15 
months. 

Mr. Chairman, we are committed, through my Office of Human 
Development Services and the Department of Health and Human 
Services, to continue our efforts in this area. We believe we do 
have a significant responsibility and, in partnership with the 
States, with private agencies, parent organizations and others, we 
do support reauthorization of this act. 

In that regard, I would like to mak" a preliminary comment on 
S. 1003. We do support the intent of I~he bill which would extend 
these important programs and add lcmguage creating a focus on 
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the needs of infants at risk \\"it.b life-threatening congenital impair
ments. 

We are actively reviewing the details of the bill and will present 
a written bill report shortly with our views and any concerns that 
we may have. We are most interested in working with you and con
tinuing to work on these very important programs. 

I thank you for the opportunity to be here and I am available not 
only to answer questions, but also to continue to share with you 
and your staff some of the strides that we think we have made. 

Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Hardy follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DORCAS R. HARDY, AsSISTANT SECRETARY FOR HUMAN 
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to appeer before this subcommittee 
to discuss Adoption Opportunities as part of your reauthorization hearings on the 
Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment and Adoption Reform Act. 

As you know, Title II, Adoption Opportunities (P. L. 95-266), passed in 1978, was 
the first federal legislation specifically dealing with adoption. Title II mandates a 
number of activities to eliminate barriers to the adoption of special needs children. 
Special needs children are older, emotionally, physically or mentally handicapped, 
in sibling groups, or minority children. 

The activities developed under Title II prepared the way for and now undergird 
the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-272). The 
thrust of this act is assuring permanent homes for children. Children should either 
remain with or be returned to their birth parents if this is possible, and, if it is not, 
they should be placed in lifetime adoptive homes. P.L. 96-272 provides, for the first 
time, Federal reimbursement to states for adoption subsidies to special needs chil
dren eligiblp. for Aid to Families with Dependent Children on Supplemental Security 
Income, a funding policy which encourages states to place children in adoptive 
homes rather than keep them in foster care. 

I am pleased to report an encouraging trend since the passage of these two impor
tant acts: the foster care population appears to be declining and the number of spe
cial needs adoptions increasing. 

Even so, we estimate that at least 50,000 special needs children in foster care are 
legally free for adoption and there are thousands more for whom parental rights 
have not been terminated but for whom adoption would be the plan of choice. 

Permanency is important for children, of course, but it is also important to those 
of us who care about the family as the foundation of our society. 

Today I want to share with you what the Federal Government and the states 
have accomplished under Title II-and I am especially eager to tell you about the 
initiative which our Department launched just this year to promote the adoption of 
waiting children. 

In January, former Secretary Schweiker wrote the Governors of the states to an
nounce the special needs adoption initiative and to encourage their full participa
tion. In addition, I wrote to child welfare officials in every State. Thirty-three states 
have responded-sharing their progress, telling us about continuing obstacles and 
pledging to be a part of the initiative. Through this initiative we hope to increase 
public awareness and to open additional resources to help place special needs chil
dren into loving, lifetime homes. 

Over the past several months I have had the opportunity to meet adoptive par
ents and special needs children-and the people who bring them together-in cities 
allover the country. I am convinced that there are as many potential parents as 
there are waiting children-we just have to find them and then make sure that the 
system responds quickly to match each parent and child. This is one of the major 
goals of our initiative and we are putting special emphasis on recruiting minority 
parents for minority children. 

In addition, we are working to improve the training of adoption workers, encour
age increased state participation in the Federal Adoption Assistance Program and 
address national Issues such as adoptions across state lines. 

We are also building on the reservoir of energy and commitment already being 
used-or waiting to be tapped-in national and local organizations, parent groups, 
voluntary agencies, corporations and the media. Here are some of the exciting ef
forts which I have discovered in my visits over the country: 
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In Houston, a young patent attorney, through the Young Lawyers Association, re
cruited 60 corporate attorneys to handle special needs adoptions, saving 70 families 
almost $30,000 in legal fees in less than a yearj 

In Atlanta, a volunteer parent group publishes the state's photo listing book, "My 
Turn Now." This book is used by State and private agencies to help match prospec
tive parents and waiting children. 

In Denver, the Piton Foundation has provided planning funds to help the regional 
adoption exchange begin a full service operationj and 

In San Francisco, California, and in Springfield, Massachusetts, two private agen
cies, Aid to Adoption of Special Kids and Downey Side, are working together to 
sponsor a national conference on special needs adoptions with private sector backing 
and participation. 

In addition, Mr. Chairman, the media are playing an important role in recruiting 
families for waiting children-and with outstanding results. Many newspapers and 
corporate newsletters throughout the country are printing weekly feature stories on 
a waiting child. Furthermore, nearly 60 television stations are doing weekly fea
tures on specific children who are waiting to be adopted. These segments are usual
ly called Wednesday's Child or Thursday's Child, depending on the night the fea
tures are aired. Many of these stations fly their crews all over the state-or in some 
cases into several states-to film waiting children. Agencies working with these sta
tions report a placement rate of more than 80 percent. KRON-TV in San Francisco 
had 600 calls for the t1rst 16 children featured. I have been pleased to make a 
number of awards to stations for Wednesday's Child or Thursday's Child programs. 
I am also happy to report that, within a few weeks, NBC's Today Show will begin 
the t1rst nationwide Thursday's Child and will feature children for five weeks. 

Many organizations have undertaken activities to support our adoption initiative. 
For example, the American Bar Ass(1ciation has designated special needs adoptions 
as a Presidential Showcase program at its annual convention in Atlanta this 
summer. ABA is also launching a drive to raise $75,000 from corporations and foun
dations to support a project to assist lawyers, judges and other legal professionals in 
improving state laws and adoption practices. The Yound Lawyers Division of ABA is 
implementing a number of activities, including several mini-grants to local bar asso
ciations fOl child advocacy projects, with preference to projects relating to special 
needs adoptions. 

Mr. Chairman, within the Office of Human Development Services, my program 
administrations are working together to coordinate our efforts and our resources to 
help get special neIJds children placed. This includes the Administration for Chil
dren, Youth and FI',milies, which implements the adoption legislation, as well as the 
Administration 0.1 Developmental Disabilities, the Administration for Native 
Americans, and I.he President's Committee on Mental Ratardation, all of which 
serve segments of our special needs population. 

We allocated ~1.9 million of our fiscal year 1982 Coordinated Discretionary Funds 
program for innovative adoption demonstrations and we expect to allocate a compa
rable amount this year. Let me give you some examples of projects which are cur
rently underway; 

The Illinois Department of Family and Children Services is expanding the One 
Church/One Child project begun by Father George Clements, a black priest and 
adoptive father in Chicago. Father Clements' idea is that each church will recruit at 
least one family to adopt a child. Illinois is working with more than 70 black 
churches to recruit families for at least 75 black children. 

The American Indian Law Center, Inc., III Albuquerque is working to strengthen 
tribal·state relationships and improve permanency planning for American Indian 
and Alaska Native Children. The Center will train 300 child welfare providers from 
89 tribes and 18 states on joint permanenCY planning and how to develop tribal
state child welfare agreements. 

Spaulding.Southwest in Houston is working in a neighborhood center to recruit 
and prepare Mexican-American families to adopt 15 Mexican-American children. 

Family Builders of Colorado is providing training on permanency planning to 250 
health professionals, social workers, teachers and others who work with develop
mentally disabled children. Sixty of the 250 trainees will w)r~( directly with 16 chil
dren to secure adoptive placements. 

One of the most far reaching programs mandated by Title II is a National Adop
tion Information Exchange, a project which has been very suc..:essful. From 1980-
1982, the Exchange, operated by the Child Welfare League of America, facilitated 
the adoptive placement of nearly 300 children, including large sibling groups, older 
adolescents and children with severe handicaps. In September of 1982, the Adoption 
Center of Delaware Valley began to establish and operate a computerized National 
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Adoption Exchange system. By the end of March, more than 100 children and 150 
families had been registered. We expect the Exchange to register 1,000 children ~,1jrl 
2,500 families by the end of September and to facilitate 500 matches. 

The National Adoption Exchange is a major partner in our adoption initiative 
and is working enthusiastically with agencies all over the nation. The Exchange is 
also working to secure corporate sector involvement and will hold its first corporate 
advisory board meeting in Washington in May. 

Mr. Chairman, to carry out the many aspects of our initiative, we are building on 
the activities-like the exchange-which we have carried out since the Adoption 
Opportunities Act was passed. Here are some of the activities the states, organiza
tions and the federal government have accomplished together: 

We have expanded the number of local, state and regional adoption exchanges. 
Prior to our efforts, there were 36 state exchanges and only a few local and regional 
exchanges. Today there are 39 local exchanges, 46 state exchanges (lO of which pro
vide listing services) anrl 11 regional exchanges. 

We have developed a National Child Welfare Reporting System, using data on 
substitute care and adoption services gathered and reported by the states throu/Zh a 
"Voluntary Cooperative Information System" developed by the American PL._lic 
Welfare Association. Analysis sh0uld be completed by May 15. 

We have developed and disseminated a Model State Adoption Act for use by the 
states. 

We have developed information, training and education materials on adoption of 
special needs children. The includes a 50-hour curriculum which has been used to 
train 300 trainers selected by the states The curriculum is being translated into 
Spanish. We have also developed and disseminated a recruitment manual, 16 radio 
and television public service announcements to recruit foster and adoptive families, 
and six new publications to enhance workers' skills in plaGing children with special 
needs. 

We have also developed a special adoptive parent effort to help agencies and adop
tive parents develop a TEAM (Training and Education Adoption Method) approach 
to prepare potential families. Two hundred teams were trained. Through the North 
American Council on Adoptable Children we are continuing this effort to train 125 
additional agenry and parent teams, with a special emphasis on developing minority 
leadership. 

Finally, we established 10 regional adoption resource centers which trained 30,000 
social workers and supervisors and assisted iI! the formation of more than 200 new 
adoptive parent groups, including 67 minority parent groups. In FY 1982 we sup
ported the funding of 10 children and youth resource centers wbich consolidated the 
30 Regional Centers for Adoption, Child Welfare Training and Child Abuse and Ne
glect. We are working to see that the new consolidated centers help get children 
with special needs adopted. 

Mr. Chairman, as a result of HDS funded projects and efforts of thousands of con
cerned people across the country-working through agencies, minority organiza
tions, adoptive parent and other groups-considerable progrel1S has been made over 
the past several years in helping more children ,vith special needs to find loving 
families. Most people involved in adoptions have found that all children are adopt
able and that there is a family somewhere for each waiting, child, no matter how 
complex his or her needs. Similarly, the adoption of children by single parents, 
handicapped parents, foster parents, older parents and families with birth children 
has also become a more commonly accepted practice. 

We have shown, again and again, that black, Hispanic and Indian families are 
eager to adopt minority children, if placement agencies make the special efforts nec
essary to reach out to them and to help them through the system. The recruitment 
of families, training of workers and supervisors, use of adoption exchanges and in
volvement of adoptive parent groups are now all recognized as essential ingredients 
for successful adoption programs. 

We have learned that increasing the number of adoptions of children with special 
needs is a multifaceted effort, one that requires several simultaneous approaches 
and many resources. We know there is no one answer, but a variety of answers to 
increasing the number of children adopted. We also know that progress is not uni
form over the nation and that many obstacles remain. 

Nevertheless, we also know that where there is commitment and the marshalling 
of resources to do the job, the number of children in foster care declines and adop
tions increase. The State of Illinois, for example, by overhauling its adoption prac
tices and embarking on an intensive media campaign, increased special needs adop
tions by 70 percent in 15 months! 
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Mr. Chairman, in the future, my office of Human Development Services plans to 
demonstrate ways to share adoptive home studies across jurisdictions, to develop 
manuals for agencies to assist them in preparing parents, to develop ways to 
streamline the adoption process and thereby reduce costs; to demonstrate ways that 
the corporate and business sector can promote the adoption of children with spacial 
needs, t{) provide seed money to adoptive parents groups to work with social service 
agencies to identify and 'lse supporting resources, to fund new approaches to in
crease in adoption of minority children and to continue support for the National 
Adoption Exchange, at least through September 30, 1984, with Fiscal Year 1983 
funds. 

We will continue-in partnership with states, private agencies, parent organiza
tions and others-our commitment to the adoption of children with special needs. 
We support reauthorization of the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act and 
the Adoption Reform Act. In fact, as you know, Mr. Chairman, the Administration 
has sent a proposal to the Congress asking that these programs be extended for 
three years. 

In that regard, I would also like to make a preliminary comment on S. 103, the 
bill which you introduced late last week. We support the Intent of the bill, which 
would extend these important programs and add language creating a focus on the 
needs of infants at risk with life-threatening congenital impairments. We believe in 
the need to continue our efforts to encourage the adoption of special needs children, 
including especially those infants at risk at birth. We are actively reviewing the de
tails of S. 1003 and will present a written bill report with our views and any con
cerns shortly. I would like to assure you, Mr. Chairman, that we are most interested 
in working with you to continue these very important progame. 

Thank you for allowing me to report on our initiative and on our progress, under 
Title II, in providing adoption opportunities for children with special needs. I will be 
happy to answer any questions which the subcommittee may have. 

Senator DENTON. 'l'hank you, Ms. Hardy. The evidence of your 
work is quite manifest, and I commend you for the work you have 
done within the adoption initiative. I have not seen any branch of 
government show more progress in any of the hearings of this sub
committee than what your office has shown. 

Ms. HARDY. Thank you. 
Senator DENTON. I hope we can find ways to enhance your activi

ties. 
You mentioned that there are at least 50,000 special needs chil

dren, or you estimate that number, in foster care legally free for 
adoption, and thousands more for whom parental rights have not 
been terminated but for whom adoption would be the plan of 
choice. 

What does the latter mean? I am a little bit confused on that
parental rights have not been terminated, but for whom adoption 
would be the plan of choice. Do, you mean that they are runaways 
or separated? 

Ms. HARDY. Well, let me clarify here. Of the 50,000 children that 
we know of in the foster care system who are legally available for 
adoption, not all of them are special needs, but 95 or 96 percent are 
special needs children. 

Second, in terms of the plan of choice, when the adoption worker 
or wher. the child welfare worker works with the individuals who 
are in the foster care system, they first would hopefully try and re
unite that child with his or her parents. 

If it appears that that is not at all feasible, then they would want 
to institute the termination of parental rights an.d adoption would 
be the plan of choice. The first aspect and the undergirding of the 
whole concept of permanency planning is a permanent home, but 
obviously the first choice is with those parents if that is at all pos
sible. 
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Senator DENTON. And the National Adoption Information Ex
change facilitated the adoptive placement of nearly 300 children. 
How many would be registered in that? You expect the exchange 
to register 1,000 children and 2,500 families by the end of Septem
ber. 

Why so few as 1,000 children? I assume this is national, and you 
estimate 50,000 special needs children. Is it that you just cannot 
identify more than 1,000 of them, in that you are expecting only 
1,000 to be registered? 

Ms. HARDY. Well, tLe Adoption Center of Delaware Valley did 
start this past September with putting together the computerized 
National Adoption Exchange. We anticipate that the startup of 
that whole computerization is not something that they can do over
night; they are doing a very good job now, partially into this 
project. 

I would defer to the exchange on some of these answers, but it is 
also a question of letting the exchange know who those children 
are. They need to get that support from the other states and from 
local agencies who are aware of children in Colorado or in another 
State. 

Senator DENTON. Recognizing that it is not easy to find them and 
that we really cannot count the number of special needs kids out 
there, it does seem as if 1 in 50 is not a very high number to be 
aiming toward, you know. 

Ms. HARDY. I should also add, Mr. Chairman, that there are re
gional exchanges throughout this country and there are other ex
changes. The one I mentioned in Atlanta, the photo listing, has 
children from throughout the metropolitan area of Atlanta and 
throughout Georgia. So, there are other means by which these chil
dren are identified. 

Senator DENTON. Does the administration have a position on the 
expansion of the responsibilities of the Advisory Board on Child 
Abuse and Neglect to include adoption opportunities? 

Ms. HARDY. We are looking at that currently. I think that many 
of these issues do faU into the area of child abuse and neglect. 
There are some people who are serving on that panel who are cer
tainly interested in adoption opportunities. We would be glad to 
work with the staff and look at that positively. 

Senator DENTON. If you do not finally decide to do it that way, 
there is an evident need for coordination. The Office of Adolescent 
Pregnancy under Marjorie Mecklenburg operates some programs 
that bear on adoption. I would think we would want to tie this co
ordination up as cozily as we can. 

Do you have any idea which way you will be going on that? 
Ms. HARDY. Well, I think some of the issues you have just men

tioned may be beyond the scope of the specific adoption opportuni
ties program that we have talked about today, but they certainly 
are of great concern to us. They include the idea of trying to co
ordinate much better through the Secretary and at the secretarial 
level so that it crosses many of the operating divisions-as you 
know, Marjorie Mecklenburg is under the Assistant Secretary for 
Health, which is another branch of the huge HHS. 

We try and work together closely. We are aware of many of the 
issues, but I think they could be coordinated through the Secretary, 
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and putting that kind of language in the law would be very posi
tive. 

Senator DENTON. S. 1003 would require the Secretary to review 
the Model State Adoption Act and to make any changes necessary 
to facilitate the adoption opportunities of special needs children. 

As you know, in the Bloomington, Ill., Baby Doe case the parents 
did not terminate their parental rights in order to allow the child 
to be adopted by parents standing by who would have allowed the 
necessary treatment to be performed. 

Would it be possible to add language to the Model State Adoption 
Act that would provide that parents who refuse to allow medically 
indicated treatment, and that means undebatably medically indi
cated, to be perfo; ed on a child who will more than likely not, as 
a result, die in a short period of time-by that refusal to perrnit 
the treatment would terminate their parental rights. 

Would you add language to that effect? That was something that 
was recommended by a number of previous witnesses and they all 
seemed to nod in agreement not only at the witness table but also 
around the room on that subject. They seemed to recognize that 
the child is going to die anyway. 

The parent would automatically relinquish his or her parental 
rights at a time very early in the process. If there are adoptive par
ents available and ordinary medical i:!"<>atment available which 
could permit the child to live, why not terminate the parental 
rights in time to save the life of the child to achieve the adoption, 
and to perform the operation? 

Ms. HARDY. Well, I think that is in concert with what the De
partment has done and the Department's testimony to Congress in 
terms of the whole Baby Doe issue. 

In terms of opening up the model State adoption code, we would 
be glad to look into that. I think there are some experts around 
that we would want to consult. I do not have specific language on 
that, but I think we could look at the model State adoption code. 

Senator DENTON. We could put it in our language; we have not 
written it yet. If you do not have any objection, we will do so, and 
hope that you all change it in any way you see fit. That just seems 
to make a lot of sense. 

Ms. HARDY. All right. Well, we will look forward to working with 
you on that. 

Senator DENTON. I just thought of this last night when we were 
reviewing the questions, and so we do not have it in there right 
now. 

What is the single biggest obstacle to adoption? I read in an arti
cle in Working Woman that abortion has not decreased the 
number of available children free for adoption. The article contend
ed that adoption is difficult today because most single mothers 
choose to keep and raise their babies. It is commonly known that 
only 6 percent of teenage unwed mothers choose an adoption plan 
for their babies. Is this the result of family planning counseling 
that presents adoption in a negative light? 

My own experience would be that it is not necessarily that, but it 
has just become a more peer pressure or peer opinion type of thing. 

Excuse me; go ahead. 
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Ms. HARDY. I was going to add to that that it has become more 
acceptable, I think, in terms of society for that teenage parent to 
keep that child. We are having less children in terms of newborns 
in the foster care and adoption system. 

However, the children that we have in the system already here, 
which we have been trying to focus on so much through this na
tional adoption initiative-I am really trying to worry about them 
first and see if we cannot move them out of foster care and into 
homes. There are not as many newborns, certainly, coming into the 
syatem. 

Senator DENTON. It is my understanding that family planning 
counseling does too often emphasize the horrors of being an unmar
ried young mother, rendering the alternative of aburtion apparent
ly preferable, with inadequate counseling not presenting adoption 
as a compassionate choice. As you know, the adolescent family life 
bill tends to do something to correct that. 

I would think from your position that you would be interested in 
getting correction to that kind of counseling. You know, these are 
not even special needs babies; these are babies that are not permit
ted to be born and we have people waiting to adopt them. Yet, they 
effectively are advised to abort. 

Ms. HARDY. Yes. 
Senator DENTON. I am interested in knowing the origins of the 

adoption process, which obviously starts with the natural parents. 
Statistics show that most single women are choosing either to rear 
their babies or abort them. 

The number of sought-after healthy white infants available for 
adoption has decreased dramatically in recent years. It seems that 
most children who are free for adoption or who are in foster care 
are special needs children. 

What causes the parents of these children to place them outside 
the natural home? What are the motivations? Are the fmancial or 
emotional burdens overwhelming? Is it an irresponsibility or insen
sitivity to the requirements of child rearing on the part of the nat
ural parents? 

Is the overall breakdown of the family and traditional values 
contributing to a lack of commitment by the natural parents? How 
would you view that motivational genesis? 

Ms. HARDY. I think all of the possible reasons that you have 
listed are certainly part of that. I also believe that when we look at 
the whole foster care population, one of the concerns-and that is 
why I mentioned Public Law 96-272-is that many of the children 
in foster care have been there a long time, and they have therefore 
become special needs children in our broad definition. 

They have been, maybe, in 6 homes in 10 years or 10 homes in 10 
years. So they therefore have, you could say, an emotional handi
cap and often Lacome difficult for very valid reasons. 

They may not have started out as a special needs child. The 
reason that they went into foster care may have been abuse, a need 
to separate, problems in the family; it could be abandonment. 

Because they have been in foster care so long, it also gets worse. 
I think with the reforms that we were able to put in, which Con
gress mandated in Public Law 96-272, we are seeing a decrease in 
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this. We are seeing a decrease in foster care and we are seeing an 
increase in moving these children out. 

Senator DENTON. Well, I certainly admire what you have been 
doing, and I admire the work of people in this field. I do get the 
feeling as I progress through these hearings, which are apparently, 
ostensibly nonrelated, such as adoption, child abuse, and adolescent 
pregnancy, that they are indeed related; that there is a proclivity 
for seeing only the symptoms of a more central problem which the 
Government is not addressing at all, which deals with perhaps 
those values I mentioned in the first place. 

I do not say this as a moralist, but more or less as an historian. 
You cannot drop the idea of loving your neighbor as yourself or the 
nuclear family bonds, or drop the sense of responsibility toward 
your own child and the respect for human life. 

rrhat transcends any other kind of consideration, such as your 
own qua.lity of life-me, self-fulfillment, how much fun am I 
having? I do not know what the Government can do about any of 
that, but I have heard about it so many times. 

For example, in the juvenile delinquency field, I heard a boy 
from the Bronx talking about why the kids were so tough up there; 
he was a guardian angel. He said, "Well, because we have lousy 
role models, the television and the movies and the books all give us 
the wrong things to admire. We are having slowly drained out of 
us that which we were born with-a certain feeling of love and re
spect for authority, and order and family, and so forth." 

We used to have Government codes about things like that in var
ious fields-the FCC, and so forth. I would be a very unlikely can
didate to bring that back up effectively, but I think somebody 
ought to, because it is not promoting the general welfare. One of 
the responsibilities of Government is not to permit that sort of na
tional prostitution of essential values to go on as it is. 

We are ignoring laws on the books right now with respect to, ob
scenity and pornography. There is a black market in adoption, I 
guess. I cannot say that we are ignoring it, but I do get the frus
trated feeling that we are looking very carefully and conscientious
ly at the symptomatic problems and not at the central core. 

Our newspapers and the very tone of our own dialog on the floor 
of the Senate not only ignore but abo feed the fire of that problem. 
That is my own personal comment. Do you have any feelings on 
that subject? 

Ms. HARDY. I would just comment that I do concur with you in 
terms of the philcsophy and but the decrease, perhaps, in our 
thoughts about values and society. At the same time, I am not sure 
that I have the answer, given the role of any government, Federal, 
State, or local, versus the role of the individual, versus the role of 
society. That is a tough question. 

Senator DENTON. W(=; ur\-! having one heck of a time just g'etting 
prayer in schools, for example. That is where we got our love for 
one another, from some kind of moral code. 

Ms. HARDY. I agre\~ with that. 
Senator DENTON. 'fhat :s what every society does. So, I do think 

government is delinqt.:ent in some respects and that that is why 
these problems are going' on. But I agree, too, that I do not know 
what the answers are. It is a democratic voting system out there on 
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the floor, but I do not think our people would have us vote here the 
way we are. 

Well, thank you very much, Ms. Hardy. 
Ms. HARDY. Thank you. 
Senator DENTON. Again, I admire what you are doing and I hope 

we can help by cooperating with you. Senator Dodd has submitted 
some questions to be entered in the record for you to answer in 
writing, Ms. Hardy. Without objection, the questions will be en
tered and I will ask you to respond to them in writing within 10 
days, if you will. There are four questions. 

As I call the names of the second panel of witnesses, I would ask 
them to move to the table: Marlene Piasecki, director of the Na
tional Adoption Exchange; Toni McHugh, National Committee for 
Adoption; and Kathy Sreedhar, adoption representative of Mother 
Teresa. 

I will ask Ms. Piasecki to begin with her oral remarks. 

STATEMENT OF MARLENE PIASECKI, DIRECTOR, NA'I'IONAL 
ADOPTION EXCHANGE; TONI McHUGH, CHAIRMAN. BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS, NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR ADOPTION, ACCOM
PANIED BY CANDACE MUELLER, DIRECTOR FOR PUBLIC 
POLICY AND PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE, NATIONAL COMMIT
TEE FOR ADOPTION; AND KATHY SREEDHAR, ADOPTION REP
RESENTATIVE, MISSIONARIES OF CHARITY, A PANEL 

Ms. PIASECKI. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the oppor
tunity to appear before this subcommittee to discuss the reauthori
zation of the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act and Adop
tion Reform Act. I will address my comments to title IT of the act, 
Adoption Opportunities. 

Since its original passage in 1978, the provisions of title IT have 
helped to eliminate barriers to adoption and to provide permanent 
and loving homes for waiting children, particularly children with 
special needs. As a result of the training, technical assistance, and 
demonstration projects, thousands of children with special needs 
have been adopted. 

This has been accomplished through several methods, including 
the training of social workers and child welfare administrators who 
have responded by helping to find and prepare families for the 
challenges of adoption. 

In addition, many new adoptive parent groups were formed 
through the efforts of the adoption resource centers. These volun
tary parent groups now speak out for the children in their own 
communities, encourage responsible planning for waiting children, 
and donate their time to recruit and counsel new adoptive familiEls. 

Despite this impressive record of success, there are still over 
50,000 children who are legally free for adoption. These children 
are legal orphans with only the States as parents. They are waiting 
for us to find the families they can call their own. 

The National Adoption Exchange, with your assistance, has ac
cepted this challenge. As an exchange, we offer these basic serv
ices: Adoption information, multimedia recruitment, registration of 
children and families, match referral, and technical consultation. 
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Each service has been developed to address barriers which stand 
in the way of permanence for children. Among the barriers is inad
equate information. Many States have not yet identified the legally 
free children who are waiting for ad0ption. 

Without an accounting of each of the 50,000 waiting children
children for whom the States draw Federal moneys-adequate per
manency planning and adoption services cannot be developed or 
delivered. And without an accounting, adoptive families themselves 
have difficulty obtaining information about the children who are 
waiting to be adopted. 

On April 4, 1983, the National Adoption Exchange received a 
letter from a prospective parent after he had contacted a local 
adoption agency in lVllchigan. He wrote, "I explained my situation 
and was told that there are no white, older, handicapped children 
in Michigan. What a negative answer they gave me; no wonder you 
have trouble adopting children." 

At the National Exchange, we are working to improve the qual
ity and availability of information about adoption through our reg
istration procedures and through national recruitment and public 
relations campaigns. 

No waiting children are restricted from our program. State and 
local agencies determine which children will require the services of 
the National Exchange. In each State, special needs are identified 
according to local standards. Whenever a child is at risk of contin
ued, expensive out-of-home placement, we are ready to work to find 
a permanent home. 

Once the National Exchange receives a registration for a waiting 
child, we put that information in the hands of waiting families. We 
do this by registering families who are studied for adoption, and 
then matching these families with waiting children. 

By permitting direct self-registration of families, we enable them 
to take the first step in finding their own child. Self-registration 
also combats a major barrier to the adoption of minority children
the saving of families. We have found that many organizations 
which approve families for adoption will not share information 
about those families, particularly minority families. They are 
saving them until a child becomes available who is currently in 
their own custody. 

While this seems harmless, it leaves many children without fam
ilies while prospective parents wait. The registration procedures es
tablished by the National Adoption Exchange bridges the gap be
tween the families and the children. 

While communities must make plans to care for their own chil
dren, they must also be willing to seek and to share family re
sources beyond their own boundaries. Are we to continue to institu
tionalize our children because the family they need belongs to an
other agency 100 or 1,000 miles away? 

I am not suggesting that we look too far afi.eld to find good 
homes for children, but concentrated, innovative marketing strate
gies are needed to bring forth the families which have been over
looked by traditional recruitment practices. 

Greater cooperation among agencies is essential to insuring that 
these families become a resource for any child, without regard to 

22-·024 0-83-32 
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geography. Through the use of media resources, the National Ex
change has improved access to information about adoption. 

In February, we sent almost 2,000 press releases to daily and mi
nority newspapers, telling the story of special needs adoption and 
how families can respond. Later this month, NBC's "Today Show" 
will begin a 4-week waiting child feature, bringing the children 
themselves to over 6 million viewers. 

While we are excited about our success in bringing information 
about adoption to large numbers of prospective adoptive parents, 
we are also concerned about the services which are available when 
families respond. 

Many exchanges around the country have reported that families 
have a difficult time getting homestudies j even those families who 
are willing to accept our most hard to place children. 

All too often, agency requirements exclude from the adoption 
process whole groups of families, particularly minority families. 
The need to respond positively when minority families step forward 
is doubly important, since minority children are vastly overrepre
sented in the total number of children who wait. Until agencies im
prove their response to these families, the overrepresentation of 
minority children will remain. 

The national black pulse study conducted by the Urban t·eague 
showed that a very large number of black families are willing to 
adopt. Special recruitment projects currently funded by this act 
similarly have found that when information about the children 
who are waiting is presented to the minority community, families 
respond. 

We have set as one of our own top priorities the recruitment of 
minority families and the delivery of assistance to these families as 
they seek homestudies. 

In addition to these informational barriers, there are significant 
fiscal barriers to the adoption of special needs children. Although 
Federal support for adoption subsidy has greatly increased adop
tion opportunities, it is not without problems. 

Of particular concern to the families who are adopting is the 
availability of medical assistance payments and medical insurance. 
In our very mobile society, many families move across State lines 
after they have adopted, or they choose a child from a State other 
than their own. 

These families, while certain that monthly maintenance will 
follow the child, are less certain about medical assistance through 
medicaid. The problem rests not in a change of eligibility, but in 
the unwillingness of health and service providers to accept the 
medicaid card issued by a State other than the State in which they 
are located. 

Thus, families who do not fear a child's handicap do fear their 
own ability to provide medical care for that child when they are • 
not assured that medicaid will be a viable source of medical treat
ment. For our most handicapped children, we must insure ade
quate medical coverage. 

Another fiscal problem is the lack of purchase of service agree
ments between publi~ and private agencies for special needs adop
tion services. Counth1s and States which are quite willing to pay for 
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foster and institutional care OIl an indefinite basis are often unwill
ing to pay a one-time fee for adoption services. 

Another barrier to the adoption of special children is the lack of 
postadoption services. Although many agencies which make place
ments continue to provide supportive services after the adoption 
has been finalized, the national need for training in postadoption 
services will increase as we are successful in achieving higher rates 
of placement of more severely handicapped and troubled children. 

Despite the very real, continuing impact of these barriers, we see 
clear and dramatic changes in adoption practices. Many children 
considered unadoptable a few years ago are living in permanent 
homes. Many disabilities, such as Downs syndrome, once seen as 
leading to institutionalization are now accepted by large numbers 
of adoptive families. 

Since its inception, the National Exchange has found a tremen
dous need for its services, and we are building relationships with 
both the public and private sectors in order to meet that need. 

For example, we have quickly become a central place for infor
mation about adoption. We have strong relationships with the 
media so that both families and agencies know about the exchange 
and feel comfortable in calling us for assistance. " 

Just last month, three full pages in the National Leader,' a na
tional black newspaper, were focused on the minority children who 
wait and how families can contact the National Exchange. 

We are also working closely with our colleagues in the fiMd of 
adoption. A child welfare advisory group, representing exchanges, 
adoption agencies and State governments, has helped us to develop 
procedures and policies which make the exchange a viable member 
of the broad network of adoption services. 

We are working hard to develop special relationships with the 
corporate sector. We believe strongly that there is a place for 
American industry and business in promoting the adoption of spe
cial needs children and supporting the efforts of adoption pro
grams. 

The National Exchange has formed a corporate advisory group 
and members have already played a significant role in making the 
exchange a success. Christel DeHaan, president of Vacation Hori
zons International and executive vice president of Resort Condo
miniums International, has made a personal commitment to the 
cause of children who wait. She and her senior corporate staff have 
provided extensive assistance in the development of appropriate 
computer technology and the use of communications media. 

Her experienced management staff has helped to plan for auto
mation of the exchange. They have helped us analyze our tele
phone systems, and are helping to meet the challenge of providing 
high-quality services using the best of today's technologies. 

GTE Corp. has also provided extensive support and assistance. C. 
Thomas Taylor, vice president and general manager of GTE Te
lenet, made Telemail, a national telecommunications network, 
available to the exchange for testing as a 24-hour communications 
and data bank system. 

GTE staff have worked closely with our own professional and 
technical personnel to develop a system which reflects the informa
tion needs of adoptive families and adoption agencies. 
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Business is responding and corporate leadership has made a dif
ference in the way we do business and in the range of services we 
can offer. 

Even with these accomplishments, many important questions 
that affect our ability to provide services are unanswered. What 
makes adoption work, and why are so many children still waiting? 

To help find answers, we have brought together, at their own ex
pense, a group of research professionals who are advising us on the 
kinds of questions which need to be asked to improve exchange 
services. Under the leadership of Robert Hill, associate director of 
the Washington Bureau of Social Science Research, the research 
advisory group will also participate in the evaluation of the ex
change. 

In closing, I would like to say that the passage of the act before 
you has brought about significant changes in the practices of adop
tion. Congress has challenged each of us as parents, workers and 
administrator9 to make good use of new resources, and we have 
been challenged to find new sources of support and new and more 
efficient ways of doing business. 

Adoption services today are more competitive, more focused on 
special needs children. We need competition and we need excel
lence. There is always a market for better programs, programs that 
are more suited to the demands of today's children and today's 
families. 

In all of those programs, we require a sense of commitment and 
a striving for excellence. We believe that that means bringing to
gether the best practice in our profession, the knowledge from the 
field of child welfare, the technical expertise and assistance that 
America's businesses can lend, and the hearts of the families who 
make these children their own. Reauthorization of Publie Law 95-
266 will make possible the continued efforts of these groups and 
the achievement of permanent homes for children. 

Mr. Chairman, thank you for letting me speak today. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Piasecki follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARLENE PIASECKI, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL ADOPTION 
ExCHANGE, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this distinguished 
subcommittee to diSCI!!:;;; the reauthorization of the Child Abuse Prevention and 
Treatment Act and Adoption Reform Act. I will address my comments to Title II of 
the Act-Adoption Opportunities. 

Since its original passage in 1978, the provision of Title II have helped to elimi
nate barriers to adoption and to provide permanent and loving homes for waiting 
children, particularly children with special needs. 

As a result of training, technical assistance and demonstration projects, thousands 
of children with special needs have been adopted. This has been accomplished 
through several methods, including the training of social worL-ers and child welfare 
administrat{)rs. They have responded by helping to find and prepare families for the 
chaIIenges of adoption. Importantly, many new adoptive parent groups were formed 
through the efforts of the Adoption Resource Centers. These voluntary parent 
groups speak out for the children in their own communities, encourage responsible 
planning for waiting children and donate their time to recruit and counsel new 
adoptive families. 

The impressive record of success of this Act has set the stage for significantly im
proving the OPPOltunities for special needs children. Where we have formed 300 
parent groups, hundreds more are needed. Where we have trained a few thousand 
workers, many more could be prepared to better serve these young clients. 
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Today, over 50,000 children are legally free for adoption in this country. These 
children are legal orphans with only the states as parents. Some have brothers and 
sisters, other are without any family. They are waiting for us to find the families 
they can call their own. 

The National Adoption Exchange, with your assistance, has accepted this chal
lenffe. As an Exchange we offer six basic services, (1) adoption information (2) multi
media recruitment (3) registration of children and families (4) match/referral, and 
(5) technical consultation. Each service has been developed to address barriers 
which stand in the way of permanence for children. 

BARRIERS TO ADOPTION 

The first set of barriers are informational. Many states have not identified the 
legally free children who are "¥aiting for adoption. Without an accounting of each of 
the 50,000 waiting children, children for whom the states draw federal monies, ade< 
quate permanency planning and adoption services cannot be developed or delivered. 

Often, adoptive families have difficulty obtaining information about the children 
waiting to be adopted. On April 4, 1983 the National Adoption Exchange received a 
J,etter from a prospective parent after he contacted a local adoption agency in Michi
gan. He said: "I explained my situation and was told that there are no white, older, 
handicapped children in Michigan. What a negative answer they gave me. No 
wonder you have trouble adopting children." 

At the National Adoption Exchange, we are working to improve the quality and 
availability of information about adoption through our regisb'ation procedures and 
through national recruitment and public relations campaigns. 

No waiting children are restricted from our program. State and local agencies de
termine which children require the services of the National Exchange. For states 
like New York, with 1,600 waiting children, a national audience of prospective par
ents is critical. In each state, however, special needs are identified according to local 
standards. Thus children are not denied services because they do not meet some ex
ternally imposed criteria. 

Whenever a child is at risk of continued, (,xpensive out-of·home plac:~ment, we are 
ready to find a permanent home. 

Once the National Adoption Exchange receives a registration for a waiting child, 
we must put that information in the hands of waiting families. We do this in two 
ways. The first is by registering families who are studied and approved for adoption 
and then matching these families with waiting children. The families are active 
partners in this process. By permitting direct self-registration of families we enable 
families to take the first step in finding their own child. Self registration of families 
also combats a major barrier to the adoption of minority children-the saving or 
hoarding of families. We have found that many organizations which approve fami
lies for adoption will not share information on those families, particularly minority 
families. They are "saving" the families until a child in their custody becomes avail
able. While this seems like a harmless procedure it leaves many children without 
families while prospective parents wait, knowing that children are available. The 
registration procedures estabHshed by the National Adoption Exchange bridge the 
gap between the families and the children. While communities must make plans to 
care for their own children, they must also seek and share family resources beyond 
their own boundaries for those children who require special and often rare families. 
Are we to continue to institutionalize our children because the family they need 
"belongs" to another public or private agency 10 or 100 or 1,000 miles away? 

I do not mean to suggest that we need look too far afield to find good homes for 
these children. One of the most important lessons we and our sister exchanges have 
learned is the richness of opportunities in our own backyards. But concentrated, in
novative, marketing t.echniques are needed to bring forth the families which have 
been overlooked by traditional recruitment practices. And greater cooperation 
among agencies is essential to insuring that these families become a resource for 
any child \\ithout regard to geography. 

Through the use of media resources the National Adoption Exchange has im
proved access to information about special needs adoption. In February, 1983 the 
National Adoption Exchange sent almost 2,000 press releases to daily and minority 
newspapers telling the story of special needs adoption and how families can re
spond. Many r.ewspapers ran features with local tie-ins. The response over the past 
six weeks has been tremendous, with calls from Iowa, South Texas, Pennsylvania, 
North Florida, Oklahoma, California and many others. 

Later this month NBC's "Today Show" will begin a four-week "waiting child" fea
ture, bringing the children themselves to over six million viewers. 
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While we are excited about our success in bringing information about adoption to 
large numbers of prospective adoptive parents, we are also concerned about the 
services which are available when families respond. 

Many child welfare organizations, especially adoption exchanges around the coun
try, have reported that families have a very difficult time getting homestudies-in
eluding families who would be willing to accept our most hard to place children. 

All too often meaningless agency requirements exclude from the adoption process 
whole groups CJf families-particularly minority families. The need to respond posi
tively when minority families step forward is doubly important since minority chil
dren are vastly over represented in the total number of children who wait. Until 
agencies improve their response to these families, the over representation of minor
ity children will remain. 

The National Black Pulse study conducted by the Urban League showed that a 
very large number of black families are willing to adopt. Special recruitment proj
ects currently funded by the Ad:>ption Opportunities Act similarly have found that 
when information about the children who are waiting is presented to the minority 
community, families respond. The Black Homes for Black Children project has ac
complished much by offering a real alternative to traditional agency practices which 
had failed to bring forth what have now proved to be important minority resources. 
We have set as one of our own top priorities the recruitment of minority families 
and the delivery of assistance to these families as they seek homestudies. 

Yet we need to know about how families are being served once they begin the 
process of a homestudy. In collaboration with the North American Council on 
Adoptable Children, the National Exchange will be contacting families whom we 
have referred for homestudies, and we will identify those barriers which these fami
lies may have experienced. By compiling this information and sharing it with the 
states, we feel that the states themselves will be in a better position to examine how 
their policies facilities or prevent adoption of children. 

In addition to these informational barriers there are significant fiscal barriers to 
the adoption of special needs children. Although Federal support for adoption subsi
dy of special needs children has greatly increased adoption opportunities, adoption 
subsidy is not without problems. Of particular concern to the families who are 
adopting is the availability of medical assistance payments and medical insurance. 
In our very mobile society, many families move acrogs state lines after they have 
adopted. Other families choose a child from a state other than their own. These 
families can be quite certain that monthly maintenance will follow the child to any 
state. However, there is less certainty about medical assistance through Medicaid. 
The problem rests not in a change of eligibility but in the failure to accept Medicaid 
coverage by another state. Health and service providers are often unwilling to 
accept a Medicaid card issued by a state other than the state in which they are lo
cated. Thus families who do not fear a child's handicap rightly fear their own abili
ty to provide medical care for that child when they cannot be assured that Medicaid 
will be a viable source of medical care. For our most handicapped children we must 
ensure adequate medical coverage. 

Another fiscal problem is the lack of purchase of service agreements between 
states and private agencies for special needs adoption services. Counties and States 
which are quite williag to pay for foster and institutional care on an indefinite 
basis, with annual bills for each child of 10, 20 and over 30,000 dollars are unwilling 
to pay from one to five thousand dollars for one time adoption services. One of the 
important accomplishments of the Adoption Resource Centers was their training of 
both public and private agencies about purchase of service and how it could facili
tate placements. And we request purchase of service information when children are 
registered, in part to stimulate an awareness of this mechanism as one which will 
facilitate placements. 

Another barrier to the adoption of special children is the lack of post adoption 
services. Although many agencies which make placements continue to provide sup
portive services after the adoption has been finalized, the national need for training 
in post-adoption services will incY'ease as we are successful in achieving higher rates 
of placements of more severely handicapped and troubled childre". Again, parent 
groups and other volunh;er organizations can play critical roles. l'hey can provide 
much of the support thaI, is needed by families, as they derive theil' expertise from 
their own experience as the parents of special needs children. 

Despite the very real, continuing impact of these barriers, we see clear and dra
matic changes in adoption practices. Many children considered unadoptable a few 
years ago are living in permanent homes. Many disabilities, such as Downs Syn
drome, once seen as leading to institutionalization are now accepted by large num
bers of adoptive families. 
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Since its inception, the NAE has found a tremendous need for its services. For 
example, the Exchange has quickly become a central place for information about 
adoptic'n. We have emphasized strong relationships with the media so that both 
famiJ..;es and agencies know about Exchange services and feel comfortable in calling 
for assistance. 

In part, changing attitudes about adoption is a function of our presentation of 
children. Just last month, three full pages in the National Leader, a national black 
newspaper, were focused on the minority children who wait and how families can 
contact the National Exchange. A full page of photos, including older children, sib
ling groups and handicapped children, presented a new set of images about adoption 
and encouraged readers to see waiting children as real, individual and adoptable. 

We found that many newspapers which had never carried a story about special 
needs adoption were willing to carry our story. Many families who had never read 
about special needs adoption in their home town news called and wrote with great 
excitement saying, "Can I adopt? ... Who can I adopt? ... Where do I go for 
help?" 

We are working closely with our colleagues in the field. A Child Welfare Advisory 
group r€:llresenting exchanges, adoption agencies, and state governments have 
helped us to develop procedures and policies which make the Exchange a viable 
member of the broader network of adoption services. 

We are working hard to develop special relationships with the corvorate sector. 
We believe strongly that there is a place for American industry and business in pro
moting the adoption of special needs children and supporting the efforts of adoption 
programs. The National Exchange has formed a Corporate Advisory Group and 
members have already played a significant role in making the Exchange a success. 
Christel DeHaan, President of Vacation Horizons International and Executive Vice 
President of Resort Condominiums International has made a personal commitment 
to the cause of children who wait. 

Mrs. DeHaan's companies match the vacation plans of over 200,000 families with 
available vacation time at over 600 resorts worldwide. She, and her senior corporate 
staff, have provided extensive assistance in the development of appropriate comput
er technology and the use of communications media. Her experienced management 
information staff has helped plan for automation of the Exchange, in the analysis of 
our telephone syst~ms and in helping to meet the challenge of providing high qual
ity services using the best of today's technologies. 

GTE corporation has also provided extensive support and assistance. C. Thomas 
Taylor, Vice President and General Manager of GTE Telenet, made Telemail, a na
tional telecommunications network, available to the Exchange for testing as a 24 
hours a day communications and data bank system. To date, we have provided dem
onstrations of the system to more than 25 adoption agencies and exchanges. Each 
has expressed an interest in joining our growing national network. GTE; staff have 
worked closely with our own professional and technical personnel to develop a 
system which reflects the information needs of adoptive families and adoption agen
cies. The system is menu·driven and presents easy-to-read questions and statements. 
It provides direct access to our information about specific children and families. 

Other corporate executives have agreed to join the Exchange's Corporate Advisory 
Group. The agenda for this group includes features for corporate newspapers about 
special needs adoption, development of adoption benefit plans, technical and mone
tary contributions, and professional consultation. Business is responding and corpo
rate leadership has made a difference in the way we do business and in the range of 
services we can offer. 

Even with these accomplishments, many important questions that affect our abili
ty to provide services are unanswered. What makes adoptions work? Why are so 
many children still waiting? To help find answers we've brought together, at their 
own expense, a group of research professionals who advise us on the kinds of ques
tions which need to be asked to improve exchange services-both our own and the 
services of other exchanges. We need to know more about the outcomes of adoptions 
and the ways in which families help overcome the disabilities and insecurity of their 
new members, We also need to know more about why some adoptions fail, and how 
to make better decisions about placements. 

Under the leadership of Robert Hill, Associate Director of the Washington Bureau 
of Social Science Research, the Research Advisory Group will also participate in the 
evaluation of the Exchange. With their help to develop performance indicators, we 
will begin an analysis of how well we respond to inquiries, how agencies use our 
services-and most importantly how well we facilitate the placement of waiting 
children. 
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CHILD ABUSE AND ADOPTION SERVICES 

We would also like to draw attention to the connection between our nation's re
sponse to child abuse and the adoption of special needs children. It may appear that 
these are unrelated topics, grouped together under this pending legislation because 
each deals with children. However, there is a fundamental and growing interrela
tionship which links abuse and the need for adoption "<!rvices. Increasingly, abused 
and severely neglected children are listed with the National Exchange and with our 
87 sister exchanges across the nation. For these victims of abuse we are now finding 
many very special families. Fear is being replaced by love. 

Adoption oppc.rtunities are also needed by the thousands of victims of institution
al abuse, partkularly passive institutional abuse. Assistant Secretary Hardy, in her 
remarks to this committee on March 9, 1983, noted the critical need for the comple
tion of a national study of abuse "for providing assistance to the states to establish 
procedures to ensure safety from deliberate neglect." Certainly, no child should 
suffer at the hands of persons whom we have selected to provide for their care and 
we support this effort to safeguard against the abuse and exploitation of handi
capped children. Yet institutional abuse, the almost routine and continuing consign
ment to institutions of handicapped children who could be placed in foster or adop
tive homes must end. When given the opportunity to provide adoption services, we 
have seen that severely disabled children can be accepted into new permanent 
homes. In these homes, children who had been diagnosed as too damaged to live out
side an institution are now experiencing their real potential for active and more 
complete lives. Yet in state after state, thousands of mentally retarded and physical
ly handicapped children remain in institutions because almost no one v.<ithin the in
stitutional system even considers adoptive placement. And once institutionalized, we 
tend to forget their abilities, and make it all too easy for these children to become 
increasingly dependent and passive institutional victims for the rest of their lives. 
The human and economic costs of inappropriate institutionalization should not be 
tolerated. 

CONCLUSION 

In closing, the passage of the act before you has brought about significant change 
in the practice of adoption. Congress has challenged each of us as parents, workers 
and administrators to make good use of new resources. And we have been chal
lenged to find new sources of support, new and more efficient ways of doing our 
business. 

Adoption services today are more competitive-more focused on special needs chil
dren. We need competition and we need excellence. There is always a market for 
better pro\5fums, programs that are more suited to the demands of today's childrer~ 
and today s families. And in all of those programs, we require a sense of commit
ment and a striving for excellence. We believe that means bringing together the 
best practice in our professions, the most knowledge that we have in the field of 
child welfare, the technical expertise and assistance ~hat America's business can 
lend, and the hearts of the families who make these children their own. Re-authori
zation of Public Law 95-266, will make possible the continued efforts of these groups 
and the achievement of permanent homes for children. 

I have spoken a great deal about "thousands of waiting children" and "thousands 
of families" but we can more easily understand the importance of the Exchange by 
looking at one child and one family at a time. 

Tina is a 13 year ole girl who lived with her birth mother until she was 11. Since 
1980 she lived with a number of different foster homes and while she has moved 
around a great deal she retains a very positive image of herself and a desire to do 
well in school, to grow up and to serve other children as a foster mother. Tina is in 
good physical health but she needs one thing-and that's a permanent home. On 
January 24, 1983, Tina's social worker registered her with the Exchange hoping to 
find a family. Just a few week!:> before, a very fine family in Idaho had registered 
themselves with us. They have one son and livl! in a small community. The mother 
works outside the home and enjoys special homemaking activities like sewing, weav
ing and cooking. The father coaches his son's baseball team and is an avid home 
remodeler. They are a close knit, loving and supportive family-active in their local 
church. On January 26, 1983, two days after Tina was registered, the National 
Adoption Exchange recommended this family to Tina's social worker. She reviewed 
the case records, as well as those of two other families. Next week Tina is going 
home. She's going from Ohio to Idaho to become part of a permanent family. 

On February 18, 1983, Gilbert, an eleven month old boy in Florida, was registered 
with the National Exchange. A cute, appealing child who is alert and responsive to 
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others, Gilbert has been in foster care since he was born. He has been diagnosed as 
having "delayed motor development" and he now is in an early intervention pro
gram. The services of this program are already helping him to improve his ability to 
focus his eyes, move his hands and pull a string to reach a toy. Young Gilbert needs 
a home now. 

On February 23, just five days after Gilbert was registered, a single adoptive 
mother from Pennsylvania sent her registration to the National Exchange. She said 
she was willing to become a parent to a child with physical disabilities or conditions 
that require long term medication or special treatment. Gilbert will be moving to 
his new home this week, less than two months after he was registered with the Ex
change. 

As you can see by these two examples, the children who are waiting represent a 
wide range of needs. The families who are responding also represent a great volun
tary resource which we cannot afford to ignore. For the thousands of children who 
now wait, we would hope to be able to say to them as we can for Gilbert and Tina, 
they are going home. 

Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Ms. Piasecki. 
Ms. McHugh. 
Ms. McHUGH. My name is Toni McHugh and I am the chairman 

of the board of directors of the National Committee for Adoption. I 
am also an adoptive parent. I have served on the board for 2 years, 
and during that time I have also served as cochairman of the New 
Jersey Committee for Adoption, which is a State affiliatp of the Na
tional Committee for Adoption. 

Accompanying me here is Candace Mueller, who is director of 
public policy and professional practice for the national committee 
staff. 

As an adoptive parent and on behalf of the committee's board, 
member agencies and adoptive families in the committee's mem
bership, I want to thank you very much for letting me testify 
today. 

We support the continuation and expansion of the adoption op
portunities law, and have discussed several barriers to positive 
adoption services in our written statement, which I would like to 
ask, Chairman Denton, if you would accept for the record. 

Senator DENTON. We shall, thank you. 
Ms. McHUGH. Thank you. 
For the time I have alloted to me, I would like to summarize 

some of the main barriers which the committee's members and 
myself, as an advocate of good adoption services, have observed. I 
will also briefly comment on the ways that these barriers can be 
overcome, both through legislation such as S. 1003 and through the 
work of people committed to promoting adoption as a loving, 
family-building option. Of course, I will be happy to answer any 
questions that you or anybody else might have. 

The National Committee for Adoption believes that the delivery 
of adoption services is more effective and costs less when provided 
by the private voluntary sector. Many children who could be freed 
for adoption and placed in permanent homes are caught up in the 
web of the public agencies' bureaucracies. 

If the public sector would assertively develop purchase of sen-ice 
arrangements with the voluntary adoption agencies for the sole 
purpose of increasing the number of children freed for adoption 
and successfully placed in adoptive homes, I think we would see an 
increase in the number of children adopted. 
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I testified last December in the New Jersey Legislature on this 
very issue, recommending that the New Jersey Department of 
Youth and Family Services rely upon the private, nonprofit agen
cies to provide home-finding and adoption placement services. 

So many children in New Jersey's foster care system are becom
ing special needs children simply because the present system 
allows too much time to pass before parents who are assuming no 
responsibility for the care of their children are forced to relinquish 
their rights. 

I urge this subcommittee to recommend to the Department of 
Health and Human Services that the issue of reprivatizing adop
tion services be discussed as a model for the State governments to 
consider. 

We also believe there needs to be a review of the current oper
ations in States of the Interstate Compact for the Placement of 
Children. In many instances experienced by our members, the 
Compact procedures have hindered rather than helped the speedy 
adoption of children across State lines. Long delays in processing 
the forms, loss of important, confidential documents, and improper 
handling of confidential information are all examples of the nega
tive experiences by adoption agencies. 

The State of New Jersey has not entered into the Interstate Com
pact, and based upon the problems that I have cited and that I 
have heard from other agencies, the New Jersey Committee for 
Adoption would not want the State to participate. 

In order for the Interstate Compact to really help the adoption of 
children, it seems to us that the review process needs to be stream
lined for networks of voluntary and public licensed agencies work
ing with exchanges and other groups to see that a waiting child 
can be adopted by a family in another State. 

On the other side of the coin, the Compact administrators need 
to focus more attention on seeing that the placements of children 
by unlicensed intermediaries follow the Compact's rules. 

Another major obstacle to getting infants and children adopted is 
the legal resistance to the termination of parental rights. One of 
the major obstacles cited by a group of children's agencies and ad
vocates in New Jersey was the judicial system. 

Admittedly, the decision to sever parental ties is a very serious 
responsibility for the family court judges in our country. However, 
the delays for children in need of homes is just as serious for the 
positive development of that child. 

The Department of Youth and Family Services in New Jersey 
did a task force study last year, and to give you an idea of what I 
am talking about, as of June 30, 1982, of the 276 children that were 
in the process of litigation, 94 had been held up in litigation for 
over 6 months. 

At the time the study was done, they were not sure how much 
longer these children would be held up. They did not know when 
the court would finally make a decision. So, you can see that it is a 
severe problem. 

Adoptive Family groups and others concerned about children's 
rights to an adoptive home need to work constructively with the 
courts to improve termination proceedings. 
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In the case of a young, unmarried woman's plan for adoption for 
her baby, she can be frustrated by the legal requirements for the 
termination of the father's rights. Too often, fathers who have 
shown no int?rest throughout the pregnancy decide to claim custo
dy after the baby is born. 

A woman planning adoption is faced with the decision to allow 
her baby to be raised by this man and his family or to decide to 
forget about her plan for adoption and try to become a successful 
single parent. 

An example of this problem is before the Supreme Court right 
now in the case, Kirkpatrick v. The Christian Homes of Abilene, 
which will be heard later this month. Past Supreme Court deci
sions relating to fathers' rights have been overreaching in their 
impact on the plans of unwed mothers to choose adoption. 

Furthermore, the States have differing laws regarding the rights 
to notice and claiming paternity regarding adoption planning, and 
this creates confusion for pregnant women considering adoption. 

'fhe adoption opportunities law could direct the Department of 
Health and Human Services to compare State laws and the various 
interpretations of the Supreme Court decisions regarding the ter
mination of parental rights, especially the putative fathers. 

This brings me to the point of commenting on the proposal of S. 
1003 to expand the advisory board to include those adoption activi
ties of the Federal Government, including services to pregnant 
teenage girls considering adoption as a plan for their infants, and 
services to infertile couples wanting to adopt. 

We support the intent of this provision to establish a resource 
panel which has experts wh0 can link the prevention aspects of 
adoption to the child abuse program. We believe that one impor
tant focus for the prevention of child abuse and neglect among 
teenage mothers is to be sure that they have a clear understanding 
of their social and legal opportunities to voluntarily choose adop
tion for their babies, rather than trying unsuccessfully to be a 
single, young parent or resorting to placing their children in foster 
care. 

I think it is important in counseling adolescents to keep in mind 
that many of these adolescents are 13 and 14 years old; that they 
have to have another alternative. They have to be made aware that 
they have a choice between abortion and parenting their children; 
that there is adoption if that is what they want and feel that they 
can do. 

I think if we do not make this clear to them, while their babies 
are newborns and not "special needs" children, then they will 
decide to parent. Many will disc()ver they cannot parent the child 
for one reason or other, whether it be economic, social, or emotion
al. Whatever the reason is, that child is going to become a "special 
needsll chUrl in need of adoption. 

So I think it is very important to include education of the public 
and of adolescent teenagers as to the positive aspects of adoption. 

On the other hand, agencies, the national and regional adoption 
exchanges and adoptive family groups know from the many years 
of aggressive recruitment of families to adopt children with special 
needs that the major resource for many of the waiting children are 
couples experiencing infertility. 
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Therefore, the inclusion of experts in services to infertile couples 
on the advisory board is a logical response to bringing to the fore
front a group that needs services in order to be successful adoptive 
parents to troubled, handicapped or older children with special 
needs, as well as infants. 

Parents who make the most successful adoptive parents have re
solved their infertility. In a recent hearing that was held in New 
Jersey in March, one of the things that was felt to be very impor
tant was that prospective adoptive parents have to be properly 
trained and properly aware of the circumstances they were getting 
into, and also, going along with that, be assured that they were 
making the right decision in terms of their own emotional and per
sonal being. Services and support are needed to prevent potentially 
abusive adoptive family situations. 

I want to close by urging the subcommittee to actively support 
the development of positive, marketable educational materials 
about adoption for school-age children. Not only would an under
standing of adoption as a neat way to build a family help peers 
relate to their friends who are adopted, but also would help them 
in their support of their peers who become pregnant and must con
sider adoption as an alternative for their unplanned pregnancy. 
These materials could be used by adoptive parents for presenta
tions. 

Groups of adoptive families, adopted children who are grown up, 
and adoptive grandparents and relatives are the people who are 
part of the adoption circle who know best the joys of adoption. The 
Federal Government should use adoptive families as much as possi
ble to promote adoption as a positive and possible option for more 
American families. The media can help, too. 

1 would like to submit an article for the record which has just 
appeared in a popular magazine which describes the adoption 
option for families. As the author starts out, "Adoption is possible, 
and adoption works because good relationships between parents 
and children are based on love, not biology." We agree wholeheart
edly. 

Thank you very much, Senator Denton, for this opportunity and 
I would be happy to answer any questions that you might have. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. McHugh follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF TONI McHUGH, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS, 
THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR ADOPTION, INC. 

My name is Toni McHugh. I am the Chairman of the Board of Directors of the 
National Committee For Adoption (NCFA). 1 have served on the Board for two years 
and during that time also served as Co-Chairman of the New Jersey Committee For 
Adoption, a state affiliate of NCFA. My husband and I have two daughters, one is 
adopted. On behalf of the NCFA Board of Directors, the member agencies and adop
tive families of NCFA's membership, I want to thank yon for inviting us to appear 
at this hearing to testify in support of the continuation-and expansion-of the 
adoption opportUnities law. This written statement not only covers the issues to 
which you invited us to testify-identifying barriers in State laws that continue to 
prevent permanent adoptive placement for children-but also discusses the areas 
where the National Committee for Adoption would like to see the Adoption Oppor
tunities law require Federal attention. 

The National Committee For Adoption is a national, voluntary membership orga
nization for agencies, adoptive families and individuals. Through our membership, 
the National Committee for Adoption is working to promote to the public adoption 
as a positive option that: (1) enables a young, single or pregnant woman to make a 
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choice to continue the pregnancy and make an adoption plan for her baby; (2) en
ables children, whose lives have been threatened by disease, or congenital disabil
ities, to be treated and cared for by parents who choose to adopt them when their 
biological parents cannot cope; (3) rescues children from growing up in inappropri
ate foster care or institutional care and gives them a permanent, loving adoptive 
family; and (4) assists homeless children from other countries to become members of 
loving, American families. 

Because we believe so strongly in adoption as a sound, family building option, the 
National Committee For Adoption supports the extension and revisions of the Adop
tion Opportunities law as outlined in S. 1003, legislation introduced by Senator 
Denton and Senator Hater_ on April 7, 1983. We have also submitted written testi
mony to the Select Education Subcommittee of the House Education and Labor 
Committee supporting the Subcommittee's decision to recommend re-authorization 
of the Adoption Opportunities law for four more years in H.R. 1904. There are many 
areas of adoption law and the delivery of adoption services which need to be im
proved to ensure that more of America's youngest, handicapped and homeless chil
dren waiting for adoptive homes get adopted. Even with a modest appropriation of 
$2 million per fiscal year, much can be done to increase the number of children whl) 
are made legally free for adoption and made members of new adoptive families. 

The National Committee was formed in the Spring of 1980 by a group of agencies 
and individuals who were very concerned with a proposal called the Model State 
Adoption Act which had been mandated by Section 202 of the Adoption Opportuni
til)s law. We are now happy to be able to support the final version of the Model Act 
for the Adoption of Children with Special Needs which was published by the Depart
ment of Health and Human Services on October 8, 1981. This final Model Act focus
es its attention on the barriers in State adoption laws which keep children with spe
cial needs from being adopted and it is a good example of how the Federal govern
ment can assist States in a cooperative way. 

There is another effort now underway at the Department of Health and Human 
Services which we believe will have a positive impact on promoting adoption. Dorcas 
R. Hardy, assistant secretary for Human Development Services has. the lead respon
sibility for the "Adoption Initiative" which will promote activities that will move 
children with special needs out of foster care and into permanent adoptive homes. 
Assistant Secretary Hardy has already begun to work with State and local agencies, 
voluntary organizations, the media and corporate leaders to increase public aware
ness of the problems of children waiting for adoptive homes. 

As the new Chairman of the Board of Directors, I saw an increasing need for the 
National Committee For Adoption to focus on the entire range of adoptions. There
fore, at the Third Annual Meeting, a new, special committee of our Board was cre
ated on Service Needs for Special Children. Chaired by Theodore Kim, executive di
rector of A.S.I.A., an agency specializing in the adoption of Korean children, the 
committee members include adoptive parents, such as Robert and Dorothy DeBolt, 
who have adopted children with special needs, and agency executive directors who 
are working ,vith their State Departments of Child Welfare to see that children 
with special needs get adoptive homes. I am excited by the expertise of the members 
of the special committee and I hope that this Subcommittee as well as Assistant Sec
retary Hardy will see NCFA and its Board as a resource in working to encourage 
the participation of parents, caring professionals, adoptive family organizations, ad
vocates, corporations and philanthropists-along with the voluntary and public 
child and family services sectors-to achieve real progress on behalf of those chil
dren who are relying on us to make adoption work for all who need it. 

The National Committee For Adoption has appreciated the work of this Subcom
mittee and its Chairman, Senator Denton, in support of adoption and the continu
ation of programs that serve children and families, such as the Adoption Opportuni
ties law in 1981 and the adolescent pregnancy program incorporated into the Ado
lescent Family Life Demonstration and Projects Act. We were invited to participate 
in the Adoption in America Hearing held by this Subcommittee on July 23, 1981 
and urge the Subcommittee to review the testimony presented at that time for dddi
tional issues which still need to be addressed by the Federal government, including 
improvements in the Federal tax code on behalf of adoption as presented by Senator 
Jepsen. 

The National Committee For Adoption sees six areas where the Adoption Oppor
tunities law could focus Federal attention. These include: 

(1) Identifying barriers to the adoption of infants and children and seeking solu
tions to them; (2) Promoting adoption as a positive family building option through 
the combined efforts of adoptive families, the business sector, and the media; (3) Re
viewing the Federal tax policies for ways to encourage the adoption of children by 
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American families; (4) Collecting national adoption and foster care data and analyz
ing it; (5) Promoting improved adoption legislation and quality standards for adop
tion services in the States; and (6) Maintaining a national adoption exchange. 

All of these areas need to focus on the adoption of children, broadly defined to 
include the welfare of infants at risk with life-threatening congenital impairments, 
infants born to teenaged, unmarried parents, and children in foster homes or insti
tutions in need of placement in permanent, adoptive homes. The rest of this state
ment will expand upon these six areas of adoption issues, many of which have been 
included in the legislation, S. 1003, to amend the Adoption Opportunities law. While 
not all of these issues can be thoroughly discussed in a one-day hearing, we urge the 
Subcommittee to consider using the Subcommittee's investigative and oversight ac
tivities concerning adoption laws and programs to elaborate further on theEle topics. 

IDENTIFYING BARRIERS TO 'rfiE ADOPTION OF INFANTS AND CHILDREN AND SEEKING 
SOLUTIONS TO THEM 

The National Committee For Adoption believes that the delivery of adoption serv
ices to children and their families may be more effective when provided by the pri
vate, voluntary sector. In December, 1982, I testified on behalf of the New Jersey 
Committee For Adoption before a legislative hearing on the ways to improve adop
tion and foster care services being provided through the New Jersey Department of 
Youth and Family Services (DYPS). So many children in New Jersey become "hard 
to place" because the present system has unnecessary delays in the adoption process 
and allows excessive time for parents to exercise their parental rights without ful
filling their parental responsibility. The child's needs don't seem to be addressed 
:fIrst. The New Jersey Committee For Adoption's recommendation for improving the 
delivery of services was that the function of providing adoption services should be 
assumed by those private, non-profit social services agencies with a good record of 
providing high quality services whlIe being cost efficient. By "reprivatizing" adop
tion services, the apparent conflict between DYFS's role as a regulator and funding 
agency and its rQle as a direct services provider could be alleviated. The proposal 
should also save the State of New Jersey money. 

I would also like to see the issue of re-privatization of adoption services be dis
cussed at the Federal level as a model for State governments to consider. The Na
tional Committee would like the Adoption Opportunities law to provide the arena 
for discussion of the development of State plans to shift more of the responsibility 
for the placement plans for children back to the non-profit, voluntary and sectarian 
child and family services sector. By "re-privatizing" adoption services in the States, 
children will be served more effectively and at less cost. We would encourage the 
Subcommittee to carefully review the current work of the Regional Resource Cen
ters for Children, Youth and Families and consider shifting attention from these re
gional information centers to nation-wide working groups to tackle issues such as 
re-privatization of adoption services. 

In States' current programs for the adoption of children with special needs, chil
dren whose adoption plans are being made by the voluntary sector are often not 
eligible for adoption subsidy programs and medical coverage. There is also resist
ance on the part of many States to allow the adoption planning work of the volun
tary agency to suffice for the legal adoption. There needs to be a concentrated effort 
at the Federal level to identify the ways that the voluntary sector's role in promot
ing adoption at the State and local level can be used by the public child welfare 
sector to enhance the opportunities for the adoption or children waiting in foster 
care. 

There have been legal and societal barriers to the option of adoption for infants 
born to teenaged, unmarried parents for over the past decade. One major obstacle to 
a young, unmarried woman's plan for adoption for her baby has been the legal re
quirements for the termination of the father's rights. Many agencies experience, 
along with the young women they serve, the frustrations of making adoption plans 
which are thwarted by putative fathers' decisions to claim custody after the child is 
born. An example of this problem is before the Supreme Court right now in the 
case, Kirkpatrick v. the Christian Homes of Abilene which will be heard later this 
month. The National Committee For Adoption has filed an amicus brief to the 
Christian Homes' case on behalf of the adoption plan for a baby born out of wedlock 
to a fifteen-year-old girl. Kirkpatrick, the father of the baby, decided after the bay's 
birth to file for paternity as well as custody of the child, even though he had been 
involved with the young mother in planning for the adoption of the child prior to its 
birth. Past Supreme Court decisions relating to fathers' rights have been overreach
ing in their impact on the placement of infants for adoption, the National Commit-
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tee For Adoption believes. Furth(':-more, the States have differing laws regarding 
the rights of putative fathers in relationship to adoption planning and this creates a 
barrier to adopting across State lines, when one state will not accept the binding 
law and practlce of the placing agency in another State. The Adoption Opportuni
ties law should include a recommendation that among the legal issues reviewed by 
the Federal government should be the comparison of State laws-and the various 
interpretations of Supreme Court decisions-regarding putative fathers' rights. 

A federal law, the Indian Child Welfare Act, has presented a barrier to many 
young 1?regnant women who are of Indian heritage, because their privacy cannot be 
main tamed if they choose to make an adoption plan. The law requires the Indian 
tribe to be notified of the plans for adoption. Often a young woman, estranged from 
her family and Indian tribe because of her pregnancy, decides to leave her home 
area and try to parent rather than have her unplanned pregnancy known by the 
entire tribal council. We recommend that these issues be explored by the Office of 
Human Development Services, in coordination with the Bureau of Indian Affairs, 
which administers the Indian Child Welfare Act, and the Office of Adolescent Preg
nancy Programs which is working to ensure adequate adoption referral and counsel
ing services for pregnant young women. 

As the Subcommittee is aware through its work on behalf of the Adolescent 
Family Life law, providing opportunities for adoption counseling and referral serv
ices to pregnant, unmarried teenagers is important. The National Committee sup
ports the broadened focus of S. 1003 which includes providing opportunities for pre
senting adoption infomation, education and training materials to public and private 
agencies and organizations. The examples of service providers in Section 203 (b)(2), 
which would receive such information and training about the adoption alternative, 
includes hospitals, health care and family planning clinics and social services agen
cies. These will be useful groups to have an impact on in order to remove the infor
mational barriers to adoption. 

We would like to comment briefly on the proposal of S. 1003 to expand the adviso
ry board to include those adoption activities of the Federal government, including 
services to pregnant, teenaged girls considering adoption as a plan for their infants. 
The National Committee supports the efforts of this provision to establish a linkage 
between preventing child abuse and neglect and providing adoption opportunities. 
As Commissioner Hodgl;'s stated in his testimony on April 11, 1983, before the Sub
committee, there i~ evidence that there is a great need to prevent teenaged mothers 
from becoming abusive and neglectful to their small children. One importnat focus 
for the prevention of child abuse among teenaged mothers is to be sure that a clear 
understanding of the social and legal opportunities of choosing adoption for their 
babies rather than trying to parent is available to all pregnant teenagers. 

With respect to the Intestate Compact for Placement of Children which is adhered 
to by the majority of the States, the possibility that the Compact procedures hinder 
rather than help the adoption of children across State lines needs to be examined by 
the Federal government. There needs to be review of the current operations by 
State governments of the Compact procedures, taking into account the experiences 
of the National Adoption Exchange, regional and State exchanges, and the volun
tary, non-profit adoption agencies working to place waiting children from one State 
with a waiting family in another State. Member agencies of the National Committee 
For Adoption have experienced long delays, loss of important, confidential records, 
and the improper handling of confidential information in their efforts to comply 
with the requirements of the Compact administrators in some States. While the 
Adoption Opportunities law has already funded efforts to improve the Compact's ef
fectiveness, it seems that a more thorough review as well as revisions may be neces
sary to eliminate barriers of adoption across State lines currently caused by the In
terstate Compact for the Adoption of Children. 

For example, the State of New Jersey has not entered into the Interstate Com
pact, and based upon the problems experienced by agencies of the National Commit
tee For Adoption, the New Jersey Committee For Adoption does not recommend 
that New Jersey accept the Compact. In order for the Interstate Compact to really 
help the adoption of children, it seems to us that the review process needs to be 
streamlined for networks of voluntary, licensed agencies working to place waiting 
children across the State lines. On the other side of the coin, the States' Compact 
administrators need to focus more attention on seeing that the placement of chil
dren by unlicensed intermediaries is monitored carefully under the Compact's rules. 

The National Committee is pleased that S. 1003 retains the role of the Federal 
government in studing the effects of unlicensed adoption placement on families. Not 
only are non-agency adoption "practitioners" often deficient in the way they serve 
infertile couples desperately wanting to adopt a baby, but also they are often coer-
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dve to vulnerable, young pregnant women. This area of "black-market" adoption is 
still with us, and following fast in its tracks are the legal problems with surrogate 
mother contracts. These surrogate arrangements currently rely on perversion of 
States' adoption laws for "legality". The National Committee For Adoption is cur
rently reviewing the various State legislative proposals which are either trying to 
legalize or out-law surrogate contracting. We plan to issue a position paper on our 
concerns with this faddish way of getting a baby. We welcome the provision in S. 
1003 which would allow the activities of the adoption opportunities law to provide 
an arena for further debate on these nation-wide adoption-for-profit ventures. 

The National Committee is also hopeful that professional groups such as the 
American Bar Association, the American Fertility Society, The American Academy 
of Pediatrics, etc., as well as the Federal government, would come out strongly in 
saying that independent, unlicensed, non-agency adoptions are unwise, and that all 
States should join the six States that have already made independent adoptions il
legal. Short of that, we believe that work is needed to ensure that laws protect chil
dren who are placed through non-agency channals by requiring all of the same pro
cedures required of licensed adoption agencies, such as a pre-placement home study 
showing that the prospective adoptive parents are suitable for the specific child in
volved and that Hie biological parents get adequate counseling and that aU legal re
quirements are followed. 

The National Committee For Adoption urges this Subcommittee and the Federal 
government to carefully examine the best interests of the child who is being adopted 
by parents of a different race or culture. We strongly support the statement of Rev. 
George Clements during the 1981 Adoption in America hearing before this Subcom
mittee when he answered Senator Denton's question about transracial adoption this 
way: " ... I woulJ opt for an Anglo couple. or whatever nationality, rather than 
having that [Blat',: <;hild languish in an institution." The courts also seem to agree 
with Father Cleml'll's. The State of New York Court of Appeals recently upheld the 
adoption of three Black children by a White couple and the D.C. Court of Appeals 
allowed a young Black girl who has lived with White foster parter.ts from infancy to 
remain in that family as their adopted daughter. Even as the nUlOber of Black chil
dren in foster care remains disproportionate while White couples .ncrease their pur
sual of transcultural adoption of foreign children, there are still groups who call for 
the abolition of all transracial adoptions. We urge the Federal Government to work 
cooperatively with all racial and ethnic groups to encourage them to adopt, but at 
the same time not dismiss the positive alternative of placing children in homes 
across cultural or racial lines when compared to numerous foster care settings or 
institutional care. 

Another barrier to the adoption of children is the growing acceptance by a small 
but vocal minority that adoptive families must accept "open adoption" procedures 
in order to be successful parents. By "open adoption" we mean the requirement that 
identifying information about the biological parents and adoptive parents be shared, 
and that agreements must be made allowing the biological parents or other close 
relatives "visitation rights" after the adoption is finalized. These experiments in 
adoption planning are not child-focused, but rather are to meet the demands of a 
few biological parents, adoptive parents, and adoption "practitioners" who believe 
that privacy in adoption planning and for adoptive families is "unhealthy". The Na
tional Committee For Adoption, based upon the decades of experience of our 
member agencies, believes otherwise. Adopted children deserve the security of one 
legal family. Parents who choose not to parent voluntarily, or who are found by the 
child welfare system not to be fit parents, should be granted privacy in order to 
make an adoption plan for their children. State laws must maintain the building of 
adoptive families as a professional and confidential service. 

Finally, but not least of all important, is elimil,.lting the barriers to adoption in
formation and referral for parents of an infant at risk with Hfe-threatening congeni
tal impairments. 'fhe National Committee For Adoption supports the efforts of 
adoption agencies to make sure that health care facilities have information about 
adoption to furnish the parent of a handicapped infant. We believe that increased 
attention and activities under the Adoption Opportunities law is necessary to 
ensure that the opportunity for adoption can be considered as a positive alternative 
for those parents who cannot cope with a handicapped infant. The National Com
mittee also supports the concrete suggestions offered by the ROS'30W Family at the 
Subcommittee hearing on April 6, 1983, for supporting parents of handicapped in
fants. Among the recommendations made by the Rossows was the recommendation 
that the decision-making process be slowed down, so that the baby is taken care of 
while the parents learn a sufficient amount about the handicapping condition and 
the supportive services and groups, including other parents, knowledgeable about 
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the handicapping condition, which are available in the community. Another inter
esting proposal, which should be reviewed by the Department of Health and Human 
Services as to the legal ramifications is the automatic termination of the parental 
rights and the initiation of the adoption process upon the decision of the biological 
parents not to treat their infant. The National Committee's member agencies are 
knowledgeable about the positive possibilities of the adoption of handicapped infants 
and based upon these experiences we believe that making this option available to 
parents in distress should be an essential component of any health facility's services 
to handicapped infants and their parents. 

PROMOTING ADOPTION AS A POSITIVE FAMILY-BUILDING OPTION THROUGH THE COMBINED 
EFFORTS OF ADOPTIVE FAMILY GROUPS, CORPORATIONS AND SMALL BUSINESSES, AND 
THE MEDIA 

Those who know best the joys of adoption are the people who are part of the adop
tion circle ... adoptive parents, adopted children, adoptive grandparents and rela
tives, as well as the biological parents who know they made the best decision in 
planning adoption for their child. Groups of adoptive families should be utilized as 
much as possible by the Federal government in promoting adoption as a positive 
and possible option for more American families. 

One way to encourage people to adopt is by recognizing the expenses involved in 
adopting a child and treating those expenses in a fashion identical to the medical 
costs of a pregnancy. One group which can help here are corporations, small busi
nesses, and all employers who offer fringe benefit programs. There is a growing 
group of major corporations which are providing adoption benefits to their employ
ees who adopt. The National Committee For Adoption assists these companies by 
providing samples of adoption benefit programs, and we link up the employee bene
fit officers of a company considering the plan with those companies which already 
offer the plan. Mr. Bruce Mueller, who has been invited to testify before this Sub
committee, is a ?ood example of a member of the corporate comumity who has been 
a "patron saint' for the promotion of adoption benefit programs across the country. 

We are very supportive of the new section 203(b)(5) which encourages the involve
ment of corporations and small businesses in supporttng adoption, including the es
tablishment of adoption benefit programs for employees who adopt children. 

REVIEWING THE FEDERAL TAX POLICIES FOR WAYS TO ENCOURAGE THE ADOPTION OF 
CHILDREN BY AMERICAN FAMILIES 

The National Committee supports the use of the Federal (and State) tax codes to 
give special treatment to families who adopt. While we realize that amendments to 
the Internal Revenue Code are not within the jurisdiction of t~s Subcommittee, we 
wanted to take this opportunity to encourage members of the Subcommittee and 
others in the Senate who are supportive of the following proposals to discuss them 
with their colleagues who are members of the Senate Finance Committee and to en
courage the Administration to take a positive look at improvements in the tax code 
which would positively reinforce adoption as a positive family-building option. 

We owe a great deal of gratitude to Senator Jepsen for his determined advocacy 
on behalf of adoptive families during the debate and conference deliberations on the 
Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981. It was his commitment, supported by Senators 
Bentsen, Cranston, Durenberger, Hatfield, Hawkins, Levin and Metzenbaum, which 
assured the enactment by Congress of the first, positive amendment to the tax code 
for adoptive families: a deduction up to $1,500 for the expenses of an adoption of a 
child with special needs. Sen. Jepsen also testified before this Subcommittee in July, 
1981, in support of more comprehensive adoption tax-deduction legislation. 

These are the provisions the National Committee For Adoption would suggest 
should be included in a comprehensive tax bill for adoption: 

(1) Exemption of $1000 for each child adopted ($3,000 for each child with special 
needs) during the year the adoption took place; (2) Allowance of a tax deduction for 
the total costs of an adoption, in accordance with State law, including infant, special 
needs or foreign child and relative adoption and excluding surrogate mother ar
rangements; (3) Election for an adoptive family to take a tax credit in lieu of a tax 
deduction for adoption expenses; (4) Exclude from employee's income adoption ex
penses paid by an employer; and (5) Treat employer contributions to adoption ex
pense plans as an ordinary and necessary business expense. 

All of these provisions were in bills introduced in the 97th Congress, S. 1580, in
troduced by Sen. Jepsen, and S. 1479 introduced by Senators Metzenbaum and Haw
kins. If such comprehensive tax legislation for adoption expenses were enacted it 
would result in cost-savings to the Federal government by decreasing foster case ex-

22-024 0-83-33 
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penses. Several states have tax deductions for adoption expenses or are considering 
such legislation. We encourage the Federal government to set an ex'\mple so that 
more States will consider tax legislation. 

COLLECTING NATIONAL ADOPTION AND FOSTER CARE DATA AND ANALYZING IT 

Since 1975, there has been no Federal report on the number and characteristics of 
children adopted each year in the United States. The last report, "Adoptions in 
1975" was issued by the National Center for Social Statistics, Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare in 1977 and relied upon the voluntary reporting of only 
thirty one States. Recognizing the need for detailed national statistics on adoption, 
the Adoption Opportunities law of 1978 mandated the Department of Health, Educa
tion and Welfare to create a system for gathering natior-al statistics. Unfortunately, 
this requirement of the law has yet to be carried out effectively. It will soon be a 
decade since the Federal government has collected, in a reliable way, data about the 
number of children adopted or the number of children free for adoption in all 
States, annually. No one at the national level can reliably say how many children 
have been adopted since the enactment of the Adoption Opportunities law in 1978. 
No one can reliably say how many adoptive families there are in the United States 
today. No one can reliably say how many children still walt for adoptive families in 
the United States today. No one can describe those children who have been adopted, 
or are waiting for adoptive homes, as t.o their ages, race, physical and emotional 
characteristics and health. No oue can describe the characteristics or numbers of 
women who choose adoption as a plan for their "unplanned" babies. The National 
Committee Fa. Adoption urges the Subcommittee to carefully review the efforts of 
the Department of Health and Human Services to collect this important data. 

The National Committee For Adoption, in an effort to better present the adoption 
picture. has been discussing the important need for adoption "numbers" with sever
al officers of the Federal government, including the Bureau of the Census, the Na
tional Center for Health Statistics, the Office of Adolescent Pregnancy Programs, 
and the Office of human Development Servi~es. We believe that more accurate in
formation about the number of children living in adoptive homes could be collected 
through nationwide Census efforts rather than through reliance on voluntary State 
government reporting. We were very encouraged by Bureau of the Census Director 
Chapman's final remarks in this written testimony bet~ce this Subcommittee on 
March 29, 1983, where he achnowledged the lack of data concerning adoption and 
his desire to do more extensive investigation on this topic through census data. 

We also believe that statistically reliable sample data, such as is collected in the 
National Family Growth Survey can also provide useful information about the char
acteristics of adopted children after they have joined their adoptive families. For ex
ample, an article by National Center for Health Statistics official, Dr. Christine A. 
Bachrach. using National Survey data of 1976, reports that adopted children were 
better off economically than children living with never married biological mothers. 
("Children in Families: Characteristics of Biological, Step-, and Adopted Children". 
Christine A. Bachrach, Journal of Marriage and the Family, Feb. 1983, pg. 171-179.) 

Therefore, the National Committee strongly supports the amendments included in 
Section 201(2)(B) and Section 203(b)(1) of S. 1003 that require HHS to consult with 
other appropriate HHS agencies and Federal departments, including the Bureau of 
the Census. for the establishment of an on-going adoption and foster care data gath
ering and analysis system, thereby not relying solely on voluntary state reporting. 

PROMOTING IMPROVED ADOPTION LEGISLATION IN THE STATES 

Section 202 of the current Adoption Opportunities law required the Department 
of Health and Human Services to publish model adoption legislation. On October 8, 
1981, the Department of Health and Human Services published in the Federal Reg
ister the "Model Act for the Adoption of Children with Special Needs". This model 
act includes useful model statutory language for providing financial assistance to 
families who adopt special needs children; expanding the grounds for adjudictions 
freeing children for adoption; and clarifying the role of voluntary adoption agencies 
and the State adoption administration in arranging and providing support services 
for adoption. This Act is important because most adoption law is developed, enacted 
and implemented at the State level. The Model Act recognizes the need for im
proved State laws to free children for adoption and to improve services to adoptive 
families. This Model Act, as recommended by S. 1003, could also be reviewed by the 
Department of Health and Human Services for suggested additions to facilitate 
adoption opportunities for those "special needs" infants at risk with life-threatening 
congenital impairments. We support S. 1003's amendment for Section 202 which 
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calls for the Secretary of Health and Human Services "to encourage and facilitate 
the enactment in each State of comprehtnsive adoption assistance legislation ... " 
This process will be accomplished best with the cooperation of national, state and 
local child and family services organizations, including those representatives of mi
norities and adoptive families. 

Because the National Committee For Adoption strongly endorsed the final Model 
Act, we secured private foundation funds to publish the Model Act for the Adoption 
of Children with Special Needs accompanied by a Section-by-Section Comment and 
Analysis. The National Committee feels that the Model Act deserves promotion and 
careful study by the· State legislatures and believes that the Adoption Opportunities 
law should encourage HHS to assist States in using the Model Act. A copy of the 
National Committee';:! publication is included for the Subcommittee's review, 

PROMOTING QUALITY STATE STANDARDS FOR ADOPTION SERVICES 

The adoption of children is a complex sozial and legal procedure. Well-trained 
professionals working within the structure of public and private, non-profit agencies 
need the support of high standards issued hy the regulatory, governmental bodies, 
as well as those instituted by voluntary agencies' boards of directors to do their jobs 
welL The Federal government need not write standards, but shOltld be well in
formed about the availability of written standards of national organizations, State 
governments, and professional groups which would improve adoption services in 
some areas for some States. Information about as weH as assistance in improving 
State standards is essential at the Federal level. The Adoption Opportunities law 
should direct the Department of Health and Human Services to promote quality 
services in several areas of adoption services including pregnancy counseling which 
presents adoption as a positive alternative to young, single or troubled parents; pre
placement, post-placement and post-legal adoption counseling and support services 
to families; and adoptiol1 subsidy and medical assistance plans and corresponding 
services necessary to implement these plans. 

The National Committee For Adoption is working to develop a set of standards for 
adoption, pregnancy counseling and maternity services. At a national conference 
held last October, a set of principles for adoption services was discussed. 'rhis Febru
ary, a conference was held to discuss principles for pregnancy counseling. Copies of 
the!:;e principles, which will form the basis of further standard development work 
this year, are included for the Subcommittee's review. 

Another example of the development of model standards is currently being com
pleted by a group of State and non-profit, voluntary child-placing agencies con
cerned about the importance of post-legal adoption services. This group is working 
unJer the direction of the Children's Home Society of Minnesota towards the devel
opment of a comprehensive "Model Statement on Post-legal Adoption Servces." It is 
the plan of the group of agencies involved to disseminate the Model Statement to 
national organizations, such as the Child Welfare League of America, the Council 
on Accreditation of Services to Children and Families, the Naitonal Committee For 
Adoption, the National Council of Juvenile And Family Court Judges, and the 
North American Council on Adoptable Children. These national organizations can 
then give consideration and possible endorsement to the Statement. All of the work 
to date has been completed without Federal funds. The Federal government could 
do much, however, to study, discuss and disseminate the results of this Statement or 
others like it on the need for on-going services to adoptive families, especially those 
who adopt children with special needs. 

MAINTAINING A NATIONAL ADOPTION EXCHANGE 

The concept of a national adoption exchange has matured under the funding and 
guidance of the Adoption Opportunities law. Seeing to it that waiting children from 
all parts of the country can be matched with waiting, approved adoptive families 
from other parts of the country is an important area for Federal involvement. These 
are America's waiting children, and they llhould not be limited in their oppotunities 
to be adopted by having to wait for an appropriate family from the State in which 
they are currently being cared for. The national adoption exchange should be main
tained under the Adoption Opportunities law. We urge the Subcommittee to careful
ly review the development of the National Adoption Exchange, its services to wait
ing children and waiting families, and its coordination with regional and State ex
changes across the country. The country should have a system using telecommuni
cations and computerized matching procedures so children waiting for homes can 
find them regardless of where they live in the United States. 
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With foundation grants and private contributions, the National Committee For 
Adoption operates the National Adoption Hotline, (202) 463-7563. This information 
tmd referral, telephone service offers an opportunity for prospective adoptive par
ents to learn more about waiting c}-oildren with special needs. The volunteers have 
participated in a training session with the director of the National Adoption Ex
change, Marlene Piasecki, so that appropriate referrals to the National Adoption 
Exchange can be made by the National Adoption Hotline. We plan to coordinate our 
efforts with those other groups and projects, based on our experience and the im
proved results for children as the National Adoption Exchange is implemented, to 
assure that Federally-funded and privately-funded efforts reach as many as possible 
with accurate information about adoption. 

Finally, the National Committee For Adoption urges the Subcommittee to consid
er giving recognition to adoption as a loving, family-building option by designating 
the month between Thanksgiving and Christmas as National Adoption Month. Over 
the past several years adoptive families have joined the Congress in celebrating Na
tional Family Week during Thanksgiving Week. For example, the New Jersey Com
mittee For Adoption, in conjunction with the New Jersey Catholic Conference, Beth
any Christian Services and OURS held an "Adoption Fair", the first of its kind in 
New Jersey on November 21, 1982. Marking the beginning of National Adoption 
Week, and National Family Week, the Fair provided information for those who had 
adopted and for those who wanted to adopt. 

Information about the newly enacted Am~rasian adoption law as well as other 
adoption opportunities were discussed by local and national resource people. We be
lieve that by formally establishing through the Adoption Opportunities law the time 
between Thanksgiving and Christmas as a time for recognition of adoption as a 
wonderful. way to have a Family, this will serve as an important factor in gaining 
media interest and support in promoting adoption during a happy, family-focused 
time for our Nation each year. 

Thank you for the opportunity to present the National Committee For Adoption's 
views about the important role the Adoption Opportunities law does have-and can 
continue to have-in helping children get adopted. We support the reauthorization 
of the Adoption Opportunities law, and hope the suggested changes for the law in
cluded in S. 1003, will be enacted into law. 

Senator DEN'rON. We will have some for you, Ms. McHugh; thank 
you very much. 

Ms. Sreedhar. 
Ms. SREEDHAR. Mr. Chairman, my name is Kathy Sreedhar and I 

am the adoption representative for Mother Teresa's organization in 
the United States. I appreciate the opportunity to discuss your 
commendable effort to strengthen the adoption opportunities pro
gram. 

You have heard testimony on many occasions regarding the 
plight of the countless thousands of children in the United States 
who do not have permanent families. Therefore, I would like to use 
my time this morning to describe briefly how Mother Teresa's pro
gram works in the United States, and draw on our experience in 
effectively placing special needs children to suggest some ap
proaches you may want to consider in improving the adoption op
portunities program. 

Mother Teresa's order, the Missionaries of Charity, is an interna
tional organization serving the poorest of the poor in 31 countries. 
The Missionaries of Charity is licensed by the Government of Indja 
to place homeless children for adoption both incountry and inter
country. 

Since 1974, they have successfully placed approximately 100 spe
cial needs children per year in permanent adoptive homes in 36 
States throughout the United States, at a cost of $800 per child, not 
including air fare. 

r work as a volunteer, in addition to being a single, working 
mother of three children, two of whom I adopted from the Mission-
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aries of Charity. The children we place for adoption all have spe
cial needs. They are dark-skinned, come from unknown, deprived 
backgrounds, and suffer from a variety of diseases. A majority have 
physical, emotional or mental handicaps, are of school age, part of 
a sibling group, or a combination of the above. 

Every parent who adopts a child from the Missionaries of Char
ity has an approved home study from a licensed adoption agency, 
and has met the preadoption requirements not only of the State 
and the Immigration and Naturalization Service, but also of the 
Missionaries of Charity and of the Government of India. 

Most of these qualified families actively §ought a special needs 
American child either instate or interstate. They were unable to 
adopt one because of Government and agency regulations, policies 
and procedures which discouraged rather than facilitated their 
adoption. I will highlight just a few of these which have direct 
impact on the families who applied to us. 

Local agencies have authority and control over the children in 
their care, but are still subject to little, if any, review or account
ability. Many still have no accurate information on the number 
and status of children in their care, much less share this informa
tion with other agencies or register them on exchanges. 

They do not always provide information or home studies to wait
ing parents, nor enable parents to have access to children across 
State lines. 

The exchanges have no authority to place children, even though 
they provide necessary information and services. Some waiting 
children have been listed on the exchanges for years. While a na
tional exchange system which permitted prospective adoptive par
ents as well as agencies to register would be helpful, it would not 
solve the problem of local agency authority over the children. 

Many agencies impose rigid and restrictive criteria both in judg
ing overall parenting ability and in selecting parents for specific 
available children. They do not use the families who seek to adopt 
the waiting children. 

Consider just a few examples of families unable to adopt an 
American special needs child who successfully adopted the same 
kind of child from India. All of these families had approved home 
studies and met their States' preadoption requirements. 

In Iowa, a Republican delegate and his wife could not adopt a 
hard to place child locally, nor have their home study referred to 
another State, because their agency would not consider families 
who already had biological children. They adopted from Mother 
Teresa a 4-year-old boy with no use of his legs. 

In Maryland 5 years ago, a family sought to adopt any child, re
gardless of age, handicap, race or sex. The local agency claimed 
there were no children available. They adopted from the Missionar
ies of Charity an 8-year-old post-polio girl who was mentally retard
ed. 

Last year, this family and many families in their adoptive parent 
group attempted to adopt a special needs child using the exchange 
books which this bill made possible. None succeeded because the 
local agencies with authority to place children would not move 
them across State lines. 
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This family, just a few weeks ago, adopted another girl from 
Mother Teresa, who was 11 years old, had never attended school, 
and is physically and mentally handicapped. 

Another family had two biological children and adopted a third 
who was legally blind and multiply handicapped. They requested a 
fourth child with any handicap under the age of 6 and identified 
through the exchange books twin girls in another State with the 
same problem as the child they already adopted. 

Their local agency approved their home study only for an older 
child, and refused to submit ~he home study to another State. They 
just adopted from India a 2-year-old, failure to thrive girl with mul
tiple congenital impairments. 

These families are among the 10,000 every year who contact me 
about adoption. I reply with a form letter, included in the hearing 
record, which describes the placement process. This letter empha
sizes the condition and problems of the children and the require
ments necessary to adopt them. 

When informed of the children's needs, the risks involved in 
adopting them and the long and complicated requirements, ap
proximately 200 initially select themselves as motivated and able 
to undertake the risks ar.d challenges of adopting a special needs 
child. 

These parents who decide to proceed must have an approved 
home study and meet all the United States and Indian require
ments. The Missionaries of Charity asks only that families write a 
letter describing themselves and their reaction to my description of 
the children. 

We do not have criteria regarding age, marital status, family 
size, handicaps, or education, as we do not believe parenting ability 
is determined by these factors. This flexibility enables us to place 
even the hardest to place children with loving parents. 

Thus far, we have found no child to be unadoptable. This month, 
Krishna, a 7-year-old athetoid, quadreplegic boy, who neither walks 
nor talks, was adopted by a family in Washington. 

The families maintain at least yearly contact with the Sisters 
and report that the children are flourishing and the adoptions suc
cessful. Less than 2 percent of the children, all of whom were of 
school age, have been replaced with other families, compared to a 
national disruption rate of 15 to 25 percent for these children. 

The Missionaries of Charity has successfully placed thousands of 
special needs children in permanent adoptive homes in India, the 
United States, and throughout the world primarily because of com
mitment to the children. Mother Teresa believes that the biggest 
disease is the feeling of being unwanted, un cared for, and deserted 
by everybody. 

The program works also because it focuses only on placing these 
most needy children, is flexible, relies heavily on the self-selection 
process, and makes use of volunteers, adoptive parents, and other 
community resources throughout the placement process. It also 
costs less than most U.S. adoptions. 

As a context for my comments on this bill, I would like to say 
that I appreciate this committee's interest in the problems that 
cause the breakdown in families and result in the children being 
separated from them. Your support of child welfare legislation 
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which strengthens families and offers services which prevent chil
dren from getting into the foster care system is essential. However, 
it is also critical to provide programs which enable the children to 
get out of the system. 

If the purpose of this bill is to enable homeless children to have 
an opportunity to be adopted, surely it can be phrased so that 
proven approaches such as those I have outlined are encouraged 
and supported. 

I am concerned that the bill, as amended, has been broadened to 
include a number of programs and services which, as important as 
they may be, do not have a direct impact on the waiting, special 
needs children, and have already been funded by this and other 
legislation. 

More important, I fear these programs will dominate the use of 
funds and take away from initiatives that benefit the children. 
Since this is the only major bill with specific funding for these 
most vulnerable and otherwise ignored children, I strongly urge 
you to urge the limited funds for programs that effectively facili
tate their adoption. 

Since others will testify on specific sections, I will comment on 
only one finding. The bill adds infants born to unmarried parents 
to those who may be in serious jeopardy and are in need of adop
tive placement. 

Children of unmarried parents a1'e not necessarily either in jeop
ardy, nor available for adoption. In fact, 10 percent of the Mission
aries of Charity's adoptive parents are single and have successfully 
parented the most hard to place children. In addition, we use single 
parents for children who have had to be replaced from two-parent 
families. 

I urge you to change this language and focus instead on the chil
dren most in need of adoption who have been waiting for years. I 
have been informed that unmarried parents refer to teenagers. 
Nevertheless, it is a little unclear, 

I strongly recommend that the bill continue its original intent to 
meet the still unmet needs of' the homeless adoptable children 
waiting for homes. The previous bill led to the development of a 
number of programs which met these needs. 

These volunteer, private, and other efforts which you have sup
ported, as well as the Missionaries of Charity, have demonstrated 
that they can solve problems, eliminate barriers, and succeed in 
placing special needs children and families. 

I hope you continue to invest in initiatives like these, whose sole 
purpose is to place a specific number of, and specific available, chil
dren. They need only small amounts of money to continue their 
work. 

I urge that this bill make specific provisions for strong, creative 
programs that actually result in the placement of children, v;'hich 
is the only measure of success. If we truly cannot afford to increase 
spending for these children, then we cannot afford to spend the 
limited funds on anything but moving children from the foster care 
system to permanent homes. 

I know you recognize that the adoption opportunities program 
addresses only a small part of the need for services for adoptable 
children, particularly those with special needs. The major barriers 
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that impede permanence for children are addressed in the Adop
tion Assistance and Child Welfare Act. I urge you also to imple
ment and enforce the act and support its existence separate from 
bloc grants. 

In closing, I want to emphasize that if this society and this com
mittee have the same commitment as Mother Teresa to the un
wanted, uncared for, and deserted, it will use all available re
sources, to relieve the daily burden of the poorest and homeless 
children. 

I thank you for inviting me to testify this morning, and I fervent
ly hope there will be no need to testify 5 years from now on the 
same number of children needing homes, some of them exactly the 
same children as are waiting today. 

I appreciate and, more important, the waiting parents and chil
dren are grateful for your efforts to bring t.hem together. I will be 
happy to answer any questions. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Sreedhar follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF KATHY SREEDHAR, ADOPTION REPRESENTATIVE, 
MISSIONARIES OF CHARITY 

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, my name is Kathy Sreedhar and I 
am the Adoption Representative for Mother Teresa's organization in the United 
States. I appreciate the opportunity to discuss your commendable effort to strength
en the Adoption Opportunities Program, authorized in 1978 as part of the Child 
Abuse Prevention and Treatment and Adoption Reform Act. 

You have heard testimony on many occasions regarding the plight of the 100,000 
children in the United States legally free for adoption and the thousands more in 
long term foster care, who are in need of permanent families. Many of these chil
dren have begun to recognize the benefits of the Adoption Opportunities Program 
and the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act (public Law 96-272). However, 
an estimated 100,000 adoptable children, many with special needs, are still waiting 
for homes, while qualified families continue to face insurmountable obstacles in 
seeking to adopt them. This bill is needed to address the barriers and to support the 
initiatives that actually place these children, particularly those with special needs, 
in adoptive homes. 

I shall describe briefly how Mother Teresa's program works in the United States 
and draw on our experience in effectively placing special needs children to suggest 
some approaches you may want to consider in improving the Adoption Opportuni
ties Program. 

Mother Teresa's order, the Missionaries of Charity, is an international organiza
tion serving the poorest of the poor in 31 countries in many ways. The Missionaries 
of Charity is licensed by the Government of India to place homeless children for 
adoption, both in-country and inter-country. Since 1974, they have successfully 
placed approximately 100 special needs children per year in permanent adoptive 
homes in 36 states throughout the United States at a cost of $800 per child, not in
cluding air fare. 

I work as a volunteer, in addition to being a single working mother of 3 children, 
2 of whom I adopted from the Missionaries of Charity. 

The children we place for adoption all have special needs. They are dark skinned, 
come from unknown, deprived backgrounds and suffer from a variety of diseases. A 
majority have physical, emotional or mental handicaps, are of school age, part of a 
sibling group, or a combination of the above. 

Every parent who adopts a child from the Missionaries of Charity has an ap
proved homestudy from a licensed adoption agency and has met the preadoption re
quirements, not only of the State and the Immigration and Naturalization Service, 
but also of the Missionaries of Charity and the Government of India. Most of these 
qualified families actively sought a special needs American child, either in state or 
interstate. They were unable to adopt one because of government and agency regu
lations, policies and procedures, which discouraged rather than facilitated adoption. 
For eXli.!!lple: 
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Federal and State funding incentives and mechanisms for foster care and adop
tion still encourage agencies to maintain children in care rather than placing them 
in an adoptive home. 

Local agencies have authority and control over the children in their care, but are 
still subject to little, if any, review or accountability. Since these agencies do not 
benefit from moving their children, they do not enable parents to have access to 
children across state lines. 

The exchanges have no authority to place children, even though they provide nec
essary information and !services. Since all agencies must cooperate in order for the 
exchange to work, some waiting children have been listed for years. While a nation
al exchange system, which permitted prospective adoptive parents as well as agen
cies to register would be helpful, it would not solve the problem of local agency au
thority over the children. 

Many agencies impose rigid and r€,strictive criteria, both in judging overall par
enting ability and in selecting parents for specific available children. They do not 
use the families who seek to adopt thll waiting children. 

Though many agencies are overworked, understaffed, underpaid and under 
trained, they make little use of community resources, adoptive parent groups, volun
teers or team approaches. Consider a few examples of families unable to adopt an 
American special needs child who successfully adopted the same kind of child from 
India. All these families had approved homestudies and met their State's preadop
tion requirements. 

In Iowa, a Republican delegate and his wife could not adopt a "hard to place" 
child locally, nor have their homestudy referred to another State because their 
agency would not consider families who already had biological children. They adopt
ed from Mother Teresa a 4 year old boy with no use of his legs. 

In Maryland, 5 years ago, a family consisting of a doctor, teacher of the Jearning 
disabled, and 4 children, sought to adopt any child regardless of age, handicap, race 
or sex. Their local agency claimed no children were available. They adopted from 
the Missionaries of Charity an 8 year old post polio girl who is mentally handi
capped. Last year, the L's and many families in their adoptive parent group at
tempted to locate and adopt a special needs child, using the exchange books which 
this bill made possible. Neither they nor anycne in their parent group succeeded 
because the local agencies with authority to place children would not move them 
across state lines. The L's recently adopted another girl from Mother Teresa, who is 
11 years old, had never attended school and is also physically and mentally handi
capped. 

The X's had 2 biological children and adopted a third who was legally blind and 
multiply handicapped. They requested a fourth child with any handicap under the 
age of six and identified through the exchange books twin girls in another state 
with the same problems as the child they already adopted. Their local agency ap
proved them only for an older child and refused to submit their homestudy to an
other state. They adopted from India a 2 year old, failure to thrive girl, with multi
ple congenital impairments. This family agreed to my telling their story, but not to 
my identifying them, because they feared their agency would not approve them for 
a fifth "hard to place" child. 

In Massachusetts, Miss J, a teacher, found insurmountable barriers to adopting in 
the United States because she is single. Over the last 6 years she has adopted from 
India 4 school age girls: one has spina bifida, 2 are abused siblings and the 4th was 
replaced from another family. 

These families are among the 10,000 per year who contact me about adoption. I 
reply with a form letter, included in the hearing record, which describes the appli
cation, selection, placement, post-placement, finalization and post-adoption follow-up 
process. This direct, reality based letter emphasizes the condition and problems of 
the children and the requirements necessary to adopt them. When informed of the 
children's needs, the risks involved in adopting them, and the long and complicated 
requirements, approximately 200 initially select themselves as motivated and able 
to undertake the risks and challenges of adopting a special needs child from India. 
These parents who decide to proceed must have an approved homestudy and meet 
all the requirements of the agency, State, Immigration and Naturalization Service 
and the Government of India. The Missionaries of Charity ask only that families 
write a letter describing themselves, their motivation for adopting a child with spe
cial needs and their reaction to my description of the available children and that 
they contact parents who have already adopted a child from India. We do not ha"e 
criteria regarding age, marital status, family size, handicaps, education or finances 
as we do not believe parenting ability is determined by these factors. This flexibility 
enables us to place even the "hardest to place" children with loving parents. Thus 
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far, we have found no child to be unadoptable. This month, Krishna, a 7 year old 
athetoid guadreplegic boy, who neither walks nor talks, was adopted by a family in 
Washington. 

The families maintain at least yearly contact with the Sisters and they and their 
agencies and parent groups report that the children are flourishing and the adop
tions are successful. Less than 2% of the children, all of school age, have been re
placed with other families-compared to a national disruption rate of 15-25 percent 
for these children. 

The Missionaries of Charity have successfully placed thousands of special needs 
children in permanent adoptive homes in India, the United States and throughout 
the world, primarily because of commitment to the children. Mother Teresa believes 
that "the biggest disease is ... the feeling of being unwanted, uncared for and de
serted by everybody." 

The program works also I;-,ecause it focuses only on placing these most needy chil
dren, is flexible, relies heavily on a self selection process, makes use of volunteers, 
adoptive parents and other community resources throughout the placement process 
and costs less than most United States adoptions. 

If the purpose of this bill is to enable homeless children to have an opportunity to 
be adopted, surely it can be phrased so that proven approaches such as those I have 
outlined are encouraged and supported. Five years ago, this bill did focus on these 
especially needy children and began to promote programs which actually resulted in 
the placement of these children in families. 

However, I am concerned that the bill, as amended, has been broadened to in
clade a number of programs and services which, important as they may be, do not 
have a direct impact on the waiting special needs children and have already been 
funded by this and other legislation. More important, I fear these programs will 
dominate the use of funds and take away from initiatives that would benefit these 
children. For example, the bill calls for additional Advisory Boards, mechanisms to 
promote standards, clearing houses and studies. Though I welcome a study of the 
Missionaries of Charity and efforts like ours, I ask you not to use federal funds for 
this purpose, but only for programs that directly serve the children. Since this is the 
only major bill with specific funding for these most vulnerable and otherwise ig
nored children, I strongly urge you to use the limited funds for programs that effec
tively facilitate their adoption. 

Since others will testify on specific sections of the bill, I will comment on only one 
finding before making a few recommendations. 

In Section 7.(a)(1) the bills adds "infants born to teenaged individuals and unmar
ried parents" to those who may be in serious jeopardy and are in need of adoptive 
placement. Children of unmarried parents are not necessarily either in jeopardy nor 
available for adoption. In fact, 10 percent of the Missionaries of Charity's adoptive 
parents are single and have successfully parented the most "hard to place" children. 
In addition, we use single parents for children who have had to be replaced from 
two parent families. I urge that you exclude these infants and focus instead on the 
children most in need of adoption who have been waiting for years. 

I strongly recommend that the bill continue its original intent-to meet the still 
unmet needs of the over 100,000 homeless, adoptable children waiting for perma
nent homes. The previous bill led to the development of a number of programs 
which met these needs. These volunteer, parent group agencies and other efforts 
which you have supported, as well as the Missionaries of Charity, have demonstrat
ed that they can solve problems, eliminate barriers, and succeed in placing special 
needs children in families. I hope you continue to invest in initiatives like these 
whose sole purpose is to place a specific number of and specific available children 
and who need only small amounts of money to continue their work. I urge that this 
bill make specific provisions for strong, creative programs that actually result in the 
placement of children-the only measure of success. Funds could be made available 
for demonstration or service projects designed to get children adopted. Consider a 
few possibilities: 

Programs which would overcome jurisdictional barriers and move children across 
state lines; programs which would encourage public and private and volunteer 
sector partnerships to facilitate adoption; 8nd programs which would enable United 
States agencies who have already developed successful approaches to train others. 

If we truly cannot afford to increase spending for these children, then we cannot 
afford to spend the limited funding on anything but moving children from the foster 
care system to permanent adoptive homes. 

I know that you recognize the Adoption Opportunities Program addresses only a 
small part of the need for services for adoptable children-particularly those with 
special needs. The major barriers that impede adoption are addressed in the Adop-
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tion Assistance and Child Welfare Act (P.L. 96-272). I urge you also to implement 
and enforce the Act and support its existence separate from block grants. Your sup
port of the Education for all Handicapped Children's Act (P.L. 94-142), the Crippled 
Children's Program included in Maternal and Child Health Block Grant and Medic
aid are also essential for the children with special needs. 

In closing, I want to emphasize that, if this Society and this committee, has the 
same commitment as Mother Teresa to the "unwanted, uncared for and deserted," 
it will use all available resources to relieve the daily burden of the poorest and 
homeless children. 

I thank you for inviting me to testify this morning. However, I fervently hope 
that there will be no need to testify five years from now-on the sanle number of 
children needing homes, some of them-the same children-as are waiting today. 

I appreciate, and more inlportant, the waiting varents and children are grateful 
for your efforts to bring them together. 

I will be happy to answer any questions. 
Washington, D.C. 

DEAR FRIEND: Thank you for your interest in the adoption of a child from India. I 
regret that I cannot answer INI'l'IAL requests personally, since I receive thousands 
of inquiries for approximately 100 children available for adoption per year. I am not 
an adoption agency, but work as a volunteer frotH my home after my regular work
ing hours, and am the only U.S. resource for information and assistance for this pro
gram. The Missionaries for whom I volunteer are a charitable organization regis
tered in India who have homes for orphaned, abandoned, destitute and handicapped 
children. This organization is authorized and recognized by the Government of India 
to receive children and to identify and place children whose best interests are 
served by adoption, both in-country and inter-country. The inter-country adoption 
process in a long and complicated one. I provide information and assistance on 
working with agency, state, U.S. Immigration and India laws, regulations and proce
dures. I hope this information will answer your questions. I would be happy to talk 
to you after you have read this letter and are interested in the children who are 
available for adoption. 

The children: The children's home identifies the children legally eligible for adop
tion. They are available beCflU81;l thl'lY have been abandoned or relinguished due to 
poverty, malnutrition, tuberculosis, handicaps or being born out of wedlock. The 
children range in age from infants to 113 years. The children available for adoption 
now and in the forseeable future will be a few high risk infants, children of all ages 
with sevele handicaps, are of school age or part of a sibling group or a combination 
of the above. 

Since there are so many requests for so few babies, infants without handicap, are 
placed mainly with fanlilies who are childless or who have only 1 or 2 other chil
dren. 

Children who are handicapped or over 3 are available to families regardless of 
their marital status, number of other children in the family, age or religion. The 
children who are Catholic must be placed with Catholic families. There is no reli
gious requirement for the children who are not Catholic (religion unknown). 

The children all have dark skin. Since you and your child may have a different 
skin color and features, you must be prepared for attention, curiosity, questions and 
hostile attitudes and behavior from others. If you have any doubts about persons of 
a different color, ~ulture or race, these children are not fot· you. 

The children may suffer from a variety of diseases, come from unknown back
grounds and there is no guarantee as to how they will develop, adjust or behave. We 
know little, if anything, about the child's biological family, prenatal care, medical, 
developmental and social history, emotional adjustment, behavior or even exact 
birth date. 

Many children are abandoned at an impressionable age and suffer severe trau
mas. 

Foundlings without exact birth dates have their birthdays estimated by bone x
rays and physical examinations. Medical examinations and treatment are provided 
for the children and a psychologist evaluates children when needed. The children 
usually suffer from one or more of the following: malnourishment, vitamin and pro
tein deficiency, diarrhea and intestinal parasites and worms, skin diseases (e.g. lice, 
scabies, boils), upper respiratory and ear infections, rickets, salmonella, poor teeth, 
enlarged liver, malaria and positive tuberculosis tests. 

Your child will know only Hindi and one of the other 14 major Indian languages. 
Therefore, neither of you will be able to communicate verbally for months, which 
may be frustrating and taxing for all of you. Most of the children delayed in their 
emotional and intellectual development. 
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A few children have had undetected problems and· handicaps (hearing loss, blood 
disease, severe learning and emotional disabilities) which have permanent effects. 

The children live in an environment in which the sisters love and know them and 
care deeply about their welfare and development. They suffer from being shifted, 
separated and having to learn to adjust to new people, new ways of being treated 
and a new language. Your child may feel homesick, deserted, frightened, bewil
dered, depressed, angry and be wary of forming close relationships. She may behave 
in anyone or more of the following ways: she may be passive, withdrawn, unrespon
sive, rejecting (I don't love you, you don't love me, I want to return to the sisters) or 
he may attach himself to one parent and reject the other; be unable to let you out of 
his sight without panic; test you to make sure he won't be sent back if he's "bad"; 
demand attention, have temper tantrums, disobey, be destructive, bedwet, refuse to 
eat or sleep or have terrifying nightmares. Toddlers sleep in small cribs and may be 
frightened of large beds. Many of the children over 6 lie and steal. A child who ex
presses none of these emotions may be more disturbed than one who can deal with 
them openly. In order to buy affection and security, your child may regress and hide 
her insecurities and anxieties until adolescence when she may have a worse identity 
crisis. 

Many families have experienced negative attitudes and behavior from their fami
lies, neighbors, school and church. Children have been taunted and called "nigger" 
or labeled as retarded because they have not yet learned English. Families have 
been refused admission to public and private recreation and other facilities. Some 
clergy have refused to baptize the children. 

To repeat, as in any adoption or birth, there is an element of risk and there is NO 
GUARANTEE as to the health, intelligence, appearance, development or behavior 
of the child. 

The process: The time from date of application to date of assignment of a child 
depends on the availability of the age and sex of the child you want. The time from 
date of acceptance of a child to date of arrival is three to six months, depending on 
how fast you complete your papers, on the court situation in India and on the U.S. 
Immigration and Naturalization Service approval of the Relative Immigrant Visa 
Petition. 

You must have patience and be prepared for frustration, delays and last minute 
changes in procedures, regulations, papers required and flights. 

Costs: The cost of the adoption is $1,350.00 per child, INCLUDING transportation 
to the east coast. This includes: 

All expenses for legal, court, administrative work, physical exams and medical 
c·l.re, immunizations and meGicines. 

Obtaining, preparing and processing social and medical history, birth certificate, 
legal documents, photographs, passport and visa for the child. 

All fees for child's transportation and an escort from Delhi to the east coast (New 
York or Boston). 

There is no application fee. The $1,350.00 is payable in full only when you accept 
the referral of the child. 

Additional costs: 1. Ongoing transportation. A volunteer escort will bring your 
child from the east coast to the airport nearest your home. The cost depends on 
where you live. 

2. Large telephone bills. You must be prepared for many long distance telephone 
calls regarding preparation of documents, changes in procedures, travel arrange
ments, etc. Since we are volunteers, we place calls collect. 

3. Document fees for notarization, certification and authentication of documents. 
4. THE $35 FEE required by U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service for 

filing the 1-600 form. 
Documents needed: If you are interested in adopting one of these children, you 

must meet the preadoption requirements in your state, the U.S. and India. Your 
NEXT step is to submit the following documents: <Please DO NOT send them regis
tered or certified mail.) 

1. A notarized copy of an approved homestudy. If you do not have a completed 
homestudy, locate an adoption agency licensed in your state to do one for you. If you 
have difficulty, India will request one for you. 

2. A letter about your family and your reasons for wanting to adopt a child, par
ticularly one from India. 

Families who adopt children from us have a wide variety of backgrounds, life
styles and values. You are in the best position to know whether this adoption is 
right for you. We would like to know more about you and have you include your 
birth and marriage dates, health, employment, and such things as: 
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A description of yourself, your family, your life, values, interests, activities, 
friends, community and work. What makes you happy, angry, and how you express 
love, anger. How you make decisions and share responsibilities, for example; rules, 
money, chores, .:hild care? 

Why you want to adopt a child, particularly one from India? What kind of child 
you want (age, sex, handicap)? Whose idea was it? How long have you been consider
ing it? What alternatives you have explored? How did you learn about us? If you 
are infertile, how have you dealt with this issue? 

What kind of children you like and dislike? What you want your child to be lIke 
now and in the future? Do you expect your child to appreciate what you do for her? 
What if she doesn't? What you have to offer a child? What makes a good parent and 
good relationship with a child? What is the difference between a biological and 
adopted child and parenting a biological and adopted child? What concerns you 
have about adopting? What has caused or would cause you to break a commitment 
to a loved one or adopted child? 

Since your marriage, what has been different from your expectations and what 
adjustments have you made? What changes would you make in yourself, spouse, 
life? What changes you foresee with a new child fitting into the family; for example, 
yourself, marriage, freedom, time, money, chores, pressures? 

Your reaction to this letter and the description of the children. How you feel you 
will cope with the problems that arise from the child's having an unknown history 
and a different color and cultural background from you. How you feel about your 
family being "mixed". How your family and friends view this adoption. How you 
would handle hostility from family, neighbors, church and school. How will you pro
vide your child with its ethnic identity. How you feel about getting a child profes
sional help if needed on arrival or in her teens. 

3. A notarized letter from your doctor stating you probably cannot have a child by 
birth (for childless couples only). 

4. A notarized letter of recommendation from your priest (for Catholic couples 
only). 

You may find it helpful to meet parents in your area who have adopted a child 
from us. If you do not already know such a family, let me know and I'll put you in 
touch with one. 

If the children's home selects a child for you, they will send a photograph, a brief 
medical report stating height, weight, birth date (approximate) and diseases or 
handicaps, if any. You will also receive legal papers and a short description of your 
child. However, the child originally Jescribed as shy may turn out to be assertive 
and vice-versa. You are in the best position to judge if the adoption of this specific 
child is right for you. If you accept the child, you must complete, notarize, certify 
and authenticate the legal documents for India. These consist of two powers of at
torney, one medical certificate on your health, a declaration thai you want to be 
guardian of this child and a financial statement. You must also file an I-600 with 
the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service for permission to admit the child 
into the United States. 

When you are appointed guardian by the court, you will receive a birth certifi
cate, proof of the child's availability for adoption (two affidavits from the children's 
home that the child has been released and is legally free for adoption), a court order 
appointing you guardian of the child and permitting you to remove her/him to the 
United States, an adoption deed, an Indian passport bearing your last name, an 
alien registration card and a health card indicating innoculations. 

We prefer that you keep an Indian name for a middle name when you readopt the 
child in the United States. Most important, the Indian Council of Child Welfare, the 
court and the Sisters are very concerned about each child. The court requires that a 
10,000 Rupee Surety Bond be posted by the Sisters for each case. The condition of 
the bond is that the adopting parents must submit a quarterly post-placement 
report and two color photographs to the Indian Council about the child's welfare 
and development until the child is legally adopted in the United States. These re
ports must describe the physical and emotional adjustment and progress of your 
child and reflect the love you have for your child. When the adoption is finalized, 
you must send the certified court order stating the child is adopted in your state so 
that the lawyer may go back to court and discharge the bond. You can obtain addi
tional copies for yourself of the adoption decree from the Clerk of the Circuit Court 
which handled your adoption. 

The Missionaries of Charity retains joint custody of the child until he or she is 
legally adopted in the United States. They love and care for the children and ask 
that, after legal adoFtion, you maintain yearly contact with them or me. If you do 
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not feel you can maintain the commitment to keeping in close contact with India, 
PLEASE do not proceed. 

You may also choose to be involved in your local adoptive parent support group. 
If you wish further information or assistance, let me know. Be sure to include 

telephone numbers where you may be reached. I wish you the best of luck and suc
cess. 

Sincerely, 
KATHY SREEDHAR. 

Senator DENTON. Thank you, Ms. Sreedhar. For your informa
tion, the printing of our wording is in error, and it should have 
read-and this will be corrected "infants born to teenage individ
uals and unmarried parents" they were added to those who may be 
in serious jeopardy and are in need. 

It should say, "and some such children are in need of adoptive 
placement," OK? 

Ms. SREEDHAR. Thank you. 
Senator DENTON. We will certainly take everything that you 

have said about changes into our deliberations. We are just trying 
to help and we do not mean to muddy the waters. I do see the point 
of much of what you are saying. 

I want Ms. Candace Mueller to feel welcome to comment with re
spect to any of the questions we ask, and I ask all three of the 
others to do the same when I ask anyone person a question. 

I certainly admire all three of you for what you are doing, and 
particularly those who have adopted children. You are a refreshing 
and opposite change to those who casually have and then fail to 
care for children who, in fact, are as important as the parent. I 
would think, the parent should feel even more love for the child 
than they feel for themselves. That is the normal mother instinct, 
and even the normal father instinct. 

I just do not know where it has all gone in the last 20 years or 
so. Unwed mothers, for example, used to put their kids up for adop
tion out of the feeling of realism that they would get better care 
than they were able to provide them. 

I do not know which one of you to ask this, but I want to under
stand better the issue of the father of the unwed child coming 
along later and saying he wants to take custody of the child. You 
mention that the mother is placed in the position of either acced
ing to that or raising the child herself, because if she puts it up for 
adoption, I presume that he gets sort of first shot at it. Is that the 
idea? 

Ms. MUELLER. Yes. 
Senator DENTON. Well, not in every case, would that be the worst 

fate in the world. I mean, if the guy's parents were going to really 
help him raise the child and he is the natural father, is that to be 
considered an undesirable alternative in every case? 

I did not quite get the exact nuance of whosever statement that 
was. 

Ms. McHuGH. It was mine. 
Senator DENTON. Yes. 
Ms. McHuGH. I think you are very right; it would not be undesir

able in every case. But I think the implication must be that the 
biological mother who has carried the child to term with the un
derstanding in the case that we are talking about that she did 
want to place the child for adoption because she felt that neither 
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she nor the biological father could take care of the child in a 
proper manner, was all of a sudden faced with the prospect tha.t 
that was not what was going to happen and that the biological 
father would then have the rights to the child. 

What is being said is that she does not feel that he can take care 
of the child either. 

Senator DENTON. Would there be some lack of objectivity occa
sionally in that feeling on her part? I would rather imagine so. 

Ms. MUELLER. There could be, Senator. That is the role of the 
court in working with the biological mother and the biological 
father, to determine what would be in the best interests of the 
child. 

Another consideration with regard to making that adoption plan 
is privacy. In the case before the Supreme Court, the biological 
father is planning to bring the baby back to a very, very small 
town, and that was of concern to the young woman. 

That was the reason she was served in a maternity residence. 
Senator DENTON. Served what? 
Ms. MUELLER. In a maternity home and was making an adoption 

plan, because she felt her child deserved a fresh start that did not 
begin with all of the stigma which would result from the fact that 
this was an out-of-wedlock birth. So, that is a concern to her and to 
her family. 

Senator DENTON. You mean the issue of privacy, as you use it, 
refers to the confidentiality of the fact that the child was born out 
of wedlock? 

Ms. MUELLER. Yes. 
Senator DENTON. What is the present state of things in that 

matter? 
Ms. MUELLER. Well, with regard to this case, if the father 

brought the child back to raise in that community, there would be 
no confidentiality. 

Senator DENTON. But if that were desirable in every other re
spect, should the confidentiality override the--

Ms. MUELLER. It would not, and that is the work that the courts 
have been involved in. This occurred in the State of Texas and the 
case has gone all the way to the Supreme Court of Texas, where it 
was determined that the father was not fit. 

Senator DENTON. Well, what do you think? In other words, each 
case would be different, really, would it not? 

Ms. MUELLER. Certainly, certainly. 
Senator DENTON. OK. The thing that I am in most need of educa

tion in, and I do not want to waste the time of the panel or the 
audience or my staff learning it, but it seems to me that one of the 
keys to what you all have been talking about is the system of fi
nancial transfers that go on. They seem to be somewhat extensive 
and involve Federal, State, and then some private agencies. 

There must be a myriad of State differences out there which 
make it very difficult for me to get a real handle on it. But, Ms. 
Piasecki, you seemed to be dwelling on that as much as anyone. 
Would you, in just a paragraph or two, try to clarify the relevant 
aspects of the financial arrangements which pose not only barriers 
to adoption, but I think what might be called ethical violations as 
well? 
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I see repeated charges here that an agency will not permit 
across-the-State-line adoption, which I presume tends to help them 
financially. Because they are making some kind of-l hate to use 
the term-profit on the care with respect to that child, if they lose 
it, you all have indicated that the remuneration setup is flavored 
so that it favors their keeping the child, which is a mess, to say the 
least, when we are trying to do just the opposite of that. 

How would you summarize that? 
Ms. PIASECKI. Well, I think that there is a mix of problems. Cer

tainly, some people have said that private agencies are keeping 
children in extended care because public agencies will pay for that 
care. 

I do not think that we can simply make a statement that that is, 
in fact, true. There is also a problem in that public agencies will 
pay for an extensive period of time a foster care payment or an in
stitutional care payment, which can range anywhere from $5,000 to 
$30,000 per year, but will not provide au agency which specializes 
in the placement of special needs children for adoption a one-time, 
$1,000 to $5,000 placement fee because they say they do not have 
that in their budget. 

So, it is that kind of reorganization of how we spend money that 
is appropriate. There are also problems in the mix of Federal and 
State dollars that support adoption subsidies. Yes, when children 
move across State lines, their monthly maintenance-that subsidy 
which the family receives to take care of everyday needs-follows 
them. 

But there is a great deal of confusion regarding the medical sub
sidy following a child. We recently helped in a situation where a 
child from New Jersey could not find a provider in Oklahoma 
which would accept the New Jersey medicaid card, not because the 
child was not eligible, but because of the problem of medicaid pay
ments across State lines. 

It is a problem. Because it is an interstate problem, it can only 
be solved by the States, in cooperation and with some Federal lead
ership, determining how we can solve that problem. 

So, the fiscal problems relate to the monies that go to the fami
lies themselves and how the State and the county agencies allocate 
funds and what service they buy. They need to look at buying more 
adoption, and realizing that buying more adoption, they will need 
to purchase less institutional or foster care for the same children. 

Senator DENTON. Go ahead, Ms. McHugh. 
Ms. McHUGH. Could I comment on that, also? 
Senator DENTON. Yes. 
Ms. McHUGH. I agree with what Ms. Piasecki is saying, and also 

with what Ms. Sreedhar said about coming up with more creative 
solutions to releasing special needs children for adoption. 

There is a project that was done last year in Texas with a volun
tary private agency in Texas called the Edna Gladney Home. They 
were given funds, through a contract for services from the State to 
the private agency. The Edna Gladding House placed, within a 
year, 98 special needs children. 

They tried to put a monetary amount on it so that it could be 
decided if it financially was acceptable. Not only did they place the 
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98 special needs children, but the project cost $400,000 to run for 
that year. 

They totaled up how much it would have cost to keep these chil
dren in foster care, or how much it had cost them to keep these 
children in foster care over the years that they had been in foster 
care, and it was $1 million. 

So, you can see that in just this one project of creative child-I> ac
ing sorts of ideas, they were able to save quite a bit of money, and 
also get these children placed. But I agree with both people that 
that is the way we have got to go, to try to use some creative ideas, 
and also, try to utilize private agencies, not only giving money for 
foster care, but for adoption placement. 

Senator DENTON. Well, what role could the Federal Government 
play, or should it play, in insuring that there is an exp€d}tious and 
sort of fairly flowing adoption across State lines, for example, and 
that they not sort of hold on to the kids? 

How could we improve that situation from the Federal point of 
view? 

Ms. SREEDHAR. If the incentives now are to keep the children in 
care, then there has to be some incentive--

Senator DENTON. I am sorry; I cannot hear you, Ms. Sreedhar. 
Ms. SREEDHAR. If the financial incentives now encourage the 

agencies to keep the children in care, then there either has to be a 
financial disincentive to keep them in care or an incentive to move 
them out of care. 

So, as you were referring to before, the mechanism has to be re
structured to reward placement rather than reward maintenance. 

Senator DENTON. Not only that, but it would save money over 
the long term. 

Ms. SREEDHAR. Well, of course it would save money. I have one 
concern here, though, because it certainly saves money to place 
children. I mean, you have heard testimony on that for many 
years. 

I am sometimes concerned about the amounts of money that are 
given to agencies to place special needs children. This example that 
Mr. McHugh used is excellent, but I was just up in Massachusetts 
where a great deal of money was given to an agency, about the 
same amount as you referred to, and they placed only seven chil
dren. 

So, there has to be some relationship between the number of 
placements and the cost. 

Senator DENTON. Go ahead, Ms. Mueller. 
Ms. MUELLER. Senator, there is Federal law, Public Law 96-272, 

which has been mentioned here, not within your jurisdiction, 
which shows the kinds of barriers and the problems which still 
exist for getting children placed. 

The adoption assistance program has a $5 million amount of 
money to spend for subsidies for children who are hard to place 
who could be adopted. That money is not being spent, Senator. It is 
an entitlement program and the States have not drawn down the 
money, which means they have not freed children and made them 
eligible for that program. 

That is one of the goals that Assistant Secretary Hardy has ex
pressed. That program is under her jurisdiction and she wants to 
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work with the States to see that that money is spent, money which 
goes directly to adoptive families for the adoption of children. 

Senator DENTON. I just want to get the answer to this one in. the 
record from Ms. Sreedhar. It appears that few upper middle class 
families adopt children even though they have the potential re
sources to provide a home for a waiting child. 

You personally, on the other hand, are not particularly wealthy 
and you are a working, single adoptive parent with a full-time vol
unteer commitment. How do you explain the paradox that people 
with great resources tend not to adopt, while people with fewer re
sources tend to seek to adopt, and would you relate that to what we 
might perceive over the years as a dwindling appreciation for 
family and an increasing propensity to be materialistic? 

Ms. SREEDHAR. I said in my written testimony that though I 
would welcome a study of our parents, I did not thirlk Federal 
funds should be used for this. But I am interested myself in how 
parents decide to adopt a child. 

If we get 10,000 letters a year and 200 families select themselves, 
they are in the best position to know that they want this child. We 
do not make agency-type judgments on them. 

But I do not know what these parents have in common, except a 
commitment to the children. They come from rural towns, big 
cities; some of them have never been to high school, some of them 
have Ph. D.'s. Some of them make $10,000 a year; some of them 
make several hundred thousand. Some of them, like the DeBolts, 
have 20 other children, and some are single parents with nine chil
dren. Some are handicapped. 

I really do not know how to make a generalization about who is 
adopting. I will say, though, that one of the best methods for find
ing the best parents is to let parents decide for themselves; that is, 
to give the parents as much information as possible about these 
children, and rely on individual judgment so the parents can decide 
for themselves whether they want to do this rather than superim
posing somebody else's judgment on them. 

Senator DENTON. Go ahead, Ms. Mueller. 
Ms. MUELLER. Senator, we do not know anything about who 

adopts. We do not have any national data to describe adoptive fam
ilies or adoptive children or children who are waiting for adoption. 

That is an area in the adoption opportunities law which has not 
been well done to date, if done at all, and needs to be done. I was 
very encouraged when Director Chapman testified before you from 
the Bureau of the Census and said he would like to collect that 
data. 

What better place than the census, which can talk to all families 
and find out who has adopted, and can use viably valid sample 
data to tell you, to tell HHS, and to tell us who are the adoptive 
families in the United States? 

I hope that that can be accomplished withirL the next couple of 
years, and from my conversations with the Bureau of the Census, 
they sure would like to, and this law would be a place where direc
tion could come. 

Senator DENTON. They are required to do that right now. By the 
way we have written the bill, I am informed. 
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I saw indications of what you all have forecast about media par
ticipation, and I certainly applaud it. Within the last few days, 
channel 13-1 believe a Baltimore channel-had a feature, and I 
believe they are doing this weekly now, in which they give an 
award. 

I do not know whether it is a motherhood award or a love award, 
but this time it was a black lady over in Baltimore who had raised 
something like 14 children, 10 grandchildren, and 6 great grand
children, and they were all in this great big room. 

They never had had a lot of money, but obviously they were each 
quite well adjusted, happy and extremely grateful to her as the ma
triarch from whom had flowed all this love. And as unimportant as 
it may seem, I think that our hierarchy of values has changed by 
virtue of the bombardment of the role models. We are shown a 
swinging pair who find happiness as the sun sets over the hori
zon-it has nothing whatever to do with being a good mother or a 
good father or a good husband or a good wife. It used to; you all 
just have not lived that long. 

That is the way the movies used to end; they do not end that way 
anymore. They end with something else, and whe.t is at the begin
ning and the middle is something different. I cannot, in my own 
view, believe that a role model is not an important thing. 

As the young man testified, and as Socrates said when he con
demned a trend in Greek drama similar to that which has taken 
place in our entertainment media which he predicted would have a 
disastrous effect-and he was accurate-on Greek society, "they 
poison him for his pains." 

We will have questions from Senator Dodd for this panel, also, 
and I will have some more in writing for you. I understand that 
Ms. Donaghey here on my right has been working with some of 
you. I solicit your assistance to us in continuing to improve the 
Federal statutes relating to this. 

As you pointed out, Ms. Mueller, some of them are not in my ju
risdiction, but I believe that I would find my colleagues reasonable, 
and I would be happy to take the initiative of trying to coordinate 
from one place the adjustment of these regulations and rules. 

I do not know what we can do about the States and that sort of 
thing, but maybe something. Your testimony was materially valua
ble, and I think things look optimistic in the adoption field. Is that 
right? 

Ms. MUELLER. Yes. 
Senator DENTON. It is kind of anomalous that this particular Ad

ministration is considered uncompassionate about human beings, 
when there does seem to be a stress within it from a good number 
of us on this compassionate endeavor. 

I believe that it is more than just compassion and altruism; it is 
also a factor affecting the general welfare and the health of our so
ciety-an extremely important factor. 

So, thank you very much, and please answer any questions we 
submit within 10 days. 

Our third panel, and I will ask them to step forward as I call 
their names: Mr. Robert DeBolt, founder of Aid to Adoption of Spe
cial Kids; and Ms. Clara Valiente· Barksdale. Mr. DeBolt is the 
father of 20 children, 14 of whom are adopt~d. I am looking for-
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ward to watching his award-winning film, "Who Are the DeBolts, 
and Where Did They Get 19 Kids?" 

I understand that Mrs. DeBolt spoke in Birmingham last week 
and met with my State director, Danny Cooper. Mr. Cooper was 
deeply moved by your wife's presentation. 

Ms. Barksdale is an authority on minorities, specifically Hispanic 
adoption. 

We are glad to have both of you here this morning. Mr. DeBolt, 
would you care to begin your testimony? 

STATEMEN'l' OF ROBERT W. DeBOLT, FOUNDER, AID TO ADOP
TION OF SPECIAL KIDS; AND CLARA VALIENTE-BARKSDALE, 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NEW YORK COUNCIL ON ADOPTABLE 
CHILDREN 

Mr. DEBoLT. Thank you, Senator Denton. I appreciate the oppor
tunity to be here today and to present the written testimony. Since 
that written testimony is a matter of record, I will not read that, 
but I will simply paraphrase part of the testimony. I would also 
like to enlarge on certain aspects of it, and also to comment on 
some of the testimony that has been given this morning before me. 

As you mentioned, I am indeed a parent of adopted children. My 
wife and I have adopted 14 children. Nine of these children are 
physically handicapped; the other children had emotional prob
lems. Two of our children came out of long-term foster care-an 
issue which we talked about earlier today and I hope to talk about 
a little bit more. 

In addition to that, my wife and I are the founders of Aid to 
Adoption of Specid Kids, which is an organization that has been in 
existence for about 9 years. The purpose of this organization was to 
try to bridge the regionalism that exists in the United States in the 
area of adoption. 

The program was founded to be a national organization, and 
since its inception it has indeed worked with all 50 States. We do 
have what we consider to be sort of a national flavor and know 
where the national pulse might be in adoption today. 

In addition to that, of course, I am on the National Committee 
for Adoption, and I serve as a member of the board of dinlctors of 
an organization in Ohio called Hickory Farms Youth HOJj:le, where 
we operate foster care homes. So, I have that aspect, too. 

In the area of obstructions to adoption, there are many and they 
are varied, and they change tremendously from one State to an
other State. My home State of California has one set of problems. 
The State of Ohio, where we have an office now being established, 
has an entirely different set of problems. 

It is very hard to generalize across the United States as to where 
the impediments are in adoption and what the problem is with 
foster care. There are some universal ingredients that exist, but 
there are so many unique items, from attitudinal problems with 
social worker,>, to archaic and unresponsive laws that exist in 
many States, tv the judiciary in many States, with their inability 
to terminate parental rights when children have been in. long-term 
foster care. 
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Dorcas Hardy, the Assistant Secretary of HHS, today mentioned 
in her testimony that there were "about 50,000 special needs chil
dren already terminated for adoption." Well, that in itself is a ter
rible statement to have to make. We should know how many chil
dren there are who have been relinquished for adoption; we say 
"about." 

We do not know how many children there are in foster care in 
this country. We say about 500,000; others say about 350,000. What 
a terrible, wide-ranging difference we have between those two fig
ures. 

Historically, in the area of adoptions in this country there has 
been a lack of national networking. Because there are so many 
uniqlle elements in each State, most organizations work only 
within their own States. There has been very little networking 
from one agency to another to try to take on what is a problem 
over here in Arizona and see what was done to correct that condi
tion in South Carolina. 

There has been very little networking of information on parents 
who want to adopt, and even children who are adoptable. There are 
tremendous listings services that are out today-DARE, CARE. 
There are all sorts of books that are put out showing beautiful pic
tures of children who are available for adoption, and descriptions 
of these chilci' p.n. 

But, you see, this is not spread universally throughout all agen
cies in this COll ..... '"y. The National Adoption Exchange is an at
tempt to put together some type of a system where, if a child exists 
in Florida and there is a family who exists in California who feels 
that they have the resources, emotional, financial, or whatever, to 
adopt that child, those two elements can be brought together. 

We have heard testimony this morning that if a family wants to 
adopt a child with special needs-we will say a child with cerebral 
palsy-and they go to their local agency and say, III want to adopt 
such a child and I have the ability to parent that child'" quite 
often they are told, "No, that child does not exist." 

We ran into a situation in Ohio just weeks ago where there was 
a family who went to Mercer County, Ohio, making that request 
and they were told, "No, there are no children of that nature 
here." But, next door in Richmond County, there were five children 
who could have qualified for that. Nobody wt:nt looking for those 
children; nobody stepped outside the jurisdiction of that little 
county in Ohio to say, "Hey, let us find a family for that child." 

Now, I admit that this National Adoption I'xchange is not going 
to be such that every agency is mandated to put those names of 
families and children into that exchange. But, by gosh, it is a start 
in the right direction. 

The reason I would imagine that their numbers are low now is 
because they are just starting, and we are working with the N a
tional Exchange to put all of the names of children into that ex
change as soon as we can. We are meeting with people this coming 
week on computer equipment requirements. 

Along that line, that is an expensive element for an agency. We 
would hope that the National Adoption Exchange would be funded 
at a level which would allow it to have the participating agencies 
list the names without charge. 
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For some years, there has been an inconsistent Federal approach 
to adoption. A change of administration normally causes such 
things to happen, but we have always felt that through the Federal 
Government, the question of adoption of special children and the 
question of foster care and its terrible entrepreneurial aspects, has 
been something that has not been paid attention to by the Federal 
Government. 

We are absolutely delighted with Assistant Secretary Dorcas 
Hardy's adoption initiative. We are participating in that and we 
think that will go a long way to bringi:ng together what needs to be 
done to make these changes, and that is a collaboration between 
the Federal Government, State governments, private agencies, 
State agencies, and certainly the private sector. 

Adoption subsidies are a tremendous need. We could not have 
adopted three of our children if it had not been for the fact that 
Crippled Children Services in California paid for the medical ex
penses directly connected with those children's handicaps. 

One child, a little girl 5 years old who was born blind, had a cor
neal transplant-an expensive and extensive medical procedure 
which allowed her to see for the first time in her life, because Crip
pled Children Services paid for all of those medical costs. We could 
not have done that, and most families could not. 

We found in working throughout the 50 States that adoption sub
sidies and medical care are one of the biggest incentives for people 
to adopt a special child. There is a natural reluctance, particularly 
when you are in the lower income brackets, and most of the par
ents viho have adopted through AASK America have been in the 
lower to lower middle income brackets. 

Eighty-five percent of the 2,000 people who have adopted through 
AASK have incomes less than $20,000 per year; 65 percent of those 
people are rural families. We cannot answer all of the questions of 
why, but we think that the 65-percent rural families probably 
comes from the fact that there are less distractions to the family in 
the rural environment than there are in a metropolitan environ
ment. 

AGENCY BARRIERS TO ADOPTION 

We have heard about home studies not being allowed to cross 
county lines or State lines. We have also heard of the rejection of 
the nontraditional family. 

Our families in AASK are almost all nontraditional-large fami
lies such as the Rossow family that this committee was privileged 
to hear from earlier this month. Many agencies would turn them 
down for another adoption just because they have that many chil
dren. 

Single-parent adoptions is our second greatest resource of the 
adoptive family, and we also use handicapped parents. We have a 
tremendous recruitment campaign going on right now with minor
ity families. In the past, minority recruitment has generally asked 
for the minority family to look minority, but to sound majority. 
They want them to look black, to look brown, but to have all of the 
white middle class values. I see this changing. Los Angeles County 
has a tremendous program in that. 
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In closing, I would like to urge this Committee in its delibera
tions on the Adoption Opportunities Act, which I hope you will 
extend for the 3 years, not to 'spend money on such items as agency 
awareness of special kids and training for social workers. 

If those social workers are not aware and trained by now, they 
will not be, so let us not kid ourselves and throw money after that. 
Put in programs that work, gentlemen; put in programs like the 
National Adoption Exchange and other national programs that 
work. 

Thank you for allowing me to be here, and also thank you very 
much for the professionalism and efficiency of the committee staff. 
They have been very good to work with. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. DeBolt follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROGERT W. DEBOLT, OAKLAND, CALIF. 

I am pleased to have this opportunity to give testimony to this Sub-committee in 
support of the re-authorization of the Adoption Opportunities Act for four more 
years. Building of families through adoption is a major focal point of my life-as a 
parent and as a volunteer leader. 

My wife and I are the parents of 20 children, 14 of whom are adopted. Nine of 
these adopted children are physically handicapped and many of the 14 have suffered 
mild to severe emotional disturbances. Our family's involvement in adoption dates 
back to the Fifties, when my wife, Dorothy, and her late husband added two adopted 
Korean children to their family of five biological children. Then as a widow with 
seven children, Dorothy adopted two physically-handicapped, war-wounded, Viet
namese boys in 1969. 

Combined with my one child from a previous marriage, we started with ten chil
dren when we were married in 1970. Since that time, we have adopted ten addition
al children. Several of our adopted children are what society would consider to be 
severely handicapped. For example, one of our adopted children is a Black girl who 
was born without arms or legs. Another boy is blind and paralYlled from the waist 
down. These children, as well as their brothers and sisters, attend public school, are 
relatively self-sufficient, and are establishing successful lives on their own. 

Our interest and problems in adoptions coupled with others interest in our family 
and their attempts to adopt, was the impetus in our forming a non-profit organiza
tion to encourage and assist in the adoption of special needs children nationally. 

In 1973 we founded Aid to Adoption of Special Kids ... now known as AASK 
America. Headquartered in the San Francisco Bay Area of California, this organiza
tion works with families ad well as public and private agencies in all 50 states to 
promote adoption of physically or mentally handicapped children, minority chil
dren, older children and sibling groups. 

I serve in a voluntary capacity as President of AASK America, member of its 
Board of Directors, and serve on several committees of the Board. In addition to my 
service to AASK America I am a member of the Board of Directors of the National 
Commission for Adoption, Washington, DC; Hickory Farms Youth Homes in Ohio; 
and AASK Midwest, Toledo, Ohio. 

I am also on Advisory Committees of several national and international organiza
tions having to do with child and adoption, and was a member of the White House 
Conference on Children and Youth. My interest in adoption of special children 
became so strong that I resigned my position as President and CEO of a construc
tion company so that I could devote more time as a volunteer to AASK America. 

My wife and I now make our living through professional speaking /!ppearances 
and have spoken to groups in 45 states and three foreign countries in-'fue last three 
years. These appearances, coupled with AASK America's national program, perhaps 
give us a unique and accurate view of the status of special needs adoptions in the 
United States today. 

AASK America was founded in response to inquiries Dorothy and I received as a 
result of press and medial coverage concerning some of our adoptions. The letters 
and telephone calls we received from all parts of the country were similar. These 
people wanted to adopt children with special needs but for various reasons had been 
discouraged by their local agency. These inquiries had increased to the point where 
AASK America was organized. Since that time, AASK has grown tremendously and 
has been extremely effective in its goal of finding homes for special kids. This na-
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tional organization has been responsible for the placement of approximately 2000 
special needs children in the last ten years. 

AASK American has a total staff of eight people and is a licensed adoption 
agency in California. In terms of scope and numbers our most effective service is 
AASK's National Referral Program. This is, in reality, an auoption exchange where
in we act as a matchmaker between the children who wait for homes and families 
who want to adopt special needs children. This program works with over 400 agen
cies throughout the United States and has received inquiries from potential adop
tive parents in all 50 states. This program was established as an attempt to over
come one of the greatest barriers in adoption then and today . . . that is the region
alism which exists throughout the United States, which discourages placement 
across state lines. 

The adoption of special needs children is severely limited by the following condi
tions: 

1. Lack of current adoption and foster nare adoptions.-One of the great services 
which could be provided by the Adoptions Opportunities Law is the collection of na
tional adoption and foster care data. It has been almost ten years since there has 
been a Federal report on children adopted annually in the United States. There is 
almost no agreement among agencies throughout the country as to how many chil
dren are currently in foster care and the numbers available for adoption. We know 
that in the State of California, the numbers of children in foster care has increased 
during the past five years and have reason to suspect that that same condition 
exists in most of the other populous states. However, the voluntary reporting of the 
numbers of children by states has not been successful and we would urge the Sub
committee to encourage the Department of Health and Human Services to collect 
this important data. We further recommend that the Adoption Opportunities Law 
be amended to require the Secretary of Health & Human Services to consult with 
other appropriate agencies and federal departments for the establishment of an on
going annual adoption and foster care data gathering and analysis system thereby 
not relying solely on voluntary state reporting. 

2. Lack of national network of agencies and collaboration among agencies.-We be
lieve that it is important that the Adoptions Opportunities Law continue the con
cept of a National Adoption Exchange. We have worked closely with the Adoption 
Center of Delaware Valley and believe that it is on the right track to developing an 
effective national exchange. In this day of telecommunications and computer tech
nology it is almost unbelievable that adoption agencies would not already be match
ing waiting children with families through this modern process. 

The cost of the appropriate equipment, however, is approximately $10,000 to 
$15,000 and will be difficult for most agencies to afford. It is not practical to expect 
agencies to pay a service charge to the National Exchange for listing children or 
families. The level of funding for the National Adoption Exchange must be main
tained so that public and private agencies are encouraged to participate in the Ex
change. This program will be a major factor in overcoming the regionalism which 
permeates the national adoptions picture. 

AASK America's National Referral Program continually battles the problem of 
attempting to have agencies study families for other agencies children. A national 
listing of families willing to adopt special needs children will also encourage social 
workers to look with more favor upon the possibility of children under their aus
pices being placed outside their jurisdiction. 

I hope that the Adoption Opportunity Law will take positive steps to encourage a 
higher degree of coordination among agencies nationally. Any long term solution to 
the problem of adoption of special needs children requires greater federal govern
ment and private sector collaboration in the future. The federal government must 
recognize that its funding role to solve this problem should should be increased, and 
not diminished. In addition, the federal government must particularly by sensitive 
to encourage purchase of services to private agencies for placement services to chil
dren in public care at the state level, and provisions of adequate adoption subsidies 
to families. 

The private agencies, to adequately participate in any federal government-private 
sector collaboration, must: 

(a) Continue to make increased numbers of placements; 
(b) Continue to use their flexibility to test new, creative, less expensive, and faster 

ways to place children; and 
(c) Initiate contacts with business and corporations to help finance agency adop

tion costs, and to involve the media in bringing to the attention of the public the 
availability and adoptability of special needs children. We believe that this media 
involvement is one of the best methods to recruit families. Several major cities in 
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the country have T.V. news segments wherein chi!dren are brought into the studio 
and interviewed. These programs have high appeal and have been successful in find
ing homes for the children who have been allowed to appear. I hope that the Adop
tion Opportunity Law will encourage the press and the media to continue these ef
forts to bring these children before the public. 

In the late 1970s, there was a film made on our family. entitled "Who Are the 
DeBolts? And Where Did They Get 19 kids?" When this program was aired as a 
Special on ABC-TV, we received over 60,000 letters from across the country. The 
exciting aspect of this is that nearly 17,000 of those inquiries came from people who 
expressed desire to adopt a special needs child. 

There was no National Adoption Exchange at that time, nor for that matter, ade
quate networking among agencies. AASK was not able to assure that all of these 
families were seen as viable adoptive parents when we referred them to their local 
agencies for home studies. 

3. Inconsistent Federal approach to adoption.-Irregular Federal funding patterns 
and fluctuating administration attention in adoptions has added to the leadership 
problem in the national adoptions scene. I hope that the Adoptions Opportunities 
Law will demonstrate to adoption agencies, parents and potential adoptive parents, 
that the Federal government has a substantial and continuing role in providing per
manent, loving homes for children with special needs. 

We are encouraged by the effort underway at the Department of Health and 
Human Services. Dorcas Hardy, Assistant Secretary, and her staff have developed 
the "Adoption Initiative" which encourages private and public agencies to work 
with the private sector including the press and media to promote new activities to 
move special children from foster care into permanent homes. Secretary Hardy has 
visited AASK America and we are convinced that the "Adoption Initiative" will be 
successful in finding permanent homes for children, and in attracting private sector 
dollars to be added to increasing federal dollars in partnership fashion. 

The greatest needs for funding are in providing placement dollars to public and 
private agencies providing reasonable subsidies for adoptive families, and the pur
chase of services at the state level. Over 80 percent of the families who have adopt
ed through AASK America are low to middle income families. 

The availability of a subsidy is often the deciding factor on whether or not such a 
family can adopt. It is a national disgrace to pour millions of dollars into temporary 
homes for children and ignore the financial need of families who take these children 
into their homes on a permanent basis, thus relieving the government of millions of 
dollars of ongoing costs. 

Mandating that public adoption agencies reimburse other agencies who make 
placements of children in their care is a paramount need. The cost of the home 
study, placement and supervision of the placement should the financial responsibili
ty of the agency who has jurisdiction over the child. 

4. Agency barriers to adoption.-This committee has heard testimony that there 
are a number of barri.ers to special needs adoptions. In our work at AASK America, 
we have found many significant barriers. We recognize that other agencies deal 
with these and additional barriers as well: 

1. Adoption agencies are reluctant to do home studies for families for other agen
cies' children. In other words, if a family in Ohio contacts AASK America wanting 
to adopt a special needs child with certain characteristics, AASK America would 
probably know of the existence of such a child somewhere in this country. We would 
then find that child and ask the inquiring parents' local agency to perform a home 
study. More often than not, this agency would hesitate to do the home study unless 
the agency who had the child would purchase the services of the first agency. 

2. Too many adoption agencies throughout the county reject the non-traditional 
family. Most of AASK America's placements have involved families, such as, single 
parents, large family groups, first-time parents, parents with low income, and par
ents who don't respond well to local agencies. We believe that one of the reasons 
why our disruption rate was 10 percent of our placements last year is because 
AASK America's social workers are adept at working with the non-traditional 
family. 

3. Too many adoption agencies lack the ability to recruit and to respond to minor
ity families, and overlook this excellent source of adoptive families. Many agencies, 
such as Los Angeles County, have effective minority recruitment programs and we 
would hope that the Adoption Opportunities Law will encourage the establishment 
of similar programs nationally. 

4. Too many adoption agencies have a limited knowledge of how to use adoption 
exchanges. The establishment of a national exchange will not in itself cause all 
agencies to utilize the services of the exchange. As we have stated before, there is a 
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tendency for adoption agencies to operate only within the confines of their state or 
county a'1d to overlook the possibility of having one of their children adopted by a 
family in another part of the country. 

In summary, I believe that the Adoptions Opportunities Law should give attention 
in the follo\'ling areas: 

1. Collecting, analyzing and making available to the public data on numbers of 
children in foster care, freed for adoption, and in current adoptive placement. 

2. Encourage and support coordination and collaboration among public and pri
vate agencies through such innovations as the National Adoption Exchange. 

3. Maintain a consistent pattern of Federal bnd State funding of adoption and 
foster care related programs. 

4. Identifying barriers to adoption and seeking solutions to them. 
In summary, I wish to thank each of you. You are in a powerful position to bring 

about change. Thank you for allowing me to present my testimony and to share 
with you not only the facts about the DeBolt lads, but particularly the need for a 
continuing role of the federal government to bring about substantial change so that 
one day there will be no special kids lonely for a permanent home. 

Senator DENTON. Thank you, Mr. DeBolt. 
Ms. Barksdale. 
Ms. BARKSDALE. Thank you, Senator. My name is Clara Valiente

Barksdale. I am the executive dIrector of the New York Council on 
Adoptable Children. I am also an adoptive parent, Hispanic, and a 
social worker with 23 years of experience with minority families 
and children at risk in New York City. 

I will foem; mostly on New York City, which is the area that I 
know well, although we have reached out to other States in this 
country and we get referrals and we get requests from everybody. 

The New York Council on Adoptable Children was founded in 
1972 by adoptive families, and acts on the firm belief that every 
child of whatever race or age and regardless of any handicapping 
condition has the right to a permanent family. 

In order to make this a priority for the child welfare system, fi
nancial incentives must change so that agencies are rewarded for 
placing children in permanent homes rather than keeping them in 
the limbo of foster care. 

Clearly, child care agencies are not encouraged to make adoption 
their priority. In New York State, only 1,670 were placed in adop
tive homes in the year 1982, while over 5,000 who have been freed 
for adoption or are going to be freed for adoption are still waiting. 

Minority children make up over 60 percent of our State's foster 
care popUlation. In New York City where we have 20,000 children 
in foster care, 60 percent are black and 28 percent are of Hispanic 
background. Over 4,000 of these children are free for adoption, but 
only 1,034 were placed during the last fiscal year. 

Despite loss in the foster care population due mostly to demo
graphics and discharges, 53 percent of foster children were dis
charged to their own responsibility in 1982. And you know where 
these children are, or do you? They are in the streets. Some of 
these children are 15 years old, and what we hear constantly is 
these children do not want to be adopted. 

We have a child 8 years old that we recruited families for-four 
families. Finally, we were told that this child did not want to be 
adopted. He is 8 years old, in an institution and Hispanic. These 
are the children that end up in the streets and in jail. 

According to a report from the Office of the New York City 
Council President, Carol Bellamy: 
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The funding mechanism for foster care and adoption may itself encourage agen
cies to keep children in care, Adoption and foster care funding create a situation 
whicl:t is counterproductive to an agency's economic viability to have children adopt
ed. 

Last December, the New York State Council of Voluntary Family 
and Child Care Agencies, repres~~nting 120 private agencies in our 
State, in a proposed position on reimbur~)ement stated that: "The 
per diem rates hurt agencies who move children out of care." This 
is to reaffirm what was said before and what you were picking up 
on, Senator, on the problems that have to do with funding and how 
funding is distributed. 

For the last 10 years, COAC has expressed its frustration when 
speaking about the correlation between resistance to moving chil
dren back to their families or into adoption and the per diem allo
cations, which means that each child stays in care because they 
pay for every day that he is in care, and so much per child-$29 a 
day in New York City for some children. 

We believe that the obstacles to adoption are rooted in a system 
that is more willing to separate children from their families than 
to give support to families at risk and prevent breakup. 

This plays itself out at different levels. The delays in moving 
children into permanent homes are only a reflection of outmoded 
practices based on attitudes or administrative resistance based on 
fiscal realities. As the head of a child care agency told us: "Every 
administrator in this field knows how many foster children must 
remain in his agency in order to meet payroll." 

Since its inception, COAC has recruited over 10,000 families in
terested in adoption; we have them on file. Our files today hav8 
people of all backgrounds, including hundreds of blacks and His
panics, interested in adopting the children of their communities. 

This enormous response has not been translated into adoptive 
placements. It takes an average of aLnost 3 years to match a wait
ing child with a prospective adoptive parent. Despite our efforts to 
assist parents in negotiating the child welfare bureaucracies, only 
about 100 placements per year are achieved by our constituency. 

I am here today to focus specifically on the Hispanic children 
who remain in public care longer than any other group, are too 
often institutionalized or labeled retarded due to language barriers, 
and when placed in adoptive homes, are frequently denied the con
tinuity of experience that a family of their same culture could pro
vide. 

These are the children of poverty and stress, of families at risk; 
the children of the unemployed, the uneducated and the homeless. 
They are the victims of a population living at the bottom of the so
cioeconomic ladder, suffering from the culture shock caused by mi
gration from a rural environment to our postindustrial urbanized 
society where the traditional extended family is broken down and 
identities a.,~ lost. 

Hispanics are defined by the Office of Personnel Management as 
persons of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central American, South 
American, or other Spanish culture or origin, regardless of race. 
Our common bond is history, language and culture. 

In the metropolitan area of New York, we estimate the number 
of Hispanics to be over 3 million. It is this population that our fed-
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erally funded program is reaching out to in order to find parents 
for Hispanic children needing adoption. 

We believe that the Hispanic family unit can provide the nur
ture and security needed by Hispanic children. We believe that as 
long as there are Hispanic families, and there are thousands, will
ing to adopt the waiting Hispanic children, they should be given 
first choice. In this way, we are providing permanence for these 
children through continuity of experience and a connection to their 
roots and their past. 

We have encountered, however, barriers in achieving our goals. 
A most frustrating obstacle is the invisibility of Hispanic children 
who are often classified by race or color rather than by culture or 
ethnicity. 

When we find the right classification, we find inaccurate statis
tics. In addition, we have met with great resistance to the recogni
tion of cultural identification in planning for a permanent home. 

Child care agencies lack bilingual and bicultural staff to properly 
serve Hispanic families. Staff who do not have a real knowledge of 
the Hispanic culture cannot properly assess the strength of an His
panic family. This, of course, affects the screening of prospective 
adoptive parents. 

Agencies staffed by non-Hispanics prefer to work with the Anglo 
population with whom they feel more at ease. They tend to be judg
mental of Hispanics. Their humility, which is valued, is considered 
passivity; their emotionality is labeled hysterical. These misinter
pretations can lead to rejection of many potential parents who 
"ould be not only acceptable but desirable if one understands their 
c"ltural mores. 

As a consequence of barriers imposed on the Hispanic popula
tion, children of Hispanic background are either placed in Anglo
American homes or remain in care longer. Light-skinned, young 
Hispanic children are given to preferential Caucasian couples, as 
they are the closest to the unavailable white infant. The older or 
dark-skinned Hispanic child suffers the same fate as his Afro
American brother and becomes the hard to place, special needs 
and, many times, unadoptable child. 

For children of minority background, adoption by the dominant 
ethnic or racial group in our society becomes a double message of 
rejection-first by his or her birth parents, then by his or her com
munity-so that growing up in alien territory is the affirmation of 
having been unloved and unwanted. 

I would like to clarify my point of view in terms of placing chil
dren across racial and cultural lines. Many Hispanic families are 
waiting for Hispanic children, and they can offer these children a 
home and cultural identity. But because of ignorance or lack of un
derstanding of Hispanics, these people have no access to agencies, 
so that there is double discrimination against the children and 
against the families who are seeking these children. 

Some examples to illustrate the point of obstacles that we en
counter specifically with Hispanics: The children that are called by 
race or different shades wait longer because social workers decide 
what color their skin is and look for a family to match it. 

Sibling groups of various shades separated as foster children are 
placed in separate adoptive homes to spend half their lives looking 
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for each other. In New York where we have a lot of Puerto Ricans 
who are a very mixed race, we have many, many sibling groups 
that are separated. They are placed, the light-skinned with whites 
and the dark-skinned blacks, and then they can never get back to
gether because they are sent to different communities and different 
racial groups. 

Light-skinned children of Afro-American background are placed 
in white foster homes, and Hispanic children are placed in white 
foster homes, anrl neither one wants to be black or Hispanic later. 

There are agencies who recruit families but do not place children 
with them, and agencies who have adoptable children but do not 
recruit families nor do homestudies. 

It is easier for our staff to place a child from Maine into Florida 
01' from Connecticut into Missouri, which we did last month, than 
to place a child from New York City into New Jersey, across the 
Hudson River. 

We have the worse of all systems in New York. Not only do we 
have more foster children available for adoption, but 120 agencies 
in the New York metropolitan area creates total confusion. 

Class prejudices play an enormous part in adoptive placements 
and minorities are used as foster parents, but when they apply for 
adoption, they are usually shafted. 

EaGh State, each county, and each agency has different regula
tions and procedures. Some consider single parents; some do not. I 
do not want to repeat what other people have said. 

I just want to add that I received your amendment yesterday, so 
I had no time to respond. I would like to put in writing some of my 
reactions to some of the things that were said and some of the 
problems that worried me, like the wording for unmarried parents. 
Somebody else raised it. 

I want to add only that I feel that adoption of special needs chil
dren is my thing. I feel that all the other considerations are impor
tant, but at this point when our limited resources are making it so 
difficult to place special needs children and we have so many, I 
really would feel that this administration should help focus on 
those children so that maybe 10 years from now, we will not have 
the backlog. 

We have a very big backlog of children who need homes, and we 
have to focus on them. This is my final point. I thank you again for 
having me here and for representing the growing Hispanic popula
tion of children. 

In December in California, they had 24 children of Hispanic 
background available for adoption. In Los Angeles alone, they have 
17,000 children and about 50 percent are Hispanics. What hap
pened to the other Hispanic children? 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Valiente-Barksdale and addition
al material follow:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CLARA VALIENTE-BARKSDALE, NEW YORK COUNCIL ON 
ADOPTABLE CHILDREN (COAC) 

Senator Denton, members of the subcommittee, ladies and gentlemen: My name is 
Clara Valiente Barksdale. I am the Executive Director of the New York Council on 
Adoptable Children. I am also an adoptive parent, a Hispanic and a social worker 
with 23 years of experience with minority families and children at risk in New York 
Cj~y. 
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I want to thank you and the Sub-committee on Family and Human Services for 
the opportunity to testify here today. I would like to bring to your attention my con
cerns about the thousands of minority children needing permanent families who 
linger in foster care. 

The New York Council on Adoptable Children (COAC) a non-profit organization 
founded in 1972 by adoptive parents acts on the firm belief that every child of what
ever race or age and regardless of any handicapping condition has the right to a 
permanent loving family. We believe that adoption is a viable resource for homeless 
children and that for those who cannot return to their birthparents it is definitely 
the best alternative. We advocate for preventive services so that children will not 
come into public care in the first place or will be returned quickly to their homes 
with services. When this is not possible we seek to have these children adopted. In 
order to make this a priority for the child welfare system, financial incentives must 
change so that agencies are rewarded for placi.llg children in permanent homes, 
rather than keepL'1g them in the limbo of foster ('are. 

COAC is an active member of NACAC, the North American Council on Adoptable 
Children and has been part of the adoptive parent group movement which has been 
instrumental in bringing about many needed changes in the adoption field in our 
country. 

Clearly, child care agencies are not encouraged to make adoption their priority. In 
New York State only 1670 children were placed in adoptive homes in year 1982, 
while over 5,000 who have been freed for adoption still wait. Minority children 
make up over 60 percent of our State's foster care population. In New York City 
where we have 20,000 children in foster care, 60 percent are Black and 28 percent 
are of Hispanic background. Over 4,000 of these children are free for adoption but 
only 1,034 were placed during the last fiscal year. Despite loss in foster care popula
tion due mostly to demographics and discharges (53 percent of foster children were 
discharged to their own responsibility in 1982) the numbers of children available for 
adoption and the numbers of adoptive placements remain constant. 

According to a report from the Office of New York City Council President, Carol 
Bellamy in 1981: " ... the funding mechanism for foster care and adoption may 
itself encourage agencies to keep children in care. . . . Adoption and foster care 
funding create a situation which is counterproductive to an agency's economic via
bility to have children adopted." Adoption Web-D. Tobis and A. Rosa-New York 
1981. Last December, the New York State Council of Voluntary Family and Child 
Care Agencies, representing 120 private agencies, in a proposed p.Jsition on reim
bursement. stated that: "The per-diem rates hurt agencies who move children out of 
care". For the last ten years COAC has expressed its frustration when speaking 
about the correlation between resistance to moving children back to their families 
or into adoption and the per-diem allocations. We believe that the obstacles to adop
tion are rooted in a system that is more willing to separate children from their fam
ilies than to give support to families at risk and prevent break-ups. ThiJ plays itself 
out at different levels. The delays in moving children into permanent homes are 
only a reflection of outmoded practices based on attitudes or administrative resist
ance!1ased on fiscal realities. As the head of a child care agency told us: "Every 
adminh;tra.tor in this field knows how many foster chldren must remain in his/her 
agency in oder to meet payroll." 

Since its in"eption, COAC has recruited over 10,000 familes interested in adoption. 
Our files today have people of all backgrounds including hundreds of Blacks and 
Hispanics interested in adopting the children of their communities. This enormous 
response has not been translated in to adoptive placements. It takes an average of 
almost three years to match a waiting child with a prospective adoptive parent. De
spite our efforts to assist parents in negotiating the child welfare bureaucracips, 
only about 100 placements per year are achieved by our constitutency. 

I am here today to focus specifically on the Hispanic children who remain in 
public care longer than any other group, are too often institutionalized or labeled 
retarded due to langup.ge barriers, and when placed in adoptive homes are frequent
ly denied the continuity of experience that a family of their same culture could pro
vide. These are the children of poverty and stress; of families at risk. The children 
of the unemployed, the uneducated and the homeless. They are the victims of a pop
ulation living at the bottom of the socia-economic ladder, suffering from the culture 
shock caused by migration from a rural environment to our post-industrial urban
ized society wherp. the traditional extended family is broken down and indentities 
are lost. 

Hispanics are defined by the Office of Personnel Management in Washington, DC 
as: "persons of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central American, South American 
or other Spanish culture or origin regardless of race". Our common bond is history, 
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language and culture. We are fiercely proud of our ancestry, whether Spanish, Indo
Spanish or Afro-Spanish. In New York's metropolitan area the efltimated number of 
Hispanics exceeds 3 million. It is this population that our federally funded (Chil
dren's Bureau. Administration for Children, Youth and Families. Office of Human 
Development Services. U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services-H.H.S.). Hispanic 
Adoption Program reaches out to, in order to find parents for the Hispanic children 
needing adoption. We believe that the Hispanic family unit can provide the nurture 
and security needed by Hispanic children. We believe that as long as there are His
panic families-and there are thousands-willing to adopt the waiting Hispanic 
children they should be !:,>iven first choice. In this way we are providing permenence 
for these children, through continuity of experience and a connection to their roots 
and their past. 

We have encountered, however, barriers in achieving our goals. Most frustrating 
obstacle is the invisibility of Hispanic children who are often classified by race or 
color rather than by culture and ethnicity. When we find the right classification we 
find inaccurate statistics. In addition we have met with great resistance to the rec
ognition of cultural identification in planning for a permanent home. Child care 
agencies lack bilingual and bicultural staff to properly serve Hispanic families. Staff 
who does not have a real knowledge of the Hispanic culture cannot properly assess 
the strengths of a Hispanic family. This, of course, affects the screening of prospec
tive adoptive parents. Agencies staffed by non-Hispanics prefer to work with the 
Anglo population with whom they feel more at ease. They tend to be judgmental of 
Hispanics. Their humility which is valued, is considered passivity. Their emotional
ity is labeled hysterical. These misinterpretations can lead to rejection of many po
tential parents who could be not only acceptable but desirable if one understands 
their cultural mores. 

As a consequence of barriers imposed on the Hispanic population, children of His
panic background are either placed in Anglo-American homes or remain in care 
longer. Light-skinned, young Hispanic children are given to preferential caucasian. 
couples as they are the closest to the unavailable white infant. The older or dark
skinned Hispanic child suffers the same fate as his Afro-American brothel' and be
comes the hard-to-place, special needs and many times un adoptable child. 

For children of minority background, adoption by the dominant ethnic or racial 
group in our society becomes a double message of rejection: first by his/her birth
parents, then by his/her community. So that growing up in alien territory is the 
affirmation of having been unloved and unwanted. 

As one begins to understand the multiple obstacles encountered by families in 
their pursuit of the adopted child and the bureaucratic maze that regulates agencies 
procedures one questions the system that we have created "in the best interest of 
children". 

Some examples to illustrate my point: 
Infants coming into public cale whose mothers have surrendered them, are placed 

in temporary foster homes while agencies go through cumbersome procedures. In 
New York City it can keep a child out of an adoptive placement for over a year. 

Children so called hi-racial wait longer while social workers decide what color 
their skin is and look for a family to match it. 

Sibling groups of various shades separated as foster children are placed in sepa
rate adoptive homes to spend half their lives looking for each other. 

Light-skinned children of Afro-American background placed in white fo~ter homes 
who later don't want to be adopted by Blacks. 

Dark-skinned or light-skinned Hispanic children placed with Whites Ill' Blacks 
who want to be Black or White but not Hispanic. 

Agencies who recruit families but don't place children with them; agencies who 
have adoptable children but don't recruit families, nor do homestudies. 

It is easier for our staff to place a child from Maine into E'lorida or from Connecti
cut into Missouri than to place a child from New York into New Jersey, across the 
Hudson River. 

Class prejudices play an enormous part in adoptive placements. College educated 
candidates have a better chance. Blue collar workers although proven to have more 
successful placements have to wait longer and accept more difficult children. 

Each state, ea;:h county, each agency has different regulations and procedures. 
Some consider single parents, some don't. Some cross racial or religious barriers, 
some don't. Each placement r~quires hours of exploration and negotiations. 

1 could go on and illustrate each one of my points with an example. But time is 
running out. Before ending however, I want to touch on private adoptions as re
quested by Senator Denton. 
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Private adoptions are increasing. It is the way to get around a system that does 
not yield. Most states legalized the process in order to have some control over it. If 
we create bureaucracies that don't work, people who need the service find the alter
native that does. Private or independent adoption could be the alternative to match
ing an infant with an adoptive family. Unfortunately, unscrupulous lawyers and 
other individuals who profiteer from this service are actually selling infants for up 
to $30,000. It is tbe principle of supply and demand that has created this black 
market. When we legalize private adoptions we must expect irregularities that 
should and must be stopped. 

Although the independent adoption route of matching children and families is not 
yet plagued with the delays and frustrations of agency adoptions it has loopholes 
and risks that have to be carefully monitored to avoid transfond , .. .; a service for 
children and families into a racket for profit s(!eking individuals. 

In sum, we believe that as a society we have the obligation to find the best alter
natives for all children ;., need of parents, whether they are white infants or older 
children, victims of abuse, neglect and abandonment. We must untangle the net 
that keeps 120,000 children who are free for adoption in our country, trapped in 
foster care. Adopti<lII is the civilized way of meeting the needs of children without 
parents. It is also the most cost-effective service in child welfare. Public Law 96-272 
passed in 1980 provided solutions and incentives for adoption. But the law cannot be 
adequately implemented without appropriate allocations. We need Public Law 96-
272 to be fully funded so that adoption obstacles can be minimized and adoption can 
really become a priority service in child welfare. 

Addendum to the Testimony presented by Clara Valiente-Barksdale, Executive Di
rector of the New York Council on Adoptable Children (COAC) on April 14, 1983 
before the U.S. Senate, Subcommitee on Family and Human Services regarding 
the Child Abuse and Prevention and Treatment Act and Adoption Opportunities 
Act of 1978 (Public Law 95-266 Title II) 

This is in response to Senator Denton's request for comments to the amendment 
to Public Law il5-266 introduced by him. 

I would like to state here that we share the Senator's concern with "infants at 
risk with life-threatening congenital impairments" specifically as it relates to "Baby 
Doe" and the tragic outcome of that case. We are also concerned with any child at 
risk of abuse and would want to prevent as much as possible, the kinds of maltreat
ment many children suffer at the hands of parents, care takers and professionals. 

As an adoptive parent and a member of a parent organization representing hun
dreds of adoptive parents and concerned citizens, I would like to emphasize two 
issues: 

(1) We do believe that the Adoption Opportunities Act which was created to pro
mote and facilitate the adoption of special needs children should keep its focus on 
this population. Funds allocated for that purpose should serve the 120,000 American 
children waiting for permanent adoptive families. Minority children represent 60 
percent of the children needing adoption. Finding adoptive homes for these and 
other special needs children is our goal. We need all the help we can get to make 
this an attainable goal. The five million dollars originally allocated for this program 
demonstrated the feasibility of adoption as the best alternative for children who 
cannot return to their birth parents. It is the commitment of adoptive parents and 
much of their volunteer efforts which has brought adoption into the limelight and is 
making an impact on child welfare services. We cannot stop now. We urge you to 
continue to fund this program which showed the cost-effectiveness of adoption as a 
unique service to children in need of parents. 

(2) Although we agree with some of your bill, we are concerned with the language 
which is unclear and unqualified specifically when focusing on: Pregnant teenagers; 
unmarried parents; and couples experiencing infertility. 

We do not believe that all children born to teenagers or unmarried parents are at 
risk; neither do we believe that all these children are candidates for adoption. We 
have seen many excellent teenage mothers, single fathers and mothers that are 
quite capable to raise healthy and happy children. Services to pregnant teenagers 
are being currently provided with federal funding by the Department of Health and 
Human Services under a speciaJ program created for this purpose. Infertile couples 
often do need counseling to resolve their problem. There are currently many serv
ices to meet their needs in this area. 

Our priorities are clear. We urge the Subcommittee to look at our concerns and 
suggestions so that the special needs abandoned children of today don't have to wait 
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any longer to find the home where they can grow and bloom. They have waited too 
long and time is running out for them. 

Senator DENTON. Well, thank you, Ms. Barksdale. I would like to 
ask you and Mr. DeBolt if you have any problem with the thrust of 
the idea in the adolescent family life bill and the proper wording of 
our amendment, as you called it, which would try to present adop
tion to an expectant mother or one who has just delivered a child 
out of wedlock as a positive alternative to, A, abortion and, B, con
tinuing with the increasing trend of the percentage of young 
women-and many of them are 12, 13, or 14 years old-to keep 
that child, because very soon a high percentage of them become 
special needs children? 

Is there anything wrong with that, if we do not, you know, push 
them ahead as special needs before they are special needs? Do you 
have a problem with that? 

Ms. BARKSDALE. Can I respond? 
Senator DENTON. Go ahead. 
Ms. BARKSDALE. I have been receiving several calls in the last 

couple of months, I would say, from the Citizens Committee for 
Children in New York and from a network of projects that work 
with pregnant teenagers. 

They were saying, IIWhat are you doing about them?" And I said 
I think we have to include something about them in our public 
education and our reaching out to the community in terms of this 
being a third alternative. We want to do that and we will do that. 

But I think that within our organizations, we can absorb that 
piece of public education. I think there is a special project within 
Health and Human Services that has a lot of money, and adoption 
does not have a lot of money. We are all fighting for the same 
funds, and it is sad to say that, but that is the way it io. 

I think that we should educate those teenagers, but I do not see 
that we should divert funds at this point to that. That is my opin
ion. 

Senator DENTON. There is a tremendous, growing population out 
there of AFDC recipients who have children born out of wedlock 
one after another, and they cost money, too. So, it is not that you 
are going to be intercepted financially simply because some of 
those children would be adopted, because the money is all in that 
one big pot anY-Nay. 

Ms. BARKSDALE. But I think the Secretary referred to a liaison, 
or you referred to working on a liaison with that project, so that 
adoption can be somehow connected with that so that people do not 
see it as a separate issue, which it is not. 

They are the same children that are abused and who eventually 
come into foster care and then have to be adopted. But since we 
have to work with pies and pieces of pies, I do not want you to take 
the pie away from adoption, and I think it is a very small pie. 

It is a growing population of children who need it, and it is a 
growing concern that we need certain services within adoption so 
that these children can survive within the adoption system, be
cause if we do not give those services, those children are going to 
fail. 

If every time a new problem starts that has to do with abused 
children and they take away from this little pie of adoption oppor-

22-024 0-83-35 
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tunities, which is a very small one-we have 150,000 children need
ing adoption out there. Where does $5 million go? Not very far, if 
you also throw in the pregnant teenagers, who already have a 
project. 

I am fighting for what I work for now and I feel that adoption 
needs every penny it has because it has very few. Do you see what 
I am saying? 

Senator DENTON. Not exactly. I do not understand how any 
money is taken out of that pot. Do you mean if you expand the 
number of special needs children, then there will be less money 
available per child? 

That is the only way I can understand what you are saying, be
cause all we are doing is informing the girl that there are advan
tages to adoption. She should consider that her own going out to 
work or going to some job training program, leaving the infant in 
some day care--

Ms. BARKSDALE. But it is being done now; there are a lot of proj
ects in New York City. As a matter of fact, I was talking to this 
network and the list of projects is very long. It is a matter to reach
ing out to those so that they incorporate adoption a~, a possibility. 

Senator DENTON. I think there is less cost to the Government 
and less cost to the child in many of those cases if that child were 
adopted. 

Ms. BARKSDALE. But then I also saw other things that you want 
to throw into this bill. 

Senator DENTON. I am not throwing anything in that I know of. 
If you want to point out--

Ms. BARKSDALE. Yes; I read it on the plane. 
Senator DENTON. OK. 
Ms. BARKSDALE. Couples experiencing infertility-section 6 of the 

act is amended by inserting at the end, "coordinating adoption-re
lated activities of children considering adoption as a plan for their 
infants; services to couples." 

I do not see why they need services. I mean, they need services, 
but there are many people giving them services. "Adoption referral 
services for infants at risk"-I understand that. 

I really think that all the emphasis should be put into the special 
needs children who are waiting. Maybe I sound obsessed with it, 
but I am. 

Senator DENTON. Does it help any to say that the expansion of 
the advisory board to include services to teenaged unwed mothers 
would be funded under the child abuse portion of S. 1003, not out 
of $2 million in adoption opportunities? 

Ms. BARKSDALE. No; I do not think it should be funded from here. 
They have money in Health and Human Services for that; they do. 
They have a whole department there; they do. They have $20 mil
lion. This is not $20 million; it is not even $5 million, and we have 
to take care of 150,000 children with it. 

Senator DENTON. I say again I am not sure you are hearing me. 
The $2 million is not coming out of the adoption money. It is 
coming out of the child abuse portion. 

Ms. BARKSDALE. All right, but do you consider child abuse in 
teenage pregnancy? 

Senator DENTON. If the child becomes abused, I do. 
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Ms. BARKSDALE. If she abuses, yes. 
Senator DENTON. And a tremendous percentage of the cases are. 
Ms. BARKSDALE. Many are and many are not. 
Senator DENTON. Yes. 
Ms. BARKSDALE. I just feel very strongly about not throwing all 

the money into the same pie. 
Mr. DEBoLT. May I comment upon this, also? 
Senator DENTON. Sure, Mr. DeBolt. I do not see the same pie 

thing there, but I am listening. 
Yes, sir? 
Mr. DEBoLT. I think all of us who are sitting on this side of the 

table have a tendency to look in the area of the adoption of special 
needs children. The child who is born to the young teenaged 
mother out of wedlock, I guess we could probably call a prespecial 
needs child. 

While I admire the committee's interest in trying to prevent 
more children going into the system, I think that that is probably 
just a tip of the iceberg and we are chipping away at a part that 
maybe does not bring that many children into the system. 

Senator DENTON. Only 3 percent, right now, of the unwed moth
ers' children are being put up for adoption. 

Mr. DEBOLT. There are really two elemants to adoption today. 
There is the adoption of the infant and the baby. Those children 
who are born to the teenage mother are going to have the same 
chance of having some birth defect as the general population. 

So, those children are babies and they are readily adoptable com
modities. Most agencies who deal with babies, and we do not, have 
waiting lists of 2 to 7 years for people who want to adopt such a 
child. 

But in the special needs area of adoption, we have a different 
ballgame. We do not have people lined up for 2 to 7 years ahead of 
time to be able to adopt. We do have more children here who are 
adoptable than we have parents out there who have said, "Hey, .i 
will adopt." We know the parents are out there; we just have not 
brought them in from the cold yet. 

Senator DENTON. Well, these children of the teenaged unwed 
motherd would not be special needs children and would not be in 
that category. 

Ms. BARKSDALE. Some will, some will not. We do not know. 
Senator DENTON. Some would, but the same percentage as any 

other children. 
Mr. DEBOLT. That is rigi.Lt; a very small percentage would be. 
Ms. BARKSDALE. I feel very strongly about not taking children 

away from mothers. I cannot stand the idea that we are going to go 
advertising, "Give us your children to give to other people." 

Senator DENTON. Nobody is going to take children away from 
their mothers. 

Ms. BARKSDALE. People interpret things differently, Senator. 
Senator DENTON. Ninety-seven percent of them are keeping their 

children. In many, many cases-I do not know what percentage to 
say, but perhaps two-thirds-those children are not very well off, to 
put it mildly, and I cannot see any compassion in not informing 
them about the adoption process. 

Ms. BARKSDALE. Informing, yes. 

--I 
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Senator DENTON. That is all it says in the bill. 
Mr. DeBolt, we mentioned earlier that the number of sought

after, healthy white infants available for adoption has decreased 
dramatically in recent years. It seems that most children who are 
free for adoption or who are in foster homes are special needs chil
dren. 

What causes the parents of these children to place them outside 
the natural home? Are the financial or emotional burdens over
whelming? Is it irresponsibility or insensitivity to the requirements 
of child-rearing on the part of natural parents, or is it also possibly 
an indication of dissipation and the breakdown of family and tradi
tional values, including a lack of commitment on the part of par
ents or anyone else in any other endeavor? 

Mr. DEBoLT. I think the answer to that question, Mr. Chairman, 
would have to be "all of the above." I cannot really weigh which of 
these factors are paramount. 

As children come into the system, in theory they come into the 
system temporarily. They do so only until such time as that biologi
cal home can be strengthened and they can go back into a secure 
environment. That is the No.1 goal for all social agencies dealing 
in children's protective services. 

Failing that, the object is to terminate the parental rights and 
let the child have an option to be adopted into a permanent, loving 
home. The sin of it all comes about when the biological home never 
gets to that secure position and the termination of parental rights 
never happens, so here is this body of thousands of children who 
are in this limbo. 

A couple of months ago, we ran into a little boy down in Santa 
Barbara County, Calif., who was 8 years old, who had been in eight 
foster homes in 1 year. Now, in each case, when he moved from 
foster home one to foster home two, to him he was rejected. It was 
not that; it was the system that caused some change to happen. 

But to that little boy, he was rejected at each and everyone of 
those moves, and when we found him, the kid was a basket case, 
emotionally. We have a lot of emotional basket cases out there be
cause of that. 

! do not know what the answer is. I can tell you a bit about fami
lies as we see it. My wife and I are volunteers with AASK. We 
make our living through public speaking appearances across the 
country and we have been in 45 States in the last 2 years, I guess. 

In those 2 years, we found what, to us, is a strengthening of the 
family, not a deterioration of the family. I suppose the pendulum 
during the 1960's was swinging in that direction. We see a real 
swing back toward what we would call the traditional family; not 
traditional in the sense of the mother and the father and 1.2 chil
dren per family, but traditional in the sense of the bonds of the 
family unit, whether it is the single parent and one child or four 
children, a large family, or whatever, but a strengthening of 
family. 

Senator DENTON. I do not want to lose a..'1y opportunity to praise 
the single parent who exercises the responsibility to take care of 
that child. I was raised by one. I am not a worshipper of the nucle
ar family. I am simply a believer that it is better to, if we can, in-
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crease the probability that a man and a woman are going to stay 
together and raise their children than to decrease that probf.lbility. 

Mr. DEBoLT. I am sorry; I did not hear that last part of your 
comment. . 

Senator DENTON. I think it is a worthwhile goal to do what we 
can to increase the probability that a couple who gets married or 
have intercourse-and hopefully they do that in marriage-stay to
gether and, upon contracting the marital agreement, feel a commit
ment to raise their children. 

There is a devastating assault upon that type of mind set in this 
country right now. 

Mr. DEBoLT. rrhat is correct; there is. We can encourage that. 
Unfortunately, we cannot mandate it. 

Senator DENTON. That is right. It is not entirely a dilemma be
cause there are some things that we can do. There are things that 
we can do, like not permitting government programs to encourage 
the opposite. 

Mr. DEBoLT. That is absolutely correct. 
Senator DENTON. And there have been some; there are some. As 

I said, there may be some governmentally led programs to require 
self-regulation with respect to the kind of intellectual and moral 
message that is transmitted constantly by three corporations into 
the homes of all of our citizens. 

What are the messages they are getting? If I were a kid today, I 
do not know where I would be. I agree with you about the come
back; I think we have a better crop of young kids out there today 
than when I was a kid. 

I believe the Vietnam experience and all the things that went on 
in the 1960's and early 1970's were very, very bad. But I was not 
encouraged by the statistics I heard. We have had two hearings on 
the breakdown of the family, and from Gallup and the poll and the 
census-taker guy and all the rest, it was not that encouraging. 
Ther~ are signs that some things are happening favorably. There 

are signs that other unfavorable things are overriding. For exam
ple, by one of their calculations-and this was a mathematical ex
trapolation based on the drop in contracting first marriages, and it 
js amazing to see over the past 20 years the consistent drop in the 
various age groups, and it is across all age groups that that thing 
has been dropping-the incidence of first contractuals of marriage. 

It was like in the first 30 or 40 years of the 21st century, we 
would have zero families remaining with the original formers of 
the spouse group together. That, of course, would be absurd, but 
that is the way the curves point. And it is not necessarily good; I 
think it is bad. 

I think that the attention that is being given to adoption right 
now is one of the most healthy influences going on. It gets to the 
liberal as well as to the conservative. It gets to compassion, and 
that is what we are lacking. 

Hopefully, we can remember where we got our compassion in the 
first place and not discard that as we have been rather formally, 
and certainly increasingly informally. At least, that is my overview 
of that. 

Mr. DEBOLT. I subscribe to that, Senator Denton. However, you 
know, the message that comes across through the media-and I 
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suppose this is an admission against interest because we are all in 
these programs very dependent upon the media to get the message 
across about the adoptability of the children-these 60 stations 
across the country who are showing these children who are wait
ing, and our own program, "Who Are the DeBolts," and all of that. 

But 8 years ago, we took the television set out at home and we 
have never regretted that. 

Senator DENTON. One of my seven children does not have one in 
his home and his wife was the daughter of two Ph. D's. I do not 
look at mine. I wish I could say I do not have one, but for the 
"news"-I probably watch 4 percent of the news that comes on the 
air. 

I do not blame the media. I do not think the media is leading us 
down a primrose path. I think they are probably just reflecting 
something that is happening to us in general, but by virtue of the 
nature of their enterprise, they do lead us, but without any more 
culpability than the average citizen, in my view. They just have a 
more expressive, pervasive, and influential medium which they are 
working with. 

Well, thank you very much, and we will be submitting questions 
to you, too. 

Ms. BARKSDALE. Thank you. 
Senator DENTON. And I solicit again your continued input to us. 
Mr. DEBOLT. I wanted to assure the committee of our willingness 

to give continuing input at any time. Thank you again for this op
portunity. 

Senator DENTON. Thank you, and thank you for your compliment 
to my staff. I am appreciative of that. Senator Dodd also has ques
tions for this panel which will be included in the record, and I ask 
them to answer in writing his questions. 

Senator DENTON. The final panel of witnesses, and I ask them to 
come forward, include Ms. Laurie Flynn, executive director of the 
North American Council on Adoptable Children. She is accompa
nied by Ms. Elaine Winslow, a fellow Alabamian. Would you all 
come on up to the table? 

I want to extend an especially warm welcome to you, Ms. Wins
low. Ms. Winslow is president of Alabama Friends of Adoption. 

I should mention that Mr. Bruce Mueller, an employee benefit 
specialist, could not be with us this morning. His testimony will be 
entered in the record. Mr. Mueller is an advocate of corporate 
adoption benefit plans for employees. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Mueller follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BRUCE A. MUELLER, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, EMETT & 
CHANDLER ILLINOIS, INC. 

ADOPTION BENEFITS: REAL OR IMAGINARY 

Thank you for the opportunity to present comments on why the Senate Subcom
mittee on Family and Human Services should consider legislative action which 
would encourage the development of an Adoption Benefit Plan that will enable com
panies to provide tax effective remuneration to employees who adopt. 

If you look at the gamut of employee benefit plans being offered today, virtually 
every type of plan is in existence. Plans cover medical, life, disability, vision, legal, 
auto/home, dental, and other needs of the employees. 

Let us Pocus on the Group Medical Plan. With the passage of legislation under the 
Carter Administration, maternity expenses must nOlv be covered at the same level 
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of benefits as any other illness. The level of benefits for maternity coverage in
creased dramatically for many employees. This was timely legislation, but the ques
tion is why waS this legislation needed? 

The cost impact of this maternity legislation was significant both on the company 
and on the employee. From our underwriting viewpoint, the cost for the maternity 
benefit increase was shared by all employees, regardless if the employee was of 
child bearing years, or if the employee could have children through natural process. 

In summary, the maternity legislation dramatically improved benefits, and in
creased the cost for medical coverage for virtually all employees. 

But, what about employees who cannot have children through the natural process 
and/or must rely on adoption as the means of having Ii family? What can a compa
ny do for these employees? 

Currently, if a company wants to have an Adoption Bellefit Plan for its employ
ees, the benefit provided is generally treated as ordinary income to the employee in 
order for the company to deduct the expense. 

This raises a number of plan design questions. 
What should be the level of benefits? 
What expenses should be included? 
When is the benefit paid? 
How can the company deduct the expense? 
Why should the company have this benefit plan? 
How much will the plan cost the company? 
Will the plan have a positive employee relations impact? 
The biggest question is why should the company have an Adoption Benefit Plan. 

Some of the main reasons are: 
The plan makes for good employee relations. Employees appreciate a company 

that is forward looking and helps the employee in a time of need. 
Since adoptions cost as much and, in most cases, more than a natural birth, the 

financial impact on an employee is lessened when there is an adoption plan. 
In a natural birth now, because of prior legislation, the out-of-pocket cost to an 

employee can range from $0 to a few hundred dollars. 
In an adoption, the cost to the employee generally averages several thousand dol

lars. 
Some companies have a strong social conscience. Companies realize that having 

an adoption benefit plan will not directly increase the number of adoptions. Rather, 
the companies set up adoption benefit plans to lessen the financial burden of an 
adoption; to put it on a benefit level that is more equal to the benefits received from 
the medical plan. 

The cost of the plan is small, especially in comparison to other employee benefits. 
The frequency of use is small, so the total cost of the plan is small. But, companies 
want to pay the benefit in a manner that still allows them to deduct the expense. 

What about from the employee's viewpoint? 
Any amount of benefit would reduce the cost of adoption. 
The employees do not adopt just because the company has a plan. The employee 

can receive a benefit that will help pay for the adoption which could accelerate the 
timeframe for the adoption. . 

In virtually all the plans, the employee receives the benefit as ordinary income, 
and is taxed accordingly. This reduces the amount of the usable benefit. 

If companies could see that a meaningful tax effective benefit could be provided to 
employees, more companies would give stronger consideration to offering Adoption 
Benefit Plans. 

The final question for the Subcommittee is why should we not give the same tax 
treatment to udoption benefits that we give to maternity benefits. 

The ultimate end of boU, benefits is the same-the establishment of 01' addition to 
a family. Why should one be penalized from a tax standpoint and not the other? 
Why should one receive a taxable benefit and the other a tax favored benefit? Why 
should one benefit be treated as ordinary income and the other as a non-taxable 
benefit? 

With the right legislation, companies could be encouraged to offer adoption plans. 
Who benefits? We all do. The companies can offer a meaningful tax effective benefit 
and generate employee good will. Employees can receive a non-taxable benefit that 
would help reduce the cost of adoption. The timeframe for adoptions could be accel
erated so that children can find their way into a family faster. Society benefits from 
children being placed in the family. 

SUrely, the loss of a few tax dollars received from the current taxation of adoption 
benefits will be far outweighed by the social gain from the implementation of adop-
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tion plans. The tax treatment of benefits received for maternity and adoption bene
fits will now be equal, consistent and fair. 

COMPANIES THAT PROVIDE ADOPTION BENEFITS TO EMPLOYEES 

Abbott Laboratories, Abbott Park, North Chicago, IL. Donna Volkman, Health 
Care Supervisor. 

American Can Co., Greenwich, CT. Robert B. Bogart, Managing Director, Corpo
rate Human Resources. 

Banker's Life Co., Garden City, NY, George A. Ghiel, Vice President. 
Baxter Travenol Laboratories, Inc., Deerfield, IL, Charles Racansky, Manager of 

Benefits Administration. 
Control Data Corp., Minneapolis, MN, Sharon S. Collins, Manager, Corporate 

Benefits Administration. 
Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, MA, Paul Cornelius, Benefits Administration 

Manager. 
Resource-Bruce Mueller, Senior Vice President, Emett and Chandler, Chicago, 

IL. 
Emery World Wide Corp., Wilton, CT, Elizabeth Shera, Personnel Benefits Man

ager. 
Felt Products Manufacturing Co., Skokie, IL, Robert C. O'Keefe, Industrial Rela

tions Manager. 
Foote, Cone & Belding Communications, Inc., Chicago, IL, Amy Mysel, Vice Presi

dent for Human Resources. 
Gannett Co., Rochester, NY, Jacqueline Dienstag, Employee Benefits Manager. 
Hallmark Cards, Inc., Kansas City, MO, Bill Hall, President, Hallmark Education-

al Foundation. 
Hewitt Associates, Lincolnshire, IL, Christine Seltz, Director of Public Relations. 
Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis, MN, Ed Lund, Vice President of Administration. 
Humana, Inc., Kansas City, KS, Mary Don Eaton, Director of Personnel. 
IBM Corp. Armonk, NY, C.I. Hemstreet, Employee Benefits Planning. 
International Minerals & Chemical Corp., Mundelein, IL, Robert L. Brigham, Di-

rector of Employee Benefits. 
S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc., Racine, WI, James Russell, Employee Benefits Manager. 
Eli Lilly & Co., Indianapolis, IN, Elizabeth Ott, Manager of Pay & Benefits Ad

ministration. 
Mennonite Mutual Aid Association, Goshen, IN, James Kraft, Vice President, Ad

ministrative Services. 
Syntex Corp. Humacao, Puerto Rico. 
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co., St. Paul, MN, Richard Burger, Benefits 

Director. 
Pfizer Pharmaceuticals, New York, NY, Martha Bucuvalas, Benefit:l Specialist. 
Pitney Bowes, Inc., Stamford, CT, Carole St. Mark, Human Resources Director. 
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, OH, D.C. ,Tones, Personnel Administration 

Dept. 
G.D. Searle & Co., Chicago, IL, Jeane Gockenbach, Supervisor, Employee Benefits. 
SmithKline Corp., Philadelphia, PA, Robert S. Bursch, Manager, Employee Bene

fits Administration. 
Time, Inc., New York, NY, Ann Fitzgerald, Operations Manager of Employee 

Benefits. 
Xerox Corp., Stamford, CT, Sharon D. Diehl, Benefits Operations Manager. 

[From The New York Times, Aug. 18, 1982J 

MORE EMPLOYEES GET ADOPTION AID, MORE COMPANIES AID EMPLOYEES ON 
ADOPTIONS 

(By Enid Nemy) 

Employee benefits that help defray costs of adoption and provia.:! other assistance 
to adoptive parents are becoming increasingly popular with leading business con
cerns across the country. At the same time New York State has taken steps to bal
ance inequities in the treatment of parents who adopt, and Federal legislation has 
been prepared that would exempt from taxes some of the financial reimbursement 
offered as company benefits to the parents of adopted children. As a comparatively 
recent development, there are reimbursements of adoption expenses, up to $2,500 in 
some companies, andlor leave of absence for female and, in some cases, male em
ployees who adopt-in most instances whether single or married. Such policies were 
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scarcely heard of a decade ago, and it is only in the last three or four years that the 
subject has been addressed with any intensity. 

The new direction is considered a logical progression that at once generates em
ployee good will and is of minimal cost. Though the number of companies involved 
is still small, it has doubled in the past two years, and 50 percent of the increase 
has come about in the last seven months. 

"Companies just hadn't thought about it before," said Christine Seltz of Hewitt 
Associates, a Lincolnshire, 111., management-consultant firm. "But once it's brought 
to their attention there's a willingness to consider it because it makes for good em
ployee relations and it doesn't cost much. Not many people use it." 

Among the companies that have added adoption reimbursement to their benefits 
this year are Time Inc. and Pfizer Inc. of New York; Emery World Wide Corpora
tion, the freight company with headquarters in Wilton, Conn.; the Procter & 
Gamble Company of Cincinnati, and Control Data Inc. of Minneapolis. Pfizer pro
vides up to $2,500 per child to help meet adoption expenses; the maximums at other 
companies range from $1,000 at P. & G. to $2,100 at Time. Four of the companies 
also provide leave without pay ranging up to six months; Emery allows 30 days' 
leave with full pay. 

Ann Fitzgerald, operations manager of employee benefits at Time, said that since 
the company announced its policy in April "we have received very nice notes from 
the staff, some of whom had been adopted themselves." 

A study conducted by Hewitt in 1980 found that the 14 major companies surveyed 
that had added adoption benefits had done so on the basis of equity. However, while 
pregnancy benefits accounted for something like 3 percent of a company's medical 
benefits, adoption benefits amounted to less than 0.5 percent. 

An interesting note in the study is that the impetus for the program seems to be 
coming from the companies rather than their employees. "Because of the low inci
dence of adoption, employee pressure is not really a factor," the study said. "More 
favorable tax treatment might provide a boost, but this issue does not seem to be 
overriding." 

George Heino of Inwood, L.l, and his wife, Susan, adopted a girl at the end of last 
year. After taxes he ended up with $1,550 of his $2,000 reimbursement from Emery, 
where he is in management. "It came in mighty handy," he said. "It alleviated a 
large portion of the financial problem we had going through with the adoption." 

"We were amazed that the company thought of it," said Jim Martin, a senior vice 
president at Foote, Cone & Belding, the Chicago-based advertising agency, who has 
adopted two children. "It didn't have anything to do with our decision to adopt but 
it was generous of them and it showed foresight. No matter what you make, it's 
terrific to get the benefit." 

Foote, Cone & Belding added some adoption benefits 12 years ago but equalized 
them with those given biological parents only three years ago. To date the company 
has paid benefits to 20 employees, who have adopted 24 children. 

"We treat the adoption process as we would the natural-born," said Bruce 
Mueller, vice president for human resources. "If a young child is adopted the 
mother is given up to six weeks' leave of absence at the same rate of pay as for 
natural parents." The company also reimburses employees up to $2,500 per adop
tion, considered equivalent to the cost of a normal delivery in a local hospital. 

Digital Equipment Corporation of Maynard, Ma<'s., a computer manufacturer, and 
the Minneap.olis headquarters office of Honeywell, the international electronics 
comp~my. are among the 28 concerns known to offer adoption reimbursement. They 
provide up to $1,000 for each adoption and offer leaves without pay for periods of 
two to three months. 

Adoption benefits meet two of the three criteria most companies set when they 
are considering their programs, according to Miss Seltz of Hewitt Associates. "The 
money spent should be tax-deductible," she explained. "It should not be taxable to 
the employee and it should meet employee needs." 

The one criterion not yet in effect is that the benefit be tax-deductible to the em
ployee. As tax regulations stand, adoption benefits are included in taxable income 
and most companies withhold taxes when the benefit is paid, which can reduce the 
amount by 20 or 25 percent. 

The 1981 tax-cut bill provided an exemption of up to $1,500 for the adoption of a 
"special needs" child, but no exemptions were included for normal children. Last 
year Senator Howard M. Metzenbaum, Democrat of Ohio. and Senator Paula Haw
kins, Republican of Florida, introduced a bill that would offer deductions equal to 
the adoption expenses received as employee benefits. During hearings by the Senate 
Finance Committee, the Treasury Department opposed the bill, but a number of 
presentations were made supporting it, including briefs or appearances by American 
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Can, Hewitt Associates, the National Committee for Adoption and American Citi
zens Concerned for Life. 

This year New York State equalized its policy so that male and female employees 
who adopt are entitled to leave without pay for up to seven months, the same as for 
biological parents. 

"I wouldn't do this if I couldn't take time off," said Sharon Weglinski of Schenec
tady, N.Y., who is in the process of adopting. "I think it's essential to spend as much 
time as possible with a baby." 

Mrs. Weglinski, a principal accounts clerk with the state Department of Parks 
and Recreation, has accrued 12 weeks' paid leave and plans to take a good part of 
the allowed unpaid leave. "I'm going to stay out as long as 1 can afford to," she said. 
"I've waited 10 years for this." 

Candace Mueller, director for public policy of the National Committee for Adop
tion, said: "We feel very much that if more companies took a minute to think, they 
would appreciate that the same benefits should accrue to parents who biologically 
can't have children." The committee, an organization of individuals and nonprofit 
groups, is encouraged because 28 large companies have added adoption benefits, 
that still more have indicated interest and that the small bandwagon is growing. 

ADOPTiON BENEFlTS FROM EMPLOYERS 

Taken from National Adoption Reports Vol. III, No.1, January 1982 
A brand new benefit for employees is being considered by dozens of companies. 

This benefit is for families who have children through adoption, rather than at the 
hospital. "We pay maternity benefits for those who have children naturally. Surely 
those who adopt deserve the same support," said Bruce Mueller, employee benefits 
director for Foote, Cone and Belding, an international advertising and public rela
tions firm based in Chicago. Mueller's remarks appeared in McCalI's in December, 
1980. Since then, he has become adoptive parents' patron saint in corporate employ
ee benefits circles. In an interview with Business Week nearly a year later (Nov. 2, 
1981) Mueller reports that many other companies are deciding to follow the lead of 
companies like Foote, Cone and Belding, Hallmark Cards and other corporate lead
erS. 

Although adoption benefit programs are being treated by companies as a part of 
the "fringe benefit package" offered to employees, Internal Revenue Service regards 
these benefits as taxable income. Sen. Metzenbaum and Rep. Oberstar have intro
duced bills which would require IRS to consider these benefits as tax-free. John Cha
poton, Assistant Secretary at :he Treasury Department, testified before the Senate 
Finance Committee in October, 1981, and adamantly opposed the inclusion of adop
tion benefit programs as tax-free fringe benefit. Robert B. Bogart, with American 
Can Company, responded to the Treasury's testimony by saying, "It seems to us that 
to subject this (adoption) benefit to income tax unfairly penalizes people who are 
merely trying to create loving families, and we strongly urge that benefit payments 
made for adoptions be treated in exactly the same fashion as benefit payments on 
behalf of a natural birth which are covered by our various employee-choice medical 
plans. 

Companies like to be responsive to the requests of their employees. Many compa
nies have been responsive to the request of adoptive parents to establish adoption 
benefit programs. 

Here is a list of 19 companies with adoption benefit programs. The list is not com
plete. If you know of others, please contact Candace Mueller at NCFA. 

Abbott Laboratories; American Can Company; Baxter Travenol Laboratories, Inc.; 
Control Data Corporation; Felt Products Manufacturing Company; Foote, Cone, 
Belding Communications, Inc.; Hallmark Cards, Inc.; Hewitt Associates; Honeywell, 
Inc., International Business Machines Corporation; International Minerals and 
Chemical Corporation; S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc.; Eli Lilly and Company; Pitney 
Bowes, Inc.; G.D. Searls & Co.; Smith Kline Corporation; Smith Kline & French Lab
oratories; Syntex Corporation; and Xerox Corporation. 

ADOPTIONS BENEFl'r 

Eligibility.-Full-time, permanent employees with nine months' service at the 
time an adoption takes place are ,eligible for reimbursement of certain adoption ex
penses. 

Coverage.-Reimbursement of legal, court, and social agency fees incurred up to 
the medical/hospital insurance plan maternity payment for normal delivery. 

Cost.-FCB pays all costs up to the specified coverage amount. 
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Procedure.-Advise Payroll Department in writing of the date of the adoption and 
submit receipts for fees paid. 

Senator DENTON. Ms. Flynn, we want to welcome you and ask 
you if you would begin with your testimony. 

STATEMENTS OF LAURIE FLYNN, DIRECTOR, NORTH AMERICAN 
COUNCIL ON ADOPTABLE CHILDREN, INC., AND ELAINE P. 
WINSLOW, PRESIDENT, ALABAMA FRIENDS OF ADOPTION 

Ms. FLYNN. I really do appreciate the opportunity to testify this 
morning on behalf of the North American Council on Adoptable 
Children. I also would like to thank the subcommittee staff for 
what I think may be setting a record. This is the first time that I 
know of that we have had an adoption-related hearing where five 
of the witnesses have been adoptive parents. 

The subcommittee clearly knows who some of the experts are in 
this field, and we are very, very proud to have this much participa
tion by the families who adopt the youngsters. 

As my written testimony points out, and I will not go through all 
of it due to the lack of time, I am an adoptive parent, like many of 
the others you have heard today, and have shared many of the 
kinds of experiences in adoption that have already been presented 
to you. 

I would like to point out that I know that families are often con
cerned that when we discuss adoption of children with special 
needs, so often we focus on those youngsters only as problems. 
They are more difficult to place; they present serious challenges. 

But I think it is important to get the impression across clearly to 
members of the subcommittee and the public that these youngsters 
offer enormous rewards. That is the key to the families who do 
adopt the children. There is a tremendous amount of personal sat
isfaction in being able to provide something so basic as family love 
to a youngster who is lacking that. 

I am very pleased to see your interest, Senator Denton, in 
reauthorizing title II of Public Law 95-266 because we find that so 
many children and so many families are still without adoption op
portunities. 

In reference to your comments a few moments ago, at a time 
when so many families are fragmented and we see so much stress 
and difficulty, it is very inspiring for me to work with people who 
are dedicating their entire lives to building families for homeless 
children, one by one. We really do appreciate your continued inter
est in this issue and your support for programs that serve these 
children. 

The legislative intent of Public Law 95-266 was quite clear, and I 
do want to make, on behalf of my organization, a point that I think 
several others have tried to make here today. 

While there are indeed other kinds of adoption needs and other 
kinds of adoption issues, our focus and the focus of most of us who 
have dealt for years with the barriers to adoption, are the young
sters referred to this morning by the Assistant Secretary and 
others-those children with special needs for whom opportunities 
are still so limited and for whom so many barriers to permanent 
families still exist. 
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We think there are about 100,000 of those youngsters and, again, 
I reference Mr. DeBolt's comments. It is a sad commentary that we 
do not even know who these children are. 

Senator DENTON. I think you are the second to mention 100,000. 
Ms. FLYNN. Somewhere, we have to be able to get some accurate 

numbers, because we cannot plan for children we cannot identify. 
Regardless of that number, whether it be 50,000 or 100,000 or 

150,000, or an increasing number as we may see through imple
mentation of Public Law 96-272, we know at our organization that 
families are available who do want to adopt youngsters that are 
waiting. 

We get up to as many as 800 or 1,000 calls and letters every 
month from families who identify themselves as resources for these 
children, and who so often also identify themselves as discouraged 
and defeated in their efforts to find a child for their families. 

We have attached to the written statement a fact sheet which we 
mail out annually with our adoption week kit, which details the 
enormous cost in terms of lives and dollars of ignoring these adop
tion resources and ignoring the needs ·)f the youngsters. 

In light of those continued problems, I would like to request that 
the subcommittee, even at a time of budget cutback and the severe 
difficulties we are facing at the federal level, seriously consider res
toration of the funding to $5 million. 

As adoptive parents, our members know firsthand the fear and 
the loneliness of abused, neglected and abandoned children who 
feel that they do not really belong anywhere. In light of the contin
ued expression of need and the continued expression of support for 
these programs, I wonder that we are asking still for so little at the 
Federal level. 

Because the funding has been so limited, NACAC is opposed to 
some of the proposed amendments which have been discussed quite 
thoroughly earlier, which seek to broaden the focus of the legisla
tion and, in our view, may thereby serve to weaken efforts already 
too limited to serve the older, handicapped, and minority children 
in need of adoption. 

Particularly in referencing the new focus which has been includ
ed on children who may be born to teenaged parents, unmarried 
parents, and services to infertile couples, I would like to point out 
again that these areas of concern do not relate to the adoption of 
children with special needs. 

Services to unmarried pregnant teenagers have been addressed 
in some other Federal legislation, and children born to those moth
ers are not hard to place. Those youngsters, when they are released 
for adoption-and I agree that many should be--

Senator DENTON. Excuse me. 
Ms. FLYNN. Yes. 
Senator DENTON. That does come out of the child abuse part of 

the funding. It does not touch this money that you have referred 
to. 

Ms. FLYNN. Well, at least in the draft that I did receive, the find
ings broaden the concern of the adoption opportunities legislation 
to include youngsters who may be born to teenaged mothers and 
unmarried parents as children who are in jeopardy and who need 
adoption planning. 
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Again, my concern is, indeed, they may be in some cases children 
for whom adoption is a good choice. But they are not at the same 
level of need as these children already identified. 

Senator DENTON. The technical error made there was that it is 
supposed to say "some such children." In other words, by the way, 
some of those children become really special needs children. 

Ms. FLYNN. Well, in looking at that as an amendment to the 
findings, I think that inevitably dilutes the focus of this very small 
amount of funding and this very directed and targeted effort on a 
population of youngsters already born and already identified as 
very much vulnerable to living a life without a sense of belonging. 

So, we really would like to work further with your staff to see if 
we can work some of those concerns out. But we really were very, 
very upset at the thought that concern for infants who are easy to 
place would be seen as needing the same kind of targeting as con
cern for youngsters whom we know are very difficult to place. 

Let me then move on, since we have dealt with that one, and dis
cuss our concerns in some of the other specific areas. We are very 
pleased to see that the Federal initiative has continued to be in 
place for the National Adoption Exchange. Our organization has 
worked very closely with exchanges, both the national exchange 
and State and local exchanges. 

As I have pointed out, a great many of these efforts have been at 
the initiative of adoptive parents and parent organizations them
selves. 

As others have mentioned to you this morning, there do remain 
a number of barriers to their effectiveness. Because the exchanges 
mainly serve a clearinghouse and referral function, they cannot di
rectly affect placement, and jurisdictional barriers remain, as 
others have testified, a major problem. 

We believe that local agencies must recognize that when they 
seek to utilize exchanges and photolisting services to recruit fami
lies for children, they must be open to shared decisionmaking in 
placement choices. 

In so many cases that we are aware of, children are registered 
and recruitment by exchanges yields the families, yet no placement 
is made. Someone pointed out to me recently that the experience is 
not unlike going window shopping when the store is closed. You 
just cannot seem to get the children from the books to the actual 
families. 

This problem is also related to another one which I do not think 
has been mentioned very extensively this morning, but which we 
see as a very large issue-the problem so many families face in get
ting an approved home study. 

We surveyed over 400 parent groups around the country last 
year and asked them what was the single most important barrier 
that they saw in providing adoption to children with special needs. 
Overwhelmingly, their response was that the availability of home 
studies continues to be very limited. 

It is nearly impossible in some places to obtain a home study, 
and without a home study, families cannot adopt the waiting chil
dren. EVdn with an approved home study, many families find their 
optiop.o limited by geographic barriers. Many agencies will not 
shar'e or explore family resources outside their jurisdiction, n.or will 
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they permit adoption of their children by families residing in an
other State or county. 

This is an issue essentially of agency contrd'l that undermines 
much recruitment and results in countless lost adoption opportuni
ties for children. 

On a minor point, in section 203 of the bill you have mentioned 
replacing the term "adoptive parent groups" with "adoptive family 
groups." We would like to request that you consider the use of both 
terms, primarily because "adoptive paren.t group" has taken on a 
certain meaning and is an identifiable term to persons working in 
the field of 3.doption. 

We would like to continue to have this as a term that is well 
used because so many of our groups themselves identify that way. 

Senator DENTON. We will take that under advisement. 
Ms. FLYNN. Thank you. 
We were pleased to see a recognition of the role that corporate 

benefits play in promoting adoption as a viable alternative for 
many children. We would point out that such programs do not 
place children. 

Again, in terms of considerations about use of funding that may 
become available, we believe that many of these corporate adoption 
programs can be operated entirely on a volunteer or corporate pro 
bono basis. 

Further, we would oppose any efforts to make use of limited 
funding for adoption services to continue to study, as the amend
ments indicate, "the nature, scope and effect of placement of chil
dren in adoptive homes by persons or agencies who are not li
censed, including a study of the legal status of surrogate parent
ing." 

As the committee is well aware, a respected researcher, William 
Meezan, has already published a study entitled "Adoption Without 
Agencies." Again, we would point out that such independent adop
tive placement almost always involves the healthy Caucasian 
infant, not the hard to place children for whom adoption opportuni
ties are so limited. 

Surrogate parenting, which we certainly are concerned about, 
and is a well publicized and controversial new phenomenon, has to 
date involved a very limited number of families and an even more 
limited number of actual adoptions. 

And, we would be very concerned if there were to be directed 
toward such a rare and unusual and, at this point, still legally un
defmed area, funding for a study when so much is needed on behalf 
of the children who continue to wait. 

We really agree to some extent with Mr. DeBolt's earlier state
ments. We do not need a lot. of n(;',,, Federal programs, new Federal 
studies, new research efforts. We do not really need new adoption 
recruitment techniques or new service modalities. 

We believe these children can be adopted and our goals can be 
accomplished by applying what we have already designed and what 
is already known. 

We have a page of amendment to our testimony which I win 
briefly go over, which are specific recommendations we would lik..: 
you to consider. All funding that is directed through the adoption 
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opportunities program, we believe should go to one of the six major 
areas we think still need attenticll, 

The first is to continue to promote the important role of volun
teer adoptive parents and minority groups in providing advocacy 
and support for the adoption of children with special needs. 

The adoption resource centers which were federally funded 
through the authorization of this title-when their center directors 
got together at their closing meeting, listed the use of volunteer 
adoptive parent groups through a minigrant program that Elaine 
Winslow will describe to you in a moment as the most effective and 
the most longlasting legacy that they were leaving the children 
they had served. 

The second thing we believe-
rznator DENTON. Excuse me, Ms. Flynn. 
Ms. FLYNN. Yes. 
Senator DENTON. In our written invitation to you, we asked you 

and Ms. Winslow to testify, you know, sort of as one. We have this 
room only until 1 p.m. I have a security and terrorism meeting 
which will prevent me from remaining 10ngt"tT than that. 

This thing about the teenagers again, and services to infertile 
couples-the motivation behind the services to the infertile couples 
was to help couples who were trying to achieve fertility. If they 
learn that that is impossible, they are more likely to become adop
tive parents, and the services come out of the $17 million in the 
child abuse portion of the program, 

I think you will end up getting more adoptive parents out of that 
at just about zero cost to your part of it. 

Ms. FLYNN. We would certainly be pleased to see efforts made to 
inform infertile couples about the children with special needs who 
are waiting for adoption. 

Senator DENTON. Well, they have to learn that they are infertile 
first. 

Ms. FLYNN. Indeed, and many of them do come to our organiza
tion and others seeki.ng information about adoption. It is important 
to remember that most of those couples, by far the largest percent
age, are not interested in special needs children. Most of them are 
interested in adopting the infants, and end up having to wait many 
years on waiting lists for those infants. 

Certainly, we would want them to know about the rewards of 
special needs adoption and to consider it. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Flynn follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LAURIE FLYNN, DInECTOR, NORTH AMERICAN COUNCIL ON 
ADOPTABLE CHILDREN, IN". 

I am Laurie Flynn, representing the North American Council on Adoptable Chil
dren, Inc. (NACAC). I am an adoptive parent. My husband and I have 12 r.hildren. 
Five are youngsters who were born to us, and seven have joined our family through 
adoption. Each of our seven adopted children was considered "hard to place" due to 
their special needs. 

Two were born to mentally retarded institutionalized parents and had serious de
velopmental delays. One also has moderate hearing and speech difficll.lties requiring 
a special educational program. We adopted three adolescents; a brother and sister 
came to us at ages 12 and 14, and our last adoption was a 15 ye~r old girl who suf
fered an adoption disruption after three years. One child has gran-mal epilepsy 
whkh requires medicatiC'n lind careful monitoring. 
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Our adopted children brought a variety of racial and ethnic backgrounds, which 
has enriched our family life. Two are Vietnamese, three are Black and two are 
Native American Indian. Although each of our your.gsters has presented some diffi
culties and each has had problems, my experiences with adoption have been very 
rewarding. 

As executive director of NACAC, I have the opportunity to work directly with 
adoptive parents and people interested in adopting, all across the country. I urge re
authorization of Title II of Public Law 95-266 because so many children and fami
lies are still without the adoption opportunity NACAC has long sought to expand. 

NACAC is truly a unique organization. We are made up almost entirely of volun
teers-parents who have made the personal commitment to provide family life and 
care to one or more children with special needs. We represent nearly 500 local adop
tive parent organizations. We have pioneered in adoption by proving in our own 
lives that no child is unadoptable. 

NACAC has provided a crucial element of leadership and citizen advocacy in 
adoption. Our local parent and family groups in every state are supported by our 
volunteer network of State Repr0sentatives and Regional Coordinators. We have 
sponsored the only continent wide Conferences on adoption and have held eight 
such biennial gatherings of parents and professionals since 1968. In 1976 we inaugu
rated National Adoption Week, held each year at Thanksgiving. This celebration 
has been widely shared in local communities and through the media, as a recruit
ment and public awareness effort on behalf of waiting children with special needs. 
Adoptalk, our national newsletter, published continuously since 1975, is an impor
tant source of news and information about adoption, foster care and parenting. Our 
information and resources office provides the latest and best materials on adoption 
and adoptive tamily life. Each month we respond to over 500 requests for adoption 
information and provide referral to local programs, agencies and parent groups. 
NACAC Board, staff and volunteers have worked closely with legislators and admin
istrators at the federal, state and local level to help remove barriers to adoption of 
children with special needs. Our advocacy training, and parenting workshops pro
vide our members with nel'ded skills. 

Fiom our founding in 1974, NACAC has focused priority attention on children too 
long neglected and unserved-over 100,000 legally free children with special needs 
who wait anG. have waited, for adoption. These children are school-aged, mentally, 
physically or emotionally handicapped, members of sibling groups and racial and 
ethnic minority heritage. It is to these vulnerable children that we have pledged our 
advocacy efforts, and it is for their right to a permanent loving family that NACAC 
members are dedicated. 

Further, it was to these forgotten children that our efforts to help draft, encour
age passage and secure appropriations of $5 million for the original Adoption Oppor
tunities section of Public Law 95-266 were directed. We worked with former Senator 
Walter Mondale, Senators Alan Cranston and John Heinz and former Senator 
Warren Magnuson to fund and implement the first rederal adoption initiative. It 
took over four years from 1974-1979, to gain this impJrtant victory for our nation's 
homeless children. 

Local adoptive parent groups have sponsored a wide variety of creative and suc
cessful programs to help remove barriers to adoption. Pre-adoption peer counselling 
and parent preparation classes reduce agency staff work and offer a realistic and 
practical approach to providing skills needed to parent challenging children. Post 
adoption support was invented by adoptive parents and continues to be the first line 
of defense against painful adoption disruptions. Buddy systems, telephone networks 
and programs offering information, advice, and encouragement have helped many 
families make it through severe difficulties. 

Many groups also mount impressive recruitment efforts, reaching out to their 
communities on behalf of voiceless waiting children. Over 350 groups regularly fea
ture waiting children's [-notos in their local newsletters. Some groups post flyers in 
public places such as libraries, churches and community centers. In the past year 
NACAC groups placed bus placards in New York City, Columbia, S.C., Minneapolis 
and Philadelphia to reach potential parents for waiting children. 

In over half a dozen states, adoptive parents operate the only state-wide adoption 
photo listing service: Arizona, Ohio, Georgia, Minnesota, Florida, South Carolina 
and Wisconsin. Parents funded and operate regional exchanges in the Southeast, 
(SEE US, Columbia, S.C., Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North 
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee), the Southwest (SWARE, Oklahoma City, 
Ol{-Arkansas, Loui~iana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas), the Rocky Mountain 
States, (Colorado Pa:" nts for All Children, Denver-South Dakota, North Dakota, 
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M1lntana, Wyoming, Utah, Colorado) and the (Delaware Valley Adoption Resource 
Exchange, Philadelphia, PA-Delaware, Pennsylvania, New Jersey). 

The CAP Book of Rochester, New York is the only nationally curculated compre
hensive photo-listing service. It was started by adoptive parents ten years ago and 
continues to be effectively and efficiently operated by adoptive parent staff and 
Board members. The success of the CAP Book has served as a model for New York 
state and many other state and regional recruitment programs. 

Agency policy and practice has often been cited as a barrier to adoption of chil
dren with special needs. Some parents and parent groups have become licensed as 
voluntary agencies in order to meet children's needs for permanence. Aid to Adop
tion of Special Kids (AASK), Western Association of Concerned Adoptive Parents 
(W ACAP), Cro~sroads, Growing Through Adoption, Adoption Horizons and several 
others are just a few examples of the kind of direct service parents can organize to 
fill a gap in service to children. 

These parent led efforts are all based on a major premise, articulated by NAOAO: 
adoptive parents are not the "clients" of adoptional services, in the traditional 
sense. They are resources for the waiting children who are the real clients of adop
tion services. Effective use of parent resources is the heart of NAOAC's widely aC
claimed TEAM Program. TEAM was based on a highly successful program devel
oped by Barbara and Bill Tremi~iere, adoptive parents and staff members of 
Tressler-Lutheran Service Associates of Pennsylvania. 

TEAM is based on the belief that by joining energies, agencies and adoptive 
parent groups can work more effectively to place waiting children and support adop
tive families after placement. TEAM has five elements: public education and re
cruitment, parent preparation, family support and child advocacy. Details of imple
mentation are presented in two manuals-Guide to Local TEAM Programs, to help 
parents and workers assess local needs and plan joint efforts, and TEAM Parent 
Preparation Handbook which provides a comprehensive approach to preparing pro
spective parents in an atmosphere of self discovery, shared decison making and 
mutual support. This group parent preparation course is provided by a team of 
social worker and experienced adoptive parent and replaces the traditional hom I' 
study. The homestudy is largely self-prepared and is a more accurate and peri:ional 
presentation of the parents. The TEAM model offers an exciting alternative to tradi
tional practices, and can be readily implemented in both public and private agen
cies, using volunteer parents as co-leaders and resource people. A social worker with 
many years of experience in the adoption field wrote NACAC: "When the TEAM 
approach is used strengths are maximized, time is used more efficiently, more chil
dren are moved into permanent homes which are realistically ready for them, and 
the families receive a higher quality of service all the way through the process." 

The TEAM Program has been funded since 1979 by the U.S. Department of 
Health & Human Services, under the adoption opportunities and discretionary 
grants programs, NACAC has provided TEAM training to over 200 parent/worker 
TEAMS who now are implementing TEAM programs and services in more than 50 
communities. NACAC is enormously proud of this tremendous success and the dedi
cation of hundreds of local adoptive parents and llarent grOllps. 

NACAC publications serve the adoption field by providing accurate information 
from a parent's perspective. Adopting Children With Special Needs and the soon to 
be published Sequel provide first person accounts of adoptive family life written by 
the real experts-the parents themselves. NACAC has worked closely with PBS and 
3M to produce two editions of the Adoption Help Directory. Federal funds assisted 
our development of the Directory of Parent Group Resources and the pamphlet 
Adopting the Child With Special Needs (by Joan McNamara). 

We also revised and expanded our Citizen Action Manual to enable local parent 
groups and child advocates to participate effectively in their state and community. 
A recently developed series of leaflets has been designed to provide answers to the 
questions we receive more frequently from the general pUblic. (Copies of all NACAC 
pUblications and periodicals are attached for the Committee record.) 

The important role of NACAC members was publicly recognized in 1981 by the 
National Council of Juvenile & Family Court Judges which honored us with their 
"Meritorious Service to the Children of America Award". NACAC member parent 
groups recently were advised of our 1983 program goals through a special issue of 
Adoptalk (attached). Because so many barriers remain, we must continue our ag
gressive efforts to make adoption a priOrity service. Even in times of budget cut
backs, NAOAO believes that the plight of homeless children must receive greater 
attention. 

The legislative history and intent of Title II of P.L. 95-266 is clear. The Congress 
was convinced that our nation had too long neglected thousands of foster children 
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who were denied the love and security that only a permanent family can provide. 
At least 500,000 children have been removed from or abandoned by their biological 
family, and consigned to a series of temporary placements in foster homes and insti
tutions. 100,000 of these children are legally free for adoption, yet they remain un
placed. A fact sheet prepared by NACAC is attached, which details the enormous 
cost in lives and dollars, of this failure to provide adoption opportunities for chil
dren wi.th special needs. The $5 million originally appropriated to address adoption 
needs was a good beginning, although this small amount is a mere fraction of the 
federal and state expenditures for foster and institutional care, estimated at $2 bil
lion annually. Of all the public spending on children in substitute homes, approxi
mately 97 percent goes to foster care and only 3 percent to assist adoption services. 
Even if an annual adoption subsidy of $1,200 is provided to facilitate adoption for 
10,000 children with special needs, the cumulative savings over a 10 year period 
would be $1.3 billion. 

NACAC is distressed that the funding level for federal adoption programs has 
been reduced to less than $2 million dollars. We question the seriousness of the fed
eral commitment to adoption opportunities in light of such meager funding, espe
cially when states are experiencing severe budget shortfalls and a reduction in fed
eral funding for social service programs. As adoptive parents, NACAC members 
know firsthand the fear and loneliness of the abused, neglected or abandoned child 
who feels he doesn't truly belong to anyone. On behalf of these waiting vulnerable 
children we strongly urge the subcommittee to recommend restoration of funding at 
the $5 million level. 

Because funding for Title II has been so limited, NACAC strongly opposes the pro
posed amendments which seek to broaden the focus of the legislation and thereby 
weaken further the efforts to serve older, handicapped and minority children in 
need of adoption. We do not understand the need to expand the work of the Adviso
ry Committee on Child Abuse and Neglect, Section 5(a) (1) and (2) to include "coordi
nating all adoption related activities of the federal government." The goal of child 
abuse prevention and treatment is to restore family life for endangered children. 
Adoption deale with children at the other end of the child welfare continium, and is 
a last resort when the birth family cannot or will not assume parental responsibili
ty. 

Even more disturbing to NACAC is the inclusion of language which relates to in
fants who may be born to teenagers, and services to infertile couples. None of these 
areas of concern relates to the adoption of children with special needs-those 
100,000 youngsters already here who have waited in vain for a permanent family. 
Services to pregnant teenagers are well addressed in other federal legislation. Chil
dren born to such young mothers are rarely hard to place. The infertile couples ref
erenced in the amendment eagerly seek to adopt healthy infants, sometimes waiting 
up to five years to become parents. Most infertile couples are not interested in adop
tion of waiting children with special needs. 

Adoption may be a viable plan for infant$ born with a life-threatening congenital 
impairment, provided legal action has been taken to terminate parental rights. 
These children, brought to public attention through the tragic "Infant Doe" case in 
Indiana, are of gTeat concern to NACAC. We know many families are available to 
adopt such children if the birth parents do not wish to provide nurture. 

NACAC opposes the language amending the "Findings and Declaration of Pur
pose for Adoption Reform, Section 201, 7. (a)(l). as inaccurate and judgemental. Spe
cifically, we cannot agree that "infants born to teenaged individuals, and unmarried 
parents" are by definition "in serious jeopardy and that such infants and children 
are in need of placement in permanent adoptive. homes." No such categorical state
ment can be fairly made or proven. Not all teenaged or unmarried parents are 
unable to properly care for their children. Recent studies by the Child Welfare 
League of America show that with support most young mothers can and do become 
successful parents. Single status has little to do with capacity for parenthood. Many 
117~ncies now welcome singles as adoptive parents, especially for waiting children. 
A.,l,in, we must point out that the children of teenagers and unmarried parents are 
not children who generally require specialized adoption services. With as many as 
30 couples waiting to adopt each healthy infant or toddler available, these children 
do not need special federal efforts to expand their adoption opportunities. We sus
pect the inclusion of this unnecessary language speaks more to the needs of agencies 
who have failed to find families for the hard to place youngsters and seek justifica
tion and funding to return to infant placements. This ill-advised language also seeks 
to provide a new supply of infants, by declaring that all such children are "in need 
of placement in permanent adoptive homes." 
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What has happened to the federal focus on the children who truly need our 
help-the helpless, hurting, homeless thousands whom agencies have ignored? As 
child advocates we must strongly resist this effort to place their urgent need for a 
loving family on a par with infant placement programs. All such expansion of the 
findings and purposes of this title, with the exception of amendments to protect the 
adoption opportunities for infants at risk whose parents have abandoned them, 
must. be rejected as a t;erious diversion from our nation's commitment to hard to 
place children in the foster care system. 

We are not certain just what "mechanism for the Department of Health and 
Human Services to promote quality standards for ad()ption services." (Sec. 201, 2, (A) 
is envisioned. It is clear that adoption, as a state service, is regulated through appli
cation of strict licensing standards. The Child Welfare League and other organiza
tions have long provided professional stand:J.rds for adoption and thus such a role by 
HHS may well be both unnecessary and ineffective. We do, however, support inclu
sion of pregnancy counseling which presents adoption as a positive alternative as 
part of a comprehensive set of adoption standards. Should RHS continue to see a 
need tor federal efforts to promote quality standards, NACAC strongly suggests that 
adoptive parents, relinquishing parents, and adoptable children themselves, where 
feasible be consulted. Current professional standards and practices are often insensi
tive to real needs and many so called professional services are demear,ing and pa
tronizing. We believe a lack of confidence in agency programs and services is a 
major factor in the increase in independent adoption. 

NACAC is pleased to support continued emphasis on the need for a nati.onal adop
tion exchange, as stated in Sec. 201, 2, (C). We are proud to work closely with dozens 
of state and regional exchanges, in partnership with the staff of the Adoption Ex
change in Philadelphia. Exchanges and photolisting services provide the best means 
available to bring waiting children and families together. There remain major bar
riers to their effectiveness however. Because exchanges serve mainly a clearing
house and referral function, they cannot directly affect placement. Jurisdictional 
barriers remain a major problem and the advocacy role of exchanges and photolist
ing services must be strengthened and supported. Local agencies must recognize 
that when they utilize exchanges and photolisting services to recruit families, they 
must be open to shared decision making in placement choices. In too many cases, 
children are registered and recruitment yields interested families, yet no placement 
is made. 

This problem is directly related to the continued difficulty prospective parents 
face in getting an approved homestudy. A recent NACAC survey of parent group 
volunteers revealed this as the major single barrier to the adoption of waiting chil
dren. It is nearly impossible in some places to obtain agency homestudy services. 
Families and adoptable children wait because this basic adoption service is unavail
able. Even with an approved homestudy, many families find their options limited by 
geographic barriers. Many agencies will not share or explore family resources out
side their jurisdiction, nor will they permit adoption of their children by families 
residing in another state or county. This is an issue of agency control that under
mines much recruitment and results in lost adoption opportunities for waiting chil
dren. In Section 202(b)(1) the Secretary is required to "review all model adoption 
legislation . . . to propose such changes as are considered appropriate to facilitate 
adoption opportunities for infants at risk with life-threatening impairments." While 
we are sympathetic to concern for such infants, we hope the review will not require 
convening of another expensive expert panel. HHS regulations on this issue and up
coming court tests should provide sufficient guidance and protection to avoid fur
ther "Infant Doe tragedies." 

We request that where reference is made to adoptive family groups, as in Section 
202(b)(2) and Section 2031b) that the designation read adoptive parent or family 
groups. The term adoptive parent group is widely recognized and understood in the 
field. We believe that changing the designation will only serve to confuse. As the 
national adoptive parent organization, NACAC and our local parent groups (com
posed almost entirely of adoptive and prospective adoptive families), has played a 
key leadership role in promoting adoption. We prefer to continue to designate our 
movement with primary use of the term parent groups. 

NACAC applauds corporate efforts in offering employees adoption benefits (Sec
tion 203(7)). We have worked closely with parent groups to educate businesses and 
corporations to this need and have shared model policies with several hundred em
ployers during the past three years. While such programs do not place children, 
they do equalize adoption as an alternative and recognized method of family build
ing. 
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We are opposed to the use of limited federal funding for adoption for any continu
ation of efforts to study "the nature, scope, and effect of placement of children in 
adoptive homes by persons or agencies which are not licensed by or subject to regu
lation by any governmental entity, including the legal status of surrogate parent
ing." Respected researcher William Meezan has already published, pursuant to this 
legislation, a major study titled, Adoption Without Agencies. Further, such inde
pendent placement almost always involves a healthy caucasian infant, not the hard 
to place children for whom adoption opportunities are nep.ded. Surrogate parenting, 
a controversial new phenomenon, has to date involve':: 1es1' than 200 couples nation
wide, with fewer than 50 reported adoptions. To focus on this very rare and legally 
undefined area, when funds for waiting children are so limited, is an extremely poor 
choice. NACAC cannot support such a use of scarce federal resources to the detri
ment of children with special needs. 

To summarize our concerns, I repeat our belief thai Congress and the American 
people want to find permanent families for over 100,000 waiting adoptable children. 
Such children will not be placed through advisory committees, legislative reviews, 
adoption benefit programs, federal coordination or studies. They can only be placed 
if funds are made available to find and support adoptive families. 

NACAC recommends that funds be designated to: 
1. Increase availability of adoption homestudies for parents seeking chii':lren with 

special Heeds. Use of innovative methods and volunteer resources should be encour
aged. 

2. Waiting children must receiVE;> greater visibility through support of the Nation
al Adoption Exchange. Workers must be trained in adoption skills. 

3. Top priority must be placed on serving children most in need of adoption: Black 
and Hispanic youngsters, school-aged, mentally, physically and emotional handi
capped children, and sibling groups. 

4. Provide support for the volunteer efforts of adoptive parent organizations. The 
federal mini-grants sponsored by the Adoption Resource Centers, were unanimously 
voted by Center directors as their most effective effort. 

5. Seek creative ways to overcome persistent jurisdictional and geographical bar
riers to interstate and intrastate placement of children with special needs. 

6. Direct challenge grants to public and voluntary non-profit agencies and organi
zations with the sole objective being adoptive placement of a specific number of chil
dren with special needs, including preparation of adoptive parents and post-place
ment family support. 

We do not need to develop new federal programs. We do not need additional re
cruitment techniques or service modalities. We can accomplish our goals by apply
ing what has already been designed. 

Limited funding means we must focus strongly on outcomes for children. We must 
be accountable for the only acceptable outcome-a permanent family for every wait
ing child. This has been NACAC's goal since our founding. This is the goal of Title 
II, P.L. 95-266. We sincerely hope this Committee will consider carefully our recom
mendations and concerns in light of the continued un met needs of the 100,UOO chil
dren who wait. 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. I am deeply grateful for this direct par
ticipation on behalf of the thousands of families across the country who share our 
concern for waiting children. 

CHILDREN NEEDING PERMANENCY 

Approximately 750,000 American children are presently in foster care. This figure 
is, at best, a raw estimate-the number of children actually in the system is not 
definitely known. Many state welfare agencies admit they are not able to keep an 
accurate count of the children in their care. 

The number of foster children has more than doubled since 1960. The seeds of 
welfare dependency, medical and psychiatric illness, and even criminal behavior are 
being sown as children move from place to place, never knowing permanency. 

Recent studies of foster care cases reveal that 40 percent of the children remained 
in placement from one to five years. Many stayed longer. Some children have 
changed foster homes up to 18 times. 

One reason for the frequent transfer of foster children is the inadequate support 
payments to the foster family. Figures show that in many areas, kennels receive 
more money to board a dog than a foster family receives to board a child. 

Yet foster care is the largest single item in the child welfare b,:-lget, costing 
American taxpayers over $2 billion annually. Of all the public spending on children 
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in substitute homes, approximately 97 percent goes to fostei' care and 3 percent to 
assist adoption services. 

Adoption is cost effective. About one-third of the foster children could be adopted 
if barriers were removed. 

Even if annual adoption subsidy of up to $1,200 was provided to facilitate the 
adoption of 10,000 hard-to-place children, the cumulative savings over a ten-year 
period would be $1.3 billion. 

The current national adoption profile includes children available for palcement 
who are between the ages of 6 and 16. About 60 percent are non-white. Some have 
physical problems. Some have emotional problems. Some have been abused, neglect
ed, or abandoned. 

Foster care is administered by overburdened, poorly paid staffs that are often pro
fessionally unprepared and ill-equipped to legally free children for adoption and to 
find families for them. 

The courts also bear a responsibility for the fact that children spend unnecessary 
years in foster care. Severing parental rights is a painful decision many judges hesi
tate to make. Thus, the case drags on, and young childhoods are wasted. 

For many years federal aid was provided in a manner which encouraged keeping 
children in foster care rather than offering incentive to get them back into their 
own homes or placed in an adoptive home. A new law, PL 96-272, the Adoption As
sistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980, promised real reform of foster care, and a 
new opportunity for waiting children. 

Ms. WINSLOW. I am Elaine Winslow, president of the statewide 
,)rganization of Alabama Friends of Adoption. I am an adoptive 
parent and the mother of five. 

Alabama Friends of Adoption is a nonprofit group whose mem
bership consists of adoptive parents, social workers, foster parents, 
and other child welfare advocates. With the focus of adoption 
across the country moving from white, healthy infants to the adop
tion of special needs children, parent groups across the country 
have sprung up to help families find waiting children and to help 
waiting children find permanency. 

Presently, we are involved in a number of programs which are 
important to recognize specifically, because many of them were re
gionally funded by the Federal Government through the region IV 
adoption resource center. 

These programs include providing continuing education on an 
annual basis for foster and adoptive parents, social workers, law
yers, judges, and community advocates. We operate an adoption 
hotline statewide. Families can call in and find out about adoption 
of all varieties of children, and we try to channel them into a direc
tion. 

We provide support and backup for a Wednesday's Child televi
sion program. This enables an ongoing recruitment program for 
the adoption of special needs children. We provide statewide cover
age and support for exchange books. I have the Alabama book here 
if anyone is interested in looking at it. This is an excellent recruit
ment took for families to be able to view actual waiting children 
and proceed from that perspective. 

We also provide team leaders and parent preparation classes by 
coleading with social workers the adoption preparation classes. 
This lends a little credibility to the reality of parenting some of 
these challenging special needs children. 

We also actively advocate on child welfare issues, both on a State 
and national level. All of these programs were originally funded by 
the region IV resource center, for a total of just a little over $5,000 
over a 3-year period. That is a mighty small amount of money to 
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implement what have become rather large positives for special 
needs children in our State. 

With the phaseout of the region IV resource center and the com
bining of services and funds to the Southeast Resource Center for 
Children and Youth Services, no funds are specifically earmarked 
for foster care and adoption. Consequently, services to these areas 
will be miniscule. 

What would we like from the Adoption Opportunities Act? We, 
too, are deeply concerned about the newborn infant and its proper 
care. However, we also enlist your concern and recognition of the 
fact that there are presently over 100,000 special needs children in 
this country waiting right now, today, for a forever home. 

The Adoption Opportunities Act was originally intended to help 
these waiting children. We need the support and fiscal vehicles to 
recruit families, make placements and provide the necessary sup
port following placement that it takes for families to be successful 
with these children. 

The $5 million originally intended to fund this program is cer
tainly needed to implement such adoptions. The adoption of chil
dren with serious medical and emotional problems brings extensiv~ 
financial costs to families who adopt them. These children deser'!te 
the best possible medical and psychological treatment to be able to 
recover from the trauma of being lost in the limbo of foster care. 

The medicaid coverage which might be available for some chil
dren will not adequately always cover a child's medical expenses. 
The child is able to qualify for better medical coverage as a foster 
child than as an adopted child. 

From a purely fiscal standpoint, it would appear to be cost effec
tive to place children for adoption and continue adequate medical 
coverage for these children. Through formal adoption, the savings 
in administrative costs of foster care would be substantial. 

The support and maintenance of such organizations like the 
North American Council on Adoptable Children is crucial. These 
are the very people who provide the tools and the training for folks 
like us, volunteers, who are out in the community implementing 
volunteer programs that are not costing anyone a cent, and we 
really need these folks. 

Parent groups need funds to begin to implement some of their 
volunteer programs. We need to begin some sort of program which 
will facilitate the actual placement of special needs kids. 

We have a lot of studies, a lot of counting; now we need to get 
some action. We need the actual money to place children, perhaps 
in the form of challenge grants which might be made available to 
provide staff time for providing postplacement services for chil
dren. 

In Alabama alone, we have a number of counties where a family 
cannot adopt; there is no one to do a home study. So, they could 
call until doomsday to adopt a 15-year-old, a 12-year-old, handi
capped, or whatever, and they are not going to get any service be
cause there is no one out there to do it. 

We can all acknowledge the monetary savings made in placing 
children in permanent, loving homes. But we also need to realize 
that 75 percent of the children who grow up in foster care in our 
welfare system are back on the public dole as adults. 
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Seventy-five percent of them end up in the penal system, the 
welfare system or the mental health system. So, we are not just 
paying for these kids now; we are paying for them forever. 

So, we just urge you to focus your attention on the actual place
ment of special needs children who are waiting right now. I appre
ciate being invited to testify, and thank you. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Winslow follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ELAINE P. WINSLOW, PRESIDENT, ALABAMA FRIENDS OF 
ADOPTION, BIRMINGHAM, ALA. 

I am Elaine Winslow, President of a statewide organization known as Alabama 
Friends of Adoption. I am an adoptive parent and mother of five. Alabama Friends 
of Adoption is a non-profit group whose membership consists of adoptive parents, 
prospective adoptive parents, foster parents, social workers and child welfare advo
cates. We are presently in our fifth year of operation and have a total of seven oper
ative satellite groups throughout Alabama. Our volunteer services to children and 
families encompass a broad scope. Acceptance by the local community, welfare de
partments and private adoption agencies throughout Alabama has enhanced our 
abilities to serve. 

The focus of adoption across the country has moved from white, healthy infants to 
the adoption of waiting special needs children. Special needs children are defined as 
minority race children of all ages, white children who have permanent physical dis
abilities and lor some degree of mental retardation, members of a brother/sister 
group of three or more, or are teenagers (especially boys). With the advent of fami
lies adouting challenging children, a critical need for adoptive parent groups has 
evolved. Families need the caring support of others who have experienced similar 
challenges. Hence, Alabama Friends of Adoption was formed to pelp families find 
children and to help families parent effectively. 

Presently, we are involved in a number of programs which are important to rec
ognize specifically because many of them were originally funded by the fedeal gov
ernment through the Region IV Adoption Resource Center. These programs have 
included: 

Providing continuing education for foster and adoptive parents, social workers, 
lav.'Yers, judges and community advocates through annual conferences and semi
nars. 

Operating an adoption Hot Line (manned by trained volunteers) who disseminate 
pertinent adoption information concerning all types of children available within our 
state amI throughout the nation. 

Providing the backup support for a "Wednesday's Child" televisiOl; program 
which features waiting special needs children on a weekly basis. This provides an 
on-going recruitment program for families who might adopt special needs children. 
In Alabama over the past two years 135 children have been featured and 93 of those 
children have been placed in an adoptive home. 

Providing statewide coverage and support for Exchange Books {books featuring 
waiting special needs children)-an excellent recruitment tool. Families may actual
ly view books with pictures and descriptions of waiting children available for adop
tion throughout the U.S. They may then pursue a specific child for adoption 
through proper channels. 

Participating as team leaders in the parent preparation classes offered to those 
families interested in adopting special needs children (an experienced adoptive 
parent as a co-leader of these classes lends credibility to the reality of parenting 
some of these challenging children). 

All of these programs were funded originally by the Region IV Adoption Resource 
Center for a total of $5,000 over a three year period. It is obvious that a lot was 
accomplished for children families with relatively small monetary outlay. 

However. these programs cannot continue on the nickels and dimes that adoptive 
parents raise at garage sales and craft sales. With the phase out of Region IV Adop
tion Resource Center and the combining of services and funds to the Southeast Re
source Center of Children and Youth Services, no funds are specifically earmarked 
for foster care and adoption. Consequently, services to these areas will be miniscule. 
1 have been told by an advisory committee member for the Resource Center not to 
bother to apply for the mini-grants this year because Alabama Friends of Adoption 
has already received monies in the past from the Adoption Resource Center and will 
not be considered. With this attitude, the potential of increasing parent and family 
grc'lp involvement in special needs adoption will be reduced substantially. Mini-
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grants, such as AFOA received. in t.he past, give assistance to volunteers so that they 
may have the opportunity to serve. 

What do we ask from the federal government and, more specifically, from the 
Adoption Opportunities Act? We are deeply concerned about the newborn infant 
and its proper health care. However, we also enlist your concern and recognition of 
the fact that there are presently over 100,000 special needs children in this country 
waiting TODAY for their forever home. The Adoption Opportunities Act was origi
nally intended to help these waiting children. We need the support and the fiscal 
vehicle to recruit families, make placements and provide the necessary support fol
lowing placp.ment that it takes for families to be successful with these children. 

Many of the children we are placing in families offer stern challenges. Presently, 
in my role as an adoption conSUltant, I facilitate a post-placement support group for 
children and their families. The group is composed of children of varying racial 
backgrounds (black, caucasian, and orienta!), children who have been sexually 
abused, children who have never developed a moral value system, a child who has 
been in 'l psychiatric hospital for four months, one child with cerebral palsy who is 
retarded and two brothers who are both retarded and have behavioral problems. 
How families take on children like these at the ages of 6, 8 or 13 is an amazement 
to many. These families make a success of their parenting with the help of post
placfment support. This is the only group of its kind in Alabama. No funds are 
available to provide this critical service elsewhere. If we expect families to be suc
cessful with these rlifficult-to-parent children, we must seek more innovative meth
ods of providing h.Jp for these children in their new families. Locally post-place
ment support groups need to be developed. 

The adoption of children with serious medical and emotional problems brings ex
tensive financial costs. These children deserve the best possible medical and psycho
logical treatment available to recover from the trauma of their in-itial rejection and 
placement in our welfare system. Federal subsidy needs to act as a supplement to 
state subsidy to help meet a child's specific needs. A family may desperately want to 
adopt a child with severe medical problems who is presently in foster care. Howev
er, the medicaid coverage, which might be available for some children, will not ade
quately cover the child's medical expenses. The child is able to qualify for better 
medical coverage as a foster child than as an adopted child. From a purely fiscal 
standpoint, it would appear to be cost effective to place the child for adoption and 
continue adequate medical coverage for the child. Through formal adoption, the sav
ings in administrative costs of foster care would be substantial. 

The support and maintenance of organizations like the North American Council 
on Adoptable Children is crucial. These are the people who provide the tools and 
the training for volunteers, such as myself and AFOA, to do the work for waiting 
children that is so critically needed now across the country. Parent groups need 
funds to be able to implement their volunteer programs. Foremost, we need to begin 
some sort of program which will facilitate the actual placement of these special 
needs kids. We do not need any more clearing houses, studies, or countings of chil
dren; we are aware of how many and where these children are. We need actual 
monies appropriated in the form of challenge grants, which will enable agencies to 
expand staff time placing ane. providing the post-placement services for the adoption 
of special needs children. Our focus should encompass the actual funds to place 
America's waiting children in permanent homes. 

It is critical to recognize that each child already in our welfare system needs a 
permanent home. Many children wait, through no fault of their own, until it is to 
late to make changes in their lives. Fortunately, others climb out of the system and 
begin to thrive. A little girl named Stephanie, age 7, was adopted by one of our fam
ilies over a year ago. Stephanie is severely crippled by cerebral palsy. Her mental 
capabilitie~ are unknown. When she was adopted by her new family she sat limply 
in a stroller, her eyes darting, not uttering a sound. One year later this child feeds 
herself, walks with the aid of a walker, is beginning to use language appropriately 
and, with a big bubbling smile, boards the school bus every morning. Stephanie is 
not lost in the limbo of foster care any more; she is also off the public welfare roles. 
More importantly, she is a real person, beloved as a family member. 

We can all acknowledge the emotional rescue and monetary savings made in plac
ing children in permanent loving homes. Not only does this plan for permanency 
reduce the fiscal drain of foster care, it also reduces the substantial amount of 
money spent supporting these children in adulthood. It is my understanding that 
some 75% of the children who grow up in our welfare systems across the land end 
up back on the public dole in either the welfare system, mental health system or 
penal system. Surely it is advantageous to rescue these children early enough in life 
so that they might have the opportunity to grow into productive adults in society. 
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Senator DENTON. Thank you, Ms. Winslow, and I certainly 
concur. Aside from our duty to take care of our children, and par
ticularly our special needs one, it just makes fiscal, monetary, and 
economic sense to get them into a real adoptive situation as soon as 
possible, and it is worth the investment there because, otherwise, it 
is going to cost you more. 

1 think as we go toward thia federalistic approach and as we go 
toward this block grant thing, we are going to have to continue to 
make many adjustments in the direction of recognizing where the 
money is actually invested, not spent, and that the investment is 
bound to accrue dividends, such as in this field, and I will be a pro
ponent for that. 

At a hearing this subcommittee held 2 weeks ago, Mrs. Rossow, 
an adoptive parent of several handicapped children, discussed the 
potential impact of parent support groups on couples or single par
ents who give birth to an impaired child and who are in the proc
ess of making a decision on the future of the child. 

I think this concept has potential and would like to see a system 
of this kind developed. Do you feel that support groups of this kind 
can be of help to such parents, and what feasible system could we 
establish to insure prompt accessibility to such support groups? 
Could such support groups avail themselves of funding under the 
Adoption Opportunities Act? 

Ms. WINSLOW. First of all, I think that adoptive parent groups 
can be helpful in that respect. We receive a number of calls weekly 
from unwed women who are thinking about giving up their babies 
for adoption, and older children who would just like to talk to 
somebody who is an adoptj.ve parent. 

How we implement the support process is going to take a little 
bit of funding from someplace. It would be nice if part of it came 
from the Adoption Opportunities Act. I think as adoptive parent 
groups get more public recognition by both the media and public 
and private agencies across the country, they can then serve in a 
broader scope. 

Senator DENTON. I am not that familiar with the vernacular of 
all of this, but does "parent support group" mean people who have 
adopted children? 

Ms. WINSLOW. Many of our members are adoptive parents or pro
spective adoptive parents. We also have social and welfare--

Senator DENTON. But what Mrs. Rossow meant was parents who 
have adopted handicapped or special needs children and their 
going to a couple who has just undergone the traumatic experience 
of giving birth to a child with a substantial handicap, deformity, or 
something like that, and by their early intervention and empathy, 
not only lessening their pessimism about having that experience 
and what it means in the future, but preventing them perhaps· 
from, you know, giving permission for postoperative procedures 
that could be lifesaving or to just sort of abandon the child later, 
where they would become one of these special needs children out 
there that you have to place. 

Is there a great deal of efficacy to getting support groups like 
that, parents who have adopted or raised handicapped children, to 
talk to these new parents very early on before they reach some de-
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cisions that they might regret later or might be unfortunate for so
ciety? 

Ms. WINSLOW. I am unaware of any specific program, but I feel 
sure that there are a number of contacts throughout community 
services that are available to families who might want to seek par
ticular, specific information on particular medical problems that 
their child might have and, in turn, make some very important de
cisions. 

Senator DENTON. I was trying to find out if it would be-I am not 
asking whether or not such a system exists out there. I am asking 
how valuable it would be, and there were a lot of people nodding 
that it would be quite valuable. 

Ms. FLYNN. I wonder if I might offer a thought, Senator Denton. 
Senator DENTON. Sure. 
Ms. FLYNN. I think it could be very valuable, and we have seen 

some of this kind of effort made in some communities. I can re
member visiting in Kentucky a year or so ago, where through one 
of the local agencies which had a pregnancy counseling program, 
and also some kind of a special effort made with families who do, 
in an unexpected way, deliver a handicapped or retarded child. 
They brought in routinely to the unmarried parents, adoptive fami
lies for them to see and know and hear about adoption, which so 
often they do not hear enough about, and not only to hear about it 
in a general sense from a social worker or a nurse, but to see and 
hear about it from a parent who has done it. 

Similarly, in at least one case I heard about, they did have an 
adoptive parent go in and speak with a woman who, with her hus
band, had just given birth 2 days before to a child with some very 
serious physical defects. 

In this instance, they were considering lifetime institutionaliza
tion for the youngster, and the woman who was the adoptive 
mother of several very handicapped youngsters went in and en
couraged them to cnnsider adoption as a better choice for the child 
and as a choico tha.{; would give them a sense of having really done 
some good in the child's life. 

So, I think that while we have seen a few of these examples, it is 
an area that could be explored. And the value of the personal con
nection between parents who have chosen to raise these more diffi
cult youngsters-the kind of support that they can give to both un
married parents as well as couples who may find themselves in 
that position of decision, I think could be very valuable. 

Senator DENTON. Well, I say to the community of you out there, 
if we were to implement a regulation which disestablished parental 
rights at. the point at which the parents decided to end the life of 
the child by denying such and such a postoperative procedure 
which was justified, then you would have on your hands a special 
needs baby. 

Ms. FLYNN. That is right. 
Senator DENTON. If you can get to those people early enough, you 

will not have on your hands another special needs baby for adop
tion. 

Ms. FLYNN. That certainly may be the case. 
Senator DENTON. So, if you will help us remember that and find 

a way to get it into the bill without being intrusive or, you know, 
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big brother too much, we would appreciate it. Thank you very 
much. 

We have questions from Senator Dodd for the record, and we will 
be asking you two to answer them when you receive them. 

I have learned a great deal from this hearing and from this series. I 
have to admit that my own attitude toward the blessings to be gained 
by adopting a special needs child has \!ertainly grown. It has been a 
remarkable experience for me, and each of you has contributed to 
that and I admire you very much. 

At this point I order printed all statements of those who could 
not attend and other pertinent material submitted for the record. 

[The material referred to follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HOPE MARINDlN, CHAIRMAN, COMMITrEE FOR SINGLE 
ADOPTIVE PARENTS 

Thank you for the opportunity given us to submit a statement on possible a'.lend
ments to the Adoption Reform Act of 1978. 

This Committee is a national information service for unmarried individuals seek
ing to become families, by adoption. As both our records and independent surveys 
have shown, the great majority of such persons are in their thirties, with stable ca
reers and middle-class incomes, in the "helping professions"-social work, teaching, 
therapy-able and eager to provide a loving home for a child. We join the other 
adoption-related groups in our belief that every child deserves a loving, permanent 
home and can get one. 

Overwhelmingly, the children you, and we, are concerend with are in public care, 
almost always placed with foster families rather than in public institutions. As be
tween restoration of the natural family and placement with a new adoptive parent 
or parents, we say only that a loving permanent family of either kind is infinitely 
preferable, for the support of the child, to the long temporariness of foster care. As 
an adoptive-parent group, we do feel that the child deserves a deadline after which 
a decision must be made between one type of permanent family and another. 

Parents exist for these children, and the children need parents-couples or single 
people. Why can't they be combined? We believe that it is because of barriers in the 
system or deliberate, though benignly intended, failure to place them. 

SYSTEMIC PROBLEM,} 

Many public child welfare systems do not know where their children are, or what 
their status is in terms of emotional or mental health. Although there is supposed 
to be a record and a permanent plan for each child, too often this requirement is 
honored in the breach. It is easier to place the child in foster care and then leave 
him or her there. Inertia takes over. The foster parents may be provided with the 
available public services-payment, Medicaid-funded medical care, clothing funds, 
etc.-by the separate and appropriate parts of the public agency, and the individual 
case-worker may have a file on the child, but no effort is made to pull information 
h:>gether with the goal of returning the child to a permanent family. And the longer 
the child remwns in foster care the less likely it is that the public agency will see 
the child as adoptable. 

Yet there are public agencies that are developing excellent tracking and reminder 
systems, automated, that are keyed to permanent placement of their foster care 
children. Texas has one, I understand; the D.C. Department of Human Services is 
setting one up. Our first suggestion is that such examples be shared with all public 
social service agencies, and that some financial and informational assistan(;0 be pro
vided to other states and jurisdictions to encourage them to adopt one or another 
such system. 

Secondly, there are excellent adoption information exchanges and-thanks to 
Congress-now a National Adoption Exchange, getting started out of Philadelphia. 
Congress intelligently provided that the prospective family could register itself with 
the Exchange, rather than relying on its agency to register and follow up. We have 
hopes for this new Exchange. 

The ticket of admission, however, is the "home ::;tudy," and it is intensely difficult 
and time-consuming for hopeful couples and individuals to obtain this assessment of 
their general potential to be loving and capable parents. Providing this service is 
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low on the priority lists of public and private agencies, even though it is the abso
lutely indispensable first step in adoption of any child. 

We believe the reason is not so much the overworked staff, as usually stated, but 
cynicism, based on the inherent impossibility of making such an assessment correct
ly-of infallibly predicting who is or isn't going to be a good stable parent. The proof 
of this is that no jurisdiction really trust.s the home studies conducted by any other 
jurisdiction. We tell our members that if they find a child they really want, in any 
of the Exchange books, to go personally to the jurisdiction with custody of the child 
and "sell" themselves to the child's caseworker. 

'l'o expect otherwise is to place too much weight on what is actually a very subjec
tive test. The utility of the home study is really just to weed out the crazies, and we 
suggest that it be looked at in this light. It takes only one bad assessment to make 
almost any agency pull in its head and all four feet and decide to be a turtle from 
then on. The outcome is that the gate shuts for hundreds of families because a 
wrong prediction was made for one. 

Our second suggestion is that agencies be directed, and possibly aided by a little 
funding, to make the home-study gate easier to open, and that less formal reliance 
be placed on this tool, because agencies are encouraged to supplement it with other 
tests or methods. As examples, we have in mind the group approach, one worker to 
five applicant families; better still, a group guided jointly by a worker and an adop
tive parent group, such as has been introduced by Families Adopting Children Ev
erywhere (FACE) in suburban Maryland. The study can be supplemented with self
examining quizzes and professionally-written tests. Again, we urge that a mecha
nism be developed to tell other public agencies about such innovations and how they 
work. 

DELIBERATE FAILURE 

With no ill intent, many agencies and their caseworkers are certain in their 
hearts that most 01' their waiting children are not adoptable. They are minority chil
dren in an area where that minority is small. They are retarded. They are heavily 
handicapped, physically or emotionally. Or they are just too old-often because they 
have been in foster care for so many years. 

But adoptive parent groups and adoption exchanges, and some magnificent net
works like Aid to Adoption of Special Kids (AASK) and the Famtly-Building by 
Adoption group of agencies, have proven time and time again that this is not true. 
Some breathtaking placements have been made. 

In this Committee's experience, for example, for the ten years that we have been 
in existence we have queried people as to whether they would accept hard-to-place 
children and if so, what kind of handicap they could work with. By a margin of two 
to one they have said that a handicap, usually physical or emotional, is acceptable. 
In the majority of cases these individuals will accept school-age children, and a solid 
proportion would prefer them. A racial difference almost always makes no emotion
al difference to the prospective pa,ent, and at least one good study (that of Dr. 
Joyce Ladner of Howard University, .luthor of Mixed Families), has shown that chil
dren in trans-racial placements do not suffer, despite earlier fears. 

Our third suggestion is that agencies be encouraged to open their doors to untra
ditional types of families and untraditional means of reaching them-networks of 
church groups, a paid Child Advocate, recruitment by adoptive-parent groups. Ex
hortation, even by Congress, won't do it alone. Give a financial reward for innova
tion-a bounty or a bonus! 

Our fourth suggestion runs throughout our statement-communicate! Agencies 
can't copy what they don't know about. Direct the Department of Health and 
Human Services to set up a regular channel of information to all public child wel
fare agencies in every state. 

Lastly. Stop "studying," stop "reviewing," stop "analyzing," and start serving the 
children. Put most of your $2 million into rewarding innovation, and the rest into 
making sure the word gets out. 

You are understandably concerned about conserving domestic spending. Please be
lieve all the child advocates-children need families; they don't need more studies. 
Families are at once the most efficient and the most economical way to help chil
dren. 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF VIRGINIA THOMAS AUSTIN, PUBLIC POLICY CHAIRMAN, THE 
ASSOCIATION OF JUNIOR LEAGUES, INC. 

The Association of Junior Leagues appreciates this opportunity to present written 
testimony in support of the reauthorization of the Child Abuse Prevention and 
Treatment and Adoption Reform Act of' 1978. The Association of Junior Leagues, an 
international women's voluntary organization with approximately 142,000 individu
al members and 242 member Leagues in the United States, promotes the solution of 
community problems through voluntary citizen involvement-including direct serv
ice provision and fundraising ao; well as advocacy. 

The Association and the individual Junior Leagues have a longstanding interest 
in children's issues in general and child abuse legislation in particular. The Child 
Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act is a high priority for the Association this 
year. This testimony provides background information about the involvement of 
Junior Leagues in children's issues, particularly child abuse and neglect projects, 
summarizes League support for cr.ild abuse programs through public policy activi
ties and identifies the Association position regarding S. 1003. 

JUNIOR LEAGUE PROJECTS INCLUDING CHILDREN 

A recent survey in which Junior Leagues were asked to identify program areas of 
interest showed that more than half of the 211 responding Leagues were interested 
in children's programs; their interests were concentrated on child abuse and ne
glect, child care, and advocacy in support of improved services to children. Other 
topics identified, which involve children's interests, include domestic violence, par
enting, teenage pregnancy, substance abuse, and youth programs. 

In 1981-82, Junior Leagues reported involvement in 1,740 projects and expendi
tures of $7,125,260 on community activities. Many of the projects focused on chil
dren's issues. The following table provides an overview of project areas involving 
children's issues. 

JUNIOR LEAGUE PROJECTS, 1981-82-BY PROJECT AREAS, WHICH INCLUDE CHILDREN'S ISSUES 

Project areas Number of Junior league 
Projects money spent 

Child health and welfare ......................................................................................................................... . 338 $1,093,072 
Criminal justice ....................................................................................................................................... . 72 292,518 
Education ................................................................................................................................................ . 217 538,007 
Health and well being ............................................................................................................................. . 457 1,040,878 

Total ........................................................................................................................................ .. 1,084 2,964,475 

JUNIOR LEAGUE PUBLIC AFFAIRS ACTIVITIES 

A recent compilation of all public affairs activities of the Junior Leagues identi
fied more than 300 public affairs activities involving children's issues (nearly 50 per
cent of all public affairs activities in which League participated). Leagues were in
volved in child welfare issues such as adoption, foster care, and child abuse and ne
glect; child care; juvenile justice; public schools; and teenage pregnancy, among 
others. 

CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT 

During 1981-82, 65 Junior Leagues reported involvement in 76 projects directed 
toward the prevention and/or treatment of child abuse and neglect. During this 
same period, Junior Leagues contributed approximately $320,000.00 to these pro
grams. In addition, almost 700 Junior League members were working with other 
community volunteers and professionals in many local agencies administering and 
implementing services in this area. These projects cover a wide range of programs, 
including emergency child care, parent counseling, self-help groups, hotlines and re
search activities. At least 12 Junior Leagues were involved in guardian ad litem and 
court appointed special advocate projects. 
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COLLABORATION 

Many child abuse and neglect projects were implemented through collaborative 
effo' " between Junior Leagues and other organizations. Leagues worked in coopera
tion with local agencies including hospitals, schools, youth groups, libraries, and 
other community groups. Junior Leagues also collaborated with local, snte and fed
eral government agencies, police departments and courts. 

Since its enactment in 1974, the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment and 
Adoption Reform Act ha') served as a catalyst for Junior League activities. For in
stance, a Florida initiative in support of state legislation to establish a guardian ad 
litem program was launched to bring the state into compliance with the federal law. 
Many Junior Leagues also have assisted in the development of Parents Anonymous 
chapters and worked for the passage of child abuse reporting laws in their states. 

The Association also collaborates with organizations at the national level in sup
port of programs to prevent chUd abuse. It is a member of the National Child Abuse 
Coalition, a group of 20 organizations formed to support the reauthorization of the 
Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment and Adoption Reform Act, and will co-spon
sor the Sixth National Conference on Child Abuse and Neglect in Baltimore, Sep
tember 26-28, 1983. 

PROJECTS RELATED TO ADOPTION 

Junior Leagues and State Public Affairs Committees (SPAC's) also have played an 
active role in supporting the expansion of adoption opportunities for hard-to·placI1 
children. Junior Leagues in several (1tates played a k(;:y role in obtaining passage of 
subsidized adoption programs, and Junior Leagues across the country joined the As
sociation in advocating for the passage of the Adoption Assistance and Child Wel
fare Act of 1980. Junior Leagues and SPAC's also have supported specific adoption 
projects in five states, providing volunteers and more than $30,000 in program 
funds. In addition, Junior Leagues have been involved in public affairs activities 
specifically concerning adoption and numerous related public issues such as perma
nency planning, foster care review boards, court appointed special advocates, and 
guardian ad litem projects. 

SUPPORT FOR REAUTHORIZATION OF CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION 

We have attended the hearings of this subcommittee and listened to the testimo
ny of various organizations. We have read the reports-countless reports of nation
wide increases in child abuse and neglect. We wish to add our voice to the many 
which this subcommittee has heard. We believe that the progress made in the last 
decade was the result of good legislation, national leadership, and the commitment 
of resources to the long-standing problems of child abuse and neglect. The passage 
of the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment and Adoption Reform Act in 1974 and 
the establishment of the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect (NCCAN) 
were key elements in establishing federal government leadership. 

Since 1980, the reduction in federal support for child abuse programs, combined 
with the reduction of other social welfare commitments and a nationwide recession, 
has resulted in a simultaneous increase in incidents of child abuse and neglect and 
a decrease in resources to combat the problems. Reports of increases in child abuse 
and neglect have come from many groups, including the National Committee for the 
Prevention of Child abuse, as well as Junior Leagues involved in Child Watch, a 
citizen monitoring project developed by the Children's Defense Fund in collabora
tion with the Association of Junior Leagues. A 50 state survey conducted by the Na
tional Committee for the Prevention of Child Abuse revealed increases in child 
abuse in 45 states. Many of the Child Watch projects coordinated by individua! 
Junior Leagues also have found increased incidences of child abuse over the last 
year. For instance, the Wilmington, Delaware Child Watch Project found a 30 per
cent increase in reports of child abuse and neglect. 

The Des Moines Child Watch Project discovered that child abuse and neglect re
ports are the highest ever and, as the result of a statewide reorganization of welfare 
department staff, there has been a marked reduction in the number of case investi
gators available to follow-up neglect and abuse reports. Albuquerque's Child Watch 
Project reported an increase in reports of rape and other forms of sexual abuse of 
children. The Hartford Child Watch Project reported increased reports of children 
being denied basic needs such as food, and stated: "The number and severity of 
child aLuse cases are increasing resulting in the placement of more children in 
foster care." 
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The Child Watch Project in Baltimore reported that, while the increase in child 
abuse and neglect reports was only "light and one-half percent from 1981 to 1982, 
the degree of abuse in reported cases was significantly more severe, including an 
increase in fatalities. Social service workers reported changes in the families in 
which abuse is reported: there were more multi-problem families whose problems 
are more intractable, and more families who have not traditionally sought help (Le., 
middle-class families) are seeking help. 

The Birmingham, Alabama Child Watch Project reported an increased need for 
child protective services. The Salt Lake City Child Watch Project reported: "More 
children are being abused and the abuse is far more serious (more frequent and 
more violent)." These are just samples of reports which corroborate a nationwide 
trend. 

NEED FOR FEDERAL LEADERSHIP 

We need a renewed commitment to the prevention and treatment of child abuse 
and neglect. Further cutbacks in funding, together with a decrease in federallea«er
ship, would be devastating. Congressional leadership is crucial both in the area of 
child abuse and neglect and adoption programs designed to assist special needs chil
dren. 

The Administration's proposed cutbacks in child abuse prevention and treatment 
funding to a level of $6.7 million would result in a federal expenditure of approxi
mately $6 for each of the more than one million children reported as abused each 
year. Considered another way, the funds requested by the Administration are equiv
alent to less than one-thousandth of a percent of the federal budget for Fiscal Year 
1984. Obviously, this nation can do more and can afford to do more to support the 
prevention and treatment of child abuse. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHANGES IN s. 1003 

While we strongly support reauthorization of the child abuse legislation, we have 
some specific concerns about S. 1003 as introduced in the Senate on April 7. First, 
we believe that the authorizati.on is too low. The proposed authorization of $17 mil
lion for NCCAN research and ,l ~monstration .programs and state grants in child 
abuse and neglect would merely maintain the current funding level for these pro
grams. If the seven states and two territories currently not eligible to receive funds 
from the legislation were to become eligible, current state grants-already low
would need to be reduced. Moreover, additional funds would be needed to help 
states implement the Baby Doe provisions of S. 1003. While the Association has not 
taken a stand regarding these provisions, we believe that no additional require
ments should be placed on states without providing additional funds to implement 
them. 

We urge an authorization of $30 million for child abuse programs. Such a funding 
level would allow NCCAN to expand the state grant program and increase its sup
port for prevention programs, something recommended by the General Accounting 
Office and strongly supported by the Association and the National Child Abuse Co
alition. In fact, we recommend that the language of the legislation be amended to 
direct NCCAN to spend a substantial share of its funds on prevention programs. We 
suggest that states also be encouraged to use a portion of their grants for programs 
designed to prevent child abusE" and neglect. 

We also recommend that the reauthorization be for a minimum of four years and 
that the Department of Health and Human Services be required to develop a com
prehensive plan annually to provide for coordination of activities of all federal agen
cies responsible for programs in child abuse and neglect. 

CONCERNS ABOUT ADOPTION PROVISIONS IN s. 1003 

We also have serious concerns about the language relating to adoption in S. 1003, 
particularly the proposed changes in Title II, Adoption Opportunities, Sections 201 
and 202 of the Act, which state: " ... infants born ot teenaged individuals, unmar
ried parents and thousands of children in institutions or foster homes may be in 
serious jeopardy and ... such infants and children are in need (emphasis added) of 
placement in permanent adoptive homes ... " The Act calls for adoption counseling 
in all such cases. The language appears to infer that all children born to single par
ents andlor teenage parents are in serious jeopardy. The proposed changes could be 
interpreted to justify government intrusion in the personal affairs of many families 
fully capable of caring for their children. Further, adoption should not be considered 
the only alternative in cases where children are in serious jeopardy since, in many 
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cases, natural parents lack resources rather than motivation and the desire to care 
for their children. 

Assistance is needed in helping adoption agencies to develop creative programs 
that will find adoptive homes for the approximately lOO,{ll}O special needs children 
identified as needing adoptive homes. We urge the subcommittee to retain the origi
nallanguage of Section 201 which focusef attention on special needs children, those 
children most in need of adoptive homes. There are thousands of homes waiting for 
healthy infants. The need is to continue the leadership at the federal level to devel
op creative approaches to strengthening interstate collaboration in the development 
of programs to successfully place this country's neediest children in adoptive homes. 

The Association appreciates this opportunity to submit this testimony in support 
of the reauthorization of Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment and Adoption 
Reform Act of 1978, and urges you to maintain this subcommittee's leadership on 
behalf of children. 
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NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR ADOPTION 
SUITE 326 

1340 CONNECTICUT AVENUE. N.W, 

WASHINOTON. D.C. 20036 

June 1, 1983 

Senator Jeremiah Denton 
Chairman 

202 . 463-7550 

Subcommittee on Family and Human Services 
Committee on Labor and Human Resources 
U.S. Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Senator Denton: 

The National Committee Fot Adoption was very pleased to have the oppor
tunity to testify before your Subcommittee on April 14 in support of 
S. 1003. We are happy to respond to your questions. 

1) The National Committee For Adoption strongly supports the expansion of 
the findings section of the Adoption Opportunities Act to include 
"the welfare •.• of infants born to teenaged unmarried individuals." 
This amendment to the current law is an important improvement because 
too often children born to young, unmarried parents end up growing up 
in foster care. Because the adoption opportunities program's goal 
is to alleviate the problems of children in foster care by promoting 
adoption for such children, we believe it is necessary to include 
adoption counseling to teenaged parents. Then when these young parents 
are faced with the realities of unsuccessful parenthood, adoption will 
be seen as a loving viable option for their children's futures. 

An investigation of the foster care system in New York City in 1977 
showed that 22.7% of all the children in foster care came lnto the 
foster care system as infants. The author of the report, Professor 
David Fanshel concluded that: "Aside from the potentially longer 
periods of vulnerability to be in care infants have by virtue of being 
very young, there is evidence that their mothers visit them less often 
and that they tend to remain in [foster] care in disproportionately 
large numbers." (Footnote 11, "Children Discharged from Foster Care" 
CHILD WELFARE, Vol. LVII, No.8, Sept./Oct. 1978, page 483.) NCFA 
believes that such vulnerable infants, most of whom are not "hard
to-place" for adoption, do have a "special need" for permanent, adop
tive homes. As is evident from Fanshel's study, many young parents 
use foster care as a way to gradually relinquish responsibility for 
their infants. This approach to "termination of par'ental rights" is 
often not in the best interest of the infant who should be in an 
adoptive home rather than in a foster care placement. Counseling for 
young, unmarried mothers and fathers about the legal and social impli
cations of trying to parent or making an adoption plan for their baby 
is one important way to prevent unnecessary foster care services after 

22-024 0-83-37 
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the baby is born. Therefore expanding the findings to include services 
to these young parents--on behalf of better futures for their babies-
makes good sense and represents sound adoption policy. 

2) The expansion of the findings will not significantly or adversely 
alter the operations of currently funded projects. For example, at 
the hearing Mrs. Elaine Winslow described how the Alabama Friends of 
Adoption group whi ch has Federal adopti on opportuni ti es funds t'ecei ves 
several telephone calls a week from young, pregnant ~Iomen or teenaged 
mothers who were inquiring about choe 'ing adoption for their babies and 
who wanted to talk to adoptive parents about their families and ex
periences with adoption. Laurie Flynn, executive director of NACAC, 
also cited examples of adoptive parents' groups which offer presentations 
to groups of pregnant, unmarried women and their families on how positive 
adoption can be for a child. Even now, many funded projects as well as 
the Regional Resource'Centers for Children, Youth and Families have 
focused attention on the needs of teenaged, unmarried parents and their 
infants. 

With regard to future program activities under this proposed amended 
legislation the National Committee For Adoption would see this area of 
adoption services as one which deserves attention equally along with 
the many other important activities outlined in the adoption oppor
tunities legislation. Focusing on pregnant teenagers' services needs 
for adoption information and counseling will only help reduce the 
number of children who become part of the foster care system and who 
later are described as "special needs" children in need of adoption. 

3) The National Committee For Adoption believes improved coordination 
of adoption-related programs and activities of the Federal government 
in the Adoption Opportunities Act is very necessary. Adoption is a 
service for children who cannot be raised by their biological parents 
or close relatives. The reasons for this are usually due to problems 
of the parents, including child abuse and neglect, lack of financial 
resources due to inability to work, alcohol or drug abuse, teenage 
pregnancy, divorce, death or imprisonment. All of these problems are 
being handled by separate programs in the Federal government and the 
role of adoption counseling and services should be seen as integral 
to serving adults who cannot take on the responsibility of caring for 
their children. There are also problems associated with the children 
including illness, physical or emotional disabilities which can be 
better handled by trained and supportive adoptive parents rather than 
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by foster care or .institutional settings. For all of these examples, 
it is eVident that the SeCl"etary of HHS should encourage and facilitate 
better undurstanding of adoption-related services by the many different 
programs and offices of HHS and the Federal government. 

4) The National Committee For Adoption believes that there must be funding 
provided specifically for ensuring that children are placed in adoptive 
homes rather than staying in foster care. There are many private, 
non-profit agencies licensed for child-placing who have waiting lists 
of approved adoptive families, but they cannot serve these families 
because the public child welfare sector does not work vigorously 
enough to see that children growing up in foster care are legally freed 
for adoption. At the same time, States have not aggressively used 
available funds for adoption assistance from P.L. 96-272. The Federal 
govern'Tlent should work to develop models for effective agreements 
bet~Jeen State governments and the private, non-profit child-placing 
agencies to move children from foster care to adoption more quickly 
and with less cost to the tax-supported child welfare and foster care 
systems. The National Committee suggests that this Subcommittee urge 
the Department of HHS to work with the States in returning adoption 
services to the private, non-profit child-placing sector. 

1) In response to Senator Dodd's questions concerning the funding level for 
the adoption opportunities program, the National Committee For Adoption 
supports a higher authorization level because the legislation enhances 
the scope of activities related to emphasizing adoption opportunities 
for handicapped infants in life-threatening situations as well as to 
emphasizing the importance of adoption for the welfare of many infants 
born to adolescent parents. We recommend an authorization level of 
$5 million which is the level provided for in the original authorizing 
legislation for adoption opportunities in 1978. 

We hope that these answers assist you in your work to see S. 1003 passed 
by the Senate, accepted by the House, and signed into law. 

Sincerely. 

Candace P. Mueller, MSW 
Director. Public Policy 

& Professional Practice 

CPM/db 
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COAcHif 
N.V. COUNCIL ON ADOPTABLE CHILDREN 
875 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10001 ·212/279-4525 

Clara VaUenle Hark.dale 
E:cecutlve Director 

June 2, 1983 

Senator Jeremiah Denton 
United States Senator 
Committee on Labor and Human Resources 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Sena tor Denton: 

Murray Roberts 
Pre~ldenl 

Thank you for sending me the "Iritten congressional record of my testimony. ! am 
attachi~g here my answers to your and Senator Dodd's questions. I hope it will 
help you and your cOlTmittee ~Iher. making decisions on the role of the Federal Go
vernment in adoption issues and services. 

Let me Just add tnat : hellev? tt.~t adoption s~ou1d be stron~ly supported dnd 
financed by federal fund 109 as 1i is r,ot exclusively a ; .~tc C'r l~cal "f'cv:ce. 
The matching of specIal needs children with prospective aooprivp parents." vo!'y 
often done by crossing country and state boundaries. There i, somewhere 3 parpr.! 
for every homeless child. Jurisdictional barriers in adoption should be mlnl
mized to expand placement opportunities for children. 

Again, thank you for inviting me to testify. 

Sinca~ 

~;;;;tf;Ae~Z~~~~ 
C1 ara Val iente BarksdaTe 
Executive Director 

CVB/mr 
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QUESTIONS SUBHITTED BY SENATOR DENTON 

1.) 00 you know of parents or groups of parents who 
have either given birth to a handicapped child, or 
who have adopted a handicapped nhild and who make 
themselves available at hospitals to counselor 
support families who give birth to such child,en? 
If so, what is the arrangement? How can such 
volunteer efforts be expanded? 

2.) Specifically, how do you suggest that financial 
incentives for foster care be eliminated, and 
replaced with an adoption incentive? 

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR DODD 

1.) How important is it to restore funding for the 
Adoption opportunities program to $5 million, the 
level authorized prior to the 1981 Reconciliation 
budget action? 

2.) What should the federal government do to ensure that 
Hispanic children are properly classified by culture 
and ethnicity so they can be matched with appropriate 
families, either for adoption or foster care? 

3.) How important .3 it to keep this program focused 
on special needs children? 
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR DENTON 

I know of a parent in Westchester County, N.Y. who as a consequence of hav~n9 

adopted a Down's syndrome child became involved in helping biological mothers 

who give birth to children suffering from ~his genetic handicap. She visits 

mothers in hospital> or at their homes,coUilsels, support and helps them in 

making the decision about keeping the child or surrendering for adoption. 

She advertises her volunteer servic2s in many hospitals in the New York City 

area and recruits prospective adoptive parents for ttese children, mostly 

through w?rd of meuth. Once she identifies the child and the family, she helps 

with the adoptlOn placement. /hanks to her effort she 'has been able to find 

homes for over 150 Down's syndrome children and has helped many mothers accept 

and keep their retarded Child. ihe Adoption Resource Center in Region II gave 

a minlgrnnt to this parent in order to help pay for travel and telephone ex-

penses, 50 she could continue to provide these valuable service. 

II 1) "Agencies should be rewarded with larger adoption fees for children 

adopted quickly. 

2) Adoption fees would gradually decrease for children who are not adapted 

Witlli" the standard set as the maximum to complete an adoption. 

3) There would be a higher fee paid to agencies who place special needs 

chi ldren. 

4) A range of sanctions should be used for agencies that continue to per

form below the standard set by law. These sanctions shou.ld·include 

a) transferring to another ag~ncy planning responsibil ities for children 

who have not been adopted, b) cessation of new placements with the agency 

for a specified period of time and c) termination of contract with the 

agency." (1) 
-' 

(1) Adoption Web, Impediments. to placing Foster Children in. Permanent Homes. A report 
from'tne office of City CounCIl Pt~sident, Carol Bellamy, May 19B1 (page 49). 
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR DODD 

The $5 mill ion funding for Adoption Opportunities helped promote, pub1 icize 

and stimulate adoptions throughout the country. It created a c1 imate where 

adoption became a priority resource for waiting children in need of permanent 

families. The Adoption Resource Centers created through the~e funds in every 

federal region were catalysts for services that did not exist before-. They 

helped develop networks and exchanges to match children With parents. These 

centers have recently merged with Child Abuse and Neglect centers and Child 

Welfare Training at the same level of funding so that, adoption issues rec~ive 

1/3 of the previously allocated funds. This of course is a big set back as 

the focus on adoption issues becomes diluted. 

:1 Hispanlc Children should be identified as Hispanic lnd classified as such in 

any inventory of foster children. The tracking system mandated by PL96-272 

should aha mandate classification by ethnicity/race/culture for the minority 

Children who make up over 60% of the foster care population. By helping chil

dren keep their roots and connect with their past we are protecting their psy

chological well-being and giving them the continuity of experienc p ne~ded to 

overcome the trauma of a disrupted family life. A rlatlona1 Network for Hispa

nic Children can help ldentify HispaniC Children needlng adoption and find His-

panic homes for them. 

III Special needs Children are the high risk children of our society. They are ei

ther born with special needs due of birth defects or become so because of abuse, 

neglect and abandonement. It is our obligation to provide the best possible o

pportunity for them, so that 'Ie can repair some of the damage caused to them by 

their tragic experiences. There are currently over 100,000 children with special 

needs who could and should be adopted in our country. If we do not give them a 

permanent family life now they Will continue to dr'ift to become the deoendent 

population that makes up our welfare rolls or fills our mental hospitals, our 

prisons and our shelters for the homeless. 

Cl ara Val iente Barksdale 
Executive Director 

N.Y. Council on Adoptable Children 

June 3, 1983 
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4968 Springrock Road 
Birmingham, Aiaooma 35223 

(205) 956,8937 

June 2, 1983 

Senator Jeremiah Denton 
United States Senate 
Committee on Labor & Human Resources 
Washington, D.C 20510 

Dear Senator Denton: 

(205) 8'71,8799 

Please excuse the delay in replying to your letter. It seems that your 
communication to me was delayed in the mail. Attached you will find the information 
you requested for the two specific questions for me. I hope this will be of some 
help to you and your staff. 

Those of us who work diligently advocating for children appreciate your time, 
interest and efforts on their behalf. Thank you for supporting P .L. 95-266 for 
the full $5 million. 'rbis is really a minimal amount to place over 100,000 waiting 
special needs children. 

I will look forward to hearing from you concerning the future of this bill. 

Sincerely, 

fj/~'tII~ruJ 
Elaine P. Winslow, President 
Alabama Friends of Adoption 
701 Rockbridge Road 
Birmingham, AL 35216 
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Questions submitted by Senator Denton to Elaine P. Winslow, President, Alabama Friends 
of Adoption, 701 Rockbridge Rd., Birmingham, AL 35216, on the Reauthorization 
of P.L. 95-266. 

1. Would you please submit to the Subcommittee the latest data on adoption and foster 
care that is available for Alabama? Are Alabama statistics consistent with nation
wide statistics? 

Attached you will find some basic statistical information. Please note the large 
number of children remaining in foster care for over 4 to 10 years. This is an 
alarming figure. The longer children stay in an uns table situation the more 
emotional damage that occurs. Many rural areas acrosS this country keep children 
in the foster care system indefinitely. Social workers don 1 t feel that these 
children are adoptabl~. This is simply not so. These children need to be legally 
freed for adoption and homes actively recruited for them. Agencies across this 
country need t~ be challenged in the development of programs to place these waitin[ 
~pecial needs children. Post placement. programs need to be developed to help 
families adopting these' challenging children be able to continue their commitment. 

I think you will find that basically these statistics are probably fairly normal 
for states a.cross this country. You will find states like New York will have a 
much higher percentage rate of minority children uho need homes. The recruitment 
of 1Ilino"City fwrdlies is crucial. However. there is no need to recruit any families 
if agencies do not or will not serve the families wanting to adopt these special 
needs waiting children. 

Please take note that last year Alabama placed 323 children for adoption. This 
year alone we expect to have 725 children available for adop tion. How these 
children are going to be placed for adoption is the big question. We have dramatic 
staffing cut-backs already and our staff is presently running 6 to B months behind 
in placing children. Surely there is an answer to some of this. If we were able 
to place these wait;!.ng ch:lldren we would certain ly in the long run cut back on 
state and feder~l expenses. 

2. Specifically, how- do you suggest that financial incentives for foster care be 
eliminated and replaced with an adoption incentive? 

One simply way to eliminate one of the biggest barriers to the adoption of waiting 
special needs children would be to provide the same medical coverage for the child 
after he is adopted that he receives as a foster child. Under the adoption subsidy 
act many children are eligible for Medicare Benefits. However, for many of the 
wa;!.ting children this is very inadequate coverage. Families just cannot aSSume 
the heavy medical expenses of many of these children is they adopt them. Insurance 
companies will not Cover such children. Hence these children stay in the foster 
care system costing the state and federal government huge amounts of money not 
for just their medical expenses but for the continuing of their foster care. It 
would certainly appear to be cost effectiv", to offer the same medical coverage and 
move these children into adoptive homes. It would certainly be an emotional plus 
for the child. 
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STATE OF ALABAMA 
FOSTER CARE INVENTORY 

MARCH, 1983 

To.tat Ch.i.tdJten: 

Goat~: 

o .to 3 yJt~. 
3 .to 6 Y'l.~. 
6 .to 1 3 yJt~. 

13 .to 21 yJt~. 

Re.tuJtn Home. 
Re.ta.t.i.ve.o 
Adop.t.i.on 
Indepe.nde.n.t L.i.v.i.ng 
Long-TeJtm 

Cultlten.t Ptaeeme.n.t: 

T .ime. .in Calte: 

GltOUP Home. 
N. Home. 
I M.t.i..tU.t.i.o n~ 
Foo.telt Fam.i..e.y 

& Fltee. Home 
Re.ta.te.d 
Reo.i.den.t.i.at 
Ma.teltn.i..ty 
VYS 

o .to 6 Mo. 
6 mo • .to 1 Ylt. 
1 Ylt • .to 2 Ylto. 

2 Ylto • .to 4 Vito ~ 
4 Ylta • .to 10 YIt~. 
1 a YIt~. OJt MOJte. 

Atabama 

4,468 

535 
546 

- 1.515 
- 1,872 

- 1,046 
439 
151 
334 

- 1,898 

329 
29 

338 
- 3,2.83 

16 
338 

99 
5 

31 

922 
622 
755 

2,299 

804 
- 1,004 

361 

le.U. Co. 

-415 

52 
59 

121 
183 

66 
48 
18 
21 

202 

67 
5 

25 
287 

3 
14 
14 

81 
38 
68 

IT'[ 

89 
62 
77 
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STATE OF ALA.IlAMA -- ADOPTION 

Drs INFOR-lATION FOR FI seAL '81 - '82 

DPS Placements for October 1, 1981 through September 30. 1982 

Birth to 2 years 

T1.o to Six years 

Over Six years 

Totals 

BUCK 

52 

27 

15 

WIIITE 

82 

60 

87 

TOTAL 

134 

87 

102 

It is interesting to note that during this time period a total of 73 children over the 
age of eight have been placed. As you view these statistics you can see our great need 
for recruiting black homes for children over the age of six. \~e are also including some 
other IMPORTANT statistical information. Waiting families please pay attention. Many 
times we rocei ve calls from those of you who are waiting for children. This is always 
a difficult time for families. We hope that the statistics listed below will help you 
to understand why there might be a delay in getting children to your home. Of course, 
this is only part of the picture. Staff and $$$ shortages are crucial to the lack of 
moving children to pennanency. Also our judicial system in many cases contributes to 
the slow down. We are trying to work on these areas and educate our legislators as to 
our needs and those of children in limbo. We hope that the statistics listed be101" are 
helpful in this process. 

Approved l-bmes in Alabama with OI'S as of October 1, 1982 

BUCK MUTE TOTAL 

Birth to 2 years 42 54 96 

'!'wo to Six years 12 144 156 

Over Six Years 9 82 91 

Totals 63 280 343 
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ROBERT W, DESOLT 

411 WILDWOOD AVENUE 

',,', 'l PIEOMONT, CALIFORNIA9461t 

" 
I:. 

\'.' June 2, 198) 

The Hon. Jeremiah Denton 
United States Senator 
UNITED STATES SENATE 
Committee on Labor and 
Human Resources 
Washington, DC 20510 

My wife and I returned from vacation yesterday to find 
your letter of May 2), 198), whi~n included copies of 
my testimony before your Subcom'lli ttee and questions 
asked by you and Senator Dodd. 

I apologize for not being able to have these answers 
to you at an earlier date and I hope that the record 
has been kept open so that this information can be 
part of the testimony to the Subcommittee. 

I have answered the questions on the enclosure in the 
same order in which they were asked. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to appear before 
you and your Subcommittee. 

K'~J~'~M 
Robert W. DeBolt 

R\'lDeB :ss 

Enclosure 
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QUESTION SUBMITTED BY SENATOR DENTON 

1.) Specifically, how do you suggest that financial incentives 
for foster care be eliminated and replaced with an adoption 
incentive? 

Your question is one which most of the 50 state adoption 
agencies are asking themselves at this time. Currently, 
a portion of the foster care payments reimbursed to coun
ty and private agencies covers not only the direct uost of 
maintaining the child in the :foster family but also pays a 
portion of the f~Bter care agencies' termination costs. 
In ~~t states, this has the effect of encouraging the 
argencie~ to maintain the largest number of children pos-,,'. . 
sible in foster care in order to finance that portion of .- ..,. 
the ~~ies' operation. In other words, the more child-
ren ~n ~oster care, the more monies for the administration 
of the agency. The first step towards eliminating this 
problem is to accurately determine the status of each child 
in foster care. For those children who can be adopted, the 
foster-c1f9 payments to the parents should continue for a 
stipul~te~m~unt of time (in my opinion, not to exceed 
three y~r~ r. ~ County and private foster care agencies 
should be tn~uraged financially to find adoptive homes 
for foster ~lldren who have been relinquished for adop
tion. I don't really have a plan as to how this can be ac
complished but agencies should not be financially penalized 
for finding permanent homes for children. 

QUESTIONS S~~ED BY SENATOR DODD 

l.) How important is it to restore the authorization for this 
program to $~million, the level it was prior to 1981 Re
conciliation budget action? How would the funds be spent? 

I feel that it is very important to restore the authoriza
tion for this program to $5 millio~. These funds should be 
used to encourage placement of Children in permanent homes. 
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These efforts would include programs which educate and en
courage the judiciary to terminate parental rights when 
there is little or no hope of reconciliation with the bio
logical parents, assist private and state programs which 
have proven records of innovative and successful adoptive 
placements of children with special needs, and to help the 
states estabJ.ish uniform programs of adoption subsidies. 

2.) How important is it to determine the exact number of child
ren in foster care? What happens when we do not have that 
kind of data? 

The problem with the lack of current and accurate data con
cerning the exact number of children in foster care has al
lowed many children to slip through the statistics. In 
every state in whiCh AASK America has worked, we have dis
covered hundreds of children in foster care, many already 
relinquished for adoption, who are not reported by the states. 
If agencies are to find permanent homes for children, we 
must know of the existence of everyone of these children. 
States currently reporting numbers of children in foster 
care do so on a somewhat casual basis. An example is the 
state of Ohio, wherein the laws of the state require each 
of the 88 counties to report the number of children in fos
ter care, time spent in such care, number of children adopted, 
and statistics on the characteristics oi' these children. 
However, there is no penalty for those counties who refuse 
to report or simplY overlook the requirements of that law. 
The lack of uniformity among the states for reporting re
quirements is of major concern to us. When accurate and 
current data are unavailable on foster children, many of 
these children will continue to remain in the temporary home 
limbo when permanent loving homes could be found by agencies 
such as AASK America. 
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3.) How correct do Assistant Secretary Hardy's estimates of 
50,000 children in foster care awaiting adoption sound? 

Assistant Secretary Hardy's estimate of the number of child
ren in foster care awaiting adoption is probably as good a 
guess as any other number the Department could choose. We 
have heard estimates ranging from 35,000 to 150,000 children 
in foster care, who are currently relinquished for adoption. 
The Child ~Ielfare League uses the number of approximately 
150,000. NACAC is currently using the figure cf approxi
mately 100,000. I think Assistant Secretary Hardy's estim-
ate is very conservative but noone really knows. AASK America's 
National Program Director, Mary Bohan, believes that the fig
ure exceeds 100,000 children. 

4.) What role should the federal government play in prcviding 
medical assistance for the special needs children adopted 
by families? 

The role of the federal government in providing medical as
sistance for special needs children should be through the 
state Crippled Childrens Services programs. This federal
ly-mandated program and state-funded operation works very 
well here in Ncrtherrl California. When parents knowingly 
adopt a child with a physical disability, the program pays 
for all medical costs directly connected with this d.isabil
ity until the child reaches his or her majority. My wife 
and I would not have been able to adopt five of the children 
we have currently in our horne if this program had not been 
60 successful in our part of California. There are other 
states whose programs work just as effectively as ours but 
the sad part is that these effective programs of Crippled 
Childrens Services are very rare. We would hope that the 
federal government would set standards for these programs 
and assist the states in the funding. 
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Reauthorization of the Child 
Abuse Prevention and Treatment 

and Adoption Reform Act: 
Obstacles to Adoption 

Response to Written Questions 

Prepared By, 

Marlene Piasecki, 

Director, National Adoption E~change 

June, 1983 

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR DENTON 

1.) Could you explain in greater detail "purchase of service" agreements, 
and the way in which they can facilitate adoption at a lower cost 
to government? 

Purchase of service is a process thrcugh which public agencies, state or 
local, make payments to private agencies for specific client services. In 
adoption, purchase of service contracts are typically used to reimburse a 
private agency for the costs of recruiting and studying an adoptive family 
for a special n<!eds child. Additionally, purchase of service contracts are 
sometimes used to reimburse private agencies for providing supervision and 
post-adoption services to the families who adopt ~pecial needs children. 

Purchase of services is a cost effective way to deliver special needs 
adoption services because a public agency pays only for the amount of service 
needed. Agendes which use purchase of service experience considerable sav
ings in staff, specialized training, and special recruitment campaigns which 
are necessary for funding and p-ceparing families for special needs adoption. 
Instead they pay one time fees for the recruitment and preparation of 
specific families appropriate to the children in their care who are waiting. 

Unfortunately, many public agencies will not pay the one time purchase 
of service fee to a private agency for adoption services for a child, while 
they will pay indefinitely for foster care or residential placement for that 
same child. The costS of this practice are enormous. Most purchase of ser
vice contracts for the placement of a special needs child are under $7, 000. 
The yearly cost of foster care in institutionalization of the same child can 
exceed $40,000. Of course the Federal Government pays a large portion of 
the f:, "er care and institutional costs. 

Thus federal expenditures for foster care could be reduced substantially 
if public agencies which refuse to purchase adoption services and instead keep 
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those children in foster care and institutions made use of the specialized 
resources that are available. 

2.) Specifically, how do you suggest that financial incentives for 
foster care be eliminated alld replaced with an adoption incentive? 

There are currently ceilings on federal funds available to states for 
both foster care and adoption services, If federal participation in adoption 
services was available without a ceiling, like the adoption assistance program, 
states would take the opportunity to create innovative adoption services. This 
would be particularly true if ceilings on foster care expenditures remained in 
place. It would make financial sense to reduce the state's foster care popu
lation through ad<,ption. 

Additionally, improved purchase of adoption services programs would shift 
the financial incentive private agencies now experience for offering foster 
care progra"", to adoption programs. Private agencies can be paid for the 
foster care programs by states but are often expected to deliver adoption ser
vices withou~ receiving any reimbursement from the public agency. Under this 
system there is no incentive for private agencies to develop innovative adop
tion services. If they received full cost reimbursement for adoption services. 
private agencies would develop and deliver those services. 

22-024 0-83-38 
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR DODD 

1.) You mention that adoptive families are particulars concerned about 
receiving medical assistance (either payments or insurance) for 
the special needs children they adopt. What role should the federal 
government play in providing such assistance? 

Adequate medical assistance for special needs children who are adopted 
and assurances that medical assistance will be fully available if the child 
moves across state lines is very important. Many families who are '.illing 
to adopt a special child have been unable to adopt because they could not 
be assured of adequate medical coverage. 

The federal government can help to solve this problem in two ways: 
1) Offer 100% federal fiscal participation in medicaid payments for adopted 
children who are eligible for adoption assistance. This would permit a child 
to obtain full medical coverage in any state and would allay the concern of 
states which fear that they will be responsible for the care of children from 
across the country if they institute progressive home study and child place
ment policies. 

Recommendations for improvements in medical assistance coverage for 
special needs children are being developed jointly by the American Public 
Welfare Association and a group of State Child Welfare Administrators. The 
recommendations will be published as part of a model interstate Compact on 
Adoption Assistance and are worthy of support from federal officials. 

2) Make information available to the private insurance industry on in
surance policies which provide imm"diate coverage for the pre-existing con
ditions of adopted children. Innovative approaches in private insurance aid 
families and will reduce the burden on the federal government for the medical 
care of adopted special needs children. 

2.) How important is it to restore the authoriz:'Ition for this program 
to $5 million, the level it was prior to 1981 reconciliation? 

It has been said that success in the field of special needs adoption 
makes the work that remains to be done more, not less, difficult. When this 
act was first passed it was estimated that 100, 000 children were waiting to 
be adopted. Today, the estimate is 50,000. Certainly part of the reduction 
can be attributed to the efforts of the Arloption Resource Centers and other 
federally funded programs which promoted special needs adoption. 

However, our successes mean that the children who still wait are the most 
difficult to place. Thus the activities which will lead to their placement 
and which will make those placements work well ",ay be the most expensive. 
Among the critical program needs are national media campaigns, intC!lsive post-

adoption services and adequate subsidies. Thus, as we focus our attention 
on the children with the greatest needs the full $5 million in funding 
should be made available to support the development of innovative programs. 
This very difficult population of children includes adolescent boys; children 
with severe, often life threatening, disabilities; and institutionalized 
children. Institutionalized children are most often those who are labeled 
mentally retarded and whose opportunities for development are severely limi
ted by the lack of a permanent family. 

Overall, full funding for Adoption Opportunities is essential to the 
placement of the children who still wait. They need the services of programs 
funded through the act particularly the National Adoption Exchange. The 
Exchange is now reaching thousands of families with the message that children 
are waiting. Through the continued growth of this national outreach effort 
more children will be placed in permanent homes. 
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RESPONSES OF MISS DORCAS HARDY TO QUESTIONS 
OF SENATORS DENT01'-~ND ~ 
QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR DENTON 

1.) Several witnesses suggested that adoption of special 
needs children would be enhanced if the regional 
and national adoption exchanges were given the 
autho.ity to place children. Does the Administration 
have a position on such broadening of authority for 
the exchanges? 

2.) Can the Administration suggest a better alternative 
to language in S. 1003, as reported from Committee, 
for a coordinating mechanism in the federal government 
for programs that are adoption-related? 

3.) Will the amendments to the funding section of P.L. 9S-
266 contained in S. 1003 in any way affect the operation 
of programs under the law? 

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR DODD 

1.) How will your plans to reclassify and/or reorganize 
the office of Human Development Services (OHDS) affect 
the implementation of the Adoption Opportunities Program 
(P. L. 95-266) and the Adoption Assistance and Child 
Welfare Act of 1980 (P. L. 96-272)? 

2.) What proportion of OHDS "consolidated research and 
development funds" are derived from the adoption 
opportunities projects? 

3.) What is the source of the data you have cited in your 
testimony, specifically, your assertion that children 

4. ) 

5.) 

in foster care have declined by 14 percent and the 50,000 
children in foster care available for adoption. 

a.) From how many states is it derived? Please submit 
the data for the record. 

b.) What are you doing t~ gather information on 
the number and charaateristics of special 
needs children being served? Please cite the 
recent surveys conducted from 1977 on. 

Given the concern that minority, handic<..,;ped, and 
developmentally disabled children have not received 
enough attention under this program to date, what future 
federal support will be available for programs to help 
such children? 

What specific successful demonstration programs will 
continue to receive funding? For example, what will 
happen to the "homes for black children" project in 
Detroit run by a Child Welfare League of America 
agency? Please submit a list for the record. 
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Several witnesses suggested that adoption of 
special needs children would be enhanced if the 
regional and national adoption exchanges were 
giv~n the authority to place children. Does the 
Administration have a position on such broadening 
of authority for the exchanges? 

The specific placement of children in adoptive 
homes and the adoption process in general is the 
primary responsibility of the States. Therefore, 
it is the position of the Department that national 
and regional exchanges should. not place children 
in adoptive homes. 

Can the Administration suggest a better 
alternative to language in 5.1003, as reported 
from Committee, for a coordinating mechanism 
in the Federal government for programs that 
are adoption-related? 

The approach we recommend is the expansion of 
section 203(a) of the Child Abuse Prevention 
and Treatment Act which requires the secretary 
to establish Qoordination across the 
Department with respect to adoption and foster 
care. This section could be expanded 
specifically to include coordination within 
the Department of programs which provide 
services to pregnant teenagers, unmarried 
parents, and couples experiencing infertility 
with the Adoption Opportunities program. 
References to these topics could then be 
deleted from other sections of the bill, and 
the same purpose accomplished without unduly 
burdening the adoption opportunities program 
itself. 

will the amendments to the funding section of P.L. 
95-266 contained in 5.1003 in any way affect the 
operation of programs under the law? 

The amendments refer to several topic areas new to 
the scope of the Adoption opportunities pr?gram, 
such as counseling of pregnant teenaged ch~1dren 
considering adoption as a plan for their infants, 
services to couples with infertility problems, and 
services related to infants of unmarried parents. 
While we agree that these are extremely important 
topics we are seriously concerned that broadening 
the sc~pe of the Adoption opportunities program 
beyond its current focus on adoption for children 
with special needs could overbu~d7n this small but 
very effective program. In add1t1on, there are 
other offices in the Department of Health and 
Human Services, such as the Office of Adolescent 
pregnancy Programs, that address these need~. We 
wouJ.d therefore recommend the approach outl1ned in 
the previoue question as a way of avoiding 
overburdening the prograr.1. 
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How will your plans to reclassify and/or 
reorganize the Office of Human Development 
Services (OHDS) affect the implementation of the 
Adoption Opportunities Program (P.L. 95-266) and 
the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 
1980 (P.L. 96-272)1 

We do not expect any current or planned personnel 
actions, including reclassification, to affect the 
implementation of either the Adoption 
Opportunities or the Adoption Assistance programs. 

What proportion of OHDS ·consolidated research and 
development funds' are derived from the Adoption 
Opportunities projects? 

In the FY 1984 budget request, we are asking for a 
total of $9,250,000 in a consolidated 
discretionary account, for carrying out the 
purposes of sections 426 (Child Welfare Services 
Research and Demonstration) and 1110 (Social 
services Research and Demonstration) of the Social 
Security Act; the Child Abuse Prevention and 
Treatment Act (other than section 4(b), State 
Grants); and title II of P.L. 95-266 (the Adoption 
Opportunities program.) $21,999,000 was 
appropriated for these programs in FY 1983, of 
which $1,912,000 was for Adoption opportunities. 
However, for FY 1984, no amounts have been 
earmarked by us within the $9,250,000 consolidated 
amount. We are not asking for changes in the 
authorizing statutes for these activities, and we 
plan to ensure that the funds are used to carry 
out the purposes of each activity. we believe 
that the consolidated amount will give us more 
flexibility to address common issues among these 
program areas. . 

In FY 1983, we have followed a coordinated 
discretionary process, through which grants for 
most of the discretionary activities under OHDS 
will be awarded. However, the amounts 
appropriated by the Congress for FY 1983 in each 
of th2 discretionary areas will be specifically 
observed. For the Adoption opportunities program 
$860,000 of the $1,912,000 appropriated for FY 
1983 will be awarded through this coordinated 
process. This represents about 4 percent of the 
$21,450,000 to be awarded by OHDS through the 
coordinated process in FY 1983. 

The remaining $1,052,000 in the Adoption 
Opportunities Program will be awarded through 
separate grant procedures. 
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What is the source of the data you have cited in 
your testimony, specifically, your assertion that 
children in foster care have declined by 14 
percent and the 50,000 children in foster case 
available for adoption? 

a.} From how may states is it derived? Please 
submit the data for the record. 

b.} 'What are yoU doing to gather information on 
the number and characteristics of special 
needs children being served? Please cite the 
recent surveys conducted from 1977 on. 

The estimate of a 14 percent decline in the total 
number of children in substitute care is based on 
a study conducted by Maximus, Inc. under contract 
with OHDS of nine States with large foster care 
populations. A comparison was made between the 
data collected by the Office of civil Rights in 
January 1980 and the data provided by the nine 
States for December 1982. The three-year decline 
was 13.6 percent, 4.5 percent per annum. The 
state-by-state data is presented in the attached 
table. 

The estimate of 50,000 children available for 
adoption is based on the findings of the 1977 
National Study of Social Services to Children and 
Their Famllies. The study lndicated that 
approximately 52,000 children in foster care were 
legally free for adoption and awaiting placement 
in an adoptive home. Another 50,000 foster care 
children had already been placed in adoptive 
homes. There were no more recent statistics 
available to estimate the number of children whose 
parental rights had been terminated and were 
awaiting placement in an adoptive home. 

The term 'special needs children" has meaning 
under P.L. 96-272 in the context of adoption and 
adoption assistance. Thus, special needs children 
can be identified in two groups: children who 
are legally free for adoption and awaiting 
placement in or finalization of the adoptive 
placement; and children in finalized adoptive 
homes. Data on these two groups are currently 
being collected and analyzed and will provide a 
sounder basis for estimating the numbers of 
children involved and their current status. 
Recently, the American Public Welfare Association 
has implemented the Voluntary Cooperative 
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Information system and has received reports from 
48 states, which are currently being analY3ed. In 
addition, oaDS has contracted with Maximus, Inc. 
to conduct two studies: a study of nine states 
with large foster ~are populations; and a national 
survey of a probability sample of 206 county 
agencies with a total of 2,000 children in foster 
care to obtain national estimates of the children 
in foster care and their characteristics. This 
data will be available by July 30, 1983. 

The child welfare survey since 1977 include: 

1977 National Study of Social Services to Children 
and Their Families, Children Bureau. 

Year: 1977 
Scope: National 

\980 Children and youth Referral Survey: Public 
Welfare and Social Services Agencies, Office of 
Civil Rights, Daas. 

Year: 1980 
Scope: National, State, County 

Voluntary Cooperative Information System, American 
Public Welfare Association (in progress). 

Year: 1982 
Scope: State 

U.S. Foster Care population for 1980, Child Welfare 
League of America. 

Year: 1983 
Scope: National, State 

Child Welfare Indicator Survey, Phase I, Child 
Welfare Indicator Survey, Phase II, Maximus, Inc. 
(1n progress). 

Year: 1983 
Scope: National, State 
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Total Children in Foster Care in Nine Selected States 
1980-1982 Comparisons 

California 

Florida 

Georgia 

Illinois 

Massachusetts 

Michigan 

New York 

Texas 

virginia 

Totals 

QUESTION: 

ANSWER: 

% Difference (1980-82) 
OCR Maximus (1980 Base) 

(1980) (1982) OCR-Maximus 

27,534 31,288 +13.6% 

9,922 6,156 -38.0 

5,959 4,002 -32.8 

11,480 10,392 - 9.5 

9,634 7,198 -25.3 

10,858 9,743 -10.3 

40,762 32,454 -20.4 

6,818 5,403 -20.e 

8,458 6,913 -18.2 

131,425 113,554 -13.6% 

Given the concern that minority, handicapped, and 
developmentally disabled Qhildren have not 
received enough attention under this program to 
date, what future federal support will be 
available for programs to help such children? 

Because the adoption needs of minority, 
handicapped and developmentally disabled children 
need special attention from the child welfare 
system, these groups were specifically identified 
in the coordinated HDS discretionary funds 
announcement this year for special attention. 
Proposals have been received and are currently 
being reviewed. We the,efore anticipate funding 
grants for the development and demonstration of 
approaches that will address the concerns you 
raised. 
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ANSWER: 
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What specific successful demonstration programs 
will continue to receive funding? For example, 
what will happen to the "Homes for Black Children" 
project in Detroit run by a Child Welfare League 
of America agency? Please submit a list for the 
record. 

The National Adoption Information Exchange system 
has been funded through september of 1984. No 
other currently funded demonstrations will carry 
over into FY 1984. 

We believe in using discretionary funds in a 
partnership relationship with the public and 
private sector to provide seed funds which 
demonstrate and help utilize innovative approaches 
and solutions to problems. By definition, 
demonstration projects are not intended to receive 
funding on an indefinite basis. With successful 
demonstration programs we are eager to assist 
Sta~e ~ublic and private resources to 
institutionalize these programs on an ongoing 
basis. 

The Homes for Black Children project is not run by 
the Child Welfare League of America. The 
"National Center for Homes For Black Children", a 
program development effort sponsored by Homes for 
Black Children of Detroit, is in its final year of 
3 years of funding. Since 1980, seven projects 
have been created, each known as "Homes For Black 
Children" or a similar name. Each project was 
provided seed money for the purpose of program 
implementation; each sought local funds and the 
National Center sought funds on the national level 
to support the programs. These programs are in 
varying stages of development. Some have recently 
secured local funds, others have been fully funded 
for the past year and several have not yet 
received funds. Built into this program was the 
plan for each program to continue through support 
of the public and private sector. 

We believe that four or five of these programs, 
the ones fully funded and those close to a full 
complement of staff, will continue to operate 
after Federal funds are discontinued. 
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Senator DENTON. Thank you. This hearing is adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 1:03 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.] 
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